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udiophiles have a mess on their
hands. In asomewhat surreal press
conference at HI-FI '99 in May
(report next month), ahalf dozen audio
luminaries — representing Sony, Philips,
and the recording business —couldn't agree
on what the public should and should not
know about Super Audio CD. Yes, they
were firm on the October '99 US launch
date for Sony's SCD-1 SACD player, but
Sony senior VP-AA' Michael Fidler stated
that it was abit too early to talk about software prices, while Telares Bob Woods
blurted out an intended price of $24.95/
disc—maybe falling to $19.95 soon after
the launch. And it is not yet clear that the
first generation of US-market SACD discs
will play on regular CD players as well as
the new high-resolution machines.
One phrase popped up several dines:
"This does not have to be aformat war"
between SACD and the DVD-Audio
medium, scheduled to be launched soon
after SACD's planned October 1999 US
launch) But we all know what that probably means: Peace on our terms will prevent further conflict; see it our way, and all
will be as smooth as the DSD-derived
analog waveform we're betting on.
But in almost every meaning of the
phrase, aclassic format war is what this
will likely become. It's wearisome to trot
out once again the precedents of VHS vs
Beta, or even DCC vs MiniDisc, but the
pattern is too obvious for the public to
ignore. And although hardware manufacturers will escape serious wounds by
ensuring that their players will play both
formats, record labels and retailers will
have to choose sides.
This drama is currently of interest to
only a few scattered audiophiles — that
endangered species lamented of late in
these pages and elsewhere — but it contains all of the elements that lie at the
heart of today's mainstream technology
brawls. Like Microsoft vs everybody else,
this struggle is the quintessential feud of
the modern media age writ small in the
audiophile microcosm.
First, the purported format war between SACD and DVD-Audio is rooted in
two incompatible digital approaches to
recording and processing sound: Linear
PCM vs DSD. Second, arace is underway
1According to astory in the May 17 issue of industry
"bible" Audio Week, Matsushita will be bringing Technicsand Panasonic-brand DVD-Audio players to the US market in the fall of 1999, with retail demonstrations scheduled to start in the "late summer?'
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for the best copy-protection scheme possible to appease the gods of music publishing. What — you want full-bandwidth digital outs with that machine? Unacceptable!
And although the discs will look fundamentally the same, each is based on entirely different assumptions about what the listening public actually wants.
Sony/Philips claim that the high-end
audio audience needs only two channels (at
least at the beginning), and utter simplicity
as well —no fancy data, menus, or video
features. DVD-Audio has gone the low
road and added everything from adozen
bandwidth/channel variations to video, Internet connectivity, and maybe even an
audio game or two. In other words, the batde involves one choice for afew select individuals vs all things to all people. And no,
DVD-Audio is not going to get off easy in
this scenario. Using ashotgun to clear the
field can sometimes be far less effective
than afew well-placed shots.
Then there's the issue that seemed
most important when SACD was first
announced: back-compatibility with the
existing population of CD players.
Sony's and Philips' position is that for the
public — and, possibly more important,
for retailers and record labels — to accept a
new high-end format, it must play on
what folks have today, while patiently
holding its true treasures in reserve for
those ready to invest in the future. This
makes it easy for the record labels — who
can press only one dual-layer version of
each new release — and less of aheadache
for retailers, who don't have to make the
difficult choice of which version to stock.
There's only one problem: Sony's own
record labels don't yet appear to be playing along. The software companies have
so far waffled on their commitment to
make dual-layered discs that will play on
both legacy CD players and new SACD
machines. The SACDs launched in the
Japanese market are not back-compatible,
and, at press time, the issue had not been
settled for the US. The fact is, although
Philips stands by their claim that duallayer discs with a"Red Book" CD layer
are not inherently more expensive to
manufacture than a single-layer disc,
putting both layers on asingle disc might
still increase the price enough, due to
copyright issues, that regular CD customers will be scared away, making dual
retail inventories alikelihood after all —
or triple inventories if you consider
DVD-Audio.

See

It

Iverson

Where is DVD-Audio in all of this? The
day after the Sony press conference, Jordan
Rost of the Warner Music Group stated at
HI-FI '99 that if the public wanted backcompatibility with CD players (and, he
hedged, if this was technically feasible),
DVD-Audio could provide it. [He also
hedged on the issues of an met US launch date
for DVD-A and the watennarking/copynght
issues.— Ed.]
We are witnessing a subtle but pi'nt
stru 14: le to control the economic linchpin
that always determines who supports what
in the technology and media worlds: licensing. If the world adopts DVD-Audio for all
things audio, Sony's and Philips' vested
interests in CD-platform royalties dwindle
with each DVD convert. But if SACD can
be successfully positioned as the audio format of the next century, then the licensing
cycle starts anew, with Sony/Philips once
again in the driver's seat. (As Sam Tellig
mentions in this issue's "Sam's Space," the
licensing rights for CD are about to run
out.) Don't expect Sony/Philips to lie
down and let DVD-Audio happen, and
don't expect the DVD-Audio folk to abandon the fight for the keys to the digital
kingdom without afight.
In the end, one has to wonder if the parties involved have even attempted to understand what consumers desire, audiophile
or not, and if the economic, political, and
social forces can ever be in alignment with
these wishes. If Sony/Philips wins, do
audiophiles win or lose? If DVD-Audio
wins ... same question. Perhaps neither
faction needs to produce awinner; perhaps
surviving together in the digital miasma is,
these days, victory enough. But if both formats gain atoehold, do consumers win or
lose? Does one format sound better than
the other? Two channels, or five, six, seven
channels — or more? Perhaps afuture variant of the MP3 format will sweep all aside.
The DVD-Audio Forum says the door
for SACD is open within the DVD-Audio
specification, and Sony/Philips strongly
state that there doesn't have to be aconflict.
But does that imply that Sony/Philips and
their shareholders don't care if the highend audio software market is shared with
DVD, or that they're merely bluffing about
early victory, hoping that DVD-Audio
gives up before too many shots are fired?
If this isn't war, then those casualties
you'll soon see lining the corporate halls will
require some explaining. But we consumers
must remain on
;
early-adopter audiophiles could be the next victims.
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Letters
Where on the Web?
Editor:
Wondering if you plan to ever put product
reviews on your website.
Michael Schlee
mschlee@homecom
We are slowly but steadily making the magazine's
archive offeature anides and reviews available on
tvtvwstereophilecom, adding two to four items to
the «Archives" pages each Monday morning.
There are now over 100 reprints available and
access isfree
Whiny letters
Editor:
If there is one thing Idon't like about
Stereophile, it's all those whiny letters. It's
always bothered me, and it kind of bothers me that I'm writing one right now.
Ihate reading letters that take the liberty to speak for the entire Stereophile reading
population. It's not my concern if some
simpleton chooses to switch to Stereo
Review. Idon't enjoy reading the babblings
of an enraged "Analog Nazi." The analog
vs digital debate is hackneyed. Ihope that
most of my fellow readers realize that both
have strengths and weaknesses.
Ido, however enjoy reading reviews
about the best, most expensive, and most
magically delicious equipment known to
mankind. It's fun. Idon't like reading letters
from people who want more high-performance budget stuff. There aren't many
pieces of equipment that fit that category!
There will never be many! There is no
demand for such equipment. Anything that
sounds great but doesn't cost alot is like
smoking crack for the first time. It's just a
taste — atease. You want more. Before you
can resist, you've got out your credit card.
You're no longer in the budget listening
room, you're staring at "the good stuff."
Before you can wipe the drool off your chin,
you're asking about auditioning "the good
stuff' in your home. As long as there is credit, there will be extremely low demand for
low-cost/high-performance gear.
Thank you for being my favorite
magazine.
Adam Lockhart
olibeareix.netcont.wrn
Too many finger-pointing letters?
Editor:
As I'm looking for anew turntable, afriend
loaned me the April "Recommended
Components" issue of Stereophile Iwas so
turned off by all of the whining and fingerpointing in "Letters" that Idecided to save
Stereophile, August 1999

astep and not subscribe in thefirst place!
David Ramatowski
Ir ull0@erols.com
Another finger-pointing letter
i. jiR't .
Am Imissing something?
Ihave just read, reread, scanned, and
rescanned Jonathan Scull's review of the
Pass X1000 amplifier in the June issue,
and could not find any mention of what
speakers were used in the course of the
review process.
This is the kind of irresponsible crap
that led me to drop my Stereophile subscription afew years ago. Ire-upped out of
curiosity when the new-subscription price
fell to $12. Iam now of the opinion that,
even at that low price, Ihave made apoor
investment.
Doak M. Wattigney
doak@acadiacommet

amost unusual manner. When Iwas in
Connecticut, Ipaid avisit to aused CD
store, as Ioften do. Iwas looking for agood
album with George Gershwin's Rhapsody in
Blue. Ichose your CD, Rhapsody: Works by
George Gershwin, because it was well presented and because you folks recorded it in
my home state of New Mexico.
Ihave been extremely pleased with the
CD, and should it ever scratch beyond
repair Iwould buy another. Ilove the transcriptions and arrangements, and Hyperion
Knight is an excellent pianist. Hans Fugal
Santa Fe, NM

Rhapsody (STPH010-2) and the other /3
Stereophile recordings can be ordered from our
website (wwwstereophilecom) or by calling (800)
446-3563. Our latest dise Bravoljeatures dumber works by Mozart, Elgar, and Marc Neikne
performed by ensembles featuring Pinchas Zukennan and the Laredo-Kalichstein-Robinson Trio,
and was recorded at the 1998 Santa Fe Chamber
While everyone at Stereophile strivesfor professional behavior, there was an editing error as I Music Festival
—JA
was making final corrections on the text of the
Paradigm shifts
Pass X1000 review. The reference to the JMlab
Utopia as the loudspeaker used with the X1000
Editor:
It was rather disconcerting to read Barry
was accidentally deleted. Iapologize for the distress this seems to have caused Mr. Wattignty.
Willis' April "As We See It," but Ihave to
Regular readers will be aware that I 01141 apair admit Iwas not surprised by Dan D'Agoof Utopias, and continue to use them as my refirstino's comment that "High-end audio is
ence speakers, but this doesn't mean the informaon its way out ... "
tion shouldn't have been included.
-js
I'm still an avid high-end fanatic, but over
the years, things have changed considerably.
Not hardly
Society itself is placing quite different
demands on everyone, and the days when
Editor:
an eight-hour workday was satisfactory are
Oh, shit! Jonathan Scull to organize
Stereophilds equipment reports? That
over. Iused to listen to my system two to
means hockey-puck and wine-tasting
three hours aday, but now that I'm working
60-70 hours aweek, with afull set of
tweaks.
Maron Horonzak
Stoutsville MO
chores to accomplish over the weekend, I'm
lucky to log two to three hours amonth.
Rhapsodic
Isuspect the younger generation (I'm
Editor:
only 36, by the way) is caught up in the
Icame across one of the Stereophile CDs in
same whirlwind. When Iwas in my early
20s, Iwas driving aVolkswagen Beetle,
going to college, working arespectable
Letters to the Editor should be sent to
40-hour week, and spending every penny
The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box 5529,
Ihad on beer, gas, and audio equipment.
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. Fax: (505)
Today, that lifestyle is no longer "accept983-6327. E-mail: Letters@stereo
able." Housing has skyrocketed, and Land
phile.com. Unless marked otherwise,
Cruisers and Range Rovers abound, but
all letters are assumed to be for possifolks simply have no interest in spending
ble publication. If you have problems
money on audio equipment these days,
with your subscription, call (800) 666and for the most part they just can't afford
3746 or visit www.stereophile.com.
to. Which projects astronger image: drivPlease note: We are unable to answer
ing around in a1999 Mercedes, or having
requests for information on specific
apair of Martin-Logan Statements sitting
products or systems.
in your living room? Ask any 25-year-old
and you won't be surprised by the answer.
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Reference products serve as benchmarks. They are designed to be the best available in their
product category — regardless of price. All Reference components feature amodular architecture that allows them to be updated as technology evolves. Our commitment to Reference
product owners is now amatter of record. Audition Madrigal's benchmark components at your
Mark Levinson dealer soon. It will change your point of reference.
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Letters
Time, and the ever-changing demands
of society itself, have caused aparadigm
shift in the expenditure of disposable
income. Further, the younger generation is
spending every penny they make on their
house and car to make certain they are projecting an "acceptable" image. In the future,
it will be asmall, rare niche of individuals
that supports the High End. Ijust hope
manufacturers can weather the storm.
Michael Arbisi
Tampa, FL
marbisi@worldnet.attnet

Clothes end up in our bedroom. Clare (24)
has never shown much interest in the
equipment but must have music, inherits
her brothers' surplus items, and would indignantly reject any reduction in quality.
David (20) gleefully relieved my cast-off
turntable from the garage —along with various antique Quads, etc.—and now Iknow
where to look for my Rolling Stones records when they go missing. Michael (19) has
amiraculous ability to sense the arrival in
the home of the latest copy of Stereophile,
which then disappears before reemerging
several weeks later in avery tattered sute.
All of them spend lots of disposable
Spread the word
income on music and the means of reproEditor:
ducing it. When we were looking at new
Re. Barry Willis' "As We See ft" (April
houses two years ago, the first things they
'99): High-end audio may be declining as
far as Generation X is concerned, but I wanted to know were the size and the
am not convinced that it is disappearing
acoustics of the living room. Now, at their
urging, we occupy space of very un-Britaltogether. My wife and I have been
ish dimensions, which probably explains
music lovers for over 40 years, and our
why they show no interest in departing
children, while not sharing our principal
the nest.
passion of classical music, have nevertheIcan't really explain why this has hapless quietly amassed some very repened, particularly as they do not, apart
spectable systems.
Andrew (25) plays a collection of from our daughter, share our enthusiasm
for books. All Ican suggest is that when
advanced electronic music, sucked floor to
you hear real quality of sound reproducceiling, through monster Hailer amps hidtion for aperiod of time, whatever your
den away in the rafters because they are so
musical tastes, you will never be satisfied
big, driving Tannoy speakers hooked up to
digital preamp, subwoofer, and rear speakwith less. Iam always impressed with
the quality of their various systems, and
ers. An enormous television completes the
with how close they approach my own
picture, leaving just enough space for abed.

much more expensive setup. However,
you would have to pull my fingernails
out to get me to take anything inferior to
my cherished Gyrodec, Audion 300Bs,
and Sonus Fabers. No doubt the same
will be true when Iand they take the
next step forward.
Generation X is out there, but Isuspect
that in an era in which one is bombarded
by media messages, the high-quality
sound-reproduction message will increasingly be passed through personal contact.
Stereophile and Hi-Fi News &Record Review
and avisit to the dealer are fine for those
already on the road to conversion, but
nothing quite beats wine and agood dinner with friends, followed by relaxed listening. The comment "I had no idea that
song,/piece could sound as good as that" is
apretty good signal that someone else is
ready to join the ranks.
Over the years Ihave steered many customers to my own excellent dealer, Walrus Systems. Perhaps high-end manufacturers and dealers should make more use
of the selling power of their own, very satisfied customers?
Neil Gilroy-Scott
London, England
neil_gilroy-scott@esumg
HI-FI '99 was good
Editor:
Congratulations on asuccessful show in

AFamily of Winners
"As much as Iliked Magnepan's
earlier version of this system, the
3.5, Ihave to say that the MG3.6
represents aserious and heady
advance over its predecessor.
Jim Winey has incorporated
some of the tricks he learned (or
returned to, as the case may be)
in the design of the shockingly
good Maggiee1.6 and put them
to good use here."
'Harry Pearson, The Absolute
Sound, June/July,'99
"At an unbelievable $1475 the
pair, this one (MG1.6/0R) is going
to knock 'em dead."
'Harry Pearson, The Absolute
Sound, July/Aug.,98
"In my 20 years of involvement in
the audio hobby, Ican't think of
another product that has offered
as much performance for as little
money as the MG1.6/0R. Highly,
very highly recommended."
'Brian Damkroger, Stereophile,
January, '99

"...that's what the (MG)1.6's are-the best sound you can buy for
fifteen hundred dollars."
Von Va/in, Fl magazine, July, '99
"...the newest model from
Magnepan, the two-way, quasiribbon-sporting MG12/0R--which
sells for the astonishingly benign
price of $950 per pair--are among
the most musically realistic
sounding speakers I've heard of
late. With that in mind, it's hard to
imagine large orchestral works
being better served than they are
by Magnepans, so lifelike and fullscale is the soundstage (which in
my room was akin to first-tier, not
orchestra, seating) and so effortless their ability to swing to full
orchestral climaxes."
'Wayne Garcia, Fl magazine,
March, '99
'Quotes reprinted with permission

III MAGNEPAN
1645 Ninth Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

1-800-474-1646 -FAX 1-651-426-0441
Visit our Website for special offers --www.magnepan.com
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Finally,
THIEL engineering
brings you atrue
High Performance
multichannel
loudspeaker.
(»

'
o

frifflume

We proudly
introduce the new

IHIEL
MCS1
•Ideally suited for main, center,
o

and rear channel use.
•Very high output, high efficiency

•

0

•Innovative coaxial/D'Appolito time

coherent driver array and phase correct

crossover design provide exceptional
realism with any type of placement—
vertical, horizontal, shelf, or stand.
•

e Superb THIEL manufactured ultra -low
distortion drivers provide ultimate clarity.
•

•Beautiful hand crafted cabinetry

integrates seamlessly into any room.

THIEL

'
Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page full-line brochure, MCS1 design white paper, and the name of your nearest 1H1EL dealer.
*BEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudio.com

Letters
... but the source should be better
Editor:
HI-FI '99 being my first show, Iwas
impressed with the great technology and
some of the sounds. But Iwas disturbed
by the use of fairly awful demo material
Agreat experience ...
in some of the rooms. Iknow you are
genuinely interested in improving the
Editor:
No it wasn't
source, namely through your Stereophile
Iwould like to thank all the folks at
Editor:
recordings. Iam disturbed that people
Stereophile for agreat experience at HI-FI
HI-FI '99 was a disaster. No Wilson
put so much effort into getting people
'99. It may have been because Ihad just
Grand SLAM M, no JMIab Grand Utopia,
into high-end audio and completely
finished with my final exams — Iliterally
no Avalon Eidolon, no Revel Salon, no
ignore that their source recordings are
ran out of my last exam, stopped to check
B&W Nautilus, no Genesis, no Dunlavy
deficient.
my e-mail, and hopped on a bus to
SC-IV/A, no Martin-Logan Statement, no
Think of what we could listen to if we
Chicago — that Ihad such awonderful
Thiel CS72, no jadis, no Meridian!!! About
had recordings that used some of the tertime, but Ithink that even had Inot been
the only thing Inoticed was Ivlikey Fremer
rific cabling, damping, and power-filtergreatly relieved to be done with the toils
wearing black suede shoes. Such bad taste.
Jean-Luc Olivier of my semester, Iwould have still had a ing products out there. What steps are
being taken to convert the pro-audio
hwaysiet@worldnet.attmet
grand time.
Iwould also like to thank Jonathan Scull
world to being sympathetic to the highand the panelists at the "Grill the Editors"
end audio world?
Chris Gillespie
Enjoyed the show
dizziness@interlync.com
sessions on Saturday and Sunday for makEditor:
Ijust wanted to let you know much I ing me feel welcome. It's not often that I
The audiophile sensibility is actually quite widefeel comfortable being ayoung audiophile;
enjoyed HI-FI '99 in Chicago. Itry to atly shared in the pro-audio community Engineers
during my time at the show 1felt accepted,
tend every year, and this was one of the
like Bob Ludwig (Masterdisk), David Smith
best shows yet for high-end audio comporespected, understood, and, most impor(Sony), Tony Faulkner, and many snore work in
tant, that Iwas apeer to all who were there.
nents. Ithought the music and homesonic environments that audiophiles would die
Though many people contributed to this
theater displays were very good, given the
environment, Jonathan, Steve Lee of Can- Jisr Michael Fresner, Sam Tellig, Larry Archiconditions in which they had to set up
bald, andJon Iverson all comment on the goingstheir systems. Ihave never heard so many
oros, and about ahalf-dozen fellow showon at HI-FI '99 elsewhere in this issue; while our
goers made me feel most at ease, and that
good-sounding systems at any one show.
Jimal report will appear in the September issue.
meant agreat deal to me.
Also, my wife and Ithoroughly enjoyed
—JA
Adam Wiesenfirth
the live concerts, and, as usual, Ispent way
ajwiesen@students.ivisc.edu
too much money on LPs and CDs. But by

Chicago. My favorite moment was visiting with speaker designer Alan Yun in his
Silverline Audio room. His enthusiasm for
his art is infectious.
David Eide
Lockport, IL
deide@ngelaw.com

e tit Iszrke9

far the best part of the entire weekend was
being able to talk with other devoted
music/audio lovers.
R. Peck
lisrba Linda, CA
RPeck8954@aot coin

r
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MAKING THE CONNECTION
"I agree with Inner Ear publisher/editor Ernie Fisher that
the SPM is the finest cable available at any price"
BARRY WILLIS, STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1997

"I've never liad anything quite like this happen during areview
before -one product simply blows out everything else
you Ilan' ever experienced before."
DOUG BLACKBURN ON SPM CABLES,
SOUNDSTAGE, OCTOBER 1997

"Ratline trades not one iota of sonic prowess
for its convenience. It is simply one of the
most enticing cables we've ever come across."
***** WHAT HI-FI?

NOÉT)

T

Nordost Corporation, 42
nklin Street, Fr.
MA 01701 U.S.A.
Tel:001-508-879-1242 Fax: 001-w-879-8197
EMail: nordostflatline@msn.com
http://www.nordost.com

am,

Nordost (UK) Ltd., Unit 7, Aber Park Industrial Estate,
Aber Road, Flint, Flintshire CH6 5EX
Tel: 01352 730251 Fax: 01352 731273
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"IT'S NOT EASY TO BE

•
I/

Xf/tYBA, Idesign
every product to be as simple
as possible.
This ensures that what you
hear at home is always faithful to music.
But, to be simple requires
careful circuit and component design. Every part must
work together to eliminate
tiny distortions that mask
musical detail.
Whether it be thermal, elec-

rrr

tromagnetic or micro-vibrational, nothing must be left

"For the money,...you'd be hard-pressed

to find more musically satisfying
monoblocks than these."

to chance. And that is why
true music lovers appreciate

J.Scull -Stereophile Vol. 22 no. 1

YBA.

'Yak

For the music ...
U.S.A.
Tel

Audio Plus Services P.O.Box 3047 Plattsburgh, NY 12901
1-800-254-2510 /1-800-663-9352 Fax: (450) 585-5862
www.audioplusservices.com

Canada: Plurison C.P. 537 Station Youville Montreal Qc H2P 2W1
Tel.: (450) 585-0098 Fax: (450) 585-5862
www.plurison.com

Industry
US: SEATTLE., BALTIMORE. SAN DIEGO
Jon Iverson
In arcrsely worded press release, Carver
Corporation announced that on May 12,
it filed a voluntary petition under
Chapter 11 in United States Bankruptcy
Court for the Western District of
Washington. The cause of the filing was
"an accumulation of unpaid debt and
resulting legal actions filed by creditors.
These actions created the prospect of an
inequitable distribution of payment to
creditors and prevented the company
from being able to operate as afunctioning business entity. In October of 1998,
the company ran out of working capital
and laid off the remainder of its workforce. Subsequently, at the invitation of
the board of directors, Robert W. Carver,
the founder of the company and former
CEO, stepped in to take over.
The company also says that the
"Board of Carver Corporation found it
necessary to seek protection under federal bankruptcy laws in order for the
company to move ahead and reestablish
itself as aviable entity in the marketplace. The company intends to reorganize for the long-term success of the
Carver brand name, profitability for
shareholders, and quality audio product
for its faithful customers."
Also in May, Polk Audio, Inc.
announced that its common stock will
be delisted from trading on the American Stock Exchange (AMEX) "duc to
the fact that the company's common

Update

stock no longer meets the distribution
requirements for continued listing on
AMEX." The last day for trading of
Polk common stock on AMEX was
Friday, May 21, 1999.
According to Polk, following the
AMEX delisting, the company is terminating the registration of its common
stock under the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934, and will no longer be apublic
reporting company. The company also
says that it recently completed atender
offer in which it purchased 574,967
shares of its common stock for $12 per
share. The announcement also stated
that, "following the delisting and deregistration of the common stock, the company reserves the right to engage in a
subsequent merger, reverse stock split,
or other corporate transaction that will
result in certain shares that were not
tendered being converted into cash."
Tweeter Home Entertainment
Group, Inc. announced in May that the
company has reached an agreement in
principle to acquire DOW Stereo/
Video, Inc., located in San Diego,
California. DOW is anine-store specialty consumer-electronics retailer with
sales of approximately $38 million, and
has been in business in the San Diego
market for over 30 years. The transaction was expected to be completed on
or about July 1, 1999. Tweeter says it
will pay approximately $5.5 million for
the company excluding acquisition
costs, and that it has the option of pay-

ing approximately $500,000 of the purchase price in Tweeter common stock.
The DOW Stereo transaction will
constitute the second acquisition for
Tweeter in 1999; the company bought
a seven-store chain, Home Entertainment, Inc. of Texas, on February 1.
Tweeter was founded in Canton, Massachusetts in 1972, and currently operates 62 stores under these banners:
Tweeter in New England, Bryn Mawr
in the Mid-Atlantic market, HiFi Buys
in the Southeast, and Home Entertainment in Texas. The company's 1998
revenues were $232.3 million.
Jeffrey Stone, Tweeter's president
and COO, said that "We also expect to
open up to 24 new stores between now
and the end of fiscal 2000, and relocate
seven existing stores, most of the relocations from the mid-Atlantic marketplace. This will allow us even greater
leverage in those markets where we
already have asolid presence. With the
addition of the nine DOW stores, we
will cut our new-store plan for fiscal
1999 to seven stores from the previously announced 11 stores."

nectiast Audio Society, visit www.theatom.corn/cas, or me Carl Richard at
(860) 745-5937.

ny's new 24/96 DAC and SE amplifiers.
•Saturday, August 31: Mike VansEvers
will demonstrate his Pandora power
cords, Spatial Lens, and Window
System.

US: CONNECTICUT
Jens R Pedersen'
Sadly, the audiophile community has lost
one of its longtime members: Steve
Portocarrero passed away June 7, after
being diagnosed with Lou Gehrig's
IGroup vice president. Satair A/S.

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
Steven Stoner the when, where and who at
(505) 983-6327 at least eight weeks before
the month of the event. The deadline for the
October 1999 issue is August 1, 1999. Mark
the fax 'Attention Steven Stoner —Dealer
Bulletin Board." We willfax back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within
24 hours, pleasefax us again.
CONNECTICUT
• For information about the ConStereophile, August 1999

FLORIDA

The South Florida Audio Society is
sponsoring the following seminars. For
information on times and locations,
contact Manny Acosta at (954) 4363679 or mannyacosta@worldnetattnet,
or visit www.sfas.org.
e Saturday, July 31: Joseph Fratus of
Ala Audio will introduce the compa-

ILLINOIS

Audio Consultants is sponsoring the
following events. Please call the appropriate stores for more information and
reservations:
• Wednesday, July 21, 7-9pm: Rich
Warren of WFMT will host atour of
15

one bell, one whistle,

and abutton to turn them off.
It's not about a pile of features you'll never use.
It's about delivering the best sound for the dollar.
The NAD 317 integrated amplifier is built simple to
provide -foremost -afaithful and musical performance.
And, as with all NAD products, it maintains areputation for true value, performance and simplicity.
NAD -pressing all the right buttons.

NAD

NAD 317 Integrated Amplifier

pure. and simple.

AD Electronics of America

6 Merchant Street

80 watts into 8 ohms, bridgeable to 240 watts,
6 line level inputs (including 2 tape in/outputs),
pre out/main in, all discrete circuitry,
defeatable Soft Clipping'', remote control with NAD Link.

Sharon, MA 02067

800.263.4641

www.NADelectronics.com

Industry
Disease, or ALS (Amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis), two years ago.
Born in 1956, Steve worked at Onofon in operations and sales from 1983 to
1991. This was followed by five years at
Krell Industries as North American sales
manager, then two years as account executive at Wilson Audio, until he could no
longer work because of his illness.
Steve's last year was astrong contrast to
the incredible energy, drive, and commitment he always showed in his personal
and professional life. He took pride in being in top shape, and was able to use this
strength both physically and mentally. He
did not need assistance to wheel the
largest high-end amplifiers around, yet he
mastered the sensitivity and refinement
that was required to persevere in the
highest-of-the-high-end audio market.
Steve leaves awidow, Michele, and a
young daughter, Alex. Should you wish
to express your sympathy, please consider doing so through donations to the
Alexandra Brooke Portocarrero Scholarship Fund, c/o New Haven Savings
Bank, Attn: Lillian Damico, 1021 Boston Post Road, Guilford, CT 06437,
(203) 453-6585.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
John Wright (1939-1999) was one of the
most important figures on the British hifi scene since the mid-1960s. His natural
modesty and reticence made it easy to
underestimate a working life that encompassed an unusually wide range of
different roles: from inventor to speaker
engineer to reviewer to businessman.
Both of John's parents were music
teachers, and while John himself was an
accomplished pianist and organist, he
developed a similar passion for the
gramophone, and the challenge of
reproducing the recorded music reper-

toire to the highest possible standards.
While he both trained and practiced as
a teacher, his wide-ranging, part-time
hi-fi activities gradually took over.
During the 1960s, John got involved
with transducers at both ends of the hifi chain. Among other products, his
Audio & Design operation developed
the original vacuum record-cleaning
machine, still made today under the
Keith Monks brand. John's real business
breakthrough, however, came around
1970, with his development of alarge
monitor loudspeaker using transmission-line bass loading. Ican still clearly
recall hearing the prototypes for the first
time at an audio show — their awesome
bass made them, for me, the hit of the
show. Subsequently made by TDL and
drive-unit maker ELAC, and marketed
under Irving "Bud" Fried's US-based
IMF brand, these Monitors set anew
high-end benchmark that did much to
raise the status and profile of British hifi speakers around the world.
Although John will be best remembered for his transmission-line loudspeaker designs, his inquiring mind and
enthusiasm for the whole subject inspired activity across a much broader
stage. Besides contributing tonearm reviews to late-'60s issues of Stereophile, he
wrote seminal articles and reviews on
loudspeakers for Hi-Fi News and Hi-Fi
Sound, and for many years covered phono
cartridges and arms for Gramophone.
In 1980 John left IMF to get involved
in the research program that developed
the Ambisonics surround-sound system,
alongside academics like Peter Fellgett
and the late Michael Gerzon. Although
the consumer world wasn't ready for yet
another surround-sound format, the
Ambisonics principles and techniques of
soundfield encoding are still highly
regarded by the professional sector [and

Update

may enjoy arebirth with the multichannel
capabilities ofDVD-Audio —Ed.].
John returned to ELAC/TDL, and
when Harman purchased ELAC in 1989,
he organized amanagement buyout. The
Studio line updated the transmission-line
tradition with newly developed metaldiaphragm drivers. His more affordable
RTL series was particularly successful,
cleverly anticipating the mid-1990s trend
toward budget-priced floorstanders.
Such anticipation of trends was typical of John. Even though he viewed
modern marketing methods with acertain detached cynicism, he somehow
always managed to be one jump ahead.
III asked him adeliberately provocative
question, the answer would often be
even more challenging, and invariably
delivered with atwinlde in the eye.
John Wright represented a bridge
between the old guard of British companies founded in the 1950s or earlier and
the young turks who got going toward
the end of the 1970s. One of his strengths
was his ability to combine the solid engineering traditions of the past with more
forward-looking, subjectivist approaches.
Above all, I'll remember John's openmindedness. Mention some new tweak,
and chances were he'd already tried it out
for himself, and if he hadn't, he certainly
wouldn't dismiss even an unlikely suggestion out of hand. A passion for music
and hi-fi, combined with a humble
appreciation of the fact that we still don't
have all the hi-fi answers, were elements
of an important contributor to our industry whose influence will be sadly missed.
GERMANY
Peter van Willenswaard
Frankfurt High End '99 was held May
13-16, as always in the Kempinski Hotel
in Gravenbrudi, just south of Frankfurt
itself. Ihadn't visited this show in years,

Calendar
the station's studios. Space is limited; to
obtain amandatory entry pass, call (847)
864-9565.
• Tuesday, August 17, 7-9pm, Evanston, (847) 864-9565: John Lowrey of
Unity Motion will discuss the future
of HDTV
• Wednesday, August 18, 7-9pm,
Hinsdale, (630) 789-1990: Jolui Lowrey
of Unity Motion.
• Tuesday, September 21, 7-9pm,
Evanston, (847) 864-9565:Johnny Williams of Velodyne will discuss subStereophite, August 1999

woofer basics, including the subwoofer's role in the home-theater system and how to choose the right one for
your needs.
• Wednesday, September 22, 7-9pm,
Libertyville, (847) 362-5594: Johnny
Williams of Velodyne.
• Tuesday, October 19, 7-9pm,
Chicago, (312) 642-5950: John McIntosh of B&W Loudspeakers will
introduce the B&W Nautilus series.
• Wednesday, October 20, 7-9pm,
Hinsdale, (630) 789-1990: John

McIntosh of B&W Loudspeakers.
LOUISIANA

• For information about Big Boys
Audio Toys Society, New Orleans' first
and only high-end audio club, e-mail
stockjoc@honnail.com.
NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
17
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Update

Top: Audio Agile
Blue Moon record player
Center: Simon Yorke Series 9
record player
Bottom: Carfrae horn loudspeaker
with Lowther DX4 full-range drive-unit

but what friends had
told me of last year's
event
revived
my
enthusiasm. I wasn't
alone —the number of
visitors this year, over
12,000, was up from last
year. Three hotel floors
had been cleared, and
about 160 exhibitors
filled some 250 rooms
with equipment.
The number of LP
players was overwhelming, surpassing even
what you'll see at Hi-Fi
News & Record Revieuis
11 al
annual September show
in London. This was
complemented by what
was on sale in a50' by
50' hall on the hotel's
ground floor: thousands of new and old LPs, plus afew
CDs and accessories.
Of the record players, 90% featured a
round platter, round feet, around motor
unit, and around armboard, but one
was totally different: the Blue Moon,
manufactured by Audio Agile of Germany. Cost: 2500 DM ($1250).2
There were afew surprises from the
UK. Simon Yorke showed the Series
9, amore affordable descendant of his
Library of Congress Series 7 record
player. Amazingly, there is no console
or chassis: it simply rests on its motor
unit. AudioNote had its nice-looking
Zero Series up and running: CD transport, DAC, line amp, and two mono
power amps, priced below the existing
AudioNote range but still tubed throughout (except the transport, of course).
Germany is well known for its mod2 IDM roughly equals $0.50 US.

em horn-speaker designs. Zingali's twoway speaker, equipped with awooden
mid-high horn unit, sounded well
behaved. A Capella introduced anew
subwoofer featuring two 10" drive-units
instead of the 8" ones in the previous
model. As each woofer has 99dB/W/m
sensitivity and is driven by adedicated
servo-type amplifier integrated in the
enclosure, it will match the speed of the
+100dB/W/in horns A Capella uses
above 200Hz.
Another unusual loudspeaker was
the omnidirectional Bella Luna from
Duevd: the units feature horizontalfacing reflectors that arc intended to disperse sound evenly in all directions.
Driven by Klimo tube amplification,
the Bella Lunas sounded quite nice, but
in my opinion offer no cure for the
sweet-spot effect of directional speakers.
Carfrae (see Paul Messenger's London show report in Stereophile, December 1998, p.34) showed its second product: asmaller horn equipped with the
new and improved Lowther DX4
drive-unit. This horn provides somewhat less deep bass than its big brother,
but is only half as high!
Cadence, from India, exhibited the
ARCA, the latest addition to their range
of 95dB/W/m hybrid (electrostatic on
top) speakers.
On the Cl) front, Linnenberg drew
my attention with its unusual Cl) player. A 19" box contains the power supply,
converter, and control electronics, another box houses the Cl) platter/motor
unit, and two cables connect them: one
carries only the audio data, the other the
control and drive signals. Of course, this
is how it should be if you care about signal purity. Alas, it is very unlike what
happens in almost all other Cl) players.
In the Yarnamura room, each piece
of equipment was placed on and coy-

Calendar
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
• For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow, Nassau County), a
monthly club catering to obsessivecompulsive audio neurotics from September through June, call Roy Harris at
(516) 489-9576.
WASHINGTON

• Saturday and Sunday, July 31 and
August 1: Acoustical Magic (12815
North East 124th Street, Suite R,
Kirkland) is hosting Winston Ma of
18

First Impression Music for ademonstration of his HD and XR CDs, and Jeff
Rowland of Jeff Rowland Design
Group to discuss his company's products.
Call (425) 825-8806 for more information, or visit www.acousticalmagic.com.
• Thursday, August 12, 7:30pm: The
Pacific NW Audio Society and Definitive Audio will demonstrate aMeridian digital surround-sound system featuring the 800 series at 4545 Island
Crest Way, Mercer Island. Come hear
the best in DTS, DD, Ambisonic, and

other music formats. For more information, contact Tom Bond at (425) 4818512, or Definitive Audio at (206) 5246633 or (425) 746-3188.

WISCONSIN

• Saturday, August 14, 10am and 2pm:
Salon One Audio (264 W. Grand
Avenue, Wisconsin Rapids) welcomes
Matt Bastien of Wadia in celebration of
their new store. Call (715) 421-5910 for
reservations.
Stereophile, August 1999

Meet B&W's new DM 600 Series 2 loudspeakers.
The ultimate in high performance engineering
without the high price tag. Quite simply, we
completely re-engineered our most successful
speakers ever, starting with our famous yellow
Kevlar cones for superior imaging. Likewise, our
revolutionary Nautilus tapered wave-guide tweeters
have forever redefined high frequency perfection,
especially at these prices. Even our crossovers have
been upgraded to ensure vanishingly low distortion.
Wish you could hear more? Listen to them at your
authorized B&W dealer.

"nothing short of miraculous."

you were here?

DM 602S2
(Stand not Included)

DM 604S2

Tel. 978.664.2870 -Fax 978.664.4109
www.bwspeakers.com

LISTEN

AND

YOU'LL

SEE

hen someone says

'take control of your life'
do you f
mii/clirderg (neaCh_f_Of_th_e_r_e_Meel)
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PARASOUND

(2/

(ob eeeee d with

sound)

ust make sure you reach for theright remote. Namely, the one for our new AVC-2500 Audio Video Controller.

It's an elegant surround processor, dual-zone preamplifier, D to A converter, and tuner all wrapped up in one

very neat, very convenient package.
Everything about the AVC-2500 proclaims its preeminence in the world of home electronics. For starters,

we teamed up with a group of remarkably gifted engineers. In fact, they're the same experts who Lucasfilm
has hired to redesign and upgrade the electronics in THX theaters worldwide.
We realize all that advanced technology is meaningful only when you can figure out how to use it. That's
why our unique on-screen display gives you total access by balancing both breadth of control and ease of use.
You can even customize each of the different sources, digital inputs, or even radio stations with names you
make up yourself or select from its comprehensive library of names.
For more information on our AVC-2500, visit our website. Or better yet, experience one at your
Parasound dealer. And see what it's like to be the master of your universe—or at least your home theater.
• Project guided by audio design legend Dr. Maui Otala

• Composite-video, S-video, and Component-video switching

• Full 24-bit processing using three Motorola 56009 processors

• Automatic digital audio and video input selection

• Dolby Digital, DTS, and Dolby Surround processing

• Digital inputs and surround modes are assignable to sources

• HomeTHX Ultra certfication

• Discrete analog line drive stages,four layer military-spec circuit boards

• Proprietary bass management eliminates smear and distortion

• Intelligent on-screen display and backlit learning remote control

• Independent dual zone control of audio and video systems

• Reference quality FM/AM stereo tuner with 20 presets

• 100% automatic calibration of channel levels and delay times,

• External analog 5.1 inputs assureforward compatibility

including sub channel; calibration mic included

• 10-year limited warranty

Parasound Products Inc. •www parasound.corn •950 Battery Street •San Francisco. CA 94111 •800-822-8802 •In Canada. call 604-988-2966
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ered by 200mm by 300mm (7.8" by
11.7") panels with ground wires attached. The 7mm-thick panel is constructed of one layer of copper and several layers of specially treated paper, and
is said to audibly improve screening
between components.
Flown in from Japan was Sony's first
SACD-player, the SCD-1, demonstrated through an entire Sony system: TAEl preamp, TA-NI power amp, SS-M9
speakers. The SCD-1 was specially
designed for 100kHz audio bandwidth,
but what Iheard was only remotely
reminiscent of the best Ihave heard
from DSD-encoded music. If this
sound is representative of most SACD
systems in the foreseeable future, then
perhaps the extra potential SACD offers
is too subtle to survive general hi-fi, let
alone mass-market equipment.
And, from the Netherlands, van den
Hul introduced not anew cable or cartridge, but a new record label: vdH
Carbon Recordings The recordings
are made in 24/96 digital using a
Nagra/dCS combo, have been released
on CD, and, depending on demand,
might appear on LP and DVD-Audio
discs as well. For now, four titles and a
sampler are available, but only directly
from van den Hul BV: www.vandenhul.
com/recordings/index.htm.

the modern, much more bustling
Hammersmith Novotel — which, by
coincidence, will host Britain's bil4lest
hi-fi show in September, which has
moved from its Heathrow sites.
Unofficial estimates of attendance are
25% higher than last year (thanks presumably to easier access), with agreater
proportion of overseas visitors.

Custom installation
helps expand
the business —
for manufacturers
and retailers alike —
into new areas, and
to atype of client
quite different from
the traditional
hi-fi enthusiast.

CEDIA's move to central London is
appropriate; although other cities are
waking up to the possibilities, and the
trend is beginning to spread to the
provinces, most installation work is still
UNITED KINGDOM
based in the metropolis.
Paul Messenger
In Britain, CEDIA still seems to be
focusing its attentions on the very wellThe multi-room, multi-thousand-pound
installation business is atrend relatively
off. The average price of current instalnew to Britain. (One of the reasons for lations is apparently some M0,000 —
half the cost of asmall family house in
this is the many older houses with solid
brick walls.) However, the US initiative
many parts of Britain. However, at least
of CEDIA (the Custom Electronic one dealer feels that focus to be too narrow. He sees amuch broader spectrum
Design and Installation Association)
of opportunity, is perfectly happy taking
seems to be transplanting itself quite
on modest projects at much lower
successfully to the UK, and perhaps
thence to other European countries. prices, and believes the installation skills
The complex skills needed to carry and experience of the specialist can
through many of the more elaborate
result in amajor improvement in qualiinstallation packages seem to make a ty at any price.
The CEDIA show might be periphnatural fit with traditional UK specialist
eral to the hi-fi stereo mainstream, but it
hi-fi retail expertise.
usually throws up some interesting new
Custom installation might not necessarily be "hi-fi" in the purist/tweaky/ products, over and beyond having the
stereo-only sense, but it can involve hichance to check out the latest in control,
lighting, and plasma display technolofi sound reproduction as well as awhole
gies. While Imight personally find it
lot more. And it does help expand the
difficult to get excited about Crestron
business — for manufacturers and retailscreens and AMX Phast Links, four
ers alike — into new areas, and to atype
of client quite different from the tradiLinn products were new to me (if not,
tional hi-fi enthusiast.
perhaps, to those who visited the Las
CEDINs UK offshoot is new and still Vegas CES or Stereophile's Chicago
small, but its growth rates are quite specshow). While the Kolektor preamp and
tacular. This year's annual CEDIA UK the Ikemi and Genki CD players look
show moved from alarge and rambling superficially similar to their predecesold hotel on the outskirts of London to
sors, how can any hi-fi nut not salivate
Stereophile, August 1999
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when stroking and admiring the astonishingly compact and beautiful Klimax
monoblock power amp?
rve long been afan of PMC loudspeakers, and was pleased to find that the
company has not only survived the
untimely death of co-founder Adrian
Loader last year (see the September 1998
Stereophile, p27), but seems to be thriving.
One of Britain's best-respected reps, Tom
Barron, has just joined PMC, and there
were prototypes of anew floorstanding
speaker based loosely on the popularly
priced TB1 stand-mount design.
Purists like yours truly and the guys at
PMC might be well aware that standmounted speakers are agood thing for
many reasons both acoustical and
mechanical, but today's hi-fi buyers
seem to prefer elegantly slim floorstanders. PMC's new FB1 uses drivers
similar to those in the ml, but amuch
longer transmission-line enclosure takes
the bass response down to an impressive
22Hz, while attractive real-wood veneer
lifts the price to £1100/pair.
When it comes down to it, Ifind
myself much more interested in anew
and thoroughly conventional-looking
loudspeaker than any number of cunning new interface buses. CEDIA's
often intriguing lifestyle solutions are
welcome for the business they bring to
ahi-fi trade that hasn't enjoyed an easy
decade. Happily — as Linn, for one, has
recognized — these solutions can also
act as auseful Trojan Horse for the purveyors of serious quality hi-fi sound.
US: SAN FRANCISCO, SEDONA
Barry Willis
Better late than never. America Online
has finally leaped into the Internet
music business with its recent purchase
of San Francisco-based Spinner Networks, and Nullsoft of Sedona, Arizona.
The combined deals, which were
announced on June 1, cost AOL $400
million in company stock.
Spinner is an Internet "radio station"
that claims to transmit more than 2million songs per day in more than 100 categories — everything from baroque
pieces to alternative rock — to millions
of users worldwide. Nullsoft is the
developer of the popular WinAmp software, used by music fans to play downloaded MP3 audio files. Justin Frankel,
Nullsoft's 20-year-old president, is the
latest digital Wunderkind made rich by
hysteria for all things Internet.
AOL:s new music division will be consolidated in Spinner Networks' headquarters on Alabama Street in San Francisco,
in apart of town becoming known as
21
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"audio alley," according to San Francisco
Chnmide stuff writer Benny Evangelista.
"We are excited about the Nullsoft guys
joining forces with us," Spinner CEO
Dave Samuel told the Chronide.
In its report on the deal, the Wall Street
Journal noted that AOUs involvement in
Internet audio was welcomed by musicindustry executives, who have been
reeling from the rapid growth of the
MP3 format. MP3 files are widely
shared over the Net by music fans without regard for copyright restrictions or
royalty requirements. The music industry hopes that awell-established corporation like AOL will be easier to work
with on copyright issues than some of
the more rebellious upstarts have
proven to be.
The Journal's report was flawed by its
characterization of MP3 as offering
"high-fidelity" playback. Even the most
adamant promoters of Internet audio —
such as members of the industry who
spoke about downloading music at HIFI '99 in Chicago — admit that, as it is
presently configured, MP3 is at best a
low-resolution format.
The quality of Internet audio will improve as wider bandwidth becomes
available for transmitting higher data
rates. No one doubts that will happen —
the only disagreement seems to be about
the timetable. With adreadnought like
America Online weighing in for musical
downloads, it's obvious that Internet
audio is here to stay. Of the Nullsoft and
Spinner acquisitions, AOL president
Bob Pittman said: "Combining these
leading Internet music brands with the
audience reach of our brands will lift
music online to the next level of popularity. We plan to build downloadable
music, Internet radio, and overall music
features into each of our brands."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The Tannoy/Marantz press seminar has
now become aregular feature of the
UK's annual audio calendar. Some
industry watchers were initially skeptical that the pan-European distribution
alliance forged between two such fundamentally separate brands would
work, but, four years later, it's pretty
clear that the arrangement has worked
very well for both parties.
Tannoy managing director Alex
Munro talked up the benefits of the
recent TGI Group's restructuring. The
disposal of the Mordaunt-Short and
Epos brands, and the decision to focus
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd. (GLL)
on its successful in-car/OEM activity,
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have made Tannoy the vehicle for all
the Group's consumer and professional
loudspeaker activities. This means
greater investment in Tannoy's hi-fi and
professional speaker activities — where
the brand has enjoyed avery successful
year — and the launching of more new
products.

Ken Ishiwata is Marantz
Europe's prime guru and
moving spirit, and knows
more about the global
ins and outs of high-end
hi-fi than anyone Iknow.
The idea behind Tannoy's Mercuryseries budget range — that an attractively finished wood-composite-based
enclosure would have inherent performance advantages over rivals using plastic moldings—seems to have been
proved right by good sales figures. Now
three years old, the Mercurys have
racked up worldwide sales of 250,000
pairs, and the three core models have
consistently placed in the top five positions in the UK speaker sales charts.
Because the Mercurys tend to use
larger main drivers than their close
competitors, they've proved successful
in home-theater as well as hi-fi stereo
sales. The introduction of four new
Mercury models primarily oriented
toward home-theater applications is
therefore the logical next step. Watch
out for the disarmingly cute, compact,
and inexpensive mSUB active subwoofer: with avolume of roughly 1.5ft3
and aUK price of only £250, it looks
like an attractive and cost-effective
prospect for multi-sub applications.
Tannoy's pro-market activities are
buoyant too, helped very much by ongoing demand for truly high-quality, highlevel dance-club PAs. Highlights of the
last year include forging links with Barco
to develop e-cinema applications (www.
e-cinema.co.uk, equipping the Redskins
stadium with adistributed PA sound system, and astudio-monitor variation on
the Kingdom-series drivers.
Emphasizing the way the market has
fragmented into clearly identifiable
niches, Tim Lunt, head of marketing,
pointed out that 10 years ago Tannoy
had just two ranges of speakers aimed at
domestic consumers —the Series 90 and
the Prestige. Today there are six ranges,
three of them — Revolution, Prestige,

and Kingdom — oriented primarily
toward hi-fi stereo. The broader and
more versatile Mercury and Definition
ranges are aimed at both hi-fi and home
theater. The new HT-oriented Saturns
effectively combine Definition/ProMonitor drivers in very cost-effective
vinyl-wrapped enclosures, and were
launched in the US toward the end of
1998; Tammy has been pleasantly surprised by how well they've sold.
Though he has no official title, Ken
Ishiwata is Marantz Europe's prime guru
and moving spirit, and knows more
about the global ins and outs of high-end
hi-fi than anyone Iknow. His latest product statement is the new limited-edition
CD-7 CD player — limited because only
750 pairs of the selected Philips
TD1541A Double Gold Crown 16-bit
DAC chip-sets remain. Ishiwata reckons
that the "old" multibit technology has
some inherent current-handling advantages over the lower-power CMOS
approach used in current low-bit players.
The High End might be Ishiwata's
abiding passion, but his responsibilities
also include picking and plotting the
fine detail of hi-fi and audio-market
trends across Europe. His market-analysis "teach-ins" were once atradition of
the Marantz seminars, but were abandoned last year as agradual but depressingly inexorable market decline continued throughout the 1990s.
But the 1998 European audio market
showed 4% growth in 1997, providing
sufficient encouragement for Ishiwata to
show us his graphs again. Much of the
depression that has beset European audio
throughout the 1990s has been due to
the difficult economic consequences of
German unification (from March 1990).
Germany (pop. ca 82 million) used to be
the bilt:est individual market in Europe
by a comfortable margin, but now it
shares that status with the UK (pop. ca 58
million); the market shares of both countries are now about the same. Germanspeaking nations continue to perform
poorly, but France, Italy, Spain, and —
especially—the Netherlands are all contributing to growth.
MiniDisc seems to be making the
bi 14:est contribution to audio's revival;
most MD component sectors showed a
doubling in sales from 1997 to 1998.
Newer and therefore less well established, CD recorders and DVD players
seem to have started well, and show
similar sales figures and rapid growth
rates. Perhaps surprisingly, hometheater audio products remain aminority interest in Europe, accounting for
only 13-17% of all audio sales since
Stereophtle, August 1999

Tower of Power.
Wa-t
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How about 380 watts per channel into 8ohms and 700 watts
into 4 ohms? Rotel's new RB1090 delivers high-octane
performance. No matter what the style of music. Of course, brawn
alone doesn't make a great amplifier. Pinpoint soundstaging,
stable imaging and the ability to reveal delicate nuances in music
are the keys to aspine tingling listening session.
We begin by custom winding our own toroidal transformers. In
the case of RB1090, they're twin 1.25kVA toroidals in adual
mono design. This "over-engineering" of the power supply isn't
applied only to our premium designs though. In fact, all of our
amplifiers feature rugged oversized power supplies and select
premium grade components obtained from around the world.
From our five channel RB985 home theater amplifier to the
massive two channel RB1090, each of our power amplifiers will
satisfy even the most demanding users.
Need even more power? Some of our amplifiers can be bridged to
mono for three times their rated output into stereo, or, stack two
stereo

amplifiers

together

for bi-amplification

of your

loudspeakers. What is hip? Rotel's "Tower of Power" choice of
eight superb amplifiers for home hi-fi, home theater or custom
installation. Hear them at your authorized dealer.

88985 interior shown with
massive power supply and
select grade components.
x 110 watts per channel
into 8ohms.

RCITE
54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
www.rotel.com

Audiophile dreams come true with the introduction of the
Omega Series Amplifiers & Pre-Amplifier
Let your ears be the judge

5070 François-Cusson, Lachine, Québec, Canada, H8T 1B3

:
514-636-6384 e: 514-636-1428

Web site: www.classeaudio.com
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1996, and 16% currently.
Although declining sales of CD players (-11% by volume, -7% by value,
1998 compared with 1997) continue to
afflict the hi-fi separates sector, and sales
volumes as awhole remain weak, turntables have actually registered modest
sales growth, and amplifiers and speakers
show slight increases in overall sales.
Given its Philips parenthood, Marantz
itself is naturally focusing its new-technology attention on CD-R, while also
keeping MD and DVD bases covered.
Mum= sees CD-R as anatural successor to conventional play-only CD. This
might well prove correct, though CDRW's lack of true "Red Book" backcompatibility with existing CD players
makes this a difficult call vis-à-vis
MiniDises considerable convenience.
Maranta is completely revamping its
European range this year, introducing 28
new products with sleeker "Century"
styling and improved feature/price ratios.
Naturally enough, the new clutch of CD
players all have VAM1201 transports,
which can play CD-RWs. And while
Marantz's bread and butter are its mainstream electronics, redundantly known
as the Range Series, the company is adept
at finding and filling the more upmarket
niches with its self-explanatory and very
varied Style Series and strictly audiophile
Premium Series components.
US: HOUSTON
Barry Willis
Houston, Texas-based Astrojams was
back online at the end of May with
Grateful Dead MP3s. The site shut
down its offerings of Grateful Dead and
Jerry Garcia Band downloads after
receiving acease-and-desist order from
attorneys for Grateful Dead Productions
in April. At issue was the site's use of
advertising to generate revenue. GDP
daims the sole legal right to commercial
benefits stemming from the use of the
band's music and logos, but had "never
objected" to the free sharing of music in
the Dead tradition, according to Dennis
McNally of GDP's publicity department
AstroJams' founding partner and
president, Joshua Kerr, maintains that
the site generated only $1000 in ad revenue, as opposed to an investment of
more than $10,000 to bring its transmission bandwidth up to an acceptable
level — adisparity that placed the website outside the definition of acommercial enterprise in the minds of its
founders. "I don't think it's fair to say we
were trying to profit off the music,"
Kerr said.
GDP saw the situation differently,
Stereophile. August 1999

and the two sides have been wrangling
ever since. As of May 15, attorneys for
AstroJams succeeded in working out a
deal with GDP that enables the free distribution of MP3s again.
"Recently they released astatement
that allows fans to offer downloads as
long as no revenue is generated as a
result of the downloads," Kerr informed
us by e-mail. "To conform with this rigid
policy, AstroJams removed all advertising banners. We are now revenue-free
and able to offer Grateful Dead and
Jerry Garcia Band music again.
"To demonstrate to the world that
AstroJams was never set up to profit off
other bands' music, we will continue to
distribute MP3s even without generating any revenues. We will continue to
provide this service by reaching into our
own pockets to pay for the costs of doing
so. We take on these expenses because
we truly love music, and believe strongly in the free-music effort started by the
Grateful Dead back in the '60s."
US: WASHINGTON
ion Iverson
At the end of May, the Consumer
Electronics Manufacturers Association
(CEMA) announced its forecast that
Internet sales of traditional consumer
technologies to online households
should reach at least $14 billion by 2002,
representing 13% of total industry volume. CEMA also revealed that consumer research shows interest in buying
consumer technologies online should
grow by at least 135% in the next two
years. The study found that the vast
majority of online shoppers opt to consummate the purchase online instead of
at aretail store because of price.
According to CEMRs Todd Thibodeaux, "Whether consumers make the
purchase online or not, the industry will
see atremendous increase in the use of
the Internet as aresearch tool. On avere, more than 75% of consumers who
likely will make aconsumer-technology buy in the next two years will use the
Internet to research their purchase."
CEMNs new research also shows
that successful retailers need awebsite
to complement their physical presence.
More than 40% of consumers who use
brick-and-mortar retail in combination
with cyber-retail are more likely to
patronize aretailer with acompanion
Internet storefront, and that nearly 6in
10 online shoppers are using both established retail and the Internet in most of
their product purchases.
Thibodeaux commented that "Interesting synergies are taking shape be-
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tween traditional brick-and-mortar retailers and the online world. Almost
60% of online consumers think the
Internet has made them more educated
shoppers. This education process cuts
both ways — some consumers are being
educated at retail stores and then buying
online, others are educating themselves
about products online and then buying
at retail. The Internet and traditional
retail are working together, in consumers' views. They don't see them as
separate realms."
For retailers who think online shopping is just afad, CEMA says that the
research proves otherwise: the study
found that only 6% of respondents think
online shopping is amere novelty; 29%
of the respondents expect to double their
online buying in the next 12 months.
The study also reveals that brick-andmortar retail stores' worst nightmares
are being realized in younger shoppers:
more than athird (35%) of online shoppers have made specific visits to retailers
to "see and learn about aproduct," only
to leave and purchase the same product
from an online retailer. The study notes
that those most likely to exhibit such
behavior are Generation X shoppers:
"More than 40% of Gen-X online consumers have, in the past 12 months,
used atraditional retail store as little
more than a product showroom or
library where they could see, feel, and
touch products, and then pick the brain
of the retail salesperson."
Other interesting details about
Internet shoppers include the fact that a
full 85% are men, who are more than
three times as likely as women to use
the Internet to shop for traditional consumer technologies. Also revealed: at
the same time consumers are using
brick-and-mortar retailers to help facilitate online purchases, alarge number
also are doing the reverse. Roughly half
of all online shoppers are using the
Internet as aresearch tool to make more
informed purchases in traditional retail
stores. Of special note to higher-ticket
retailers: The study found that purchases by households with less buying
power (less than $25,000) are less likely
than higher-income households to use
the Internet to research their traditional
retail purchases.
In the final analysis, however, the survey states that "when ashopper goes to a
store and then shops online, he or she
does so in order to find lower prices.
Going back the other way, from Internet
to retail, is of greatest importance to consumers who like the Internet because it
makes them smarter shoppers."
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The Music You
Listen To Says A
Lot About You.

How

You Listen Says
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CAD -300-SE
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15-Watt

SLP 50A
Preamplifier

Single-Ended
Mono-Blocs

An important event in music history
occurred when Beethoven gave us his love
letters in music.
Without adoubt, the most important
event in the history of Cary Audio was the
creation, in 1989, of the single-ended, class
A, zero feedback triode amplifier: the
CAD-300-SE. Ever since, the Cary sound has
given amuch greater meaning and purpose
to music reproduction in homes
"q1111111111111,-throughout the world.
"ge«111.1111hkThe distinguishing
characteristic of the Cary
sound is the ease, warmth,
and emotional impact
the music will have on
you, the listener. Cary
Audio is honored to
help you share
musical history.
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hat's the future of digital
audio?
Ithought Imight find out
at HI-FI '99. After all, Sony and
Philips had scheduled apress conference on Super Audio CD on Wednesday. And the DVD-Audio camp was to
reveal their plans at the press luncheon
on Thursday.
Judging by their questions at the
weekend's "Ask the Editors" sessions,
showgoers wanted to know, too.
"The digital future may be the digital
past," Isaid. Or words to that effect.
Even more than Idid before the show, I
now suspect that conventional CD will
remain the dominant digital audio format for at least several more years.
And why not? Is the public clamoring
for anew digital audio format? Not that I
can hear. What's more, CD
these days sounds better than
ever —players and recordings.
Take aplayer like the Linn
Sondek CD12. True, it costs
20 grand, but it's far and away
the best CD player — and
perhaps the best CD sound
—I've heard to date. A few
years ago, Inever would have believed
that such superb sound is possible from
CD. Eventually, similar performance
might be available at a lower price,
although Idon't think this level of playback will ever come cheap.
Or take arecording like Geirr Tveitt's
100 Folk Tunesfrom Hardanger, Suites 1and
2, with the Stavanger Symphony Orchestra conducted by Ole Kristian Ruud. It's
on BIS CD-987 and not to be hissed —
et; missed. How much better could the
recording sound in Super Audio CD
(SACD) or DVD-Audio?
A few SACD discs were demonstrated at the show, and in afew cases it was
possible to compare regular CD with
SACD. In other words, the disc was
back-compatible with a16-bit/44.1kHz
"Red Book" CD layer.
Iheard more resolution —more spatial
resolution, particularly — with SACD.
But who knows if the regular CD was
optimally mastered?
Sony announced their first SACD
player. The SCD-1 looks beautifully
built and will retail for $5000. Of
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course, the SCD-1 will play regular
CDs as well as SACDs. Marantz, a
division of Philips, will introduce a
player for about the same price.
But before you run out and buy a
Sony scr)-1, you might want to consid-

Above: At HI-FI
'99, DVD-Audio
was represented by aPioneer player, and press
presentations by Bob Stuart of Meridian (left) and
Jordan Rost of the Warner Music Group (right).
Inset: Sony's $5000 SACD player will be available
in the US in October
superb sound for $5000,
but two-channel playback only

er afew things about it:
•It will not play DVD-Audio discs.
•It has no high-resolution digital data
output, although it does output aconventional 16-bit/44.1kHz CD-Standard
signal.
•It has only two channels, though multichannel SACDs are planned for some
unspecified time in the future.
Sony Music Entertainment will
issue 40 SACD releases in tandem with
the October launch of SACD hardware.
There will be an unspecified number of
additional titles from labels such as
Telarc, DMP, Mobile Fidelity, and
AudioQuest Music. Note the heavy
participation of "audiophile labels."
Oops.
Telarc no longer considers itself an
audiophile label, as Telarc president Bob
Woods made clear. It's now a"straight-
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ahead" record label. Fine by me. Woods
seems a straight-ahead sort of guy —
turtleneck, no tie, lean and energetic.
He was by far the best speaker at the
press conference, and seemed eager to
answer rather than evade questions.
The plan: Those 40 initial SACD
releases from Sony Music Entertainment, plus another dozen or so from
other labels (I'm guessing). Thereafter, if
all goes according to plan, there will be
about 10 releases amonth from Sony
and an unspecified number from other
labels. One of the speakers guessed that
there might be atotal of about 20 new
SACD releases per month.
The $5000 question: Will you pay
this much for aplayer —even one as
superbly built as the Sony (I assume the
Marantz player will be superbly built,
too) — mainly in order to listen to afew
dozen or so SACD discs? Okay, okay —
it's possible that the SCD-1's performance with conventional CDs might be
up there with that of the Linn CD12.
Sony was not exactly forthcoming
with information, leading me to believe
that some things hadn't been sorted out
by the time of the press conference. For
starters, it's not clear exactly how many
of the initial releases will be SACD-only
releases, or SACD releases with CD
back-compatibility. Nor was there any
timetable offered for multichannel
CDs — which, of course, will make the
first-generation, two-channel SCD-1
obsolete, at least for users with multichannel rigs.
My advice?
Wait. You're probably going to have
to, anyway. There are currently only
two SACD pressing plants on the planet — aSony facility in Japan and aPhilips factory in the Netherlands.
Even if you have $5k to spend on the
Sony or Marantz player, you might have
a tough time finding those SACD
releases you want. Supplies could be
tight, even if yields are high.
And yields might not be high, at least
at first.
My mole inside the record industry
tells me that the yield on regular CDs
these days is 99% at most factories—up
from about 80% or lower during the
very early days of CD. The yield for
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We're blushing!
"With sound like this, Y2K looks to be a
great one."
"It's amazing-we're well into the Digital Age,
but it now appears that TACT Audio, aDanish
company, is the first to realize the full potential of digital audio by radically simplifying the
signal path from digital source to speakers.
Yeah, yeah, sure we've all seen and heard that
sort of hype before. We all know that even at
the most excessive, cost-be-damned levels of
the high end, where technology is continuously reshuffled and repackaged, the edge of the
art only creeps forward in barely perceptible
increments. Well, get ready for agiant step.
The Millennium's technology is so original, and
the sonic revelations it unleashes are so great,
it may require atotal realignment of our
expectations for reproduced music and
sound."

Hold on to your ears: The fi(delity)
in "hi-fi" just got alot higher.
Right from the get-go everyone flipped over
the look and feel of the Millennium. As you
can see from the pictures, it's just plain gorgeous, with amassive and beautifully
machined alloy faceplate, agiant free-spinning
flywheel for volume control, and asuper-clean
industrial design that screams elegance. But it
was the sound that blew 'em away. One of my
pals listened for ajust aminute before concluding, 'The Millennium will make every
speaker sound like asuper-detailed electrostatic without any of the 'stats weaknesses.'
Everyone gushed "Wow!" or "I've never heard
anything quite like this before."

"The sound of the TACT Millennium seems
slightly brighter than our Mark Levinson
,?ference amps, but not overly bright or
'hin. It is more as if several filtering layers of distortion and artificial, electronic reverberation(especially in the
midrange), presumably generated
by conventional analogue circuits,
have been removed."
"The sheer fidelity of the
Millennium is immediately superior
to any analog gear we have ever
heard, including the best LP's!
This was probably the biggest surprise during our first listening session."

"Listening to, no, make that through, the
Millennium can be amind altering experience. Ibecame addicted to the
Millennium's holographic imaging,
midrange palpability resolution way down
at the quietest levels, extended high frequencies, and arhythmically precise bottom
end,' for transparency/information freaks
who savor every scintilla of sound,
the Millennium has no peer "
"The Millennium exerted an almost unbelievable degree of control over those speakers drivers; in my opinion, ALL other amps,
regardless of their pedigree, sound vague or
sloppy in comparison."
"We eagerly await the home theater version;
until then, this looks like the audio product
of the year -or maybe the millennium."

(HI Fl & Elektronik, Denmark
May, 1998)

The Millennium's revelatory sound even won
over one of my most rabid audiophile friends,
whose keenly analytical sensibilities were reeling after only afew minutes. This fella loves
vinyl, and only grudgingly listens to CDs.
But he was transfixed.
'No grain, very extended high frequencies,
incredible layering of depth,' he ticked off,
shaking his head in disbelief "The sound is
completely free of the loudspeakers."
Steve Guttenberg, (Digital Home
Entertainment, December 1998)

'I doubt there'll be another audio revolution
so great, until we are born with phono sockets
growing out of our foreheads..."
Steve Guttenberg, (Home Theater
Magazine, December 1998)

"The Millennium heralds new times"
"If you have already used all superlatives, what
do you when you come across something that
is not just alittle bit better? In my case, I
just
sat there looking stupid while Ienjoyed music
so fluid, so light, and so immediate that it
somehow defied the idea of being reproduced. Here comes the old war horse:
It sounded much more like live music than
anything else Ihad heard at the Show,
or anywhere else for that matter"
"Iexpect not waves, but aregular Tsunami to
hit not just the high end, but the whole audio
industry"
Robert Joergensen
(www.soundstage.com, July 1998)

Stan Vincent (HIFI CHOICE, UK May 1998)

TACT RCS 2.2 "Knocking down
walls"
'The RCS rendered adramatic, wholesale
improvement in the musical presentation.
Taking it out of the system instantly unmasked
the colorations introduced by the room, making them stick out like asore thumb.'
"With the RCS, abass drum can cut through
the sound of abass guitar with depth and
impact. Inow hear the dynamic envelope of
each drum rather than having the attacks blur
into acontinuum.
'I also used the RCS subwoofer crossover with
the Revel Gem and Sub-15. The improvement
in bass clarity dynamic agility and pitch definition was staggering."
Robert Harley (Fi Magazine, July 1998)
Please visit our web site to read
even more reviews and to get
information about TACT Audio!

www.tactaudio.corn
TACT Audio, Inc.
201 Gates Road, Unit G
Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 USA

Tal
.ex

Phone

201 440 9300

Fax

201 440 5580

e-mail

infoetactaudio.com

Sam's
SACDs will almost certainly be lower —
maybe around 80%, and maybe lower
still for dual-layer SACDs with conventional CD encoding, which requires a
special bonding process.
"Yield goes directly to cost," said The
Mole.
Gung ho
Telarc seems to be gung ho on SACD,
judging by the comments of Bob
Woods at the press conference.
From Woods, if not from Sony and
Philips, we at the press conference
learned that initial SACD releases will
probably carry asuggested retail price
of $24.95/disc; with time, the price
might drop to $20/disc. This assumes
that new factories come online and
yields improve.
Still, look for an SACD to cost more
than aCD — almost 10 bucks more initially, and maybe around $5 more after
things settle down.
So here's the question: Will ordinary
people — nonaudiophiles — pay
an
extra $5 to $10 if all they're going to initially do is play the SACDs on their conventional CD players, where they're
limited to "perfect sound forever"?
Plans are afoot to offer SACD in
everything from audiophile-quality
gear to personal portables to boomboxes and car players. Will the improved
audio quality be noticeable in such plebeian devices?
Your Uncle Sam wanted to know.
And asked.
A Philips exec jumped right in and said
that consumer test panels showed that
people can hear the superiority of SACD
even with personal portables and boomboxes, and will be willing to pay for it.
As amarketing veteran myself (although not in the consumer electronics
industry), I'd advise Philips and Sony to
keep their fingers crossed. What consumers say they'll do or buy does not
necessarily indicate what they will do
or buy when asked to actually shell out
real money.
Besides, test panels and focus groups
have away of producing the results that
organizers of those panels want to heat
When you factor in consumer satisfaction with conventional CD, the premium price for SACD, the initial high
price of SACD players, and the confusion over SACD vs DVD-Audio, SACD
may get off to avery slow start. Indeed,
with only a few dozen or so initial
releases trickling out of two factories,
and only two $5000 player models
available, this may be one of the slowest
starts in consumer electronics history.
Stereophile, August 1999

SACD or MP3?
Even among well-heeled audiophiles —
"early adopters" — acceptance might be
slow, purely because of limited disc
availability.
As for public acceptance, assuming
that prices of SACD players come down
(they undoubtedly will), there will still
be that premium for SACD discs. Kids
drive the music software business —
will they be willing to ante up another
$5 to $10 to play SACDs?

Will ordinary people —
nonaudiophiles—
pay an extra S5 to $10
if all they're going to do
is play SACDs on their
conventional CD players,
where they're limited to
"perfect sound forever"?
John Atkinson brought up the issue
at one of the "Ask the Editors" sessions.
The kids, if you haven't noticed, are into
downloading MP3 files from the
Internet these days, and MP3 is far inferior to CD in terms of sound quality.
But so what? MP3 is convenient, it's
fun, and, for the moment, it's free. JA
admits to downloading MP3 files for
casual listening. So does yours truly. I
download old radio programs and 1920s
and 1930s music from the 78rpm era
onto aZip drive. Then Ihot-rod the
soundcard output directly to an Audio
Electronic SE-1 amplifier equipped
with 2A3 output tubes.
Hell, I'm having so much fun with
MP3 Imight not get achance to check
out either of the new digital audio formats. Just kidding. But the kids might
very well say, "Who cares?" And the
general public might say, "I'm happy
with perfect sound forever, thank you.
Sounds fine on my Bose Wave Radio."
What's it all about?
SACD is about improved sound over
conventional CD—I don't think
there's any doubt about that. SACD
may be about offering the public such
superior sound quality that they'll be
blown away — even on personal portables and boomboxes — and forget all
about MP3.
Undoubtedly, SACD is also about

Space

meeting the threat from DVD-Audio.
And here the matter of patents arises.
The complex patent situation is far
beyond the purview of ashow report. In
anutshell, the Compact Disc Consortium, apatent consortium whose chief
members are Sony and Philips but
which also includes companies such as
Thomson, collects royalties and licensing fees on both the CD software and
hardware sides.
For example, when arecord label has
aCD pressed, the consortium collects a
royalty — afew cents adisc. My Mole in
the record industry tells me that the royalty is "invisible" — each pressing plant
includes the royalty in whatever it
charges to produce aCD.
And there are licensing fees, some of
which are also "invisible." For instance,
when aCD-player manufacturer buys a
CD transport mechanism from, say, Sony
or Philips, the licensing fee is built into
the cost. When apressing plant buys a
CD production press, there's alicensing
fee built into that cost — again, "invisible."
No one really knows how much
money the Compact Disc Consortium
rakes in.
Patents last for 20 years. It doesn't
take much arithmetic to figure out that
at least some of the patents will soon
run out, and perhaps some of them
already have.
This may be why Sony and Philips
seem so eager to ward off the threat of
DVD-Audio. On a DVD-Audio disc,
Sony and Philips will earn zilch. And
the day will eventually dawn, perhaps
not far off, when the consortium will
earn zilch from regular CD.
It was perhaps highly significant that
one of the Sony execs talked about
SACD being aformat "for the next 20
years." 'While he didn't say as much, he
might have been thinking in terms of
patent life.
Not that there's anything sinister here.
As the chief exec of one of the SACDadopting record labels told me, "Sony and
Philips have poured millions of dollars
into research. They earn their royalties."
Which brings us to DVD-Audio.
Of the two new digital audio formats,
DVD-Audio may have the better chance
of catching on. Anyway, that's my guess.
More major record labels are signed up,
for one thing, including the PolyGram
labels — Philips,
Mercury,
Decca/
London, DG —which were once owned
by Philips. (Maybe Philips is sorry now
that they sold the labels to Seagram.)
Here's my take on it: SACD looks to
the past — in more ways than one. Yes,
it's nice that SACD "protects" the huge
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NOW ABOUT
WEETERS

Dynaudio Tweeters are hand built under laboratory conditions in
one of the coldest places on earth. They also feature our unique
Magnaflux cooling system. The heat produced by the Dynacoil
voice coil is dissipated to the magnet system through amagneticfluid cooling liquid. The magnets are tightly connected to the driver's aluminum front plate which dissipates massive amounts of
heat to the outside. That's why aDynaudio will stay cool •up to
more than 1000 watts transients. We know. Do youT

installed base of conventional CD players with back-compatibility. And it's
swell for Sony and Philips that SACD
involves afresh set of patents that will
stretch for another 20 years.
DVD-Audio, on the other hand, looks
to the future. And the digital future does
seem to revolve around DVD.
Computers, for one thing. DVDROM drives are rapidly replacing
CD-ROM drives in home computers,
even lower-priced computers and laptops. (One of our DVD players is
Marina's Gateway laptop. We love it.)
As people get used to DVD-ROM
drives in their computers, and as DVD
continues to take hold for playing
movies — for which Ithink it's aterrific
format, by the way — they could naturally gravitate to DVD-Audio.
Soon, most DVD players will play
DVD movies and DVD-Audio Discs.
So people will start to receive DVDAudio capability for "free" along with
their computers and DVD movie players. That should make folks feel less bad
about the obsolescence of their conventional CD players — jf plain old CD
becomes obsolete.
In short, DVD-Audio looks as if it's
almost guaranteed an entry into the marketplace. Idon't think the same can be
said for SACD.
But all sorts of things could hold up
the progress of DVD-Audio, including
the matter of licenses and royalties —
especially royalties for DVD-Audio
discs, which include separate high-resolution and Dolby Digital multichannel
and two-channel mixes.
Ihaven't been able to track down specific information but disc royalties for
DVD-Audio are rumored to be higher—
perhaps several times higher — than royalties for SACD. One record-label chief
in the SACD camp hinted darkly at
"gouging."
While DVD-Audio fiddles, Rome
may burn.
Ultimately, you'll decide the fate of
the two new digital formats. Yeah, you.
The parties promoting the two new formats hope that you'll become an "early
adopter" (at great expense to yourself)
and then proselytize.
Hmmm. Idon't see any consumer
stampede. Yet.
Meanwhile, several CD-player manufacturers have told me that they think
that the whole situation —format confusion, licensing issues, disc availability —is
amess. They're waiting it out.
Perhaps you should, too.
So... what else did Isee and hear at
the show?
Stereophile, August 1999

Atma-Sphere 5-30 Mk.I1
stereo power amplifier
I flipped over Ralph Karsten's new
amplifier.
Ralph is president and chief designer
of Atma-Sphere Music Systems. He's
known for OTL tube amps—OTL
standing for Output Transfonnerless.

The Atma-Sphere is not

his waterfall
is not.

single-ended, but
balanced push-pull.
But it is tubed,
triode, class-A, and OTL.
OTL amps have aspecial magic, as I
know well from listening with Harvey
Rosenberg (aka Dr. Gizmo) and my
longtime friend, Lewis Lanese, who for
many years owned apair of Croft OTL
tube amps. On several occasions Iborrowed Lew's Crofts to power the Quad
ESL-63 speakers, which were my references for so many years. (Don't ask me
why Isold them.)
The Atma-Sphere is not singleended, but balanced push-pull. But it is
tubed, triode, class-A, and OTL. More
to come, Ihope, when Ireceive asample of this very handsome (long, narrow) $2450 stereo amp for review.
Note that the S-30 Midi is rated at
30Wpc into 8ohms and 45Wpc into 16
ohms. Karsten tells me that it sounds
heavenly into apair of old Quads —
which should probably be called new
old Quads, as you can buy arebuilt pair
from QS&D.
At the show, Ralph's amp was driving
apair of Classic Audio Reproductions T-3s speakers ($8600/pair). (The
speakers are retro in inspiration, but not
areproduction of any particular model.)
Wonderful sound —so musical, so classic, so un-audiophile-like. From me,
that's the highest compliment. Ilust
after this amp.
"Not recommended above 25W"
Oh, how sweet those words are.
The SM-2A3, an exquisitely styled
minimonitor speaker from Soliloquy
High Fidelity Loudspeaker Company, retails for $1595/pair, including
very substantial stands.
Three watts is all you need to get
them going, according to Bernie Byers
of Soliloquy
The speakers were running on Cary
Audio Design SE 2A3 monoblocks

Don't filter, or
condition your
power:
generate
new AC power
instead.
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VK- 5osE
Balanced Audio Technology is pleased
to introduce its first special edition
product: the VK-50sE. The VK-50sE
features BAT's exclusive high-current,
low-impedance 6H30 SuperTube.
Eight 6H3O's form a powerful gainstage that is combined with larger

The 6H30 SuperTube:
a BAT exclusive.
In simple terms, the 6H30 triples
or quadruples all the "goodness"
of the industry standard 6922.

transformers, upgraded power supply,

One listen will tell you just how

Vishay Bulk Metal" foil resistor

good that can be!

upgrades and more to create a new
pinnacle of preamplifier design.

26 Beethoven Drive
800.255.422811 302.999.8818 fax
Wilmington DE 19807 3o2.959.8855 Tr info@ balanced.com

Sam's

($3495/pair) with the KR Enterprise
2A3 tube, which Iknow to be agreat
tube — I'm using apair in my Audio
Electronic SE-1 stereo amplifier.
On hand was Dennis Had of Cary. I
asked him about the SE 2A3's power
rating.
"FIVE WATTSr Dennis trumpeted.
His partner, Bill Wright, shook his
head. (Billy is a good ol' boy from
North Carolina. Dennis is from
Cleveland.)
"Four watts plus," Billy demurred.
"Round it off to FIVE!" roared
Dennis.
Who the heck cares how many
watts the amps put out when the
sound is this immediate and involving?
There will be more to come — this
combo is headed for Sam's listening
room, pronto.
One of the great things about home
theater is how the wife and offspring
take over what was once the listening
room and banish you to asmaller room,
where you can set up an SET system
and transport yourself to heaven on
31
/W. Or 4W Or whatever. Remem2
ber, the smaller your listening room, the
less power you need. Power corrupts.
Therefore space does, too.
Look at the speaker's specs:
Sensitivity: 91dB. Impedance: 10 ohms
nominal.
Why so many 4ohm speakers?
"So what is this business with 4 ohm
speakers?"
Iput the question over lunch to a
prominent speaker manufacturer. Because Ilike the guy and his products, he
will remain nameless.
"Why always 4 ohms? Why not at
least 8 ohms, so the speakers will be
more friendly to tubes and single-ended
triodes? Huh?"
My friend, who is extremely forthright, told me the truth. Off the record,
natch.
"If Idesign the speakers to be 8ohm,
and they're demonstrated in the showroom next to 4 ohm speakers, the 4
ohm speakers will play louder and I'll
lose the sale. Icannot afford to lose the
sale. Ihave to stay in business."
There you have it, friends. The main
reason many speakers are 4 ohm
designs is not that 4ohms is better, but
that 4ohms plays louder than 8ohms.
And to the consumer in the showroom,
louder is better.
It's not only aficionados of singleended triode amplifiers who pay the
price in terms of performance. Tube
amps of any kind tend to do better into
Stereophile, August 1999

higher-impedance speaker loads —
especially OTL amps like Ralph
Karsten's Atma-Sphere S-30 Midi.
Even many solid-state amps — especially moderately powered multichannel receivers and integrateds — tend to
sound better, if not play louder, into 8
ohm loads.
More scotch for Sam
As usual, Ihung out in Roy Hall's
Music Hall room. And not only
because of Roy's collection of singlemalt scotches, but because of the fine
sound coming from Creek amplifiers
and Epos speakers.
"Best sound of the show?" JA wanted
to know.
"Nah. But great sound for the
money."
"Your colleagues haven't been drinking the whisky," Roy told me. "You
must have scared them off."
It's true. Ie-mailed my colleagues
suggesting that we meet at Music Hall
at the end of each day, so as not to walk
around the show with whisky breath.
Ha! They took my advice, but Ididn't. (Actually, Ishowed up at Roy's in
mid-afternoon, then took the rest of the
day off.) More scotch for Sam! But Ididn't really plan it that way. Honest.
Roy didn't have anything new from
Creek or Epos, but his own $299
MMF2 turntable sounded incredibly
good. I noticed a platform underneath it.
How to make a$300
turntable sound like $600
Spend $600.
"What is it?"
"It's the Absorber Platform," said
Roy, cheerfully. "$299, like the
turntable. I'm not sure I could sell
many."
"Why not? It makes your dinky little
turntable sound twice as good."
"I know. But it's tweaky. And it's not a
dinky little turntable. You bought one
for Marina's Uncle Sam, remember?"
"Um, yes."
I'll save amore detailed description of
the Absorber Platform for later, when I
get asample and use it with my Rega
Planar 25. The construction is quite complex. The platform is designed to turn
kinetic energy into thermal energy—
motion into heat. It probably works very
well under CD players, too, although it
will be hard enough getting even one
review sample from Roy.
Roy said if Iwrite agood review, he'll
raise the price to $500.
Just kidding. Ithink.

Space

Circumcised CDs
Isaw another neat device — crazy, actually. But, as such devices often do, this
one "works."
This is the Audio Desk Systeme. It
comes from Germany — perhaps from
people who don't speak (or at least spell)
English. It costs $495 with astandard cutting blade or $550 with ahardened one.
The hardened blade is abetter deal—it
cuts about 2000 CDs instead of amere
400. Replacement blades are $35 and
$90 each, respectively.
Cutting blade?
Ilove this.
This is the coolest device I've seen
since the last bris (circumcision) Iattended. The machine enables you to circumcise each CD in your collection.
Hey — and not only CDs, but DVDs
and, hell, probably SACDs, too. If
you're brave.
What does it do?
You have to see it — and use it — to
believe it. The Audio Desk Systeme is a
motorized cutting device designed to
"true" the shape of the CD to reduce
mechanical jitter. It also trims the edge
of the CD to a38° angle "to reduce laser
scatter." The edge is then "treated" with
ablack marker.
Hey, maybe you need to be treated,
too. (Marina says Idefinitely do.)
Igot achance to use the device myself
on aCD. Now Iknow how powerful —
and terrifying —it must feel to be amohel
(ritual circwnciser). Not only that, Igot
an "untreated" CD to compare.
And? And?
Circumcision may or may not be a
good idea for humans (some say that
uncircumcised males have more fun),

Circumcise your CDs with the Audio Desk
Systeme from Germany, available in the US
from Ultra Systems.
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The most intimate union of
amplifier and loudspeaker.

DEFINING AFFORDABLE
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END

LOUDSPEAKER

CABLES

Twenty years of avant-garde
manufacturing and engineering enables
KIMBER KABLE to offer the most
significant 'sane' loudspeaker cables
in High End audio.

The Monocle, BiFocal (biwire) and
TriFocal (triwire) cables allow signal to
flow untouched by external vibration
and RF influences. Each model
has been engineered and precisely
manufactured by KIMBER KABLE
to deliver the highest fidelity while
maintaining aconservative price.
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Sam's
squeezed him to death at HI-FI '96.
Such adelicate boy. Ido hope he's getting enough to eat these days.
Yes, it was aterrific show. The venue
was great — the Palmer House Hilton is
agrand hotel that isn't so grand that it's
uncomfortably snooty. Chicago was...
well, Chicago. And that meant the people were great, too.
And, from apersonal perspective, it
was interesting to contemplate how far
Stereophile has come. Nostalgic, actually.
The first time Icovered ashow for
Stereophile was a Consumer Electronics
Show in Chicago back in 1985.11e writers stayed in aseedy, out-of-the-way hotel
next to the train tracks. Stereophile then
From Russia ...
had acirculation of under 10,000. Many
Serge Teranov of Audio magazine (or
manufacturers didn't even know who we
Ah-000H-de-oh magazine, as he says)
were. But it was kind of fun being small.
in St. Petersburg, Russia, was not at the
Chicago itself has never looked betshow. Tight travel budget, Iguess. But I
ter. The streets are now spotlessly clean.
was glad to learn that both Seryozha
(They were filthy under the former
and his magazine have so far survived
mayor.) There's abuilding boom. The
the Russian economic collapse.
city, as always, bristles with energy but
Who knows? The Russian economy,
not hostility. The Art Institute and the
and the market for hi-fi there, may
Chicago Symphony are tops.
eventually return. The interest, the pasFrank Sinatra was right — you've got
sion, and the dedication are there.
to lose your blues in Chicago. The only
It was the very thin Seryozha who
bad news (from my wallet's perspective)
complained that fat Americans in the
elevator of the Waldorf=Astoria almost is that now Marina wants to revisit the

but it does seem to be beneficial for
CDs: more detail, abetter sense of space.
Does it "work"? Yup. Why? Isuspect
that it's mainly amatter of trueing the
CD so it wobbles less. The distributor is
Ultra Systems, P.O. Box 570, Point
Pleasant, PA 18950. Tel: (800) 724-3305.
Use, of course, at your own risk. The
thing is said to be foolproof. Heh-heh.
When Iget one, I'll tell you if it really is.
If this thing catches on, Ican't wait
for the jokes.
One problem (I'm not kidding): what
to do with the clippings? The moite!, I
recall, puts them in aplastic bag...

VA\ DERSTEEN
AU O Vode 5
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Windy City regularly.
"What about Leningrad?" Iteased.
(Marina still can't bring herself to calling
her native city "St. Pete.")
"Chicago's closer."
"Is that all?"
"The food's better in Chicago."
"A nicer city than Leningrad?"
"I've been less impressed by most
European cities. And even your Boston
isn't as nice."
That last one hurt.
Ihope the show goes back to the
Windy City soon. Iespecially liked the
crowd in Chicago — enthusiastic, interested, polite. Nice folks, Midwesterners.
My only regret about the whole show?
Icould not —absolutely could not—get
Marina to go to Wrigley Field.
"I have no een-ter-r-r-est in your
Amyerican haze-ball," she pouted.
"I'll teach you."
"Nyet."
You can't win 'em all.
Icaught up with Cary's Dennis Had
late Friday afternoon. (We went out for
dinner.) He and Billy had taken the
afternoon off to do exactly what Iwanted to do: catch the Cubs.
Damn! Those are two guys with their
priorities straight.

ATimeless Masterpiece!

In loudspeaker design, state-of-the-art is never static; it is inevitable
that the best of tomorrow will surpass the best of today . In the deep
bass, state-of-the-art is seldom realized, even in the best rooms,
every placement is acompromise.
The VANDERSTEEN Model 5is the only loudspeaker with adjustable,
active multi-band low-frequency room compensation for perfect bass in
every room It is the only fully modular loudspeaker, completely upgradable
in your home using just aphillips screwdriver and soldering pencil. The Model 5s
are built to be the best today and engineered to be the best tomorrow.
Call, write, or visit us on the web for complete information and the name of
your nearest carefully selected Model 5dealer. wwwvandersteen.com

DIVF \SIGNAL
116 West Fourth Street, Hanford, CA 93230

RTY®
(559)582-0324

In Canada, call Justice Audio (905) 780-0079
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If Ihad $12,000
I'd buy adCS
Elgar Ring DAC
instead.

"A breakthrough in sub-$2,000 CD players...[The ARCAM Alpha 9] withstood direct
comparisons to players/DACs costing several times as much, and made small potatoes of
the differences. Iwas particularly impressed with the bass extension, detail, and power...
its broad soundstage was truly thrilling with large and small ensembles, with superb
resolution of the music's inner voices. Iwould be hard-pressed to justify buying amore
expensive CD-only player."
Kalman Rubinson, Stereophile Vol. 22 No.1
"Significantly, Inever felt shortchanged by having a$1,599 CD player at the front end
of $60,000 worth of electronics and loudspeakers —the Alpha 9was that musically
compelling, communicative, and expressive. The Alpha 9is not only agreat-sounding CD
player, but atremendous value. Frankly, Iwould have recommended the Alpha 9for
its sound quality had it cost $3,000. What more can one say!"
Robert Harley, Fi —The Magazine of Music & Sound
*"But Idon't, so Ibought an ARCAM Alpha 9. It's the only CD player using a24-bit
chip set based on the Ring DAC technology inside the $12,000 dCS Elgar and the best
professional studio converters. Sure, I'd rather have an Elgar, but sometimes getting
through life requires setting priorities."
Dave Wright, (Happily Married) Alpha 9 Owner

ARCAM
For more information on the complete range of ARCAM amplifiers and CD players
call 1-888-ARCAM•LTD or visit www.asigroup.com
Arcam is distributed in North America by:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256 (317) 849-7103 and
Emerald Audio Resources, RR1, Palgrave, Ontario LON1P0, (905) 880-7170
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unny thing about Consumer
Electronics Shows — consumers
aren't allowed to attend. That's
what's great about Stereophiles annual
HI-FI Show. The place is packed with
real people — excited, paying customers
— eager to see and hear the latest in hifi and home-theater gear. At least, that's
what one hopes for.
Some in the industry hesitated about
showing in Chicago. As far as turnout
was concerned, the city and surrounding 'burbs were unknown quantities;
the grand but aged Palmer House Hilton, with its boxy rooms and ancient
wiring, was potentially tricky; and the
strong union presence meant that moving aparcel across the hall could prove
lethal to an exhibitor's checkbook.
In the end, these fears proved
unfounded at HI-FI '99. Yes, putting on
ashow in Chicago is costly; yes, the
hotel's layout created some logistical
nightmares ("walk under the evnlator,
go through the kitchen, turn right, and
there's Sony's home-theater demo");
and yes, Jimmy Hoffa's body was found
stuffed in the bass enclosure of aWilson
WAMM; but—and it's aBIG "but" —
this show was probably the best yet.
Attendance Friday and Saturday was incredible. (Sunday was, as usual, slower.)
The rooms, halls, seminars, and live-music
events were packed, and the people —at
least those who told me how much they
enjoy this column — were of the highest
caliber. Compared to the neurotics on
the right coast and the cynical passiveaggressives on the left, the Midwestern
crowd was agenuine, normal pleasure. (If
I've just insulted you... tell your friends!)
While there were afew bellyachers,
most of the exhibitors with whom I
spoke felt the show was well worth the
effort. Most felt their message had gotten through — and to large numbers of
people, most of whom, if sufficiently
motivated, have the resources to act
upon it. After the show, Iwas told that
consumer attendance was up asolid 15%
over last year's show in Los Angeles.
Any analog?
Was Iconcerned about apaucity of analog news at the show? You betcha. But I
was more than pleasantly surprised to see
Stereophile, August 1999

Above: Baby with his big Yorke. (Photograph
taken by an embarrassed Sharon Fremer.)
Left: Baby Yorke with champagne. (Remaining
photographs taken by Michael Fremer.)

many new products debuted in Chicago.
For instance: while waiting for an interviewer to show up (once again, Iwas the
show's mouthpiece), Imeandered from
the press room to the booth area, where
Ihad my first encounter with the "baby"
Simon Yorke S-9 tonearnilturntable
combo ($5500, www.recordplayetcom),
here sitting atop a"passive" Vibraplane
($1600). The 'table is asmaller variation
on the basic Yorke theme: aplinthless
design in gleaming aluminum (instead
of the more expensive grainless
steel), with a laminated
annboard and adeceptively simple unipivot arm.
Importer Steve Klein
(Sounds of Silence) had
set up a crowd-pleasing
demo, using two flutes of pink
champagne and a vibrator of

Thoren's top-of-the-line Ambiance

some sort that shook the table. The glass
set on the table shivered, spewing bubbly all over the white tablecloth. The
liquid in the one atop the Vibraplane
remained placid. Point made!
A few rows of booths away Ifound
Musical Surroundings' Garth Leerer
with two new products, the first to be
marketed under the Musical Surroundings designation (www.musicalsurround
ings.com). The MS! Phonomena is an
American-made solid-state, class-A, dualmono phono stage featuring adjustable
gain (40-60dB in 16
steps) and

InnerSound Eras is abi-amplified Hybrid Electrostatic loudspeaker system including 400 watt base amplification and active crossovers.
"The first reflected highs you hear aMve abut aweek later than the direct sound. The result is that the Eros sounds so clear you almost can't believe it."
—Dr Robert Greene, Fi Magazine July 98
"...this is awarm, most romantic sounding speaker ... warmer and more romantic than you'd expect an electrostatic design to be. and with considerable
dynamic 'snap and gradation All of which would be as nothing if things didn't sound so alive." —Harry Pearson, The Absolute Sound, May/June 98, Issue 112
"This is the first speaker system to succeed at sonically marrying adynamic woofer with an electrostatic for mid and upper frequencies, and
it is the first electrostatic syqem of any kind (either full-range or hybrid) to furnish truly excellent quality bass. - —Peter Moncrieff. International ,
\tidio Revieu
"Truly stunning."

—Chris Beeching, Audio Ouarterly

InnerSotand Inc., 1
7no Hwy 16, White.,4rg, CA 30185. Td: (770) 8.38 1400. Fax: (770) 838 0111

INNER

lnnersound (UK), International Hunw, Hor•,:roft Road, Harlow, FS`tri C\119 5SX. Tel: 44 1279 635180. Fax: 44 1279 4427W
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be abit skeptical, she brought
loading (30-100k ohms in
along a disinterested party
128 steps). The circuit sports
who'd witnessed the drawing.
discrete transistors, including
Not that I'm not appreciative,
"super-matched" low-noise
but why can't Ihave this kind
input devices and an outboard
of luck in all those Porsche
power supply. An optional
tioxster drawings I've entered?
battery power supply is
Back to the booths. Next
"under development." The
to
Nitty Gritty on Recordintroductory price is $600. It
Cleaning Row, Icame upon
looks very well made. When I
Kevin L Blair, Ph.D., whose
asked Mr. Leerer who decompany, Buggtussel, LLC.
signed the Phonomena, he
(www.buggtussel.com),
grinned like the Cheshire cat
introduced Vinyl-Zyme Gold
and hinted that I'd heard of
and Vinyl-Zyme Gold extra
the gentleman. John Curl?
strength — yet more recordPeter Madnick? He answered
cleaning solutions. According
"no" to both, so you tell me. An
to the literature, Vinyl-Zyme
updated version of the Lehis "an aqueous solution of
mann Black Cube had arpreformed, natural enzymes
rived as Iwas leaving for the
of plant origin. It contains no
show, so ashoot-out is clearly
alcohol, detergents, or other
called for.
manmade chemicals, making
Musical Surroundings was
it nontoxic and environmendemonstrating aru ed-looktally friendly."
ing record-cleaning machine
The enzymes' job is to
made by Moth in the UK.
"digest" and remove oily conThe intriguing design features
taminants and the "complex
a16-gauge steel enclosure finorganic attachment feet of
ished in satin-black textured
microorganisms such as bacpaint. The cleaner appears to
Mikey with Jimmie Lee Robinson. Sez Mikey, "Glad Igave Jimmies album
agood review—he's wearing spurs!"
teria and fungi," which frecombine aspects of both Nitty
quently grow in the grooves
Gritty and VP! machines. It
of dirty old records. Sort of like "Drop
magnet instead. It features silver internal
has abidirectional motor like aVP! 17,
on Freezone, lift off corns." According
wire from Graham Engineering and
and a label-sized platter (to avoid the
to the literature, the usual alcohol- and
puts out ahealthy 0.4mV. Retail price is
"clean record on dirty mat" problem, the
detergent-based cleaners seldom re$1500, $1250 with qualifying trade-in, or
blurb says) with afixed pickup tube simmove these attachment feet, which end
$1000 with a Musical Surroundings
ilar to Nitty Gritty's. Controls are fronttrade-in or when packaged with a up getting burnished into record surmounted, as is alarge drain tap for the 3faces, where they invite more rounds of
Basis/Graham 'table/arm combo. The
liter fluid reservoir, which is completely
bacterial and fungal growth.
Spirit will be reviewed soon by yours
isolated from the vacuum and electronics.
Blair came equipped with blowups of
unruly, along with the new Temper
The power cord is removable via an IEC
electron-microscope photos of record
Supreme. Also on hand at the MSI
connector. The first reviewer who says
grooves that purportedly proved both
booth: aBasis 1400 with Rega arm, and
that changing power cords makes the unit
the efficacy of the solution, and the lack
Record Research stylus- and record"sound" better gets an earful of hot wax.
thereof of a "highly regarded, surfaccleaning fluids.
Musical Surroundings also introduced
tant-based cleaner that 'contains no isoThe Nitty Gritty folks were afew
the new Transfiguration Spirit cartridge,
tables away demonstrating their line of propyl alcohol'." Now, do Ihave to spell
designed by Inuriutable Music's Seiji
out which product, made by whom,
cleaners (www.nittygrittyinc.com). While
Yoshioka. Like other Immutable deBlair is referring to? No more than the
signs, the Spirit is yokeless, using aring arranging for a review sample, Iwas
author of atotally fabricated yarn about
encouraged by NG's Gayle Van Syckle to
deposit my business card in afishbowl. A moi had to spell F-r-e-m-e-r when he
Walker Proscenium Gold Signature turntable
card picked at random later on during
the show would determine the winner of
a Nitty Gritty 2.5 record-cleaning
machine. Gayle showed me a
new modification to the
machines that makes it
extremely easy to clean 7"
and 10" records as well as
LPs. Thursday evening at
the Emap Petersen party,
Gayle came up to me and,
somewhat embarrassed,
announced that I'd won
This Basis Debut is spinning in Mikey's system
as you read this.
the machine. Knowing I'd
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"I was losing all my friends!"
Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist
hen friends needed an audio system, they would turn
to me for advice. Iwas happy to help; nothing thrills
me more than helping someone discover the joy of
great sound. Imake no apologies: I'm an audiophile. When friends
asked my advice, Isteered them to the highest performance components
they could afford, which was easy when things were just 'stereo.' I
would
recommend components, give some quick set-up advice, and everybody
was happy.

Shameless plug
So we set out to design asystem that's easy to choose, easy to set up,
and easy to use—and still delivers no-compromise performance.
Introducing something entirely new: the RM Digital Solution. It features
award-winning satellite/subwoofer speakers, aDolby' Digital preamp/
processor, and a500 watt multi-channel amplifier—integrated into
asingle system. We engineered the 'high-end' component electronics
to work specifically with the speakers. By optimizing the complete
system—from input to speakers—u not only made it easy, we also

Things got complicated when digital home theater came along.

made it sound spectacular.

The phone calls would come just as we were sitting down to dinner. Hey
Matt, what the (
41)$#&! is bass management and how do Iturn it on?'
Or, 'Matt you creep, Ineed an electronics degree to hook this
contraption up! Creep? Me? Ouch!

So now my friends get the simplicity and high performance they want,
and Iget to eat dinner.

Obviously things aren't as simple as they used to be.
Don't get me wrong, Ilove digital surround technology,
and nothing beats the excitement of aslick action flick
on agreat home theater system. But Igot tired of making
after-dinner house calls to hook up, set up, and explain
how to use complicated home theater systems.
Yet Icouldn't bring myself to recommend
one of those 'home theater-in-a-box'

NEW! The Polk "RM Digital Solution
;stem combines award-winning loud
speakers with ahigh-end, separatesquality Dolby Digital preamp/processor,

systems. They may be easy to operate,
but they fall far short of aspine-tingling' home theater performance.

and a500 watt multi-channel power
amplifier to bring you high performance, easy to use home theater.

Free stuff
Seriously, I'm really proud
of the RMDS- I
.It does so
much—and does it so well—
that Icould talk about it
for hours! Instead, call

Igot to thinking, 'It doesn't have to
be this way. There's no reason why
you can't have an easy to use, high
performance home theater that
quickens your pulse, tugs on your
heartstrings, and gives you
goosebumps.'

/

4 110e

(800) 377-7655 ext. 101
for a brochure. I'll also

send you afree copy of the
Home 7bealer Handbook. It's full of unbiased advice on selecting and optimizing acomponent system, if that's what you want."

5601 Metro Drive
Baltimore, MD 21215
Customer Service (800) 377-7655
Monday -Friday 9:00am to 6:00pm E.17.
are
"Polk
trademarks
Audio" 'The
of Britannia
Speaker Investment
Specialtsts' Corporation
and "Poni used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated

www.polkaudio.com

The Speaker Specialists®

Analog
wrote recently, in a story about
Mobile Fidelity, that a certain
"fanatical analog columnist" (I'm
paraphrasing) convinced MoFi's
Herb Belkin to buy a"white elephant" of an LP pressing plant and
go back into the vinyl business.
Hell, Icouldn't even get Herb's
ear about what records to reissue,
which might have saved the enterprise (or so I flatter myself to
think). The idea that Iconvinced
him to spend amillion or so on a
pressing plant is so ludicrous, so
unbelievable, that you think
someone might have checked
some facts before publishing such
crapola. But hey, why let facts get
in the way of avendetta?
Anyway, clearly, Vinyl-Zyme
Gold is gunning for The Disc
Doctor's Miracle Record Cleaner. It so happened that The Disc
Doctor himself, aka H. Duane
Goldman, was at the show and
none too pleased. But faced with
such achallenge, who would be? I
love when aperson you've never
seen looks precisely as you'd
In from Central Casting: H. Duane Goldman, aka
expect him to, and Duane's lab
The Disc Doctor.
coat didn't hurt abit. But even in
an Armani suit, Duane would
Meanwhile, if you want to try Vutylhave fully inhabited the part of The
Zyme, it's $7.95 for the 2-oz spray botDisc Doctor.
Duane started yabbering to me about tle, $14.95 for 8oz. The extra-strength
why electron-microscope photos of variant, claimed to have four times the
grooves can't begin to "prove" anything "deep cleansing enzyme activity of regabout the effectiveness or lack thereof ular strength," costs $12.95 and $17.95
for the respective amounts. You can also
of arecord-cleaning solution, but in that
get a2-oz concentrate, enough to make
crowded ballroom it was all coming at
me too fast and too furious — Icouldn't four gallons of regular strength or one
absorb it sufficiently to play it back for of extra strength, for $33.49. E-mail Mr.
Blair at ldbair@iserve.net, or H. Duane
you here.
Goldman at lanyap@inlink.com.
Here's the deal: I'll try Vinyl-Zyme
Some new vinyl premiered at the
and The Disc Doctor's Miracle Record
Cleaner on some moldy oldies I've got show, and Analogue Productions
lying around, and let you know what I issued two: Weepin' Willie Robinson's
At Last 'n Time, featuring Boston bluesfind. I'll also speak to Blair and
man Mighty Sam McClain (who coGoldman, and while I'm at it I'll get to
produced with Joe Harley), Jimmy D.
the Record Research guys and Toy
Lane, and Susan Tedeschi; and Chicago
Shigakawa of Torurnat and let them all
harp whiz Eomot FtaSun's Three Days
spill their guts about why their fluid is
Walkin'. Lane, Jimmie Lee Robinson,
the best. Just give me afew months.
and RaSun put in time at AP's booth,
signing copies of their albums and
performing up-front and personal for delighted show attendees. They also joined
octogenarian
David
"Honeyboy" Edwards
Left: The Moth record-cleaning
machine sees the light. Right:
The Immedia Revolution on
the new Immedia stand.
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for the Acoustic Sounds-sponsored blues concert on Saturday
night. Chad Kassem of AP and
Acoustic Sounds also told me he's
got more original releases on the
way, including five DVDAudio/Video discs. One, by
Honeyboy Edwards, was playing
in
the
Muse/Immedia/
Avalon/Cardas room when I
entered. Edwards sat in the first
row, watching himself.
Ying Tan's Groove Note
Records released a vinyl (and
gold CD) oddity from sax great
and big-band leader Illinois
Jacquet, who's still swingin' at 76.
Birthday Pany, recorded in Japan
in 1972, features Jacquet and the
likes of Art Fanner, Jimmy Smith
(on piano), Kenny Burrell, Roy
Haynes, Gerry Mulligan, and
James Moody in an informal (but
paid!) post-concert gig.
Classic Records showed up
with the gorgeous Bob Dylan
Live 1966 deluxe boxed LP set,
sure to become acollector's item.
Musically it's identical to the
Columbia/Legacy CD set, but
the box and full-sized booklet
make it a must-have for any
hard-core Dylan fan. There was abuzz
that Classic might use the flawed but
decidedly different-sounding 3-track
stereo tape recorded by Columbia engineers, but this set is sourced from the
same 1
/"mono Nagra tape used for the
4
standard edition. Classic was also selling
some of its 45rpm sets, including a
deluxe box of Belafotue at Carnegie Hall.
All this analog news, and Ihad yet to
visit any of the rooms — this was all
from an hour in the ballroom! As Iexited, Iran into Monster Cable's Demian
Martin, who introduced me to Jay
Victor. Victor is overseeing development of Monster Cable's planned 20thanniversary Alpha Sigma Genesis Signature cartridges. Two models are coming, both of which will use special highpurity silver-coil wire. The more expensive of the two will feature asolid dia-

"Everything should be made as siwi
ele
as possible, but not simpler."
-Albert Einstein
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SME. The elegant, compact Model
10, complete with SME 10 arm, will
sell for $5995. The arm, aderivative
of the V and the 309, features acastmagnesium armtube, other magnesium parts that were aluminum in the
309, and aremovable headshell. The
platter and subplatter are machined
from aluminum and driven by an
electronically controlled brushless,
two-speed, three-phase AC synchronous motor in association with aflat
belt and crowned pulley. 78rpm
enthusiasts can buy the three-speed
SME 20 controller.
The Model 10's suspension features
three elastomer feet on the subplinth,
and asubplatter assembly that sits on
three elastomer-suspended columns.
There is no metal-to-metal contact anywhere in the system. For those wishing
to use other arms, the 'table alone is
available for $5500, with mounting
brackets for Rega, Graham, etc. —or
you can get the 'table with the SME
IV.5 for $8000. Would you like to see a
shoot-out between the Yorke S-9 and
the SME 10? Iwould.
Something you
Obviously, Ineedn't have worried
about alack of analog news at HI-FI
don't often see at a
'99. There was plenty!
To the rooms!
I'll end with some show highlights:
Vinyl playback was all over this show.
HI-Fl Show these days is a
At breakfast one morning in the
There were WI Aries and TNTs with
hotel's French Quarter restaurant, I
JMW Memorial arms in many rooms, as
fully automatic turntable,
heard some bizarre elevator music (one
well as Basis/Graham combos —
dare not use the "M" trademark) verincluding asleek-looking, top-of-the-line
but Thorens had a
sion of the ultra-obscure Brian
Basis Debut that is now here for review.
new one: the TD 190.
Wilson/Van Dyke Parks epic, "Surfs
Other familiar 'tables spotted include the
Up" — which is not about surfing. I'd
Rega Planar 25, Michell Gymdec SE,
love to talk to the cat who chose/
Imrnedia Revolution with upgraded
orchestrated that convoluted masterNew at the show was the Thorens
Immedia RPM arm, Oracle Delphi V,
325 with TP 90 arm ($1180), areplacepiece for "easy listening." Don't miss the
and Lloyd Walker's imposing ProLP (Brother/Reprise RS 6455, or EMI
ment for the popular 320. Rubin walked
scenium Gold Signature.
Centenary reissue). Yes, for me that was
me through the 2001 "Isotrak," which
Music Hall's Roy Hall told me he's
has an RDC-modified platter, base, feet,
ahighlight. Unfortunately, my spokessold more than 1100 MMF turntables at
arm collar, headshell, and bearing collar.
person duties and/or panel obligations
$299 each — much to his surprise and
prevented me from enjoying any of the
This RDC material is aless sophisticated
delight. That's led him to the MMF 2,
live musical events.
an improved version with a nicely version of what's used on the Ambiance.
Price, including "high-end" power supAnother highlight was the sound
veneered plinth and a top-mounted
emanating from the tiny Soliloquy
on/off switch. The price will remain the
ply, is $2600. All of these modifications
SM2A3 speakers ($1595/pair with
can be added to the standard 2001, and
same. Also coming soon from Music
stands), driven by Cary 5Wpc monoHall will be the MMF 5, featuring a all but the bearing-collar modification
blocks. Now that's what premium audio
can adorn the 325.
double plinth, upgraded anti, larger
Something you don't often see at a is all about.
bearing, and glass platter. Target price is
HI-FI Show these days is afully autoAlso noteworthy: the $799 NAD L40
between $499 and $599, complete with
CD receiver/PSB Alpha Mini combo.
matic turntable, but Thorens had anew
a$200 Goldring cartridge. Hall told
one: the TD 190, which will play a What agreat-sounding budget system!
me he's anxious to bring the product to
Finally, the low point of the show:
market for $499, but foremost on his
record at the push of abutton. Cost is
agenda are quality and performance.
$570 complete with Ortofon OMB10 At an MP3 panel Isat on, Dolby Labs'
cartridge. It will appear in the next
Roger Dressler said that the only reaIwas gratified to find that, despite my
Hammacher Schlemmer catalog. Iwonson Sony, WEA, Universal Music, et al
less than favorable assessment of the TD
der how many they'll sell?
had any interest in higher-resolution
295 Mk2 afew months back, Thorens'
One of the biggest surprises at the
digital audio was to get the "watertechnical director, Norm Rubin, greeted
show was in the Sumiko room: a marked" encryption protection the forme cordially (www.thorens.com). Such
brand-new "budget" turntable from
mats offered.
post-negative-review encounters are
mond cantilever. "Our cost for the cantilever is about $1200," Victor told me,
which tells you the cartridge will probably cost at least $4000. The less expensive model will use aboron cantilever.
Both will be housed in exotic, laminated wood bodies. "The prototype I'm listening to kicks ass," Victor boasted. I
told him I'd gladly bend over for a
review sample. Projected launch date:
CES 2000.
As Iturned away from the Monsters,
Iran into Ray Kimber, who was rushing to deliver (I forget to whom) anew
DIN-to-RCA tonearm cable he'd just
introduced. He promised a
review sample, as did
Silver Audio's Max
Kreifeldt of his Silver
Breeze tonearm cable. They'll face stiff
competition from the
Cardas Neutral Reference and the Hovland
phono cables I've been
enjoying
with
the
Graham 2.0. Toneanncable and cleaning-fluid
shoot-outs! Ican't wait!
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always a bit awkward, but if you're
afraid of them, you shouldn't be a
reviewer .... or amanufacturer.
Norm ran me through the Therms
line, beginning with the handsome
$9000 Ambiance, complete with SME
arm. Along with brass inserts, the
Ambiance uses proprietary resonancedeadening compound (RDC) in its
acrylic platter, and on the tonearm headshell, motor pulley, and bearing collar.
The two-speed 'table features an outboard drive motor, and many other
upgrades to the deluxe implementation of the basic Thorens
design.
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"Big bass, silky smooth top end, lightning fast response, great value"

(I)

"...this is unequivocally, and without adoubt, my favorite
affordable home speaker system. In my opinion, there is
no need to even audition these speakers. Just buy them!"
Joe Hageman, Home Theater Magazine

MONITOR AUDIO

"As close as it gets"

Monitor Audio USA Box 1355, Buffalo, NY 14205

www.monitoraudio.com

Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

F

irst, my thanks to HI-FI '99
attendee John Loveless (loveless@
dmd.net), who thrust a handwritten letter into my hands just after a
particularly enjoyable "Grill the Editors" session:
"I enjoy `Fine Tunes'!" it began,
catching my attention immediately.
"However, Ido cringe alittle at the suggestion of RadioShack power strips." He
included a copy of an article from
Canada's Ultra High Fidelity magazine,
entided "Down with Power Bars." It
wasn't about snack food.
Loveless makes agood point. I've collected anumber of the previous-generation, metal-bodied, Archer-branded
power extenders, and they aren't really all
that awful. But John is right, the newer
RadioShack molded-plastic jobbies aren't
much use in an audiophile system.
There are well-made, purpose-built
power strips on the market, but they're
not cheap. My paradoxical brief is to ferret out real audio improvements for zero
or minimal cost, if you know what you're
doing, then by all means roll your own.
(Ever that proviso; Stereophile accepts no
responsibility for injury or death from
following the subsequent instructions.)
Putting a do-it-yourself power strip
together is easy. All you need is ametal
outlet box typical of those found set into
your walls, or one made of thick, highimpact plastic. Then get afew Hubble,
Bryant, or Eagle hospital-grade duplex
oudets (about 15 bucks at The Cable
Co.) to populate your box. Wire them
up as explained in the April "Fine
Tunes": screw down the connections,
hard-wired ground, strain relief, etc.
Slap on acover plate and you're done.
You can build a few of them, as
Kathleen and Idid. The bare-metal
box — especially with orange, hospitalgrade receptacles — makes for ahightech, loft-style, strewn-about-the-floor
look that still offers tight, close-coupled
connections. Good-quality 14-gauge
three-conductor cable with industrialchic connectors finishes up the Soho
look. If you'd rather be shot dead than
look Soho, there are plenty of acceptably domestic AC cable extenders from
Cardas, Esoteric, JPS, and others.
Ideally, you want astar-wired power
Stereophile, August 1999

extender. That is, each duplex assembly
carries all three connections back to the
supply cord: hot, neutral, ground. But
many of you might not want to get that
elaborate. In that case, use good-quality
jumper cables to daisy chain the outlets
in each box, and remember to plug the
component that draws the most current
into the "front" outlet in the box nearest
the cord for maximum power transfer.
Apply felt or Teflon footers to the bottom of the box if you're fastidious or have
nice floors to protect.
While I'm off on this little electrical
shunt, I've got another good one for the
nascent homebrewer in you — but once
again, only t
f
you know what you're doing!
A pair of Jadis JA-200 monoblocks
nested here for some time, with one of
the chassis' AC supply wired electrically
out of phase with the other. Now, the
difference in sound between correct and
incorrect electrical phase can be astonishing. In such asituation, you can, as I
did, make your own electrical phase
switcher(s) with ashort run of goodquality 14-gauge copper three-wire and
a pair of connectors, as above. Just
reverse the electrical phase in one of the
connectors and maintain the ground
connections. This works a lot better
than cheap cheater plugs, which cheat
you of good sound while lifting the
ground, perhaps inadvisably so.
Then again, if you just have to electrically float a component, using this
switcher would be aconvenient way of
doing so while maintaining good-quality connections throughout. This time,
leave the phase intact and lift the ground
at the IEC end; whatever rogue currents
are riding the ground plane should drain
back into the receptacle and not into the
component's chassis. Of course, defeating the ground can lead to some shocking problems, so watch what you're
doing. Needless to say, Idon't recommend it.
And speaking of ground, here's a"This
Old System" tip for do-it-yourselfers accepting the Death and Destruction clause
in these electrical meanderings. I've
mentioned our hard-wired grounds on
several occasions, but never drew you a
map. As you may recall, we have two sets
of quad hospital-grade outlets; eight at 20

Scull

amps for front-end components, and
eight receptacles at 30 amps for the
amplifiers. Each line gets its own run of
BX cable back to the breaker-box, the
bigger line on aheavier cable. As the lines
run almost parallel, their ground potentials remain close, thus avoiding hum.
Here's what we do: Hard-wire thick,
good-quality solid-core copper to the
ground screws of each set of outlets, and
"loom" them into asingle line that runs
back to asolid fitting on acold-water
pipe snaking through our walk-in closet. As our hundred-year-old loft building doesn't suffer amodern, plastic coupler to the city water supply, we wind
up with afairly good ground path.
That about taps me out on the raging
electrical storm that powers your system. Next month we'll return to resonance control and its effect on your
audiophile life.
1§1

Your search for areasonably priced
slice of pure sonic heaven is over.
Introducing the ASUSA K1011
single-ended fully integrated dual
mono amplifier (no pre-amplifier
necessary). Featuring 8watts of
zero feed back, 30013 magic that
is always apleasure to listen to.
Anytime
"Nlade in

ASUSA
6717 NE 181" St, Kenmore, WA 98028
tel: 425-481-8866
fax: 425-485-3836
e-mail: asuasa@earthlink.net
web site: http://www.as-usa.com
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Reel Sound
Major motion pictures continue to be released where PMC loudspeakers were used by music

scoring engineers to produce the sound tracks. Now you can hear what the movie industry

creators intended you to hear by choosing PMC for your surround sound system.

Recent movies:
Dr.

Dolittle,

Meet Joe

Black,

Titanic, Good Will Hunting, Contact, Pleasantville,

Psycho,

Sphere,

Lethal Weapon 4,

Patch Adams.

The sound of motion pictures completes the emotional experience.
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www.bryston.ca
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Astor

Place

Lisa

I

es been one of those weeks — deadlines, deadlines, and more deadlines.
Only the thought of crashing on
Saturday keeps me going: Sleeping late.
Watching TV Reading Vogue. Well,
okay, Idon't actually read it —I just look
at the pictures.
I'm midway through watching
Fashion File on TV when my audiophile
sticks his head in the bedroom.
"Honey, the guys should be over in a
few minutes."
"What???"
"The guys. Remember? We're going
to try out some different cables?"
"Huh?" In my brain fog, Itry to
remember if I've ever known the guys
were coming over, or if Ihave and forgot.
Ileap up and run to the bathroom to
gather the wet towels strewn around.
While changing the hand towels and
putting out anew bar of soap, Icatch
my reflection in the mirror. Ughhh!
Does Elizabeth Arden make house
calls? Too late. The buzzer rings.
Ido aquick calculation: 17 floors, 15
seconds per floor, aminute to wait for
the elevator ....Just enough time to push
the multiple piles of records out of the
pathway, collect the various sizes of
screwdrivers, and gather all the audio
magazines into one big pile.
As the guys arrive, Isurvey the living
room. Cables dangle from the RoomTune positioned in the middle of the
wall between the speakers. Icringe.
What'll they think — we're total slobs? I
run over to take them down, but it's too
late — the guys not only notice the
cables, they descend on them. Iprepare
myself for comments.
"Oh, wow, Ididn't know you had
the Kimber KS3038 also," one of them
says, beginning to drool. The rest gather around the dangling mess. "Ohhh,
and look—is this the Nordost SPM
Reference?"
Iforgot — these are not mere mortals, but audiophiles. Components, accessories, tools, and LPs can be strewn all
over the apartment — they'd never
notice. But if even alittle piece of lint is
on an LP, tongues wag, and the offending audiophile is shamed into bringing
out the record cleaner and cleaning fluids to immediately rectify the situation.
Stereophiie, August 1999
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find an excuse to retreat to the kitchen,
where Icontinue to "read" Vogue.
After half an hour, the living room is
eerily quiet. Quiet can mean only afew
things, none of them good. Usually it
means that something has blown up. I
venture back.
My audiophile is on his hands and
knees, connecting cable #2. The guys
instruct him:
"The cables are too close to the AC
power cords!"
If I've learned anything
"Are you sure you haven't reversed
about being agood
the plus and minus in one channel?"
"They worked fine in my system!"
audiophile wife, it is to
An hour later, cable #3 goes in. My
audiophile displays a knowledge of
never throw out anything
Teflon surpassed only by that of the guy
selling the grilling machine on the
that looks totally useless.
Saturday-morning advertorial.
He then goes on for awhile about
The more useless it looks,
skin effects. Hmnun. Ihave been noticthe more essential
ing a few wrinkles lately; perhaps I
should listen alittle more carefully.
it usually is.
He finishes with adiscussion of electromagnetic fields. Ibegin to think that
Ireturn to the kitchen for the milk all those people on 60 Minutes Ipreviand sugar. From there, Ioverhear my ously wrote off as wackos might be on to
something. If my audiophile hadn't used
audiophile:
"Yeah, these cables definitely need to all the aluminum foil already, Imight be
be supported. They sound better raised tempted to shield myself with it.
Cable #4. Sweat drips from my
off the ground. Of course, there are lots
of fancy things you can use, but Ifind audiophile's brow. But hey —no pain,
the best supports are..." His voice fills no gain. Everyone squeezes back into
with panic. "Hon! You didn't throw out their assigned listening spots, and my
audiophile puts on his favorite Triple-L
those empty tube boxes, did you???"
"Of course not, honey. They're in the disc again. The kettledrum booms.
"Isn't that alittle loud?" Iwhisper.
bottom of the closet."
"It's not 'loud.' It's dynamic."
If I've learned anything about being a
They compare the soundstage and
good audiophile wife, it is to never throw
out anything that looks totally useless. imaging of the whining with what
The more useless it looks, the more es- they'd heard using the other cables.
Note to myself': Whining through an
sential it usually is. And boxes are beyond priceless. After all, most audio audio system is remembered in detail.
components are usually in the system for Whining by wife not through audio sysonly afew months before being shipped tem is quickly forgotten. Hmmm.
The verdicts are in and — can it be?
out for repair or being replaced by the
They're done? It's still daylight!
new perfect component.
Not likely. My audiophile turns to
After carefully placing the empty
tube boxes under the cables, the guys the guys.
"Okay! So what gear did you guys
are ready for a listen. Oh, no — my
audiophile reaches for his new favorite bring? It'll be interesting to hear how
disc, which also tops the Triple-L List: all the cables sound with amplifiers.
Lisa's Least Liked. It begins with abig Then Ithink we should try some antikettledrum solo, followed by what Ican static spray on the carpet and cables.
describe only as drawn-out whining. I And then ..."

Igo to the kitchen to make coffee. By
the time Ireturn, coils of cable are
everywhere. Ifeel like afootball player
at training camp, running through tires
as Inavigate the living room.
A heated discussion breaks out over
how long it takes acable to settle in.
"Settle in"? Ididn't think audiophiles
owned anything long enough to let it
"settle in."
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Introducing the Perpetual Technologies P• 1A...

...the final piece of the puzzle
Out of the box - the P•lA upgrades your entire CD collection
to the new higher density, 24-Bit/96kHz resolution - only S950
Step Two - add our software-only upgrade to convert the P•lA
to a fullband speaker-specific correction system for astonishing
improvements in depth, realism and transparency- only $399
Step Three - finally, add the room upgrade kit to analyze and
overcome the anomalies that plague your listening environment.
Achieve the perfect loudspeaker-to-room interface. At last you'll
experience every nuance, every detail in 3 seamless, coherent
presentation - only S699.
Visit our website to see remarkable
"before" and "after" graphs of actual
in-room measurements. You'll be amazed!

www.perpetualtechnologies.com
Perpetual Technologies, LLC
toll-free - (877) 543-7500

GENESIS

fax - (303) 543-7200
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hen Irecently moved from
New Mexico to Connecticut,
I drove my 1995 Jimmy
rather than fly and have it shipped. It
was cheaper that way, but it also gave
me abuffer between my old job and the
new one — as well as achance to be with
my wife (and cat) and listen to some
music en route.
Of course, this meant that before I
packed my CDs for the moving van, I
had to spend several days choosing the
ones Ineeded to take on the trip. After
many hours of weighing the merits of
every
CD
I
owned, Ihad sep- I
arated the wheat
from the chaff §'
and
reckoned
that the correct
number of CDs
for asix-day drive
was 228. Perhaps
Icould have winnowed out afew
more, but that
number gave us some options.
At first Iloaded four six-disc cartridges first thing each morning, and
assiduously wrote down the contents of
each so Icould program the day. By
trip's end, Ipreferred being surprised.
It strikes me that programming a
multidisc cartridge for along-haul drive
takes abit of art. Ilike to start out each
day gently—as Ithink Sam Tellig said,
listening to music composed after 1800
before 10am is atough way to wake up.
So we tended to have Mozart or his predecessors in the mornings. Naturally,
you can't go straight from Wolfie to
Metallica, so Iattempted to segue gently into folk music or acoustic blues
before waking us from our midday road
torpor with rock or hard-driving (ahem)
country. After that, no matter how hard
Itried to plan ahead, Ifound we tended
to change cartridges before playing all
six discs — but that had more to do with
the fact that we stopped for gas about
every five hours, and it was simply convenient to change cartridges then.
Iwas pretty happy with the music we
heard. Some choices seemed perfectly
suited to the landscape we were rolling
through at the time —such as the late-

evening push through Oklahoma
accompanied by Bob Wills (ah-hah!), or
the combination of Brian Eno's Another
Green World (EG Editions 021) and a
rainstorm so severe we seemed to be
driving underwater. Winding through
the Smokies in Tennessee, we couldn't
conceive of listening to anything but
Johnny Cash's Johnny 99 (Koch KOCCD-7980). Given how our drive on
Route 40 paralleled the old Route 66, I
just had to hear Nat Cole's paean to that
highway (Nat "King" Cole's Greatest Hits,
DCC GZS-1050) — though since we

e
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were motoring east, all of the cities
came up in reverse order. And, despite
its obviousness, there's just something
essentially right about listening to
Springsteen on the highways of New
Jersey — Iused to work near Asbury
Park, so Iknow whereof Ispeak.
But some missed opportunities for
synchronidty really bother me now.
Even though I brought the newly
remastered Mingus Ah Urn (Columbia/
Legacy CK 65512), Ididn't have the wit
to play "Fables of Faubus" as we drove
through Little Rock. Nor did Ithink to
even bring the watershed country
recording The Bristol Sessions (CMH
012/13), featuring the Carter family,
Roy Acuff, and Jimmie Rodgers—an
omission that haunted me as we rolled
through eastern Tennessee toward that
historic border town — although we did
listen to Acuff sing "Great Speckled
Bird" and marvel at what aweird and
spookily beautiful song it is. As we
drove at last into Virginia, my home
state, with its warning that radar detectors are illegal, and Iwatched Virginia
state troopers enforce that law as well as
the speed limit, I longed for Junior
Brown's "Highway Patrol." ("Got astar

Tunes
Phillips

on my car and one on my chest /Doing
the job that Ilove the best...")
After five days' travel, the song Ireally wanted to hear was Grandmaster
Flash and the Furious Five's "Rapper's
Delight," with its withering chorus of
"Hotel, motel, Holiday Inn" — but I
didn't even have acopy packed up in
the moving van. So Icued up Taj Mahal
singing "Six Days on the Road (And I'm
Gonna See My Baby Tonight)" and
smiled as we bellowed out "My rig's a
little old /But that don't mean she's
slow" as Idrove into my new state and
my new life.
Ididn't get the
road-music thing
exactly right this
time. But how
could I? My very
act of choosing
228 discs eliminated the entire
world of other
choices.
And
while you'd surely think 200 discs sufficient for any one
week of my life — of anyone's life — I
know now that Icould have chosen
more wisely. Perhaps that's what it
means to be an audiophile: to always be
wondering, What f...?
When Igot to Connecticut, e-mail
was waiting from John McCleod, a
Stereophile reader I'd met at one of the
HI-FI Shows. He owns a pair of
Dunlavy SC-IVs, a"Class A, Restricted
Extreme LP speaker pushing hard at
the full-range Class A envelope, but was
wondering if it wasn't time for achange.
Aerial 10Ts, perhaps, or maybe apair of
Audio Physic Virgos or Libras... As
good as his Dunlavys are, the act of
choosing them, forsaking all others,
makes him wonder if some other speaker might not satisfy him better.
You might think Mr. McCleod and I
are destined never to be contented. I
prefer to think we're hopeful. Somewhere out there is precisely the right
loudspeaker. I know it's out there —
maybe just over the next hill, around
the bend.
And if you'll just give me aminute, I'll
come up with precisely the right song to
play while Igo out and meet it.
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Perfect tone controls do exist!

The rdp-1 reference digital preamplifier: Stereophilds 1998 Editor's Choice and Joint Digital Source of the Year

"I used it to apply some mild EQ to tonally distressed recordings. Iused it to equalize out of existence some
room anomalies that Ihadn't been able to eliminate despite hours, even days, of moving speakers around.
Iused it to provide some tonal shaping on my live recordings. And no matter the circumstance, other than
the desired change in sound, the musical magic remained intact... So the Z-Systems rdp-1 is my 1998
Editor's Choice. With its transparent control of tone, it points to afuture in which audiophiles can eat
their cake and have it too."
John Atkinson, Stereophile (Vol. 21 No. 12)

z-systems audio laboratories

9 9
eo

352.371.0990 (tel) /352.371.0093 (fax)/ z-sys@z-sys.com /www.z-sycom
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PRODUCT
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POWER DRIVE DNA-0.5
DELUXE EDITION

Writing about the Budget Component of
1996, the critics said, "The McCormack DNA-0.5
Deluxe Edition amplifier [$1795] offers
performance that rivals much more costly
competition —in fact, the McCormack came in
second to the [$35,000] Krell Audio Standard in
the running for Amplification Component 1996.
"That puts it in pretty exalted company, but
our respondents were unequivocal in their
enthusiasm, lauding the McCormack's
palpability, crisp transients, punchy
percussiveness, and effortless sense of detail.
[Sam Tellig) called it 'one of the best amplifiers
period.' And that's without factoring in 'bank
for the buck.'"

Ifyou still think big sound means big bucks, better think
again.

•

Visit your local McCormack Audio Dealer, or

contact us at:

McCORMACK
15

YEARS

0,

DNS° ..... D VAlUE

2733 Merrilee Drive • Fairfax, VA 22031 • tel: 703-573-9665 • fax: 703-573-9667
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World
Music
AWorld
Citizen
Jonathan Scull
interviews
Todd Garfinkle
of M•A Recordings

q

apj
odd

Garfinkle, guiding light of
M•A Recordings, travels the globe
recording provocative music in
unbelievably wonderful acoustic
settings. Todd travels to exotic climes such
as Macedonia and Southern Siberia to
capture unique and beautiful traditional
ethnic music and song. He records with
only two omnidirectional microphones,
the signals of which are fed into handmade recording equipment designed
especially for his work. Kathleen and I
caught up with him at St. Peter's on
20th Street, a popular recording
venue in the West Village. After
wrapping asession, Todd stopped by
our loft, where we rolled some tape
of our own ...

1

Jonathan Scull: What's behind
the name of your company, M•A
Recordings?
Todd Garfinkle: Ma ...it's Japanese
for "space."
Scull: Very apropos.
Garfinkle: The dot between the M and
the A signifies that space. It's actually a
note! M•A Recordings has been in existence for eight years altogether, and I've
been recording for ten.
Scull: How did you get into recording ethnic
music?
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La3>
The X Series:
Supersymmetric Design
US Patent # 5,376,899
2Gain Stages
No Feedback
Flat to DC
156 dB (26 bit) Dynamic Range
X1000

1000W Mono

X600

600W Mono

X350

350W Stereo

Pass Laboratories, 24449 Foresthill Rd,
Foresthill, CA 95631.
tel 530-367-3690, www.passlabs.com

STANd ALONE

Optional Totem "Beak - tuning system

TOTEM HoloqRAphy

- discover its amazing ability on any speaker.

1011M A( (I••••01(iFS

DISCOVER...

AbSOLUTE REAliTy... MUSiCAliTy...

SpEEd...
ANd Soul SECONd TO NONE
AT ANY pRiCE.

ACOUSTIC
$1100/pr

$I
500/pr.

$3000/pr.

40Hz to 23kHz

<39Hz to 21kHz ± 3dB

<33Hz to 20kHz ± 2dB

± 3dB with proper
placement
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4665, Bonavista avenue, Montreal (Quebec)
H3VV 2C6 CANADA
Tel (514) 259-1062 Fax: (514) 259-4968
www.totemacoustic.com
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Garfinkle: Iwas born in Los Angeles and lived
there until Iwas 13. Ispent six and ahalf years
in Israel in high school on akibbutz, then went
to Jerusalem. What struck me most was how
much the people in Israel valued life and living.
There was areal hard-core meaning to life and,
needless to say, survival. Ifound that attitude so
different from the shallow lifestyle that Isaw in America at
the time. This was around the time of the Vietnam war. As
we all know, that was abig drag for lots of people. But in
Israel, life was really "life," somehow.
I'm sure that my adolescent experiences there were the
main influence on where Iam today musically. You know,
I've lived in three different countries up to now, and Idon't
feel 100% that any one of them is my country. You might say
that I'm acitizen of the world, and that's apretty good reason, Isuppose, to record music from all over the globe. It's
also very interesting for me to mix different musical elements together — like with guitarist Dusan Bogdanovic. He
mixes Balkan modes with African rhythms, for example,
and his approach is so elegant that it really becomes his own
kind of "world music."
Scull: You enjoy living in Japan?
Garfinkle: It's crowded, but the tofu is the best in the
world. [laughs] You know, after Ileft Israel, Icame back to
the States and studied music at university. Ihave aBachelor's
degree in composition. Now Icall it... decomposition!
Scull: Why'd you move to Japan?
Garfinlde: [smiles] Well, Iwanted to live there, of course, and
Iwas trying to promote afriend of mine, Macho Leviev, who's
on our label now. Milcho toured Japan with Art Pepper and
did arecord with the late Eddie Harris, who was agreat sax
player. Around that time Sadao Watanabe had an annual music
festival, and Iwas trying to get him interested in Milcho.
Eventually Sadao heard the demo tapes I'd made. It
turned out Iknew an engineer, Scigen Ono, who was working with Sadao doing mixdowns. He took my tapes in to
Sadao, and the next day Ihad amessage from my friend that
Sadao liked my music and wanted me to come to the studio
that night! Ishow up and he says, "You want to play on the
radio with me?" He had his own program at the time. So

Todd's recorder, amodified DAT machine, sits atop adCS 972 sample-rate
It's been all over the world in his backpack.
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suddenly I'm on the radio in Japan
doing sax-and-piano duets with
Sadao Watanabe! The producer had
afriend at Sony, and suddenly Ihad
arecord out. All this just, like ... happened without my trying to promote
myself — Iwas trying to help MilAll my
cho! Well, anyway, it didn't happen
equipment in afew days. It all took time.
Scull: That sounds rather ominous.
is exotic,
What happened?
Garfinkle: Well, Sony wasn't interbut I
ested in doing asecond recording.
But
Iknew Ihad to continue the
don't have
momentum because, abig company
nine flight like that... well, getting your name
out there is abig step, you know? So
cases full
the next tape Iproduced eventually
became the first release on M.A,
of stuff.
Prayers Wishes Illusions. That was
piano-and-bass chamber jazz duets I
It all fits
did with bassist Shigeo Sugiyama.
Scull: Let's talk equipmentfor abit. Was
into my
that apair ofspaced omnis Isaw you using
at thefirst recording session ive attended at
backpack.
St. Peter's?
Garfinkle: Yes, a pair of B&K
4006s. A short run of cable took them into amodified mike
preamp that's built by the same guy who modified my DAT.
Scull: Inoticed you took the line-level signal to the DAT via along
nui ofNirvana cable
Garfinkle: Yeah, Iused the Nirvana because of the heavy
RFI problems here in New York. Otherwise, Iuse Cardas
Golden Cross.
Scull: Isee you use amodified Pioneer DAT; Star 72S headphone
amp, and acouple of headphones— which ones are those?
Garfinkle: Stax Lambda Novas; they're really very good.
Scull: How has the DAT been modified?
Garfinkle: The mods start with the power supply. You
can't expect Pioneer to put too much into the supplies when
the machine retails in Japan for ?165,000, or around $1350.
Scull: What model did it start out as?
Garfinkle: It was a07A Multi-Bit D/A
converter. Anyway, the power supply has
oversized condensers — really big ones, in
fact. And the analog section was redone. It's
still based around an op-amp, but they've
been changed to units from Analog Systems, which probably not too many people
use. They're similar to highly selected
5534s, which alot of people might frown
upon, but it's how it sounds that counts!
Scull: Exactly. And the DAT runs at 96kHz?
Garfinkle: Yes, but that's Pioneer's doing.
We removed some of the digital filtering
because you don't really need it at 96k. And
it's been modified for all-balanced XLR
connectors.
Scull: les 96k, but how about the data word
length?
Garfinkle: That's still 16-bit.
Scull: So we can say that you're apurist? There's
not much to your recording oue...
Garfinkle: Well, yes. All the equipment is
converter chez 10.
exotic, but Idon't have nine flight cases full
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questions on the TARA Labs website, along
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behind the world's best cables.
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THE ATHENA
By BAL-of course!
The ATHENAnil is avery
elegant, attractive, loudspeaker
(only 52" high and 16" wide)
that has captured the attention
and admiration of serious
audiophiles throughout the
world. Indeed, despite its modest
size, the ATHENATm delivers a
level of performance and true
accuracy attained only by DAL's
larger and more expensive
loudspeaker models. And its
sensitivity of 90dB for 1-W input
permits the use of power amps
with ratings as low as 50 watts
per channel. With afrequency
response of +1- I
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29-20,000 Hz & -3 dB at 21 Hz,
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Scull: So where are We going?
of stuff. Like Isay, it all fits into my backpack.
Garfinkle: We're going... to wait!
Scull: How about the editing side?
[larwIts]
Garfinkle: No overdubs. But of course, Ihave
Scull: What does the minimalist apto edit sometimes.
proach you take, and the exotic nature f
Scull: So you have DAT tapes with anumber of takes
your equipment, get you that aroomful of
on them...?
more mainstream equipment doesn't?
The
Garfinkle: Yes, and remember, they're 96kHz
Garfinkle: You get asense of air and
takes. So Ihave to do asample-rate conversion.
temperature spaciousness that's sometimes almost
Scull: What do you use?
unreal. You can do two-mike recordGarfinkle: I've had access to an English unit made by
in the room ings in astudio and add reverb later
Audio Digital Technology. And I'm now using aunit that I
for that sense of spaciousness, but
absolutely swear by from DB Technologies, an American
and even the on
it's an artificial ambience. With natcompany. It's called the 3000S 96kHz Digital Enhancer, and
it does many things, including down- and upsampling. To
humidity are ural ambience, the temperature in
the room and even the humidity are
my ears, when Iuse the 3000S, the sonic integrity of the
all part of the sound. You can control
alt part of
961d-lz signal is quite well preserved. But Iwon't use CDR.
that in astudio. But going "natural,"
Scull: Why's that?
the sound.
you get this incredible transparency.
Garfinkle: Ithink it's not good for the sound, it thins it out
If it's done right, everybody's clearly
alittle bit.
there, but it's not like they're in sepaScull: And what about something like the Sonic Solutions or
rate cells or anything. They're all one, aunity of sound.
Digides("qn digital audio workstations?
Scull:
never record in astudio?
Garfinkle: Let's say that I'm quite wary about hard-disk
Garfinkle: Yeah, Irealized that you can't re-create agoodediting. Ihad abad experience with it.
sounding hall artificially with areverb unit or whatever. It's
Scull: Okay, so you master by transferring to aSony PCM-1630?
better when you're sitting there playing in what may be an
Garfinkle: Yeah, and that gets sent to the mastering plant.
inspirational environment, as opposed to adead-soundingScull: Typically you'll get atest CD back. What's the derence
studio-with-headphones scenario.
between what you send and what you get lure
Scull: So you arrange your artists to interact with the environment.
Garfinkle: You lose alot of information. [laughs]
Garfinkle: Yes. Some people have aproblem with that.
Scull: What happens?
They can't hear when there are too many things going on at
Garfinkle: You lose air. You sometimes lose acertain softthe same time. Like adrummer who's sitting in front of his
ness to the sound of instruments, especially with acoustic
kit — even if he's playing quietly, the drums are closest to
instruments, Ithink.
him, closer than any other instrument, so it's hard for him to
Scull: What else?
hear other instruments. That's why he has to play quietly. But
Garfinkle: You lose detail and clarity as it thins out abit.
when he does, things start opening up. Iconsider the enviScull: Can you do anything about it?
ronment as apart of the group. A quartet is not aquartet, it's
Garfinkle: Ican cry. [laughs] Iwas working with Philips for
really aquintet. And it takes time for people to realize that.
along time, and Ithink their mastering was pretty good.
Sometimes they never do.
Now Pin with another company, called Zomax.
Scull: Given that, what would you say the purpose of ahigh-end
Scull: Sounds like atranquilizer.
audio system is?
Garfinkle: [laughs] Yeah. I'd like to work with JVC's xrcd,
Garfinkle: To impress your friends! [laughter]
but they're too expensive.
Scull: They sound great.
Garfinkle: Yeah, but they're g
something like four bucks §
o
apiece!
Scull:Just the media?
Garfinkle: Just the CDs, without the jewelbox or anything...
it's crazy! How do you sell recordings like that?
Scull: Is that atrick question, Tbdd?
[laughs] By selling alot of them?
Garfinkle: Right.
Scull: So what do you think the
future holdsfor digital?
Garfinkle: Well, I'm waiting
for DVD.
Scull: Like ivaitingfor Godot?
Garfinkle: [laughs] Yeah, right!
You can have DVD now, but it's
not up to audiophile standards,
especially the transports. Maybe
the circuitry is, you know, fairly
close. The analog circuitry cerTodd recording solo sax player Peter Epstein in the San Martino Cathedral in Lucca, Italy, October 1997.
tainly isn't.
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At Hifi 97, our KM22si
became the only $2299
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"Top Ten -Best Sound list.
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price/performance barrier.
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Scull: But are you trying to re-create the actual acoustic
event, or are you shooting for listeners to hear what the
microphones heard? Or is it to capture the sound ef die
master tape?
Garfinkle: Well, people hear differently, you
know. And that's because everyone's system
sounds different. The music takes on aspirit
when it's presented in the way that Ido. Sometimes it can be
quite shocking.
Scull: So one of the jobs of agood high-end system is to capture the
spirituality oft/se perfinnance?
GarfinIde: Yes, the spirituality and the movement of the music. You try to get some sense of dimension in there, with as little garbage as possible. [laughs] If you use alot of microphones,
they're all "hearing" each other's soundfield, to some extent.
Scull: Can you have too much air?
Garfinkle: Yeah, sure, you want to limit the amount of air
sometimes. Itry to play with that. Some people make what
they call minimalist recordings. They want to re-create the
actual event. They want to make recordings that sound as if
you're sitting in the audience. Well, let me tell you, sometimes
it sounds like shit in the audience! [laughs] It's true, there's a
certain atmosphere that you absorb at aconcert. But you don't
want to listen to aconcert when you're sitting in your living
room! Itry to use the space as another part of the band, like a
tool. And if it's adead-sounding space, then it's apretty bad
tool. Adull knife. [laughs] It's ascrewdriver with the head broken off. And if the musicians are aware of that...
Scull: So part ofyourjob is to put them in the frame.
Garfinkle: Right, to put them in that space. Some musicians
realize that they can play in acertain way and "excite" the
space. And the space speaks back, of course — unless it's
dead, which is pointless. Some people really understand that.
However, the space has to sound good. If you don't have the
space, you don't have the music, know what Imean? Ialways
try to tune into the space, to get anice balance between it and
the instruments. Itry to set up asituation where the listener
is looking through this musical lens, hearing and seeing the
instruments, while the whole picture has
the "glow" of the instruments in that specific space.
Scull: Do the artists understand what you're up
to and why you do it?

Garfinkle: Yes, for the most part.
Some of them hear the sound of my
recordings. You know, for amusician
to play in anice ambient space is one
thing, but recently Iplayed some
material from the recording I'm
Some people working on now of Portuguese jazz
by Joao Paulo. Iplayed it for acello
want to make player who's been on some of our
projects. She supposedly has agrasp
recordings
of the music. So afterwards she says,
"nice ambience." [laughs] That's all
that sound
she said! What does that mean?
as if you're There's so much more there in the
music! "Nice ambience" — what a
sitting in the noncommittal remark.
That recording's not jazz, it's not
audience.
classical, but something in between;
it even has some elements of tradiWell, let me tional Portuguese music. The point
is that people should at least open up
tell you,
and lose their traditional concepts of
what music is supposed to be.
sometimes
Scull: But most of the artists you work
it sounds like with are on the sanie wavelength, yes?
Unere notjust an engineer recording musishit in the
dans. linu're' deeply involved.
Garfinkle: Yeah, that's true.
audience!
Scull: So are the permers aware of
participating in that specialness that
makes it art?
Garfudde: Well, yes, it seems so. They keep coming back!
[laughs] We're all pretty much going in the same direction.
With alot of people, it's not like that.
Scull: Let's talk about your last recording, ICrushevo, of those soufilel
Macedonian » songs, with Vlatko Stelimovski and Miroslav Tadic
[opening up thefold-out book] These are striking photographs of
the artists.

A Selected IVI•Pt Discography
J.S. BACH: Goldberg Variations (M024A)
Japanese pianist Ito Ema's masterful performance on
her own 1903 Steinway 1) concert Grand.
Dusan Bogdanovic: Untitled (M036A)
This fifth MA recording by guitarist Bogdanovic
emphasizes the classical repertoire, including Spanish
composers Luis de Milan and Tarrega, plus Brazilian
composer Villa-Lobos.
Peter Epstein Quartet: Staring at the Sun (M041A)
Veteran sax man Peter Epstein plays "Music from the
young and energetic, creative NY jazz scene." No2
on my list of M'A favorites.
Muds', Leviev: Man from Plovdiv (M018A)
The Bulgarian pianist's third album for M'A, recorded simultaneously with his Bulgarian Piano Blues
(M012A). Free-swinging, improvisational, bluesy jazz
with a Balkan twist, played on a BOsendorfer
Imperial Concert Grand.
Eduardo Paniagua Group: Danzas Medievales
Españolas (M034A)
Six musicians, 32 instruments, and various musical
styles that developed over the centuries in medieval
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Spain in the five kingdoms: Aragón yCataluña, Galicia
yPortugal, Castilla yLeón, Navarra, and Al-Andalus.
(Sterrophile "Recording of the Month," June 1996.)
Ricardo Rocha: Luz Destino: Guitarra Portuguesa
(M039A)
This music, developed by composer/keyboandist
Joao Paulo and guitarist Ricardo Rocha and recorded
in Portugal, puts the traditional Fado song of Lisbon
into asurprising Baroque style.
Vieth° Stefanovski & Miroslav Tedie: Knuhero
(M044A)
Guitar duets of original arrangements of Macedonian
folk songs. One of my favorites.
Marcelo Zarvos: Labyrinths (M040A)
Brazilian pianist and composer Marcelo Zarvos plays

exotic original compositions for small ensemble,
including Peter Epstein on soprano sax. Original
compositions with the structure of classical music and
the feel of Brazilian popular music.
Forthcoming: Later this year, look for Traditional
Music and Throat Singing of the Khakas Tribe of Southmt
Siberia and Gypsy King Medo Cun and Members cl the
Skopje Chalgi Onhestra, Call MA Recordings in
California for acopy of their catalog, and prepare to
be amazed and captivated like never before.
»A Recordings, 4728 Park Encino Lane #117,
Encino, CA 91436. Tel: (818) 907-9996. Fax: (818)
783-4938. E-mail: tgmarec@ibm.net . Web:
www.marecordings.com .
—Jonathan Scull
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Award-Winning
Five Gold Star CD Player:
Musical Fidelity X-Ray
Experience your CDs in awhole new light. Don't just
play them, X-Ray them with Musical Fidelity's new 24bit X-Ray CD player. This aptly named innovation is
incredibly transparent, revealing every last angstrom
of musical detail.

What Hi-Fi?'s "Supertest" Verdict
Once each year editors of England's What Hi-Fi? magazine put their brains (and ears) together to decide which
CD player is the overall best value. This year's winner?
Musical Fidelity's exceptional X-Ray.

Outstanding X-RAY
The X-Ray stood out—both visually and sonically—from
the rest. "There's no restraint or softness in the way the
X-Ray plays music—instead you get the kind of insight
that ensures the machine lives up to its name—but at
the same time theres' never that apprehension that it's
all about to go horribly wrong. The music pours forth
in ahighly addictive manner," reported What Hi-Firs
editors in February 1999.
"What the X-Ray has, in keeping with its oh-so-apt
name, are fabulously naked, Zeiss-inspired transparency,
the sort of detail retrieval which would make aHornsby
collector swoon, and top-to-bottom consistency which

Inside the gracefully styled cylindrical metal chassis,
the X-Ray boasts an advanced Sony laser transport and a
state-of-the-art Burr-Brown PCM1716 24-bit processor.
The internal circuit offers remarkable 0.0025% total harmonic distortion and unbelievable 140 dB dynamic range.
Both coaxial and Toslink digital outputs are included
along with afull-featured remote.

Summary: Don't Let The Money Burn
"This is aplayer that does music—it's as simple as
that —and does it across ahuge range ofgenres and
in awide variety of systems," raves What Hi-Fi? "It's
also superbly built and we love the looks: if we had
($1,300) burning awhole in the corporate pocket,
this is the player with which we'd be going home."

Order X-Ray With No Risk!
You won't find the X-Ray in any store in the US, but
it's very easy to get one. Call toll-free (800) 942-0220 and
tell us you want to "x-ray" your CDs. We'll send you the
amazing X-Ray for only $1,295 plus $19.95 shipping in
the US.
If you're not thrilled by the ultra-revealing sound of the
X-Ray, let us know within 30 days and you can return the
X-Ray for afull refund of the purchase price.

means I'm making the X-Ray my sub-$1,700 reference,"
adds the bowled-over Ken Kessler in Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, October 1998.
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arfinkle

Garfinkle: Yes, taken by ayoung French photographer, Caroline Mardok, who lives in Paris.
Scull: And Isee it tvas recorded inside the Makedonian
monument with one pair of B&K mikes, acustom
microphone amp, and Cardas cables.
Garfinkle: That was all Golden Cross on that
recording.
Scull: Tell me about Vlatko and Miroslay.
Garfinkle: Miroslav was born in Bosnia and lived almost all
his childhood in Serbia. He has been on anumber of MA
recordings. And Vlatko is the most popular guitarist in all the
Balkans.
Scull: What kind of music is he known for?
Garfinkle: [laughs] Macedonian rock. It's different.
Scull: TéxId, you seem to have the sensibility of apelt).nning artist
yourself. Irespect you immensely for your work—it's alabor of love,
and obviously your catalog is anything but commercial. Why do you
do it?
Garfinkle: Thanks. It's hard to explain. Certain recordings
have certain, you know, special memories. But with Knishevo
there's adifficult political element. There's acountry called
Macedonia now, but just south of it, in Greece, there's
another area, also called Macedonia. So you have these ethnic areas overlapping countries. The music on Krushevo is
Slavic; not Greek so much, but there's also some Turkish
elements in it. But if you mention Macedonia, the country,
to some Greeks, they become upset. They feel their name
was stolen! There's awhole country with an ethnic identity
that's not being recognized. Let me tell you, Iasked the
Greek distributor if he'd be interested in this recording — it's
from the country just next to them, the music is similar. And
he told me that if there was anything anywhere on the cover
that said "Macedonia," that the whole label would be blacklisted in Greece!
Scull: Titis is all of the greatest importance to you...
Garfinkle: Yes, it's the whole experience. It's been hard
bringing this music out, as there's so much turmoil going on
around it.
Scull: Where can Stereophile readersfind your recordings?
Garfinkle: We have what you might call "audiophile distribution." It's like, very third world. There's Music Direct,
for one, Chad Kassem at Acoustic Sounds carries our stuff,
as does The Elusive Disc. We were at Tower at one time, but
Itold them they couldn't export, so they returned most of

Todd praying for good sound at the back of St. Peter's.
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our CDs. [laughs] And, good news,
we just signed with Koch International.
Scull: You work with your dad in
California?
Garfinkle: Yeah, he basically manAmerica is ages the scene outside of Japan, getting the CDs out to distributors and
disconnected. so on. [laughs] He calls himself the
shipping clerk!
That's why
Scull: How do you find your artists?
You were telling me that your latest
Ithink
recording project ben what the artist
contacted you directly.
there's so
Garfinkle: Yeah, that's Joao Paulo,
much
aclassically trained pianist who now
focuses exclusively on improvisation
garbage
and composition —jazz, if you like.
He writes incredibly melodic music
released
that's very accessible, yet very advanced harmonically — it moduhere, and
lates like crazy! He sent me his first
why it's
CD because he'd heard about me
through afriend who'd bought one
so hard
of my recordings in an audio shop
in Lisbon. He sent his CD to only
to get music one other label, ECM. So he was
comparing what Ido with them!
of the type Basically
he was checking aoneman label against this other big
Iproduce
recording company.
Scull: That's ahigh compliment.
out there.
Garfinkle: Yeah, yeah. It was like,
wow! And ECM never even answered him! So my next recording is ofJoao's original music,
and it's called 0 Exilio. And through him Imet Portuguese
guitar player Ricardo Rocha, who plays Fado, the traditional
song of Lisbon. But he improvises over it. And then Imet
Maria Ana Bobone, who's asinger, and she does Fado in a
baroque style. [laughs] Her voice is so ethereal... [Rocha's]
recording of about ayear ago, Luz Destino, was nominated
for anational music award in Portugal.
Scull: Congratulations! Why do you think it's taken awhile for
ethnic music to become popular in the US?
Garfinkle: Idon't know. Everyone's refugee status?
Scull: Ithink you're probably not making ajoke. What do you
mean?
Garfinkle: America is disconnected. That's why Ithink
there's so much garbage released here, and why it's hard to
get music of the type Iproduce out there. Most people in
America, at some point in time, came from somewhere else
and was cut off from their roots. Idon't mean to say no one
is connected to their roots, by the way, but it's fairly prevalent. There's aneed to maintain that thread with the past and
the culture involved. So many have come from traumatized
backgrounds that, culturally, there are some gaping holes in
the fabric.
There's no hunger to understand other cultures either.
Maybe it's just that some people can't yet deal with their
own culture, so they don't have the "space" to begin dealing
with others. Maybe I'm just ranting...
Scull: No way, livid. Ithink you've nailed it square Thanks very
much for talking with Kathleen and ,;it And good luck with your
upcoming recordings— we'll be looking outfit- them.
Garfinkle: Jonathan, thanks alot.
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Zan Stewart
akin' arecord at Rudy's."
had been reissued as CDs, and Ihad never had anything to do
In the jazz world of the '50s, '60s, and
with them." (Engineer Ron McMaster has overseen almost
'70s — and, to some extent, of the '80s and
all Blue Note analog-to-digital transfers.) "Now Ihad the
'90s — recording at Rudy Van Gelde?s studio in New
opportunity to go through the catalog and make these
Jersey was the equivalent of performing at Carnegie Hall.
albums the way Ifeel Alfred Lion (Blue Note founder and
This former optometrist's recording studios, located until
producer) would want them to sound."
1959 in Hackensack and thereafter in Englewood Cliffs,
Van Gelder started the project about 18 months ago; evenwere the pinnacle of the jazz recording game, the places
tually Cuscuna came to think that asmaller US series, comwhere classic after classic was made —from John Coltrane's
prising an initial 24 releases, would be agood idea. This series
Blue Trane (Blue Note) and Miles
would be somewhat different
Davis' Workin' and Steamin' (Presfrom the Japanese series in that
tige) to Lee Morgan's The Sidethese albums would include
winder (Blue Note) and Freddie
alternate takes where available—
Hubbard's Red Clay (Cr!).
Toshiba wanted only Van Gelder
But Van Gelder, now in his
remasterings of the original
seventies, is not one to look
tunes in the original order —and
back. As digital became the
would include albums not on the
standard in the recording indusJapanese list
try and analog recordings were
"I picked the albums based
remastered to CD, he was too
on two things," Cuscuna said in
busy making new albums for
late April from his office in
such labels as Reservoir, Sharp
New York. "There were many
Nine — and Blue Note — to get
great albums that had fallen out
involved in reissues. That is,
of print. And some of the
until recently.
strongest-selling albums, which
It seems that Toshiba-EMI,
had been the first to come out
which oversees Blue Note acRudy Van Gelder and Alfred Lion, making jazz history, co 1960.
on CD, needed the most (retivity in Japan, made Van
mastering) help."
Gelder an offer he couldn't refuse: remaster for the JapSo far, the albums released in the RVG Editions series,
anese market 100 vintage Blue Note albums for which Van
many of which contain alternate tracks, are: Sonny Clark's
Gelder had been the original engineer.
Cool Struttin', Larry Young's Unity, Grant Green's Idle
Not achance, thought Michael Cuscuna, director ofjazz
Moments, Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers' Moanin',
reissues for Capitol-EMI, Blue Note's parent company,
Cannonball Adderley's Somethin' Else (with Miles Davis),
who acted as go-between. But to Cuscuna's surprise, Van
Herbie Hancodc's Maiden Voyage and Empyrean Isles, Horace
Gelder agreed.
Silver's Blotvin' the Blues Away and Song for My Father, Eric
"I thought it was the greatest job Iever got in the world,"
Dolphy's Out to Lunch, Joe Henderson's Page One, Kenny
Van Gelder enthused in arare interview over the phone from
Burrell's Midnight Blue, Wayne Shorter's Speak No Evil and
his home in New Jersey. "Since 1984, Blue Note recordings
fu fu, Lee Morgan's The Sidewinder, Sonny Rollins' Volume
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Two, McCoy Tyner's The Real McCoy, Hank Mobley's Soul
Station, Dexter Gordon's Col Tony Williams' Life Time,
Donald Byrd's A New Pempectipe, Andrew Hill's Point of
aparture, Freddie Hubbard's Hub-7imes, and Johnny Griffin's
Blowing Session (with Coltrane and Mobley).
These historic recordings cover hard bop, post-hard bop,
and the then burgeoning avant-garde approach, all of
which were variously in vogue in the thriving New York
jazz scene of the late '50s through the late '60s. Given that
so many groundbreaking as well as solid journeyman artists
recorded for the label, one could say that, for atime, the
Blue Note sound was the sound ofjazz.
As you'll read in detail below, the RVG 'tissues offer dramatic sonic improvements over previous CD reissues. He
feels the improvements in quality come not just from better
technology, but also from the invaluable personal experience that comes from having been their creator.
"I wanted to make these RVGs as close to the originals
as possible," Van Gelder said. "I wanted the sound to be the
original intent of the musicians and Alfred Lion. Isat in the
control room, and that intent, that sound, everything they
wanted and how they wanted it, was driven into my soul.
This really describes the RVG series."
Asked what made up the fabled "Blue Note Sound," Van
Gelder said it was amix of input from both the musicians
and Lion, coupled with the engineer's own interpretation.
"The sound was basically the creation of the musicians:
That's fundamental," he said. "Then there was Alfred, who
was ahands-on producer who'd go to clubs, hear musicians,
discuss tunes, discuss sidemen, how players sounded — all
that was Alfred interpreting the music. As for recording, it
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was my job to realize what Alfred had in his mind relative
to the musicians."
Van Gelder is rarely specific about his techniques. "I have
worked so hard and diligently to develop them and Ifeel
like they're private," he said. "If Isay something that might
indicate precisely what Idid, Ifeel that it's no longer mine."
Therefore, he wouldn't talk much about the process of
re-making the RVG series, which features 24-bit resolution
in the transfer of data from, in most cases, the original analog
tapes, which were recorded direct to two-track.
"The idea for the 24-bit resolution, that again came from
me," he said. "I felt that the digital process had advanced to
the point where making the transfer from analog to digital
would sound very good compared to what had come
before. That's what I
jumped at: the remastering process."
At first, Van Gelder didn't want to contrast his RVG
work with past remasterings. But in describing what he felt
alistener would hear in these reissues, he shed some light
on the sonic properties of the entire series.
"Listen for the cohesiveness in the ensemble sound of
those bands," he said. "Compare that to anything else —
CDs, LPs, through the early LPs that say `RVG' (in the leadout groove) — those represent my model—and tell me
what's more together. Things would come forward, be easier to hear. And that applies to all aspects of the music: solos,
rhythm, arrangements. Ithink there's ahuge difference
(from previous CD reissues and later LPs). But as to
whether the highs are better, or the lows are better, that's
Stereophile talk. Idon't like that kind of talk."
To give you an idea of what you can expect from the RVG
series —and in Stereophile terms, thank you very much —I've
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listened extensively to six of these classic albums: Dexter
Gordon's Go!, Sonny Rollins' Vdunte Two, Hank Mobley's
Soul Station, McCoy Tyner's The Real McCoy, Lee Morgan's
The Sideivinder, and Wayne Shorter's Speak No Evil. In each
case, Icontrasted the RVG with aprevious Cl) reissue.
Generally, there is acohesiveness to the RVGs that hasn't
been available before. The soundstages are much more
dynamic, revealing more width, depth (if not atremendous
difference; we're talking quartets and quintets here), and
height (as it refers to the physical size of the players) —all
presented from aclose perspective.
There is also an amazing aliveness to these remasterings,
via crisper upper trebles, bolder midranges, and morefleshed-out bass. Prior remasterings, which chopped off
some highs and lows, were smoother but somewhat less
vital. The realness of these RVGs can be startling. Caveat:
Watch your gain! Ifound a good 30-40% boost as I
switched from aprior remastering to an RVG.
Another aspect that may throw some listeners is that the
RVGs have amonophonic quality — there is no clear separation of instruments. Again, this is Van Gelder trying to
deliver the past to the present.
Van Gelder was very slow to come to stereo. The engineer says that only toward the end of the '60s, after these
Blue Notes had been recorded, and when equipment had
reached the level he felt was adequate, did he fully embrace
the process. So even though he began to make Blue Notes
in stereo in 1957, he continued to think mono. (The one
recording specific he gave me in our interview was that in
Hackensack he had one Altec 604b in the control room and
one Altec A-5 in the studio for playback. "One speaker. You
can't get much more mono than that," he said, laughing.) But
in this instance, mono simply means solidity, heft, and, yes,
cohesiveness.
Along with A Swine Affair, Go! is one of two fabulous
hard-bop sessions by Dexter Gordon that the tenor-sax
giant recorded back to back (August 27 and 29, 1962) with
the marvelous pianist Sonny Clark, bassist Butch Warren,
and drum wizard Billy Higgins. Gordon, usually cited as the
first bebop tenorman, had recently returned to the US from
astay in Scandinavia, and was making his first domestic
recordings in many years. This is juicy, decidedly accessible
modern jazz, and an ideal introduction to the art form.
The opener is aGordon favorite, "Cheesecake," amedium
uptempo groover. On the older CD, his hard-blowing,
rhythmic tenor is certainly sonically upfront, but the trio
sounds distant, with few highs from the drums and ablanket over the piano. When Dex launches into his solo, details
from the backing crew arc hard to spot. In contrast, the
RVG is explosive. There's astunning clarity, with Clark's
piano notes popping out and Higgins' cymbal wash filtering
through everything. When Gordon reenters after Clark's
solo, we can really hear the palpable rise in band energy. A
similar deliciousness marks the upbeat "Second Balcony
Jump" and two ballads, where Gordotes humongous, breathy
tone stands unencumbered.
Sonny Rollins' 14)1unte Two is the earliest of the RVGs covered here, recorded in April 1957. It captures amaster in training, then 27, who blended swing and bop into aunique and
influential style, in aperiod of continued artistic development
that had resulted in Saxophone Gdossus about ayear earlier.
!Mime Two sports the great trombonist Jj. Johnson, bassist
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Paul Chambers, drummer Art Blakey, plus monster
pianists Horace Silver and Thclonious Monk, who play on
separate tracks save one: "Misterioso." The album documents Rollins, then (with Coltrane) one of the top two
tenormen in jazz, investigating two originals, two Monk
tunes, and two standards in his typical manner of mixing
inventive, melodic bursts with hard-hitting rhythmic
propulsion.
As with Go!, the original CD has agood sound, the RVG
asplendid one. Now Rollins' blistering fast double-times,
as on his "Why Don't I," have an enhanced clarity. And
when Johnson is also playing like arace horse on the subsequent "Wail March" (listen to Blakey rush the tempo), it
seems to have asettled, even focused feeling, due to the
concentrated, enlarged sound.
Then there's Monk's "Misterioso," ablues that seems to
wobble back and forth. Here, in abrief, one-chorus solo, the
full range of the composer's pianistic tonal colors is exquisitely audible. Rollins
delivers atextbook lesson on how to play the
blues with soul and
intellect, and there's the
whammy of Blakey's
drums. When Johnson
solos, there's adifferent
sound at the piano:
Silver has slipped in and
taken Monk's place!
And for pure beauty.
there's Rollins' immense sound on "Poor
Butterfly."
For Soul Station, Hank
Mobley, one of the most
DELIVERS A TEXTpersuasive soloists and
writers in the hard-bop
BOOK LESSON ON
idiom, was at an earls
career highpoint, workHOW TO
ing with asuperb rhythm section of Wynton
Kelly, Paul Chambers,
and Art Blakey. This
WITH
AND
February 1960 masterpiece contains what has
since become a jazz
standard, Mobley's "This IDig of You," plus his wonderful
version of Irving Berlin's "Remember" and his slow, deep
blues, "Dig Dis."
Van Gelder's remastering allows us to hear the happy
clatter of Blakey's drum kit, his press rolls going right
through your body on "Remember" — and you can all but
feel the chunk-chunk-chunk of his sock cymbal on the title
track. Kelly's notes ring brilliantly, decaying naturally as
one note follows another.
The album, however, belongs to the leader, who plays
with élan on "This," "Remember," and the rest, offering his
distinctively keen yet always emotional improvisatory
stance. He's heard clearly, too, and is not speaker-bound, as
on the earlier remastering. Here, we really have an opportunity to hear the full, rich Mobley sound, including both
the low trebles and solid midranges that are part of his tone
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established certain business practices, with an emphasis on
offering superior quality at an affordable price
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EXCEEDING YOUR EXPECTATIONS

TO ORDER Oat 1•800•431•0001

Retail Store: 89 Route 46E •Denville NJ 07834 973-627-0083
Outlet Store: 1224 Route 23N •Butler, NJ 07405 973-838-3444
Mail Order: 45 Indian Lane East •Towaco, NJ 07082 973-263-6060
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Participating Member
VISA

SHOP US ON-LINE
vvwvv.soundcity.com

Shop Over 1000 Products Onlore is, WA me
Cosy ,Order 24 Hours ADay 7Days A Wing

Authorized Deader:
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Tice Audio •Thorms •Vdodyne •x10
Some Bramls Available In Store Only
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Wayne Shorter's Speak No Evil was recorded on
but are rarely audible on other recordings.
December 24, 1964, near the beginning of his five-year
McCoy Tyner made The Real McCoy on April 21, 1967,
stint with Miles Davis. It includes four tunes that are now
about ayear after he'd left Coltrane's pivotal quartet. He
part of the modern jazz repertoire: the gripping, subtly
was then the most influential pianist in contemporary
rhythmic title track, the medium low-boil burner of
acoustic jazz. Here, with another quartet Tyner employed
"Witch Hunt," the quietly melodic yet solidly percolating
freethinking tenor saxophonist Joe Henderson (whose
"Fee-Fi-Fo-Fum," and the lovely ballad, "Infant Eyes."
wondrous solo on Silver's "Song for My Father" had made
A grand quintet plays these tunes: Shorter, emerging as
him ajazz star), bassist Ron Carter, and former Coltrane
one of the dynamos of the tenor, young trumpet maestro
colleague Elvin Jones on drums. On the program of five
Freddie Hubbard; soon-to-be piano master Herbie HanTyner originals, we hear his idiosyncratic style — based on
cock; bassist Ron Carter again; and drummer Elvin Jones.
apowerful attack in the left hand and bright, ringing notes
On the RVG, the limiin the right —and improvised statements that seem to pose
tations of previous
questions and then immediately answer them.
Speak No Evil CDs
Like the other quartet RVGs, this one has amuch larger
have been removed.
soundstage than previous versions, with greater presence
Shorter's crying, then
for each performer. Henderson's low range is in full view
guttural tone is now
on the spirited "Passion Dance," the medium scorcher
heard in all its rawness
"Four By Five," and the indelibly lovely "Search for Peace."
and beauty, and his
On the latter, Jones' brushes whir with life. Tyner takes
inimitable solo boldly
advantage of the slow tempo of "Contemplation" to drop
shines on "Witch
in numerous brisk passages that pique interest; the same
Hunt" and on the tide
fistfuls-of-notes approach is used on the gregarious
"Passion Dance."
Lee Morgan's The
Sidewinder, one of the
Six RVGs
most famous of all Blue
McCOY TYNER: The Real McCoy
DEXTER GORDON: Go!
McCoy Tyner, piano; Joe Henderson, tenor sax Ron Carter,
Dexter Gordon, tenor sax; Sonny Clark, piano; Butch Warren,
Note recordings, is also
bass; Elvin Jones, drums
bass; Billy Higgins, drums
one of the most invitBlue Note 4 97807 2 (CD). 1967. TT: 37:11
Blue Note 4 98794 (CD). 1967. TT: 37:46
Performance *****
ing. Made in DecemPerformance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2
ber 1963, it was a
LEE MORGAN: The Sidewinder
SONNY ROLLINS: Volume 11vo
much-needed holiday
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax; 1.1. Johnson, trombone; Horace
Lee Morgan, trumpet; Joe Henderson, tenor sax; Barry
Harris, piano; Bob Cranshaw, bass; Billy Higgins, drums
Silver, Thelonious Monk, piano; Paul Chambers, bass;
present for the influenBlue Note 4 95332 2 (CD). 1963. TT: 50:52
Art Blakey, drums
tial, hard-bop trumpet
Performance *****
Blue Note 4 97809 2 (CD). 1957. 7: 40:55
Sonics ****1/2
ace. After such early
Performance *****
WAYNE SHORTER: Speak No Evil
Sonics ****1/2
career peaks as playing
Wayne Shorter, tenor sax; Freddie Hubbard, trumpet; Herbie
HANK MOBLEY: Soul Station
with Dizzy Gillespie's
Hancock, piano; Ron Carter, bass; Elvin Jones, drums
Hank Mobley, tenor sax; VVynton Kelly, piano; Paul Chambers,
Blue Note 499001 2 (CD). 1964. 7: 48:53
bass;
Art
Blakey,
drums
big band in 1956 at age
Performance *****
Blue Note 4 95343 2 (CD). 1960. 17: 37:33
18, then Blakey's Jazz
Sonics ****1/2
Performance *****
Sonics
****1/2
Messengers from 1958
All six: Alfred Lion, orig. prod.; Michael Cuscuna, reissue
to 1961, Morgan was at
prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, orig. eng., digital transfer. MD.
low ebb, primarily because of drugs. The Sidetrack. He's calmer on "Dance Cadaverous" and die comely
winder, with its boogaloo-based title track, was asmash hit,
"Infant Eyes." There are no muffled tones; his notes are sonrising to #25 on the Billboard pop LP charts in 1964.
ically pristine. The clarified sonies also deliver asurprising
Morgan made several attempts to duplicate its success, but
sweetness in Hubbard's sound, giving roundness to his
never did. In 1972, he was shot and killed by ajealous lover
ebullient improvisations. Hancock's easy bluesiness and
at Slug's, aManhattan jazz spot.
An ace band backs Morgan here: Joe Henderson on
crack drive are in full view throughout, and Carter and
tenor, pianist Barry Harris, bassist Bob Cranshaw, and the
Jones support it all with majestic interactions.
The RVGs retail for $16.98 each, though Ifound them
irrepressible Billy Higgins. And while "The Sidewinder" is
priced abit higher at some retailers. But the few dollars you
adandy blues that still plays well today, the other four
pay over the earlier mid-priced CD reissues is hardly worth
tracks are what make the album amust.
quibbling about. If you seek out some of the 100 Japanese
On an older CD version, many details are missing, from
the underlying throb of Higgins' drums to many fine
issues, available at some retailers as imports, expect to pay
about $25 apiece.
touches by Harris and the full tonal range of Morgan's and
Henderson's horns. On the title track, "Totem Pole," and
As if these RVGs weren't enough, six more arc headed
the perky "Gary's Notebook," the rhythm section all but
our way this fall: Sonny Rollins' A Night at the Village
punches you in the chest, with Higgins' determined cymVanguard (2 CDs), Jimmy Smith's Groovin' at Smalls' Paradise
bal attacks and drum-kit accents fully alive. Harris' piano
(2 CDs), Herbie Hancock's My Point of View, Lee Morgan's
The Rumproller, Kenny Dorham's Una Mas, and Bud Powell's
now has acomplete presence, and Morgan's horn seems to
spit out the fat, sassy notes. The ears tingle with it all. Once
Time Waits.
more, an RVG version proves amajor restoration.
1111...1.11•
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People are unique. As much as we may
seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.

*Delivery *Super System Set-up 'Custom InstalL
•Audio/Video Cabinetry 'Home/Office Trials •

How to Buy a $40,000 System for a
$10,000 Investment
-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with alimited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
warranted, of course) which you can trade
in item by item towards your next desired
component for up to two years from the
date of purchase. Our payment plans fit
your needs and your planned expenditure.
Real Values for Used Equipment
Trade-Ins
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25%
of retail value? Sound by Singer has away
to help realize cost savings of up to 45%
and help save the world at the same time.
Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator
Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare.
Buy both and evaluate them for up to seven
days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!

Now 6Months 0% Interest Financing!
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MRDWARE e ACCESSORIES SMI!!

MANY LIMITED
TIME OFFERS!!
ACT NOW!!

BEST PRODUCTS! BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE! GUARANTEED!!
A Sampling of the Latest & Greatest Ha
$499.99 with
"Blacknite"
Harmonic Recovery System Power Cord

$449.99

Restores
Harmonics!

Bee-MICRO MC CARTRDGES
RUBY H 0.3 or 0.6mV SCALL W/ Trade5CALL
REFERENCE 0.4mV
SCALE. W/ Tracie$CALL
MC H20; MO.9; L0.4 SCALL W/ Trade5CALL
MC GOLD 0.4rnV
$350 W/ Trade SCALL
MC SILVER 2.0mV
$350 W/ Trade5CALL
MC-20EII 2.0mV
$150
LUKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
Scat&
Benz/Aesthetiz Cartridge Demagnetizer

Lsersone ss le.. mi.. analiy
.ure" to odor one ot Ore sub:
!salter) -pox eted Lan,
tkina gne - In« r, lia

30 Day Money Back Guarantee!

s,
‘1.1

Slid/

THE GLIDER
Factory
Authorized
Trade-in Sale!

Eer
any stereo/home theater system.
HRS makes your CD's sound better than ever by providing ahigher level of
focus, timbre. texture & dimension. Installs easily between your CD player or BASIS Turntables & Accessories
Preamp & your system. Experience what the reviewers are raving about.
Models 1400, 2000 thru 2800 and Debut.
"The sound was richer, fuller, more dynamic. The soundstage was wider &
Available with Rega RB250, 300, 900 and
deeper -more dimesional.
keeping the HRS & have asecond unit on order.'
Graham 2.0 Tonearms. Package prices are
Sam "Fe
Stereophile. Aug.'98. Vol. 21 #8
available for all models!
$Call
-It adds a level of vibrancy & substance to the music that is completely intoxicatinr"
Restores harmonics & improves dynamics of

"It unlocks the

Sound Stage Magazine... hily '98
music! Favorite recordings sound like new -found
\.,thanie/ Rosen...H.0dd famous

Øud ¡o Prism

'The mat works in abig
tdid not lime to strain in he,tt
the Omni, emeni. Improved
definition. detail. dynamics. a
back!!!
more analog-like soundstage
'liteMuir°, ement
To tell you the truth.
Dick Old', Stereoptal.
'
a
I...hegged Victor for ainat on
$16.99eis /3 OR MORE 514.99ea
Limited Time
the spot." SUM Mfg.
e..24.14.1ale
Sale Price! $34 99 Mereophile. Apr:Valid 1994
Wave ChitidWerielline Filters, PowerlIne Foundation 1_, 2 3 Fewer Filters:SCALL

Pens ore

tables. anus. cartrid ges. F rumps. cables, and isolation
schemes....
•
base eser giren me the kinds of hu m us enivras in noise
reduction.clarit s.
and elimination '4mM-to-treble ringingil.ithese recordclaan.n imachines has
sou listen to records ,sou need a
record-cleani
ttECORD CARE PRODUCTS in gmachine. Period." •
Corry Greenbere. Mereetahile. May '94. Mr1.17 e5
MODEL 1.0 - Manual replication el ffliir,i..!.
All models ore also
WITTY GRITTY
"IA

tie

tried miter

&whin & miming while rue ,,,,, ning.
available in
mODEs
Solid Oak Cabinet
Vinyl
oodgrain Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.0 18CALL
or 220y versron.
MODEL 1.3 - Auto scrubbing. &
attrition. slide-out waste fluid tram
WITTY GRITTY CD MASTER
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.5 SCALL
(CD Cleaner)
$39.99
MODEL 1.3E1 - Auto fluid application, scrubbing, & rotation. Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
atataase
ITEM ift•ANIT1.5F1
MOD L MINI.PIE0 1
scrubs & vacuums both sides simultaneously.
SCALL
Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5F1
Record
Brusfi,Vac or diettitikii:.. f14.99 Purifier .2C'leaning--Fluid etiz.
$15.99
Dust Covers:
SCALL
$19. ,522.99
$38.99 1/2 gal. Pure 2-536.99 /1gel.Pure 2 $59.99

THE LIFT111

Prmed your stylus11.11i.
ant tone:
auhiphoicallk '
6old
$99.99 sierecphe
(bum

$89.99
.Veit.! The li ter 5.19.99

Ultra Clan

er:
Limited Times

9.99
cr111

Images

welled more 3.0 & pâlpardr. &
higli"nunded more refined & mweer. Ihc
bau definnel, imprIncd - It ai, derper &
adder aid. ArtIrr pitch-ddTerentialion..."
Pd. 0, 4,4 Pe •:

CD Clarifier
34.99

audiotruth Et aucJioquest cables!
Interconnects available: Jade, Turquoise, Topaz. Ruby, Opal. Emerald & Lapis.
Speaker Cables available:Type 2. 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal. Midnight. Forest. Argent. Clear. Sterling FS
Dragon
All Digital & Video Cable also available!
PT-6 8i PT-8 Tonearms
Binding Post Wrench
57.99
UltraConnect 2. (w.gleaners) Ultra-high-punty contact cleaner. No residue
.S29.99
Record Brush: Anti-slat Carbon Fiber
S14.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of 4).Juniors: $31,99
Seniors: $49.99
S-4 Silver Tonearm Cable: NEW" ,
All Power Cords also available!
SorboGel Little Feet:(set of 4) $39.99 New!
SorboGel Big Feet/set of 4) $59.99 New!

Creek Phono Stages: OBH-8/8SE and OBH-9
$Call
Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc
NOW ONLY $129.99
The ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Disc! 80:133e1C18

Gruv-Glide

II

-

ewr.-Eroure

Improves sound removes state. improves tracking, records as-tu

RECORD SLEEVES Ken -$30/100 QUM

O

treasures'

r
veer

$21.90

-$20100 JPN Phscalable -$30 100

1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aolcom
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO (765) 778-2715

,
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SALE!!!

HW-191R Turntable wi Audioquest PT•6 Arm': SColl
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special*: SColl
FREE expert
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': SCall
cartridge installation
Add The LIFT & get it installed for FREE!
upon request

madelin u.s.a.

Picote

TURNTABLES:

ask Dhoti, our Package Paces For

ALL VPI Turntable

Models'

HW-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic planer, precrsron mociuned foi dttect
coupling to records, with reflex clomp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mork Ill ($599) /NW-19 Mark IV ($1199)
HW-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & ormboord, block acrylic
10113 platter and spring suspension

SCALL
SCALE

KW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb block acrylic plotter.
(41011'9
ARIES -Near TNT performance in on HW-19 size! Requires only a 22 x 16' space

SCALL

Features TNT 3/4 plotter, bearing & motor. Beautiful black acrylic finish! Upgrodablet SCALE
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by a solidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. Stainless steel motor assembly.
r*LeRie
TNT SERIES 3 & 4 -The ultimate in turntable technology. Analog product of 1997.

SCALA

«ALL

TON [ARMS:
THE JMW MEMORIAL -VPI has designed on all-out affordable
toneorm • ..,ice that sextroordinory in its ability to extract information fro, an LP's grooves. Soundstoge is wide & deep with air &
separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top
to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also oJCIIIcble in 12 irominn fr.
TNT. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!
SCALL

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME SALE!
UP TO 50% OFF JMW TONEARM!
CLEANING MACHINES: sautsen
ntt
•
itrastanding
pcloottec tIC et, Ord Mdefiài'es sire inicruscopi•
Imile clean & un. so pristine they look new!" .411dil. Migraine

14W-16.5 -SCall!!!
110 or 220volt
Semi -Automatic
Ltd. Time Offer!!!

Features: Sell .cinuained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs M .Ord ru same time:
directimal cleaning; pushbutton mounds: "Vie
mot dilute re etil'd d
urn, dfit
r!"

HW-17F -SCall!!!
14W-17F 220v -SC,all
Fully automatic, Bidirectional cleaning!!
Cooling fan

ACCESSORIES:

Ltd. Time Offer!!!

I
POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter. GREAT UPGRADE!!
$399.99
SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM •New flagship Atal.vd_ controller and power late ,
SCali
HW-19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SCALL SOBE DISC -Set turntable speed
$1 7.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE- .. $14,99 CROSS CHECK LEVEL(Newl)
$9.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VP) SPARE PARTS UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIESII

SUMIKO CARTRID(w. &

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669

zonn.

$750 Or
Meal
SCALL
With Trade
Amiloble
der Never Soundec
..,uoci For So Little!
I
his ts Jkiller cam il
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Cary Audio Design CAD-300SE LX20
monob ock power amplifier

M

any tube aficionados hold
that amplifiers built with the
venerable 300B tube hold the
aces when it comes to sonic purity and
beauty of harmonic line. Cary Audio
Design succeeded in producing what
many believe is the definitive moderately sized single-ended n-iode (SET) amplifier: the CAD-300SE. This monoblock, powered by classic 300B Western Electric or derivative tubes, could
provide 8-10Wpc, requiring the adoption of relatively moderate volume settings and/or sensitive, easy-to-drive
loudspeakers. Cary also produced a
lower-priced "integrated" stereo chassis,
the CAD-300SEL
More recently, Cary has used the
powerful 572-3 triode from Svetlana in
Russia to create amost worthy 20W
monoblock — the CAD-572SE — at
roughly half the cost of the 300SE designs (see Stereophile, October and
December 1998). Meanwhile, Dr. Kron
of Czechoslovakia has reached into the
heart of the design and inner virtues of
the 300B tube to create ahigher-power
version, the KR-300B XLS, that can
deliver in the region of 20W in SE
mode. This new tube carries an unprecedented two-year guarantee. Cary has
chosen to use the KR-300B XLS in the
300SE, which has been renamed the
300SE LX20, and is priced at just under
$6000/pair.'
The LX20
The amplifier's classic SE triode looks are
unmistakable. The 300SE LX20 is
housed in anarrow box chassis with
brushed-alloy, black-anodized front panels. (Gold-plated panels are available for
extra cost.) The chassis is of polished
stainless steel, the audio output transformer is housed in abox with satinblack finish and gold label, and the
power transformer's top cover is bright
chrome —an incongruous note, Ifelt.
The tube layout is symmetrical: two
I During my auditioning Ialso had access to a
stereo version of the amp. the 300SEI LX20 ($4500
with remote control). A moderately higher-power
version of the 3005E will also be available, offering
perhaps I4Wpc for 54000 'pair, though with less
load drive ability.
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Cary Audio Design CAD-300SE LX20 monoblock power amplifier

6SL7s at the front, the KR-300B XLS
next, and the rectifier tube one step back.
On the front are two large chrome
levers, On/Off and On/Standby, flanking the two blue LEDs that signify these
functions. A user-replaceable powerline fuse is located on the crowded back
panel, plus aphone jack for bias alignment, apreset control potentiometer for
same, an IEC-type three-pin mains input terminal, an SE gold-plated phono
socket, plus apair of solid-copper binding posts in anatural finish for spadeterminated speaker cables.
An unmarked lever near the back on
the top deck switches the output winding tap's nominal impedance from 8to
4 ohms. Early tests suggested that this
switch was effective, and delivers a
firmer, more accurate output when set
to 4 ohms for those more difficult 4
ohm speakers, providing that they are
sensitive enough — for example, a
92dBW B&W Nautilus 801. Even with
the Wilson WITT Ils, Ioften traded
the 8ohm setting's 1-1.5dB loss in absolute level for the extra grip and
dynamics of 4ohms.
With the accessory phone plug, you
need only asimple meter to check and
set output bias, either as precautionary
maintenance or when the output tube
requires replacement. The recommen-

ded setting is 110mA.
The output tube is said to be engineered to unusually high standards,
especially regarding the purities of the
vacuum and the metal parts. This makes

Description: Single ended tube
triode monoblock power amplifier. Output power: 20W into 8
ohms (13dBVV). Measured output
impedance: 2.67 ohms (8 ohm
tap); 1.8 ohms (4 ohm tap). Measured input impedance: 150k
ohms in parallel with 100pF. Input
sensitivity: 1.8V for full level;
450mV for 1W IHF. Signal/noise
ratio ref. 1W: 60dB unweighted,
80.3dB A-weighted.
Dimensions: 5.5" W by 7" H by
19" D. Weight: 32 lbs (14.5kg)
each.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: S5995/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 70.
Manufacturer: Cary Audio Design, 111A Woodwinds Industrial
Court, Cary, NC 27511. Tel: (919)
481-4494. Fax: (919) 460-3828.
Web: www.caryaudio.com. E-mail:
info@caryaudio.com.
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possible its two-year guarantee; in fact,
under normal use, up to five years of
operation can be anticipated. If the output tube is underbiased, fa level and
optimum linearity cannot be attained; if
overbiased, the anode structure will run
hotter than the design limit, and might
even glow red. The tube's life is rapidly
reduced under such conditions.
The 300SE LX20 is intended to be
powered up long-term in Standby, in
which mode the two channels draw a
total 100W of power. This rises to
210W in Operate mode — typical for a
pure class-A single-ended tube design.
In Standby, the tube heaters are kept
warm and undue thermal shock is
avoided. The 300SE LX20 starts up
immediately when the Standby switch
is thrown, but for serious listening, Irecommend putting the amplifier in Operate for awhile. (The high-voltage supply capacitors improve after a little
while as their leakage currents stabilize
when the electrolyte films re-form to
their optimum condition.)

The 300SE LX20 should be located
out of reach of children. The tube
envelopes are exposed, and contain dangerously high voltages. The output tube
glass runs too hot to be touched. Still,
accidents should be rare; output tubes
are far less fragile than incandescent
light bulbs.

is applied after the 022p.F oil-filled coupling capacitor from aseparate, -140V
negative bias supply.
Standby mode is engaged by lifting
the center tap of the high-voltage winding from ground, thus preventing any
rectifier current from flowing. Thus the
full-wave rectifier tube, the 5U4, runs in
idle in common with all the other tubes.
Tube technology
The signal path is very short, the
Brainchild of the forceful Dr. ICron, the
input being direct-coupled to the input
KR-300B XLS power triode is the drivtriode grid at an easy-to-drive 150k
ing force behind the new Cary 300SE
ohms impedance. The bigger output
project. The new tube can dissipate up
tube not only needs more supply power
to 90W at the anode without glowing than astandard 300B tube, it also needs
cherry red, and looks good for some
abit more grid drive. The input section
20W of SE class-A operation. To ensure
of the original Cary 300SE comprised a
long operating life, Cary runs the tube
single double-triode 6SL7 operating in
at 63.8W standing power, operating "cascode srpp" — half the tube is used as
with a 580V plate potential with a asingle-ended grounded-cathode am110mA class-A bias. The output stage is plifier with the other half an anode load
of fixed-bias design2 (le, grounded output cathode), and bias current is monitored by inserting a1
/"
4
jack with ameter 2The CAD-572SE had aself-biasing output stage as
compared with the 300SE LX20's fixed bias. In my
connected and adjusted with an exterior experience,
fixed bias can provide firmer, more dynampreset locking potentiometer. Grid bias
ic-sounding bass.

Measurements
I Ike most tube amplifiers, the 300SE
LX20 had some detectable microphony in that it Inoted avery slight
bloom in the upper midrange. The use of
good vibration damping and resisting
supporting sound tables is most rewarding. However, in one listening session I
was checking some aspect of speaker performance and operating the Pause control
on the CD player in the middle of anoisy,
mid-dominant track. Iwas surprised to
hear alow-level post-pause echo that lasted asecond or two. If this was microphony, then not using loudspeakers would

deal with the issue. But when Iwired up
some headphones via an adapter box, I
was equally surprised to find that the
"echo" remained —in other words, it was
also set off by the electron currents in the
LX20 tube. The degree of electroninduced ringing was similar for four tubes
tried, and the frequency was also remarkably similar, pointing to aconsistendy fabricated structure within the tube.
Ihad also noted atiny glitch in the
steady-state frequency response, and tried
some MLSSA measurements. Fig. 1
shows the result. Ringing is evident at

600Hz in fig.1 and has not decayed significantly in the first 10ms of decay. Some
other secondary modes are also present
above 2kHz before the clear, fast decay
spectrum can be seen.
Itherefore carefully looked at the
steady-state frequency response (fig2) —
the vertical scale in this graph is just ldB
overalL The lower trace shows the standard output tube, the upper the luxury
T100 titanium tube. With the former,
the resonance blip is much smaller but is
split in two. This result correlates with
the still more neutral midband Iheard
with the Tl® tube. However, there did
not appear to be significant or repeatable
differences in output power, load matching, or distortion between the two output-tube options.
On aresistive load, the amplifier's
frequency response measured 26Hz-
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Cary CAD-300SE LX20, cumulative spectral decay (10c1B/vertieekefiv.; 10ms time window).

Cary CAD-300SE LX20, frequency response
at 1W into 8 ohms (4 ohm tap) (from top
to bottom): LX20 and T100 output tubes
(0.1dB/vertical div.).
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standing current flow through the primary. The transformer core does not
pass, therefore, through the zero-magnetization zone of the hysteresis loop at the
half-waveform crossing point or equivaHow asingle-ended
lent, and this could enhance transparency and clarity. Also, due to the low anode
tube amplifier can
output impedance of the ¡(ron tube
(confirmed by the low anode voltage
sound so good with a
and relatively high bias current), the
transformer in circuit is
turns ratio, asignificant factor in transformer design, can be arelatively low
something of amystery.
8:1, aiding bandwidth and thus providing abetter drive to the loudspeaker.
As in Cary's 300SE design, there is no
bass extension. The winding is thus bifiloop negative feedback in the 300SE
lar (trifilar for the 4 and 8 ohm tapLX20. The cathode resistor of the input
pings), and wound with oxygen-free
triode pair is fully decoupled, and the
copper in 16 interleaved sections.
output transformer secondary feeds sigHow asingle-ended rube amplifier
nal only to the loudspeaker terminals.
can sound so good with atransformer in
Such aconfiguration generally infers
circuit is something of amystery. In
unconditional stability with complex
addition to very good transformer
speaker loads, this achieved without
design, with the use of close-wound
recourse to any Zobel or equivalent freconductors with top-quality acrylic insuquency/phase shaping network.
lation, it might have something to do
Much has been made of in some
with the SE topology resulting in a

comprising aconstant-current "follower" — to ensure low-impedance drive to
the output tube grid.
For the LX20 version, two 6SL7s are
used, each double triode strapped in
parallel to increase the stage bandwidth
and the available current drive at the
output. In both versions, coupling to the
KR-300B XLS is through a series
0.22p.F oil-filled paper/foil capacitor
rated at 600V. The single output tube
drives the loudspeaker via the special
output transformer.
With an amplifier of this caliber, the
output transformer is amost significant
component; you can't do without areally good one. Cary's well-trusted transformer recipe includes silicone-impregnated, mutually insulated iron-core
laminations of grain-orientated Hypersil alloy, which is noted for its clean
midrange quality. "Ile generous quantity of iron used means that the transformer operates well below saturation,
while the essential air gap prevents the
class-A standing current from driving

the core into the magnetically nonlinear
region. Conversely, there must be sufficient primary inductance to give low-

16kHz, with -I-0.1/-0.5dB limits. For the
-3dB half-power points, the bandwidth
reached from 8Hz to 36kHz —pretty
good for adesign without negative feedback! Channel balance was within 02dB
with matched output tubes. (The gain
varied slighdy with bias level.)
Input impedance was an easy 150k
ohms in parallel with around 100 picofarads, an easy load for any source. The
amplifier needed afair input voltage
despite its modest output power: 1.8V
for clipping, 450mV for 1W IHF.
Given the output power, the signal/
noise ratios were more than satisfactory:
for a1W reference, 60dB unweighted,
803dB A-weighted. Against full level I
got 71dB unweighted, 98dB excluding
hum, and 93.5dB A-weighted.
Rated at 20W into 8ohms (13dBW),
the 300SE LX20 was alittle less power-

ful than the integrated SEI version,
which Ilooked at afew months ago for
Hi-Fi News & Record Review in the UK.
That model scraped 23Vipc midband
for 3% distortion. Running about 13dB
lower than the specification, probably
due to aslightly lower voltage on power
line, the 300SE LX20 gave a loadmatched average of 18.5W midband (4
ohm tap to 4ohm load, 8ohm tap to 8
ohms), though 4ohm loading on the 8
ohm tap severely lowered the output to
5W at lkHz.
There wasn't much current available — around 1.9A peak — but since
the current clipping was just as aurally
benign as the voltage clipping, this was
no hardship.
The 300SE LX20 is unconditionally
stable, laughing in the face of reactive
loads—an 8ohm plus 2pF load barely

touched the squarewave response, as
seen in fig3. There was negligible overshoot and no trace of ringing, while the
flat top indicates afundamentally flat
pass-band. A complex load will not by
itself significantly change the sound.
The 300SE LX20's damping factor
was predictably poor: about 3for the 8
ohm tap and 22 for the 4ohm tap, referenced to an 8ohm load. Such asource
impedance will alter aspeaker's effective frequency response (fig.4), while
this and the consequent changes in bass
balance and damping might also indicate arevision to your preferred speaker
placement to help compensate. In the
case of the wrrr II (fig.5), the differences amounted to asmall balance shift
in the bass and aslight upper-bass emphasis. Moving the speaker 3-4" forward proved sufficient.
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Fig.3 Cary CAD-300SE LX20, small-signal
IkHz squarewave into 8ohms in
parallel with 2pF.
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Fig.4 Cary CAD-300SE LX20, frequency response
at (from top to bottom at 3kHz): 1W into 8
ohms (4 ohm tap), and 2.828V into Wilson
WITT II loudspeaker (2dB/vertical div.).

00

Fig.5 Wilson WITT II loudspeaker, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).
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quarters of the poor linearity of SE tube
designs at high levels. My experience
suggests that if good linearity can be
achieved with good components, tubes,
and transformers operated in their
mutually optimized working regions,
then such an amplifier can actually have
satisfactory distortion at peak levels. In
fact, the distortion is comparable with
that produced by many loudspeakers at
the same power level. And at lower levels, where both speaker and the listener's ear exhibit rather less distortion, the
performance of this type of amplifier
continues to improve. In fact, distortion
can be substantially good at moderate
power levels, and improve to virtual
perfection at still lower levels.
Its power-supply design also distinguishes the 300SE from lower-cost tube
designs. This monoblock enjoys the
benefits of aheavy-duty, full-wave tube
rectifier whose inherently low feedback
capacitance and freedom from reverse
recovery transients result in very little
spurious signal energy, thus making for

lower noise on the power rail. The
590V primary supply serves all the
tubes. The series-connected pair of
1200p.F reservoir capacitors are fed via a
choke filter, while asecond cascadedchoke "pi" filter serves the input stage
with power of very low noise. There are
also DC supplies for the tube heaters.
The 300SE LX20 is hard-wired
throughout. There are no printed circuits, and aproper central "star" ground
is established at the power reservoir.
Wiring is single-strand silverplatc, selfsupporting and Teflon-insulated. The
input cabling is pure silver. In addition
to that special oil-filled metal-foil capacitor — the only coupling component in
the signal path aside from the output
transformer — there are also anumber
of top-quality polypropylene film capacitors, these used for higher-frequency supply and bypass.
As if all this were not enough, Cary
has commissioned astill better, optional
output tube from ICron for the LX20
series, at apremium of $100 per chan-

nel. The T100 tube has some mechanical reinforcements, while its electrodes
are made of titanium, said to give an
even better sound. Itried both versions,
but found no significant differences in
biasing or test-bench results, save in the
respect of decay resonance.
Sound
Despite awell-remembered and happy
musical experience with Cary's CAD572SE monoblocks, as Cary's new
300SE LX20 it firmly established its
superiority over the 572SE as it broke
in. I was impressed by the 300SE
LX20's convincing quality of music replay. From the first note, the amplifier
had that uncanny, even spine-tingling
ability to convey the innate "startle factor" of really clean transients —the very
reason for their presence in music. The
300SE LX20 was shocking in its ability
to deliver impact, to surprise and startle,
and for the revelation that so much of
the drama, excitement, and impact of
reproduced music is flattened and com-

Measurements
In the listening tests Itended to favor
the 4 ohm tap, even with the 8ohm
Wilson WITT 2. There seemed to be
little loss in maximum output: with the
lighter 8ohm loading on the 4ohm tap,
the benefit of about 30% improvement
in damping factor could be heard as a
more neutral output from the speaker
and superior bass control. The measured loss in level was barely 1
dB, bearing out the listening-test result.
As expected, full power was not available at 20Hz. Fortunately for the 300SE
LX20, significant audio power below
30Hz is rare in naturally balanced music
recordings. For apsychoacoustically acceptable distortion level at 20Hz, this
Cary could produce about 10W but
near full power was available by 40Hz,
in context asatisfactory result. 'Mere was
no problem with power delivery at high
frequencies, and nominal full power was

T

AP,

possible at 20kHz. Thanks to the chokefed power supplies, there was negligible
power-supply intermodulation.
Experiments with bias showed that it
was possible to fine-tune the tube characteristics for lowest distortion — for example, at 1W — and, for agiven load,
optimize the linearity. Higher-than-recommended bias levels offered no real
advantage: Peak power did not increase,
while low-level distortion actually increased as the ideal load-matching point
was overshot; in addition, tube life will
be reduced.
Isuspect that some keen-eared listeners, aided by sensible cross-checking
with abias meter, will be able to finetune these settings to their own satisfactions. For my UK supply voltage, I
found that bias values between 105 and
110mA were fine; even at 95mA, the
quality loss wasn't very great. Cary recA,

1
Fig.6 Cary CAD-300SE LX20, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 1W
into 8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Cary CAD-300SE LX20, spectrum of 200Hz
sinewave, DC-2kHz, at 1W into 8 ohms
(linear frequency scale).

orrunends 110mA.
The high-frequency intermodulation
performance was barely satisfactory measuring -402dB at 10W output, or just
over 1% of difference tone. At normal listening levels of 1W, acomfortable figure
of -60dB (0.1%) at lIcHz was obtained
(fig.6). Ialso looked at the linearity difference between the T100 and LX20 output tubes at 1W, and found little to
choose between them. The low-order
harmonic distortion spectrum seen in
fig.7 was typical for both tubes, with
minor balancing of bias currents and
about 02% (-56dB) of distortion. Note
the satisfactorily low supply-ripple components below the lIcHz fundamental.
But have no illusions — for me at
least, this low-order harmonic distortion
was mildly audible, to and beyond full
power. In increasing measure it sounded
like apurring in the bass, and asoft fuzz
in the mid and treble. Uncannily, while
peak overdrive levels sounded fairly innocuous, mid- and low-level detail remained almost intact when the linear
power dam was breached. With the
Cary operated well below peak, distortion levels were academic; the sound
was so naturally sweet, vocal lines so articulate, that any technical criticisms
became pointless.
-Martin C,olloms
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pressed by so many other power amplifiers. Within its compass, reasonably
and sensibly matched to afine loudspeaker, the 300SE LX20 proved averitable cracker for pace, rhythm, and timing — never mind lively dynamics.
And what abundle of energy it was!
Lively rock and dance material was positively blasted across the acoustic interface
to the listeners. Track after track was
delivered with consummate panache.
Lively, explosive, punchy, coherent,
gutsy, macro- and microdynamic, focused, precise, revealing, involving—all
of those adjectives sprang to mind. This
sound really lifts the spirits, matching an
exemplary degree of involvement with a
generous, broad, "300B" tonality and
wholly believable timbres.
Fine detail was well resolved, and
nothing seemed missing, even at the frequency extremes. Even in the context of
classic hi-fi virtues — image depth, focus,
bandwidth, overall control — this amplifier sounded very competent indeed.
It came aremarkably close second to
Cary's astonishing CAD-805C in terms
of dynamic power. Iachieved amore than
satisfying loudness with my Wilson
VVITT II speakers (89dBW/8 ohm load)
with this amplifier in areasonably large
room (8822ft3). Of course, you'd hope
this would be true, given the $4000/pair
difference in price.
You probably won't impress your
friends with how much bang you get for
your buck with this amplifier. Rather, its
high quality and revealing musical
insight is what they'll come to appreciate. But if you sit closer to the speakers
than Idid (12') and in asmaller room,
the available power should suffice for
any reasonable loudness demand. And at
normal cruising levels it felt totally unstrained, exhibiting agrip and asatisfying
dynamic authority generally associated
with more powerful amplifiers. The
Cary was so relaxed in its delivery that
levels of aural fatigue were very low; I
could listen for hours on end.
When an audio system fails to rock
well enough, and is uninvolving when
playing back pop recordings, I'm driven
to find solace in classical music, which is
often more episodic and thus less demanding of good rhythmic exposition.
So striking was the Cary's transient and
rhythmic performance that it dug deep
into all kinds of recorded music, and to
such adegree that many familiar classical recordings that Icommonly use
were now heard with hitherto unsuspected degrees of rhythmic drive.
The Leonard Slatkin/St. Louis Symphony recording of Mahler's Symphony
Stereophile, August 1999
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fine musical edifice. Icould really sense
the presence of the man driving the performance. The orchestral playing sounded more exciting, expressive, and dynamic, and better structured.
As if this weren't enough, the 300SE
LX20 also fared very well on tone color.
String tone was more believable, more
coherent, while different string instruEven in the context of
ments were clearly differentiated by size
and
character, and not merely by the
classic hi-fi virtues — image
range of pitches they could reproduce.
Likewise, woodwinds sounded natural,
depth, focus, bandwidth,
airy, and free from hardness or "screech";
the 300SE LX20 was revealing of instruoverall control —
mental tone color, and of how each inthis amplifier sounded
strument was played.
There is almost no need to go on —
very competent indeed.
the amplifier simply did areally fine job
of transmitting the best elements of the
Not so with the Cary in the driver's musical picture, somehow ameliorating
seat. 'This mellifluous power amp some- the effects of many amusical artifacts of
how reached into this recording's inner the reproduction process that can debalance, its usually understated natural- tract from the overall effect. Amplifiers
ness and harmony. In some respects, this such as these also teach us just how
was exceptionally rewarding. For the many of those unwanted aspects — emfirst time Ibecame mysteriously aware phases, false sounds, masking, etc. — are
of Slatkin's presence as he led the present in so many other amplifiers.
ensemble, maintaining the flow, always
In the early stages of my evaluation, it
there to remind musicians of those de- was hard not to be drawn to the excellent
tails worked in rehearsal, and building a timing, the ability of the 300SE LX20 to

2(Telarc CD-80081) is almost too naturally balanced for its own good. On most
hi-fi systems this CD sounds rather distant and sweet — in my view, row 20 or
30 rather than the usual 5. Unless your
system is unusually lively and transparent, this CD can prove underwhelming.
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clearly elucidate the start and finish of a
note, and of the vital time intervals
between notes. Where many amplifiers
can sound slow, loose, even uncommitted, the Cary was positively locked in,
tautly synchronized with that elusive
inner pulse present in all good performances and recordings. This was particularly true with the T100 output tube.
Some greater transparency and spaciousness were also present with this choice.
Stereo imaging was exemplary. Stage
width was very good, with no false
noises on- or offstage, no "splashing" of
image information to defocus the effect. Over the primary stage, focus was
excellent — strikingly better than the
norm, and the more so for its most
obvious coherence. By this Imean the
proper and natural association of diverse higher-frequency harmonics
with their lower-range fundamental
components. High-treble "edges" were
not, in this case, disassociated from the
dynamic "attack" components of midrange sounds. Indeed, as aresult, treble
focus was exceptionally good.
To this highly focused picture Ican
add equally exceptional depth. Achieved
without emphasis, the outstanding level
of transparency helped to deliver soundstage resolution that reached way back,
clearly illuminating the far boundaries
of the recorded acoustic, convincingly
delineating the placements of performers within this large acoustic, and placing natural "air" around the performers
without false brightness — indeed, it
sounded more like an aura or "glow"

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn LP12, Naim
Aro/Lingo, Koetsu RS11, Mana
four-tier stand.
Digital sources: Krell KPS-25S
and Naim CDS II CD players,
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade D/A
proces.son
Preamplification: Conrad-Johnson ART and PFR; Krell KPS-25;
Audio Synthesis Passion.
Power amplifiers: Cary CAD572SE and CAD-300SEI LX20,
Krell FPB 650M, Conrad-Johnson
MF-2500, Naim NAP250.
Loudspeakers: Wilson WITT II,
Quad ESL-63, BBC LS3/5a Mk.I,
Spendor SP3/1P, B&W Nautilus
803.
Cables: Transparent XL series, Siltech, van den HuL -martin c.mionn
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than the oft-encountered pseudo-"glare."
Thinking in more depth about the
subjective frequency response, the 300SE
LX20 was not perfectly neutral. However, there were two sides to this. In respect
of what Imight call its "inner" neutrality,
the LX20 must be about as good as you

The Cary's departure
from neutrality was
significantly less harmful
to the music than
the usual amplifier
colorations.
can get. Encompassed in this are those
imbalances that can be called amplifier
colorations: grain, tizz, roughness, glare,
hardening, and boom. These were
notably absent from the LX20's sound.
The Cary sounded warm compared to
the average solid-state design, but its treble was not dim or dull. In fact, transients
were excitingly clean and crisp — what
was missing was any trace of agrainy or
hard overlay or emphasis.
The Cary's departure from neutrality
was significantly less harmful to the
music than the usual amplifier colorations noted above. The audible error
very probably arose as aconsequence of
the finite and significant output impedance. Unless your speaker has aflat
impedance curve, the effect of significant source/output impedance from
any kind of amplifier is to mildly alter
the response of the speaker it's used
with. This interaction is often audible,
and will vary in severity according to the
nature of the impedance of the speaker.
The effect is quite small with the Wilson WITT II, for example, especially
on the amplifier's 4ohm setting —just
some additional upper-mid presence
and some mild lift in the midbass.
While the LX20's midrange has convincing percussive qualities, Ialso found
that the bass possessed aconvincing
kicking "bounce," and was articulate
and very tuneful —indeed, as if the high
resolution so apparent in the midrange
was continued directly down into the
bass. With anumber of other SE tubed
amplifiers, the bass can sound significantly softened and uneven. Interestingly, the Cary CAD-300SE LX20 was so
punchy and dynamic that while the bass
sound was still alittle different from
true neutrality, it didn't seem to significantly lack evenness or extension. Nev-

ertheless, Iwould expect some speaker
dependency in this matter.
Itried the Cary with the Quad ESL63 speakers and found the combination
truly mellifluous. The Quads made no
difficult demands of the Cary, while the
acknowledged tonal purity of these
electrostatic speakers was transported to
anew dimension by the LX20's zerofeedback design. At moderate levels,
and in context, aBBC LS3/5a Mk.I
showed near-magical presence and resolution. Likewise, Igot amost synergistic system match with Spendor's promising new box, the SP3/1P. This Epos
ES11/12-sized speaker has usefully high
sensitivity and an easy 8ohm loading —
right up an SET's street.
Conclusions
Assuming that issues of sufficient power
and load matching are under fair control, this amplifier stands with the
world's finest. While it lacked the final
clout of the Cary 805C, it fought back
with truly exceptional liquidity, transparency, focus, and purity of harmonic
line. It provided new definitions for
upper-frequency sparkle, air, shimmering ambience, lightning-fast transients,
and highly resolved microdynamics.
Moreover, within their limits, the bass,
mid, and treble are all very good. For
what it does so well, Ijust have to give
the 300SE LX20 asubjective quality
score of 50 points on my personal scale.
Much as Ivalue and could not do
without the towering all-around performance — any level, any load, any
power — of the solid-state Krell FPB
650M, Ialso find that Ican't do without the services of the Cary 300B
LX20. It deserves amedal all its own,
for services in the cause of natural
music reproduction! Icannot forget its
natural harmonic line, the liquid textures, the sense of air and space, the
transparency, and the fine perspectives.
Likewise, Imust include the drama,
rhythm, dynamic expression, and strong
listener involvement, achieved with a
very low fatigue index.
So while it isn't the biggest amplifier
around, and requires intelligent use and
acarefully matched system, the Cary
300B LX20 can create natural musical
experiences that are very hard to match.
In the Super Amp stakes, this one shines
brightly — yet in context, its price is
essentially realistic, and honestly reflects
Cary's purist engineering. The Cary
300SE LX20 defines much of what
Class A performance must be about —
even, or perhaps especially, at natural
sound levels.
Stereophiie, August 1999
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Rotel RB-991 power amplifier

A

sareviewer who has focused on
seeking out high-quality audiophile gear for cost-constrained
readers, I'm embarrassed to say that the
flagship RB-991 stereo amplifier is the
first Rotel product I've had in my house.
(To be fair to myself, this 38-year-old
family-owned company did not develop
alarge US market presence until this
last decade.)
Rotel's philosophy of audio design is
consistent with my own taste as areviewer. As explained in Rotel's US dealer
training manual (143 pages, with multiple-choice review questions at the conclusion of each chapter), the company's
focus is on "balanced design." Rotel eschews "price-no-object" designs (narrows the market unnecessarily) and
"mass appeal," feature-laden products
(which have no impact on sound quality
or reliability). Al! of Rotel's "balanced
desi" feature:
1 high-quality parts sourced from
specialty manufacturers, to ensure reliability and sonic advantage;
2) circuit topology designed to minimize signal paths and to keep each
channel's signal path identical to preserve soundstaging; and
3) critical evaluation — listening panels determine the subtle sonic attributes
of different parts or circuit layouts.
Serious design
How is this design philosophy implemented in the execution of the $999,
200Wpc RB-991? The power supply is
based on amultiple-secondary toroidal
transformer rated at 12kVA. From the
transformer on, each channel's power
supply is separate, with individual rectifier arrays and banks of BHC slit-foil
capacitors. According to Rotel, 20 output devices (10 per channel) are employed to maximize stability and reliability under extended high-output conditions. The dual-differential input with
constant-current source feeds aclass-A
voltage-amplifier stage, which leads in
turn to the triple Darlington output section. The circuit employs Black Gate
and Wima capacitors and Roederstein
metal-film and Vishay military-grade
resistors. The amp features switchable
Stereophile, August 1999

Rotel RB-99I integrated amplifier

quencies —The Rotel's high frequencies
were pure, clean, and extended throughout the top three octaves, without
sounding harsh or metallic. Janis Ian's
voice on Breaking Silence (Analogue Productions APP 027) had unusually intelliSerious sound
The RB-991's strengths were apparent gible sibilant articulation, and the subtle
in the first hour of listening, and their percussion textures were clearly defined
and palpable.
combination presented alevel of sonic
realism Idid not think possible in a •Midrange Neutrality —The RB-991's
midrange was neither rich and tubelike
high-powered amplifier at this price:
nor thin and restrained. On vocals, jazz,
•Extraordinary Resolution of Detail —After
rock, or orchestral music, all instru15 years of owning expensive high-resoments and vocals were reproduced
lution audiophile gear while reviewing
without ahint of coloration. Mighty
affordable components, I've gotten used
to atwo-tiered performance regime of
detail resolution: the schools of "cost no
object" and "good resolution for the
Description: Solid-state stereo
price." The Rotel RB-991 is the first
power amplifier. Output: 200VVpc
high-powered (ie, 100Wpc or greater),
into 8 ohms (23dBVV), 300VVpc
low-cost basic amplifier I've heard that
into 4ohms (21.8dBW). Frequency
resolves detail at alevel I've come to
response: ,10Hz-100kHz, ±1dB.
expect from amplifiers in the $3000Damping factor: >500. Total har$5000 range.
monic distortion: <0.03%. InterOn Kohjiba's Transmigration vf the Soul,
modulation distortion: <0.03%.
from Stereophile's Festival CD (Stereophile
Signal/noise ratio: 120dB.
STPH007-2), the inner detail and decay
Dimensions: 17" W by 5" H by
of the flute and percussion were easy to
15" D. Weight: 37 lbs.
discern, as was asense of the sound of the
Price: $999. Approximate number
hall, and the bowing techniques of the
of dealers: 200.
violinists and cellist. And the pitch definSerial number of unit reviewed:
ition of the drums and the low-level
748 136040.
dynamic articulation of the percussionists
Manufacturer: Rotel of America,
on John Cage's Third Construction, from
54 Concord Street, North Reading,
Pulse (New World/Classic NW 319) reMA 01864. Tel: (978) 664-3820.
sulted in alifelike, involving presentation
Fax: (978) 664-4109. Web: www.
of this stunning work.
rotel.com
•Highly Defined and Extended High Fre-

balanced and unbalanced inputs. Costs
are kept to aminimum by manufacturing this British/Japanese-designed
amplifier in China.

IS

Sam McClain's voice on Give It Up to
Love (LP, AudioQuest Music AWLP
1015) was in its natural burly, growly
state, with all subtle inflections reproduced by the Rotel's excellent articulation of low-level dynamics. Furthermore, one could hear the exact point
where the Hammond B-3's tubed Leslie speaker just trips into distortion — a
point Iknow too well from the many
nights I've shared onstage with the
wooden keyboard beast.
On "'Round Midnight," from Clap
Hands, Here Comes Charlie! (LP, Verve/

Classic V6-4053), Ella Fitzgerald's
emotive and seductively delicate voice
melted me into apuddle.
King Crimson's "Easy Money," from
Larks' Tongues in Aspic (LP, Island ILPS
9230, UK pressing) is agood test for
midrange timbre and detail reproduction. Vocals are unprocessed and unenhanced on this recording; with the Rotel,
they were tactile and natural. The minimalist drum kit, as well as percussion
"and allsorts" (ie, shakers, crunchers, and
the shimmering deacon chimes), were
perfectly suspended in space with along,

resonant decay, and shone in all their
nonresonant, uncolored glory.
In other areas, the Rotel continued to
impress. Bass was tight, extended, and
tuneful, and the amplifier delivered
realistic low- and high-level dynamic
swings on all program material. Soundstage width, depth, and image specificity
were beyond reproach.
So is the Rotel the perfect budget
amplifier? Well, not quite — the detailed and pristine high-frequency presentation were double-edged swords.
Sure, the highs were uncolored, de-

driven into our simulated loudspeaker
load. The 4ohm result was the same as
the 8 ohm measurement and is not
shown; the same is true of the balanced
response. The 101cHz squarewave from
the RB-991 is shown in fig2. Apart from
the slight rounding of the leading edge
found in almost all amplifiers, this is an
excellent result, as is the nearly perfect
lIcHz squarewave (not shown).
At 102dB at licHz, reducing through
capacitive coupling to 78dB at 201cHz, the
unbalanced channel separation (not
shown) is more than adequate to render
any possible audible effect moot As with
the S/N, the balanced measurements were
alittle worse than the unbalanced, the
crosstalk increasing by 10dB on average.
Fig3 shows the small-signal THD+

noise percentage plotted against frequency. The 2ohm result shows aslight increase at high frequencies, but this is not
unusual, and overall this is avery good
result The balanced THD+noise into 8
and 4ohms (not shown) is slightly higher than the unbalanced —approximately
0.02% across the entire spectrum. The
1
IcHz THD+noise waveform at 200W
(!) output into 4ohms is shown in fig.4.
The high output was used to capture the
waveform because at lower output it was
buried in low-level noise. The result is
heavily second-harmonic, though higher harmonics are evident
The distortion spectrum resulting
from a50Hz input at 268W into 4ohms
is shown in fig.5. All of the artifacts are
below -90dB (0.003%), an excellent re-

Measurements

T

he measurements of the Rotel RB991 were made primarily in unbalanced mode, though selected readings
were taken in balanced operation. Unless
otherwise noted, the results discussed
here refer to the unbalanced connection.
Following its preconditioning test, the
Rotel RB-991 was very warm, but not
unusually so for ahigh-powered amplifiet Its voltage gain measured 31.8dB
unbalanced, 24.9dB balanced. The input
impedance measured 36k ohms (452k
ohms balanced). DC offset was ahighish
22.1mV in the left channel, 13.1mV in
the right The RB-991 is noninverting —
apositive-going input emerges positive at
the output (Pin 2of the balanced input is
wired as positive.) The unweighted S/N
ratio at 1W into 8ohms was 89dB over a
22Hz-22kHz bandwidth, 833dB from
10Hz to 500kHz, and 90.0dB A-weighted. The corresponding balanced S/N figures measured somewhat worse: 83dB,
743dB, and 85.5dB, for the same respective conditions.
The RB-991's output impedance varied from 0.04 to 0.05 ohms, the higher
value occurring at 201cHz. This should
not affect its frequency response with
varying loudspeaker loads in any audible
way (fig.1). The small dip at 51cHz is the
only change visible when the amplifier is
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Rotel RB-991, lkHz waveform at 2W
into 4 ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Rotel RB-991, frequency response at (from
top to bottom): 1W into 8ohms, and
2.828V into simulated loudspeaker load
(0.5dt:4/vertical div., right channel dashed).

Fig.3

Rotel RB-991, THD+noise (%) vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at lkHz): 4W into
2 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 1W into 8 ohms,
and 2.83V into simulated loudspeaker load
(right channel dashed).
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Fig.5
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Rotel RB-991, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at 268W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Rotel
tailed, and extended, without atrace of
bite or harshness, but they were also a
bit prominent and forward and not in
the least relaxed, in the way amore expensive tube or solid-state amp can be
without losing extension.
For example, on Sibelius' Violin Concerto (RCA/Classic LSC-2435), Jascha
Heifetz' violin was searing yet sweet, but
overly forceful, with the upper harmonics of his violin abit too prominent. Similarly, "Take the A Train," from Bill
Berry's For Duke (M&K Realtime RT
101), sounded natural and detailed

throughout the melody and solos, but
when the trumpet tutus come in near
the end, they seemed abit forward and
in your face.
The bottom line is that the balance of
the high frequencies' strengths and weaknesses will be apersonal decision based
on listening biases, equipment matching,
and selection of listening material. The
purity and detail of the Rotel RB-991's
high frequencies are, indeed, two of its
greatest strengths, but... during long listening sessions on arevealing system with
source material that was not of uniformly

sult. The 19+20kHz IM spectrum at
214W into 4ohms (the maximum output with this test signal before visible
signs of clipping appear) is plotted in
fig.6. The lIcHz intermodulation artifact
is at —86.4dB (0.005%), the 18kHz artifact at —752dB (0.017%), both excellent
results. The 19+201(Hz spectrum at
107W into 8ohms is nearly the same

and is not shown.
The RB-991's THD+noise vs level
curves are shown in fig.7. The amplifier
is not rated into 2ohms; when Itried to
run a2ohm test anyway to include in
fig.8, the amplifier blew its power-supply fuses at just above 400W output.
No damage resulted, and replacing the
fuses restored normal operation. Imade
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Fig.6 Rotel RB-991, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 214W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Rotel RB-991, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to top):
8ohms, 4ohms.

RB-991

high quality, the amp's overall sonic presentation did, at times, grow fatiguing.
Competition?
Icompared the Rotel with the similarly
priced and powered NAD 218 THX
amplifier that Ireview elsewhere in this
issue, as well as with my considerably
more expensive Audio Research VT100
Mk.II. The Rotel and the NAD were
exemplary performers representing excellent value, but gave quite different
sonic presentations. The Rotel's overall
neutrality and exceptional detail resolu-

no further attempt to determine the
amplifier's output power with a2ohm
load. The RB-991's discrete clipping on
continuous tones is shown in Table 1.
John Atkinson used the Miller Audio
Research amplifier profiler to test the
Rotel's maximum power output on a
toneburst signal that more closely approximates amusic signal, 10 cycles of
llelz followed by 40 cydes off Under
these conditions, the modest-looking
Rotel proved apowerhouse, delivering
281.5W into 8 ohms, 539W into 4
ohms, 974 W into 2ohms, and 1615W
into 1ohm. The latter corresponds to an
RMS current of 40A by the way! This
behavior is shown graphically in fig.8,
which reveals the distortion floor to rise
in inverse proportion to the load impedance. Nevertheless, even into the punishing 1ohm load (green trace), the THD
remains below —70dB (0.03%) until the
1300W level. That the Rotel should do
well on this toneburst test is no surprise,
as Rotel's Chinese factory uses the
Miller amplifier profiler for production
line testing and quality assurance.
The measured results for the RB-991's
unbalanced operation slightly exceed
those for the balanced mode. This is not
particularly unusual, and the amplifier's
test-bench performance is excellent in
either setup. It is probably best to keep the
loudspeaker load above 4ohms, however,
as Rotel recommends. —llamasJ. Norton
Table 1 Rotel RB-991: Clipping
(1% THD-Fnoise at lkHz)
Both Channels
Driven
W (dEtW)
(L)
(R)

One Channel
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)

219.2 (23.4) 217.8 (23.4)

238.7 (23.8)
113V
416.5 (23.2)
114V

Load
ohms
8

Fig.8 Rotel RB-991, distortion (%) vs burst output power into 8ohms (black trace), 4ohms (red),
2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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(line)
114V
114V
4 349.1 (22.4) 345.9 (22.4)
(line)
112V
112V
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THE
WORLD'S
BEST SURGE
SUPPRESSOR

Associated Equipment
Analog source: VP! TNT Mk.IV
turntable, Immedia tonearm, Koetsu Urushi cartridge.
CD players: California Audio Labs
Icon Mk.I Iand Delta/Sigma II.
Prearnplification: Vendetta Research SCP-2D phono stage, Audible Illusions Modulus Ll line stage.
Loudspeakers: Acarian Systems
Alón Circe, Alón V Mk.II, Mission
731i.
Cables: MIT MI350 CVTvvin Terminator and MI330 Shotgun interconnects, Acarian Systems Black
Orpheus speaker cable.
Accessories: Various items from
VPI, Sound Anchor, SimplyPhysics,
ASC, Bright Star, TG Audio Labs.

The Brick Wall is the finest surge
suppressor/line filter money can buy.
There is no product on the face of
the earth that will protect your
valuable audio/video equipment better.

—Roberti. Reina

The problem with other line filtering
equipment is that their surge suppression is
severely lacking. Almost every line filtering
device that claims to have surge suppression is using asmall component called on
MOV (Metal Oxide Varistor). There is one
not so slight problem with the MOV. It fails
How's that for protection.

tion hinted at aperformance level that
one would expect at higher price
ranges, but its ruthlessly revealing high
frequencies resulted in aless than musical experience with recordings of lesser
quality. The NAD, on the other hand,
was quite soft and forgiving overall
(except for its scarily powerful bottom
octave), with arich, tubelike dimensionality offset by athick midbass and
limited high-frequency resolution.
Both amplifiers are recommended,
but again, the choice will be dictated by
listening biases, equipment matching,
and, perhaps, musical taste. Neither
amp, however, could hold acandle to
the ARC, which offered alevel of refinement, delicacy, neutrality, and freedom from mechanical artifacts that neither of the affordable amps could approach — as it should, at $5000.

MOV's also divert surge current
to the ground line contributing to
power line noise. Isn't getting rid of power
line noise why you're looking for such a
device in the first place?
The Brick Wall does not fail.
The Brick Wall also does not divert surge
current to the ground line causing irritating
power line noise. All testing information
and methods are available for you
to review for yourself.
No frustrating proprietary claims here.
We at Price Wheeler believe everyone
should have achance to try out the Brick
Wall. Which is why we offer 030-day trial
period. This way you can know for sure that
our system is for you, your equipment and
your listening area.
Finally there is aproduct built on
principles of sound engineering instead of
over-priced hype and "voodoo electronics
How Important Is Your System?

BRICK WALL
SURGE FILTERS
Starting at the real world price of
$ 19900

30-day trial available
Available in avariety of forms,
Point-of-use as well os rock mount

1-800-528-0313
BRICK
WALL
78

BRICK WALL DIV.,
PRICE WHEELER CORP.
Fax: 1-800-528-6623
E-Mail: info@brickwall.com
Web: NAM'''. brickwall.com

"STEREOPHILE
RECOMMENDED
COMPONENTS"
—October. 1998
3320 Griffin Road, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33312
954-962-2650 •Fax 954-962-2603
E-mail: puresound@wireworldaudio.com
World Wide Web: http://www wireworldaudio.com
THE HIGHEST FIDELITY
AUDIO AND VIDEO CABLES IN THE WORLD

Summing up
The Rotel RB-991 is an exceptional performer, especially considering its modest
price and generous power rating. Its resolution of detail and overall neutrality
hint at aperformance level that one
would expect from an amp costing two
or three times as much. Although one
might obtain ahigher level of refinement and resolution by spending up to
$2000 on an amplifier in the 100200Wpc range, I'm not sure that would
necessarily be acost-effective investment. The RB-991 may be the ideal
amp for those who are willing to spend
$2000 for an amp, but who really wish
they could find an extra thousand to
invest in their front-end or speakers. El
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Mesa Tigris integrated amplifier

O

bviously, no one wants to listen
to exaggerated bass, italicized
highs, or colored mids. But if
you (as Ihave in the past few months)
plug several high-quality integrated amplifiers, each designed to adifferent price
point, into the same basic signal chain,
you'll experience a wide disparity of
sound signatures.
But isn't sonic neutrality supposed to
represent the ultimate measure of the
designer's art? Though high-end designers may, by and large, have abandoned
tone controls, the manner in which each
of us perceives tonal quality cuts to the
heart of the issue of individual audiophile taste. And while all roads ultimately incline toward generally agreed-upon
notions of fidelity and musicality, the
interpretive license each designer brings
to the creative process contributes acertain subjective element of sonic perspective that gives each of these integrated
amps its particular spiritual zest — that
singular element of, dare we say, personality. Which is why, in evaluating any
high-end component, Ican think of no
characterization that so damns with
faint praise as "polite." But "polite" as in
what? Refined? Accurate? Neutral? Or
just plain boring?
Tone, tone on the range
No one will ever accuse Mesa Engi-

Mesa Tigris integrated amplifier

Description: Class-A, push-pull, dualmono, vacuum-tube integrated amplifier with auto-bias. Tube complement
per side: two 12AX7, two 6V6, four
EL84. Inputs: four line-level. Outputs:
one fixed, one variable buffered with
dedicated attenuator. Adjustable negative feedback from Zero Feedback to
Stage Ill (5dB-8dB-12dB in full pentode, 4dB-7dB-10dB in two-thirds
pentode, 3dB-5dB-8dB in two-thirds
triode). Eight-pole industrial switch
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converts amplifier into dedicated
headphone amplifier using entire
array of output power tubes. Patented
Tandem State Imaging'" with variable
output power: 35Wpc full pentode
(15.5dBW), 28Wpc two-thirds pentode (14.5dBVV), 20Wpc two-thirds triode (13.0dBVV).
Dimensions: 17.5" W by 6" H by
16.25" D. Weight: 35 lbs.
Finish: gold- or silver-anodized front
panel.

neering's Randall Smith of being overly
polite. An innovator in the field of tube
technology with numerous patents to
his name, Smith developed Tandem
State Imaging', in which the best attributes of triode and pentode power

Serial number of unit reviewed: TG00055 (auditioning); TG-00066 (measuring).
Price: 52495. Approximate number of
dealers: 25. Warranty: amplifier, 3
years; tubes, 1year.
Manufacturer: Mesa Engineering,
1317 Ross Street, Petaluma, CA
94954. Tel: (707)778-6565. Fax: (707)
765-1503. Web: www.mesaboogie.
corn. E-mail: tien@mesaboogie.com.
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are combined on the fly, along with
increments of negative feedback, to
allow listeners to fine-tune tonal contour and sonic perspective.
During the empirical process that led
to the final version of his Mesa Baron
power amplifier (see Stereophile, January
1997), Smith allowed himself to be guided by audiophile notions of sonic neutrality. In distilling all of his experiences
down to the final design parameters for
anew, affordably priced, pure class-A,
push-pull, cathode-biased, dual-monoblock integrated amp he dubbed the
Mesa Tigris, Smith allowed himself to
be guided more by his own sonic intuitions, and by his sense of what was practical and germane to music lovers.

"To me, the Baron was more amp
than most people really needed," he
says. 'I wanted an amp that could play
loud yet sound effortless, where you can
listen to everything and discern all of
the individual elements separately and
distinctly, but the blend isn't sacrificed.
Maybe that's alistening characteristic
I've developed from so many hours of
evaluation in the audition process. Some
things will sound lush and warm, but
the individual instruments will be difficult to pick out. On the other hand, you
can get stuff that really sounds accurate,
yet it comes across as kind of sterile. I
wanted an amp that offered flexibility in
terms of both system and source matching, because alot of this stuff— too

bright, too lush, too forward, too laidback, too polite, too exciting, too whatever — is like food. Depending on your
tastes, some people would say that this is
too bland, while for someone else it's
too spicy — which is why they put salt
and pepper shakers on the table. With
Tandem State Imaging you can get it so
you can listen to it either way you want
and do the trick with your mind."
Multiple-personality poster amp

Save for using asingle AC power cord,
switch, and fuse, the Tigris is built as a
dual monoblock, with its active line
stage employing apair of 12AX7 tubes
per channel. As for its power section,
the Tigris is the only audiophile amp I

Measurements
complete set of measurements of
A
the Mesa Tigris was made in the
two-thirds pentode, Stage Ifeedback

radically depending on its mode of operation. Imeasured 2.7 ohms at lkHz,
pentode/Stage III feedback, and 7.5
configuration. Additional selected mea- ohms at 20kHz, two-thirds pentode/
surements were made with other set- Stage I. Ididn't measure all combinatings, but, unless noted otherwise, these tions, but you can reasonably expect penresults refer to operation in two-thirds tode/Stage III to offer the lowest output
pentode/Stage I.
impedance. At all settings, however, the
The Mesa's voltage gain at maximum output impedance of the Tigris is high
level measured 403dB. For the measure- enough to have asubstantial effect on the
ments Iset the level control somewhat amplifier's frequency response with any
lower, at aposition that produced 34dB real-world loudspeake4
gain (approximately 2o'clock with Stage
Ialso measured the output impedIfeedback/two-thirds pentode). The ance from the Tigris' preamp outputs.
amplifier's gain depends heavily, how- At its maximum setting,, the reading was
ever, on its operational mode. For exam15.9k ohms. This will not be agood
ple, with afixed level control setting, match for most consumer power amplitwo-thirds pentode, and Stage 0feedback fiers, even tube designs. At the control's
taken as areference, switching to Stage I, middle setting, the value dropped to
II, and III results in gain losses of -3dB, 32k ohms — still high, but usable. (I
-5.7dB, and -8.5dB, respectively. Switch- recommend an amplifier input impeding from pentode to two-thirds pen- ance at least 10 times the value of the
tode/Stage III results in again drop of output impedance of the preamp feed1dB. When evaluating the sound of the ing it.) At 9 o'clock the output imTigris with various settings in adealer's pedance dropped below 1k ohms, but
sound room, you should be careful to the output level is very low at that point:
take these level changes into account 25dB below maximum.
before drawing any condusions.
The output impedance at the tape
The Tigris' input impedance mea- outputs measured 25.5 ohms with a25
sures ahigh 62k ohms, the DC offset a ohm source impedance and 588.5 ohms
negligible 0.1mV left, 03mV right. The with a600 ohm source impedance,
amp is noninverting jfyou connect your indicating buffered tape outputs. The
speaker leads with the positive lead at tracking of the main level control is fair;
the common, red-coded output terminal Imeasured amaximum deviation of
(using the more conventional connec- 038dB (right higher than left) at a10
tion, where common is negative, the o'clock setting of the control.
amp is inverting). The unweighted S/N
Fig.1 shows the Mesa Tigris' frequenratio ref. IW into 8ohms, left channel cy response. The high-frequency reonly measured, was 62dB over a22Hz- sponse into aresistive load falls off rap22kHz bandwidth, 62dB from 10Hz to idly in two-thirds pentode/Stage Ifeed500kHz, and 77dB A-weighted.
back, by about -4.7dB at 20kHz; the
The Tigris' output impedance varied bass rolls off too, but less seriously. The
80

response holds up better in full pentode/Stage III (not shown, but approximately -2dB at 20kHz, +0.5dB at
20Hz). More significant is the Tigris'
performance with asimulated two-way
loudspeaker load. The bass peaks at
70Hz, and the dip at about 5kHz will
certainly be audible as anoticeable softening of hard transients. To some degree most tube amplifiers exhibit this
sort of behavior, which is the result of
high output impedance, but the Tigris is
about the most extreme case Ihave

Fig.1

Mesa Tigris, frequency response at (from
top to bottom): IW into 8ohms, 2W into
4ohms, and 2.828V into simulated loudspeaker load (1dB/yertical div., right
channel dashed).

Foe Mesa Tigris, two-thirds pentode, frequency
response at (from top to bottom): 2.828V
into simulated loudspeaker load with
Stage Ill feedback and Stage Ifeedback
(1dB/vertical div.).
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know of that uses two different types of
output tubes — four EL84s and two
6V6s per channel — operating in two
different classes of power through a
common transformer. The EL84 tends
to be fast and musical, with asparkling
high end and asweet, airy midrange.
However, it's somewhat lacking in lowend heft, and when pushed too hard
evinces a harsh edge. On the other
hand, the 6V6 has abig, round, warm
low end, with alush quality in the presence region of the midrange, but tends
to get tubby and indistinct when pushed
to its limit. (In guitar amps, when
pushed into clipping, the EL84 tends to
snarl, whereas the 6V6 growls.)
When all six of the Tigris' power

tubes are operating in pentode mode,
total output is 35W. In two-thirdstriode/one-third-pentode, the inner
duo of EL84s runs in pentode, while the
outer quartet of EL84s and 6V6s runs in
triode, for atotal output of 20W. And in
two-thirds-pentode/one-third-triode,
the inner duo of EL84s runs in triode,
while the outer quartet of EL84s and
6V6s runs in pentode, for 28W total
output. Such unique power-tube miscegenation is musically complementary:
each tube type contributes precisely
what the other lacks. And by running
them in pure push-pull class-A, the
Tigris' dynamic headroom belies its
actual power-output rating with a
smooth, open sound that is intoxicating-

ly pure and sweet. In addition, aknob
on the Tigris' rear connector bay allows
you to dial in three different levels of
loop negative feedback, labeled Stage I
through Stage III. 'The greater the level
of negative feedback, the lower the
amp's output impedance, thus allowing
you to increase the Tigris' damping factor for tighter bass, smoother highs, and
enhanced dynamic headroom at "Turn
that thing down!" output levels.
Better yet, atoggle switch on the rear
bay allows you to defeat the speaker output and convert the Tigris into asuperb
dedicated headphone amp. Smith eschewed cheesy op-amps and integrated
circuits for aheadphone tap that derives
its signal from the output of the power

seen. Fig.2 shows that the frequency
response aberrations can be reduced significantly by going to Stage III feedback. If you hear asweeter sound with
Stage I, this is most certainly due to the
sort of response variations shown here,
not some exotic effect from the lower
feedback setting, in my opinion.
Fig3 shows the Tigris' reproduction
of a10kHz squarewave. The waveform
is no longer recognizable as asquarewave, most of the change due to the
severe drop in high-frequency perfor-

mance. The 1kHz squarewave (not
shown) is better, with just asmall tilt at
the top of the waveform.
The amplifier's channel separation (not
shown) is adequate at 50dB/55dB (L/R)
at 1kHz, decreasing to 32dB/35dB at
20kHz, but this is still mediocre performance for amodem amplifier.
Fig.4 shows the THD+noise percentage vs frequency —by today's standards, apoor result. The right-channel
response is significantly better than the
left-, however, suggesting either that the

tubes are mismatched or the bias is nonoptimum for the left channel. (There
are no user-accessible bias adjustments
on the amplifier.) Ialso measured the
distortion at the preamp outputs. It
shows asimilar, significant increase at
low frequencies (8.5% at 20Hz left,
1.8% at 20Hz right), suggesting that
using this output to drive apowered
subwoofer —an option su :4:ested in the
review —could have dubious results.
Fig.5 shows how the distortion varies
with changes in the feedback setting.
Not surprisingly, higher feedback lowers the distortion, though the change is
not likely to be audible. The 1kHz
THD+noise waveform at an output of
2W into 4ohms is shown in fig.6. The
second harmonic dominates, though
there is also clear evidence of higher
harmonics being present
The distortion spectrum resulting
from a50Hz input at 16W into 4ohms
is shown in fig.7. The second harmonic
is at —28.4dB, or about 4%. The distortion shown should result in arather
warm sound — possibly pleasing, but
inaccurate. The 19+20kHz IM spec-
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Mesa Tigris, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Fig.5

Mesa Tigris, two-thirds pentode, THD+noise
(%) vs frequency at 2W into 4 ohms (4 ohm
tap, from top to bottom at IkHz): with Stage
0, Stage I, and Stage Ill negative feedback
(right channel dashed).
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Fig.4 Mesa Tigris, two-thirds pentode and Stage I
feedback, THD+noise (%) vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at IkHz): 4W into 2
ohms (4 ohm tap), 1W into 8ohms (8 ohm
tap), and 2.83V into simulated loudspeaker
load (4 ohm tap) (right channel dashed).
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Fig.6 Mesa Tigris, IkHz waveform at 2W into 4
ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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Fig.7 Mesa Tigris, 4 ohm tap, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 16W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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amplifier and the output transformers —
just as your speakers do. You can thus
enjoy all the sonic parameters of Tandem State Imaging with your headphones, for aremarkable level of intimacy, ambience, imaging, and timbrai detail
that compares favorably with all but the
most costly esoteric electrostatic systems.
The Tigris is aphase-inverted design;
the center ground/common post accommodates the "hot" output with an 8
ohm tap to the left and a4ohm tap to
the right. These gold-plated, vertically
mounted (thank you) four-way speaker
binding posts are as good as they come.
Ditto the six sets of hefty, gold-plated
RCA connectors below them on the
rear panel, along with the IEC inlet for

adetachable power cord. The line-level
inputs comprise, from right to left:
Record Out, Tape In, CD In, Aux In,
Aux 2 In, and Preamp Out. The last,
like the headphone tap, is really the
amp's final output signal: rather than
being atrue preamp signal (which inverts, just like the speaker outputs), it is
padded down through aload resistor
and allows you to control apowered
subwoofer, asurround-sound processor,
or another power amp in ahorizontal
biamping scheme. You set the Preamp
Out level through the use of the rotary
Volume control (mounted on the right
front panel), and the Preamp Out Level
Set attenuator knob (on the rear bay).
The Tigris' build is beefy: the trans-

formers are mounted on rubber isoshocks, and one three-position, 12-terminal switch per channel handles the triode/pentode switching. On the chassis
front are four tiny switches: AC Mains,
two Power Selects to implement the three
levels of Tandem State Imaging, and
Audio Ground to choose between coupled or isolated positions. Two Warm/Operate switches reduce the power supply rail voltage to idle when you don't
wish to power down completely.

trum at 11W into 4ohms—the highest
output with this demanding signal
before visible signs of clipping start to
appear on an oscilloscope trace —is plotted in fig.8.1he lkHz intermodulation
artifact is at -29.5dB (about 32%), the
18kHz artifact is -28.9dB (about 4%) —
neither figure is particularly noteworthy.
The 19+20kHz spectrum at 11.8W into
8ohms (not shown) is very similar to the
result shown in fig.8.
The Tigris' THD+noise percentage
vs level curves are shown in fig.9. The
output powers at clipping (relaxed from
our usual 1% THD+noise to 3%) are
shown in Table 1. Changing the operating mode to fall pentode/Stage III in-

creases the 3% THD+noise clipping
point at lkHz into 8ohms (8 ohm tap)
to approximately 37W (27W at 1%
THD+noise). John Atkinson measured
the Tigris' maximum power output
using the Miller Audio Research Analyzer, which uses atest signal more representative of amusic signal: a1kHz
toneburst with aduty cycle of 10 cycles
on, 40 cycles off. The maximum burst
power was not that different form the
continuous power figures: 25.6W into
8 ohms from the 8 ohm tap, 25.1W
into 4 ohms from the 4 ohm tap;
20.1W in to 2 ohms from the 2ohm
tap (all figures for 3% THD+N). However, 28.9W was available into 8ohms

A veritable aural parfait

In evaluating the Tigris' varied sound signatures, one hardly knows where to
begin — from purring kitten to roaring
lion, the Tigris behaves like the multiple-

Measurements
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Fig.8 Mesa Tigris, 4ohm tap, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 11W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.9

Mesa Tigris, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to top):
4 ohms (4 ohm tap), 8 ohms (8 ohm tap),
2 ohms (4 ohm tap).

Table 1 Mesa Tigris: Clipping
(3% THD+N 1kHz, 119V line)
(The 8 ohm figures were from the 8
ohm tap; the 4 and 2ohm figures
from the 4 ohm tap)

Both Channels

Load
ohms
8
4
2
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(L)

One Channel

Driven

Driven

W (d13W)

W (dBW)

(R)

(L)

23.9 (13.8) 23.4 (13.7) 23.9 (13.8)
24.6 (10.9) 233 (10.7) 24.5 (10.9)
18.8 (6.7)

Fig.10 Mesa Tigris, 4ohm tap and Stage Ifeedback, distortion (%) vs burst output power into 4ohms
with two-thirds triode operation (black trace), two-thirds pentode operation (red), and pentode
operation (blue).
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Mesa
personality poster amp for high-end audio.
Randall Smith's sonic triumph is that
he has designed an integrated amplifier
that addresses head on the notion of
what truly constitutes the live music experience and what represents quality
music reproduction. That's because,
while the Mesa Tigris certainly isn't colored, it ain't exactly neutral either. The
Tigris has adefinite point of view —several, in fact. It's averitable tone machine
that allows listeners the flexibility to
have it their way — that is, to determine
for themselves what constitutes the ideal
sonic perspective and tonal balance.
It offers listeners an aural parfait of
tonal possibilities, each one vividly musical, dynamically involving, and sonically

distinctive. If full pentode operation
with progressive increments of negative
feedback can be said to represent the
vast scale and power of the modern
world, the euphonic smoothness of twothirds-triode/one-third-pentode offers a
telling reminder of the High End's lost
innocence, suggesting something of the
midrange bloom one might associate
with single-ended triode. Somewhere in
between, bestriding these aural epochs
with stunning musicality, the Tigris'
two-thirds-pentode/one-third-triode
configuration offers the best of both
worlds: alovely balance of dynamics and
sweetness, resolution and transparency,
clarity and tone.
Obviously, full pentode operation is

from the 4ohm tap, su 14:esting the latter is optimized for asomewhat higher
load than 4ohms.
Fig.10 shows how the THD+noise
percentage with this toneburst signal
changes with output level: the blue
trace is with pentode operation and
Stage Ifeedback and shows that 40W
is available into 4ohms in this configuration. By contrast, two-thirds triode
operation (black trace) gives just 15W
into 4ohms for the same 3% THD+N
limit. Fig.11 shows how the differing
degrees of negative feedback affect the
THD+N vs output power behavior.
Only with Stage III feedback (black
trace) does the distortion remain at a

level generally regarded as inaudible
over most of the power band.
The Mesa Tigris' technical performance is poor. If you fall in love with
its sound, you must do so despite its
measurements, because they will provide you with no reassurance. Given
the right loudspeakers, the Tigris' low
power is not necessarily anegative, but
its frequency-response deviations into a
real-world load and its high distortion
do not, in my opinion, qu2lify it as atrue
high-fidelity device. But if you like this
sort of sound, you'll likely consider the
measurements irrelevant anyway.
—Thomas.). Norton

Fig. I1Mesa Tigris, 4ohm tap and two-thirds pentode operation, distortion (°/0) vs burst output
power with Stage III feedback (black trace), Stage II feedback (red), Stage Ifeedback (blue)
and no feedback (green).
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louder and more dynamic, offering a
bigger, more forward soundstage,
punchy bass, crisply detailed highs, and a
nice open midrange, with apronounced
emphasis in the presence region that is
fatiguing on bright loudspeakers. However, this was agood match for the
Joseph RM22si. With its aluminum
woofer and silk-dome tweeter, the
Joseph speaker has avery clear, open
midrange and an exceptionally smooth
top end. Full pentode really brought
their soundstage alive, liftin' deh bass
out' duh box for an appealing fullness, a
realistic dynamic range, and anatural
tonal balance.
By contrast, when Iswitched to the
more efficient Celestion A3 (with its
titanium tweeter) while auditioning
"The Mooche" from Rendezvous: Jerome
Harris Quintet Plays Jazz (Stercophile
STPH013-2), full pentode proved altogether too bright — downright jarring,
in fact. Dialing in Stage Ifeedback
smoothed out the highs considerably,
and by increasing the gain Iwas able to
draw Jerome Harris' subtle, understated
acoustic bass guitar alittle more forward
in the mix — but with an associated loss
of air and transparency.
Switching to two-thirds-triode/onethird-pentode, Iwas able to soften and
sweeten the top end; soundstaging
became more laid-back, with asmoother,
flatter, more natural transition from the
upper bass to the lower midrange, which
took on abloomy, creamy character. This
is not to say it lacked definition or distinction, but there was asoft, euphonic quality from the presence region up through
to the top end that was particularly
noticeable on Art Baron's trombone. It
was as if I'd moved back afew rows —
the leading edges of the brass transients
were slightly muted by the apparent
increased distance from the stage.
By contrast, two-thirds-pentode/onethird-triode proved the most natural and
satisfying with this, and with most wellrecorded acoustic source materials. A
slight emphasis in the presence region of
the midrange conferred more sweetness
and detailing on the overall presentation;
Harris' bass sounded chewier and more
forward-defined, more distinct. There
was agreater sense of overall resolution,
and the soundstaging was both deeper
and more transparent, with amore crystalline triode quality up top and pentode
control down below. This was particularly apparent in the portrayal of Steve Nelson's vibraphones: slightly forward, left of
center, protruding out beyond the speaker at 45°. And in Billy Drummond's
drum feature on "Followthrough," the
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ntroducing the new Fully Differential
high power Mosfet amplifiers from
Sierra Audio. Over thirty years of

design experience, testing and critical
listening by legendary designers Erno
Borbely and Peter Noerbaek have created
a solid state amplifier that defies the sonic
boundaries of semiconductor amplification.
The engineering staff at Sierra Audio has built a
line of amplifiers that are beautiful, powerful and
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above all musical.
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We build every amplifier like it is going to play in our own homes. Every part is custom fabricated for one
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The Montana KAS
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M.S.R.P.

Everest
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1250 Wx 1
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Mesa
dynamic impact and tonal dimension of
his drums, as well as their sense of place
in an acoustic space, were dead on.
On Ralph Towner and Gary Peacock's vividly recorded performance of
"Postcard to Salta" from A Closer View
(ECM 1602), the main strengths of my
favored two-thirds-pentode mode shone
through: phenomenal bass resolution
and detail; apalpable sense of physicality
to the dynamics; stable, well-defined
imaging; asweet, warm midrange; sparkling, open highs; and realistic soundstaging and agood depiction of lowlevel information, such as the reverb
trails when Towner slaps the top of his
guitar like aSpanish dancer.
On Nature's Realm, ICavi Alexander's
beautiful new Blumlein-miked, analog
recording of Wolfgang Sawallisch and
the Philadelphia Orchestra (Water Lily
Acoustics WLA-WS-66-CD), the sense
of venue on Dvorák's title composition
was excellent, as was the Tigris' depiction
of such inner details as adelicate triangle
roll buried in the strings. Sounclstaging
and tonal balance were quite good,
though not comparable to the endless
holographic depth and lush harmonic
complexity (mainly in the strings) that a
really beefy all-triode amp, such as the
100W VTL MB-185s, might confer in
tandem with an equally classy and expensive preamp. But the orchestral swells
were conveyed with stunning realism,
and, on Stanislaw Skrowaczewski and the
Minnesota Orchestra's resounding rendition of Bruckner's Symphony 9(Reference Recordings RR-81C1)), the Tigris'
portrayal of the deep, hymnlike massed
brass was deeply involving.
The Tigris' ability to morph its per-

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Rega Planar 3
turntable and RB300 toneann,
Grado Reference Master cartridge,
EAR. 834P tube phono preamp.
Digital source: CAL CL-15 CD
player, CAL Delta transport, CAL
Alpha 24/96 tube D/A converter.
Loudspeakers: Celestion A3,
Joseph RM22si.
Cables: Synergistic Research and
JPS Labs interconnects, speaker
cables, power cords.
Accessories: Argent RoomLenses,
EchoBusters room treatments, PolyCrystal brass speaker spikes & cones,
Shakti Stones, Upscale Audio NOS
6V6 and EL84 power tubes.
—CS
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heart. It handled all of the musical challenges Ithrew at it with style and grace.
For listeners whose primary thrust is
music with strong rhythm and pacing,
the Tigris is achampion performer that
will only deepen your enjoyment of
acoustical recordings.
Quibbles? More inputs would be
nice. If you have acassette deck, atuner,
aturntable, and aCD player, you're
The Mesa Tigris is an
already sourced out. And while the Preutterly original engineering amp Out is handy, my experiments in
biamping the C,elestions with the Baron
were not quite as celestial as I'd hoped.
statement, athoroughly
Gain matching was fairly intuitive, but
modern amp with an
the character of the two amps (the
Baron was fitted with E34L power
old-fashioned heart.
tubes) is pretty different; while I
achieved some musical combinations of
heft and sweetness, Ipreferred to just
volume levels. At the same time, it dedrive the Celestions with the Tigris (or
picted all manner of percussive panning
the Baron with acomparably cool prewith crisp detail, while fleshing out and
amp). And with the two-way Josephs,
centering the vocal image with the claribiamping sounded downright silly, as if
ty of ahigh-powered transistor amp.
I'd encountered aparody of those oldOn the other end of the spectrum, it
time, mismatched liquor ads depicting
was fun to drive certain recordings even
the ideal audiophile — the head of J.
louder in two-thirds triode than in twoGordon Holt, the body of Peter
thirds pentode — the onset of clip was
much more gradual, which afforded a Mitchell, and the feet ofJulian Hirsch.
Also, for stone classical listeners and
really cool, larger-than-life sonic perspeccost-no-object types, the Tigris falls a
tive. But generally, two-thirds triode was
alifesaver on large-gestured, ass-kicking touch short in terms of the lushness that
gives massed strings their elemental
older recordings that were mastered fairglow, and the progressive increments of
ly hot and atouch on the bright side.
Two of my all-time favorite big- power so vital to depicting adeep, deep
holographic soundstage. And while I
band/vocal recitals with charts by Quinnever found the Tigris to be less than
cy Jones were recorded in the late 1950s
and early '60s: Dinah Washington's The satisfying on acoustic sources, it did fall a
bit short on some smaller gestures.
Swingin' Miss "D" (EmArcy 314 558 074Still, matching price to performance,
2), and Sinatra at The Sands: with Count
it's hard to go wrong with the Mesa
Basie and His Orchestra (Reprise 46947-2).
In two-thirds pentode the Tigris cen- Tigris. For headphone freaks alone, its
performance level is startling, and it's
tered Miss Dinah's and Frank's vocals
amazing how nonfatiguing life can be for
quite nicely, portraying the biting quality
acouple of hours in two-thirds triode
of her big, bluesy attack with brassy realism. But the leading edges of her tranmode with apair of superb cans like the
sients, as on the out chorus of "Bargain
Grado RS-1s — among the warmest,
smoothest, most detailed headphones
Day," were conveyed with enough power to reduce the gutsiest of microphone
I've experienced at any price.
All things being equal, for most aural
transducer elements into sniveling puddles of blood. Ag-oh-nee. Yet by employ- pilgrims the Mesa Tigris offers more
ing the laid-back, euphonic qualities of than enough power and dynamic headtwo-thirds triode, Iwas able to soften
room to build asystem around. With
Miss Dinah's attack; and by bringing up
the sweet sonic attributes of class-A perthe volume level ataste while adding formance, and its ability to morph into a
Stage Ifeedback, Ireassured the Celesvariety of high-quality integrated amplition's nervous metal tweeter by sandfiers, the Tigris offers listeners the flexibility to adjust for source anomalies and
blasting away some of the nasty treble
bite, while focusing low-end clout for accommodate awide range of speakers.
better rhythm and pacing.
If you feel the urge to step up to different transducers or source components,
Condusions
the Tigris has the ability to keep growThe Mesa Tigris is an utterly original
ing with you — which is why, at $2495,
engineering statement, a thoroughly
the Mesa Tigris is one of the most commodern amp with an old-fashioned pelling values in high-end audio.

sonality gave it the versatility to put the
best face on my source material. Configuring the amp in full pentode with afull
12dB of Stage III feedback enabled me
to enjoy the savage low end and throbbing physical immediacy of Sly 8c Robbie's hip-hop/reggae assault, Silent Assassin (Island 91277-2), at lose-your-lease
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Until Someone Invents an Eargozmotron—
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HeadRoom Family. This little baby is ready
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NAD 218 THX power amplifier

T

he story of New Acoustic Dimensions, aka NAD, begins in the late
"70s. The company was founded as
adealer distribution collective to design
and market reasonably priced serious
high-end gear to cost-constrained audiophiles. By eliminating needless features
and focusing manufacturing in low-cost
production facilities, NAD has successfully delivered audiophile-quality gear for 20
years at prices little more expensive than
mass-market department-store schlock.
As the owner of three pieces of NAD
electronics at various times over the last
15 years, I've been impressed with the
character and the consistency of the
NAD sonic signature: atuneful and dimensional sonic presentation with abalanced palette of shortcomings that, being
subtractive and euphonic, have been consonant with the musical experience.

NAD

•

•
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•

NAD 218 THX integrated amplifier

switch is engaged, the amplifier filters
out the high-frequency edges that
squarewaves produce when the amp
goes into clipping, and thus protects the
speakers from excessive HF energy During my listening sessions Inoticed no difference in sound when this switch was
engaged, but as the amplifier puts out
225Wpc into eight ohms (780W when
Serious design
bridged for mono operation!), I'm certain
The 218 THX—designed in the UK
Inever approached its rated power limit,
and manufactured in China —is the flageven during high-volume peel-the-paintship of aseries of high-powered basic
off tests.
stereo amplifiers that represent anew
Speaking of current-delivery capabilidesign approach for NAD: the marriage
of massive power supplies with an ampli- ty .... when Ifirst hooked up this amplifier to my main reference system, Ididfier design consistent with the company's
n't realize that the unobtrusive power
traditional goals of performance and
switch on the front panel was engaged.
affordability. A Holmgren toroidal transAs Ibegan to gently plug in the unit's
former coupled with abank of multiple
small reservoir capacitors (as opposed to a AC cord, abolt of bluish-gray lightning
shot from the outlet into the cord, caussmall number of large ones) endows the
ing this stunned reviewer to drop the
amp, claims NAD, with a very low
cord and recheck the faceplate of the
source impedance and the ability to
amp. Nope, it still said NAD, not Krell.
respond very quickly to repeated demands for current. The 218's input/drivSerious sound
er stages (operating in pure class-A supplied by its own independent power sup- A THX-certified amplifier of this power
rating for $1099 is impressive indeed, but
ply) use current-mode feedback to achieve
how did it sound? On first turn-on,
wide open-loop bandwidth. Three PanaNAD's trademark tonal balance was
sonic output devices are used in parallel for
each half of the complementary output immediately recognizable: arich, tubelike,
dimensional presentation, most of whose
stage. There is aservo for DC offset, and
the only capacitor in the signal path is a flaws were euphonic or subtractive, and
consonant with the musical experience.
selected film type at the input.
On well-recorded vocal works, all voices,
The 218 THX features balanced and
male and female, had arich, supple palpaunbalanced inputs; via the former, it passble quality, much as one would expect
es THX certification requirements for
from amore expensive tube amplifier. On
power output and input sensitivity. There
Bill Berry's Rv Duke (M&K Realtime RTis also the ubiquitous NAD "soft clip101), the trumpet was reproduced with
ping" button, which the company effecthe requisite blend of blat and burnished
tively calls the "party switch." When the
Stereophile, August 1999

metal. The tenor sax solo on "Take the A
Train" was naturally throaty and chesty
without seeming colored.
As the program material ascended the
frequency scale, the NM) began to lose
its hold on definition. The highs were
not rolled, dark, or distorted, but there
was anoticeable if gradual loss of detail
resolution as the frequency climbed. On
Charles Wuorinen's percussion extravaganza, Ringing Changes (LP, Nonesuch
H71263), the NAD's high-frequency
deficiency did not detract from the real-

Description: THX-certified stereo
power amplifier. Rated power:
225VVpc (23.5dBVV), 780W bridged
mono (28.9dBVV) (both into 8
ohms). Frequency response: 20Hz20kHz, -0.3dB. Slew rate: >100V/lis.
Damping factor: >200. Input impedance: 47k ohms in parallel with
700pF. Input sensitivity: 1.5V for
rated power. Signal/noise ratio, Aweighted: 120dB at rated power.
TH D: <0.03%.
Dimensions: 19" (483mm) W by
7" (175mm) H by 16.5" (420mm)
D. Weight: 49.5 lbs (22.5kg).
Serial number of review sample:
G6Z21801981.
Price: $1099. Approximate number of dealers: 250.
Manufacturer: NAD Electronics of
America, A Division of Lenbrook
America, L.L.C., 6 Merchant Street,
Sharon, MA 02067. Tel: (781) 7848586, (800) 263-4641. Web:
www.NADelectronics.com
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NAD
ism of the drums—there was just arelative lack of information when compared
with other amplifiers' renditions of this
track. With less information conveyed, it
was more difficult to unravel the subtleties of this complex work.
The thick, overripe midbass Inoted
in the 218 THX was reminiscent of
every NAD amplifier I've heard since

218

THX

the original 3020 integrated. The double-bass sections of orchestras sounded
overly prominent, and rock and blues
recordings with generously mixed bass
guitars suffered from abit of overhang
in the 80-100Hz region. This would
not be an issue were the 218 THX an
inexpensive NAD integrated — in fact,
it may be overly kind to some bass-shy

bookshelf speakers — but on ahighly
revealing system with hill-range loudspeakers, the NAD's midbass performance emerged as its greatest weakness.
The 218 THX's biggest surprise emerged from beneath the midbass: the
tightest, most dynamic and explosive
bottom octave and a half I've heard
from any amplifier I've auditioned in

higher result into 2ohms is not unusual
(the amplifier is not rated for this load),
and the balanced THD+noise performance into 8and 4ohms (not shown) is
comparable. The 1kHz THD+noise
waveform at an output of 60W into 4
ohms is shown in fig.5. At lower power
output, the 218's low-level noise obscures the waveform. The result is a
combination of second and third har-

monies, plus noise.
The distortion spectrum resulting
from a 50Hz input at 228W into 4
ohms is shown in fig.6. All of the artifacts are lower than -90dB (0.003%), an
excellent result, with the second harmonic highest in level. The 19+20kHz
IM spectrum at 179W into 4ohms (visible signs of clipping start to appear at
higher levels with this signal) is plotted

Measurements

A

complete set of measurements of the
NAD Model 218 was made in the
unbalanced configuration, with selected
readings taken in balanced mode. Unless
otherwise noted, the results here refer to
unbalanced operation with the amplifier's
soft-clipping circuit engaged.
Following its one-hour pre-conditioning test, the NAD's heatsinks were quite
hot, but could still be touched without
discomfort. The amplifier's voltage gain
measured 29dB unbalanced and virtually the same (28.9dB) balanced. The
input impedance measured 67k ohms
unbalanced and 123k ohms balanced.
DC offset was avery low 0.4mV left,
0.0mV (ie, unmeasurable) right. The
218 is noninverting from its unbalanced
input; pin 2 of the balanced input is
wired as positive.
The 218's unweighted S/N ratios at
1W into 8ohms, left channel only measured, were 89.8dB (92.1dB balanced)
over a22Hz-221cHz bandwidth, 84.7dB
(86.1dB balanced) from 10Hz to
5001cHz, and 92.5dB (94.8dB balanced)
A-weighted. Output impedance varied
from 0.04 to 0.09 ohms, depending on
the load impedance and frequency. (The
highest value occurred at 20kHz.) These
figures should make the amplifier's frequency response aconstant with any realworld loudspeaker load.
The 218's unbalanced frequency response (fig.1) needs no comment, with
the balanced-mode (not shown) identically flat. Fig2 shows the 10kHz squarewave response of the amplifier. The
slight rounding of the leading edge is
common to most amps with this frequency ultrasonic response; otherwise,
the result is excellent, as is the near-ideal
1kHz squarewave (not shown). The
channel separation (fig3) is excellent,
the only oddity being the long plateau
in the left-to-right balanced crosstalk.
But none of the crosstalk measurements
is of any practical concern.
Fig.4 plots the 218's TH D+noise percentage against frequency, again typical
of a solidly designed amplifier. The
Stereophile, August 1999
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Fig.1

NAD 218 THX, frequency response at
(from top to bottom): 1W into 8 ohms,
2W into 4 ohms, and 2.828V into simulated
loudspeaker load (0.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).

Fig.4

NAD 218 THX, THD+noise (%) vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at IkHz): 4W into 2
ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 1W into 8 ohms,
and 2.83V into simulated loudspeaker load
(right channel dashed).
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Fig.5

NAD 218 THX, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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NAD 218 11-1X, IkHz waveform at 2W into 4
ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.3

NAD 218 THX, channel separation (from top
to bottom at 20kHz): R-L, L-R, unbalanced;
R-L, L-R, balanced (I0dB/vertical div.)

Fig.6

NAD 218 THX, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at 228W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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NAD
my house. On both pairs of my Alón
speakers, the amps caused the woofer
cones to bottom out on "These Hands,"
from Janis Ian's Breaking Silence (Analogue Productions APP 027). So after
the initial shock had worn off, Ibegan
mining for bass.
Grandmaster Flash and the Furious
Five's The Message (Sugar Hill SH 584)

had the requisite slam and room-shaking
authority at 105dB. Naked City's Absinthe (Avant 004), John Z,om's take on
electronic ambient music, has one track,
"Artemisia Absinthium," most of whose
musical information lies beneath 50Hz.
After careful adjustment of the volume
(this CD can easily cause speaker damage
at too high alevel), the effect was much

218

THX

like that of anumber of subway trains
running through my basement.
Aside from its midbass performance,
the 218 11-IX had no particularly severe
shortcomings. On all recordings Itried,
soundstage delineation was realistic, with
very good articulation of transients and
good pitch definition. High-level dynamics were also fairly impressive. However,

Measurements
Table 1

NAD 218 THX: Clipping
(1% THD+noise at 1kHz)
Both Channels

One Channel

Driven
W (dBW)

W (dBW)

Load

ohms

(L)

8(soft dip)

Driven
(R)

(L)

1683 (22.3) 169.8 (22.3) 194.0 (22.9)

(soft dip off) 227.8 (23.6) 227.2 (23.6) 258.5 (24.1)

(line)
4(soft clip)

114V/II3V

114V/113V

115V/II5V

267.5 (21.3) 270.4 (21.3) 332.8 (22.2)

(soft clip off) 361.2 (22.6) 360.2 (22.6) 439.3 (23.4)

(line)

113V/112V

1I3V/112V

1141#114V
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Fig.7 NAD 218 THX, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 179W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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in fig.Z The 1kHz intermodulation arti- powerful as the 218, especially when it's
used in its bridged mode: 800W at clipfact is at -752dB (0.015%), the 18kHz
artifact at -663dB (0.05%), both solid re- ping into 8 ohms (1kHz, 1% THD+
noise)! The 218's discrete clipping levels
sults. The 19+20kHz spectrum at 100W
into 8ohms (not shown) is very similar are shown in Table 1.
John Atkinson also measured the
to the result of fig.7.
NAD's output power on tonebursts, using
The Model 218's THD+noise vs level
the Miller Audio Research Amplifier Procurves are shown in figs.8 and 9, the latfilet Fig.10 show the results with the soft
ter with the soft-clipping circuit disenclipping engaged: the increase in THD as
gaged. Though the amplifier is not recommended for use with loads under 2 the amplifier starts to overload is indeed
more gentle than without soft clipping,
ohms, Idid run the single sweep shown
and massive amounts of power were availin fig.8 to test its 2ohm performance
(but did not perform discrete clipping able with the 1kHz toneburst signal,
which is doser to amusical signal than a
measurements on the amplifier with this
load). Note that the 218's power output continuous tone: 247W into 8 ohms
(black), which almost doubles to 484W
is higher with its soft clipping disengaged. Also note that the abruptness of into 4ohms (red), 950W into 2ohms
(blue), and an astonishing 1555W (green)
the clipping (indicated by the abrupt
into apunishing 1ohm load! Slightly
upturn in the curve as it passes the
more power was available without soft
"knee") is not noticeably more gradual
clipping -305W into 8ohms, 1575W
with soft clipping engaged. NAD was
the first company to include soft clipping onto 1ohm -but again, this is academic.
Altogether, this is afine set of measurein their amplifier designs. While this feaments for one very powerful amplifiet
ture is useful with low-powered ampli-Thomas.). Norton
fiers, it's hard to imagine that it will have
any audible benefits with anything as

0010

COl

Fig.8

NAD 218 TIIX with soft clipping, distortion

(%) vs continuous output power into (from
bottom to top): 8 ohms, 4 ohms.
le Re 0.1n
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Fig.9

NAD 218 THX without soft clipping, distor-

tion (%) vs continuous output power into
(from bottom to top): 8 ohms, 4 ohms.
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Fig.10 NAD 218 THX with soft clipping, distortion (WO vs burst output power into 8ohms (black trace),
4 ohms (red), 2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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aside from its low-bass performance,
there was no area of performance in
which the NAD particularly excelled.
Most important, its ability to resolve
detail was acceptable but not especially
noteworthy. This detracted from the
amp's ability to unravel subtle microdynamic inflections and ambience cues.
Moreover, during complex orchestral
works like Messiaen's Turangallla Symphony (LP, EMI 63-02 974), although the
amp neither ran out of power nor congested, its ability to resolve low-level
details diminished. Finally, during longterm listening sessions, the amp's articulation sounded abit mechanical, particularly on rock and jazz recordings with
significant transient information.
If Isound as if I'm being particularly
hard on the 218 THX, it's because I
addressed its absolute performance level
using amuch more revealing system
than this amp is ever likely to be paired
with. Ido like the 218 THX very much;
when its price and power rating are taken
into account, it's an absolute bargain.
But when does the typical audiophile
looking to spend $1100 on an amplifier
really need 225Wpc? Wouldn't he or
she be better off spending less money
on alower-powered NAD amplifier,
and spending the savings elsewhere in
the system?
NAD's Greg Stidsen doesn't think so.
He believes the NAD 218 THX performs
better sonically than its less expensive
brethren partly because it remains in classA mode up to 10Wpc, as compared with
other NAD amps' lower thresholds. This
makes sense; one of the reasons Ilike the

Associated Equipment
Analog source: VP! TNT Mk.IV
turntable, Immedia tonearm, Koetsu Urushi cartridge.
CD players: California Audio Labs
Icon Mk.II and Delta/Sigma II.
Preamplification: Vendetta Research SCP-2D phono stage, Audible Illusions Modulus Ll line stage.
Loudspeakers: Acarian Systems
Alón Circe, Alón V Mk.II, Mission
731i.
Cables: MIT MI350 CVTwin Terminator and MI330 Shotgun interconnects, Acarian Systems Black
Orpheus speaker cable.
Accessories: Various items from
VPI, Sound Anchor, SimplyPhysics,
ASC, Bright Star, TG Audio labs.
—Robert.). Reina
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high-powered Audio Research Reference
600 and Sonic Frontiers Power 3amplifiers so much is because they never sound
as if they're working very hard. A sense of
ease will usually enhance the naturalness
of sound reproduction.
Serious competition
Icompared the NAD 218 THX to its
direct competitor; the similarly priced and
powered Rotel RB-991 amplifier that I
review elsewhere in this issue, as well as to
my reference Audio Research VT100
Mk.II amplifier. The Rotel made for an
interesting comparison; it and the NM)
are both extraordinarily competent audiophile components that represent good
value, but they sound quite different.
The NAD was soft, rounded, almost
tubelike, with extraordinary dimensionality and consonant euphonic flaws in its
thick midbass and lack of high-frequency resolution. The Rotel was the more
neutral and analytical of the two, with an
extended and slightly prominent highfrequency response. Although the Rotel's bass was superb, it couldn't match
the monster NAD in the bottom octave.
However, the Rotel exceeded the NAD
in its ability to unravel inner detail and
subtle ambient cues.
Your choice will depend on your taste
and system. The NAD was much easier
to listen to over the long haul, but didn't
go out of its way to impress. The Rotel,
however, was quite impressive on first listen, but extended listening to source
material with problematic high frequencies could become fatiguing. Neither was
amatch for the $5000 VT100 Mk.II,
however, the ARC trounced both with
its resolution of detail, neutrality, delicacy,
ease, and lack of mechanical character —
as it should at $5000.
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Serious bread —not!
The NAD isn't perfect, but it's an extraordinary performer for its price and power
rating. In the right system with the proper
matching equipment, it can provide longterm high-end listening enjoyment. But
does the typical purchaser of an $1100
amplifier need 225Wpc? One should
ignore the power rating and judge the
product on its sonic merits. It's one of a
handful of products that establishes anew
benchmark for high-powered, low-cost
audiophile performance, and could be the
perfect amplifier for someone searching
for agood amp in the $1500—$2000 range
(the $1495 Classé CA-100 Ireviewed in
December 1997 also comes to mind) but
is running short of cash. With the NAD
218 THX, such apurchaser can have his
L—
cake and eat it too.
1§1

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
Source Code: SF98T

Audio Advisor. Inc.. is the world's largest
seller of high-end audio products by mail.
Address: 4649 Danvers Drive S.E.
Kentwood, MI 49512
Phone: 616-975-6100 Fair 616-975-6111
'Copyright 1956Audio Advisor. Inc.
httenrivistaudioadsisorcom
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It's no secret that the WATT /Puppy has spawned a host of imitators!
That's

what

comes

from

being

the

best. The

WATT

/ Puppy

is

the

original

compact

high-end

loudspeaker. The WATT is a highly specialized precision monitor & the PUPPY is a fast, powerful woofer.
Together, they fill the room

with

dynamic, full-bodied, shockingly lifelike

music, or can

outgun

any

speaker of comparable size in a home theater system. Like all WILSON SPEAKERS, the WATT / Puppy
batel
PPG
Solid
SME
Solid Steel
Sono
Frontlerz
Sony

is an evolution.., over time we have refined & perfected it. It's time to meet the best getting even better...
the

shape

is

SMOOTHER..,

the

bass

is

DEEPER...

the

sound

is

dramatically

MORE

POWERFUL.

Call or visit SOUNDEX to arrange for your private demo of the new WATT /Puppy 6 and all the other
extraordinary speakers by WILSON AUDIO.
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Well Tempered Reference turntable
"I've got the world on astring, sitting on the
rainbow
Got the suing around my fiver, what alyi.,
Mama, I'm in love.
Life's abeautifid thing, as long as Ihold the
string
I'd be asilly so-and-so !J .!should ever let you
—Ted Koehler
g

o.

"

I

was basking in Classic Records' reissue of the Louis Armstrong Verve
classic I've Got the World on aString
(Verve/Classic MB-4035), and it occurred to me how well this album — or
even its title alone — captured the essence of the Well Tempered Reference
turntable/tonearm combination.
Since their debut in the mid-'80s,
Well Tempered Labs has been most
closely associated with their first, spectacularly unique product: their string-, er,
filament-suspended tonearm. To quote J.
Gordon Holt:
"Remember Rube Goldberg?... Well,
the memories of those of us who remember Goldberg's drawings in the
Sunday comics were stirred by our first
glimpse of the Well Tempered Arm's
strings, paddles, and knobs. This is certainly the most outlandish contraption
that has ever graced aSOTA or VPI
turntable."'
The WT arm is weird and ungainly,
true. It's also elegant in its simplicity and
versatility. It should be acase study in a
Machine Design class for the simplest
way to meet aset of simultaneous, overlapping design requirements (see the
"Mechanics" sidebar).
WT's "world on astring" tonearm
may get all the attention, but the turntable2 is abit of engineering equally elegant and unconventional. The spindle
bearing in particular is another Rube
Goldberg device. The spindle isn't fully
captured in the bearing, so if the platter
is nudged while at rest, it flops alarmingly to the side. This has rattled more
than one visitor to Casa Damkroger/
McKenzie. My friend Eric had just set a
precious, newly opened LP on the WT
IStenvphde Vol.8 No.4, August 1985, p.51.
2Originally revicwcd by Amis Balgalvis in Stenvphile,
Vol.11 No.3, March 1988, p.94.
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Well Tempered Reference turntable and tonearm

Major improvements to the turntable
when it listed suddenly to starboard. He
itself include the Fountainhead plinth,
snatched his record back to his chest and
which uses alternating layers of synbacked up, saying, "Urn ... I'm sure it's
okay... I've never seen aturntable do
that before." Bonnie always felt sorry for
the WT when it went akimbo. "It just
Description: Belt-driven turntable
looks so forlorn and violated," she'd sigh.
with integral record clamp, filaNot to worry. The bearing is just anment-bearing, viscous-damped
other elegant, simple, unorthodox solutonearm, and standalone AC syntion to aproblem. The bearing consists
chronous motor assembly. Adjustof five Teflon points that protrude into a
ments: speed selection (33'/3 or
silicone-filled well. Four enter from the
45rpm), alignment, tracking force,
sides of the well and are spaced 90°
VTA, azimuth, damping, and antiapart — two at the top of the well, on
skating.
the side near the motor, and two at the
Dimensions: Turntable/tonearm:
bottom, on the opposite side. As the
19" W (430mm) by 7" H(130mm)
platter spins, the spindle is held fimily
by 15.25" (390mm) D. Motor
against the Teflon points. The fifth point
assembly: 5" (130mm) diameter
protrudes from the bottom of the well
by 4.5" (115mm) H, fits into cutout
to support the spindle's weight, and the
in turntable base. Net weight: 57
silicone lubricates the contact points and
lbs turntable, 7lbs motor assembly.
helps damp vibrations. Neat.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
The arm and turntable have been
0446.
refined considerably over the years and
Price: $5495. Approximate number
the model line has grown to three turnof dealers: 20. Warranty: 2years,
tables and three tonearms, topped by the
limited.
$5495 Reference combo. Upgrades to
Manufacturer: Transparent Audio,
the arm (available separately as the RefInc., 47 Industrial Park Road, Saco,
erence Arm for $1995) include: alargerME 04072. Tel: (207) 284-1100.
diameter, fiber-reinforced epoxy tube; a
Fax: (207) 284-1101. Web: www.
two-layer, internally damped fluid cup; a
welltemperedlab.com.
E-mail:
larger paddle assembly more rigidly
players@welltemperedlab.com.
attached to the arm tube; upgraded
wiring; and athree-piece counterweight.
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Audio Prism Ouietline Filters
Audio Prism Power foundation 3.
Audi() Prism CD Stoplight
Black Diamond Racing cones 13)
Custom Power Cord Co. Model 11
An incredible power cord value

PATRICIA BARBER:
MODERN COOL
After the wild success of Patricia Barber's
Café Blue (Record to Die For twice' —available on Music Direct LP or CD), the dreamy
chanteuse follows with Modern Cool Its
Barber's clear-headed reductionism at its
finest. CD, $14.99, or 180-gram LP, $29.99
Patricia Barber Cafe Blue
Café Blue (Gold)

S24 99
$599 99
S16 99
$59 99
S269 99

Ensemble Tubesox
$64.39ffir
Highwue Powerwrap
$49 99
Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner
call
McCormack Micro Headphone drive .$794 99
back in production ,
MSB Technologies Link DAC
$349 99
Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray
$39 99
Rega Planet CD Player
call
Rightway Audio Suspendors (each)
$29 99

Ultimate Field Optimizer
This is the one audio tweek you cannot do
without' The UFO dissipates die magnetic electrostatic ghosts that inhabit all audio equipment and cabling One treatment restores your
system's high frequency extension. dynamics
and transient response Music Direct's most
highly recommended accessory. UFO $299.99

analog
accessories
•

S14 99
$24 99

Music Direct carries the best in analog
accessories. Call for products not listed,

feabure CDs

The following domestic and import CDs
are rust asampling of what we carry.

(Holly Cole Canadian Pressingsi SIB 99 ea
Dear Dark Heart
Treasure (limited)
It Happened One Night
Don't Smoke In Bed
Temptation
Girl Talk
Auto Morena Killer B's IBritish)...
$21 99
Dead Can Dance (British)
521 99
Into The Labyrinth
Toward The Within
Charlie Haden/Chris Anderson None But
The Lonely Heart (Nairn)
$17 99
Audioquest
$12 99
Chesky Records
$13 99
Clarity Recording
$14 99
Classic Records Gold CD Sale
$12 99
DCC Gold CDs
$22 99
Dorian xCDs
$13 99
JVC XRCDs
$25 99

Shakti On-Lines ..
$99 99/pf
Signet Cleaning Tools (pkg of 4) . .$11 99
TOS Passive Audiolde Processor
$394 99
Teknasonic C-T Vibration Absorber
$99 99
Vans Evers Pandora power cord
5299 99
XLO TPC wipes tpkg of 191
S9 99

Mobile Fidelity Gold CDs
Reference Recordings

3M Vacuum Tube Dampers
3M Damping Sheets

$22.99
$13 49

Audio Prism Waveguide
This incredible sonic advance from Audio
Prism eliminates cross channel noise on
power cords, interconnects and speaker
cables down to DC frequencies. The Waveguide is light-years ahead of ferrite-based mise
eliminators $99 99
SCE Harmonic Recovery Systems
Sennheiser H0600 headphones
Sennheiser HD580 headphones
Shakti Stone
.

$449 99
$349 99
$199.99
5199 99

$3 49 ea
S4 99 ea

Grado The Statement phone cartridge
John Grado introduces the finest fixed coil phono
cartridge in the world' (and maybe the finest
cartridge of any design) ThIS low output
75mV) cartr idge delivers alush, warm tonal
balance that is exceedingly riatural without
being bloated Its high frequency extension
is the equal of any moving coil Best of all, you
can tryout The Statement with Music Directs
unique cartridge demo program $2499 99
Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
Allsop Orbitrac 2

$179 99
$34 99

Benz Glider cartridge
call
Disc Doctor record brushes
534 99/pr
Disc Dr Miracle Record Clog Fluid $19 99/pt
Grado Reference Platinum cartridge
call
Gruv-Glide II
$21 99
WI
News Test LP
$24 99
Hunt Brush
519 99
KAB Speedstrobe
$134 99
KAB Record Grip
$29 99
LAST record preservative
$25 99
Lehmann Black Cube phono stage $694 99
Milty Zerostat
$59 99
Music Hall MMF-2 turntable
call
Nitty Gritty 10record cleaning mach 5219 99
Record Research labs LP-9
S24 99
Ringmat 330XLR
579 99
Shure v15VxMR
call
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
$16 99
Sumiko Blue Point Special..
call
Sunk° HS-12 Headshell
S29 99
VPI 165 Record Cleaning Machine $429 99

the fine prinb
We're open Monday to Friday, 9to 6central
tune, Saturday, 10 to 3For acatalog, leave
your name and address on our voice mail
There is aS5 charge for catalogs mailed
outside North America, refundable on your
first order
In addition to items featured here, we
carry aone of the country's largest inventories
of domestic and import vinyl. CDs, and other
products from Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest,
Chesky, Clarity, Classic Records, DCC,
Decca, Delos, DMP, Dorian, First Impressions
Music, GRP, Harmonia Mundi, Mapleshade,
John Marks Records, JVC XRCD, MCA
Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Nairn,
OJC, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab,
Sony Legacy, Telarc, Water Lily
Music Direct also features accessories
and hardware from: Arcicl, API, Audio Prism,
Auchoguest, Bedini, Benz Micro, Black
Diamond Racing, Bright Star Audio, Creek,
Echo Busters, Grado, Last, Lightspeed, Mango, Monster Cable, MSB Technology, Nitty
Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, RingMat,
Roomtune, Sennheiser, Shakti, Shure, Solidsteel, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic,
Target, Vans Evers, Versalab, VPI

musicdirect
long-playing records
compact disks
arcncçor,p,

Triphazer Every audio system regardless of price suffers from the
same basic physics problem called frequency skew. This distortion
of frequency over time causes smearing of images, production of
non-musical artifacts and thin bass The incredible new Tripha/ers
restore this skew to its proper place in time by delivering the high,
mid and low frequencies to your equipment in step The result is
precision 3-D imaging, lower noise floor and incredible dynamics.
Amust have for music lovers Triphazer Level 2. $599 99/Pr
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Bedini Ultra Clarifier 0 This new and improved Ultra Clarifier uses
adual magnetic beam to direct twice the clarifying power to your
compact discs CDs treated with the Clarifier sound fuller and richer
with more top end information. The table-top design is easy and
convenient to use and includes abonus CD cleaning kit Attention
current owners of Ultra Clarifiers' Call Music Direct about our
Clarifier trade-in program. Bedini Dual Beam Ultra Clarifier $179.99

800.449.8333
132/ W VVdYnnylun Blvd ,suite 102
Chicago, Illinois 60607
in Illinois: 312 433-0200
fax 312 433-0011
e-mail: mdeamusicdirect.corn
http://www.amusicclirect .corn

secure web ordering!
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Well
thetic granite and Isodamp; and the
Black Damped platter, in which the
platter's underside is hollowed out and
filled with more Isodamp.3 Both were
originally upgrades for the WT Classic,
and their inclusion was the genesis of
the Reference model. The Reference
adds in-line AC filtering for the motor
and the 3"-diameter Reference clamp.
Like everything else about the WT the
screw-down clamp and dished platter
work beautifully — easily as good as any
vacuum hold-down system I've used.

roughed in, it's an absolute delight to
fine-tune. The simple, independent
adjustment of VTA, damping, antiskate,
and azimuth make it — unquestionably
and by awide margin — the easiest arm
to optimize I've ever used. If you want
an education in the sonic effects of cartridge adjustment, spend some time

If you want an
education in the
sonic effects of

System and setup
Idid most of my listening to the
cartridge adjustment,
Well Tempered Reference with the
spend some time with
turntable fitted with Grado's The Reference cartridge, a Sonic Frontiers
aWell Tempered arm.
Phono One, and Synergistic Research
Resolution Reference shielded interconnects. Most recently, the system has
also included aSonic Frontiers Line 3 with aWT arm. When you get acartridge dialed in with the WT, there's
line stage, Thiel CS7.2 speakers, and
absolutely no doubt that it's right. Every
Mark Levinson No20.6 monoblocks,
arm should be this simple to adjust.
with Synergistic Research Designer's
Reference from the Phono 1to Line 3,
Use and listening
balanced JPS Superconductor 2 from
The Reference performed flawlessly,
pre to power amps, and MITs MH-750
Shotgun speaker cables. The WT was with nary aglitch, and, once aligned, it
stayed aligned. But though Ifound that
set up on aBright Star Gibraltar Three
the WT was easily and infinitely adrack, asuper-stable, sand-filled design
that incorporates an air-suspension base justable, it was not aperfect match for
every cartridge. It worked beautifully
and, in this case, aBright Star Big Rock
with the Grado, very well if not quite as
sandbox as its top plate.
well with two different Benz-Micro
Assembling the Reference 'table and
LO4s, and not at all with aClearaudio
arm was straightforward —all necessary
Gamma Gold. The Gamma is adynatools, fluids, and widgets are supplied,
mite match for my Immedia RPM-2;
and the instructions are clear and easy to
on the WT, it sounded washed-out,
follow. There were some minor annoycongested, and lifeless.
ances, however.
When fitted with the Benz-Micro
First, when the arm is locked down,
it provides for only anarrow range of or Grado, the Well Tempered Reference had a big, dynamic, musically
adjustment of overhang and tracking
engaging sound. After spending the
angle; and any major adjustment (je,
early part of one evening reading and
changing cartridges) requires disassemlistening to CDs, Idropped John Melbling the 'table to loosen the tonearm's
lencamp's The Lonesome Jubilee (Merlocking nut from underneath.
cury 832 465-1) on the WT and cued
Second, the supplied protractor made
up "Cherry Bomb." The first rimshot
it difficult to accurately set overhang. The
had me grinning, and about three notes
cartridge is set on the spindle, putting the
in, the phrase "It don't mean athing if
stylus well above the protractor —which
it ain't got that swing" popped into my
is down on the platter. True, you can hold
or prop up the protractor, but aguide that head — to which Iappended, "and this
allowed the stylus to rest directly on it thing really swings!"
The Reference's performance exwould make the process easier. Some
celled in several respects. One was realmeans of fine-tuning the tracking force
ly obvious: its stability. This showed up
would be another nice touch; the arm's
as superb pace and timing, and in
textured surface makes it difficult to preimages that were absolutely stable in
cisely locate the counterweight.
their size and placement within the
Enough nit-picking. Once the WT is
soundstage. In comparison, some other
'tables I've used — even VPI's omnipo3The Fountainhead plinth and Black Damped platter
tent TNT IV—sounded abit uncerwere reviewed in Stereophik in, respectively, Vol.17
tain at times. The piano image on
No.10 and Vol.16 No.4.
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Reference

Artur Rubinstein's recording of
Brahms' Piano Concerto 1 (RCA/
Classic LSC-1831) was agood example:
rock-solid with the WT, but with the
TNT or Immedia RPM-2 it seemed to
move around abit and change size with
volume and pitch —its own, and that of
the surrounding orchestra.
The WTs pitch stability was actually
superb. Notes were solid and true, from
aclean leading edge through adense,
well-balanced mix of fundamental and
harmonics, and on to anatural decay.
The combination gave instruments and
voices, indeed the entire performance, a
satisfying solidity and density. Rubinstein's piano on the Brahms disc showed
this off, but areally great example was
Laurindo Almeida's guitar on the LA4's
Just Friends (Concord Jazz CJD-1001),
particularly the opening of the title cut.
Each note started with asnap and built
into arich, steady ring.
Another component of the WT's
vivid sound was its reproduction of
mac-rodynamic gradients, particularly in
the midrange. The difference between
the softest and loudest passages always
seemed alittle larger than Iwas expecting; as aresult, crescendos were abit
more spectacular. Even commercial
rock albums like The Lonesome Jubilee
had an immediacy and aclean, explosive
sound that were reminiscent of adirectto-disc recording.
The WT's reproduction of large
tempo changes was also excellent. Differences between fast and slow passages —
between alanguid oboe line and astaccato burst of massed, plucked violins, for
example — seemed a bit larger. Two
tracks in which the tempo shifts gears
midway and the song takes off are
"That's All," from the Ray Brown Trio's
Soutar Energy (Concord Jazz/Bellaphon
LELP 111), and "We Belong Together,"
from Rickie Lee Jones' Pirates. With the
WT, those speed ups didn't just occur,
they reached out, grabbed me, and slingshot me along.
As the music moved up or down from
the midrange, the WTs solidity, snap,
and punch gradually diminished. On the
Martinon/Paris reading of Prokofiev's
Symphony 7(RCA/Classic LSC-2288),
the cellos and woodwinds were dynamic
and well defined throughout. Conversely, adescending bass line near the opening slowed, decreased in size, and
became increasingly indistinct as the
pitch descended. The situation was mirrored on the top end, where triangles,
piccolos, and the highest piano notes
were rolled off abit and noticeably less
precise than, say, aflute or violin.
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Your System Is Drinking From The Sewer!
audioquest

Save up to 60% on Audioquest AC Cords
If AC power were water, your audio and video components would be drinking from the sewer! That's afact. Flic quality of our AC power is worse
than ever. And it continues to degrade as radio and cellular phone transmissions increase. Plus, the rapidly increasing number of computers and
digital A/V components being used in your home and the homes around you are having sonically degrading effects on your system.
Adding ahigh quality AC power filter is agood start in dealing with some of these AC related problems. And we recommend adding one to any
quality system. But the single most overlooked component in most audio and video systems is the AC power cord.
We are often asked how apower cord can have any effect on performance in an audio/video system. Let's take alook...
All the way from the power station to the wall outlet, AC cable is solid. Nothing at all like the stranded cords supplied with virtually all high end
components.
If you were to simply replace your stock cords with the wiring found in the wall, the improvement would be obvious.
The primary cause of distortion in apower cable is electrical and magnetic interference between strands. Audioquest power cables eliminate this
problem by using multiple solid conductors made from their own superior quality LGC copper. Each solid conductor is electrically and magnetically
isolated by its own application of dielectric material.
The helical array of the multiple solid conductors provide ahigh level of airborne RFI rejection. But to guarantee that nothing gets thru, Audioquest
attacks the problem with brute force by installing their specially tuned ferrite RF1 filter on each cable.
The thorough design of the Audioquest cable not only eliminates the problems caused by stock cords, but it goes much further by dealing with the
serious problems of RH induced distortions. All in all, you get awell engineered product that yields avaluable improvement in sound and visual
quality, for afraction of the price demanded by other high end cable manufacturers.
Two models are available. The AC15-1.6 is suitable with all components except for extremely large power amplifiers. For those of you who do own a
mammoth power amplifier, the larger AC12-3.3 is the best choice. Plug options are also available, ranging from the standard high grade plugs pictured
above, to the upgraded Hubbell AC plug and/or Schurter 1EC.
12 awg (3.3 sq mm) each
Hors
Neutrals
Earth

AC12-3.3
Electrically and magnetically
isolated conductors

18 awg solid
LGC copper

Model

Length

List

Sale

AC15-1.611
AC15-1.6H
AC15-1.6H
AC15-1.6H
AC15-1.6
AC15-1.6
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.31-1
AC12-3.3
AC12-3.3

1meter
2meter
3meter
4meter
2meter
4meter
1meter
2meter
3meter
4meter
2meter
4meter

$109
$120
$131
$142
$98
$120
$199
$224
$249
$274
$195
$245

$39.95
$49.95
$59.95
$69.95
$44.95
$64.95
$79.95
$99.95
$114.95
$129.95
$89.95
$119.95

50% Off on May Audio D-Box Powered Subs
Among low priced subs, May Audio's D-Box 300 & 500 are two
of the most musically accurate units you'll find. Unlike other low
priced subs, D-Box bass is smooth, quick and defined. Because a
musically accurate woofer is not always the most exciting woofer
for movie sound effects, D-Box incorporates aspecial video EQ
circuit that can be turned on when desired. Both models have a
built-in high-current power amp using discrete bipolar outputs
and awhopping 4.5db to 6db of headroom. You also get
selectable crossover points, variable phase correction, auto turn on
circuit, line and speaker level inputs, and spiked feet. We made aspecial purchase on a
small overstock of these unit and don't expect them to last long at these prices. Hurry!
Prier 5700
1.506
Lill

$249

95

10"
•100/300

watt

HCM

$349 95

•ir

•125/500 watt

15 awg (1.6 sq. mm) each
Earth
Neutrals
Hots

AC15-1.6
18 awg solid
LGC copper

Electrically and magnetically
isolated conductors

Staticstage Isolation Platform

Limited quantity available!

Lot Price $ufe

The Atacama Audio Staticstage Isolation
$5995
Platform from the UK is designed to fit
under standard size components to reduce
the negative effects of vibration. It utilizes four high
performance FoculPods and is finished in a durable
black textured coating. 50% off only while supply lasts!

Get the rest of the deals on the web at:

www.hcmaudio.com

800-222-3465 • 530-345-1341 • Fax 530-345-7269
Audio
2725 Hwy 32 West, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail address: info@hcmaudio.com
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Well
Imentioned the WT's excellent portrayal of images. It did an excellent job
with the overall soundstage as well. Its
perspective was slightly more distant
than that of the VP! or Immedia —as if
my seat had been moved back asection.
The actual soundstage was also abit
recessed, beginning slightly behind the
plane of the speakers, and was somewhat shallower than the other turntables'. It was very wide, however, and
maintained its width unusually well to

the very back of the stage. The stage
rear was wonderfully illuminated as
well, and images—even in the far back
corners — weren't diminished in size or
the least bit blurred.
The WT slightly exaggerated the
upper-bass/lower-midrange region, giving it awarm tonal balance. Cellos in
particular, and the upper end of double
basses, had more weight and bloom than
they should have. On both Soular Ellt7e
and the LA4 disc, there was an obvious

Tempered

Reference

change in the weight and bloom of Ray
Brown's bass as he traversed the instrumenes range.
The WT had afaint overall texture, a
slight gauze woven into the fabric of the
music. It wasn't huge, obvious only in
direct comparisons with the VP! TNT
or CDs. The most noticeable effects
were aslight obscuring of low-level and
inner detail and aloss of fine microdynamics. It wasn't as easy to distinguish
individual instruments within an

The Mechanics of the Well Tempered Tonearm
obegin with, this pivoting arm
has no pivots. The arm is susT
pended, from an overhanging frame,

at the ends of two short lengths of
nylon monofilament (fishing leader).
These lines are not even attached to
the arm itself, but to opposite edges
of ametal disc, from whose center
rises athin metal column that the arm
proper is attached to. The disc is suspended in acup full of silicone damping fluid ... viscous damping is still
the best system ever devised for stabilizing tonearm behavior.
At the top of the suspension frame
are two small parallel metal strips,
with two tiny holes drilled next to
one another. The monofilaments
supporting the arm pass through
these holes. A vernier thumbscrew
next to the holes adjusts the spacing
between the strips; with the strips
closest together, the spacing between
the holes is so small that the arm is
essentially supported from asingle
point.... this supplies no force to the
arm except that which counteracts
gravity. But as the holes are moved
farther apart, the suspension becomes
increasingly dual. In conjunction with
the weight of the arm, this applies a
twisting force. The result is frictionless antiskate bias.
At the top of the frame, one filament
is anchored to ascrew and the other
wraps around the shaft of asmall knob.
Routing the knob changes the length of
one filament, to set azimuth... As you
might begin to see, some real ingenuity
went into the design of the VITA.
This is one of the easiest of all tonearms to install. It requires only asingle
small hole in the armboard. And
that's it! Through that small hole passes asingle long bolt, ahalf-inch sleeve
fits over this bolt, and the entire tonearm frame fits over the sleeve. The
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The Well Tempered Arm's armtube is suspended by two lengths of monofilarnent
fishing line.

frame is free to slide up and down the
sleeve until locked in place by another
knurled knob — VTA adjustment
requires no tools, and can be carried
out, with care, even while the record
is playing!
—J. Gordon Holt
Sterevphik August 1985

Note: In the years since JGH wrote
the above, WT has improved the arm's

adjustability even more. Arm height is
now finely adjustable via an Allen
wrench inserted into the top of the arm
post. Damping, too, is easily and finely
adjustable. The fluid cup is threaded—
using very fine threads—into the arm
base, so rotating the cup moves it vertically with respect to the suspended disc,
thus varying the damping.
—BD
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Ella Fitzgerald and Louis
Armstrong /Ella And Louis
LP =AVEC 4003 $30.00

The Oscar Peterson Trio /
Night Train
LP =AVER 8538 $30.00

Getz /Gilberto
LP =AVER 8545 $30.00

Ben Webster
Quintet /Soulyille
LP =AVER 8274 $30.00

SWAN LAI< F
ANSI- It

Gabriel Faure — Pelléas et

Bach — The Musical
Offering /The Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra /
Karl Munchinger
LP =ADEC 2204 $30.00

Mélisande (Suite). Pénélope
(Prélude), Masques et
bergamasquest Claude
Debussy -Petite Suite /OSR
/Ernest Ansermet
LP =ADEC 2303 $30.00

DECCA

'

Beethoven — Complete
Incidental Music to Goethe's
Egmont /Pilar Lorengar /
Klaus-Jurgen Wussow /VPO
/George Szell
LP =ADEC 6465 $30.00

Tchaikovsky — Swan Lake
(ballet) /L'Orchestre de la
Suisse Romande /Ernest
Ansermet
LP =2107/8 $55.00 (2 LP)

Bruckner —Symphony No 4/
Pl-t0/ Klemperer
LP =AEMI 2569 $30.00

Strauss - Don Quixote /Op.
35 /Till Eulenspiegels /
Berlin Phil. Orch. /Kempe
LP =AEMI 326 $30.00

EMI
Maria Callas -Operatic
Recital/Arias /Philharmonia
Orch./Seraf in
LP =AEMI 1231 $30.00

Ce
Jtmmy D Lane /Legacy
LP =AAPO 2005 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2005 $16.00

Jimmie Lee Robinson /
Remember Me
LP =AAPO 2006 $25 00
CD =CAPO 2006 516.00

t.

Jacqueline Du Pré —
Cello Concerto /Janet Baker — Sea Pictures
/Sir John Barbirolli /LSO
LP .AEMI 655 $30.00

API:0

. AMI

1111111.11 STUDIO/
Ercludes Jimmy
Lane Legacy

Little Hatch

LP ,AAPO 2007 S25 00
CO =CAPO 2007 S16 00

Eomot RaSun /Three Days
Walkin'
LP =AAPO 2008 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2008 $16.00

Weepin .Willie /At Last On
Time
LP =AAPO 2009 $25.00
CO =CAPO 2009 $16.00

The Complete Music &Video Library S
To Order Call

14110e716e553

A convenient,
innovative solution

Or visit us on the web at
wwwacousticsounds.corn

for keeping track of
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videos or anything
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A$5 value
FREE with any order!

audiophiles! Search
thousands of entries
with aclick of your
mouse with splitsecond response
time.
Keeptrack $59.95

SI

3 9- HD
DISKE TIE

Download a FREE DEMO!
from the Keepfrak Websile al acoushcsounds.com!

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'e
PO Box 1905. Salina. Kan. 67402-1905 USA
(785) 825-8609 • FAX (785) 825-0156

Well
dimensionality, or reproduction of air
between and around images.
The WT handled large-scale dynamic and tempo transitions superbly, but
fell short of the TNT's resolution at the
finer end, capturing fewer of the lovely
little subtleties that give a voice or
instrument character. Finally, the WT
excelled in the midrange, but the
TNT's performance extends much further toward the frequency extremes.
My notes on the WT are full of
superlatives; those on the TNT describe
additional detail, subtlety, and increased
musical involvement. But remember: at
about $9500, the TNT IV is nearly
twice as expensive.
Ialso compared the Well Tempered
to my Immedia RPM-2 'table/arm
combo, and came away preferring the
WT The WT sounded more stable,
locking an orchestra and all its sections
firmly in place in the soundstage. With
the RPM-2, the orchestra sometimes
seemed to be floating abit. The Reference also produced denser, more tangible images, and overall amuch more
vivid, vibrant presentation. On Mellencamp's The Lonesomefuhilee, the WT had
Comparisons and value
alot more slam, impact, and ... well,
The Well Tempered Reference acquitted
swing than the RPM-2.
itself well in comparisons with the VP!
Although the WT's tonal balance was
TNT IV. The Reference had abig, vivid,
overly warm, Ipreferred it to the Immemusically engaging sound, awarm, liquid
character, and uncanny stability. It was a dia's, which erred on the other side —a
bit too cool, even pale and harmonically
delight to use and, overall, an excellent,
threadbare at times. The bass runs in the
thoroughly enjoyable turntable. Its stabilProkofiev Symphony 7, for example,
ity bested that of the VPI TNT IV, but it
couldn't match the TNT in some other were abit better defined with the RPM2than with the WT setup, but waaaaay
areas. The Well Tempered wasn't nearly
down in amplitude. Cellos, too, lacked
as neutral, or as articulate in its resolution
weight and body, robbing the orchestra
of detail. The WT also couldn't match
of its foundation and power.
the TNT's soundstage depth, image

orchestral section as with the TNT, or
to follow alow-level countermelody
beneath alouder passage.
Because of the loss of low-level detail,
the air around images didn't seem quite
as alive as with the VP! 'table. The interface between images and the surrounding space was distinct with the WE but
not quite as natural as with the TNT
Listen to the horns at the back of the
stage on Jaime Laredo's performance of
Mozart's Violin Concerto 3 (RCA
LSC-2472). With the Well Tempered,
they were nicely placed and surrounded
by acushion of air —just not quite as
tangible as with the VPI.
'This isn't to say that the WT was a
slouch at resolving detail. On "Sweet
Jane," from the Cowboy Junkies' The
Trinity Session (RCA/Classic RTH 8568),
the WT clearly resolved the rimshots'
cascading echoes as they bounced around
the church. It's just that the VPI allowed
similar, lower-level echoes that trailed the
other instruments and voices to be heard,
and lent additional complexity and detail
to the images themselves.

Associated Equipment
Analog front-ends: VP! TNT IV
turntable with JMW Memorial 12"
tonearm; Immedia RPM-2 turntable
and tonearm; Grado The Reference,
Micro-Benz L04, Clearaudio Gamma Gold cartridges.
Digital front-ends: Ultech UCD100, CAL CL-15 CD players; Denon DVD-3000 DVD player.
Preamplification: Sonic Frontiers
Phono Iphono stage and Line 3
preamplifier, VAC CPA1 Mk.II preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Sonic Frontiers
Power 3, Mark Levinson No20.6,
and VTL Ichiban monoblocks, VAC
Renaissance 70/70.
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Loudspeakers: Thiel CS72, Genesis
200, Magnepan L6 Q/11, Thiel CS23.
Cables: Nirvana S-L, JPS, Kimber,
Synergistic Research, MIT
Accessories: VP! 16.5 LP cleaner,
Decca record brush, Sumiko Fluxbuster, Denessen Soundtractor, Shure
stylus-force gauge, Immedia Needle
Nektar, StyLAST stylus fluids; Echo
Busters room-treatment products;
PAC, MIT, Nirvana AC systems;
Nordost, Music Fidelity CD treatments; SheffielcVXL0, Stereophile,
Mobile Fidelity test CDs; Bright Star
isolation systems, Tiptoes; Bright
Star, VPI, Merrill equipment stands.
—Brian Diunkroger

Tempered

Reference

Two caveats: First, my RPM-2 is the
original version and several years old.
It's anice 'table in itself, but not representative of current models, which list
for about $7500. Second, my head-tohead comparisons were done using the
Grado Reference, which isn't agood
match for the Immedia. Fitted with the
Clearaudio Gamma, my faithful old
RPM-2 is avery good-sounding turntable. It wasn't, however, as natural or as
musically engaging as the Well Tempered/Grado setup. The Immedia/
Clearaudio combo sounded more detailed and better delineated instruments
within an orchestral section, but seemed
to do so by highlighting the edges of
notes and images rather than capturing
the inner details themselves.
Bottom line
The Well Tempered Reference is an
unusual, clever bit of engineering and
an excellent turntable. Its strengths are
its simplicity, ease of use and optimization, stability, and vivid dynamic sound.
Compared to the best I've heard,
regardless of price, its major shortcomings are an obscuring of low-level and
inner detail, and atonal balance on the
warm side of neutral.
Iwould spend the additional money
for the TNT IV —but then, the sort of
subtleties that the TNT does better figure very highly on my audio scorecard,
and the value of my LP collection dwarfs
the $4000 difference in price. However,
Iunhesitatingly recommend the Well
Tempered to someone considering
spending about $5500 on an analog rig,
particularly if their listening tastes
seemed to be amatch for its strengths
and personality.
And Louie?
Pik' Got the World on aString is the perfect
match for the Well Tempered. Armstrong's voice is warm, rich, and enveloping, with a great sense of body and
weight. The simple arrangement and
staging played to the Well Tempered's
strengths and downplayed its weaknesses. The images were all dense and rocksolid, the overall effect luscious and
honey-sweet. The warm tonal balance
and intrinsic character dovetailed nicely
with the recording, making it, if anything,
even more intimate and enveloping.
"I've ,got the world on astring, sitting on the
rainbow
Got the string around my finger, what alife-,
Mama, I'm in love"
Rube Goldberg, meet Louie Armstrong.
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Paradigm Reference
Servo-15 powered subwoofer
V

E

mile Durkheim (1858-1917) once
wrote, "The less limited one feels,
the more intolerable all limitation
appears."' Although directed at the paradoxical observation that suicide rates are
higher in newly prosperous countries
than in those mired in poverty, his comment applies equally well to subwoofers.
Why? When an aftermarket subwoofer provides multiple adjustable settings for different satellite and main
speakers and listening environments, an
owner's choices greatly expand. If finding
the best match means trying too many
combinations of adjustments, the result is
anomie — Durkheines term for increasing
stress associated with abreakdown in the
subtle rules of social conduct.
Which brings me to the Paradigm
Reference Servo-15, acompact, selfpowered, servo-corrected subwoofer
with multiple control settings. John
Atkinson, measuring the Servo-15 as
part of the Paradigm Reference Active/
450 system for J. Gordon Holes review
in the November 1998 Stereophile Guide
to Houle Theater (p.98), noted that "the
owner .... enjoys considerable flexibility
in getting the system to blend optimally
in the room."
For this review, Itested the Servo-15
system with the Quad ESL-63, abass1Émile Durkheim,Sirkirle. pp246-260. The Fro:
1951.

PreNS

(GlenCOC, IL),

Description: active, front-firing, sealedenclosure, servo-controlled, closedloop, audio/video subwoofer system
with outboard X-30 crossover/control
module. Drive-unit: 15" Kevlar-fiber
reinforced composite cone with 2.1"
voice-coil, 1" maximum excursion. Frequency response: 14-150Hz, ±2dB.
Total harmonic distortion: <0.3% at
50Hz, 90dB SPL Amplifier: 400W RMS
continuous output Input impedance:
20k ohms.
Controls: Subwoofer: level, 3-way
power switch (Off/Signal Sense/
Always On); IEC detachable line cord
socket; single-ended input connector
(RCA jack). Control module front
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non power-on switch (Off, Signal
Sense, Always On). This panel also has a
detachable AC IEC jack for the AC
power cord. That the Servo-15 accepts
only a single line-level, unbalanced
interconnect could be aproblem: its
Description
lengthy single-ended cable — necessary
Iliked the ruggedness and build quality
of this compact subwoofer the minute I to place the sub in an optimal spot in the
listening room —could be more prone
pulled it out of its shipping carton. Its
to hum than abalanced cable would be.
sealed enclosure is constructed from
The massive 15" driver occupies most
heavily braced, 1"-thick MDF, and a
of the enclosure's front panel. Constructremovable, MDF-framed grille snaps
ed from asturdy composite reinforced
into the front baffle. Four 1
4 "plastic
/
with Kevlar fiber with amultilayer surfeet — replaceable with spikes — raise
round, the driver sits in adie-cast aluthe Servo-15 off the floor. The rear,
minum chassis. The cone has a1" range
metal service panel contains the amplifier's heatsink and just two controls: a of excursion. Its motor assembly employs
three 6" ceramic magnets, and has a
bass-level rotary dial, and athree-posiflared center vent—like abass-reflex
port — that reduces the "chuffing"
sounds of air moved by the driver. Two
shorting rings around the pole-piece help
improve linearity and heat dissipation.
The voice-coil consists of a2.1"-diameter aluminum former 1.4" long, to
which is bonded the "instrumentationgrade" accelerometer. This is used by a
closed-loop servo circuit to compare the
subwoofer cone's movements to the
input waveform. As well as the servo circuit, the 400W amplifier is controlled by
apatented limiter circuit designed to
prevent excessive driver motion.
The biggest physical difference beParadigm Reference Servo-15 powered subwoofer
tween the Servo-15 and other aftermar-

shy electrostatic speaker notoriously hard
to blend with subwoofers. Would the
Servo-15's elaborate controls facilitate a
better match, or just produce anomie?

panel: Phase (0-180°), Low-Pass Frequency Cutoff sonic filter (35-150Hz
active low-pass filter, 18dB/octave
active filter), Bass Level continuous.
Control module rear panel: RCA single-ended inputs, outputs for two
subwoofers, three pairs of RCA jacks
for high-pass outputs (50Hz, 80Hz,
120Hz active high-pass filter, 18dB/
octave), AC power jack, "wall wart"
power supply.
Dimensions: 20" (508mm) H by 18"
(457mm) W by 21.75" (552mm) D. X30 control module: 7.25" (184mm) W
by 1.8" (48mm) H by 5" (125mm) D.
Weights: subwoofer, 78 lbs (35.5kg);
control module, 2.7 lbs (1.2kg).

Finishes: black ash laminate; light
cherry or rosenut wood veneer, add
8250.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
11139.
Price: 81500. Approximate number
of dealers: 250. Warranty: 3 years,
home use only. Does not cover thermal damage.
Manufacturer: Paradigm, 205 Annagem Blvd., Mississauga, Ontario L5T
2V1, Canada. Tel: (905) 564-1994.
Distributor: AudioStream, M.P.O. Box
2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302. Tel:
(905) 632-0180. Fax: (905) 6320183. Web: www.paradigm.ca
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Paradigm
ket subwoofers is the external location of
its controls. These reside in the X-30, a
separate crossover module linked to the
subwoofer by aheavy 23' RCA-to-RCA
connector cable. The X-30 includes two
filter networks, both with 18dBloctave
slopes: an active high-pass for setting the
lower-frequency extension of the satellite
and main speakers, and an active lowpass for setting the upper-frequency extension of the subwoofer.
The front panel's continuous rotary
controls allow you to set the subwoofer's level, tune the low-frequency
cutoff between 35 and 150Hz, and
adjust the Servo-15's phase between 0
and 1800.
2The X-30's rear panel accepts
single-ended inputs from the preamplifier, and there are two blended-mono
output RCA jacks — one with adjustable phase, one without — for up to two
Servo-15s. To drive the satellite/main
speakers' amplifier, the rear panel sports
50Hz, 80Hz, and 120Hz RCA output
jacks. AC power comes from asmall
wall wart, whose short cable plugs into
the X-30's rear panel.
The ru 141edness of its driver, the sturdiness of its mounting hardware, the satin
feel of its cabinet —all in all, Ifound the
Servo-15's fien'finish to be first-rate. In a
marketplace of lookalike black-cube subwoofers, the Servo-15 stands out as one
of the best built. Because of this high
quality, Iwas disappointed that the
Servo-15 did not have balanced XLR
input/output connectors, defeatable
high-pass filters, low AC voltage shutoff;
or awireless remote for adjusting its output from the listening chair.
Setup
Ican't say Ienjoyed installing the Paradigm Reference Servo-15 in my system —it took me more than three weeks
to test different control settings and room
locations. During this time Iattempted—
with varying degrees of success—to tune
the Servo-15 to three different main/
satellite loudspeakers: the Quad ESL-63,
the Dynaudio 3.0, and the B&W 805
Nautilus. Iused asignal generator, played
all of my "special bass" CDs, and occasionally switched back to my comparison
subwoofer, the Velodyne FSR-18, to
recalibrate my ears. For all listening comparisons, the bass-level controls of the
FSR-18 and Servo-15 were set to produce
similar output levels of pink noise.
2When JGH reviewed the Servo-15 in SGHT, he suggested that its phase control made sense when distances
from the listener to the subwoofer and to the main speakers were not identical. Adjusting the phase of the subwoofer could prevent the cancellation of bass signals that
reach the listener from different sources at different times.
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Imoved the Paradigm sub around, first
into corners and then to the center of the
rear wall behind the main speakers, about
3' behind the Quad ESL-63's grilles and
10' from my listening chair. The review
took place in my 5500-ft3listening room:
25' long by 13' wide, with a12' semicathedral ceiling and arear area that
opens into alarge kitchen. Some subwoofers have overloaded ungracefully
when played at high volumes into this
large area. As aresult, it's no surprise
that, when I've asked asubwoofer to
deliver 20-25Hz bass notes, it's the big
ones —18" drivers with lots of amplifier
power — that have done best. Still, Ihad
high hopes for the compact Servo-15.
Imatched the satellite and main
speakers to the Sevo15 by adjusting the
X-30's controls from my listening chair.
This required hauling out and connecting ahuge, multicolored nest of cables
and wires, including ayellow, industrialgrade 100' extension cord for the X-30's
AC supply, 20' of heavy-duty AudioQuest Topaz interconnects to connect
the X-30 to the Mark Levinson No334
power amplifier, and another 15' run of
Levinson interconnect cable to reach the
Mark Levinson ML-7A preamplifier.
Bass sources for this calibration included
asteady 42Hz sinewave from the signal
generator, or the repetitive bass drum
on "Cosmo
Old Friend" from the
Sneakers soundtrack CD (Columbia CK
53146). Ialso used Natalie Merchant's
"One Fine Day," from the soundtrack
album of the same name (Columbia
CK 69716), to identify the best X-30
high-pass option. Merchant's voice
sounded too thin using the 120Hz highpass output jacks; the 50Hz jacks produced amore natural vocal timbre and
gave the strongest stand-up bass sound
in my listening room.
For all tests and listening, the Servo15's rear-panel volume control was left
at its middle position (-46dB). The X30's front-panel controls ended up set as
follows: Phase, 80° or 90°; Low-Pass,
100Hz or 120Hz; Bass Volume, -64
(B&W 805 Nautilus) or -59dB (Quad
ESL-63). Minor bass-level adjustments
were made for different CDs.
Clean sweep
Idrove the X-30/Servo-15 with 60Hz10Hz sinewaves from the Heathkit
sinewave generator to check its bass
extension and output level by ear, setting the level high enough to see considerable cone excursion. As noted by
other reviewers,3 the Servo-15's output
seemed to drop as the frequency descended. Sweeping the generator sine-

Reference

Servo-15

wave up from 10Hz, Isensed air pressure on my face and felt vibrations
beginning at 17Hz, where the output
was clean, with no sign of higher-order
harmonics. Listening to the subwoofer
play music by itself — using "Gnomus,"
from Jean Guillou's pipe-organ transcription of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition (Dorian DOR-90117) — the
output was ultra-clean, solid, tight, and
free from rattles, static, or other spurious sounds. This is exactly the kind of
performance I've come to expect from
the best servo-controlled subwoofers.
The sound of music
First, the not-so-good news: While the
Servo 15 reached all the deepest bass
notes, it did not increase the punch or
bass heft of the Quads. Each time Iplayed
the ponderous synthesizer notes of "Assault on Ryan's House" (from James Horner's Patriot Games soundtrack, RCA
66051-2), the Servo-15's output was just
too precise to startle or frighten me. The
well-recorded bass drum in Libeny Fanfare,
on the National Symphonic Winds'
Winds ofWar and Peace (Wilson Audiophile
WCD-8823), seemed too polite over the
Servo-15 in my room. Some compression
was evident in the decay of sound that
followed each bass-drum whack, which,
rather mechanically, intensified and shut
off with the Servo-15 rather than gradually fading, as it did with the now-discontinued Velodyne FSR-18.
Itried — with limited success— to
improve the Servo-15's cautious bass
character in my large listening room by
adjusting the X-30's controls. What
made soundwave-generated tones sound
perfect produced deep bass with excellent pitch but not enough punch. The X30's phase and low-frequency cutoff controls could not increase the Quad's bass
slam when they were augmented with
the Servo-15. Try as Imight, no phase or
bass-level setting on the X-30 completely
cured the Quad/Servo-15's tendency
toward thin midbass —a suckout caused,
Iassume, by the Quad's bacicwave canceling more of the Servo-15's output
than of the Velodyne's. Each time I
thought I'd finally gotten the Servo-15's
bass impact so it qualitatively matched the
FSR-18's, I'd go back the next day and
find Ihadn't succeeded.
It took amore expensive, 18" servo subwoofer — the Velodyne FSR-18 —to
overcome the challenges imposed by the
room and the Quad dipoles. In level3D13. Keck showed (n Audio, April 1998, p.70) that the
Servo-15's limiter "put acap on the maximum sound
pressure level" and "allowed the subwoofer to generate
133dB SPL at 40Hz but only about 98dB at 20Hz-"
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matched comparisons, the Velodyne
FSR-18, which cost $1000 more than the
Servo-15, bested it by having more bass
slam, greater deep-bass extension, quicker bass-transient performance, and better
ability to expand the Quad's dynamic
range. This should be no surprise; the
FSR-18's physical specifications differ
substantially from the Servo-15's. The
driver has 44% more surface area, its
excursion is double that of the Servo-15's,
its enclosure volume is 0.8ft3 greater, its
amplifier is three times as powerful, and
the sub itself has 20dB greater rated peak
SPL output. These differences enabled
the FSR-18/Quad combination to really
shake my room, reproducing bass-drum
whacks with powder-keg slam, while the
Servo-15 had "merely" excellent bass.
The good news is that the Servo-15,
when teamed with excellent dynamic
monopole speakers such as the Dynaudio Contour 3.0 and the B&W Nautilus
805, had outstanding tonal accuracy,
great timbre, and clear, deep bass pitch.
With these speakers, the Servo-15 was a
champion at resolving bass detail and
instrumental color. Drum-head timbre
was evident in the bass-drum strokes that
open La Fiesta Mexicana: Prelude and Aztec
Dance, from Fiesta (Reference Recordings
RR-38CD). Pitch changes in Joel Goodman's very deep synthesizer chords on
"Silk Road," from IChing's Of the Marsh
and the Moon (Chesky W0144), were
clear and decisive. Glen Moore's doublebass notes on "The Silence of aCandle,"
from Oregon's Beyond Words (Chesky
JD130), were ultra-clean and well
damped, with distinct tonal steps. Bass
lines were instantly resolvable, with precise pitch definition and articulation.
The X-30's volume controls could be
adjusted with each CD to coax the best
performance from the Servo-15. Listening to David Hudson's didgeridoo on
"Rainforest Wonder" (Didgeridoo Spirit,
Indigenous Australia IA2003 D), for
example, Iwas able to crank up the X30's volume control to achieve the same
deep, raspy, throbbing sound that Iheard
with the Revel Salon. On other CDs, I
preferred the Contour 3.0, B&W 805
Nautilus, or Revel Salon driven fullrange without asubwoofer.
The Servo-15 was particularly good in
the reproduction of sustained, solid bass,
such as pipe-organ pedal notes. Deep
chords were played with clarity, power,
and excellent pitch definition. There was
no sign of strain, overload, or clipping.
The B&W 805/Servo-15 combination
produced abass "lock" on my listening
room when organist Jean Guillou held a
deep pedal note, playing "Gnomus,"
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causing the room to shake. The Servo-15
reproduced the 32' pipes of the Great
Kleuker-Seinmeyer Organ of the Zürich
Tonhalle with sustained power, vibrating
the room, but did not interfere with the
instrument's flute and trumpet ranks. It
also reproduced rumbling organ-pedal
notes when Iplayed César Franck's Pièce
Héroïque on the Marcel Dupré Recital CD
(Mercury Living Presence 434 311-2).
Even more interesting were the sounds
of the church pipe organ on Elgar's The
Dream of German's, Part 1on Stereophile's
Test CD 2 (STPH004-2). The B&W
805/Servo-15 combo provided the
"sense of space" and clearly enunciated
the final solid organ-pedal chords that
"underpin the work's tonal foundations,"
as described in JA's liner notes.
The Servo-15's deep-bass extension
and pitch definition was best heard on
sustained deep-bass synthesizer notes
when combined with dynamic satellite
speakers. The subterranean chords that
open Emmylou Harris' "Deeper Wells"
(Spyboy, EM-25001-2) enveloped and
forcefully rolled over me, and the ultradeep but slightly airy synthesizer representing the ghosts in the opening selection of the Casper soundtrack CD
(MCA-11240) was captured perfectly.
Similarly, the Servo-15 gave just the right
weight to the distant and ethereal synthesizer bass that backs up "Silk Road" for
the soft, rainy acoustic landscape the
track depicts.

Conclusion
The Paradigm Servo-15 subwoofer system is recommended for medium to
small listening environments and dynamic main speakers. For such applications,
its $1500 price makes it an excellent
value in acompact, 75-lb subwoofer. It
offers servo-correction, low distortion,
ultra-clean deep-bass output, and outstanding tonal accuracy Its X-30 control
module gives it the flexibility necessary
to integrate with different types of
monopole dynamic loudspeakers. With
enough cable, the X-30 can be adjusted
from your listening chair, allowing lowpass filter and bass-level adjustments on
the fly.
But those interested in auditioning the
Servo-15 should first try it with highquality dynamic main/satellite speakers
before using it with dipole panel speakers
like the Quads. Despite the Servo-15's
superb engineering and excellent pitch
definition, its comparative lack of bass
slam, inability to expand the Quad's
dynamic range, and lack of quick bass
transient performance in my large listening room were disappointing. No matter
how many of the X-30's control settings I
tried, Icouldn't get more sock out of the
Servo-15/Quad ESL-63 combo. This
experience hasn't helped my love/hate
fascination with the Quad ESL-63, but it
sure increased my understanding of
Durkheim's anomie —and of the Paradigm Servo-15.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek LP12
turntable with Lingo power supply,
Ittok toneami, Spectral moving-coil
cartridge.
FM tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic, Rotel RI-l-10, Fanfare
FM-1, Magnum Dynalab MD108/Model 205 Sleuth RF amplifier,
Myryad T-100.
Digital source: Krell MD-1 CD
transport, Adcom GDA-700 D/A
processor.
Preamplification: Krell ICBL,
Mark Levinson ML-7A with L-2
phono section, Duntech MX-10
head amplifier.
Power amplifier: Mark Levinson
No334.
Loudspeakers: Snell Type A Reference system, Revel Salon, Dynaudio Contour 3.0, Quad ESL-63,
B&W 805 Nautilus; Velodyne FSR18 subwoofer.

Cables: Interconnects: 75 ohm Silver
Starlight digital coax, Madrigal CZ
Gel-1 balanced, Krell Cogelco Yellow
balanced, Bryston Balanced, Mark
Levinson HFC (with Camac connectors) single-ended, Randall Research
single-ended. Speaker cables: Mark
Levinson HFG10, PSC Pristine.
Accessories: Arcici, Sumiko Franklin & Lowell stands.
Test gear: Headdcit Model SQ 5218
Sine/Squarewave Audio Generator.
Burn-in: FM source for 12 hours,
followed by "Special Burn-in Noise
Track" (Stereophilds Test CD 3) for 12
hours.
Speaker placements: 5' from rear
wall, 3' from side walls, 8' feet apart,
8' from listening chair.
Listening positions: nearfield: 8'
away or 16.5' away; ear level for both
positions, 37" from the floor.
—Larry Greenhill
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Follow-Up
Robert
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1
Ultimate preamplifier
Ken Stevens is pretty hard on reviewers.
Oh, he's apleasant enough fellow, even
congenial. Unfortunately, he has abad
habit: Every couple of years he comes
out with an improved version of the
Convergent Audio Technology (CAT)
SL-1 preamplifier. This results in scads
of reviewer praise, which then leaves us
scrambling to find new superlatives
when he comes out with the next latestand-greatest version.
After the original Stereophile review of
the SL-1 Signature by Jack English
(Vol.15 No.12), it fell on me to do the
Follow-Ups on the Mk.I I(Vol.19 No.12)
and, most recently, the Mk.III (Vo121
No3). The SL-1 Signature was already
an excellent preamplifier —if not, it
would not have been awarded Product
of the Year in 1993 —but each new version has been better still.
The SL-1 Ultimate (price remains
$5950 including phono stage, $5350 for
the SL-1L line-stage-only model) differs
from the Mk.III in the following ways:
• more capacitors, of higher value,
added to the main circuit board;
•all capacitors are now custom-made
for CAT, and generate less internal
vibration than those previously used;
•more RC filters for better powerline-filter noise regulation;
•decoupled cascaded regulation across
the entire audio band, using MOSFETs
as regulators;
• associated components (resistors,
Zener diodes) increase the parts count
by 30 to 40 (Stevens couldn't tell me the
exact number);
•new proprietary wire used in internal
wiring (same gauge as before, but higherquality copper and better dielectric); and
•new circuit board, designed to accommodate the additional capacitors and
other components.
According to Ken Stevens, the idea for
the changes that led to the SL-1 Ultimate
came from his work on CATs huge JL1monoblock amplifiers. In refining the
JL-1 design, he came up with ascheme
for using power-supply capacitance that
resulted in significantly improved sound,
and he thought he could improve the
sound of the SL-1 by applying the same
Stereophile, August 1999

technique. What made him hesitate at
first was that he'd have to change the circuit board, which meant that previous
versions of the preamp would not be
upgradeable to the Ultimate —a move
that would not endear him to his loyal
customers. However, once he'd built and
heard the Ultimate prototype, he knew
that it had to be produced.

The upper midrange and
treble have apristine
clarity without in any way
sounding etched or clinical.
Nice kitty: When Isettled on the first
CAT SL-1 Signature as my reference
preamp, Idid so because it seemed to
offer the "musical" sound typical of tube
preamps, but with fewer colorations and
with noticeably higher resolution. Since
then, I've had achance to evaluate at
length several other high-end preamps,
both tube and solid-state, and although
there are some that Icould live with
easily — and there are definitely ones
whose ergonomics Iprefer (I'd like
remote control and afiner gradation of
volume) — Ihaven't heard one whose
sonic performance Ifelt was, overall,
superior to the CATs. And, with every
revision, the preamp changed in ways
that brought me closer to the music,
imposing less of its own personality —
clear evidence that the designer knows
what he's doing. The Ultimate advances
this process to an even higher level.
Manufacturer's hyperbole notwithstanding ("a HUGE reduction in grain
and mechanical sound... ALL other
preamps sound coarse and mechanical
by comparison," etc.), the improvement
that the Ultimate represents over the
Signature Mk.III is not such that you
wonder how you could have tolerated
listening to that old piece ofjunk. At the
same time, it's definitely not trivial. In
fact, Ithink Ken Stevens has managed
the trick that all the best high-end designers strive to pull off in their products: to provide you with greater musical detail without giving you more of

Deutsch

the electronic artifacts — or, alternatively, to reduce the electronic artifacts
while preserving the musical detail.
The Ultimate sounds even more
detailed and highly resolving than its predecessor, and there's a reduction —I'm
tempted to say an "elimination" —of the
"electronic" overlay (grain or haze) that
was previously present to adegree that I'd
thought was negligible. The entire range,
but particularly the upper midrange and
treble, has apristine clarity without in any
way sounding etched or clinical. The
term "listening fatigue" is not one Iwould
associate with the CAT in any of its incarnations, but the Ultimate sounds more
relaxed, more liquid, and draws me more
into the music. There is also an improvement in dynamics, the music seeming to
"breathe" with greater freedom. All of the
CATs other virtues are still there in full
force: an enormous soundstage with pinpoint imaging (speakers permitting),
extended and tonally neutral bass (this is
not a traditional warm-sounding preamp), very low noise level (approaching
that of the best solid-state preamps), and
timbral accuracy.
If you're aCAT owner, the introduction of the Ultimate places you in a
quandary. Given that previous versions
of the SL-1 can't be upgraded, should
you sell yours and get the Ultimate? If
you want the best, and money is not a
major factor, then of course you should.
If, like most of us, you would like to
have the best but must also consider the
cost, then you have to weigh the benefits of having abetter preamp vs improving some other part of the system. My
guess is that, in most systems, an SL-1
Signature of whatever vintage is not
likely to be the weak link. But... what
if you can get adecent price for your
preamp? Then you can get the
Ultimate, and then you'll know it's not
going to be the weak link. Oh, it's tough
being an audiophile.
If you're ready and able to move up
from an entry-level or middle-of-thepack preamplifier, here's my recommendation: Put the latest CAT at the
top of your short list. When you listen to it in the right system, you'll
likely conclude that its moniker is
entirely appropriate.
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GRADO
The
STATEMENT
$2500

"Scary how good this bargain sounds. Get one and
you'll be hooked on vinyl." Borderline Class B.
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. Class C $$$ 4/99 Planar 25

Michael Fremer
Planar 9 Class B $$$
.. .$2750 Exact Cartridge
$595
Planar 25 Class C $.55$ .. 1275 Elys Cartridge
$225
Planar 3 Class D $$$
$695 Super Bias Cartridge
$175
Planar 2 Class D
$499 Bias Cartridge
$125
Turntable Wall Shelf
$159 Spacers 2 or 4ml $15/Wrench $1

SUMIKO THOR25 Lehmann

..."It is among the finest cartridges I've ever heard at any price-"
-Stereophile 3/99 p. 41 The Statement Michael Fremer
"The finest fixed-coil cartridge I've ever heard, and one of the finestsounding cartridges I've ever heard-especially in the midrange-regardless of design," said MF -Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/99 Reference
Reference Class B $$$
.51200 Prestige Silver
$150
Master
Sonata Class C
Platinum Class C $$$
Prestige Gold

$800
$500
$300
$180

Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige

Red
Blue
Green
Black

SNIURE
The Return Of A Legend

$110
$80
$60
$40

NITTY GRITTY '
RECORD CARE PRODUCTS

New Tables
Anniversary
Special!

Pro-Ject 1.2
$319
Includes Oyster Cartridge
Pro-Ject Model 2
$495
Includes Oyster Cartridge
Pro-Ject Wood Classic .5749
Beautiful Maplewood Plinth

TD-190 plays 33/45/78 RPM
List Price
$570
Anniversary Price ...5449"

Pro-Ject Perspective ..$995
Clear Acrylic Base Plinth, Fully
Suspended

TD-280 MK IV
List Price
$540
Anniversary Price ...5399"

Comp. Class B US 4/99

Turntables
JA Michell Mycro
.51395
Basis 1400 package .$1995
Kuzma Stab! Basic ..51700
Sofa Moonbeam
$399
ThornesTD-325
$1180
Techniques SLBD22
.$199
Techniques SLBD20 ..5179
Teac PA 400
$149
Gemini PT-2000
$369"
Gemini PT-WOO
$299"
Gemini XL-500
$199"
Gemini XL-400
$149"
Gemini XL-100
$99.
Kenvvood KO 492 ... .5179"
Kenwood KO 291 ....5129"
Cartridges
Sumiko
Blue Point Special . . 5295
Blue Point
$195

Pearl
$95
Black Pearl
$75
Oyster
$45
Benz Glider
$750
Benz Gold/Silver
$350
Benz MC20E
$150
Denon DL-160
$180
Denon DL-110
5140
Goldring 1042
5249"
Dynavector 10X4
$325
Clear Audio Beta-s
5450
Phono Pre -Amps
Ear 834P Chrome
.S1195
Ear 834P Black
$895
Ear 834P MM Only . 5695
Ear MC3 Step-Up
$995
Ortofon T-20
$450
Creek OBH8
5200
Creek OBH8SE
5325
Creek OBH9
$249

rude technea
OC-9
List $400
Sale $200

,

audimuchnoca.
440ML
List $220
Sale $100

orlofon

MC 25 Fl
List $450
Sale $225
THORM
TD-295
List $99 .9"
Sale $799"
LC:CC LPs

223'

à,

Soc 1
4
/
$695
"You won't believe
your ears."
-Stereophile Rec.
Michael Fremer

X5-MC
$270
X3-MC
$220
XI-MC/MCP Class D .5135
0M-30 Super
$225
0M-20 Super
$150
0M-1010MP-10
$75
0M-510MP-5
$50
0M-310MP-3
$35
FF 15XE
$35
Parasound PPH-100
Music Hall MM-Fl

..5120
..$99'

0.E.D Disc Saver.
..579"
B-Tech BT-26
$49'
Record Mats
AO SorboGell Mat
$95
Ring Mat
$90
Ultra Mat Anti-static
$12
Gemini Mat
$6
Record Care
Last
'1 Power Cleaner
$28
'1 Power Cleaner
5152
'2 Record Preservative .$28
'2 Record Preservative $158
'3 Record Cleaner
517
'3 RCM Machine Fluid
$50
'4 Stylus Cleaner
$15
'5 Stylast Preservative
523
'1 & '2 Combo Kit
$49'

V15VxMR

$27.5

Stereophile Rec. Comp.
Class C S$S 4199
Shure M97HE
$100
Shure M94E
$65
Shure MP94E (T4P)
565
Shure M7OBX
$25
Shure M92E (T4P)
$25
Shure M78S (Mono) . .560

'2 & '3 Combo Kit
$40'
'4 & 5 Combo Kit
$34"
Record or Stylus Brush
.52"
Disc Doctor
$19" pint
Disc Doctor . ..530" quart
Disc Doctor . .549" 1/2 gal
Disc Doctor Brush ..$34"pr
Discwasher Brush
.519"
Discwasher Record Fluid $4
Discwasher Stylus Care $8"
Discwasher Stylus Fluid .53
Milty Zerostat Gun
$50
AO Brush
$20
Hunt EDA Brush
$25
Deeca Brush
$25
Gruv Glide
$25
Allsop Orbitrac
540
Record Clamps
Sota Reflex Clamp . .5189
Sota IClamp
$66

Mini Pro Fully Automatic$649
1.5FI Semi Automatic ..$449
1.5 Semi Automatic .. 5375
1.0 Manual Operation .5229
Record Master
$245
CD Master
$56
-Stereophile Rec. Comp 4/99
Mini Pro 2, 2.5FI, 1.5FI, 1.0
SSS
JA Michell Clamp

$50

Protractor & Misc.
DB Protractor
$40
MoFi Geo Disc
$30
Cardas Sweep Record. $25
Tweezeres
55"
KAB Strobe & Light . . 585
SME Stobe Disc
$50
Stylus Force Gauge
Shure SFG-2
$25
Tone-Arm Wrap
Tone-Arm Wrap
$20
Cartridge Demagnatizer
Benz ABCD-1
$199
XL0 Burn-In CD
$30
Tone-Arm Cables
Kimber Kable Tak
5350
AO S-4
5275
SW Maestro II
5180
XL0 PRO
$130
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VIBRAPOD

$6 each

VIBRAPOD Isolators Improve Bass
Definition and Depth Dynamics,
Detail Resolution Ambiance, Clarity
Soundstaging Video Images

Extremely pure solid FPC-6 copper
(99.99997%). RCA plugs are welded on using 8,000 amperes of current commingling the molecules.
actual
size

"A KR favorite....Vibrapods isolate
and enhance performance. Ikeep a
box of them around so that no component goes without".
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/99

Mga
_
,

•
•

Anniversary

$195 1meter pair

21 awg FPC-6 Copper
Air-Hyperlitz Insulation
-- -Polypropylene Isolating
Polypropylene Jacket
— Foil/Mylar Foil Shield
Silver Plated Drainwire
PVC Jacket

Ruby

$125 1meter pair

Extremely pure solid FPC copper
(99.997%). RCA plugs are welded
on using 8,000 amperes of current
commingling the molecules.
actual
size

Special!
Free $180 Kimber Kable Silver
Streak with purchase! The Silver
creates a magical synergy.

Silver Plated Drainwire
-- 22 awg FPC Copper
Polypropylene Insulation
Foil Shield
PP Filer
PVC Jacket

Planet Class B $$$
$795
-Stereophile Cover Story 2/98
"But at a whisker under $800, it
is an astronomical highend bargain." - Stereophile Rec. Comp.
Class B $55 4/99 JA

One of A Kind Items!
Rega Brio 35w integrated amp ..S..399"
Denon DCD 1650 CD player ...$699"
Audio Prism Foundation II. ...$399"
Vansevers Model 11 Digital . .5.229"
AMC CD-6 CD player
$199"
AO Diamond .5 meter pair ... 5399"
AO
AO
AO
AO

Quartz 1.5 meter pair
Quartz 2 meter pair
Ruby 3 meter pair
Turquoise 4 meter pair

$109"
$124"
$99"
$39"

AO Turquoise 5 meter pair

$44"

Topaz

$79 1meter pair

Extremely pure solid LGC copper
(99.97%).
"...uncolored at an affordable price.
Great value." -Stereophile Rec.
Comp. 4/99

XL
XL
X
X

$880
$655
$660
$580

8 foot pair
5 foot pair
8 foot pair
5 foot pair

Monocle Loudspeaker Cables
The most intimate union of amplifier & loudspeaker.
Twenty years of avant-garde manufacturing and engineering enable
Kimber Kable to offer the most significant sensible loudspeaker cables in
High End audio.
This collection of loudspeaker cables features many technologies developed during the Black Pearl' project. Now, we unite the performance and
ideals uncovered in that project with cost effective materials and procedures without sacrificing quality. The new cables are a statement of our
relentless pursuit of performance, quality and value.
Monocle Series-designed specifically for standard loudspeakers.Technology,
performance, sensibility.These words accurately describe the new Monocle
Series. Monocle brings an unprecedented price to performance ratio to the
audio cable world. The level of engineering, technology and beauty this
cable provides are without equal, especially considering its price. Monocle
offers increased dynamic range with greater speed and acceleration.Timbre,
space, detail, intimacy; the Monocle delivers the musical nuances and color with emotion, truth and realism.
We are proud to feature German made WBT connectors as standard
equipment. WBT incorporates uniquely functional designs and superior
materials to produce the finest connectors the world
has to offer.
WBT's new spade lug incorporates an elastomer type
damper for excellent contact and dramatic reduction
of vibration. The bimetal spade is fully insulated and
CE compliant. Sandwich spades offer the highest
fidelity and are strongly recommended.

actual
size
—.22
22 awg LGC Copper
Drainwire
—

Polypropylene Insulation
Foil Shield
----- PP Filer
PVC Jacket

AO Type 6 Spk. Cable 4' pair ...$49"
Monster M1.5 Spk. Cables 6' pr .$169
Monster M.75 Spk. Cables 8'pr .$39"
Goertz Sapphire 2m pr
$299"
Goertz Triode Quartz 6m pr . $29.9"
Goertz Tourmaline 1.5m pr . $299"
XL0 Type 4 Digital Cable
$69"
Kimber Kable PBJ 1.5m Pair .. $49"
Kimber Kable PBJ 2.5m Pair .. $59"
Vampire Dual Banana Pair
$14"

Monocle
Monocle
Monocle
Monocle

8TC
4TC

$224 8 foot pair
$160 8 foot pair

A double run of 8TC greatly improves the sound, feels DO. Excellent bass.
-Stereophile Rec. Comp 8TC $$$ & 4TC $$$ 10/98 p. 135

Turquoise

"You can rest assured of two facts: You can afford Kimber 8TC or 4TC. And,
if you do choose to buy Kimber, no one on the block will own anything that
$45 1meter pair beats it. Just go out and buy some!" -The Audio Observatory Vol. 2# 10

Jade

$29 1meter pair

Prices subject to change without notice. Some pictures are representations of products.
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But all of Parsons' achievements pale in
Since his death, Parsons has become
comparison to his "discovery" of his duet
one of rock's most revered casualties, and
around the short list of his accomplish- partner— askinny, shy Alabaman with a
feathery soprano, Emmylou Harris.
ments has grown awell-deserved reso"It was such agolden time in my life,"
nance that echoes across the rock landHarris said recently from Nashville. "I
scape. The singer/songwriter's first recrealize that Iwas the tender age of 26,
ord, Safe at Home (Sundown 71), made in
but I'd already had abroken marriage
1967-68 with the short-lived Interand was working day jobs and playing at
national Submarine Band, is reputed to
night. Ithought my life was over as far as
be the first country-rock album ever.
"Country rock" is that peculiar mix of having dreams was concerned. And then
twang, pop, and blues that, post-Parsons,
to have Gram walk into my life from out
of nowhere ...It was an exciting time for
made stars of Poco and the Eagles, and
has been revived by ahealthy subgenre
me, atime of discovery. Of finding my
voice and apathway to my soul."
who now play "alternative country."
It's fitting, then, that Harris has co-proParsons joined the Byrds for aminute,
duced Return of the Grievous Angel: A Triband was alarge factor in that band's landute to Gram Parsons (Almo 1302) a 13mark countrified album, Sweetheart of the
song all-star tribute featuring the PreRodeo (1968, Columbia CK 65150). After
the Byrds, he formed the Flying Burrito
tenders, the Cowboy Junkies, Beck and
Emmylou Harris, Evan Dando and JuliBrothers, with whom he wrote and
anna Hatfield, the Mavericks, Chris Hilldirected an album that defined agenre in
terms of both music and cover art Gilded man and Steve Earle, Sheryl Crow, Elvis
Costello, Lucinda Williams and David
Palace of Sin (1969, FAsel 191). On the
Crosby, Wilco, Whiskeytown, Gillian
cover, draped in asleazy model, Parsons is
Welch, and the Rolling Creekdippers
resplendent in his famous white Nudie
suit, which was adorned with marijuana
(Jim Lauderdale, Victoria Williams,
leaves, oversized pills, ahuge cross, and
Mark Olsen of the Jayhawks, and Buddy
and Julie Miller).
naked women on the lapels.
The project began when producer
Other than the Gilded Palace cover, the
Paul Kremen approached Harris in
single most enduring image of Parsons is
1995, though it took him ayear and a
aphoto taken in 1971 by Dominique Tarie
half to convince her. "Without her taste
(shown in Sid Griffin's essential bio, Gram
Parsons) of Parsons gazing intently at aguibehind it," Kremen says, "it just wouldtar-strumming Keith Richards on the
n't have the same feel."
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Harris says she was reluctant because
of the plethora of tributes already out
there — many of them lame in the extreme. "'Then Ithought, `sotticbodys gonna
do it (a Gram tribute).' And if I'm involved, maybe Ican direct traffic, bring on
interesting people, and make it unpredictable, because Gram was unpredictable —
invoke the Church of Serendipity."
Kremen and Harris assembled alist of
bands to chase, and after weeding out
those who couldn't rearrange their
schedules (Keith Richards) and those
who simply don't do tribute records, finished tracks began to arrive at Kremen's
office the summer of 1997. "We wanted
people who gave ashit, and had opinions about the music," he says.
One listen to Return... and it's clear
that they've succeeded. The results are
several energy levels above usual tribute
record fare, agenre notorious for either
too little effort or too many liberties.
"Hot Burrito #1" by the Mavericks, "Sin
City" by Beck and Harris, and "Ooh Las
Vegas" by the Cowboy Junkies are just a
few of this album's striking successes.
Though surprised that no one laid claim
to several well-known Parsons tunes,
most notably "Brass Buttons," both
Harris and Kremen are pleased with the
results of their four-year labor of love.
"Just like there's guilt by association,
there's also jubilation by association,"
Harris says. "Gram's vision is so potent
and so intact that that probably helped."
Speaking of potent visions: Steve
Earle, who saw the 72 Fallen Angels
Tour in Houston, was working for a
swimming-pool company when he
heard that Parsons had died. "We shut
down and went straight to the bar," he
remembers. "We almost got fired!
"The stuff of Gram's that's really
breathtaking to me is the really, really
hard country that has these late-'60s/
early-'70s hippie metaphysical lyrics,"
Earle says. "I love the contrast."
Upon hearing this analysis, Emmylou
Harris goes even further.
"He had one leg in country and one
in rock'n'roll and he didn't water either
down. Gram represents a standard.
Everything he did was 100 proof. He
didn't live long enough to make a
mediocre record like we all do."
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hen the first fusion musicians emerged from the creative cauldron of the 1960s,
their love for modern jazz was intact.
Still, jazz artists as diverse as Lee
Morgan, Herbie Hancock, Cannonball
Adderley, and Miles Davis had been
smitten by the heady freedom of the
jazz avant garde, the cutting edge of
20th-century classicism, electronic minimalism, post-Dylan/Beatles modern
rock, electric blues (à la Cream, the Jimi
Hendrix Experience, and Led Zeppelin), progressive art-rock bands (King
Crimson, the Soft Machine), and funk
icons James Brown, Sly Stone, Marvin
Gaye, Earth, Wind & Fire, and Funkadelic. In just afew years, however,
fusion had grown so overripe as to inspire apolitically correct acoustic-jazz
backlash, much as the corporate rock of
that era inspired the punk movement.
In short order, the major labels co-opted
these alternative movements, and any
fusion of genres that the original artists
had hoped to achieve was blown to bits.
But despite how bloated and formulaic fusion had become by the close of
the 1970s, the genre's earliest recordings
have an unreconstructed power and
experimental edginess. Many of those
early fusion recordings share acommon
creative element — innovative British
jazzman John McLaughlin.
Born on January 4, 1942, McLaughlin
grew up in Yorkshire, England. His
mother played violin, and he took up
piano at the age of nine, but the inspiration of American bluesmen Big Bill
Broonzy and Muddy Waters was what
led him to take up guitar. In due time he
was captivated by the gravity and rhythmic power of flamenco, and later fell
under the spell of the great Belgian
gypsy guitarist Django Reinhardt. Later
he came to admire the fleet-fingered
lines and sophisticated harmonies of
American jazz guitarist Tal Farlow and
the exploratory verve of Miles Davis
and John Coltrane.
Coming of age on the British jazz
scene in the early '60s, one was just as
likely to find work in blues, rock, and
R&B amalgamations as in jazz, and the
young McLaughlin performed with
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Jazz-rock fusion's lead guitar: John McLaughlin was at the center of many of fusion's early masterworks.

vocalists Duffy Power and Herbie
Goins and saxophonist/organist Graham Bond. He also flirted with session
work (an early student and partner in
these studio endeavors was the young
Jimmy Page) and came to some degree
of prominence as amember of Georgic
Fame's Blue Flames.
Few recordings are available to
chronicle McLaughlin's progress as an
improviser and composer from these

formative days, save for aJune 26, 1963
club date at Klook's Kleek in London,
with Jack Bruce and Ginger Baker.
Three selections, all featuring leader
Graham Bond's energetic but elusively
intonated brand of alto sax, were documented on Solid Bond (Warner Bros.
2LS 2555), an out-of-print two-LP collection composed largely of Bond's
soul-inflected singing and organ work
with drummer Jon Hiseman and saxo113
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phonist Dick Heckstall-Smith
(both of whom went on to form
Colosseum).
Johann Haidenbauees comprehensive McLaughlin discography on the Internet lists anumber of pre-1968 titles (presumably obscure British/European
LPs) featuring McLaughlin that
I've never encountered in the
record bins, including sessions
featuring Jimmy Page and legendary British drummer Phil
Seamen. Among the most intriguing titles are two London
sessions: the Gordon Beck Quartees Experiments With Pops (Major
Minor MMLP 21), featuring
pianist Beck, bassist Jeff Clyne,
and drummer Tony Oxley, from
December 1967; and flugelhorn
master Kenny Wheeler's Windmill Tilter (Fontana STL 5494),
with clarinetist Tony Coe, bassist
Dave Holland, and drummer
John Spooner, from March 1968.
Like McLaughlin, Dave Holland had come up through the
ranks and nurtured an interest in the
more abstract aspects of modern jazz
improvisation, and it was during astint at
Ronny Scott's in London that Miles
Davis first heard the bassist and invited
him to join his band. According to
drummer and longtime section mate
Jack DeJohnette, Holland, McLaughlin,
and DeJohnette worked together as a
trio at Ronny Scott's in 1968 during the
drummer's European tour with the
Charles Lloyd Quartet. On the basis of
tapes DeJohnette made of that gig,
tapes DeJohnette had of McLaughlin's
work with Jack Bruce and McLaughlin's initial solo recordings, drummer Tony Williams invited McLaughlin to come to New York to join
his radical new organ trio, the Tony
Williams Lifetime, with Hammond B3
innovator Larry Young.
Jack Bruce's Things We Like (CD,
Polydor 835 244-2, out of print), recorded August 24-25, 1968, was first issued
on LP in 1970. It is acelebration of the
bassises early aspirations as amodern
jazzman, but it is McLaughlin who truly
shines. A session photo shows his ancient
Charlie Christian-styled Gibson arch-top
on abig Fender Bassman amp; he uses
them to get agnarly, growling lead tone
fill of vocal nuances on "Sam's Sack" and
the mistitled "Hcichh Blues" (actually "Hi
Ho Country Kicking"). His solo on the
latter, adriving 6/8 romp, is miraculous;
for me, it heralded—finally—the arrival
of atruly modern jazz guitarist with a
Stereophiie, August 1999
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trasts, and jagged, freely inflected
rhythms of "Spectrum" and the
title tune. On the former, McLaughlin creates tension with
uneven rhythmic groupings of
notes and spiky, vocalized melodic phrases, while on the lyric silhouettes of "Arjen's Bag" and
"Binky's Dream" he floats effortlessly through the turbulence of
odd-metered rhythmic terrains.
But the guitarist is appropriately
introspective on "Really You
Know," "It's Funny," and the
Indian-flavored "Peace Piece,"
the light, sparkling timbre of his
flat-top acoustic Gibson Hummingbird distinguishing his amplified sound from the dark,
chunky tonality favored by most
jazz guitarists.
Upon arriving in New York,
McLaughlin literally stepped off
the plane and onto the stage at
Count Basie's Club Baron up in
Harlem, where the Tony Williams Lifetime played its first enThe brightest eyes and fastest fingers in fusion ...
gagement. In a heartbeat, he
found himself in the studio with one of
sound and aconcept to match that of the
his heroes, Miles Davis. On February 18,
most adventurous horn players.
1969, McLaughlin's cool, introspective
On January 16, 1969, McLaughlin
brand of melodic flotation echoed that
went into the studio to record his first
of the leader's trumpet and Wayne
album as aleader, Extrapolation (Polydor
Shorter's gentle, probing soprano sax,
841 598-2), with baritone saxophonist
and helped to crystallize the spectral
John Surman, drummer Tony Oxley,
mood Davis was seeking in what reand bassist Brian Odges (a last-minute
mains one of the most transcendently
beautiful recordings to emerge from the
Extrapolation is his unsung early fusion movement, In A Silent Way
(Columbia CK 40580).
masterpiece; it has more
On March 25, 1969, drummer Mitch
than enough original ideas Mitchell, an old mate from the London
music scene, invited McLaughlin to
drop by the Record Plant for an afterand kinetic energy to
hours jam with Jimi Hendrix. When
sustain an entire career.
McLaughlin got there, Mitchell was
nowhere to be seen, and John ended up
jamming with Hendrix, drummer Buddy Miles, and Dave Holland. It's been
substitute for Dave Holland, who by
released on avariety of bootlegs (includthis time had joined Miles in New
ing the enchantingly titled Let's Drop
York). Here McLaughlin distinguishes
himself as both an improviser and a Some Ludes and Vomit ivith Jimi). McLaughlin's Hummingbird is not the
composer. To me, this album is his
ideal guitar to plug into abig amp; it
unsung masterpiece; it has more than
sounds dinky and strained next to Jimi's
enough original ideas and kinetic energy to sustain an entire career. But few
Mount Everest-scaled Stratocaster. Mcplayers, including the leader himself,
Laughlin tends to defer here to Hendrix, who nonetheless is clearly inspired
have returned to pursue these direcby McLaughlin's heady supporr, early in
tions. The angularity, asymmetry, and
calculated dissonance of the guitarist's
the jam, he affectionately plays the
lines and chordal punctuations recall
Batman theme behind McLaughlin's
Monk and Miles, as McLaughlin and
solo. There are plenty of rough moOxley navigate the nether worlds
ments, but enough musical peaks to jusbetween time and pulse in the elliptical
tify aproper release by the Hendrix
melodic contours, bold harmonic confamily someday soon.
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On May 26-28, 1969, McLaughlin
put all of these experiences together in
the technically flawed but spiritually
explosive sessions that make up the
Tony Williams Lifetime's Emergency, the
Rosetta Stone of early fusion. Thirty
years later, it still sounds edgy and dangerous. But the session was cursed from
the start by acrummy studio, athird-rate
engineer, broken stops on the organ,
feedback and noise from McLaughlin's
Hummingbird, and abadly distorted
feed from Tony's bass-drum mike. Jazz
historian Phil Schapp, normally awizard
at archival work, did an earlier digital rerelease. Horrified by the technical glitches and out of step with the music's intent, he remastered Emergency from the
top down instead of the bottom up, thus
making Williams sound like all hands
and no feet.
The most recent version of Emergency
(Verve 314 539 117-2) restores the LP's
nasty grunge and low-end growl, but
with enhanced definition and clarity. If
ever there were acase to be made for
punk jazz, this is it. Way, way ahead of
its time, Emergency was vilified as arock
sellout by jazz fans, and dismissed as
loud jazz by rockers. But the trio's collective performance on the title tune,
Carla Bley's "Vashlcar," and McLaughlin's
"Spectrum" are among the hardestswinging, most relentlessly visceral collective improvisations ever committed
to tape.
Miles was so blown away by Lifetime's collective energy that he asked
them to be his full-time band. Williams
demurred, and Davis hired McLaughlin
and Young for the historic August 19-21,
1969 recording sessions now documented on The Complete Bitches Brew Recording
Sessions (Columbia/Legacy C4K 65570).
It's worth noting that, despite this
music's reputation as a commercial
move by Davis, the soloists' probing,
cathartic intensity derives as much from
the jazz avant garde as it does from psychedelic rock.
McLaughlin's flair for the dramatic
and his amazing sense of empathy made
particularly satisfying his next two outings as a sideman: with saxophonist
Wayne Shorter and bassist Miroslav
Vitous. Dating from August 29, 1969,
Shorter's Super Nova (Blue Note CDP 7
84332 2) is afascinating transitional
date. Shorter employs dual guitar/drums
tag teams: in this corner, McLaughlin
and DeJohnette as the main voices; in
the other corner, functioning as colorists,
free-jazz pathfinder Sonny Sharrock and
slumming drummer Chick Corea. The
music is free and searching, yet features
Stereophile. August 1999

some exceptionally tender moments on
Jobim's "Dindi" and Shorter's spooky
"Swee-Pea." On the title tune, McLaughlin and Sharrock hook up as if they've
been playing together for years, engaging in ahilarious sonic tennis match
behind Shorter's snaky solo, which continues apace during their parallel solo

By this time McLaughlin
had gotten hold of
some solid-body guitars
and began to incorporate
more Hendrixian textures
into his playing.
turns, Sharrock pecking away at the outlines of McLaughlin's swift linear lines
with sonic pulsars that blip and bleep in
the night. Later, on "More Than Human," McLaughlin returns the favor
with adead-on imitation of Sharrock's
chain-saw rhythm guitar.
Sidemen Vitous and percussionist
Airto Moreira would join leader Shorter,
drummer Alphonse Mouzon, and keyboardist Joe Zawinul (a conceptual star
on both In A Silent Way and Bitches Brew)
to form Weather Report the following
year, but on October 9-10, 1969, Vitous
teamed McLaughlin with DeJohnette,
Herbie Hancock, and Joe Henderson for
another great missing link in the annals
of early fusion, Infinite Search (Atlantic
AIVICY-1040, available as an import
only). Where Tony Williams' formidable
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energy is mainly about forward thrust,
DeJohnette has amore flexible bear, he
displays an uncanny knack for suspending the time and losing the beat without
ever abdicating the groove on aremarkably free, funky version of Eddie Harris's
"Freedom Jazz Dance." McLaughlin and
Hancock create arich harmonic tapestry
behind Vitous' solo, and McLaughlin follows Herbie's rhythmically compelling
Fender/Rhodes story with anovella of
his own — atreatise in musical storytelling full of angular twists and turns,
canny contrasts of consonance and dissonance, swirling lines and crashing
chords — that culminates in ascreaming, cathartic finish.
By this time McLaughlin had gotten
hold of some solid-body guitars and
begun to incorporate more Hendriician
textures into his playing. This bore fruit
on two sessions from February 1970 —
the Tony Williams Lifetime's Turn It
Over (Verve 314 539 118-2) and McLaughlin's psychedelic solo project,
Devotion (Restless 72656) — as well as
later sessions that contributed to Miles
Davis' Big Fun (CBS Special Products
A2 21398) and A Tribute to Jack Johnson
(Columbia/Legacy CK 47036).
Turn It Over is in many ways amore
varied, dangerous record than Emerency.
The trio's spiritual empathy and forceful
rhythmic interplay have only deepened,
as exemplified by Young's hard-swinging
organ solos on Coltrane's "Big Nick" and
McLaughlin's spooky "A Famous Blues,"
and the torrid round-robin exchanges
between McLaughlin and Young on the
organist's "Allah Be Praised." On the
demented rendition of Jobim's "Once I

A flair for the dramatic? McLaughlin with his game face on.
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Loved," McLaughlin and
gig, and his guest appearance
Young tike turns seeing who
on December 18, 1970 at
can come up with the scariest,
Washington's Cellar Door,
most spaced-out sounds in a
documented on Live-Evil
ballad performance that sug(Columbia/Legacy
C2K
gests equal parts Laurie An65135), was amemorable one.
derson and Sun Ra. But
This powerhouse ensemble
"Vuelta Abajo" is the bomb.
was a transitional band for
The roiling opening vamp
Miles; outside of Fender
functions as acanvas for Wilbassist Michael Henderson
liams' remarkable rhythmic
and telepathic percussionist
variations, while McLaughAirto Moreira, it was toplin's inspired improvisation
heavy with musicians who'd
anticipates his mature Mahacut their teeth on modern
vishnu solo style, and builds
jazz: saxophonist Gary Bartz,
inevitably to doubled-up
Jack DeJohnette, and Keith
rhythmic clusters in aswelter
Jarrett on Fender/Rhodes
of distortion.
electric piano and aFender
McLau's next collabocombo organ. At that time
ration with Miles Davis (FebMiles had begun using awahruary 18, 1970) teamed him
wah pedal on his trumpet, and
with Sonny Sharrock, Fender
his daring solo on "Funky
bassist Michael Henderson,
Tonk" shows that his phrasing
drummer Billy Cobham, and
had deepened and evolved,
Herbie Hancock on organ for
both technically and emotion"Yesternow," aspacious, mysally, even as he extended his
terious blues piece that evenrange into the upper registers.
tually became side two of the
Bartz follows with fervent
JadeJohnson record. The track is
intensity, but then his every
a more biting, Hendrixian
De rigueur in the 705, double-necked guitars (like this Gibson model)
solo turn on this record is full
take on the spatial airs of In A were wielded by every axman from Jimmy Page to John McLaughlin.
of testifying fire. McLaughlin
Silent Way, and features Mcfollows with an especially
Laughlin playing abluesy, atmospheric
tarist Larry Coryell (Vanguard VMDemotive fusion raga that builds on bluesy,
brand of wah-wah guitar behind Davis,
79345). The two guitarists' musical
spastic chordal fragments until he drives
then teaming with Henderson for a empathy is particularly apparent in the
Dcjohnette and Moreira into afrenzy,
Band of Gypsies—style funk vamp under
good-natured acoustic competition of building to adramatic exposition with
Sharrock's wild and woolly twangbar
"René's Theme," where they egg each
some Coltrane-ish double-time.
explorations. On March 30, McLaughlin
other on through adriving series of
McLaughlin's next two projects, from
created another rich, wah-wah—inflected
Djangoesque variations.
spring 1971, illustrate his growing maturhythm part for the extended blues that
rity and technical command as asoloist,
became "Go Ahead John" (released on
and the depth of the spiritual journey
It is on the
Davis' Big Fun).
that would inform his work as acomOver the next few months, McLaughdevotional acoustic airs
poser in the coming years. Carla Bley's
lin returned to his jazz roots on aseries of
quirky, ambitious Escalator Over the Hill
of My Goals Beyond
all-star encounters. Where Fortune Smiles
(JCOA 839 310-2) illustrates the com(One Way OW 29312), from May 1970,
poser's cutting sense of humor and stylthat we truly encounter
teams him with the cream of European
istic range, moving as it does from
free-jazz players, including Dave HolEuropean
cabarets to the waters of the
the artist in transition,
land, saxophonist John Surman, expatriGanges, with stopovers in Nashville,
ate drummer Sm Martin, and vibraphonBroadway, and the Lower East Side.
in awork shot through
ist Karl Berger. Of the three extended
But it is on the devotional acoustic
improvs, McLaughlin's flinty title tune
with spiritual aspirations
airs of My Goals Beyond (Rykodisc RCD
provides the most collective fireworks,
10051) that we truly encounter the artist
and serenity.
while the bittersweet aipeggiated chords
in transition, in awork shot through
McLaughlin plays behind Sumian's bariwith spiritual aspirations and serenity.
tone on McLaughlin's ballad, "Earth
By the end of 1970 Jimi Hendrix had
McLaughlin's use of the dry-sounding
Bound Hearts," proves most moving.
passed on, and McLaughlin had come
Ovation acoustic guitar, with its spruce
In July 1970, McLaughlin made a under the tutelage of Indian holy man Sri
top and molded plastic body, gives him
memorable cameo appearance on the
Chinmoy, eventually becoming adisciple
another tonality to play with. Through
late tenor master Joe Farrell's Song of the and taking the name Mahavishnu. After variations in attack (such as picking hard
Wind (CTI, out of print). In August,
McLaughlin left Lifetime, Miles Davis
enough to make certain notes fret out),
McLaughlin teamed with Billy Cobhad offered him aplace in his working
he achieves amicrotonal sound, redoham and Miroslav Vitous on Spaces, a band, but the guitarist was already thinklent of the ancient Indian string instrumemorable collaboration with fellow
ing about forming his own group. Still,
ment, the vina, to particular effect on
fusion pioneer and renegade jazz gui- he joined Miles and company for the odd
the two ensemble renditions of the
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droning "Peace." Percussionist Airto and
tabla player Badal Roy join drummer
Billy Cobham and bassist Charlie
Haden to nail down the hypnotic rhythmic cycle, as McLaughlin, flutist-saxophonist Dave Liebman, and violinist
Jerry Goodman essay chanting, melodious solos.
The emotional and technical intensity
Mahavishnu John McLaughlin displayed
on My Goals Beyond reached apeak that
summer in an engagement at Manhattan's Gaslight, where Cobham and
Goodman were joined by keyboardist Jan
Hammer and bassist Rick Laird. Together, as the Mahavishnu Orchestra,
they recorded lire Inner Mounting Flame
(Columbia/Legacy CK 65523) in August 1971. Thanks to apristine 1998 remastering, today's listeners can glean some
sense of this band's elemental power, particularly in Laird's low-end punctuations
and the fat, clean, acrobatic attack of
Cobhain, who navigates the complex
metric changes with an epic sense of ease
and power while making backbeats
swing as never before. Now sporting a
Marshall stack and a black Les Paul
Custom, McLaughlin comes
screaming out of the stun-gun
intro to "Meeting of the Spirits"
like aman possessed, displaying
asense of rhythmic complexity
worthy of late Coltrane. On the
fiercely rocking "Noonward
Race" and the dancing sevens
of "Vital Transformation," McLaughlin engages Cobham in a
fierce, free-flowing dialog reminiscent of sitarist Ravi Shankar's
animated exchanges with tabla
master Allah Raka. Goodman
doubles McLaughlin's screaming
leads with gypsylike élan, while
Hammer fleshes out these rocking ragas with akeen ear for harmonic contrasts, on the bluesy
dynamic shifts of "You Know,
You Know" and the folkish
acoustic delicacy of "A Lotus on
Irish Streams."
In fall 1972 the Mahavishnu
Orchestra took time off from
incessant touring to record Birds
of Fire (Columbia CK 31996),
the high-water mark of McLaughlin's vision of jazz-rock fusion.
Here McLaughlin the composer delved
even more deeply into the mystic strains
of Indian music (the title tune) and the
limitless possibilities of the blues (the
funky "Miles Beyond"). The band began
to take on art-rock/heavy-metal airs,
italicizing their round-robin melodic
interplay to play to the back rows of big
Stereophile, August 1999

halls and arenas, as on this album's dancing reprises of "Binky's Dream" (recast
as "Celestial Terrestrial Commuters")
and "One Word." By this time, Cobham
had graduated to abig multi-tom/double-bass drum kit (heard to great advantage on his "One Word" solo), Hammer
had developed asingular solo concep-

Now sporting aMarshall
stack and ablack Les Paul
Custom, McLaughlin comes
screaming out of the
stun-gun intro like
aman possessed.
fion on MiniMoog, and the jangly,
Byrdslike textures of McLaughlin's new,
double-necked 6/12-string electric were
used to particular effect on "Sanctuary"
and the blissful, bucolic strains of "Open
Country Joy." A new edition, using
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tinguished his early breakthroughs was
gradually supplanted by dense, chanting, torrential clusters of notes keyed to
increasingly complex rhythmic cycles.
Though there was still plenty of heat
left in the old furnace, the jazz elements
of McLaughlin's brand of improvisation
had taken aback scat to the rock and
blues components.
McLaughlin collaborated with fellow
Sri Chinmoy disciple Carlos Santana to
record Love, Devotion, Surrender (Columbia KC 32034) in October 1972 and
March 1973, and Santana's lyric style of
blues improvisation provides an interesting contrast to McLaughlin's percussive
density over asurging Cobham groove
on "The Life Divine." Then, according
to Columbia/Legacy in-house producer
Bob Belden, the band recorded ahitherto lost studio date at London's Trident
Studios in June 1973. At the time, McLaughlin wanted to supplement the
band with more musicians and strings,
while the other members thought their
strength lay in the essential interaction of
the core quintet. The project was
shelved, and Mahavishnu instead re-

An impromptu collaboration of McLaughlin and Carlos Santana.

recently unearthed first-generation masters, is due this spring.
Now McLaughlin took ahard turn
toward the mainstream. The guitarist's
technical prowess grew geometrically
during the Mahavishnu Orchestra's
two-plus years of almost constant touring, but the angular, asymmetrical elements and linear invention that had dis-

leased Between Nothingness and Eternity
(Columbia KC 32766): three new tunes
recorded at amemorable live gig in
Manhattan's Central Park. The disc
accurately depicts the sound and stylistic
parameters of the band afew months
before its dissolution.
As compelling as the interplay
between McLaughlin and French vio119
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electric music again.
linist Jean-Luc Ponty (who
But you can't go home again.
had replaced Goodman) was
For all the positive moments on
in concert, on the subsequent
Electric Dreams (Columbia JC
Mahavishnu studio session
35785) and Eleatic Guitarist (Colfrom March 1974 (Apocalypse,
umbia CK 46110), it was clear
Columbia KC 32957) the
that achapter of musical history
string orchestrations (by prohad closed. Fusion was no longer
ducer George Martin and the
an experimental medium, but a
London Symphony Orchestra
highly stylized genre with its own
conducted by Michael Tilsonset of virtuoso verities. McLaughThomas) seemed amite trealin had developed afollowing in
cly, the song lyrics sappy.
the wake of his Mahavishnu work
McLaughlin had gone to the
that was largely unaware of his
well once too often as far as the
earlier work. His guitar playing
combo work was concerned —
had become far more technically
gone were the chemistry and
assured, but somehow seemed
jazzy authority of Laird,
drier and more predictable, espeCobham, Hammer, and Goodcially on apopular series of Colman. Mahavishnu's December
umbia recordings with fellow fu1974 sessions yielded Visions of
sion icon Al Di Meola and flathe Emerald Beyond (Columbia
menco star Paco De Lucia. McPC 33411), which produced
Laughlin's recordings with the
one certifiable masterpiece:
Belo Horizonte band for Warner
'Lila's Dance." Ponty soars
Bros. had aBrazilian flavor, but
over McLaughlin's majestic
his work on nylon-stringed guitar,
12-string harmonies and a
Older, wiser, and less relevant. McLaughlin continues to soldier on.
for all his chops, lacked character.
wild, blues-inflected guitar
Some new indie recordings and live
nuances, represents ajoyous peak in his
break. Otherwise, drummer Michael
appearances with afresh edition of Mahagrowth as avirtuoso, and his interplay
Walden was especially heavy-handed,
vishnu were major disappointments, as
with violinist Shankar is adirect extenand the writing had grown portentous
and predictable. McLaughlin seemed to
sion of the complex, shifting web of was the guitarist's obsession with acoldsounding digital guitar synth.
rhythms. The third and final Shakti
be imitating himself.
This virtuoso guitarist still makes the
album, Natural Elements (Columbia JC
Now aquartet (McLaughlin, Walodd appearance on the larger musical
den, Ralphe Armstrong, and Stu
39480), is available only as an import.
radar screen. In some ways McLaughlin's
Goldberg), the band made another
1990-1991 trio recordings with the crossindifferent recording in the summer of
It's often been my
cultural percussion innovator Trilok
1975, Inner Worlds (Columbia PC
Gurtu, Live at the Royal Festival Hall (JMT
33908). But by then McLaughlin had
experience that an artist's
834-436-2) and Que Alegría (Verve 837
already joined forces with atrio of mas280-2), summed up all the best aspects of
ter Indian classical musicians: percusbaby pictures—those
his pre- and post-Mahavishnu forays into
sionists Zakir Hussain and T.H. Vinajazz and world music, while his Meditermoments when they are
yakaram, and violinist Lakshminarayana
ranean Concerto for guitar and orchestra
Shankar. Together they fashioned a
experimenting with
(with conductor Michael Tilson-Thomas,
compelling new east-meets-west music,
Sony Classical SK 45578) is alargely satisand over the course of two years and
different concepts, working fying foray into the Iberian inspirations of
three recordings created ajoyous body
his youth. The guitar-piano with Katia
of work. McLaughlin now employed a
through ideas, and
Labeque that fill out this recital are elesteel-stringed acoustic guitar with ascalgant,
engaging performances that teeter
loped fingerboard, and an extra set of
searching for avoice —
between jazz and classical
sympathetic strings that allowed him to
It's often been my experience that an
prove more compelling
emulate more closely the microtonal
artist's baby pictures — those moments
phrasing of Indian stringed instruments.
than the point at which
when they are experimenting with difOf Shakti's three recordings, only
ferent concepts, working through ideas,
the eponymous first disc (Columbia/
everything crystallizes
and searching for avoice —prove more
Legacy CK 46868), alive date from July
compelling than the point at which
5, 1975 at South Hampton College on
into astyle.
everything crystallizes into astyle. PerLong Island, is available domestically.
haps this was my experience with John
The second, A Handful of Beauty (ColMcLaughlin. With the exception of
umbia PC 34372), is the strongest, yet The sunniest and most concise of Shakti's
recordings, its ethnic mix includes Latin
those recent works I've cited, little I've
remains out of print. This August 1976
music and avariety of percussion instruheard in the past 20 years has had the
session reflects awide range of ethnic
emotional impact of the edgy, incendisources, from South India to Greece to
ments outside of the Indian orbit. But
McLaughlin felt that the public wasn't
ary collaborations that preceded his
the Mississippi Delta. McLaughlin's
coming of age with the original Masupporting his favorite band, and that his
acoustic playing, with its long, flowing
record company wanted him to make
havishnu and Shakti.
lines, vocalized phrases, and bluesy
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Recording of the Vonth
ing RCA Victor. Victor's haul
included three Sacred Concerts
(discs 18-20) and several single albums (discs 21-24), along with his last two appearances on record — live performances from his final European tour, in 1973. His enduring popularity meant that by
the time this set was compiled,
very few Ellington tracks had
The Duke and longtime collaborator Billy Strayhorn.
been left unreleased.
erhaps the most inThe glories of the music contained in this gorgeously
triguing late-night music argument concerns
whether or not America has ever birthed acompos- packaged, scrupulously annotated box are too numerous to
er or soloist on alevel with Mozart, Beethoven, or other mention in anything short of the 124-page, heavily illusicons of western (k, European) music. In the composer cat- trated book that accompanies it The sessions are arranged
egory, George Gershwin or Irving Berlin is usually the first chronologically, which means that all takes of acertain tune
name mentioned, while an esoteric few will fight for Cole are grouped together. This might annoy the less academiPorter, Jerome Kern, Aaron Copland, or Harold Arlen. cally inclined, but it gives fans and scholars aready avenue
Chuck Berry is often mentioned when rock'n'roll is raised. by which to compare the major and minor arranging
When it comes to soloists, jazz rules—Louis Armstrong is tweaks Ellington applied between takei.
Along with being acompletises dream —and one of the
always the winner, with Trane, Bird, and Miles dose
behind. At this point in the conversation, however, some- most artfully assembled boxed sets yet issued — this comone usually mentions Duke Ellington, and the room falls pact compendium promised major sound improvements as
one of its major selling points. Repeated listenings, howevinto ahush.
However you pose the dilemma — soloist vs composer, er, made it clear that there is sonic news bad and good.
The guts of this box — or of any Ellington collection —
bandleader vs player, Cotton Club vs Carnegie Hall, writer
of upbeat jazz tunes vs composer of lush melodic ballads, are the 78rpm recordings from the early '40s, when tunes
secular music vs sacred —Duke Ellington could do it all. like "Cotton Tail," "Harlem Air-Shaft," "Warm Valley," "I
And agood portion of what he recorded for RCA Victor is Got It Bad (And That Ain't Good)," and, of course, "Take
the A Train," all made their first appearance on the bandpacked into this red-linen-covered box.
I've been writing about music for 15 years, but this colos- stand and on record. The good news is that this material
sal, 27 1
h-hour chunk of sound was nearly the death of me. appears here in the finest sound yet The band's presence
Just so you know: Iplowed through the entire 462-track set has blossomed in new ways: The tones are fuller all around,
twice, end to end, in marathon fashion —once just casually and details like Jimmy Blanton's leading bass lines on
lolling through, the second time actively listening as long as "Sophisticated Lady" have asonority and snap missing from
my ears and (more problematically) my brain held out. Ialso previous issues.
The bad news is that the original masters contain alot of
went back to careffilly A/B certain tracks with earlier Ellrough moments. In much of the '40s material, asteady hiss
ington reissues.
Ellington's time with RCA Victor is acomplex patch- rises and falls in ways that, while dramatically less annoying
work. He made his first records ever on RCA Victor in than in previous remasterings, is still very prominent. That
1927. Although he also recorded for anumber of other said, producers/engineers Lasker, Keepnews, and Ferrante
labels under aseries of pseudonyms, Ellington stayed with have done asuperhuman job, and deserve kudos for making the right decisions when it came to weighing deaner
Victor through 1934 (discs 1-7 here).
After astint at Columbia, Ellington returned to Victor in sound against allowing the music to speak.
A limited edition of 10,000, this set, while listed at
1940 and stayed until 1946. In those six years he recorded
most of his classic repertoire with what's universally around $400, can now be found via Web retailers for under
acknowledged to be his greatest band (discs 8-17). This is $300 — aprice that may still be too rich for many. After
also the period when soloists like trumpeter Cootie price, the most fundamental question concerning this or
Williams, alto saxman Johnny Hodges, and tenor player any other +20-CD box is, how much is too much? With
Ellington, the astonishing variety and quality of the music
Ben Webster emerged.
From the late '40s until his death in 1974, Ellington and musicianship make that question and any other late-Robert Baird
spread his musical output across anumber of labels, includ- night disputes obsolete.

DUKE ELLINGTON: The Centennial
Edition: The Complete RCA Victor
Recordings
Duke Ellington, piano; and his bands,
1927-73
RCA Victor 63386-2 (24 CDs). 1999.
Orrin Keepnews, coordinating
prod.; Keepnews, Steven Lasker,
reissue prods.; Steve Backer, exec.
prod.; Lasker, Dennis Ferrante, digital transfer engs.; Lasker, Paul
Brizzi, CEDAR restoration engs.
AAD? Tr: 273335
Performance *****
Sonics ****
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classical
CECILIA BARTOLI/
BRYN TERFEL
Duets
Cecilia Bartoli, mezzo-soprano; Bryn Terfel, bassbaritone; Orchestra dell'Accademia Nazionale di
Santa Cecilia, Myung-VVhun Chung
London 458 928-2 (CD). 1999. Evans Mirageas, exec.
prod.; Christopher Raebum, prod.; Neil Hutchinson,
eng. DOD. TT: 52:26
Performance ****
Sonics ****

I

tmade sense for PolyGram to pair its
brightest young opera stars in aduet
disc, and mezzo-soprano Cecilia
Bartoli and bass-baritone Bryn Terfel
prove to be extremely well matched.
Both have powerful theatrical instincts,
and, as they showed in aMarriage ofFigato
at the Metropolitan Opera, they also have
chemistry together. The disc includes
large stretches of recitative, so they have
the opportunity to develop the scenes.
Unfortunately, London provides no
texts, only brief synopses; novices might
be confused about what it all means.
This disc offers agenerous helping of
Figaro, starting with the opening Act I
Susanna-Figaro scene, which is hot, and
the Act III Susanna-Count scene,
"Crudel!" Bartoli's mezzo timbre makes
for an unusually earthy Susanna, and
she tends to whisper the high notes;
Terfel, perhaps the greatest Figaro of the
day, also gives the Count anew edge —
alyrical, lovesick quality.
The two give an intimate, seductive
character to the Dorabella-Guglielmo
duet, "Il core vi dono," from Cosi, and to
"La ci darem la mano" from Don Giovanni, and are fleet and witty in the
Papageno-Papagena duet from The
Magic Flute. The breathy attack to show
emotion seems to be turning into a
Bartoli affectation, however.
Bartoli is on home territory with
Rossini, and in the duct “Dunque io
son, tu non m'inganni?" from The Barber
of
her coloratura is fast and flawless, her comic timing excellent. Terfel
seems alittle less comfortable here, but
sounds happier as the two strike sparks
in the argument "Ai capricci della sorte,"
from L7taliana in Algeri. He makes a
properly pompous Dulcamara in Donizetti's L'elisir d'amore, while Bartoli ably
handles Adina's soprano flights.
Each singer also gets an aria. Terfel does
asnapping "Sc vuol bailare," and Bartoli
sings Susanna's alternate aria, "Un moto di
gioia," apleasant piece of fluff. MyungWhtui Chung's conducting is idiomatic,
and sympathetic to his stars. —Heidi Waleson
Stereophile, August 1999

Beauty and the Beast: Cecilia Bartoli and Bryn Terfel prove again that two voices are better than one.

pop icons —the high, repeated notes in
"Saturn Returns" sound like Stevie
Myths and Hymns
Wonder. Guettel's own singing also
Theresa McCarthy, Vivian Cherry, Adam Guettel, Billy
undermines the disc: his high, thin, unPorter, Audra McDonald, Mandy Patinkin, others;
supported sound, also very Stevie WonTed Sperling, music dir.; orchestrations by Don
der but without the authority, gives the
Sebesky, Jamie Lawrence
Nonesuch 79580-2 (CD). 1999. Tommy Krasker,
album awhiff of self-indulgence.
prod.; Joel Moss, eng., mix. ODD. TT: 50:29
Yet there is talent here: funny pieces
Performance **
Sonics ***
like "Sisyphus," in which Mandy Patinkin alternates clipped phrases with a
he first two times Ilistened to this
discouraging chorus whose first four
16-song cycle by Adam Guettel,
lines are "Stupid!" (the lyric is by Ellen
who is touted as the bright new
Fitzhugh); the sweetly romantic "Hero
light of music theater, Iwas intensely
and Leander"; the big melodic arch in
irritated by what sounded like apreten"Migratory V"; and the sardonic beat of
tious vanity act. So the guy is Richard
"Icarus," aportrait of ason determined
Rodgers' grandson —that doesn't make
to outdo his father. "How Can ILose
him talented. On the third time through,
however, Idiscerned something of what You?," awaltz sung with an amusingly
tinny vaudeville quality by Annie Golthe fuss is about, and identified the qualities that obscured the pluses.
den, starts off like Stephen Sondheim's
Annoying bits first: The cycle's con"How Could ILeave You?," from Follies.
Unlike that master's work, however, this
cept mixes Christian imagery (salvation,
song stays innocent. Guettel takes astab
hymn texts) and Greek myths (Icarus,
Sisyphus, others) to come up with a at the dark side in this cycle, but he
doesn't really get it.
superficial, self-referential Generation
Apart from the stylist Patinkin and
X worldview — an appropriation of
others' suffering that ends with an unsoprano Audra McDonald, who doesn't
have enough to do (she's agadfly in
earned epiphany. The biggest offender
in this regard is "Come to Jesus," amini"Pegasus," singing "Brrip bu bu"), the
cast, which worked on staged versions
play in which Guettel gives ahymn text
of these songs, is lightweight, though
an elaborate, high-flying setting that
seems to validate the unedifying sentisoprano Theresa McCarthy has anice,
pure sound in the hymn tunes. The
ments (expressed in letters) of acouple
small instrumental ensemble also has an
splitting up over an abortion. Another is
Guettel's obvious and not very successoverproduced, heavily pop feel.
—Heidi Waleson
ful borrowing from gospel singers and
ADAM GUETTEL

T
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Record
YO-Y0 MA
Simply Baroque
Bach: Nine "Arias," arranged for cello and chamber
orchestra. Boccherini: Cello Concertos in G and D.
Yo-Yo Ma, baroque cello; Ton Koopman, Amsterdam
Baroque Orchestra
Sony Classical CK 60680 (CD). 1999. Tini Mathot,
prod.; Adriaan Verstijnen, eng. DOD. Tr: 69:06
Performance ***
Sonics ****

y

o-Yo Ma could probably have settled for being the most celebrated
"pure" cellist of his day, the worthy successor of Casals and Rostropovich. His mission, though,
has extended far beyond the
Dvorak concerto, encompassing
CDs of tangos, Appalachian
music (with Mark O'Connor),
and the Bach Suites with video
interpretations.
For this recording, Ma had his
Stradivarius "de-modified" to return it to something closer to a
baroque instrument. The modifications included using a wider,
Baroque bridge, gut strings, a
Baroque bow, and atailpiece instead of an end-pin. The Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra, of
course, uses period instruments.
It seems odd that such pains were
taken to "authenticize" Ma's instrument,
because the Bach pieces are all arrangements (by Koopman) that can
hardly be called authentic. (Bach did
rearrange his pieces, but not for purposes like these.) The recorded works
include arias, organ pieces, and the "Air
on the G String" from the third Orchestral Suite. In most cases Ma plays
the cantus _limas or melodic line, accompanied by the chamber ensemble.
Within the ensemble the cello makes
less contrast with the orchestra than it
should; imagine the effect of atrumpet
or asinger in these pieces, and you'll
sense the homogeneity here. Ma's
playing is consistently lovely, but overwrought with expression and dynamic
nuance. These performances will have
crossover appeal and will trade on Ma's
celebrity, but entrenched lovers of
baroque music should be forewarned.
While we're on the subject of the
baroque, when Ilooked at the title of
this disc, Icouldn't help but wonder
when Boccherini (1743-1805) became abaroque composer. He was a
fine composer and acello virtuoso,
but his style (rather like afrivolous
Mozart) isn't baroque by any stretch.
His concertos, though, are loads of
fun, and Ma gets ample opportunity
to show off during some extremely
difficult cadenzas by Koopman.
Stereophile, August 1999

If all you want is lovely music and
you aren't too fussy about where it
came from, the Bach selections will
more than earn their keep. Iwas more
impressed, though, with the Boccherini, which is melodious, stylishly performed, and, at times, astonishingly
difficult. The contributions by the
Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra and
Ton Koopman are wholly positive,
and the sonics are excellent in an unobtrusive way.
-Paul L. Althouse

MOZART
Mitridate
Natalie Dessay, Aspasia; Cecilia Bartoli, Sifare;
Sandrine Piau, lsmene; Giuseppe Sabbatini,
Mitridate; Brian Asawa, Farnace; others; Les Talent
Lyriques, Christoph Rousse
London 289 460 772-2 (3 CDs). 1999. Evans
Mirageas, exec. prod.; Chris Sayers, prod.; Jonathan
Stokes, eng. ODD. Tr: 2:54:33
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

T

he most extraordinary aspect of
Mozart's first opera seria is that he
was 14 when he wrote it. One can
pick holes in the piece —clunky dramaturgy, stretches of mindless coloratura, an underwhelming villain—but as
the warm-up act for the brilliant works
that came later and on its own terms, it
is still remarkable. Written for Milan's
Teatro Reggio Ducale, Mitridate was
Mozart's first opportunity to incorporate the conventions of Italian opera
into his writing, and he went all out to
give the audience and singers the display
arias they expected. But he also integrated some of the emotional subtleties and
the pure melodic gift that make the
opera unmistakably his own.
Based on a libretto by Vittorio
Amedeo Cigna-Santi, after atragedy by
Racine, Mitridate tells of the eponymous
Greek king who returns home from an
unsuccessful war to find that his two
sons have fallen in love with his be-

Reviews

trothed, Aspasia, and that one of them
has allied himself with the enemy
Romans. It takes Mitridate awhile to
figure out who the good and bad guys
are, and he flails about making incorrect
accusations and condemning people to
death. Everything works out in the end:
The wicked son repents, two young
couples are paired up, and Mitridate forgives everyone and dies happy.
As if to ensure that we will never get
bored in the three hours of music —all
for high voices —Christoph Rousset drives his period-instrument
band hard, with crisp, stabbing
accents and lively tempos. His
excellent cast has no difficulty
keeping up. The best of the group
is the outstanding coloratura
soprano Natalie Dessay (Aspasia),
who kicks off the show with a
huge bravura aria, complete with
pathos and Queen of the Night—
style pyrotechnics. As things look
increasingly worse for her, the
pathos takes over her arias, and
she handles it beautifully. Also
superb and stylish is soprano
Sandrine Piau as Ismene, scorned
betrothed of the wicked son, who
provides aserene moral center for the
opera among the turbulent souls around
her; the conducting relaxes abit for her
arias. Cecilia Bartoli, as the good son
Sifare (and no doubt the reason this
recording exists), sings elegantly with
her usual dark, chesty timbre, but isn't
entirely convincing as the young hero —
comic ladies are more her speed. Tenor
Giuseppe Sabbatini tends to overact as
Mitridate, throwing himself into rage
arias with great gusto, and countertenor
Brian Asawa is abit pallid as the wicked
son Farnace, but he doesn't have much
to work with. Voices and instruments
are balanced with clarity and precision.
This is an important addition to the
Mozart catalog.
-Heidi Waleson

rock
LOS LOBOS
This Time
Hollywood 62185-2 (CD). 1999. Mitchell Froom,
Wed Blake, prods., engs. MD? Tr: 3807
Performance *** 1/2
Sonics ****

W

riting about Los Lobos records
is asure recipe for repetitive
stress disorder. After ticking
off highlights from the band's wondrous
25-year history and gushing yet again
that they're "the best band in America," it
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TOM PETTY &
THE HEARTBREAKERS
Echo
Warner Bros. 47294-2 (CD). 1999. Mike Campbell,
prod., eng.; Torn Petty, Rick Rubin, prods.; Richard
Dodd, Dave Schiffman, engs. MD? TT: 62:08
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****1/2

T

om Petty couldn't have chosen a
more appropriate name for this, his
12th studio album in acareer that
dates back to the days of Saturday Night
Fever.Just as he doggedly dodged the glitz
and glam of the late '70s, when he burst
on the scene as an organic post-Beatles
rocker, so he continues today. More than
anything else, Echo, well, echoes the attitude, and the resonant rock and folkrock, of Petty's musical forefathers.
But the head Heartbreaker hardly
sounds like aman who's lost track of
This Time Los Lobos doesn't quite meet its own high standards.
time. Bathed in ripe hooks and jangly
choruses and anchored by the taut,
booming rhythm section of bassist Howie
not too much — for aLos Lobos disc.
becomes an exercise in digging for fresh
Epstein and drummer Steve Ferrone,
'The real fire, the "Shakin' Shakin'
adjectives and adding new song titles to
Echo is uncluttered and contemporary.
Shakes," Los Lobos in their most identithe predictable but extraordinarily diThere arc no unnecessary swirls from
fiable groove, is the Hidalgo/Perez tune
verse range of styles they include on
keyboardist Benmont Tench's piano and
"Runaway With You," which shows the
every record: "There's the blues number,
organ, and guitarist/co-producer/engigroup at its butt-wagglin' best.
the roots-rock tune, the R&B jam..."
neer Mike Campbell's playing glistens
If there is anew twist here — achink
After awhile, the fingers get sore and the
in the armor, perhaps — it might be that with Mark Knopfler-esque taste.
brain dims to apitiful glow.
As asongwriter and singer, though,
the disc sounds alittle rushed, abit thin
That's the story here. After an entire
Petty is something of achameleon. You
in ideas. At times the short, bite-sized
career spent at Slash/Warner Bros., the
don't have to listen hard to hear sprintunes sound like riffs and progressions
quintet has moved to Hollywood ReIded-in traces of Dylan, McGuinn, even
that weren't given enough time to bloscords; This 'Time basically picks up where
som. And the songwriting highlights of Randy Newman. "Lonesome Suntheir last Warners disc, Colossal Head, left
off. Unlike earlier discs, such as 1991's past records just aren't here. While it down," the album's prettiest tune, sounds
like it could be a great lost George
might be true, as reported last month in
Kiko, there are no shocking departures
Harrison song from the "White Album"
this magazine, that the recent solo proor artistic left turns here —just another
sessions; the stark "No Mom" is hauntcollection of what this remarkable group jects of Cesar Rosas (self-titled solo) and
of East L.A childhood friends do best, a David Hidalgo (Houndog), as well as a ingly reminiscent of "Salt of the Earth"
from the Stones' Beggars Banquet, except
second volume of the Latin Playboys
style and mindset that, to quote their old
that the message is one of self-preservaexperiment, have given the band muchfriend Dave Alvin, can only be described
tion. "Accused of Love" is acatchy, unenneeded space to get their ya-yas out,
as "American Music."
cumbered love song, the kind of thing
these side trips could also be tapping
Opening with the title track, alowthat Warren Zevon could have written
key version of the same melody that into the group's seemingly bottomless
and turned into ahit in the '80s, but its
David Hidalgo's been writing at least well of creativity.
presence here is just an indication of
But then, this is Los Lobos we're
since 1987's "One Time One Night,"
Petty staying true to himself unbound by
talking about. With each successive
This Time then moves into the funky
album they've forced the bar up, raising what's hot and what's not. Its mere twobass-and-drum—dominated "Oh Yeah,"
and-a-half minutes contain images of a
our expectations and, yes, making it
which features Cesar Rosas' talky, streetcourtroom drama and the punchline "I
progressively harder on themselves as
wise vocals. "Viking," the noise-rock
they try to top or even equal their past believe that you and me, forever, will
number — not surprising, considering
stand accused of love." And in "Swingin',"
glories. But that, and the pain in my
the rape-and-pillage imagery invoked by
the harmonica-drenched story of ayoung
knuckles and forearms, tell me I'm
the title — features awall o' buzzy guitar
daperada, Petty sings of her going down in
blathering again where many have
and metallic, processed vocals. "Cumbia
flames, swinging just like Benny Goodblathered before.
Raza" proves again that no one does traman, Glenn Millet Tommy Dorsey, and,
These master musicians have astyle
ditional, Spanish-language Mexican/
ultimately, Sonny Liston.
that incorporates the expanse of popular
Tex-Mex/California norteño, or whatever
Petty's albums have often lacked conmusic ... They've been together 25
you want to call it, like these guys can.
sistency and bite, but Echo is filled with
years ... Did Imention that they're the
"Turn Around" is Hidalgo, songwriter
both. Missing is the arrogance and
best band in America ... ?
and singer, at his yearning, enigmatic
aloofness that has made albums like
Uh-oh.
best. And "La Playa" is the jagged Latin
Wildflowers and Into the Great Wide Open
Los Lobos has a new album. Any
Playboys urge'n'splatter aesthetic, streamguilty pleasures at best. This time, Petty
questions?
—Robertnaim
lined and extra-funk-u-fled — though
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swells with awarmth and sincerity that
have been lacking in much of his work.
While he continues to echo the masters
who came before him — standing on
the shoulders of giants, indeed — this
time it's his tight, fully formed, ultracatchy songs that fill the air after the Cl)
has clicked off.
-David Sokol
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DUB EXTRAVAGANZA
LEE "SCRATCH" PERRY: Fire in Dub
Ras/Ariwa ARICD135 (CD). 1998. Mad Professor,
prod., eng MD? Ti': 59:55
Performance ****
Sonics ***
BUNNY WAILER: Dub D'sco
Solomonic/Ras 3239 (CD). 1999. Mad Professor,
prod., eng. MD? Tt: 67:25
Performance *****
Sonics ****
MAD PROFESSOR: Dubtronic
Ras MAZ 001 (CD). 1998. Mad Professor, prod.,
eng. AAD? TT: 46:17
Performance ***
Sonics ***
SLY & ROBBIE: Strip to the Bone
Palm Pictures/Rykodisc 2004 (CD). 1999. Howie
8, prod.; Will O'Donovan, eng. DOD. TT: 71:05
Performance ***
Sonia *****
MASSIVE ATTACK: Singles 90/98
Virgin/Circa UK (11 CDs). 1999. Nellee Hooper,
prod., eng.; Massive Attack, Johnny Dollar, Neil
Davidge, prods.; Bobby Gillespie, Damon
Albam, others, engs. MD? U: 5:58:10
Performance ****
Sonics ****

TRANS AM
Future World
'Thrill Jockey THRILL062 (CD). 1999. Philip Manley,
Nathan Means, Sebastian Thomson (Trans Am),
prods.; Jonathan Kreinik, eng. ADD? TT: 47:46
Performance ****
Sonics ***

D

on't let the album title, the computer-kitsch Tron-like sleeve
graphics, and all the futuristic
gimmickry fool you into thinking that
this is Trans Am's tribute to acertain
German electronic band. Far from
going microchip on us, the band busts
some serious room-clearing moves. The
dissonant sax-scree intro, "1999," melts
ear wax right at the start. After being
drill-pressed by the thudding heavy
metal of "Am Rhein," or having your
black eyeliner and nail polish scared
clean off by the industrial-goth hysteria
of "City in Flames," you begin to suspect that Trans Am's intention is more
Kevorkian than Kraftwerkian.
But these guys are no showroom
dummies; they know exactly what adiscombobulating effect they have on you,
and they fully employ the seamless studio possibilities offered by digital recording. Respite from the chaos is served up
in regular doses, and it's hard to resist
either the Chic-sleek Teutonic funk of
"Cocaine Computer" or the closing
number, "Sad and Young," which for the
most part ditches electronica in favor of
aserene guitar/organ instrumental that
starts softly, rises to afurious, anthemic
crescendo, then ends in quietude. There
actually are two outright homages to
130
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ioneered in Jamaica as far back
as 1967, dub remixes began as
simply overdubbed tape creations assembled by dance-hall DJs,
who started with the rhythm tracks of
previously recorded ska and reggae
hits, then added tape loops, sound
effects, and any other sounds their
primitive equipment could manage.
Meant as sales tools to attract dancers
to acertain club, dub began as strictly
dance music.
In the early '70s, Jamaican record
buyers began buying up dub singles
by producers like King Tubby and
Prince Jammy not for their A-sides,
but for the flips — the dub sides. Not
surprisingly, these were less predictable and, most important, more
danceable than the originals. But as
the technology improved and the
DJs' skill grew, dub became amusic
to be listened as well as danced to.
After running its course in Jamaica in
the late '80s, dub spread to England
and then to the rest of the music
world, and its influence has become
one of the streams feeding the current electronica scene.
The period from the mid-70s to the
early '80s was the heyday of early dub
albums. Lee "Scratch" Perry's Blackboard Jungle, a collaboration with
another dub pioneer, King Tubby, is
reputed to be the very first dub album.
On it Perry used the rhythm lines
from the Wailers' "ICaya," the
Upsetters' "Bucky Slunk," and Junior
Byles' "Feve4" plus ahalf dozen other

well-known reggae singles, as the basis
for tracks that have flashes of the original riffs but an integrity all their own.
Working largely with four-track
equipment, Perry —a man obsessed
with drum machines, edioplexes, and
phase shifters — overdubs three or
four vocal and instrumental tracks
onto asingle original rhythm track,
resulting in a dense, cluttered, but
intensely varied sound. Honed
through years of experimentation,
Perry's so-called "Black Ark Sound"
(named after his studio) is dub's most
recognizable single style, and one that
has influenced scores of imitators and
given the man himself (now in his
60s) the reputation of being Jamaica's
most accomplished knob-twister.
The Black Ark sound is still going
strong on his latest release, Fire in Dub.
Perry's sound was one of the first to
exemplify the now-widespread dub
practice of maximizing minimal resources. On "Can't Control the African
(Angry Mix)," for example, Perry as
distortion to an already heady bassline
and gives the "dticka chicka" guitar figure touches of reverb and echo. "No
Stick for Denise" begins with askastyle horn line, then moves into abeatdriven pop tempo with aquick offbeat
keyboard line, all laced with suggestive
chanting by ayoung DJ named Sushi.
"Dub 'Pon de Street" features alilting
reggae chorus over astatic bass line and
echoing snare beat. It's solid, imaginative stuff, if not quite as revelatory as
the material on which Perry has built
his reputation.
Working out of his London studio,
Mad Professor, aka Neil Fraser, has
created an equally recognizable mixing style. After the dub craze fizzled
in Jamaica in the early '80s and the
island's remix producers moved on to
other concepts, it was Fraser's UKbased creations that helped keep the
interest in dub alive through the end
of the decade. His technique, which
mixed the immediate accessibility of
pop music with the surprises inherent
in spontaneous overdubbing, found
two crucial audiences: indic rockers
who enjoyed dub as dance music, and
hardcore reggae fans who appreciated
dub's often flashy stylin'.
Dubtronk an album loosely based on
Mad Professor's improvisational live
show, ranks as an average dub journey
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somewhat low on the bass thunder it
should have, beginning with the bouncy,
Phil Spector-esque "Checkmate" and
ending with the sultry horn workout
"Bedroom Sensation." Mad Professor
revels in the sound of areverb-y bass
and seldom resorts to Perry's clasic dub
techniques of echo and phase-shifting.
Rather, he dabbles more in atmospheric
soundscapes, and exploring the sounds
ofjust drums and bass.
The long-awaited reissue of Bunny
Wailer's two Dub D'sco sets is welcome
news for any fan of reggae and dub.
Originally released in 1978 and never
before issued on CD, the album
sounds like agreatest hits collection,
including songs like "Roots Radics,"
"Battering Down," "I Stand Predominate," and "Dreamland." But what
makes Dub D'sco so extraordinary is the
way it retains so many original elements while still incorporating the
invention and imagination of dub.
Unfortunately, it loses points for having not been remastered — some songs
here have been duped off of LPs. But if
you can wade through the sound deficiencies (an uncommon problem in
this very sound-conscious genre), cuts
like "Love Fire (Burning Dub)" and a
dub version of Peter Tosh's epic "The
Toughest" preserve the songs' original
passion and intensity while developing
dub characteristics in subtle ways.
Where Perry and Mad Professor
undress asong to its skin before adding
dub embellishments, Wailer keeps as
much of the song's wardrobe intact as
possible, then accessorizes it. The technique makes Dub D'sco afuller, more
resonant dub experience, especially for
reggae technophobes.
Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare, formerly of the groundbreaking
Jamaican group Black Uhuru, have
historically been the premier rhythm
section in reggae music, and deserve to
be ranked alongside the greatest
rhythm sections in all of popular
music. Having played together for
almost two decades, the two could play
arubber band and atin-can lid and
make deep and sensual sounds. That's
as good areason as any to give Strip to
the Bone alisten, but there's more: Sly's
precise percussion, Robbie's faultless
bass, atouch of funk guitar, adash of
recognizable reggae hooks, and the talents of remix master Howie B, who
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Jamaica's most accomplished musical architect,
Lee 'Scratch' Perry, remains one of the most
innovative dub remixers.

adds fashionable electronica accents.
Unfortunately, what looks good on
paper doesn't always add up in execution. Not adub project by definition,
Strip to the Bone nonetheless falls short
of its sexy promise. The problem is that
there's too much Howie B and not
enough Sly and Robbie. Though the
entire album presents an array of gritty
rhythm tracks produced with an effective low-end rumble, too few of them
break down into the kind of rawboned
reggae riddims we've come to expect
from this rhythm section.
"High Voltage Syndrome" settles into
a mellow exploration. "Ballistic
Squeeze" only momentarily bounces
into traditional reggae before deconstructing into loops and noise, as does
the 10-minute "Into Battle," which traverses strange, ear-straining ambiences
before alighting on adanceable drumand-bass hook. But only the scathing,
multi-fingered tempos of the title cut
feature Sly and Robbie working together with Howie B toward adevastating
end: aradically smooth merging of reggae, remix, and electronica.
Speaking of smooth, you've most
likely read about Massive Attack, the
Bristol, England trio responsible for
Mezzanine, an album nearly universally
acknowledged as one of 1998's most

Reviews

intriguing discs. Their now widely
influential sound, which manages to be
both menacing and sultry, combines
dark keyboard loops, cushiony
rhythms, and vaguely malevolent pop
hooks, all layered with the angelic
voices of many of England's finest
female pop singers (such as Tracey
Thorn of Everything But the Girl).
The band has now released Singles
90/98, an 11-disc compendium of
their 11 officially released singles. Each
single has its own disc here, augmented by up to six remixes done by avariety of mixmasters.
The disc devoted to "Karmacoma,"
the single off their 1994 album, Protection, features remixes by Mad Professor,
Portishead, Ben Young, Blacksmith,
and U.N.K.L.E. The disc, which also
includes the band's show-closing
"Unfinished Sympathy," from their
landmark Blue Lines album, features
two remixes by Nellee Hooper: one
by electronics pioneer Paul Oakenfold,
and an all-instrumental version.
For Massive Attack fans, having all
these remixes in one sturdy black box is
like having awell-stocked fridge during
awinter storm. You simply won't need
anything else—until the band's next
album is released. Massive Attack's simmering, soulful, perilous grooves will
carry you off into enthrallingly dark
sonic territory. The shadowy corners
and eerie quietude of the band's original
material lends itself perfectly to dubstyle remixes; each track serves as amalleable base that's easily prodded,
stretched, and shaped according to the
tastes of the potter. (In 1994, Mad
Professor dedicated an entire album —
Massive Attar* v. Mad Profasor, Gyroscope
GYR 6619 — to Massive Attack remixes. One of these, "ICarmacoma
(Bumper Ball Dub)," is included here.)
For the uninitiated, such a big
mouthful of even the most brilliant
band can be difficult chewing. On disc
9—which features 'Teardrop," with
former Cocteau Twin Liz Fraser on
vocals —you get nearly 30 minutes of
beautifully produced music, all loosely
extrapolated from the same song.
While fans will enjoy hearing the song
evolve and devolve, expand and contract, especially on the devastating Primal Scream remix, many other listeners
will find that this is more dub than they
can digest.
-Bob Gulla
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Kraftwerk's Ralf and Florian: The title
track appears once, then later as "Future
World II"; and "Runners Standing Still"
has the same lush minimalism —all electronic drum pads, whispered/Vocoderized vocals, and Pong-y synth
melody — that marked much of Computer World. But Trans Am is neither
retro nor acovers band, just an unclassifiable, constantly mutating treasure of
the Amerindie world.
-Fred Mills
TOM WAITS
Mule Variations
Epitaph 86547-2 (CD). 1999. Torn Waits, Kathleen
Brennan, prods.; Oz Fritz, Jacquire King, and Gene
Cornelius, engs; Jeff Sloan, second eng. AAD?
TT: 70:42
Performance ****
Sonics ****

T

hroughout his career, Tom Waits
has given new meaning to the
expression "mood music." Listen
to enough Waits records, with their
peals of percussion, raspy voicings, and
midnight urgencies, and you, too, will
thirst for blue ruin, curse every crucial
decision gone by, and wonder how your
life got so landlocked and luckless.
Of course, you'll wake the next day,
flannel-tongued and foggy-headed,
and realize — in avariation on the old
drive-in movie chant — that it was
only arecord.
Over the years, as he's written a
career's worth of greasy, sad, increasingly
noisy classics (of asort), Waits has become
the musical equivalent of afive o'clock
shadow or that last glance around a
smoky, beer-soaked tavern at closing
time. His music is grizzled, angular as
hell, and— as many friends and compatriots constantly remind me —an acquired
taste that makes drinking ouzo, eating
lima beans, or laughing at South Park seem
as easy and innocuous as breathing.
Mule Variations continues, albeit with
less deliberate noise, in the direction
Waits has bumped along in since the
early 1980s, when he left behind Elektra
Records and his persona of low-life
Hollywood piano player. Fans who
climbed aboard his careening train during his first and most glorious records on
Island, Swordfishtrombones and Raindogs,
and stayed on for the ride through Black
Rider, 1993's way-out tribute to 1920s
German decadence, will recognize
much of the artistry and many of the attitudes here. From the whispery, spoken-word-only sendup of prying into
your neighbors' lives, "What's He
Building," to the hoarse shouting and
industrial percussion of "Eyeball Kid," to
the tender ballads "Hold On," "Pony,"
Stereophile, August 1999

All dressed up with nowhere to go: Tom Waits (obviously still amotel maid's worst nightmare)
continues to define the concept of "cult artist' with his new album, Mule Variations.

"Picture in aFrame," and "Georgia Lee,"
this is still the Waits of the Island years.
One refurbished disguise in Waits'
character-actor-like wardrobe of personas is the woodsy, northern California
bluesman who tries to inject enough
Delta grit to be low-down. Of course,
nerve and gettin' low-down come
natchl to Waits, and adding the blues
harps of Charlie Musselwhite and John
Hammond doesn't hurt either. And
"Get Behind aMule," which refers to
Robert Johnson's father's famous comment about what went wrong with his
son (he wouldn't get behind amule),
works in ablues o' Marin County way.
As would be expected of those attracted to asingular talent, the players who
help Waits throughout this set—from
Primus' Les Claypool on bass to Marc
Ribot, alongtime Waits hired gun—are
all accomplished players who, at least
during the making of this disc, seemed
tuned to Waits' left-of-the-dial frequency. Like most of his more recent discs,
the recording quality is splendid, full of
depth and breadth and the kind of separation between players necessary for
Waits' sonic world to take full effect.
Although he's been trying to jettison
the barroom hipster persona for more
than adecade, sitting at the piano and
telling sad, affecting tales remains Waits'
main musical strength, and the reason
why, ultimately, anything he commits to
tape is still an event. Fortunately, the ballads — actual songs, as opposed to tryingly tuneless rants — get equal time here.

On "Georgia Lee," adetail-less lament to anearly anonymous dead girl,
Waits' whipsawn vocal chords linger
painfully and believably over achorus —
"Why wasn't God watching /Why wasn't God listening / Why wasn't God
there for Georgia Lee" — that marks this
as another tortured text in asongbook
that already includes "Downtown Train,"
"Saving All My Love for You," "Blind
Love," and at least ahalf dozen other
enduring flophouse weepers.
The juxtaposition between that tune
and the next, "Filipino Box Spring Hog,"
in which his fearsome howls and pounding rhythms detail how, during parties at
aformer L.A. residence, he'd cut ahole in
the floor and cook up apig, sums up the
polemics of the Waits vision. On one side
of the argument, when he indulges his
plumbing-as-percussion obsession and
uses his Moses-like bellow, his music is
self-consciously artsy, inspiring more endurance than affection. Far more affecting
are the actual songs—again, most of
them ballads —in which he's forced to
sing rather than howl, and emote rather
than become the virtuoso oblique.
Shaken but not stirred, these two flavors make for apowerful Ulcer meant
to be sipped, not quaffed. And no operating heavy machinery afterward either.
The uninitiated are likely to run screaming from the room, but the rest of us will
be too inebriated from listening to do
anything but wait — hopefully not
another six years—for the next jolt.
—Robert Baird
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DUKE ELLINGTON
The Columbia Legacy
Anatomy of aMurder
Columbia/Legacy CK 65569 (CD) Irving Townsend,
prod. IT: 76:17
Performance
Sonia ***1/2
Block, Brown & Beige
Featuring AAahalia Jackson
Columbia/Legacy CK 65566 (CD). Irving Townsend,
prod.; Fred Plaut, Harold Chapman, engs. TT: 73:25
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2
Such Sweet Thunder
Columbia/Legacy CK 65568 (CD). Irving Townsend,
prod; Fred Plaut, Harold Chapman, engs. TT: 76:57
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2
First Time! The Count Meets The Duke
Columbia/Legacy CK 65571 (CD). Teo Macero, prod.,
Fred Plaut, eng. TT: 73:52
Performance ****
Sonics ***
Ellington at Newport 1956: Complete
Columbia/Legacy C2K 64932 (2 CDs). George
Avakian, prod. TT: 2:09:09
Performance
Sonics ***1/2
All five: 1999. Phil Schaap, reissue prod.; unidentified
engs. unless noted. ADD.

I

twould be hard, in 1999, to miss the
fact that it is the 100th anniversary
of the birth of Duke Ellington. The
major networks have even covered The
Maestro this year, in little features on
the Six O'Clock News. It's touching to
see him in his old age, with his funny
cap of hair, smiling ironically while
accepting medals from Richard Nixon.
Together, these reissues of five famous albums are avaluable contribution
to the Ellington Centennial. The production values reflect the high standards
of the Columbia/Legacy reissue program. The thick cover booklets contain
the original liner notes, illuminating
new commentaries from reissue producer Phil Schaap, guest essays from
Ellington alumni, and treasure troves of
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unpublished photos. There are many
bonus tracks, and the audio quality is
optimized by means of 20-bit digital
remixing and remastering from original
source tapes.
Each package tells the story behind
the recording for the very first time. If
you ever saw Anatomy of aMurder, the
Otto Preminger film with James Stewart, Ben Gazzara, and Lee Remick,
you probably remember its music as
being powerful yet distracting — oddly
disconnected from the cinematic presentation. If you ever heard the original
soundtrack LP, you'll remember the
hideous reverb. But now we're allowed
to experience this extraordinary work
—Ellington's only film score — as he
wrote and recorded it, without the
film's clumsy editing or the LP's echo.
Now it is possible to understand
Ellington's intention — how afew central themes modulate and recur, how
moods are evoked and evolve, how
tensions are allowed to accumulate,
even explode. "Flirtibird," for example — Lee Remick's theme — flows
through variations ("Way Early
Subtonc," "Almost Cried") in order to
portray a character whose piquant,
teasing carnality is inseparable from
the plot. What afortunate movie to
have such music at its service.
The three-part suite Black, Brown &
Beige was composed as a"tone parallel
to the history of the American Negro,"
and was performed in Ellington's first
appearance at Carnegie Hall, in
January 1943. Critics of the era were
not ready for jazz in extended forms,
and Ellington never played the full suite
again, but in 1958 he returned to some
of its key themes and edited them into a
new, scaled-down configuration. A
more appropriate title for the 1958
album might have been Come Sunday
Suite—this timeless melody, one of
Ellington's finest, is at the core of the
new structure.
"Come Sunday" is one of Ellington's
first attempts at an explicitly spiritual
theme, and he persuaded the renowned
gospel singer Mahalia Jackson to perform the vocal version. Her engagement
with this material is stirring. So is Ray
Nance's instrumental treatment (especially on the previously unknown alternate take), where the slow process of his
violin achieves passionate release. It is in
such moments that the true spiritual
meaning of Ellington's music is most
powerful — not in the more narrowly
religious "sacred music" that came later.

Such Sweet Thunder is probably the
least essential work here, notwithstanding the exquisite textures of its orchestrations. Ellington's musical caricatures
of figures from William Shakespeare are
cute and kitschy. One theme, "The StarCrossed Lovers," has endured — a
melody as evanescent, ephemeral, and
poignant as the destinies of Romeo and
Juliet, and we get to hear Johnny
Hodges' alto sax caress it in three separate takes. The album was recorded in
late '56 and early '57 in stereo, but was
released only in mono because of technical problems associated with early
stereo recording technology. Phil Schaap
found the unused stereo masters in a
mislabeled box and resolved the technical problems in the digital domain, and
Such Sweet Thunder now exists in vivid,
dynamic two-channel sound.

First lime! is another novelty item.
The somewhat dubious idea was to
record the Ellington and Basie bands
together, Basie in the left channel and
Ellington in the right, sans rehearsal, in
asingle all-night session during which
most of the players got drunk. (Cat
Anderson and Juan Tizol got in afistfight. Tizol, who had been with Ellington since 1929, walked out, never to
return.) 'The miracle is that the concept
often works. It is aspecial adrenaline
rush to hear such famous Basie soloists
as Frank Wess and Frank Foster trade
eights with Ellington legends Johnny
Hodges and Jimmy Hamilton.
Both as amusical event and as awork
of archival scholarship, the truc masterpiece here is Ellington at Newport 1956:
Complete. Ellington's performance at the
Newport Jazz Festival on July 7, 1956
has often been called the band's greatest
concert. Certain facts are indisputable:
The original album, Ellington at Nippon,
Stereophile, August 1999

Record
is Duke's all-time biggest seller, the concert was the "comeback" event that relaunched Ellington's career, and it incited an actual riot. Paul Gonsalves' maniacal, 27-chorus catharsis on "Diminuendo
and Crescendo in Blue" caused the audience to rush the stage in an early
Eisenhower Era iteration of amosh pit.
What has never been understood until
now is that Ellington's most famous
album is a43-year-old hoax perpetrated
by Columbia Records. The Newport
concert was recorded by Columbia in
mono, and was also recorded for broadcast by Voice of America, in aseparate
setup with different microphones and
mixer. Immediately after the concert,
Columbia producer George Avakian
decided that Columbia's tapes were fatally flawed. For one thing, soloists had occasionally played into the wrong microphones —the Voice of America microphones —including Paul Gonsalves in his
famous solo! Avakian insisted that Duke's
band re-create the concert in the studio
on July 9. What emerged as Ellington at
Newport was abizarre patchwork of live
tapes spliced with huge sections from the
studio, including fake applause, phony
Newport ambiance, and re-recorded
stage announcements.
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The original Voice of America tapes
were located at the Library of Congress.
Phil Schaap and Sony engineer Mark
Wilder painstakingly assembled astereo
master, in which the Columbia mono
tape became the left channel and the
VoA tape became the right. This master
was converted to digital and synchronized. Now Schaap has given us the
actual night, as performed, in sequence —
and in stereo! (The popular original release, included in this two-CD set for
reference, sounds like an insult.)

The result is asublime time warp.
That warm July night is so real we
can go there. We experience in full
the lame, smarmy introductions of
Father Norman O'Connor, whose
only adjective is "wonderful." We are
rendered defenseless by Duke's
urbane charm (guess what: he loves
us madly). We eavesdrop on the
band's patter. We're crushed in the
unruly crowd. Best of all, we're there
when the ensemble roars and when,
one by one, the great ones, liberated
from time, step forward: Johnny
Hodges, whose magnificent clinkers
on "I Got It Bad" were re-recorded for
the original LP; Harry Carney, who
lumbers with imperial grace through
"Sophisticated Lady"; Jimmy Hamilton,
whose clarinet spills silvery light on
Duke's new composition for the concert, "Newport Jazz Festival Suite";
and, of course, Paul Gonsalves, now
clarion-clear, and his 27 choruses for
the ages.
Ellington at Newport 1956: Complete is a
document of enormous historical significance, and amost fitting memorial to
America's greatest composer on the
100th anniversary of his birth.
—Thomas Conrad
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Todd Garfinkle responds
to Jonathan Scull

Comments

gle-ended amplifier, Iconcentrate agreat
deal of attention on the amplifier's "overload recovery" ability. The ability of an
Wow, me a"world citizen"! I)id Ireally
amplifier to instantly recover from clipsay that? Feels pretty good — for now, anyping is much more important than is comway! Iam quite grateful to Mr. Jonathan
monly believed. In the power war of
Scull and Kathleen that they took the time
amplifier manufacturers, the mentality is
to invite me to their loft/space (and the
focused on high and then even higher
roof as well — amazing!), where time (and
power output to solve the clipping probspace) take on adifferent meaning altolem. In reality, the most critical aspect is
gether. Iwas also quite honored to have
how fast an amplifier can recover after
them visit two of my projects at the
overload. With the incredible dynamic
"church" in New York City — aless than
range of live and, in turn, recorded music,
lofty space, but what to do? It's the New
even 2000W of power is not enough.
World. Mine, for some reason, perceives
Most of the music being listened to in
itself to be more of the "Old" variety.
an average home listening room requires
And Ihope Ididn't offend anybody
only about 3W of power. It is on the tranwith that foul language. It even made
sients of loud low-frequency program
BIG PRINT! It is quite hard to rememmaterial that tremendous signal voltages
ber at this point all that Isaid, but in any
will appear at the input of the amplifier. It
event, Ihope it's KOOL. And that last bit
is in this situation that an amplifier's overabout "refugee status" and "being disconload recovery ability is of critical concern.
nected" — perhaps that was the best part
The single-ended triode class-A amplifier
of the interview! No? (Sorry.) Iknow it's
has an exemplary ability to handle tranmore complicated than it seems, but
sients and instantaneously recover from
thanks anyway for retaining it.
brief or even extended overloads. The
Best of health to all, and see you soon,
class-A triode single-ended amplifier will
sometime, somewhere!
Todd Gaenkle
overload symmetrically at any frequency
M•A Recordings
in the audio bandpass. The triode in classTokyo,Japan
A will also yield faithful reproduction of
extremely low frequencies at full output
Cary Audio Design CAD-3005E LX20
levels. The design of the power transEditor:
former, power-supply regulation, and
WOW! What areview! Iam grateful, and,
careful shaping of the overall frequencyas we say in North Carolina... "Mr.
response curve all play very important
Colloms, Iam beholden to you once again."
parts in the ability of an amplifier to
Ifind it extraordinarily satisfying, after I recover quickly when overloaded. If one
spent untold months designing and fieldwere to monitor the high-voltage rail of a
testing the CAD-300SE LX20, that Mr.
Cary Audio single-ended class-A amplifiColloms is testifying to the merits of siner during soft and also loud music pasgle-ended triode sound. Ican remember,
sages, it would be found that there is no
years back, when Martin Colloms' views
more than avolt or so change from soft to
of single-ended, zero-feedback triode amloud passages.
plifiers were quite the contrary. Martin
Another technical feature of a lowwas not alone in his negative views. Once
powered, class-A SET amplifier is stabilipeople have the opportunity to actually
ty. Properly designed, such an amplifier
listen to a single-ended, class-A triode
can operate with no load (without speakmusic system, Iam of the opinion it will
er) without damage to the amplifier, outchange any preconceived negative views
put transformer, or tubes.
they may harbor.
You will note that most of my discussion
Ibelieve there is awell-kept secret in the
has been in the realm of vacuum-tube SET
circles of audio designers. Most designers
class-A audio amplifiers. The SET audio
will not admit to the fact that "the bestamplifier is, by nature, a low-wattage
sounding audio amplifiers are low powdevice. In staying within that realm, Iconered." Sonic in the industry believe that
clude that "High Power Corrupts!"
even 9W or 10W is too much. Ihave heard
Once again, Iwould like to thank
it said in many audio forums that "If the
Stereophile for the opportunity to voice my
first watt sounds bad, why do Iwant 200
thoughts on the subject of single-ended,
more of the same?"
class-A, real triode sound.
During the design effort on aCary sinIn the words of Sam Tellig: Mr.
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Colloms, Ibelieve you are in Val) triode?'
Dennis J. Had
President, Guy Audio Design
Rotel RB 991
Editor:
The RB 991 amplifier evolved from Rotel's venerable RB 990 and forms the
middle unit in aseries of three amplifiers,
all with similar tonal characteristics. The
lesser model offers 130Wpc, while the
largest has 400W nominal power; each
has our built-in-house super-large toroidal transformers and an assorted mix of
high-end components.
As the Rotel factory has been operating
in China for several years, it seemed agood
idea to assemble the amplifiers where we
made the transformers. Originally, the factory was going to be only for toroidal transformer production, but has grown into our
main manufacturing establishment This
factory, about 50Icm north of Hong Kong,
has allowed us to pursue building great
products, using the finest parts from around
the world while maintaining reasonable
prices for our goods.
Rotel is committed to retrieving every
last nuance of sound; many of our components won't tolerate poor front-ends or
bad recordings. We try to offer no-compromise high-end performance at alower
price than is often considered possible.
The RB 991 seems to meet its goals,
and, as Bob Reina notes, it does require
careful selection of preamp and CD player,
this amplifier is very revealing. Some
brands hide or draw aveil over the music;
if this is built into aproduct, it can never be
removed. The reason you trade up is to
remove the layers of material that can
smother the emotion in the music. Traits
such as thick midbass and limited highfrequency resolution are impossible to
remove if they are designed into amodel.
We obviously recommend the Rotel
RB 991 preamp and RCD 991 CD player to complement the RB 991, but the
Sonic Frontiers Anthem CD player
would also be an excellent choice, or a
Krell KBL or Convergence Technology
preamp.
Mike Bartlett
General Manager, Rotel ofAmerica
Mesa Tigris
Edam:
With nearly 30 years' experience as a
builder and designer of musical-instrument amplifiers, it's difficult for me to
resolve — or even explain — the disparity
Stereophile, August 1999

that sometimes occurs between technical
performance and listening performance.
An instant illustration is that the Tigris'
best technical performance occurs when
set at full pentode and maximum feedback. Yet this is universally the least favored setting for listening enjoyment.
It's not at all difficult to achieve vastly
improved performance specs with the
Tigris. In fact, it started out with pretty
impressive specs — for atube amp. Yet, as
its sonic evolution progressed and changes
were made that increased listeners' musical
enjoyment, technical performance was
often seen to suffer as aresult.
One of the virtues of Tandem State
Imaging is that when you see afork in the
road, you can take it. An early version
provided aswitching position that could
deliver proud specifications as asonic reference and as aremedy for the anticipated technical criticisms. But we abandoned
that approach when most listeners—
unaware of the switch's function —said it
sounded broken after hearing other settings, and wanted asetting they would
actually use instead. The remnant of that
good-spec performance is the current
full-pentode, full-feedback setting mentioned above.
In another example, several transformer configurations were evaluated,
yet the one with the best specs was every
listener's least preferred.
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sonics and the "technics" (our favorite
Thus we stayed with our timed-honored
kind!).
Randall Smith
path for developing musical-instrument
Designer & President, Mesa Etteineentiq
amplifiers: we listened, and we went for
tone. Perhaps the Tigris' musical strengths
NAD 218 THX
and its weaknesses are one and the same: it
Editor:
behaves somewhat more as amusical instrument (especially with the TSI) than as a NAL) would like to thank Robert J. Reina
for avery thorough and thoughtful evalneutral reproductive element. Iwouldn't
uation of the 218 THX power amplifier. As
want to take this analogy too fan but music
sounds better in Carnegie Hall than in a one who has spent hundreds of hours listening to the 218 THX in his own system,
dead recording studio. Whether Carnegie's
Ithink Robert has very accurately conresonances and reflections qualify as "aberveyed the strengths (and limitations) of the
rant colorations" compared to the techni218 THX in his well-written review.
cally superior studio, the all-important fact
Robert does pose an interesting question
of musical preference remains.
as to whether one really needs such apowThis is not to make excuses or apologize
erful amplifier. As he indicates in the
for the Tigris' showing under test condireview, it is largely a matter of system
tions; Iwish it were better. Yet it was aconmatching. In our experience, aparticularly
scious design choice to emphasize musical
good application for the 218THX can be
enjoyment, even knowing, the rated perpowering apair of one of the many very
formance would suffer. After all, which is
high-quality, stand-mounted monitors that
more important? If the answer is specs —
have good power handling and often renot musical enjoyment — there would be
markable bass extension, but low sensitiviprecious little need for today's High End,
ty (81-86dB). We demonstrated this style
given the wide availability of inexpensive
of system to great effect at Stereophile's HIconsumer gear boasting impressive techniFI '98 show, powering PSB's diminutive
cal performance.
Stratus Mini loudspeakers. The bass perforOur thanks to Chip Stern for "getting
mance was truly remarkable —it was fun
it." While the Tigris might not be for
to see showgoers looking behind the cureveryone, his luminous prose does captains for the subwoofer that didn't exist!
ture the essence of what we were trying
Gny Stidsett
to accomplish. His amplifier had the adDirector of Sales &Marketing
vantage of two updates (absent in the
NAD Electronics of America
tech-review unit) that improved both the
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ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
(602) 326-4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
dB Audio
(510) 548-8733
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 558-1000
Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 486 1044
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
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Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
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(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
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Glendale
The Newstand Company
(818) 247-4905
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
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World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
All Systems Go
(310) 393-2800
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San Diego
Audio Video Excelknce
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Stereo Design
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(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio video City
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Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
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Sawyer's News
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Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
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Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(310) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 781-4700
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740

Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Melbourne
Associated Telecom
(407) 724-4000
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911

Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835

Pensacola
Audio Advice of Northwest
Florida
(850) 477-6821
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819

Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser DEntertainment
(714) 693-2882
COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(860) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD 8DVD
Exchange
(941) 377-4419
St. Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(813) 521-3011
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Ounwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
AM Home Theatre Store
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HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
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IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770
Belleville
Audio By Us
(6)8) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Paul Heath Audio Ltd.
(773) 549-8100
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848

FLORIDA
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299

Van L Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166

Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000
Woodridge
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Synergistic Sounds
(317) 726-0243
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(3)9) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS
Kansas City
Masterpiece Audio
(913) 321-2020
Salina
Acoustic Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
KENTUCKY
Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
1207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(010) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Sounds So Good
(301) 585-8001
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(4)0) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras, Inc. Stereo 8Video
(781) 648-8111
Ensemble
(6)7) 648-4434
Boston
Electronika
(617) 859-8001
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
KB S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronits
(313) 741-4444
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
East Lansing
Quantum Leap
(517) 337-8362
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
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Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Portage
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320

Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(732) 636-7777

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978

Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio &Video
(248) 737-0005

Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509

Superior Sight &Sound
(248) 626-2780

Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933

Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188

MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 941-0474
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSOURI
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600

MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8Design
(402) 423-0363

NEVADA

Lake Grove

Audio Den
(516) 585-5600

Liverpool

Audio -Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 439-1900

Nashua

NEW JERSEY
DuneIlen

Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399
Palisades Park
Angel Audio Tech.
(201) 313-5551
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006

Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Westfield
SoundStage
(908) 233-6196
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Naim NHL 3-way
Loud Speaker
Separate
hidden internal
enclosures
eliminate
inter-modulation
distortion

Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600

Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

Audition the complete
NAIM Reference Music
System at Innovative.

Upgrade A/V Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi-Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt rsElectronics
(914) 331-5011

Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212

NEW HAMPSHIRE

RSVP

NEW YORK
Binghamton
1.5.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848

Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401

Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233

RADICAL
REFERENCE

Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary

The New Nairn NBL
Loudspeaker
Arcam, Balanced Audio, B&W*, MW Nautilus SOW, Black Diamond, Creek, Denon,
Direct TV Satellite, Faroudja, Grado, Jeff Rowland, Lexicon, Linn Products, Loewe Digital TV,
Mark Lminson, Mark Levinson Reference, Meadowlark. McIntosh'. MIT Reference, Nakamichi,
NAIM, Nordost, Pioneer Elite, Proceed, Rega, REL, Rotel', Sennheiser, Sonus Faber, SONY Video,
SONY Multiscan Projectors, Spectral, Spectral Reference, Stewart FilmScreen, Thiel, VAC, Wadia,
Wilson Audio, Zoethecus and more.

INNOVATIVE

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS

212-634.4444 150 East 58 Street, New York 10155

Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880

Manhattan

Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246

Brooklyn Heights

Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Greenville
Home Systems
(252) 353-8091

•Yulahleqn %Imo sn. lurk oril

718.596.0888 77 Clinton Street, Brooklyn 11201

www.innovaudio.com
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Where

to

Morrisville
Audio Broker
(919) 4674806
Mt. Holly
Television Video Sales 8Service
(704) 827-0301
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Centenrille
Look and Listen
(937) 438-4330
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Marion
Exotica Car Audio
(740) 383-2559
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Hatfield
World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343
Levittown
Contemporary Audio Video
(215) 702-3600
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Jazzman
(215) 735-7444
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115
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Buy

Stereophile

Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Williamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(717) 323-9014
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949

Richmond
Audio Visions
(804) 346-0876
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139
Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047

TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397

TEXAS
Addison
Top Communications Services
(972) 267-0000
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667

Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262

High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Images
(972) 980-2560
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
NTT Audio Video
(713) 523-3388
Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
Plano
Audio Home
(972) 429-1541
UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Park City
Lifestyle Electronics
(435) 615-1515
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Disc-Go-Round
(413) 733-1094
Sums Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910
WYOMING
Jackson
Custom Electronics
(307) 733-1600
PUERTO RICO

Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No .3 Rd.
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W.Broadway
1150 Robson St.
2388 W.Fourth Ave.
674 Granville St.,4th Floor
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St.
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steles Ave W.
Downsview
Home Theatre Shop
2899 Steeles Ave W., Unit #26
Kingston
lust Hi -Fi
239 Princess St.
London
London Audio
716 York St.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd.
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St.
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Windsor
Live Wire Audio Ltd.
11505 Tecumseh Rd. E.
QUEBEC
Quebec
CO RA
131-18 Rue E.

Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave. SW
Edmonton
Audio 5.1
10326-63 Ave.
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave.
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163

FRANCE
Quincy-Voisin
Renaissance Sarl
Tel/Fax (331) 6004 6066
GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Tel. (49) 6722 8060
Fax (49) 6722 8067
HONG KONG
National Distributor
Central
YK Audio Ltd.
Tel. (852) 2524 8775
Fax (852) 2845 0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel. (852) 2392 6368
Fax (852) 2392 6328
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound and Music
Tel. (39) 583 55 301
Fax (39) 583 66 790
INDIA
Mumbai
Nova Audio Systems (P) Ltd.
Tel. (91) 22 495 4260
Fax (91) 22 496 3465
NBN ZEALAND
National Distributor
Wellington
DR Britton Ltd.
Tel. (64) 45688 066
Fax (64) 45688 065

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon city
Upscale Audio
Tel (63) 2931 37 42
Fax 163) 2741 28 93

BENELUX
National Distributor
Durob Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax 31 (0) 73 511 7583

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Ajasom
Tel. (351) 1474 8709
Fax (351) 1475 1367

De Hifiwinkel
TeL 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax 31(0) 40 211 7734

De Hifnvinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax 31 (0) 24 684 2602

Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Fairfax
Audio Buys
(703) 385-4464
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733

FINLAND
lUrku
Hifi Mesta Oy
Tel. (358) 22504 888
Fax (358) 22504 808

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel. (617) 3368 3566
Fax (617) 3368 3813

Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(809) 781-3870

ALBERTA
Calgary
6,85V Audio
1424 Fourth St SW

Norager
Hifi Kliibben
Tel. (45) 353 64960
Fax (45) 353 68 385

NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax (47) 55 25 62 14

The Hifishop
Tel. 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax 31 (0) 13 580 1529

CANADA

DENMARK

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
R1 Martinez
Tel ./Fax (54) 1585 1413

Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805
Rio Piedras
Stardust DVD Distributors
(787) 274-0146

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177

Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434

New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St.

De Hifistudio
Tel. 31 (0) 591 61 1111
Fax 31 (0) 591 61 2345

BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Tel. (673) 244 8840
Fax (673) 244 8841
BULGARIA
Sofia
Audio Consult
Tel /Fax (359) 255 4069
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat
Parlatek
Tet/Fax (506) 225 8231
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel. (388) 21 343 213
Fax (385) 21 40 376

REPUBUC OF CHINA
Taiwan
Taipei
Tang Hill Intl. Ltd.
Tel (886) 22581 3605
Fax (886) 22564 2918
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel. (353) 1288 8477
Fax (353) 1283 4887
REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
TP
S
Iw
Kolie
Tel/Fax (389) 91 11 83 66
RUSSIA
Moscow
RG Sound, Inc.
Tel. (095) 256 5091
Fax (095) 259 2742
Too Kst
Tel (095) 007 286 5474
Fax (095) 007 150 8324

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton
Hifi Excellence
Tel. (27) 11 907 9092
Fax (27) II 907 8399
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarre Audio Elite
Tel. (349) 6351 0798
Fax (349) 6351 5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hifi
Tel. (46) 86616 300
Fax (46) 86602 207
SWITZERLAND
G
Hifi Portier
Tel (41) 22 784 0050
Fax (41 22 784 2904
THAILAND
Notional Distributor
Bangkok
Music World Co Ltd.
Tel (662) 276 5190
Fax (662) 276 2456
TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
Tel. (868) 663 1384
Fax (868) 645 2205
TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel (90) 212 241 3411
Fax (90) 212 231 9673
UNITED KINGDOM
Newsstand Distributor
COMAG Magazine Mktg.
Tel. 01895 433 800
Fax 01895 433 801
Dealer Distributor
National Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 928 0625
Ipswich
Sevenoaks Hifi
Tel 01473 286 977
London
Kamla Hifi
Tel 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel. 0171 497 1346
Milton Keynes
Audio Insight Technosounds
Tel 01908 604 949
Nottingham
Castle Sound and Vision
Tel 0115 958 4404
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel. 01865 790879
Reading
Audio T
Tel 01189 585 463
Scotland
Edinburgh
Music Mill
Tel 0131 555 3963
Tonbridge Wells
Sounds of Music
Tel 01892 547 003
West -Thurrock
Rayleigh Hifi
Tel 01708 680 551
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice Show Room
Tel. (381) 11-222 4322
Fax (381) 11-140 689
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Radix Audio
Tel (381) 36 11 ill
Fax (381) 36 10 333

SAUDI ARABIA
Audio Video Centre
Tel (966) I416 2230
Fax (966) 1416 2308
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
Tel./Fax (65) 33 66 790
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Nairn, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rep, Epos, ReVox,
JPW, 1)puco, OC-9, Goldring, Meadowlark. Target,
Sound Organisation, and snore. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.

AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta. Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Ibire/fiec (804) 358-5300.

AU1)10PHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop. Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aragon, Audio
Research, B&K, CAL C.ambridge, EAD, Golden Tube,
JoLida. Krell, Lexicon, Martin-Logan. Paradigm, Rep.
TARA, Thiel. Totem, YBA. (608) 284-0001.

WE'RE HERE AND YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Akin, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAL, Cary, Diapason, JMIab, Manley,
MS, ProAc, QuickSilver, Ultcch, Wilson-Benesch,
Wireworld, more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter!
AtiZend
Audio, (602)921-9961, unenv.tubeaudiecont

"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zocthecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum 1)ymalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage. M rT, Oracle, PowerWedge, ProAc, Theta, van
den Hui, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Limpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/AntEx/Discotmr.

HIGH-ENI) COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices — Aerial, B&O, 13&W, Bryston, Cinepro, Classé,
Dynaudio, EAD, EulestonWorks, Hales, Lexicon,
Martin-Logan. Meridian, Proceed, Revel, Thiel,
Totem, Krell, and other exclusive audio products. Helm
Musk C.ompany (888) 519-9800.

ATTENTION
QUAD,
KORA,
ROKSAN,
SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales
and/or service for Quad, Kora, Roksan, Spendor, and
Gradient. New ESL panels, new and rebuilt ESL-63
panels, updates, stands, and subwoofers available!
Contact Randy or Mike, QSC-i.), (540)372-3711, fitx (540)
372-3713. E-mail: qsandd@aolcom. Web: unmet.ndd.cont

AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase,
Acoustic Energy, Acrowc, Aesthetiic, Air Tight, Avalon
Acoustics, Audio Artistry', Audio Note, Audio
Refinement, Basis, Benz-Micro, Cabasse, Cary, Chang,
Electrocompaniet, Ensemble, Fanfare, German Physics,
Graaf, Graham, Joseph Audio, Koctsu, Kuzma, LAT,
Lelunan, Magnum Dynalab, Musical Design, Music
Metre, Muse, Odeon, Oust, Pathos, Rega, Samadhi
Acoustics, Spendor, Tammy, Totem, Transfiguration,
Wheaton Triplanar, XL°, YBA, Zoethecus, and more.
Call Johrs liantes at (303) 691-3407, jar (303) 922-0522.
2341 W Yale Atm, &ginned, CO 80110.

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC. Aragon. Cello, )(sell, Mark Levinson. MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold. or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superes Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Semite
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
website at unintlinlare.wm. See the latest FM antennas
(the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM reception. Download our product literature. Not on the
Net? Call for our &two Pilot newsletter at (800) 2688637, aho (716)683-5451, or lax to (716)683-5421. E-mail
to injiteaniarecont, or Write to Fanfare FM, Box 455, Buffalo,
NY 14225-0455.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. Tice Audio
Products, tel. (561) 575-7577, fix (561) 575-0302,
sisinericeassdiacom.
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects, $150/
meter pair; speaker cable, $100/running meter.
Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 4578748 InjOre lOpm EST
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories ($030 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone. $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode, 1Old
Guam Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Audiophiles around the world
have learned that our remote-controlled 126-step
matrix-type line-level volume controls and preamps are
the most transparent and accurate available today. Uses
only costly Vishay S-102 premium resistors in all signal
paths. Transtimins CD sound. $1000. Also, 3-input
remote-controlled passive mid full-featured class-A discrete-component buffered line stage. Any of these units
will turn your good system into something very special.
No-risk 30-day trial. Once you hear the sparkling clarity of Vishay resistors, you won't have anything less!
(208) 342-6141 or (208) 863-1089, Placetteatediecom.
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PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Ela, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills,
'Creme, etc., capacitors, resistors. All types of connectors, chassis wires, cabling, Alps, Noble, TICD, Hexfird
diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration damping
sheets, isolators, l)eflex Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael Percy, Box
526, Inverness, CA 94937 (415) 669-7181, (415) 669-7558
fax mperry@uni.rwt.
HI-FI EXCHANGE —large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell, and
trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-040a or visit our
showrooms at 251-11 (\When: Blvd, Little Nstk, NY 11363.
B&K AVR-202 RECEIVER, 7 months old, perfect
condition, $1650. (954) 433-2727

RATES: Private, $125 per word; Commercial,
$4.15 per word, $166 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Sterrophik,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to mn in the October 1999
Stereophile, you must submit it by August 2,
1999. Please Note: Phone-in ads are not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.

Mart

OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-Fl STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL Audio Physic, LAD, Immedia, Audio Refinement, Lyra, Wireworld, PSE, Castle, Mesa Engineering, VansEvers, Benz-Micro, Klyne, Sound Anchors,
RPM, Sumiko, ART, Yamamura, Townshend, XL0,
Gallo, Audio-Technica, ItEL, Vihrapod, Sanus, LAST.
VPI, Bylsee Technologies, Needle Nectar, ASC, Nitty
Gritty, and more. Used and demos available. Trade-ins
welcome. Comer Audio, (503) 643-7512. E-mail: jumbee
conwraudiecom, www.conteraudio.com.
STORAGE FURNITURE for media and equipment:
The Itackie' Systems. Modular stackablc oak record
racks, component racks, and drawer units for CDs,
tapes, and more! Free mail-order brochure; please
mention Stereophilt's "AudioMart." Call (800)821-4883
or visit us at wunv.rackium.com.
AUDIOQUEST LAPIS, Im, unbalanced, $195; Tice
Power Block Series II, $500; Musical Fidelity XIO-D,
$90. (920) 235-0693.
MARK LEVINSON: Two (2) Model No29 amplifiers, ($3500 each) $1800 each; Model No28 preamplifier, ($4000) $1800-, Proceed PCD 3 CD player,
($3000) $800; Bell'Ogetti Model 880 rack, ($500)
$400; Magnepan Magneplanar Model 3.3R, ($3400)
$2200; MIT and Monster Cable speaker wire, all balanced XLR cables. Will not separate, package price
$8800. Contact Kurt, (248)645-0597
CUSTOM-DESIGNED HOME STEREO loudspeakers. Created one at atime, built to exacting specifications. (906)789-0516, e-mail: dvdctign@hotmaiLann.
CLASSIC KRELL: KSA-100. 1988 model, one careful
owner, $900. E-mail: dfeldrnan@us.oracle.com.
WILSON WATT 3/PUPPY 2, black, excellent condition, crates, $6300; McIntosh MC-250e amplifier,
$400. (910) 799-4910.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS, creating highly regarded
modifications since 1979. Simply awesome Platinum
series with exotic Platinum resistors. Natural Signature
mods with Hyperfast diodes, Blackgatc caps, and more.
Add Hyperfasts, Blackgates, Platinums to any compostent! Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy,
B&K, Ihma (tubes too!) and Hailer! Single-ended PA3 front-end boards for Hailer amps — unbelievable
sound! DVD and CD players: Enigma. Epoch, and
highly rated CDT-4 transport. Call for our pithy
newsletter! Musical Concepts, 49 Jason Court, St. Citarles,
MO 63304, (314) 447-0040, e-mail: jhillig@primary.rwt.
BAT VK-500 BATPAK, mint, $3795 OBO; CAL CL15, balanced, ($2200) $1375 OBO. (319) 332-6228,
jah@nerexpress.te.
MARK LEVINSON No.380s preamplifier, as new,
still under warranty. (303) 793-3210 days, e-mail:
nnaurer@ibm.com.
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 1 preamp,
($8995) $3995; Rowland Research Model 7 power
amps. ($11200) 54800. (330) 645-175a
TUBES, NOS AND CURRENT! Dramatic improvement with super-premium select-grade preamp and
power tubes. Super-low noise, matched. Expert consultation and service. Better and lower cost than original
parts! Call when ready to settle. ATS1 Advantage Tube
Service, 5S Pine Island Road, 41,10Z Plantation, FL 33324,
(954) 916-9981, fax (954) 916-3429, uninembentartunn.
Major credit cards accepted.
SILTECH SPEAKER CABLES, (G3)-LS-80, 8', silvergold with WBT, ($1740) $890; 3pairs ST-38-(G3), silvergold, RCA, lm, WBT, ($725) $365. Call (203)866-7722.
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DUNLAVY
$1000 FREE
goods with
SC-4A purchase

S7995

pr.

•Audio Research •Billy Bags
•CAL •Chiro by Kinergetics
•Definitive Technology
•Dunlavy •Krell •Martin Logan
•MIT •Monster Cable •NHT
•Pioneer Elite •Pass Labs
•ProAc •PSB •Rega •Sanus
•Synergistic Research •Thiel
•''PI •Wadia •Wilson Audio
•7-Systems

Audio-Video
L•0•G•10C

The Midwest's Litimote Stereo Store
3702

Beaver

SNELL CV SPEAKERS, Parasound PL131500 preamp, Yamaha and J13L shelf speakers, Adcom ACE515 processor, Audio Source Amp I. (610) 627-9753.

KRELL KPS-20i with HDCD, mint condition with 3
years on warranty $5000; HW19 Mk.111 turntable
with arm and Blue Point Special in oak, mint, $1095;
ET2 toneami with Wisa pump, $595. (610) 868-7618 or
JNovak@aolcom.

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY VK-1000
monoblock amplifiers, 350Wpc into 8ohms, ($12,000)
$7000. (972) 681-0821.

GENESIS 900 SUBWOOFER, $1175; Blue Circle
preamplifier, $2275; CAT Signature Mk.I1 preamplifier, $2475. (606) 581-3763.

DUNLAVY Il SPEAKERS, great
clarity, $2000. (716) 467-8072.

condition, ama7ing

CONRAD-JOHNSON PV1OAL, Thiel CS1.5, Chiro
C800, Parasound 2003. (323) 254-115Z thwang@lyst.wm.

WILSON GRAND SLAMMS, Series 2, 6months old,
$55,000; Levinson No.33 (pair), $22,000. (404) 256-9701.

SHURE V15VxMIL 20 hours, $150. Music Reference
RM5 Mk.11, $450; RTv19 Mk.II, $1400. (925) 691-6081.

SNELL MUSIC & CINEMA THX REFERENCE
SYSTEM: two MC Reference Towers with networks
one MC LCR2800 center, two MC SUR2800 surrounds, two MC SUIS 1800 subwoofers. Very low
hours, perfect, boxes, manuals, warranty, ($30,000)
$14,500. (713) 355-1927.

SPECTRAL DMC20, DMA180, both Series 2, $7500.
(519) 583-0324.

CLASSÉ DR-6 preamplifier, $999; two (2) Linn 280
amplifiers, $550 each; Linn Kaber loudspeakers, $2200.
All mint. (360) 579-2490.

Trade-ins & Specials at
http://www.audio-logic.com

Des

COUNTERPOINT NPS-200A Mk.I1 amplifier,
new, $1650. Nick, (773) 774-0806.

Ave.

Moines, IA

soil°

515-255-2134

LEGACY FOCUS in premium walnut, excellent
condition, $4000; Threshold T8001) with meters,
excellent condition, $4500; Audio Research PH2
phono stage, mint, black color, $895; Snell Type 13
speakers, oak, excellent condition, $1500; Classe
Model 25 amplifier, black, mint, 250Wpc, $2100;
AudioPrism ACFX, new, $299; QuietLine 8 conditioner, new, SISO. Joe, (610) 868-7618.

WARNING!!!
Be cuteful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
lie secure—pay by credit card.

VMPS AUDIOPHILE SPEAKER. Dealer for entire
speaker line, including the FEL FF3, and special ribbon
editions. Ihave the FF1s on hand for audition on Long
Island, New York. My prices are absolutely the lowest
available. Please call for prices and/or literature. Bill,
(516) 826-3791, fax (516) 826-5870.
NO REVIEWS, NO EDITORIALS, just lots of used
equipment! For over 8years, thousands of audiophiles
have used our publication to buy and sell used audio
gear nationwide. Call today for your free brochure and
sample issue. Audio Trading Times, (715) 479-3103.
AVALON ASCENT Mk.II speakers in quilted cherry
finish, $6000 OBO; VTL Ichiban 600 amps, upgraded
to VTL 750 equivalent with Signature transformer and
MIT caps, $7500 0130. Outstanding sound quality, all
mint, original owner. (718) 981-8938.
CARY 300SELX20, $4150; 300SEILX20, $2850;
805C, latest, $5900; 300SE, Western tubes, $3200; 2A3
Signature, latest, $2700. Pass demos: Aleph 1.2, Aleph P
remote, Aleph 5; Komoro 8455E. $3900. Nordost and
Goenz Alpha-Core demo cables. (801) 226-1018.
PURIST AUDIO DESIGN Dominus and Proteus
Rev.B, biwire, 2m. (415) 567-9157.

New Age Audio liriugs You

Harmonic
Recovery System

MONIIIND

•

AUDIO GALLERY

IHE
FIERfECT
hE1111
IF FIRT
115) 1:1EMr,E

when the music pleases your eon
your soul will dance

he indispensable component for vow
audio system. "It adds alevel of vibrancy
;s and substance to the music that is intox- luting." Sound Stage 06/98. Experience
the HRS for yourself with a30 day
money-back guarantee. More info,
including Sans TeIlig's comments ils
Stereophile? Call or write.
• What's new?
' Introducing the world's first do-it-yourself
affordable high end turntable kit!
•• •all acrylic base
•string drive
•world's finest bearing
•mount any arm
•matte acrylic platter
•outboard motor
•optional hatters' supply •stunning design
Tonearms: MORCH, BELCANTO, SME 3012
,

Cartridges: ALLAERTS, BENZ SE-7, DENON

AUDIO REFINEMENT
GRAAF•
ATMA-SPHERE'
AIR TIGHT'
MCCORMACK
PASS LABS
AUDIOCRAFT•
DISC DOCTOR
ACCUPHASE•
VERITY AUDIO'
SOUND LAB
CONRAD-JOHNSON
SONUS FABER
GALLO ACOUSTICS —
KOETSU*
NORDOST FLATLINE••
E.A.R.
MEADOWLARK AUDIO —
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Montana

EPS

mpyc

MASSACHUSETTS,.
HIGH-END CHOICE'
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE WE
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT, MA 02790
TEL. (508) 636-3400
FAX (508) 636ROGERS*
SOUND IMAGES CABLES'
TOTEM
MESA ENGINEERING
BEDINI
MONITOR AUDIO'
J.A MICHELL'
ACROTEC CABLES'
GRADO
SPECTRON*
ART AUDIO'
CARDAS AUDIO,
a
FURNITURE BY: —
TARGET, CONTOURS, OSAR'. AND SALAMANDER

ADVANCEMENTS LLC
PO Box 2090 •Branchville NJ 07826 •USA
• 973 875 8705 •Fax 973 875 8735
j Email audadv@earthlink.net
,
www.audioadvancements.com

The

MANY MORE PLEASE CALI,
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
'NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
" MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER

•..., naldnnp 150Yr
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INJEW ,e.GE
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SPEAKERS: Montana •ESP •Ourniessence •Totem •Clement
FUSelltf •Grey , '.,
'
•••Veln, •System Audro SOLID STATE
ELECTRONICS
• zuphase •Auclire •Mosul Dew',
•Swum Aud, ''
VACUUM TUBE ELECTRONICS: Audio
srn •Cary Aud,:, •V..,
oce •Rouge Auer) Presence !Joe Stage
DIGITAL: Alin •Tabu •GAD Transforms •Accupluse •FAD •Mustal
Destp •Musical Concepts CMILES: Synergnit Research •Max Metre
•Flat Lune ACCESSORIES: Chang •Ovos •Audio Posni •Contours
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MAN 500 CD transport, current software, original box, ($2000) $750 firm, price includes insured
shipping anywhere. Jason, (305)205-5088, 24 hours aday

SOUNDLAB U2 electrostatic speakers, 57800, offers;
Air Tight ATM-2 amp, Olsher special, $3800. (703)
768-8055 until 11
pm EST

GERSHMAN ACOUSTICS SPECTER speakers,

DIS FOR I)ENON AVR-3600, AVR-5600, and
AVP-8000. Now available at Denon Super Service centers. This factory-designed internal upgrade provides
transparent switching when DTS data are detected.
(512) 458-8292, uninv.pyramid-audio.com; (757) 498-8277
WWIltalldil.S(TViCe5.COM;
(503) 238-1955,:i'ivu'i u,i ersoue,d.c..,n; (717) 397-0509, IIIVIVA(1110kTliCeS10111; (800)
634-8606, unow.unitedradiaconi.
FUTTERMAN H3a OTL, recently serviced, plus
complete set NOS tubes and extra tubes, $1500 OBO.
Supennods 5-disc Teac, $125; Adcom GFA-5300 amplifier, 5225. (770) 457-8748 bejàre lOpm EDT

used 100 hours max. Boxes, papers, warranty, $1299.
(9/4) 783-9324.
URGENT! MUST SELL two complete hi-fi systems!
Speakers: 3A Reference 2002, 59000/pair, Gershman
Acoustics Avant-Garde, 53500/pair. CD drives:
Roksan Rock 1)P1, $2500; PS Audio Lambda, $2500.
D/A: EAD D5P9000 Pro III, $4500. Wireworld
Eclipse cables: speaker, 2pairs, 4'. $1200; RCA, 6pairs,
3', $1500. Digital Gold Eclipse, 2pairs, 3', $1000. Amplifiers: SimAudio Moon W5, $4250; Celeste W4070SE (2 units), $1600 each. Preamps: SimAudio Celeste
P4002, $1600; Moon P5, $3500. All items in great condition with original manuals and boxes. Prices are
negotiable. For additional information and picture,
look at my personal website. Allan, (514) 761-3693
home, (514) 574-3693 cellular. E-mail: maheae@videv
tonca. 144i: http.Wpagesinlinit.tietimaltestet
MAGNUM OPUS PHONO. $3395; Vendetta SCP2.B, $2395; MFA Luminescence A-2, $1995. Marie,
(609) 478-2531, hahninarle@miquik.com.
REVEL GEMS with pedestals, clear oak/gray, $5350;
Hales Revelation 3, sapele, $1500. (203) 269-9904.
BAT VK-5i preamp with remote, ($4500) $2250; Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II
($5250) $2350; Sony
XA-7ES CD player, ($3000) $1500; TARA The One
interconnect, Ins. XLR with Isolation Station, ($2490)
S1245; extra Isolation Station, ($595) $295; Kimber
KCTG, 6-strand, 1m, XLR, ($695) $345; Wilson
Puppy Tails v5.1 (can also be used for monoblocks),
transparent. ($695) $345; MIT v5.0, 5225; Discovery
Signature, 5m, XLR, ($1010) 5500; 1m, XLR, ($450)
$225; HiWire 1100 LSi speaker cable, 2.5m, spades,
($1274) $625. All items plus shipping. fird@nadelphelan.
corn or (831) 439-5570 x211.

Nigh End...
Not high Price
Marantz
Audioquest
Sonic Frontiers
Vandersteen
California Audio Labs
Cardas
Creek
Golden Tube
Krell

MANLEY LAB 75 stereo amplifier with 6550 tubes,
$895; Wilson-Benesch turntable with new BP Special
cartridge, $1095. (520) 886-3434.
AU1)10 LOGIC DAC, Simon Yorke turntable, FM
Acoustics cables, Panasonic 6300 professional VHS cassette deck. (973) 746-2794.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Audio Physic, B&W, Conrad-Johnson, Gershrnan
Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, mbl, NBS, Sonic Frontiers.
Transparent. Wadia, and many more high-end audio
and video components. Call for inventory list: Tel: (7/8)
961-8842. liar (718) 886-9530. High End Audio.
KRELL AUDIO VIDEO STANDAR1), latest, IYIS,
etc-, (512,800) $9100; Genesis 300, ($30,000) 518,000;
Sonic Frontiers Processor 3 DAC, Stervophi/e Class A
(April 1999), (57000) 53200. Ilion, (805) 527-9739, fax
(805) 527-9808.
PROCEED CDP, $2000; Pass Labs Aleph 3, 51500;
Jamo Concert 8, 51600; Audio Synthesis Passion
Passive Line Stage, 5500. (603) 888-2408.
ELECTRAGLII)E Mk.II power cords/jumper power
cords, Fatboy Mk.II power cords, interconnects, digital
cable. Must sell. (517) 337-8362.

You are invited to audition

The Goldmund
SRDA Digital to
Analog Converter

Rega
Monitor Audio
Totem

Mai-hi 10-7 Sat 10 -5:30
2337 Rescomme Rd. Ste. 6. Bel Air CA 90011

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.ambrosia.com
select on of pre-owned electronics

information & large

Order High-End
Audio Online!
I
iundreds ut hard-to-11nd lugh-end audit)
components, cables, racks and accessories are
now available through the intemet! Check out:
www.audioadvisoncomisf.

deals on demos, "B" stock, and other discount

We also Feature:

Grado Reference
Anthem

Evanston

Bryston

84 7 -864-9565

Velodyne

Cary Audio

Hinsdale

F3&K

Sharpvision

('30-789- I990

Tice

Tannoy
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310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526

ed products.

Sumiko

716 264.0410

•AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ADS •ARCAM •ARCICI •ATLANTIS
•BASIS•BAK •BENZ MICRO. BILLY BAGS•BOW TECHNOLOGIES
•MASSE •C:FARAUDIO •CRESTRON •DISCOVERY •DRAPER
•DUNLAVY •E
GGLESTONWORKS •ELAN •EDUL,TECH •ESP
•FANFARE RI •FAROUDJA •FUSION DESIGNS •GOLDEN TUBE
•GOLDEN %EATER •GRADO •GRAHAM •JEFF ROWLAND
•KIMBER SELECT •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •PHILIPS •PIONEER
ELITE •POLY CRYSTAL •PSI •REL •REGA •SONANCE •SONIC
FRONTIERS • STEWART • SUMIKO • THETA DIGITAL
• TOWNSHEND •TRANSPARENT CABLE • VIBRAPLANE
•VIDIKRON •WHE.L'
TRIPLANAA •Z-SYSTEMS •AND MORE

review quotations on over 1.000 high-end
audio products. Check out our weekly specials
and visit our close-out sections for terrific

Hales

V
V
3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York
www.4soundworks.com
add_

The Leading Audio, Home Theater,
&Automation Specialist

The site features images, descriptions, and

McCormack

SOUNINMRKS

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

1.ibertyville
847-362-5594
Chicago
412-642-5950

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Eggleston,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega, Pass
Labs, Proceed, Revel,
Sonus Faber, Thiel,
Transparent Audio,
Well Tempered,
Zoethecus,Z Systems,
and many more.

auDe consul:ran-1
s
the finest in audio and video since 1967

Secure on-line ordering is available, or call us
at (800) 942-0220 for ordering and product
information.
Our web site is updated daily.
Established in 1981. Audio Advisor
is the largest direct mail and
online reseller of high-end
audio gear in the world
World-wide
delivery available.

!r
el
AUDIO
ADVISOR

Audio Advisor, Inc.
4717A Broadmorir SE •Kentwood, MI 49512
Phone: 616-9754)100 •FAX: 1616) 975.6111
www.audioadvisor.comIsf

AA AUDIO ADVISOR and design art refuslared tradamarta Of ABM Adds«. I«
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COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. Convert SA20/
220 into completely new amp! Choke input filter,
6SN7 triodes. Fantastic sound! Remote-control volurne for any Counterpoint preaunp! $350! Custom
shop. Counterpoint's designer Michael Elliott repairs,
upgrades Counterpoint components. (760) 945-0356.
See unowrictimes.net/audiofr details!

GET THE BEST AMONG NEW ANI) 1)EMO:
Dynaudio, li&W, JMIab, Martin-Logan, Akin,
Gershman, Totem, ProAc, Accuphasc, CAL, Metronotne, Mark Levinson, Krell, Meridian, Sonic Frontiers, Classé, Pass, Bryston, YBA, Harmtech, Nordost,
JPS, MIT, XLO... Call for alot more. (408)247-8019
or dealernetkahoo.corn.

CELLO AUDIO PALETTE, ($20,000) $9200; Cello
Encore 150s, ($18,000) $12,000; Cello Audio Suite
P200 tape module, ($2400) $1200; Cello Audio Suite
P200 tuner module, ($2400) $1200. See actual items at
http://homewunraolcomicello4sale/myhomrpage/indiw.hunt
Brian, (805) 527-9739, fax (805) 527-9808. E-niai!:
cello4salegaol.com.

WHOLESALE PRICES ON EXOR's new interconnect and speaker cables. Also, afantastic Kemp with
superb phono (see Bound For Sound, 11/96, for glowing
review). Contact physicist/designer Paul Bono at EXOR
Industries, (913) 384-0731, or e-mail exorind@aolcom for
details. Money-back guarantee.

FORSELL AIRFORCE 1turntable, ($.23,000) $6500;
Jadis JPL, $2300; Duntech Sovereign, biwire, $6600;
CAT SL-1 Signature Mk.III with phono, $3100;
Apogee Cepheus 6, mint, ($3000) $1600; Cello Encore
1 Mega Ohm with phono, $4500; Conrad-Johnson
Premier 14, remote, ($4400) $2800; Krell KAS amps,
($35,000) $15,500; KAS-I I, $9300; KRC, $2700; Audio
Logic mod34, 20-bit tube DAC, ($4800) $1750;
C£.C. TL 2X, new, $1950; Genesis V, $6500; APM-1,
$5600; NBS Statement Pro power cord, $1900; Chario
Academy 3Jr., ($10,500) $4500; Avalon Eclipse, $3800.
(909) 627-3869.
USED/EXCELLENT: Levinson No-39, $4495; Black
Diamond Source shelf, 20x20", ($1045) $645; Totem
Rokk speakers, ($895) $425; Synergistic Research
Resolution Reference 0.5 speaker cables, 6', ($1050)
$595; Bybee Ultra Quantum speaker filters, ($1200)
$700; Meridian 518, $1025; Rowland 2 amplifier,
$4250. Offers. (734) 485-0079.
MINT/UNUSED: 3 Carver A-400x, $600 takes
them all, buyer pays shipping. John, (617)454-4472, leave
message fax (617) 454-4216, orjohn.c.ho@accom.

GUARANTEED-CON1)ITION AUDIO EQUIPMENT: Amplifiers, preamplifiers, processors, transports, players, analog, home theater, speakers, and
cables. Mint Krell KSA-200S, Mondial Palladium II,
VAC PA80/80, Audio Research LS22, Kora Triode,
YBA 1P. For questions and inventory list, please contact Pryor toll-free, (877) 274-9983, oaks@voicenet.com.
SOLID SILVER CABLES FOR UNDER $100? Airdielectric silver interconnects starting at $95. Speaker
cables (with silver spades) starting at $225. Silver-plated copper versions for even less. Equipment-isolation
accessories and custom cables also available. All genuinely handmade, providing outstanding perfomunce
and value. Stage Ill Concepts, Inc. (212)627-5628.
LEVINSON No380S, $4295; White Audio Labs
A100, $1295; Rega Planar 3 with Shure V15, $495;
Faroudja VP400, $4495; Velodync F1200, $595; Snell
HCC500, $495; Snell SUR500, $495; Krell KAV300cd, $2195. Offers, trades, credit cards. (9/4)216-1497
MUSE MODEL 2DAC, $900; Model 3preamp with
display, $1650; Model 300 mono amps, $2600. Boxes
and warranties. Call about 24/96 processor and transport. (888)415-3081.

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Sterrophi/e, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the October 1999 Sterivphile, you must submit it with
payment by August 2, 1999. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue.
No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-141L
:1 Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

CD s, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Lawrence
°Took P.O. Box 138, &anodic, NY 12409. Tel/fax:
(914) 679-1054.
TOP DOLLAR PAW FOR CC) and LP collections. No
collection too large! Clusi...1 opera, jazz, rock, alternative,
audiophiles (SIVLSC/EMI-ASD). 150,000 titles in stock.
Free brochure! Princeton Rawl burhate 20 'Fulani. St,
Princeton, isg 08542, USA. (609)921-0881, wimvpmv.cont
AUD1OPHILEUSA.COM —Addictive wcbsite for
LP and CI) fans. We e-mail superb monthly lists of
new and used jazz, rock, audiophile, and much more.
Knowledgeable staff', great service. We buy choice
record collections. Free monthly catalogs. Toll-fiee orders,
(877) SPIN-LPS.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps,
comer speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers,
crossovers, tubes. Altcc, ElectroVoice, JBL, Jensen,
McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott. Lowther, Fisher,
Heath, Eico, RCA, Tammy, Leak, Marantz, Western
Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC. Conrad-Johnson,
Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lan4 Midwest City,
OK 73110. (405) 737-331Z fix (405) 737-3355.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VII)E0 EQUIPMENT. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. lkaler for
AudioQuest, Harman/Kardon, Marantz, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stem,
(Irtlet (Since 1984), 320 Old IM': Road, Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171.
Websue catalog: unowtsto.com. E-mail: tno@tsto.coni.
COLLECTOR BUYING MONO/STEREO, all-tube
Marantz, McIntosh, Quad, Tannoy, Duntech speakers,
Levinson, Krell amps. Tandberg 3001A, 14A, CD players,
D/A converters, etc. Sequerra FM-1; all MO including
Cl) players; Audio Research SPIO, II, 8, etc. Will travel
to pick up. Call for first, also for last offer, orjust for information. (718) 387-7316, id) phone (917) 991-0452.
NBS SIGNATURE, Master or King Serpent: 16' XLR
(balanced) intercomects, power cord, 10' speaker cables.
Call Vicente, (212) 586-6007
220 VOLTS/60HZ Krell KRC-3, FPB 200, FPB 300.
New or not, good condition. Fax: (34) 945 231364.
E-mail: bestpress@ja.es.
SONY SS-T15 SPEAKERS. (8/8) 843-6800.
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',-1 Iprefer to pay by :1 Visa :1 MasterCard

SOUNI) CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-time sales positions in Audio/Video and
Custom Home Theater. Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty A/V products.
Excellent growth opportunity in direct-mail/catalog
sales or custom. North Jersey/NY area. Fax ntirité to
(973) 334-6115 or call (800) 888-5343 x300.
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IF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION and the excitement of the audio/video industry appeal to you —
Tice Audio would like to speak with you! As aTice
Audio partner you will be in astrategic position to build
your future with ours as we diversify into new markets
and continue our advancements in technological innovation. We have created alimited number of oppomtnities for "hands-on" partners to share in our future
expansion. If you have marketing or audio/video
knowledge and the necessary financial backing (SI million minimum), call us at (561) 575-7577, or visit our
website, www.ticeandiocom, for more information.
Serious inquiries only.
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New York, NY 10011.
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For those of you who still
like the old way of listening
to music in the home...

Ireally am not interested in
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, Iwant you as a long-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. 1do this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
-Galen Carol
Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
Pass, California Audio Labs, FAD, Totem,
Plinius, Nagra, Wavelength, Art Audio,
Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, Jolida,
Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Bybee, Dunlavy,
Alon, VPI, Sim Audio, Accuphase, Rego,
Audible Illusions, Graham, Tact Audio,
Creek, SME, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

Better Records has the vinyl
you need! In stereo!
(And at the best prices.)
We review all the new releases on 180
gram vinyl, recommending the best and
helping you avoid the rest. The bulk of the
heavy vinyl reissues from Europe are garbage and we're not afraid to say so.
Don't like spending the big $$$? We
have sealed records starting at $5. 180
gram pressings from $9.99, and Big Sales
all the time. This year we will be putting
100's of new records on sale at unheard of
prices. Get on the

ageelk
el
lee
l

91»1

mailing list now to get in on all the action.
We also carry a huge stock of Out of
Print Mobile Fidelity LPs and Gold CDs;
call for prices. Get the lowdown and start
getting your money's worth with our:

Free
Catalog

1-800-487-8611
(818-988-3313)

g.
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WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY AMEANS TO THAT END.
Angstrom

Meadowlark

ProAc

Arc am

Mordaunt-

Rega

B.A.T.

Short

Sound Org.

Cambridge

Nog,'

Sumiko

Chord Co.

Nairn Audio

Sunfire

Creek

Odyssey

Target

Dunlovy

Paradigm

Theta

Dynovector
GoldenTube
Grado
H/K
Holes

P.O. Box 17562 San Antonio, TX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928
email: golen@gcaudio.com

www.gcaucho.com

GALEN CAROL
A•U•D•I•0

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 773.883.9500
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Archibald

love the RIANs compendium of music
statistics, which are particularly malleable. 1998 was a good year: The
industry grows by 12.1%! Rock's popularity
plummets 21% (as apercent of market
share) in one year! Classical up 17% (by
market share) in one year! Classical flat for
adecade (by market share)! Classical music
sales up 91% over adecade (by dollar volume)! Vinyl up 221% in six years!
They're all true. Rock, by far the predominant music category at 25.7%, was
down from 32.5% in 1997. It seems like a
significant shift: in the previous eight
years, rock averaged 333%. The big gainers were R&B (up an absolute 1.6% in
market share) and Gospel (up 1.8%).
Classical, at 33% of the market, actually
hit precisely its average for the last 10 years,
undoubtedly aided by sales of the Thank
soundtrack album. But Classical's dollar
volume was 91% higher than in 1989.
Vinyl achieved its huge dollar-volume
growth while maintaining a0.7% market
share — about the same as the last five
years, but down from 92% in 1989. At
$34 million, it's asmall business.
You'd hope that music would be front
and center at one of our HI-FI Shows, but
equipment and home theater have frequently grabbed the spotlight. Well,
Chicago was different — music was the
featured hit at HI-FI '99 in mid-May.
Probably the most important ingredient
was the passion for music shared by
Chicagoland audiophiles. The concerts
were packed, and, in the exhibit rooms,
the attendees were as interested in what
they were hearing as they were in the
playback equipment.
And the concerts were great! My favorite
was VTL-sponsored Patricia Barber, a
Chicago-area pianist and singer whose
musical aliveness, body language, communication with the audience, and general
excellence were electrifying. Acoustic
Sounds' Chad Kassem brought blues legends Jimmy D. Lane, Jimmie Lee Robinson, Eomot RaSun, and David "Honeyboy"
Edwards to a packed, grateful ballroom
Saturday night, and on Friday, Musical
Fidelity's Antony Michaelson thrilled us
with the Mozart and Brahms Clarinet
Quintets, courtesy of Audio Adviso Quintessence Audio, and Sterrophdès own JA.
It was the highest-quality audio show
146
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I've ever attended, with even higher attendance than our show in Los Angeles last
year. The Palmer House Hilton proved a
superb venue for the show, with its many
elevators whisking attendees from floor to
floor with nary await. The generously
sized rooms and sturdy pre-war construction enabled exhibitors to put on some
great sounds.
Music was also the background for the
biggest product announcement at the
show: Sony's and Philips' introduction of
Super Audio Compact Disc, in the form of
a$5000 player to be available in October,
accompanied by 40 software releases.
We'd seen the player in prototype form
at CES, and we'd heard DSD-encoded
music at last year's show in LA., so there
wasn't any technological groundbreaking
going on. But it was gratifying to hear afirm
date for product release, and educational to
hear Bob Woods (Telarc) and Joe Harley
(AudioQuest Music) speak about the excellence they hear from DSD masters.
There were, of course, enormous questions. What is the advantage that Sony
and Philips see in DSD to justify ahighdensity musical disc entirely different in
format from the similarly spec'd DVDAudio disc supported by most consumerelectronics manufacturers (including
Sony) and a larger number of music
labels? Are they trying to preserve the
CD-royalty revenue stream, which has
profited both companies so much since
1982? Or are they just making aface-saving good effort now that the DVD-Audio
specification has been finalized?
Some things, at least, became clearer.
The SACD launch in Japan, where Sony
Music rejected hybrid two-layer discs that
were back-compatible with current CD
players, had us wondering why Sony had
been touting back-compatibility as SACD's
hallmark advantage.
In Chicago, Telarc announced that they,
at least, would release hybrid discs that
you can play on your new SACD player
E 1999 by Penal Publishire Company, LLC-141.22
M.8, August 1999, Issue ;slumber 235. Stereophile (ISSN
#0585-2544) is published monthly, $19.94 per year fir US
rtz:idents, by Peferkli Publishing Company, LLC, 6420
Wilshire Blvd, Les Angela, CA 90048. Periodicals poste
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and CST-n' Ha R12468-3855. POSTMASTER: Send
addnus chases wStereophik, PO. Box 53117, Boulder, CO
80322-3117
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and your Discman and car CD player.
Telarc's retail list price will probably be
around $24.95, expected to drop to $19.95
over time.
Philips is undertaking the manufacture
of hybrid discs, and went on record to say
that they don't cost that much more to
manufacture than any high-density disc—
about the same as adual-layer DVD-Video
disc. (This contention was challenged by
DVD-Audio proponents. Perhaps the software companies are willing to take abit of
ahit on their software margins to get the
new medium launched — the higher retail
price of SACDs will probably cover the
higher manufacturing cost on an absolute
basis, but not on apercentage basis.)
As you can see, lots of questions
remain. At $5000, Sony's first SACD
player contrasts strongly with its first CD
player (the CDP-101 at, if Iremember,
$900, and its first DVD player ($1000). It
is also atwo-channel-only player, though
SACD is a multichannel format. And
there's no digital out. The speculation
most likely to prove accurate is that this
first player is merely aplaceholder. For
those who have to have the latest and
greatest, $5000 is the price. For those who
wish to sample SACD — in all its multichannel glory — as possibly the next millennium's first new music medium, there
will be alonger wait.
In fact, the rollouts of SACD and
DVD-Audio are going to be long processes. There's little evidence that the public is
dying for amore expensive music medium, the way they were dying for amore
convenient music medium when CD was
launched — and CD took years to catch
on. There's agreat chance that one or both
will succeed only when their signals can
be decoded by alarge number of players
no more expensive than standard DVDVideo players. The buying public has
shown its willingness to insist on no-extracost inclusion of amedium (DTS) that it
has no experience with, and not even a
capability to purchase!
But the fact remains: Making no apologies, two of the largest electronics companies in the world, Sony and Philips, used
HI-FI '99 to launch an audiophile-only
music format. Maybe I'm missing something, but Ikind of liked it. Too mud, attention is something we're not used to!
gi
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Krell Current Tunnel,
the latest addition
to the CAST lineup:
MRA
MRS
KPS 25sc
KPS 28c
KCT
FPS 650Mc
FPS 350Mc
FPS 250Mc
FPS 600c
FPS 300c
FPS 200c
CAST technology...
redefining
high end audio

Daniel D'Agostino
C.E.D. and Chief Designer
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soften as not, it ain't the heat —
it's the stupidity. When confronted by the smattering of self-referential dilettantes, acrimonious Internut
wannabes, and obsessive-compulsive
types who suck the air out of our aural
fun-house, Ifind myself overcome with
the desire to program my phaser for cue.
Snobs and slobs, Icalls 'em, O'Boyle.
The snobs patronize you with the
notion that spending alot of money is
the only way to achieve audio nirvana,
and make little effort to hide their contempt for your slobbish blue-collar gear.
The slobs, being of areactionary, pseudo-populist bent, assert that it's all a
fraud perpetrated by acabal of esoteric
snobs (see above) who intrigue to
bewitch, beguile, and befuddle you with
balderdash about how "they" can discern audible differences between amplifiers and speaker cables — and then
proceed to brag about testing high-resolution gear with lamp cord as if it were
abadge of honor.
Ican't begin to divine what the agendas of such self-referential poseurs really are. But as alifelong audio enthusiast,
Ifind the peripheral sniping and dogmatic posturing of some high-end types
to be unsettling in the extreme. Such is
hardly the impression to leave with
potential consumers, starved as they are
for good, affordable hardware and software, because it makes it that much
harder for us to preach outside of the
immediate congregation. Or so it feels
when trying to spread the good word
about high-resolution audio. Rarely are
we given asecond chance.
Which calls to mind adisturbing scene
from the classic 1951 film noir version of
Dickens' A Christmas Carol, featuring
Alastair Sim. Marley's Ghost beckons
Scrooge to stand beside him before an
open window, the night aglow with spectral menace. Scrooge is horrified to see all
manner of spirits wailing helplessly about
the figure of ahomeless woman and child.
"Why do they lament?" Scrooge asks.
"Because they have lost their power
to act for good in human affairs,"
Marley's Ghost replies with tremulous
foreboding.
As an audio enthusiast, there is nothing more satisfying to me than to see that
Stereophile, July 2000

glint of recognition and enthusiasm well
up inside aneophyte as she or he realizes
the profound pleasures of real audio: that
it can be every bit as satisfying an investment as anew Lexus or Rolex, yet needn't cost afortune; and that the love of
good music and the allure of high-resoution, high-value aural reproduction
aren't antithetical pursuits.

There is nothing more
satisfying to me than
to see that glint of
recognition and
enthusiasm well up
inside aneophyte.
High-resolution audio isfin, whether
you're enjoying the solitary glow of a
late-night Chopin recital or firing up
some James Brown for agathering of
friends. Good sound — like good music,
good wine, and good fellowship — is
meant to be shared.
So why is it that, instead of sharing
pertinent information with consumers
looking to explore system synergy, we
often end up debating how many angels
can dance on the head of apin? We end
up debating the agony instead of promulgating the ecstasy, and in so doing
squander an opportunity to reach out to
new-minted MP3 devotees with lifelines to even better audio experiences.
In the process, we marginalize our joyous little aural nook.
Which is why, inevitably, when a
major media piece comes to the fore,
the message is so muddled. In arecent
New York Times "think piece," avainglorious audiophile spoke in high-hat
terms about his $11,000 speaker cables,
while an outraged engineer portrayed
"perceived differences" as so much
snake oil. There was no discussion of
system synergy, such as mating awarm
preamp to analytical speakers (or vice
versa) to achieve awell-balanced musical presentation; of the interactions of
speaker cables with other tweaks and
components when voicing asystem; of

It

Stern

the relationship of room anomalies to
speaker performance; of how the
thoughtful matching of components can
be more telling than simply throwing a
lot of money around. All aneophyte
would gather from this screed was a
vague sense of excess and indulgence,
rather than aclear sense of how you get
what you pay for, and how to make the
compromises work for you. This from a
newspaper bursting with ads selling and
articles about the priciest real estate and
cost-no-object cars, furnishings, watches, wines, kitchenware, food, clothing,
and sundry knickknacks.
Turning for succor to the earthly
remains of the late Audio magazine, I
recoiled in horror as an ill-informed,
self-inflated critic was allowed to revel
in the sound of his own voice while acting as an unwitting hit man, bashing
away at an unsuspecting manufacturer's
new solid-state integrated amplifier
because it didn't sound as bright and
edgy as the department-store model
he'd been listening to for the past 15
years. Perhaps the assigning Pooh-Bah
thought that publishing such ahard-hitting "negative" review would build
credibility among the readership for
"editorial integrity."
Which begs the question: Why create paper tigers when there are opportunities aplenty to focus anew on the
pleasures of immersion in good sound?
Why convey to potential devotees a
muddled message that implies that this
is some sort of exclusive club for the
privileged few?
Let's minimize the posturing and concentrate on being inclusionary by sharing
the joys of high-resolution audio. We
professional listeners aren't all that different from first-time buyers, save that we
get to enjoy extended conjugal visits with
all of these way-cool toys. Ultimately,
we're panning for gold, just like you —
washing tons of sand through our shallow pans in the hope of discovering some
nu l(
lets of hi-rez, high-value gear we can
wax enthusiastic about and accord aplace
of honor in our listening shrine.
Music is ahealing force; we need to
keep elevating the level of discourse lest
we risk turning off the very people we
should be working to attract.
3
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Letters
Pity the mastering engineer!
Editor:
Unless high concept dictates otherwise,
the home listener will never be aware of
the interventions made during the painstaking and invasive process of album production. Only the performers can be present on the final disc. Awareness of the
process is its failure. If the sound, dynamics, pauses, or applause aren't exactly
right, then the mastering went wrong.
The converse is equally true.
Astudio production team —artist, producer, recording engineer—knows its
album intimately. Yet they can't know
exactly how the record will flow and how
it will be rendered in audiences' living
rooms. For this they take their project to
aspecialist whose job it is to transform a
collection of songs into an album. Issues
in mastering may include final corrections to dynamics, tone (EQ), editing, and
ambience; there are myriad ways (well,
half amyriad) to bring arecording to its
glorious best. Everybody involved usually
wishes they could have had one more
shot at one thing or another. The honor
and responsibility of that last creative shot
belongs to the mastering engineer.
Mastering can save apoorly recorded
album and make abeauty shine; it should
produce adisc that makes abuyer happy
to have spent too much on audio equipment, yet sounds terrific on aboombox.
So, is it arobot that ties the final creative knots on wonderful recording projects? You would think so from Stereophiles record-review pages, where, for
some reason, you choose to ignore mastering engineers' contributions by denying them attribution in your credits lists.
Bruised ego at work here? Absolutely. And with good reason.
Allan Tucker!
Foothill Digital, New York, NY
tucker@foothilldigital.com
Déjà vu all over again
Editor:
Yes, we frequently become more involved in music heard on our car radios
1The chief mastering engineer of Foothill Digital, in
New York, who mastered Patricia Barber's Modem Cool
and Companion, both chosen as Stiimphile "Recordings
of die Month." Modem Ool is also a"Records To Die
For" selection.
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than we do with music heard via the hi-fi
installations in our homes. Amajor factor
in this is as follows: In the car, we tend to
listen to the music, at home, we tend to
listen to the equipment. Iknow this
because Iread it in Stereophile, in an article
by J. Gordon Holt, several decades ago.
It seems to me that we're getting déjà
vu all over again, kicking around issues
that were addressed and settled in the
past. It would be agood idea — time
well spent — for Stereophile staffers to
spend some time going through back
issues; they'd find quite abit of wisdom
there.
Paul A. Alter
Mttsburgh, PA
palter@juno.com
Don't neglect us!
Editor:
Thank God that you good folks at
Stereophile have asense of humor — and,
more important, open minds — when it
comes to your "Letters" section. Ican
only imagine, with amusement, the fun
that you must have poring over the
myriad letters and deciding which
entries to publish in each issue!
Your apparent philosophy is to publish avariety of letters with avast array
of opinions, as that is what your readers
expect, and that is what is fair to the true
concept of journalism. That varied approach is exactly what you should continue to use regarding your choice of
equipment to review.
There are agazillion of us who fall into
the segment of the audiophile market
that seeks "musical nirvana" (or as close as
we can get) for less than $10k, as we have
Letters to the Editor should be sent
to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail:
Letters@stereophile.com. Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are
assumed to be for possible publication. If you have problems with
your subscription, call (800) 6663746 or visit www.stereophile.
corn. Please note: We are unable to
answer requests for information on
specific products or systems.

other obligations —such as mortgages,
college tuition, and car payments — that
may seem pedestrian when compared to
the sheer emotional pleasure of engaging
sound. Sure enough, rd like to spend
$1000 on atweak rather than on aweekend getaway with the children, but the
reality of life just does not work that way,
and neither should you.
Please continue to provide opinions
on and reviews of affordable quality
gear that will allow us less fortunate
audiophiles to have your professional
and objective insights into gear that is
immediately obtainable. Igo through
the same decision-making process for a
$4k speaker system that another goes
through for a$15k system. In fact, Imay
rely on your observations alittle more,
as there are simply more options available at this price level.
As for the fortunate élitist who can
consider $30k Utopias, Iwould venture
aguess that he does not really require
your advice at that level. The choices are
narrow... go listen to the speakers and
make up your mind!
Don't ever neglect us, Stereophile —
you haven't in the past! We value your
opinions and need your continued assistance to attain the best sound possible,
given our other priorities in life.
MP
golfelubs@sprintmaitcom
The audiophile disconnect
Editor:
In his interview with PS Audio's Paul
McGowan (May '99, p.50), John Atkinson makes this critically important point:
"the audiophile paradigm we grew up
with, which seems totally natural to
fiftysomethings like us.... we sit in the
sweet spot and we listen.... les something
we do completely automatically, we don't
even think about it. But what rve been
finding out talking to Generation X—
and, more important, Generation Y people —is that they don't do this."
Furthermore, many of the alphabet
folk are not quite sure what it is they're
expected to hear when the audiophile
sits them down in his sweet spot for a
glimpse of revelation.
Idon't think it's possible to exaggerate the importance of this disconnect.
Letter-writers complain about Stereo7

Letters
philds emphasis on super-expensive gear
driving away those who might otherwise express interest in joining our
ranks. While there may be something to
the charge, it's among the least of our
problems. Nobody who can afford a
lovely red Ferrari or likes to daydream
about one challenges the price difference between it and aHonda Civic.
Groan, perhaps, but declarations of
incomprehension? Idon't think so.
For agreat many people out there, an
exquisitely dimensioned soundstage —
along with the last word in transparency,
resolution, timbrai truth, and dynamic
gradation — bear a remarkably fragile
relationship to the music they love. My
own collection consists (in order of bulk)
of Western classical, jazz, and old Asian
traditions (Indian, Japanese, Chinese,
Malaysian, etc.). A good deal of this, particularly the Western classical, is purely
acoustic, ie, performed unamplified in the
live state. Because it became something of
aspecialty when Iwrote for Fanfare, Fve a
large collection of electro-acoustic music,
again preponderantly classical. The discs I
love enough to keep are of vanishingly
small significance to the marketplace.
If we're lucky, what it is we audiophiles cherish will remain acommensurately petite aspect of the larger picture.
So here's to good luck.
Mike Silverton
Editor, LaFolia.com
Hensteeth@aol.com
E-commerce is here to stay
Editor:
Iam an "e-diot" responding to retailer
Jason Dorazio's letter concerning highend audio and the Web (May, p.7).
There are history and business lessons
to be teamed from reading Stereophilds
various columns. Unfortunately, the
lessons are all the same —we do not learn
from the past. All you have to do is
change the name of the industry from
high-end audio to any industry of the past
and you get the same rhetoric. It is all
resistance to change. Instead of acknowledging what is going on and trying to use
creativity to help take advantage of the
newfangled idea, astake as well as the
head is planted firmly in the sand: Protect
one's wallet at all costs instead of figuring
out away to enhance the wallet.
Speaking of the wallet, is there any
doubt that, when the opportunity
becomes too great or the competition is
making akilling by using the Internet,
all those wonderful companies that said
"no" to the Internet will change their
position? Just like IBM's full-employment policy: "We have never and will
never have a layoff." Money rules.
8

Always has, always will.
Why is it that, when Idecide to keep
my money to feed my family instead of
giving it to Mr. Dorazio to feed his, Iam
an idiot? Instead of calling me names, Mr.
Dorazio, why not try to understand my
thinking and use your thinking to figure
out how to reach me? Apparently there
are awhole lot of me out there, and we
are growing. If we weren't, this would not
be an issue. As history has shown, some
people will figure it out and profit by it.
Too bad it will probably be someone outside the industry.
As the landmark business book
Marketing Myopia stated, the buggy-whip
industry would have been better off seeing themselves as being in the leather
business instead of spending time calling
people names and raving about customer
loyalty and all the BS that goes with it.
Right or wrong, progress changes
things. Think a minute about all the
things you use today and how they have
changed the world, and people's lives, for
good and bad: the camera, TV, VCR,
automobile, telephone, computer, power
tools, home appliances, etc. All of these
things put people out of work Those
people all said the same things the bricksand-mortar audio retailers are now saying. A lot of doom and gloom was predicted. Did it do any good? Of course,
the movie industry's predictions of complete destruction came true with the
advents of TV and the VCR.
Ihave bought and sold alot of equipment via the Internet. Ilike doing it. I
know there is arisk. Irecently bought a
Krell FBP 600 for $7400. Like most of
my transactions, it went smoothly. The
equipment, as Iexpected from acompany like Krell, was of the highest quality
and worked well. Should Ihave paid
$13,000 to my local dealer? Or should I
have purchased apossibly lesser amp
with alist price of $7400? Is my obligation to give the local dealer an extra
$5600, or is it to keep that money and
buy another piece of gear?
Ido not have the ears of atrained
reviewer. Iwill never hear the nuances
that the reviewer hears, nor will Ibe listening for them. All Iknow is that, with
some careful reading, Ican pick out some
equipment that will sound way better
than Iever expected audio to sound. So I
am happy. Ihave what Ithink is agreat
system and enjoy listening to it.
Ido not enjoy the task of going from
shop to shop, spending hours and hours
listening to equipment. Ihave other
things to do. (I have never and will never
go into any store and steal someone's time
knowing that Ihave no intention of giv-

ing them my business.) But Iwant greatsounding equipment. That is why Iread
Stereophile Could my system sound better? Sure, but Iam not going to drive
myself crazy trying to make it perfect.
Please understand that bricks-andmortar retailing is not aright. It just
happened to be the only way to buy
stuff. Now there is an alternative. If you
want to stay small and worry about your
demise, keep writing letters and calling
an ever-increasing group of people
idiots. History has proven that to be an
effective way to keep from growing
your business.
A happy e-diot
alecis2@attglobatnet
Elvis lives?
Editor:
Those whom the gods would destroy,
they first make mad. Have you guys lost
it completely? An article ("Baby What
You Want Me To Do," May 2000) on a
deceased rockabilly more from my parents' era than from mine?
Do you realize that many of the people who buy rock today have never
heard Elvis? Leave this kind of vicarious
nostalgia to the National Enquirer. Most
of us subscribe for the hardware and
genuine software reviews, not this kind
of nonsense.
Alan Whittick, PhD.
Newfoundland, Canada
alantv@morgan.ucs.mun.ca
Elvis lives!
Editor:
Robert Baird's review of the Elvis Presley
remasterings in the May 2000 Stereophile
was both welcome and surprising. Mr.
Baird's previous writings relative to
Presley have been centered around the
writer's guilt for the perception that a
white singer "stole" the black man's
music. Ironically, the accusation is never
made that Frank Sinatra "stole" from Ella
Fitzgerald, or that Jessye Norman "stole"
from ahost of Italian opera singers.
So it was apleasant surprise when
Mt Baird authored areview that was
based more on music than on sociology.
Ialso appreciate the fact that Mr. Baird
relied on research conducted by someone who took the time to uncover facts
rather than rely on rumor, of which
there is plenty, and then drew rational
conclusions based on those facts.
Iam probably one of the few 33-yearolds who can claim to have seen Elvis
Presley live. My love of his music dates to
1974. Iwould like to add some thoughts
and opinions to Mr. Baird's analysis, and
to his ultimate conclusion that Presley
made good music during the 1960s.
The bulk of the music released during
Stereophile, July 2000
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Integrated
Amplifier

Among the extensive list of
superlatives commonly showered upon high-end music systems, the word "integrity"
is seldom used. But we have noted the comments from audio enthusiasts around the
world who are comfortable paying the price for Mark Levinson because of its integrity.
The new N2383 Integrated Amplifier highlights the spirit and
integrity of Mark Levinson, defining its essential elements. It carefully integrates both
power and preamplifier circuits into asingle, elegant chassis. Every detail expected of
aMark Levinson component is executed with precision. Dual mono power supplies,
balanced circuitry, world-class construction standards and sophisticated user interface
are all there, joined in the service of performance. The N-2383 simplifies and unifies
your system, while staying true to the music.
When the Madrigal designers set out to create the first integrated
amplifier worthy of the Mark Levinson badge, there were no shades of gray — it
would either live up to our standards, or it would not exist. Audition the N°383 at
your Mark Levinson dealer soon and hear for yourself the integrity of our integration.

evinson
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Mark Levinson products
are designed and manufactured by
Madrigal Audio Laboratories Inc
PO Boo 781
Middletown CT 06457 USA
F31 18601 146-1540
www madrigal corn

MADRIGAL
H A Norman International Company

The profile of a high-performance
loudspeaker is bold and deliberate.
yet subtle and refined. Like the
music, it is organic — flowing
naturally with purpose and structure.
Like composers and musicians, our
design and manufacturing teams are
inspired by a passion for music and
its capacity to touch the human soul.
We love our work.
Like the creators of other fine
instruments, we use technology and
experience to achieve superior
results. Our personal satisfaction
with our loudspeakers and the
applause from other music lovers
are our best measures of success*.
Sheep's wool. aluminum. Dacron,
titanium, Medite, copper and
Kapton'. are among the materials we
use to optimize Revel loudspeaker
systems. Cabinets, transducers and
crossover networks are developed
using the world's most advanced
measurement tools. Each
loudspeaker is calibrated to ensure
that the Revels you read about and
the Revels your dealer demonstrates
sound the same as the Revels you
have at home.

To find the location of your
nearest authorized Revel dealer
and learn more, visit us at
www.revelspeakers.com or
call 860-346-0896.
•Revel loudspeakers have received critical
acclaim throughout the world. For two of
the last three years, in the highly
competitive loudspeaker category, Revel
models have been named "loudspeaker of
the year .'by Stereophile Magazine.

Revel. Northridge. California.
a division of Madigal.
P.O.Box 781
Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A.
Fax: 860.346.1540
www.madrigal.com
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Letters
that period was often pitiful, and wading
through the marketing of the movie
music to get to the good music is difficult.
There can be no question that the marketing of the records from the movies
served two purposes: 1) to sell records,
and 2) to sell movie tickets. Although I
have no evidence, Isuspect that the nonmovie records were something Presley
demanded because he liked to perform
good material. At least, Ilike to think so.
Presley is reputed to have said that
the movie scripts made him physically
ill, knowing that he was doing the same
movies over and over again. Certainly,
this must also have applied to the music
he was required to perform. One need
only look at his live performances to see
which songs from his movies from the
'60s were performed: other than "Can't
Help Falling in Love" and maybe
lailhouse Rock," none.
The blame for Presley's often marginal movies and their songs must
squarely fall on the shoulders of
Colonel Tom Parker. Ido not know the
particulars of how Col. Parker became
Presley's manager, but Ido know that
he was experienced in the carnival business, and that Presley was an unsophisticated teenage country boy with unsophisticated and uneducated parents.
The result of Parker's "management"
was to lock Presley into amovie contract
in 1956 that lasted until 1969. Mr. Baird's
article seems to suggest that Presley was
equally responsible for this terrible contract, which trapped him in stupid
movies doing stupid songs. Idisagree.
Given his experience, Parker knew what
he was doing. He was not interested in
Elvis Presley's musical legacy.
For Presley's "Comeback Special" —
which, unlike the MTV spectacle, was
truly unplugged — Parker reputedly
demanded that the format and material
be changed. Elvis responded, "Yes, sir."
Binder, the producer, later said that Elvis
told him that they would perform it as
they had discussed, and which was the
telecast version.
The biggest testament to Presley's talent is that his musical legacy survives
the movie dreck. The Beatles were not
particularly sophisticated when they
began, but they had George Martin to
guide them. Elvis had Col. Parker.
But it is Mr. Baird's conclusion as to
Presley's interpretive abilities that Itruly
appreciate. Doc Pomus, now in the
Blues Hall of Fame as asongwriter, said
in an Audio interview that of all the
singers he wrote for, only Elvis Presley
and Ray Charles could add something
to asong that he did not know was
Stereophile, July 2000

there when he wrote it. Mr. Baird's
comments regarding Elvis' version of
"Fever" are applicable here.
Presley's love of simply singing is
demonstrated by the stories from his
band and backup singers that he would
frequently keep them at his house, while
he was at the piano, until 3:00 or 4:00 in
the morning, singing old spirituals, blues,
and country songs. It is this love of
singing that Idon't see among today's
performers, and for which Elvis Presley
should be celebrated.
James R. Garvin
blhe@fusenet
Dynacos on fire?
Editor:
You may already have gotten aflood of
letters from Dynaco experimenters
about one of the "two tweaks" in
Michael Fremer's March "Analog
Corner" column. Please do some homework before printing amodification that
simply can't work!
Michael describes removing two 10
ohm resistors from the Dyna ST-70.
This part is correct. The article goes on
to describe where the resistors are located. This is not correct! The resistors in
question are not the 10 ohm resistors on
the circuit board as described; rather,
they are hooked up to the sockets
mounted on the front of the unit.
Removing the resistors on the board
will likely result in ahuge, awful noise,
perhaps followed by your speakers needing to be cooled off by hosing them with
your handy kitchen fire extinguisher!
These are feedback resistors, and quite
necessary for the amp to function at all.
It is quite agood suggestion to remove the correct 10 ohm resistors; just
find out if you are telling people the
proper information first. To quote Joe
Grado, from the setup manual furnished
with his tonearm: "Don't be stupid!"
Idon't pretend to be an authority on
the ST-70 by any means, though Ihave
some experience with them. I own
three of them and have been listening
to and upgrading them for years. Iuse
two in my main system that are bridged
for mono operation. They use custommade DC filament supplies designed
and built by afriend whom Ihave lost
touch with. (If you read this, Steve, send
me an e-mail.)
Irecently replaced all the components
for the second time. The latest generation of resistors and caps is simply amazing! InfiniCaps are worth every penny,
and Irecommend soldering them into
everything you can! If you want to
upgrade your Dyna, call Frank or
Vmcent at The Parts Connection and

they will be able to sell you what you
need to do it correctly. You may still have
to study to get it right if you have never
attempted amodification before, but it is
well worth it when you hear what awelltuned ST-70 can do!
Keith Lockwood
keith_lockwood@hotmaiLcont
Sony about the inisinlinntation regarding the
ST-70. The language Iused was that of the
very knowledgeable individual who did the
work, and, as my amp is functioning fine, I
assume he removed the correct resistors. It was
correct to say that one can "jump" the resistors.
What was incorrect was to say that they can be
cut out entirel)
uneed to replace the resistors
with apiece of plain wire or you will get the
bzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz Mr. Lockwood describes.
—MF

Praise Mikey!
Editor:
It's about time people started giving
Michael Fremer some respect! His uncanny ability to mount, play, and critique
megabuck cartridges cannot be over-estimated. In less than ayear of finally owning adecent turntable I've managed to
kill two cartridges! Thankfully, they
weren't that expensive — then again,
they weren't all that cheap either!
So to those who don't feel MF
deserves air time, Isay let us see you
drive an expensive car through downtown Chicago's rush hour! That's how I
feel every time Iget near my turntable.
Risky, but what arush!
Rob Comelson
rob.comelsonmet
Why not more in-room curves?
Editor:
Ienjoy reading Stereophile's equipment
reports very much, especially those of
loudspeaker systems. But Idon't understand why all the reviews don't show the
in-room frequency-response curve.
Maybe just one out of 10 to 15 speaker
reviews shows this curve. Why not all?
John Dmnzek
South Bridge, MA
The problem has been one of location, Mr.
Dronzek. Ido all the speaker nwasurements,
but Ihave been living in Santa Fe New Mexico
for the past 14 years. So the only speaker reviews
that have benefited Jiont including the very
informative in-room measurement have been
my own, a recent exception being Brian
Damktrger's report on the Thiel CS72 last
Frbruaty. (BD lives in nearby Albuquerque)
But as offuly 1, Iam based in the beautiful borough of Brooklyn, New York. As most of
Stereophile's review team live. in or near the
Big Apple Iwill be able to regularly drag my
test gear out to their listening rooms.
—JA
11

CAD-1610-SE
Single-Ended Mono Blocs

A NEW TECHNOLOGY IN SINGLE-ENDED TRIODE AMPLIFICATION
In

1990, Cary Audio introduced the

legendary CAD-300-SE, 300B-based,
single-ended, class A triode mono blocs.
Now, ten years later, Cary Audio introduces another legendary classic - the

fidelity amplifiers that bring the music to
one's heart."
The Cary CAD-1610-SE is the standard by which all audio amplifiers should
be judged.

new Cary CAD-1610-SE ,100-watt, class
A, triode vacuum tube amplifiers. Over
fifty different circuit configurations and
topologies have emulated themselves in
these new magnificent CAD-16 I0-SE
amplifiers. These towering audio amplifiers can best be described as "the high

Ike Aubio Astplitiee ?eyogb Coispeomise
111A Woodwinds Industrial Court • Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 • Fax: 919-460-3828
www.caryaudio.com

Industry
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The International Audio Group Ltd.
(IAG), which operates the Wharfedale
and Quad brands out of Huntingdon,
UK, has gone through a significant
shakeup. The net result is that former
chairman Stan Curtis is no longer with
the company and Toshio Tamaki (who
previously headed both the Sansui and
Akai brands) has been appointed president, while Ryozo Takahashi (formerly
with Korg keyboards and Wharfedale's
Pro division) has come in as director of
sales and marketing.
It's probably no coincidence that this
unexpected change in senior management comes just afew weeks after the
surprise news that LAG had laid off nearly all its UK R&D team. Some mindchanging or disagreement among IAG's
top management is indicated by the fact
that the company is now actively looking to reemploy a Huntingdon-based
R&D engineering team, including some
individuals it had recently made redundant, to operate in parallel alongside the
40 or so engineers working in the parent
company's three plants in China.
It's odd that Curtis should leave just
as the two brands are looking increasingly healthy. Quad's new electrostatic
speakers and tube amps, well received at
the Las Vegas CES in January, are just
now coming off the production line,

and this season Wharfedale has been
notably successful at selling its budget
DVD players through Britain's largest
supermarket chain, Tesco.
When Ispoke to him, Curtis seemed
philosophical about the whole affair.
Having averaged four long-haul flights a
month for the past several years, he was
looking forward to taking aproper holiday, and wasn't even considering the
job opportunities coming in.
LAG Ltd.'s press release stressed plans
for the continued expansion of the group,
involving asubstantial re-investment in
the more specialized product ranges.
Higher-end Wharfedale loudspeakers are
promised for later this year, new Quad
products are imminent, and there are
plans to extend the range of speakers
based on NXTs flat-panel technology.
WASHINGTON, DC
Barry Willis
Retail prices of compact discs arc likely
to drop in the coming months, thanks to
a Federal Trade Commission action
ending an industry-wide price-support
policy begun five years ago. On May 10,
the FTC announced that it had reached
an agreement with the "Big Five" of the
music business —Tune Warner Inc.'s
Warner Music, Seagram Ltd.'s Universal Music, Sony Music Entertainment,
BMG Entertainment, and EMI Group
PLC—that will effectively end the

Update
practice of "minimum advertised pricing" (MAP) instituted as aresponse to
music-retailing price wars in the mid1990s. Under MAP, retailers were forbidden to advertise CDs below an
established minimum, at the risk of losing millions of promotional dollars from
the record labels.
MAP, in the FTC's view, is aform of
price-fixing. The Big Five agreed to end
the policy without admitting any wrongdoing, according to FTC chairman
Robert Pitofsky. Spokespeople for at least
two of the conglomerates continued to
defend the policy while announcing its
discontinuance. 'We believe MAP serves
a valid business purpose for our customers and the consumer and is an
appropriate and lawful practice," said a
Tune Warner executive. ABMG spokesman echoed the sentiment: "While we
continue to believe that MAP was alegitimate and appropriate practice, BMG
looks forward to moving ahead and continuing to do what we do best: deliver
great music to the consumer."
Pitofsky estimated that music lovers
had overspent by as much as $480 million
during the years MAP was in place, and
emphasized his hopes that the decision
will help "restore much-needed competition" to the music business. "Today's
news should be sweet music to the ears of
all CD purchasers," he stated. The FTC
had been investigating the music indus-
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Those promoting audio-related seminars, shows,
and meetings should fax (do not call) the
when, wherç and who to (212) 886-2810 at
least eight weeks before the month of the event.
The deadline for the September 2000 issue is
July 1. Mark thefax 'Attention Jonathan Scull,
Dealer Bulletin Board." We willfax back aconfirmation. If you do not receive aconfirmation
within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
ARIZONA

• The Arizona Audiophile Society
sponsors monthly audio and hometheater meetings and events. For information, call (623) 516-4960, or e-mail
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AzAudioS@aol.com.
CALIFORNIA

• The Bay Area Audio Society
(13AAS) sponsors periodic manufacturer demonstrations, tours of facilities, and
listening sessions. For information,
please contact Dennis Davis at (415)
381-4228 or ddavis@gsmdlaw.com.
• San Francisco Stereo celebrates the
grand opening of their Mountain View
store (2478 W. El Camino Real). Special
guests from B&W, Classé Audio,
Dynaudio, Krell, Linn, Mark Levinson, Monitor Audio, TARA Labs,

and Wilson Audio will speak about
their products, and a$4000 music system will be given away. Call (650) 9171099 for more information.
CONNECTICUT

• For information about the Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.the-atom
.com/cas, or call Carl Richard at (860)
745-5937.
ILLINOIS

•Friday, July 7, 7pm-9pm: Audio Consultants (1014 Davis St., Evanston)
sponsors the third annual tour of
13
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try's price-fixing policy for two years.
Antitrust investigators in his agency
will be looking into minimum advertised
pricing policies in other industries as well,
Pitofsky noted. Schemes that "effectively
eliminate the ability of dealers to sell at a
discount" will be closely examined, he
said. MAP has been standard practice in
certain sectors of the consumer-electronka market for many years, despite the fact
that the law prohibits manufacturers from
dictating to retailers how products can be
priced on their sales floors. Whether this
will change in response to the FTC's
action is unknown.
The music industry's anti-discounting policy was loose enough to allow
some discounting, especially by smaller
specialty stores not eligible to participate
in co-op advertising. Sony Music, Time
Warner, and BMG Entertainment continue to work both sides of the street by
undercutting dealers through the
Columbia House and BMG music
clubs, which sometimes offer new and
old releases discounted by as much as
80% off the suggested retail.
An immediate widescale reduction in
CD prices in stores is unlikely, some
retailers stated, but new releases by popular artists should debut in stores at
lower-than-suggested prices as away of
pulling customers in. Under terms of
the agreement, no new MAP policy
may be written for the next seven years,
and for the following 13 years the
record companies may not tie promotional funds to advertised prices, or
allow pricing considerations to affect
their relationships with retailers. Dealers, in other words, arc now free to set
prices as they see fit.
Several observers noted that the
music industry capitulated rather easily

this time around with the FTC, possibly
due to the fact that Time Warner's proposed merger with America Online
must meet FTC approval, as must
Warner Music's takeover of EMI. The
music industry is estimated at $15 billion annually, of which the Big Five
control approximately 85%. All have
plans for making their products available online and bypassing traditional
retailers completely.

this year than last.
On abrighter note, Harman International — whose audio brands include
Mark Levinson, Revel, Infinity, JBL,
and Lexicon —is reporting that, for the
recently completed third quarter of its
fiscal year, sales were $423.9 million, or
13% above last year's sales of $374.9 million. If the effects of currency fluctuations are removed, Harman says that
sales rose 19%, while net income
increased 75%, to $22.3 million.
JAPAN/CALIFORNIA
Over the last nine months, the comJon Iverson
pany says, sales rose 14%, to just over $12
It's been an up-and-down year so far for
billion. Again excluding currency fluctuconsumer-electronics companies, as
ations, sales increased 19%, while net
revealed by earnings reports surfacing income over the same period totaled
around the globe at the beginning of $49.5 million. Last year, Harman reportMay. First, the bad news: Sony reports
ed anet loss of $9.3 million after a$66.4
that its profits fell 32% in the latest fiscal
million pretax charge for restructuring,
year, and cites the strong yen for
incurred in the quarter ended December
depressing the value of the consumer- 31, 1998. However, adding back in the
electronics and entertainment comparestructuring charge, net income was
ny's overseas earnings.
$36.6 million through March last year,
According to Sony, its earnings fell to
this year's net income of $49.5 million in
$1.1 billion (121.84 billion yen) in the
the same period represents a 35%
fiscal year ended March 31, from $1.6
increase.
billion (179.00 billion yen) the previous
Company founder Dr. Sidney Harman
year. With the devaluation of the dollar
stated that "earnings of the Consumer
figured in, Sony reports that, even
Systems Group increased 30%, and the
though sales of electronics rose alittle,
earnings of the Professional Group more
overall sales dropped 1.7%, to $63 bilthan doubled during the quarter. These
lion, from approximately $64 billion a outstanding results were achieved while
year earlier.
the company continued to make substanIt was the second decline in arow for
tial progress in the development of new
Sony, which says it expects a more
technologies, products, and services."
modest decline this year as the dollar
Harman says it also expects strong fourthcontinues to decline from 110 to 104
quarter sales, resulting in an expected
yen over the next 12 months. However,
annual earnings growth of 15-20%.
Sony also forecasts that all of its business units except the music division will
SAN DIEGO
post higher sales in the coming year. In
Barry Willis
acandid statement, the company says it Although music-archiving site MP3.
expects fewer hits from its record labels
com has been under strong legal attack

Calendar
WFMT, led by Rich Warren, host of
Midnight Special and the Folkstage live
concert series. He will answer questions
and give abrief talk on the future of
home recording. For reservations and
entry pass, call (847) 864-9565. Attendance is strictly limited.
LOUISIANA

•New Orleans' first and only high-end
audio club holds monthly meetings to
discuss topics of interest and listen to
music. Join the fun by e-mailing stok
joc@hotmail.com.
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MASSACHUSETTS

•Thursday, May 25: For its monthly
meeting, the Boston Audio Society will
sponsor a tour of WCVB-TV. For
details on upcoming meetings and samples from their publication, The Speaker,
call (603) 899-5121, visit http://boston
audio.home.attnet, or e-mail dbsystems
@ibm.net.
MICHIGAN

•Superior Sight & Sound (6266 Pinecroft Dr., West Bloomfield) is pleased to
announce that it has been appointed the
Michigan dealer for Jeff Rowland De-

sign Group electronics, and has been
named the Eastern Region Showplace
for Wisdom Audio's Adrenaline Rush
Line Source Speaker Systems. Please
call (248) 626-2780 for more info or to
schedule aprivate audition.
NEW JERSEY

•The New Jersey Audio Society welcomes anyone interested in high-performance LP and CD playback systems to
become members and participate in
their monthly meetings. Annual dues
are $20, and include asubscription to
the society's newsletter, The Source. For
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Part One — Balance.
At Rotel, our engineers put all of their circuit designs under the microscope.
Why? We believe that every small improvement made here will make a
significant difference to your listening enjoyment. It's an engineering
philosophy we call Balanced Design. What's Balanced Design? It's aholistic
approach to manufacturing that involves parts selection, circuit topology
and critical evaluations. We select premium grade components and
build our own custom wound transformers. We lay out the
circuitry to maximize the performance potential of these
critical parts. Finally, we listen, then tweak the design
until it's absolutely right. Each and every one of our
products, from power amplifiers to DVD players, receives
this same meticulous attention to detail. You can assemble
abasic hi-fi system, aone-touch, multi-room musical
marvel, or create abreathtaking home theater system with
confidence. We have acomplete range of outstanding
RB-991 Power Amplifier
"its resolution of detail and overall neutrality hint at a
performance level that one would expect from an amp

products backed by a5° year limited warranty. Balanced Design
components from Rotel. Hear them at your nearest authorized dealer.

costing two or three times as much."
-Stereophile,Vol.22 -No.8

Phone 978.664.3820 -Fax 978.664.4109 -www.rotel.com
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from the Recording Industries Association of America and its allies, the San
Diego—based company has seen its revenues surge as the popularity of downloadable music continues to grow. On
April 20, MP3.com reponed that its
revenue increased to $17.5 million for
the first quarter of 2000 compared to
$666,000 for the same period ayear earlier. MP3.com now has 10 million registered users, according to chairman and
CEO Michael Robertson.
Despite the growth, the company still
reponed aloss of $18.1 million, or 28
cents ashare — less than analysts expected. (Reduced losses are to Internet startups what increased profits are to traditional businesses.) More than 40,000
songs are archived on servers at
MP3.com, which recently announced a
"Payback for Playback" program to
compensate artists for music downloaded by the site's members. The company budget now allocates $1 million
each month for May and June to make
good on its claimed mission to support
both artists and their fans, the payment
to musicians being based on the number of downloads requested.
The company also has aprogram for
revenue sharing with artists when fans
request entire CDs, and appears to be
making good on its promise to deliver
more equitable deals to musicians than
they can get with traditional record labels.
Except for the top tier ofperformers, musicians frequently find themselves getting
shafted by contracts that give them little of
the profit from their work, and/or force
them to bear much of the development
costs for producing and marketing their
first recordings. The trend now is for
record labels to make new acts assume
much of the initial financial risk —a reac-

tion against the excesses of the 1970s and
'80s, when almost any new group with the
right look and the right hooks could win a
contract and immediately run up hundreds
of thousands of dollars in studio time.
However, MP3.com's fortunes took
adownturn April 28, when US district
judge Jed S. Rakoff found in favor of
the Recording Industries Association

MP3.com's fortunes took
adownturn April 28,
when US district judge
Jed S. Rakoff found in favor
of the Recording Industries
Association of America in
its copyright-violation suit.
of America in its copyright-violation
suit. Investors immediately began
unloading shares of MP3.com's stock,
which had dropped 40% by the end of
the trading day.
Damages against MP3.com are still to
be assessed, but could run as high as
$150,000 for each instance of "willful
infringement" of RIAA members'
copyrighted works. The total could
reach into the billions, because each CD
contains several copyrighted song titles.
MP3.com provides its subscribers
with CD archiving and retrieval, known
as Instant Listening Service and Beamit, enabling them to upload music to
MP3.com's servers and tap into them
from any Internet-connected computer.
This service is the cause of complaints
brought against the Internet company

by the RIAA, Paul McCarmey's MPL
Communications, and others. M P3
.com claims that its members have paid
for the music they choose to upload, but
does not require proof of purchase. The
recording industry has objected to the
service because permission to use the
music was never obtained from its legal
owners.
By the end of April MP3.com had
archived more than 80,000 recordings,
according to Michael Robertson. The
record companies litigating against
MP3.com — including BMG Entertainment, Sony Entertainment, Warner
Bros. Records, Elektra Entertainment
Group, Thorn EMI PLC's Capitol
Records, and BMG's Arista Records —
said they would pursue an injunction to
prevent the site from including copyrighted music in its database. Such an
injunction could have aserious effect on
the company's ability to sell advertising.
(MP3.com does not generate revenue
when consumers use the service to listen to copyrighted music, but does
make money from advertising that
appears on its site.)
Katherine Forrest, an attorney for
Warner Bros., hailed Judge Rakoff's ruling and described MP3.com's practices
as "a straightforward case of copyright
infringement."
In a prepared statement, Michael
Robertson said the decision "is not avictory for the record labels — it's aloss."
Robertson claimed that his site has
taken MPS audio technology from the
fringes into the mainstream of music
distribution. "New technologies for
delivering music are here to stay, and
the technology trend is moving in only
one direction: forward," Robertson said.
"The labels made the decision to chal-

Calendar
more information, please e-mail your
mailing address and telephone number
to annalogg@aol.com or to markjmills
@earthliriknet
NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
•For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow), amonthly club catering to obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics from September through June,
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call Roy Harris at (516) 489-9576.
WASHINGTON

• Wednesday, June 28 and Thursday,
June 29, 5-10pm: Definitive Audio
(14405 NE 20th St., Bellevue) presents
the Home Theater Experience, including the showroom debut of the Meridian DSP8000 Reference loudspeakers and the Madrigal Imaging MP-9
projector. Representatives from Madrigal (Proceed, Mark Levinson, Madrigal Imaging, Revel), Linn, Runco,
B&W, and Meridian will be on hand to
discuss their products. Valet parking, full

catering. For further information, call
(425) 746-3188.
•The Pacific Northwest Audio Society
meets the second Thursday of each
month. Usual start time is 7:30pm at
4545 Island Crest Way, on Mercer Island.
For more information, call Tom at (425)
481-8512 or Earl at (206) 907-8026.
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lenge a technology that will protect
their intellectual property interests and
grow their business. They will be left
with copyright chaos, as we're witnessing today."
The music industry subsequently
proposed that MP3.com pay damages of
roughly $100 million for past copyright
infringements, which is approximately a
third of the Internet music site's net
assets. Inside sources say that once the
punishment has been meted out, the
record companies are interested in
negotiating licensing terms for the
future use of audio file-sharing protocol
MyM P3.
WASHINGTON. DC
ion Iverson
The healthy trend for the audio market
continues: the Consumer Electronics
Association reported last week that revenues from factory shipments of audio
products to dealers in February
increased by 8% over February 1999, to
atotal of $542 million. "The fantastic
sales in February spurred the year-todate total for audio sales to more than
$1 billion; a6% increase over the first
two months of 1999," said the CEA.
According to the CEA, the portable
audio sector posted the largest increase
in the month, climbing 16%, to revenues of $135 million. The CEA says
that contributing to the success in the
sector were sales of digital portable
audio products such as headset CD
players and CD boomboxes, which
grew by 39% and 15%, respectively.
Together, these two products comprised
more than $80 million of the month's
$135 million total earnings in portable
audio. In the year-to-date figures, the
CEA reports that portable audio sales
are up by 6% over 1999.
The statistics also reveal that sales of
audio systems this February grew by
11% over the first two months of last
year, to $118 million. The CEA says that
the growth in systems was fueled by
sales of compact systems, which typically comprise close to 80% of the sector.
Sales of compact systems grew by 15%
during the month, to atotal of $94 million. Also contributing to the growth in
systems were sales of home-theater-ina-box products, which have thrived so
far this year. Also, figures show that
home-theater-in-a-box revenues are
currently 40% ahead of their total during the first two months of 1999.
The CEA says that the current leading sector of the audio market, aftermarket autosound, posted its 20th consecutive month of growth in February,
18

with revenues of nearly $177 million.
The aftermarket autosound sector is
currendy 3% ahead of 1999 in the yearto-date total, with revenues of close to
$315 million.

The CEA reports
that the home-audio
separates sector
grew by

7 13/0

over February '99,
to revenues of
$118 million.
Finally, rounding out February's stellar sales, the CEA reports that the homeaudio separates sector grew by 7% over
February '99, to revenues of $118 million. The CEA says that spurring the
growth in the sector were sales of
emerging CD-R products, whose
"strong introductory sales" have helped
to grow the total home CD equipment
subcategory by 30% over last February.
In the year-to-date figures, home CD
equipment revenues have reached nearly $49 million, an increase of 17% over
the first two months of 1999; sales of
CD-R products comprised nearly 20%
of this figure.
In related news, Tweeter Home
Entertainment Group announced positive results for the quarter ended March
31, with an increase in total revenue of
40.5%, to $87.5 million, up from $622
million in the same period last year.
Tweeter says that comparable store sales
increased by 12.2%, excluding the
Home Entertainment and DOW
Stereo/Video chains. As for the bottom
line, the company reports that net
income for the quarter increased 88%,
to $2.7 million, from $1.4 million for the
same period last year.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Longevity is not normally acharacteristic
of hi-fi components, but Regis two "budget" turntables, the Planars 2and 3, have
been around long enough to celebrate
their Silver Jubilees, and have remained
almost unchanged throughout that quarter century. There has been just one
major upgrade — in the mid-'80s, when
Rega developed its own "one-piece" RBseries tonearm. Other than that, the
turntables have remained effectively the
same right up until today —complete

with the occasional startup donk.
The latter is abyproduct of suspending
the motor on arubber 0-fing in order to
minimize the vibration fed to the plinth
or platter. But Rega's more recent
turntable designs, the Planars 9and 25,
effectively remove the motor vibration at
its source electronically, allowing the
motor to be rigidly mounted to the
plinth (and so eliminating the donk). The
9's elaborate and costly outboard power
supply drives the motor with asignal that
essentially represents an inverse model of
the inherent vibration characteristics of
the motor, and gives a remarkably
smooth end result. Iwell recall ademo in
which Iwas handed aspinning motor,
whereupon aRega engineer proceeded
to "tune out" its vibrations by tweaking a
couple of presets in the power supply —
most persuasive.
Rega applied the lessons learned from
the Planar 9to amuch simpler less costly
motor drive circuit for the 25 —one compact enough to be built into the turntable
itself—and has now taken that process a
logical step further in the new 3and 2. It's
taken acouple of years since the 25 was
introduced, because of the difficulty of
simplifying the circuitry sufficiendy to
avoid increasing the manufacturing costs
(and retail prices) of two components that
are very much at the sharp edge of commercial competitiveness.
Although the motor mounting and
power-supply changes are probably the
most significant elements in these
updates, Rega has made other changes
as well. The Planar 3's plinth is now
made from a new low-density fiberboard (rather than chipboard), still finished in aphenolic laminate but now
with chamfered edges that give the
'table a slimmer look, more like the
25's. The final spec for the Planar 2was
still to be finalized at time of writing,
but the intention is to replace the existing glass platter with one made from a
less expensive material, to help pay for
the new power-supply components.
Rega also plans to make motor/mount
upgrade kits available to owners of
existing Planar 2s and 3s. Want to bet
there'll be another upgrade soon...
sometime around, oh, 2025?
THE INTERNET
Barry Willis &Jon Iverson
The Napster saga continues. Napster
and several colleges were looking at a
likely court battle in May, instigated by
music group Metallica and others
attempting to prevent their songs from
being distributed via MP3 audio files
without official consent or payment of
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royalties (see "Industry Update," June
2000, p.18). After Metallica announced
its suit in April, rapper Dr. Dre also
jumped in, demanding Napster remove
links to his work.
Two schools named in the original
suit, Yale and Indiana Universities,
decided to ban the Napster software
utility's use by students on campus
Internet systems. First to fold was Yale,
who, while admitting no culpability in
the matter, said that they began to
block Napster "around the clock in
response to the lawsuit and until we
can clarify the legal issues surrounding
Napster." Metallica dropped its suit
against Yale shortly after the statement
was released.
Next came Indiana, whose Christopher Simpson also does not feel that
the school is actually liable in this case,
but adds, "we now believe, however,
that our faculty, staff, and students could
incur legal exposure if they use this
technology. Until those unresolved legal
issues are clarified, it seems prudent to
block the site." In its own statement,
Metallica said that "the band appreciates
that Indiana University and Yale are
supporting the protection of copyrighted material and intellectual property."
However, the University of Southern
California, also named in the suit, says it
would not join other schools in blocking
students' access to the Napster Internet
site. The university's announcement was
made late last week, after the other
schools had already backed down. In its
statement, USC claims it will permit its
students access to Napster "only for
demonstrably legal purposes from designated university personal computers and
under university supervision." One of
USCs attorneys, Carol Mauch, states
that "the Napster site contains some
applications which are clearly legal, such
as the chat rooms focused on various
styles of music."
Howard King, alawyer working with
Metallica and Dr. Dre who claims that he
is now in talks with USC, says, "We
thought it was ironic these schools were
encouraging people to pursue careers in
creative arts and then participate in the
type of wholesale copyright infringement
that would deprive them of an income in
the creative arts." King adds that "there
are going to be more lawsuits filed in the
next few weeks by prominent artists."
According to Napster's website, "The
MP3 files that you locate using Napster
are not stored on Napster's servers.
Napster does not, and cannot, control
what content is available to you using
the Napster browser." So the issue was:
Stereophile, July 2000

Can acopyright holder force the participants in the network, not the actual
copyright violator, to prevent unauthorized distribution of files?

When Russ Andrews
decided to stop distributing
via the normal
dealer network and
focus instead on
mail-order business,
the result was
aremarkable
period of growth.
The answer to that question quickly
appeared to be "Yes." On May 8, judge
Marilyn Hall Patel of the US District
Court in Northern California rejected
two of Napster's key defenses: that it is a
"mere conduit" of information, like a
telephone network; and that it had made
serious efforts to prevent "repeat offenders" from using the site. Telephone companies, Internet service providers, and
other types of information services are
exempt by law from being responsible
for the information transmitted over
their systems, provided they make reasonable attempts to control abuses.
Napster doesn't qualify on either count,
Judge Patel found.
The RIAA celebrated the ruling,
while Napster announced May 10 that
it had removed 317,377 users accused of
violating copyrights. The move may be
purely cosmetic, however, as Judge Patel
noted that the service does not require
users to submit their real names, nor
does Napster keep track of IP addresses
belonging to dismissed members. IP
addresses are the identification numbers
of every computer on the Internet. It is
extremely easy for repeat offenders to
sign up as new accounts with Napster,
Patel noted.
Napster's next move will be to pursue the argument that it is "an Internet
search engine" — another information
service protected by federal law.
Napster is also claiming that it has many
completely legal purposes other than
the sharing of pirated music.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
On abeautiful sunny Spring afternoon,
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Ifound myself heading from the southeast corner of England right up to the
extreme northwest, to avery pretty little village in the Lake District National
Park. Sure, so it's only 400 miles, but
you should see the freeway congestion
in our cluttered isle. The occasion was
to witness and celebrate the opening of
a new factory that Russ Andrews
Accessories (RAA) has built in this most
salubrious (if less than easily accessible)
corner of Britain.'
I've known Andrews — one of the
most creative arch-tweaks on the UK
scene — since his retail days. His name
still graces a respected hi-fi shop in
Edinburgh, Scotland, though Andrews
himself left and started up his accessory
operation back in the early 1980s.
Kimber AC, interconnect, and speaker
cables have formed the main cornerstone of his business, but over the years
Andrews has developed some ideas of
his own.
The business grew slowly for many
years, until about three years ago, when
Andrews decided to stop distributing
via the normal dealer network and
focus instead on mail-order business.
The result has been aremarkable period
of growth. Gross sales have doubled in
each of the three years, and the workforce has increased from four to 20 —
hence the urgent need for the new and
larger premises.
RAA's new building is very pretty —
all wooden windowframes and dry
stone walls, to blend in with the very
strict planning rules that operate in
National Parks. Big windows throughout make avery pleasant workplace,
with afactory store attending to personal callers. On-site demonstrations are
not planned, but the interior is appropriately adorned with afine collection
of hi-fi and pre-hi-fi hardware classics.
Member of Parliament Tun Collins,
CBE and various locals attended the
opening, all pleased by the employment
Andrews' operation provides, if alittle
bemused that hi-fi enthusiasts spend so
much money on cables. A blue ribbon
was cut for the photos, speeches were
brief and to the point, and we adjourned
for cakes, coffee, and chat. Ibuttonholed
cable guru Ray ICimber, who'd interrupted his journey from Tokyo to the US in
order to attend. We talked about OSCaR
(objective/subjective correlation and
results), and his DiAural approach to

1Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., Windermere Road,
Staveley, Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9PL, England, UK. Tel:
(44) (0) 1539-825500. Web: www.russandrews.com.
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... so easy on the ears that you can listen deep into the night without the
slightest fatigue ...listening to music becomes subtly but surely elevating,
elating in the quiet sort of way that nourishes and strengthens the spirit.
And that is what music was meant to do."
-Harry Pearson, Fi Magazine, February 1998

Iknow of no better preamplifier, so if you want the very best, start saving
now. They won't be around forever ..."
-Alan Sircom, Hi -Fi Choice, October 1997

The ART constitutes anew reference for what is possible from audio replay,
and delivers asound quality that others merely hint at."
-Martin Colloms, Hi -Fi News, June 1997

...the ART belongs in that very small class of products without peer. ..
-Wes Phillips, Stereophile, May 1998

... the ART preamp made it all so intimate. Every nuance is there,
to touch and be touched."
-Tom Miiller, The Audio Adventure, June 1996

... one of akind. The ART establishes new standards for
reproduction of instrumental tonality, dynamics, liveliness, and
even soundstaging ..."
-Myles Astor, Ultimate Audio, December 1997

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
For more information, write, phone or fax: 2733 Mernlee Drive•Fairfax, VA 2203I•Phone: 703-698-8581•Fax: 703-560-5360

loudspeaker crossover design.
Ihave mixed feelings about mail-order;
and whether it has an honorable role in
the hi-fi business. Critics regard it as parasitic, relying on traditional dealerships to
carry the overheads needed to demonstrate and sell the equipment, while
"creaming ofr the profits on high-margin accessories. This view has some validity, but at the same time it's difficult to
deny that RANs success is its own vindication. RAA and others seem to meet a
demand that regular retailers don't satisfy.
Mike Harris of Moth Marketing,
another leading UK accessories-by-mail
operation, feels that British hi-fi dealers
tend to be much more hardware- than
accessory-oriented compared to dealers
in other specialist markets — such as
motorcycles, for example.
In my view, amajor reason for the
success of RAA lies in Andrews' holistic,
system-oriented approach. There are no
demonstration facilities at the factory
because he believes customers should
try out anew component in the context
of their own home systems, and so
offers them a30-day money-back guarantee if not fully satisfied. In fact, fewer
than I% of orders are returned.
Loads of cables do turn up in the
post, but they come from happy customers trading them in for upgrades.
RAA operates a"buy-back" policy, so
customers can follow a progressive
upgrade path to maximize the performance potential at each stage.
Andrews is very critical of the way
many dealers operate, feeling that they're
happy enough to take money for hardware, but much less inclined to take
responsibility for the total end result by
ensuring that the system as a whole
achieves maximum potential when
installed. All too often he's come across
cases where someone has spent, say, £200
($320) on good-quality speaker cables,
only to find that the system sounded
worse as aresult —probably because the
new cables were making it easier to hear
the problems further up the chain.
In his view, the net system benefit
will be much greater if the same sum of
money is more evenly distributed to
achieve an optimum balance between
mains, interconnect, and speaker cables.
His step-by-step approach to improving
asystem starts off, unconventionally, by
upgrading the mains cabling, prior to
moving on to the interconnect and
speaker cables. This might be aradical
attitude, but it certainly seems to be paying off in terms of satisfied customers
and repeat orders.
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Introducing AFresh Approach To High Fidelity
Handcrafted performance for the discriminating listener
All models are paired to perfection
and ready to deliver a unique listening experience

"Outstanding imaging,
three dimensional room filling sound and clarity"
Steve Bruzonsky
(AV Science)
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James Loudspeaker LIC.
Voice-520-854-3740 Fax-520-854-3741
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Introducing the brave
new future of home
audio, Intermezzo' Series
Loudspeakers by Infinity.
Never has the world heard
such extraordinary sonic
prowess. Never have Form
and Function been joined
to such beautiful effect.
Foremost among
Intermezzo's cutting-edge technologies are its Ceramic Metal Matrix
Diaphragms' s(C.M.M.D.), which create distortion-free sound of unparalle
clarity.

Three times as rigid as other cones, Ceramic Metal Matrix

Diaphragms minimize internal resonances and maximize sonic accuracy.
Intermezzo also features Infinity's proprietary Room Adaptive Bass
Optimization System's (RABOS.), which electronically tailors sound to
the unique dimensions and characteristics of any listening room.
Not only does the sound of Intermezzo adapt to any environment,
awide array of finish and color options ensures they'll fit effortlessly in any
room's motif. The Intermezzo Series includes floorstanding, bookshelf, center
channel and subwoofer models for stereo or home theater configuration.
For more information on this unequaled achievement in high fidelity,
contact 1.800.553.3332 or www.infinitysystems.com.

Intermezzo 4.11
floorstanding speaker
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all it the "trickle-down" theory of
audio economics: Technology
makes its first appearance in costly, top-of-the-line gear, then trickles
down into less pricey products, often a
year or two later.
Amplifiers don't get much more
expensive than Dennis Had's new Cary
CAD-1610-SE monoblocks: $39,995/
pair. And they don't get much cheaper
(for quality audio) than the same
Dennis's $1200 stereo Audio Electronic
Supply AE-25 Superamp. While working
on the one, he developed the other —
almost simultaneously. No wait for the
technology to trickle down.
Ifirst heard the CAD-1610-SE monos
last fall at John Rutan's Audio Connection, in Verona, New Jersey. If
you've ever listened to the Cary CAD805C, which uses an 845 output tube,
you know something of what to expect.
There's that same thoriated tungsten
glow from the output tube, that same
near-infinite soundstage from the amps —
which for me, when Ihad the CAD805Cs, reached out beyond the walls of
my listening room.
Are the CAD-1610-SE monos worth
the money?
Based on what Iheard at the audio
gentleman of Verona's, yes. (John Rutan
used apair of Vandersteen 5s, by the way.)
The CAD-1610-SE has the single-ended
sound in spades. Spatiality. Palpability.
Presence. Extraordinary resolution of
low-level information.
Don't blame Dennis for the price.
There's no way 100W of single-ended
triode power can come cheap. That KR
T-1610 output tube, for instance, was
specially developed for the amp, and a
replacement pair runs $3000. Look at
the massive transformers. Consider the
killer power supply — and that magnificent double-decker chassis, with the T1610 output tube rising through the second storey.
Better leave these amps to Lars, or J10 —if /got apair to review, Imight have
to buy them. And then what would Ido?
Sell our house? Raid my retirement fund?
Then Dennis surprised me with a
bolt from the blue: Would Ilike to listen to his new Audio Electronic Supply
AE-25 Superamp?
Stereophtle, July 2000

Cagy CAD-1610-SE monoblock power amplifier

"Sure, Dennis, send Sam the cheap
stuff."
"Remember the sound of the CAD1610-SEs at John Rutan's? You're going
to have fun with this."
What? Had Dennis cloned the sound
of the CAD-1610-SE or the CAD-805C
into a$1200 stereo amp?
Not quite, as it turned out, but the
sonic signatures were so similar as to be
uncanny. And Dennis was right: I'd
liked the sound of the CAD-1610-SE,
so Idid dig the AE-25 Superamp.
Audio Electronic Supply is the sister
company of Cary Audio Design. AES
sells budget components directly to
consumers, either as kits or assembled
units. The company is best known for
its single-ended SE-1 amplifier.
The AE-25 Superamp is a 25Wpc
push-pull amplifier using two ICT88s per
side. Generic Chinese ICT88s are supplied
as standard. The kit is $1000, or $1200
assembled. A fully balanced version with
XLR inputs adds $125, kit or assembled.
The name "Audio Electronic Supply"
suggests "hardware," and that's what most
AES gear looks like — not that, at these
prices, I'm complaining. But the AE-25

Superamp is finished to ahigher standard — more like aCary product than
an AES item. It's built on the same Cary
chassis used for the CAD-300-SEL minus
the chrome finish. There are proper
covers for the output transformers.
As the photos show, the amp is avisual knockout, especially the way the tubes
are arranged: smaller tubes up front, the
larger ICT88s in an arc behind. This is so
much more attractive than if the tubes
were simply arranged in arow. Okay, I
know that the ICT88 is agreat tube to
look at, whatever the amp. But for $1200,
the look of the AE-25 Superamp is...
well, super.
When the AE-25 Superamp arrived,
Iwas listening to the Sun Audio SV2A3 that Iwrote about in June — not an
easy amplifier to tear myself away from.
(It's one SET I'm set to keep.) Was the
AE-25 Superamp even better?
Things are never so simple in hi-fi. The
Superamp is different: Different design,
different sound. It's about $900 less
expensive than the Sun, and it's more
powerful —a rated 25Wpc into 8or 4
ohms.
Does the Superamp have all the
23
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duced sound. All use the stunning Telar 57 Tioxid

Inverted Dome TWeeter. Midrange and bass drivers
are proprietary W sandwich, a self-damped stiff
cone laminate that is almost mass less. Cabinets

are functional elegance -exotic Lauri and anigre
with leaded double sidewall construction.
Throughout, different cabinet sizes
and driver complements vary the
and scale of the performance,
the
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immediacy and presence of the 3.5Wpc
SV-2A3? Not quite. But the AE-25
Superamp does sound alot like agood
SET amp — specifically, agreat deal like
the Cary CAD-1610-SEs Iheard under
the roof ofJohn Rutan.
For most of my listening, Iused apair
of Triangle Anta! speakers. (Yes, I'll
soon get around to reviewing these
superb floorstanding speakers.) The
Antal presents a tube-friendly load —
hey, the speaker works for me on 3.5W.
The Superamp and the Antals hit it
off on the first date — much like Marina
and me. With strings, especially string
quartets, Inoted a beguiling SET-like
sweetness. Iheard that quality of "palpable
presence" that Ifirst experienced several
years ago when Ireviewed the Cary
CAD-805C SET monos. The soundstage
is generous, spacious. Instruments seem to
float in space, much as they do in real life.
All that SET sue blah, blah, blah
What's going on here?
Apush-pull tube amp isn't "supposed"
to sound like this — let alone an amp
that retails for $1200. Or $1000, if you're
patient and steady with the soldering
iron. (That eliminates me. Iam neither
patient nor steady.)
Iasked Dennis Had.
Dennis: "As you know, Ispent acouple
of years on the CAD-1610-SE. As the
new T-1610 output tube was being
developed by KR, Ineeded to design a
circuit to drive it appropriately. Along
the way, it became obvious that the
same drive circuitry lent itself to aconventional push-pull amplifier.
"What I have developed for the
Superamp is acircuit where each 6922
driver tube sits on top of a6CG7. This
means that the cathode of the 6922 sees
an infinite resistance, as if it's floating in
air without any impedance to distort or
take away the drive power that's available from the 6922."
Sam: "So the signal doesn't pass
through the 6CG7?"
Dennis: "Correct. The 6CG7 supplies
current to the 6922 input tube. And that's

Contacts
Audio Electronic Supply, 111A
Woodwinds Industrial Court, Suite
A, Cary, NC 27511-6221 Tel: (919)
460-6461. Fax: (919) 460-3828.
www.audioelectronicsupply.com.
Sequerra Associates, 1929 Long
Ridge Road, Stamford, CT 06903.
Tel: (203) 322-9292. Fax: (203)
322-9442. www.sequerra.com.
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Audio Electronic Supply AE-25 Superamp

the beauty of it, because we don't disturb
the drive AC signal to the KT88s."
Sam: "And this is atrue balanced amplifier?"
Dennis: "Yes. I've basically developed a
perfect balance of plus and minus phase
through the 6922 input tube to drive the
KT88s in push-pull at aperfect ±180°.
"Now to make this circuit compatible
with single-ended inputs, Ihave to add
only two parts: aresistor and acapacitor,
which will turn the circuit into adualdifferential phase inverter. In the balanced version, we add XLR inputs and
eliminate these two parts. The amplifier
is then fully balanced."
Sam: "There's an old saying that atube
amp is only as good as its output transformers. Anything special here?"
Dennis: "Lots! The output transformer
is aCary design, and it's wound with
wire that's coated with high-voltage
acrylic insulation. This insulation allows
us to wind the primary and secondary
wires at the same time and without separate insulating material.
"There are two wires for the primary—
plus and minus. We wind these together
simultaneously, which is called billar
winding. Bifilar becomes Mfilar when we
add the secondary, or output, winding.
This secondary winding is heavier gauge,
and you don't need as many windings on
this, the output or speaker side, because
you're transforming from high impedance to low impedance.
"So you have the primary windings,
which are hooked to the plate of the
KT88s. What's being passed, or transformed, from the high impedance of
the KT88s down to 8ohms is the AC
audio signal, which is picked up by that
secondary winding."
Sam: "How did you get astereo amp to
soundstage like this?"
Dennis: "Power supplies are part of it.
There are two separate high-voltage
power supplies, one for each channel —

meaning there is much greater channel
separation than aconventional amplifier
with one shared power supply for both
channels."
Sain: "But there's only one power-supply transformer."
Dennis: "Yes. Strictly speaking, the
Superamp is not dual-mono, or equivalent to apair of monoblocks. As we
know, current demands are not always
the same for each channel. You might
have abass drum predominate in one
channel and apiano in the other. By
having separate supplies, the amplifier
can supply the respective current needs
for each channel."
Sam: "This is an autobias circuit, correct?"
Dennis: "Yes. Each ICT88 sits on its
own cathode autobias system. There are
four autobias networks in the amplifier."
Sam: "So tube matching is not critical?"
Dennis: "You can actually mix and
match. But not tube types, of course —
and preferably the same brand."
Sam: "I haven't heard KT88s sound
this way."
Dennis: "I think I've hit the sweet spot
of that tube. Iam running the KT88s at
aplate voltage of only 290V, which is
roughly athird of the tube's rated highvoltage capability. At 290V, the distortion factor goes down dramatically."
Sam: "And the reduced plate voltage
translates to 25Wpc from each pair, as
opposed to 70W or 80W at full rated
voltage?"
Dennis: "Right But people probably
won't have any tube reliability problemsr
Sam: "So, Dennis, fess up — what's really responsible for the Superamp's singleended triode sound?"
Dennis: "As you know, I'm aproponent
of allowing the second harmonic to ride
along with the fundamental. Some of
the disappointment of many push-pull
tube amps is that, by their very nature,
they eliminate the second harmonic and
allow the odd orders to be present. And
25

REACHING BEYOND.
Again and again reviewers rate the performance of the PSB Stratus Series
equal to that of loudspeakers many times their price -an out of this world value.
"The midrange was clean and uncolored, the stereo
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.
without being boomy....This is one fine design.... The Gold'
is going to put aserious crimp in the sales of its more
expensive competitors. Enthusiastically recommended."
John Atkinson, Stereophile, Vol.20 No.1 0
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the way you get rid of the odd orders is
to add feedback.
"Okay, Sam, here's the secret. In the
circuit for the Superamp, there is aDC
resistance differential in the primary
winding of the output transformers.
Thus the KT88s are not in exact balance, which would have canceled so
much of the second harmonic.
"The Superamp is rich in secondorder harmonic, and that's one of the
ingredients that make single-ended triode amps so wonderful to listen to. The
level of the second harmonic is above
that of the third harmonic, just as in a
SET amp."
Sam: "And the spaciousness?"
Dennis: "Lack of feedback more than
anything else."
There must be some downside to the
AE-25 Superamp.
There is. The Triangle Antal is easy to
drive and capable of superbly articulated,
exceptionally fast bass — with the right
amp, like the new McCormack DNA125. With the Audio Electronic Supply
AE-25 Superamp, the bass was lesser
and looser — not so tight, not so fast, not
so extended.
Iasked Dennis what would happen if
he applied feedback.
"Spoil the magic."
He's probably right. Iwouldn't trade
the sweetness in the midrange and treble,
the palpable soundstaging, and the fullbodied sound for some kick-butt bass.
My amp came with an impedance
switch: up is 8ohms, down is 4ohms.
At anominal 6ohms, the Triangle Antal
sits right in the middle. The speaker
sounded much better off the output
transformers' 8 ohm taps. Off the 4
ohm tap, highs were attenuated and the
speaker seemed lifeless. Same thing
when Itried Dick Sequerra's Met 7.7
Mk.IV speakers (see below) or the
newly delivered Verity Audio Parsifal
Encores. Based on what I've heard so far,
when tapping off the secondary windings at the 4ohm setting, you might be
better off using the Superamp with
highish-impedance speakers.
So, some minor reservations. At
$1200, so what?
Dennis has designed one of his more
astonishing creations — a $1200 stereo
amp that almost replicates the sound of
his $8995/pair CAD-805C monoblocks.
Geez —what more do you want from
the guy?
The AE-25 Superamp will soon be
available with the new KR KT88s,
made in Prague. That option adds $392
to the kit or assembled price.
So, let's see. You could jack up the
Stereophtle, July 2000
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monitor called the Met 7.7 (originally
known as the Metronome). The current
Mk.IV version is the fourth iteration,
and the price is now $990/pair plus
shipping. Dick used to offer a30-day
money-back guarantee but now doesn't.
The cabinets are made of MDF
(medium-density fiberboard) and appear
to be exceptionally inert. The matteblack finish is handsome but somewhat
Spartan. Ilike the look, but it's like Ford's
original Model T: You can have any
color you want, so long as it's black.
The two drivers are time-aligned, so
that the woofer driver protrudes from
the bottom of each cabinet. "If you corSequerra Met 7.7 Mk.IV loudspeaker
rupt the time domain," explains Dick,
"you lose what permits human beings to
Dick Sequerra is alegend in the hi-ft
differentiate the harmonic structure of
business, and has been for almost 50
years. He's 70 now, and shows no sign of musical sound. Iwould rather achieve a
time-domain-coherent signal by mechslowing down. Ifirst caught up with
anical means than by manipulating the
Dick about 10 years ago. He was grizelectrical components of the crossover. If
zled then, and he's grizzled now. He
you were to put apulse into the speaker,
never seems to change.
you could reconstruct asquarewave. In
Dick designed the original Mara=
fact, we do exactly this when we test
10B tuner back in 1960, during Marantz's
each speaker."
brief tubular golden age. He also
The Met 7.7's 61
/
2" woofer is a
designed the famous Sequerra Model 1
polypropylene cone with abutyl rubber
FM tuner in the 1970s.
surround in adie-cast frame. Dick says
For nearly 20 years, Dick has been
selling, direct to consumers, a mini- the driver is sourced in Germany. It

cost: $1200 for the assembled version,
$125 additional for balanced — good
idea if you've got abalanced preamp
and CD player. And $392 additional for
the KR tubes. (This price credits you for
the generic Chinese KT88s that you
didn't take.) That's $1717, fully balanced.
Loaded. Gourmet tubes.
This amp's not being returned —
unless, at some future date, it goes back
to become the fully balanced version.
Meanwhile, those tasty tubes from
Praha should be arriving soon...
This kind of stuff is what high-end
audio is all about.

Sequerra Met 7.7 Mk.IV
loudspeaker
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looks high-quality. What Dick calls the
"midrange tweeter" is a2" paper cone
from Foster Electric, in Japan, which
Dick modifies with a"sheer radiator" that
looks like anail driven through the center
of the tweeter. Iasked him about it.
"This is an aluminum rod, which we
paste to the actual armature, or the plug,
that is part of the voice-coil structure. We
extend that pole piece of the magnet
structure outward. We thus create avery
narrow compression of air within avery
narrow orifice. This allows us to increase
the high-frequency response and to
eliminate voice-coil cavity resonance."
"Why don't other people nail their
tweeters this way?"
"I don't know," Dick shruKed. "'This is
an industry of potchkeyers," he added. In
other words, people who mess around.
The cabinet is deeper than it is wide
or tall. Dimensions are 11" high by 7'4"
wide by 12 1
/
2"deep.
"The physical size is no accident,"
Dick explained. "All my speakers are
much deeper than anyone else's for their
relative size, because the first-order
reflection from the back wall has to be
canceled. You cannot have ashallow box,
because the reflection that comes back is
in the critical band of hearing and smears
everything. A deep box is always better."
The speakers are shielded for hometheater use, and Dick has developed a
fully articulated bracket for mounting
the speakers to awall or — better yet, he
says — the ceiling. The mounting brackets add $195/pair, and you need to specify them when you order. Dick will
then drill holes in each speaker cabinet
to accommodate them. Meanwhile, I
used the speakers on apair of 24"-high
Osiris stands. The height seemed right.
Each pair is assembled in Dick's
workshop and he personally handmatches each pair. Heck, Ieven caught
him assembling some of them himself.
(Dick lives close by, so Ipicked up the
speakers at his workshop.)
Sensitivity is given as ahigh 91dB/
W/m, and nominal impedance is stated
as 8 ohms. Dick describes the load as
benign — that is, non-reactive. (Does
this make other loads malign?) With
specs like this, Iimmediately tried the
Met 7.7 Mk.IVs on my 3.5W wonder:
the Sun Audio SV-2A3.
"That's ridiculous!" roared Dick over
the phone, several miles away. (I could
almost hear him without the phone.)
"Maybe so, but the speakers play pretty loud before they give up the ghost."
Dick does recommend more power —
specifically, aminimum of 30W and a
maximum of 250W. The 25Wpc Audio
Stereophile, July 2000
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cycle on Naxos has become afavorite of
mine. If you want to try one disc from
the cycle, Irecommend Vol.5 (8.550562):
String Quartets Op.59 No2 ("Razumovsky") and Op.74 ("Harp").
Now try track 2, the second movement of the "Razumovsky." With the
Audio Electronic Supply SE-25 Superamp driving the Met 7.7 Mk.IVs, the
Kodály sounded almost as if they were
present. Yes, the strings could be aggressive at times. But that's the way alive
string quartet performance is — sometimes aggressive, edgy The Met 7.7
Mk.IVs captured this, yet sounded
sweet, too, when required.
If you find the treble too aggressive,
you can tame it. Each speaker has a
knob on the back, which can attenuate
or boost the highs by approximately
These speakers love tubes, 1:1B. Purists may scoff, but Ifind this
feature useful.
and so, for that matter,
Amplifier recommendations?
If you're using these speakers for
does Dick Sequerra.
music listening rather than home theater, Irecommend tubes. These speaksingle inductor and asingle capacitor."
ers love tubes, and so, for that matter,
Dick recommends you use the speakers with asubwoofer, and he himself does Dick. At home, he uses apair of
classic Maranta 8Bs (he worked for
likes Bob Carver's Sunfire True SubMaranta at the time they were made)
woofer Mk.II, which retails for $1399
each in its standard version. (You can
modified to work as mono amps.
For home theater, though, you can
use one subwoofer or two.) Even withpump alot of power into these speakout asubwoofer, there is considerable
ers — Dick says up to 200Wpc. Itried
bass output. Dick specifies an on-axis
the review pair with a McCormack
frequency response of 65Hz-20kHz,
DNA-125 solid-state amp and was able
i-2dB. At 55Hz, the output is said to be
to get the speakers to play extremely
down 3dB.
loud without obvious distress. Home"Run the speakers full-range," he sugtheater headbangers, take note.
gests, "and fill in with asubwoofer or
An excellent speaker, then, and a
subwoofers below. And set your subsuperb value. But should you buy a
woofer to kick in as low as you can —
speaker direct like this, sight unseen and
below 50Hz, if you can."
sound unheard? Ideally, you should lisItried the Met 7.7 Mk.IVs with apair
ten for yourself before you order. But
of Athena P3 powered subwoofers
the only way you'll get to hear these first
($1200/pair). Iset the bass-frequency
is if afriend owns apair.
cutoff at 50kHz, the lowest setting.
On the other hand, there's alot to be
The Met 7.7 Mk.IVs didn't try to
said for trying out apair of speakers in
ingratiate with an excessively sweet
upper midrange and treble. What they your own listening room, with your
own gear, for 30 days. Time to let the
did — remarkably for the price — was
speakers run in, and time for you to
resolve. They also imaged exceptionally
well, as you would expect of apair of accustom yourself to their sound. And
in this case, you get excellent value for
high-quality minimonitors.
your money. No cheap parts. HandWhile Iwas writing this month's colassembled. Every speaker tested.
umn, Marina and Iattended aperforIdid not find the Met 7.7 Mk.IVs
mance by the St. Petersburg String
especially ingratiating at first. But as the
Quartet. (Don't you love it when record
speakers ran in and Igot more used to
companies refer to a"live" recording? As
them, Iwas more and more won over —
opposed to, maybe, adead one?) We sat
especially by the remarkable resolution
fourth-row center.
for the price. Ididn't want to substitute
"Ah," Isaid to Marinachka, at interother speakers. For me, the whole
mission, "the Quartet sounds like
process took ... well, amonth.
Sequerra's Met 7.7 MILIV speakers."
And now Idon't know if the review
"I think they sound live," she replied.
pair is going back.
The Kodály Quartet's Beethoven

Electronic Supply AE-25 Superamp
worked just fine. And asearch on the
Internet revealed that some 'philes have
been driving the speakers with SET amps
using the 300B output tube. Not that
Dick approves.
Crossover point?
"We overlap crossovers for many
octaves," he explained. "We put resistors
across the voice-coils of our drivers in
order to limit the rise of impedance as
the frequency increases. There is a30
ohm resistor across the woofer and a4
ohm resistor across the tweeter.
"The impedance is almost completely
flat. It probably goes from alow of 5/
2
1
ohms to ahigh of 9ohms. This is avery
comfortable load. I am very much
against complex crossovers. We use a
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Michael

A

pleasant surprise arrived at my
door the other day: the 180grn
vinyl edition of Companion, the
Patricia Barber album released last year
on Premonition/Blue Note. According
to the jacket, the six-track set, impeccably
recorded live in Chicago last July by Jim
Anderson, was mastered from a24-bit
transfer of an analog recording. You can
bet the vinyl sounds better than the 16bit CD —at less than 20 minutes aside,
there's plenty of room for the recording's
full dynamics.
The set includes aslinky version of the
Sonny and Cher classic "'Ilie Beat Goes
On," and acutting original, "If This Isn't
Jazz." When Isaw Barber at New York
City's Jazz Standard some time ago, the
club had posted ablowup of aNew York
Times review of her live show. While the
review was favorable, the subhead read
"Pop," which Ifigured Barber appreciated as much as astick in the eye. In "If
This Isn't Jazz," she sticks it back! Why
Barber is "Pop" and Diana Krall is "Jazz,"
I don't understand. Because Barber
"jazzes up" some pop tunes? Ella Fitzgerald did "Sunshine of Your Love," you
know. Companion is available from all the
usual vinyl vendors.

film's conclusion, one of the main characters can be seen reading acopy of The
Tradeing Angle in the background. If you're
unfamiliar with the graphics you won't
notice it, but Iwas amazed at how many
e-mails Igot from eagle-eyed readers.
Surprising Statistic
According to an article in the New York
Times' "Circuits" section (January 20,
2000), "Last year, D.J. turntables outsold
guitars." All of those 'tables would be
direct-drive models, mostly Technics

In one scene he's piled
thousands of LPs
on the floor because he's
rearranging the order
from musical genre to
date of acquisition.
Sound familiar?

SL-1200s, fitted with brute-force
slice'n'dice cartridges for back-cueing,
scratching, and all those other awful
things we would never consider subjecting our vinyl to. I've seen pages of these
High Fidelity
combos advertised in pro-sound cataSurely by now you've seen John
logs. Turntables as "musical instruCusack's adaptation of Nick Hornsby's
ments"? That's what vinyl detractors
insightful novel, High Fidelity. While the
title refers more to affairs of the heart have been calling them for decades.
How to convert these DJs to "normal"
than to our hobby, the story is set in a
used-record store, and there's plenty of LP listening? Get the pro catalogs to
stock and devote some page space to
background eyecandy, including recordmoderately priced audiophile cartridges
company promo ephemera and shelves
from Shure, Grado, Stanton, Ortofon,
full of vinyl for you to ogle. Believe me,
and the others, and invite the DJs to
you'll relate!
The story of aused-vinyl store owner spend some quality time with their
turntables. And don't hold your breath.
who's afraid to commit because he's too
Speaking of DJs and pro audio, in
busy looking for his next conquest
September a company in Europe is
seemed lost on the Limp Bizkit adolescents sitting silently in front of me, but preparing to introduce the Kingston
Dubplate Cutter — a$5000 LP-cutting
you'll laugh plenty as Cusack's characlathe for DJs. A "dubplate" is DJ lingo
ter, adrift in amemory sea of bad relafor arecord that's either aone-off or
tionships and endless rejections, hangs
onto his vinyl collection like Elián to his very rare. The lathe is designed to attach
to aTechnics SL-1200.
rubber tire.
What gets cut are ready-to-play
In one scene he's piled thousands of
records — no plating or pressing needed.
LPs on the floor because he's rearranging
the order from musical genre to date of A representative of MixMachines (www.
mixmachines.com), the European maracquisition. Sound familiar? Toward the
Stereophtle, July 2000
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keting company for the lathe, told me in
an e-mail that the blanks were aluminum discs plated with a lacquer
"foil," which Iassume is Continental
usage for "film" or "coating." In other
words, the lathe cuts alacquer. The rep
claimed the sound quality would "exceed
that of anormal pressed record."
Of course, alacquer is good for only
asmall number of plays before it wears
out. More troubling is lacquer's extreme
flammability — great for adisco, where
everyone's smokin' and tokin'. Blanks
will sell for $7 apiece, and there will be
10" and 7" vinyl blanks, which the spokesperson said would be more durable. I
haven't gotten an answer yet. If you
want to check out the lathe — and I
know you do —go to: www.vinylium.ch/
stukaIdubcut.html.
Michell GyroDec SE
J.A. Michell Engineering Ltd. (www
michell-engineering.co.uk) has been
making turntables since the mid-'60s. I
finally got around to hearing one in 2000.
That's pathetic, but believe me —once
the box arrived, Imade up for lost time.
Michell's products over the years
include the Hydraulic Reference (seen
in A Clockwork Orange), Electronic
Reference, Prisma, Focus One, Focus
One "S," Syncro, Mycro, GyroDec,
Orbe, and the SE versions of the
GyroDec and Orbe. According to
Artech, Michell's importer, the
Hertfordshire firm has been making
turntables longer than anyone currently
doing so in England. There's also aline
of electronics, engineered by Graham
Fowler, that includes the Delphini
phono preamp (to be reviewed next
month as part of my phono-section survey). Michell's electronics line is more
complete, but Artech isn't bringing it in.
Michell's engineering skills grace
products from companies like ProAc,
Musical Fidelity, Goldring, Celestion,
Beard, and even, according to the
importer, Lucasfilm, where John
Michell's machining talents have been put
to use on main-character costumes in Star
Wars and miniature models in 2001.
(SME's Alastair Robertson-Aikman is also
into miniatures; "SM" stands for "scale
model.") The Hydraulic Reference seen
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Music is all math, anyway. Leave it to an engineer'
to find asmarter way to do it.

es-

It isn't asimple equation. Each new digital audio design has to be more intuitive, less expensive...and years ahead
of the latest trends. That's why there's DigitalDNA technology from Motorola. DigitaIDNA is chips, systems,
software and ideas — embedded solutions that help smart companies create smart products. You'll find it in our
Symphony family, one of the world's leading digital audio DSPs, and in breakthroughs like the first product
to automatically recognize and decode major audio formats on the same device. Your smart digital audio design
and DigitaIDNA. Sounds like awinning combination. www.digitaldna.motorola.com
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in A Clockwork Orane was once on display at New York's MoMA. In addition,
Michell makes gold-and-rhodium—plated connectors, manufactured and plated
in-house. Michell uses castings, turnings,
and machine acrylic, as opposed to
stamped metal and plastic.
That was apparent when Iunboxed
the GyroDec SE, which sells for avery
modest $1595 without tonearm (but
with annboard drilled for your choice
of arm), or $1995 with the Rega RB300.
The GyroDec SE (for Spider Edition)
costs $400 less than the standard
GyroDec Mk.IV, but its sonic performance is said to be identical: the only
difference is the base. The Mk.IV uses a
large, costly acrylic base, the SE asmaller, acrylic three-point "spider."
The GyroDec SE is an impressively
complex but rational design highlighted
by aprecision, heavily ribbed, sand-cast
aluminum subchassis containing two
solid-lead weights attached to the underside between the ribs. The weights counterbalance the tonearm and mounting
board, which always add up to lkg to
ensure perfect static balance. The three
suspension springs "see" the same weight.
If you use aheavy arm, Michell supplies alighter mounting board, and viceversa. This makes arm-swapping convenient: the weight balance remains the
same, and there's no need to mess with
the springs. Michell can supply boards
for any arm, and keeps "off the shelf'
boards cut for such popular arms as the
Rega, Graham, SME, Wilson-Benesch,
etc. The heavy, spring-suspended circular subchassis holds the armboard and
the inverted bearing/platter assembly,
for atotal weight of 13kg. The freestanding motor's shaft and dual pulleys
(secured with a single set screw) fit
through alarge subchassis cutout.
Assembling the 'table is not difficult,
but diagrams and visual identification of
the parts would make it much easier,
especially for novices. Once you've
screwed the tapped aluminum feet to the
bottom of the spider, leveled it, and
screwed the inverted bearing assembly's
oil well and case-hardened shaft into the
subchassis, you mount the tonearm/
board assembly via three standoffi. Then
you assemble the three two-piece spring
towers, which are terminated in singlepoint ball-bearing supports, giving the
springs a reference to mechanical
ground. Once in place on the spider, the
resulting assembly puts the floating system's center of gravity well below the
suspension points.
The bearing is of exceptional quality
for aproduct at this (or any) price, and its
Stereophile, July 2000

unique design would seem
to ensure long life and
extreme stability. With the
point of rotation being
above the platter's center of
gravity and at the drive
belt's height, the system
should be quite stable and
not prone to "bearing
rocking." The GyroDees
thrust ball sits atop the
shaft, centered in an inverted cone machined into the
bronze housing, which
also includes the record
spindle. A spiral machined
into the housing draws oil
up from the well, an offcenter hole in the shaft lets
it drain back down. This
should result in long bearing life as well as low friction and low rumble. (See
the photo of this assembly
in the April 2000 "Analog
Corner," p.43.)
The 12" platter, made of
aproprietary self-damping
compound of carbon/
vinyl-loaded acrylic, is
25nun thick and weighs
3.5kg. Its suspended, perimeter-mounted, gold-plated brass weights create a
stabilizing gyroscopic effect
— hence the GyroDec's
name. The platter material
closely
matches
the
mechanical impedance of
vinyl, which helps prevent
pop- and tick-induced
energy from being reflected back to the stylusrecord interface.
Spinning this assembly
—via around-section, centerless-ground Neoprene
belt—is astandalone, outer-roto4 splitphase AC synchronous motor by Papst,
running at arelatively high speed and
housed in ametal base. The motor is
powered by a 40VA toroidal transformer/phase-shift network.
While ahigher-quality power supply is
available as one of anumber of options
and upgrades, Ichose to review the "base"
model But Iwanted to see what the
GyroDec would do with afamiliar highperformance arm like the Graham 2.0,
which is almost twice as expensive as the
'table itself. Clearance between the
Graham's DIN terminal and the subchassis mounting ring was tight If you're
going to use aGraham, connect the arm
cable before securing the mounting

Corner

Building aGyroDec SE: spider leveled, with
spring assemblies (top); subchassis in place,
awaiting platter (middle); making music
(bottom).

board, and be sure to get a90° DIN plug
— there's no room for the straight variety.
Taking the GyroDec SE for aSpin
It's been years since I've had asprung
'table, so the Michell took abit of getting used to. While the system is essentially self-adjusting, it's possible to refine
the spring tuning by twisting each coil
counterclockwise in its base until any
tendency for the system to rock from
side to side, instead of bouncing vertically, is eliminated. This is more than a
cosmetic tweak. Getting the spring system to operate pistonically is essential to
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hearing aid.

nrest 4
Your first audiophile speakers should allow you
to hear things you've never
heard before, even in familiar tracks. Subtle details.
New pleasures. Hidden
depths.
Check out the new Cresta 2
from KEF, and you'll see
what we mean. According to
What Hi Fi? magazine, they
deliver "the sort of precision
and realism unknown at
this price".
Not surprising, really.
Cresta 2 was designed by
the same engineers as the
legendary Reference Series,
using KEF's exceptionally
smooth, natural-sounding
25mm (1") silk dome tweeter, partinered by a 130mm
(5 /4") long throw
bass/midrange driver and a
sophisticated crossover.
Inside, unique cabinet bracing virtually eliminates distortion -and stylish chamfered cabinet edges minimise diffraction effects. And
unusually for a speaker of
this price, Cresta 2can be biwired to improve its performance still further.
No wonder the sound is so
"immensely involving". No
wonder the bass response
has such "fine weight and

"They produce a sound that combines refinement and excitement in equal doses -adifficult balance indeed. Build q uality
is great and their appearance is elegant, which makes the
Crestas worthy winners indeed".
WHAT Ill•FT?

impressive power".
Concluding that "we rate
these speakers very highly
indeed", the reviewer

summed it up in two words:
"a steal".
Give your ears atreat.

October 1999. Group Test Winner

www.kef.com
For details on KEF Cresta Series please contact
KEF AMERICA, 10 TIMBER LANE, MARLBORO, NEW JERSEY, 07746
PHONE: (732) 683-2536 FAX: (732) 683-2358

The experience
of sound

Analog
achieving astable platform for the arm/
bearing/platter assembly. Eccentrically
pressed records (ie, most of them) will
cause the arm to swing back and forth,
accentuating any instability in the threespring setup.
The instructions are too casual in explaining this—they assume the purchaser is way ahead of the curve. This is
fine for experienced hobbyists but bad
for initiates, who will most likely not get
the best performance from the GyroDec. It's well worth taking the time to
carefully stabilize the subchassis.
The GyroDec SE comes with alightweight collet-type record clamp — easy
to use, but if you unscrew it by too many
turns, it comes apart. No big deal —
once the record's in place, you push the
motor-mounted On/Off button and
you're ready to listen. But first Ihad to
perform afew tests.
While the motor is exceptionally silkysmooth and free of cogging, and the bottom of its housing is fitted with alarge
vibration-damping 0-ring, for some reason it vibrated more than some other
motors —and you can bet that those
vibrations will be transmitted to the surface on which the 'table is placed. Fortunately, the suspension system worked as
promised; astethoscope placed on the
subchassis yielded dead silence, indicating
avery quiet bearing as well.
I've always found spring-suspended
turntables to sound more "plush" than
non-suspended rigs, and the Michell
didn't disappoint. While the GyroDec
SE was slightly on the warm side of the
sonic continuum, its bass extension and
control were very, very good, with just a
slight midbass bloom that never obscured fundamentals or transients — in
other words, it possessed afine sense of
rhythm and pacing. You'll find snappier
performance and speedier transients
from some non-suspended 'tables, but
you won't get from them the luscious,
airy mids offered by the GyroDec SE
and other suspended 'tables, or the
GyroDec's impressively black backgrounds — not at this price.
If you couple the GyroDec with an
overly lush cartridge, you could get
bored —just as an overly analytical cartridge can be too much for some of the
non-suspended designs. I found the
GyroDec SE worked well with the Parnassus D.C.t and Transfiguration Temper SE, either of which costs more than
twice as much as the 'table, but the
EMT Geyger Soverloaded the midbass.
(Incidentally, Iwas misinformed about
the Geyger stylus: It's not sapphire, but a
highly polished diamond.)
Stereophile, July 2000
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image focus, stability, bass extension, and
overall dynamics. Ditto the much more
massive Orbe platter upgrade. Idon't
mean to slight the standard GyroDec
SE's performance: It's very accomplished,
and, more important, well-balanced,
with no serious sonic blemishes.
You'll wonder how
If you get achance to get up dose to a
GyroDec SE, you'll wonder how somesomething so exquisitely
thing so exquisitely machined can be sold
for
$1595, especially when compared to
machined can be sold for
most other 'tables of similar price. Its bearing is superb; the cast subchassis, platter,
$1595, especially when
suspension system, and motor seem alcompared to most other
most excessive, given the asking price; and
when it's all put together, it looks great!
'tables of similar price.
Packaged with the Rega RB300 tonearm
for $1995, it's atruly outstanding perwhat the GyroDec could and couldn't former at alonely price point—and it's
upgradeable. What else can you get for
deliver. Ultimately, the slightly forward
$2k that offers all of this? Mated with the
balance of the $1500 Transfiguration
right cartridge, the GyroDec SE should
Spirit proved the ideal match for the
GyroDec SE in my system, adding a give you outstanding analog performance.
touch of excitement the 'table lacked.
Music Hall MMF 5turntable:
Image focus and soundstaging were
So Good, it's Laughable
both very good, but not up to what the
Music Hall's Roy Hall decided to have
Graham arm is capable of. The same
some fun with analog afew years ago,
with bass extension and overall dynamand perhaps make afew bucks in the
ics. This $1595 'table, while very, very
process. He introduced a$299 turntable,
good, can't get the most out of the
the MMF 2, complete with Goldring
$3000 Graham 2.0 fitted with ultracartridge. Hall didn't lose money on each
expensive cartridges. No surprise. But
sale, but he didn't make much either. But
the combination offered avery smooth,
balanced sound that differed from far he sold plenty of them (he won't say how
many), and after the first year, he realized
more expensive 'tables by small degrees
that there was actual cash to be made
all around, rather than because of afew
from analog — something too many
gaping weaknesses.
retailers have yet to figure out.
The GyroDec SE can be upgraded
So Hall went back to the Czech facwith the QC electronic power supply
tory that had built the turntable for him
(standard with the more expensive
Orbe), which uses aquartz oscillator, a (the same factory builds the Pro-Ject
precision phase-shift network, and two
line and sells to Thorens, among othhigh-power output amplifiers, one for ers), and asked them to come up with
another, more expensive model.
each motor phase. This upgrade may
The result is the Music Hall MMF 5,
well improve the 'table's already fine

Okay, so $3000+ cartridges are unlikely to be used with a$1595 turntable.
But Iknow both well, Ihad both mounted on Graham ceramic annwands, and
they allowed me get agood handle on

A very clean machine: the Music Hall MMF 5.
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ATTENTION:
Excessive
Drooling..
•

may soil the fabulous finish
on these speakers.
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understand if your jaw drops when you hear the new

Mordaunt-Short Declaration Series System 500 Home Theater
loudspeakers. After all, this complete system conveys the
sonic impact of both music and today's dynamic movie
soundtracks with spectacular authority.
Mordaunt-Short's 30 years of critically acclaimed
loudspeaker design expertise has been combined with
THX Select certification to create a powerful and unique
system featuring integrated powered subwoofers, exclusive
driver technologies and many refinements.
LUCAS, UN

The System 500 is now available at

HX

select audio/video specialist retailers.

Mordetant.Eihort

The Perfect
Balance Betwœn
Movies and Music

Mordaunt-Short Declaration Series loudspeakers are designed
and engineered in Great Britain and assembled in the USA.
distributed by Marantz America, Inc., Roselle, Illinois 60172 •Telephone: 630-307-3100
www.mordaunt-short.com •THX and THX Select are registered trademarks of Lucasfilm Ltd.

asplit-plinth design that uses visco-elastic
cones and discs to isolate the bearing/
platter/am top plinth from the motorcarrying lower section. It sells for $499.
The belt drive uses aflat belt riding on
acrown pulley to drive aplastic subplatter and glass main platter weighing over
3lbs. The spindle is threaded for ascrewon clamp (included). There's even aconvenient built-in spirit level. The arm is
the familiar 9" effective-length design
used in many 'tables from the Czech factory, and permits adjustment of VTA and
azimuth. A string and weight sets antiskating. Included in the price is a
Goldring 1012GX MM cartridge, which
sells separately for $175.
The MMF 5is a"plug and play" design that you can have up and miming in
about 10 minutes. My sample came with
the azimuth seriously off, but atwist of
the armtube corrected the problem.
Overall build quality is not as high as a
Rega Planar 2 or 3, but don't forget: a
really nice $175 cartridge is included in
the price. The glass platter is not as precisely made as the Rega's —it's not perfectly flat, and the Rega's cast arm tube
can't be touched by anyone's at anywhere
near the price. But the MMF 5allows
azimuth and VTA adjustment, which
the Regas do not. And both the arm and
platter bearing quality are reasonably
good. The MMF 5, as awhole, is apleasing design, aesthetically and sonically.
Ididn't hesitate to play any of my
records on the MMF 5, and the sound it
made was really satisfying. Whether it
was the cartridge, the improved 'table
construction, or both, the MMF 5

In Heavy Rotation
1) The Ides of March, Ideology,
Sundazed 180gm LP, reissue
2) The Kinks, Kuks, Castle LP, reissue
3) Jimmy Smith, The Cat, Speakers
Corner 180gm LP, reissue
4) Built to Spill, Live, Warner Bros.
CD
5) The Mekons, I Have Been to
Heaven and Back, Quartersfick CD
6) Bill Frisell, Ghost Town, Nonesuch CD
7) Bob Marley and the Wailers,
Natty Dread, Speakers Corner
180gm LP, reissue
8) Patricia Barber, Companion, Premonition/Blue Note 180gm EP
9) Mel Tormé, The Best of the Concord Years, Concord Jazz CDs (2)
10) Dave Holland Quintet, Prime
Directive, ECM CD
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sounded much better than Iremember
the MMF 2 sounding, and that 'table
(still available) sounded pretty good.
The MMF 5 will make an analog
believer out of the most doctrinaire digital fanatic. It sounded warm, sweet, open,
and coherent in the ways that analog does
and 16-bit digital does not. It never
sounded hollow, metallic, or lifeless. And

The Worlds Finest Califé"s
10 years of Design Excellence

The Music Hall MMF 5
is a"plug and play" design
that you can have
up and running
in about 10 minutes.
it delivered surprisingly good detail and
pleasantly quiet backgrounds.
Today Ireturned from arecord convention in Raritan, New Jersey and
started playing my $1 and $2 finds on
the MMF 5. It sounded wonderful. You
could have gone to this record sale and
picked up 200 good, clean records for
around $400. Add the MMF 5for $600
and your total is $1000.
Of course, you could also have picked
up maybe 100 jewelboxed CD reissues
for the same $1000 —but could you
have found The Shirelles Sing Their Songs in
the Great Movie "It's aMad, Mad, Mad, Mad
World" and Others ($2.50)? Or the fourLP boxed set of The Louis Armstrong Story
($6)? Or aNine Inch Nails six-track EP
on TVT ($2)? Or John Lee Hooker's
Live at Soledad Prison ($2)? Or a"sunray"
British Island pressing of Jethro Tull's
Stand Up ($1)? Or an original, reasonably
clean British pressing of Pink Floyd's The
Piper at the Gates of Dawn with areally
beat cover ($2.50)?
Iplayed all of these LPs on the MMF
5today, and after one play had got more
than my money's worth. The MMF 5is
a gateway drug into the intoxicating
world of analog playback. Get hooked.
You'll never go back.

nepaJPS Balanced Superconductor 2

Rega News
Rega has just announced the new P3
turntable as areplacement for the Planar 3.
The P3 uses anew, ultra-lightweight (20%
lighter) composite plinth, and a new
direct-coupled motor that Rega says uses a
"passive method" to accomplish alarge
percentage of the vibration-free motor
performance of its electronically controlled
FT25 'table. The new motor will be available as an upgrade for current Planar 3s.
Next time: phono section shoot-out.
gl
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First Goldmund DVD

the new Goldmund easyline DVL

Jsing the experience acquired in building
he best available CD players, Goldmund
3nnounces its first DVD Transport.
Called the Easyline DVD, it fits in the
"Reasonable" line of components for
Home-Theater that Goldmund is now
developing.

• Goldmund very advanced Mechanica
Design with "Auto-balancing Clamp
Technology and "Mechanical Grounding
construction.
• 5 separate

Goldmund

"High-Inertié

Impedance" power supplies.
• Reads CD, CD-R, CD Video and DVD Vide
disks.

• Digital Audio Output, (Toslink and Spd
up to 96 kHz), DIS and Dolby Digital con
patible.

• Composite, S-Video and Component Vide
(perfectly matched for the new Goldmur
Lineal Video Cable) Video Outputs.
• Multizone.
• $2400.- retail price.

GOLDMUND
Member of A.I.H.C. Group

\Am/ w_noldmund.com

Undercurrents
George

A

rt and commerce are butting
heads once again, now that
England's popular Brit Awards
include acategory for classical music.
Last month's inaugural nominees included some highbrow names (Rachmaninoff, Bryn Terfel), but leaned
heavily on such "crossover" artists as
Paul McCartney for his
orchestral forays, and classical
violinist Kennedy (formerly
known as Nigel Kennedy) for
The Kennedy Experience, his CD
inspired by Jimi Hendrix.
Classical sales are still down,
and record companies, one
suspects, are latching onto
quasi-classical popular works
to boost the sector's profile.
For traditionalists, of course,
this shows that classical music
is falling further into the cultural black hole of all things
Madonna, Spice Girls, and
McDonald's. They're pissed—
in the American sense, that is.
Take classical music critic
Cosmo Landesmann's comments about The Kennedy Experience (Sony Classical SK
61687): "The point of Jimi
Hendrix and that kind of
music is not to find inner
depth. You cannot transform
the Hendrix sound upon aviolin, you end up with aterrible
mush." What kind of "inner
depth" is Landesmann looking for? Is it really absent from
popular music? Are pop and classical
two separate worlds of music, complete
with different kinds of feeling, intelligence, and depth?
It's easy to be asnob (writes the audiophile), but don't do it Landesmann's
way. If "that kind of music" couldn't possibly have the musical depth and integrity
of Badi's or Mozart's, that could only be
because Hendrix and other pop artists
lived and worked in the late 20th century, atime far removed and isolated from
the golden age of classical music. As a
product and expression of his times
(what artist isn't?), Hendrix wouldn't have
noticed the value of rUsical music if it bit
his arse through his velvet bell-bottoms.
Stereophile, July 2000

That's not true, of course —Hendrix
reportedly listened regularly to Bach,
Mozart, and Handel. But even if you grant
the premise, it would follow that all popular musicians are trapped in these times
without hope of appreciating or participating in the great classical tradition.
One problem: As long as Landesmann

Are pop and classical two
separate worlds of music,
complete with different
kinds of feeling,
intelligence, and depth?
and other critics of popular music live
and breathe, they, too, are trapped in the
here and now. One can pretend to be an
emissary from the past, in touch with
higher musical values and standards, but

Reisch

Landesmann's own argument says that's
just posturing. Either we're all hopelessly trapped in these shallow artistic times,
or Hendrix might indeed have made a
mark in the grand tradition, and Landesmann just doesn't see it.
Of course, music critics didn't invent
this notion of a"golden age" of art, or
the complaint that present
times don't measure up. The
classical renaissance and rise of
humanism in 15th-century
Europe were all about recapturing the (supposedly) lost
wisdom, art, and technology
of Antiquity. Judeo-Christian
traditions share beliefs about
Eden and the decline of
humanity, and new-age devotees have athing or two (or
three) to say about ancient,
forgotten truths they claim to
have rediscovered. The myth
of the golden age dies hard.
Things would be less muddled in this debate if those
who are aghast over the
Classical Brit Awards could
travel in time and visit the
pasts whose art and culture
they so adore. For when you
get past the nostalgia and
wishful thinking, the splendor
of past times usually evaporates. Yes, the ancient Greeks
invented science and astronomy, architecture and epic
poetry; and they left us graceful buildings and statues (suitably dilapidated in our own time) to
instruct us about all they had achieved.
But were you there at the time, any historian will say, you'd be shocked at the
slavery, brutality, and rigid class distinctions. As for those pristine, white statues
that symbolize for us ahighly developed
(and very "deep") love of form and composition, in their own time they were
covered in paint — skin, eyes, clothes,
the whole bit. To the modern eye, they
would have looked.., cheesy.
In some ways, the golden ages of classical music were similar to our own
"popular" times. Those who patronized
Bach and enjoyed his music, for instance,
were élites — members of royal courts.
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Undercurrents
Of course, with radio, LPs, and 45s, far
more people heard "Purple Haze" in the
late '60s than the Brandenburg Concertos
in the early 1700s. But Hendrix's patrons — those who bought the LPs and
concert tickets, who had the luxury to
tune in and drop out for afew days at
Max Yasgur's farm, who made "that
kind" of music commercially viable —
they were élites, too.
"Oh, that's just sociology," traditionalists will say. "We're talking about the
music Unlike 20th-century pop stars,
the great masters crafted layers of meaning and structure into their compositions — they're deeper, to be listened to
carefully." But did your typical 17th- or
18th-century courtier sit quietly, rapt in
the music like today's highbrow audiophiles or critics, and murmur, "Ah, 'tis
indeed the golden age!"?
Take Alain Corneau's film about the
early music composers Sainte Colombe
and Marin Marais, Tous les matins du
monde Iheard Jordi Savall's soundtrack
first — awonderful-sounding recording
(Travelling/Auvidis 4640) that was
Stereophile's "Recording of the Month" for
May 1993. The music is simpler and less
gymnastic than most Baroque concertos,
or instance — some pieces have amilitaristic beat pounded out by an actual
drummer. Still, you can hear embryos of
the forms and techniques that the great
German and Italian composers later
developed. It's compelling and, yes, deep.
But in the film (which Iassume is historically accurate) you'll see courtiers
dancing, drinking, flirting, and having a
grand old time to this profound music—
good luck trying to complain that the
guy next to you is coughing or snoring
during your favorite movement. Replace
the wine with Heineken and the fashions
with euro-black, and you could mistake
these 17th-century scenes for an A-list
party in the Hamptons. These r6ssical
music lovers were partying! Were the
year 1969, aturntable might have been
spinning Are You Experienced?
So what? Landesmann would say. If
audiences of the 17th and 18th centuries
didn't conform to our modern conventions, that doesn't reduce the depth and
integrity of the music in question. No, it
doesn't. But it shows that the solemn and
serious attitudes we invest in classical
music are our own. The epic that defines
the tradition —its apotheosis in Bach,
Mozart, and Beethoven, its decline (if
only alittle) in the 19th and 20th centuries (who, after all, would give
Copland the nod over Bach, or Bartók
over Beethoven?), and these perilous
times when Yanni or the Classical Brit
Stereophile, July 2000

Awards may smother it all —that's our
story, not the music's own.
By itself, the history of classical music
is ahuge mess. Uncountable performers
and creators did their own things in
their own times and places. Our epic
story, on the other hand, was written
mainly by musicologists and historians
who stood on the sidelines of all this
activity. They parsed it into categories,
styles, techniques, and trends that
enable them to do their thing — to discuss, criticize, analyze, and (hopefully)
understand music and culture. There's
nothing wrong with that, except when
critics demand that music conform to
these abstractions and after-the-fact narratives, instead of the other way around.
Time usually rectifies this mistake.
Hendrix's performance of "The StarSpangled Banner" at Woodstock may
seem trivial to the classical purist. It has
no real place, one might say, in the his-

It's not that the lines
between classical and
popular music are blurry.
It's that these lines
are our own.
tory of Art with acapital "A." But in 50
or 100 years, Ibet, it will seem no more
out of place than John Cage's famous
piece from 1952, 4' 33", which consists
of nothing but silence, or at least whatever sounds occur in the performance
space during that length of time.
Hendrix's performance will be in the
music-history books too, if only because
it sounds better.
It's not that the lines between classical
and popular music are blurry. It's that
these lines are our own. They exist in
our heads to help us organize and
understand centuries of musical activity.
Composers and performers know that.
They're the first to transgress these
boundaries and, like Ralph Vaughan
Williams or Aaron Copland, draw on
folk or popular melodies. Yo-Yo Ma and,
from the popular side, Elvis Costello
have also been bending genres recently.
Reenter Kennedy. After taking the
classical world by storm with his playing
and his punk haircut, he's put together an
ensemble with bass, oboe, cellos, flute,
and acoustic guitar to play Hendrix. But
The Kennedy Experience isn't just arrangements of Hendrix's songs àla the Kronos
Quartet's version of "Purple Haze."

These compositions are only loosely
based on the originals (though Hendrix,
oddly, gets the composer credit). Unless
you know Hendrix pretty well, you
might not even hear his ghost floating
within some of them.
Kennedy's violin is his 21st-century
reply to Hendrix's Fender Stratocaster.
It does suggest the erotic intensity of
Hendrix's guitar-playing, but no matter
how impressive and fiery Kennedy is,
something's not right. Like an accountant who puts on shiny new leather
clothes to drive his Harley-Davidson
around town on weekends, Kennedy is
posing. His stiff, formal precision,
impressive though it is, doesn't absorb
and embody his inspiration. He's square.
But when Ipractice what I've just
preached to Landesmann and put away
my preconceptions about what Hendrix's music should sound like, the CD
makes more sense. It actually sounds better, too. Kennedy seems to be asking,
"What would have happened had
Hendrix's melodies bounced around in
Braluns's head the day before Brahms
wrote his Violin Concerto?" Some of his
answers are striking, and Kennedy's take
on "Little Wing" is beautiful. The sighs,
wonder; and longing for Hendrix's psychedelic angel emerge from entirely new
sounds. "Third Stone from the Sun"
sounds like Ravers Boléro as Hendrix
might have written it. It rocks.
This CD replies to Landesmann far
better than Ican. By making kernels
and themes of Hendrix's songs sound
natural in these quasi-classical compositions, the disc has an ecumenically
Aquarian feeling that Hendrix would
have loved. It speaks to that moment
some 30 years ago when Hendrix (not
Clapton, thank you) was God, heaven
was full of astronauts (as Joni Mitchell
put it), and magazines brimmed with
the first photographs of our big, blue
stone drifting through space.
From that point of view, Kennedy's
project is hardly brazen or iconoclastic.
Nor does it seem terribly wrong that
music like this, or even traditional classical music, should be fêted with apopular awards ceremony. For you can see,
literally, that our blue stone doesn't show
any of the divisions between musical
styles and traditions that fuel this debate.
The different kinds of music we've
invented are so obviously crammed
together on that little planet that they
have no choice but to live, evolve, and
interact with each other. 'Mere may
seem to be a world of difference
between Hendrix and the great masters,
but there's really just one world.
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Rick Visits... David Johansen

W

ho the heck is this guy? Is he
DavidJohansen, the lipstick-wearingfront man of the seminal glamrock, prolo-punk New York Dolls? Is he Buster
Poindexter, the pompadoured and tuxedoed
"Hot, Hot, Hot" soca stylist? Is he alounge
singer?A Latin artist?Johansen is all ofthe above,
having achieved success in each incarnation.
DavidJohatuen is atraditional blues singer.
His latest project, David Johansen and the
Han-y Smiths, focuses on acoustic American
roots music, and it's perfectly complemented by
Chesky Records' natural-sounding, audiophile-quality recording. Ijoined Johansen at
Chesky HQ where we listened to aféw cuts
from the new CD and talked about the sound...
"When Ifirst heard this, Iwas thinking, "This sounds like aBig Bill Broonzy
record or something from the '50s.' I
didn't know you could get that sound or
create that sound. It sounds just like it
did on that day. Ihad no idea people
made records the way [the Chesky brothers do]. But you know, that kismet kind
Stereophile, July 2000

of stuff is the best thing."
"Were you listening to alot of blues
when you got the bug to do this record?"
"This is the music I started out
singing, when Iwas 13 or 15 in the mid'60s. The first album Iever bought was
aLightnin' Hopkins record, about 1963.
Last year, Allan Pepper had asked me to
put ashow together for the 25th anniversary of The Bottom Line, and this
is what I've always wanted to do. This
music was just in there. So it wasn't
something Ihad to research or do anything. It just was like falling off alog."
"How often do you listen to music?"
"I'll go through phases. A couple of
years ago, when Idecided to do the
Latin record, Ireally got into Latin
music and went all the way back to the
roots. Imust have bought 300 CDs or
something. It was really agood exercise
for me, because it really refreshed me as
far as music is concerned. Sometimes
you just get to the point, 'Oh, if Iever

hear another blues song it'll be too soon.'
It all starts to sound generic. That's when
Itake an excursion. I'd done it 10 years
ago or so with soca music. With the
Latin, Ireally went back to early Cuban
stuff and really primitive Dominican
stuff. And it kind of washed my brain
out. It washed my ears out so Icould
come out of that and listen to things
with afresh perspective."
"Where do you listen, mostly?"
"I listen right here at Chesky! Ilive
just around the corner. They let me
walk around here in my socks, drink my
tea, and listen to CDs. It's perfect.
[laughs] Unfortunately, all my own
equipment's on the fritz. It all just collapsed simultaneously."
"How do you like the system here?"
"It's shocking! These cats here at
Chesky are all talking to me about equipment. Iwouldn't know where to start, but
supposedly some of the people around
here are going to steer me in the right
45
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Rick
direction. The seed has been planted."
"So you might want to get arig like
this at home?"
"I don't know, man. It certainly exposes all the warts."
"Does that depend on what you play?
What have you been listening to?"
"I still listen to alot of Latin music.
And then Ilisten to alot of classical,
jazz, movie soundtracks — especially
Italian movie soundtracks. My favorite, of
course, is Nino Rota, but Ilike alot of
the other guys too. And Ipaint, so alot
of times Iput music on my boombox,
and it's just there. It's like afriend of
mine. Lately I've been listening to this
series of early American rural music that
Shanachie puts out. There's some great
music there you'd never get to hear."
"I'll have to check that out."
And So my Wish was Granted. Johansen
happened to be packing adeluxe-size CD case
positively jammed with discs. He carries it
around to listen on his Disown, boombox, or
any system he can successfully commandeer.
The Ches/e)' corr.firence room (aka Johansen's
living room away .from home) contains apair
ofB&W 801s, with MK ST-140 amplifier
and CS-115 preamp, sourced by aJVC XLZ1010 CD player. Not their refirence system,
but quite musical
Johansen situated himself in front of the system and &gm to pull discs: From Times
Ain't Like They Used to Be, roe heard
Richard "Rabbit" Brown's "James Alley
Blues"— one o! the songs covered onJohanserl's

record, also fiund on pioneering musicologist
Harry Smith's seminal Anthology of
American Folk Music on Folkways. The
sound was by no means un-crackly, but the
emotion certainly came through. This was particularly the case on another ancient blues,
"Lowe Bonnie," byJimmy Tirrhon...

And Ipaint,
so alot of times Iput
music on my boombox,
and it's just there.
"Thaell break your heart, that song.
All these songs are about mayhem.
There's alot of that in the Harry Smiths
record. Generally, someone dies in each
of the songs. [laughs] These arc the first
records of this stuff that I've heard
where they really did agood job cleaning them up, just to the point where it
would impinge on the integrity of the
music. There must be some kind of
brand-new technology or something to
take the pops and scratches out of them.
What the hell do Icare, as long as they
sound good? They sound like arecord,
not like somebody put amicrophone
next to aVictrola and taped a78."
We listened to a
few pieces ofsimply breathtaking acoustic guitar by D'Gary and Dama,
from field DAT recordings made in Madagascar
by David Lindley and Henry Kaiser

Visits

"This guy lived in the hush. They
found him in some village and he had
lost his guitar in aflood. Idon't know
how long he hadn't played aguitar, but
it's just killer. This guy's beautiful, isn't
he? And he's singing these songs, they're
about his cow and shit.
"Have you ever heard this, Rick?"
"No, Ihaven't."
"Have you heard this one?"
"Uh-uh."
"Do you know this stuff?"
"Nopc."
That's how the bulk of the conversation
went for the rest of Me afternoon, with
Johans-en enthusiastically hipping me to
favorite cuts from CD after CD. We heard
more early country blues. "Oh Death," firm
Dock Res—another song that appears on
Johansen's Harry Smiths record. Joseph
Spence and the Pindar Family made somefascinating, rhythmically complex Bahamian
vocal harmonies. We heard various hot Cuban
septetos on compilations from the Corason
label, whose Eduardo Lleientu is described by
Johansen as the Alan Lomax of Latin
America and the Caribbean.
We listened to examples (fa wild Latin style
known as perico ripiao, which translates as
"pulling the wings from parrots." From the
Eastern end of Cuba, in Guantanamo, came
the distinctive beat of changiii. Ali Hassan
Kuban's Nubian dance bandfrom Cairo gave
us the delightfrilly bizarre "Suit/ear, Sukkar,
Suit/ear." The crazy Colombian cumbia we

David Johansen: Selected Discography
David Johansen as ...
David Johansen and the Harry Smiths,
David Johansen and the Harry Smiths,
Chesky JD196 (2000)
Buster Poindexter, Buster's Happy Hour,
Rhino R2 71680 (1994)
David Johansen, Live It Up, Razor &
Tie RE1994 (1992)
Buster Poindexter, Buster Poindexter,
RCA 6633-2 (1987)
David Johansen, David Johansen, Razor
& Tie RE1989 (1978)
New York Dolls, Too Much, Too Soon,
Mercury 834 230-2 (1974)
New York Dolls, New York Dolls, Merairy 832 752-2 (1973)
David Johansen's Playlist
¡Ahura Si! Here Comes Chate, Corason
CORA 121
Dock Boggs, Country Blues: Complete
Early Recordings (1927-1929), Revenant
RVN 205
Dama and D'Gary, The Long Way Home,
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Shanachie 64052
D'Gary, Malagasy Guitar, Shanachie
65009
Jimmie Dale Gilmore, One Endless
Night, Windcharger/Rounder 3173
Rubén González, Introducing... Rubén
González, World Circuit/Nonesuch
79477-2
Greatest Cumbia Classics of Colombia,
Vol.2, Fuentes 11015
Kneelin' Down Inside the Gate: The Great
Rhyming Singers of the Bahamas,
Rounder 5035
Ali Hassan Kuban, From Nubia to Cairo,
Shanachie 64036
Bud Powell, The Ultimate
Bud Powell (selected by
Chick Corea), Verve 314
539 788-2
Nino Rota, Greatest Hits,
Viva Musica 7025
Times Ain't Like They Used
to Be, Vols.1-4, Shanachie
2028/2029/2047/2048
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Rick
heard was reminiscent of uncle themes from old
cartoons. We listened to some ofJimmie Dale
Gihnore's new record, to soundtrack musicfrom
Nino Rota, to the captivating piano of the
Buena Vista Soda! Club's Rubén Gonzalez,
to the Latin rhythms of Grupo Folklórico, and
to some of Chick Corea's favorite Bud Powell
recordings. David Jhappily played DJ for a
couple ofhours.
"Hey Rick, did you ever play an Erik
Satie record and hold the fast-forward
like this? It sounds just like ragtime. I
was doing this the other day, and it
sounded just like Scott Joplin."
"You seem to have adeep knowledge
of all kinds of music. Do you have your
own archives? Do you collect LPs, 78s?"
"No. Igot abunch of records, but I
very rarely listen to them. This friend of
mine is in the estate liquidation business, and Iasked him to just keep his
eye out for one of those hi-fis with the
changer, so you could put like 10 records on it. Igot one of those now, and I
listen to records on that."
"Ouch!"
"Yeah, Iknow. Mostly those records
will be aRonettes record or something
like that. Some records were made for
that kind of situation. Also Igot alot of
old Cuban records, which Istarted buying when Iwas 17 or 18. Iused to go to
this store on 14th Street where this guy
had all these parakeets flying around
and there was like bird shit on all the
records. Iwas into Cortijo and Ismael
Rivera. That, to me, is the greatest
group. Still. That bomba music.
"So Iused to go in there and buy
those records. Cachao, Cuban Jam Session ... remember those records? Descarga records. I'd take an $8 record with
canary shit on it. 'I'll give you $5 for
this.' The guy would say, What, are you
crazy man? Dat chit from Cuba, man.
You can't get dat chit no more, man.' He
was really volatile about the records, so I
would wind up giving him the eight
bucks. Istill have alot of those records,
but they're scratchy, so it's not something that you want to necessarily listen
to on ahigh-end system. And also, that
needle, it's the one that came with the
record player, so ... "[laughs]
"So not exactly audiophile. Do you
hear adifference between LPs and CDs?"
"Yeah, I'm very aware of the difference between analog and digital. A lot of
this music that the kids listen to, Ican't
take it. I'll be surfing, just to see what's
going on, and in an eighth of asecond,
I'm like, Digital-I-don't-want-to-hear-it.
Next!' Because it's so fucking brittle, you
know what Imean? Even if it would be
an artist that I'd be interested in. IreStereophile, July 2000

Visits

Johansen finds ahome between the big 801s at Chesky Records headquarters.

member when we were doing the Latin
thing, Gloria Estefan had that Latin
record out. It had alot of roots stuff on it.
Ithought, 'Let me see how she's approaching it.' So Ibought the record and
we put it on, and Uhh.' I'm not talking
about the music even; I'm just talking
about the sound. It's like afucking razor
is cutting you as opposed to getting hit...
with amarshmallow or something. But
the kids, they don't know the difference.
If you play them an analog record, they'd
probably think there's something quaint
about it or something, subconsciously.
They're used to that kind of brittle numbers thing."
"You prefer analog, yet you listen
mainly to CDs."
"I'm also aware when they do analog
onto aCD. It's better than all digital. A
lot of music I've got is analog music.
Even if it is on aCD, it's still far better.
And yeah, Ilike analog, but if you're
making records, what the heck are you
going to do? It's like being in Russia and
still being aCommunist! What's the
point? Hey, it's kind of over. [laughs] You
have to learn how to work with it
because you're going to put your shit
out on aCD anyway."
"True. Now you've recorded with
Chesky. Was that abig difference from
what you're used to? Their records are
certainly very high-end."
"It was all asurprise to me. But now, I
think this is the only way to make
records. As far as the sound? Ican hear
it. Imean, it sounds like you're there,

which is really cool. You always hear
stories like, Bob Dylan goes into astudio and makes arecord in three days. I
used to think, 'Oh, man, that's the life,'
because Ireally hate the studio. Iget
used to it and Iaccept it and Imake the
most of it, but it can be really tedious. So
this has spoiled me alot. It's something
that you can remember every moment
of the session, instead of being lost in
this process where you can't see the
light at the end of the tunnel."
"Does traditional studio recording
kill some of the creativity and the freshness of the music?"
"I don't know about that. It just gets
tedious. But when you record this way,
there's no mixing! So there are no
tracks, which is cool, because you can't
really agonize over shit. It's what it is.
When you agonize over shit and you
work at it too long, you can get away
from your original vision and forget
what that was, until, maybe ayear later,
you put the CD out and go, 'Wait a
minute, that's not what Iwas trying to
do. That wasn't what the idea was.' "
"That reminds me of recently, when I
heard one of the Dolls records on CD,
and Isaid, What is this?' It sounded just
completely different from the way it
always sounded on LP."
"Yeah, especially Johnny's guitar, that
rrown; nvwn; rrowrr. It loses the depth of
the thing."
"It always had this real mushedtogether, murky vibe to it. The CD
sounds so clean, it sounds completely
49
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different. It sounds like..."
"It sounds almost acceptable! [laughs]
It's funny, because last week or something
in Rolling Stone they reviewed the Dolls
record in the Hall of Fame, and it got four
stars. Oh, and Fm thinking, Wow, where
were you guys in 1973?' When they said,
'My God, what the hell is this?'"
"You didn't get rich from it?"

For me alot of things
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but if there's no soul there,

Our Starting Line Up

Idon't want to spend my

oucJioquest

time on listening to it.
"No. Apparently, though, it was
groundbreaking. [laughs] I'll listen to the
Dolls record once every two years,
maybe three, whatever. I'll just be painting or something, and I'll see it in the
pile and I'll go, let me hear this.' And
to me there's something, Idon't know,
precious about it. Like alittle jewel or
something. It's lasting. But you got to
have some kind of psychology to get
into it. It's not for everybody. If you
came up the right way or whatever for
that, it coalesces something. It's cool."
"It gives you agreat feel for that certain time in New York. You know, I
find it curious that you seem so sensitive
to the difference in the way things
sound, to analog vs digital, to making a
nice-sounding recording like aChesky
recording, and that kind of stuff. And
yet, with the turntable with the records
stacked on, and the ancient stylus and
everything, it also seems like you don't
care so much about sound."
"Yeah, well, for me something's just
got avibe to it or it doesn't. It talks to me
or it doesn't. There's alot of nice classical
music that sounds obviously better on a
high-end system, of course. Iguess it
becomes amatter of what you're used to."
"Is the way arecording sounds more
important than the way the playback
equipment sounds?"
"What do you mean?"
"Well, like you said, something's
either got avibe or it doesn't. Regardless
of what you play it on, apparently."
"For me, yeah. A lot of things sound
beautiful, but if there's no soul there, I
don't want to spend my time on listening to it. It's ametaphysical kind of
thing. Like, Ihear aguitar player on a
record and think, 'That cat knows.' Even
if he's not articulating it or he can't articulate it, you know he knows. That's what
it's all about."
ià
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People are unique. As much as we may
seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.
How to Buy a$40,000 System for a
$10,000 Investment
-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with alimited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
warranted, of course) which you can trade
in item by item towards your next desired
component for up to two years from the
date of purchase. Our payment plans fit
your needs and your planned expenditure.

a $10,000

*Delivery *Super System Set-up *Custom Install
*Audio/Video Cabinetry *Home/Office Trials
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Real Values for Used Equipment
Trade-Ins
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25%
of retail value? Sound by Singer has away
to help realize cost savings of up to 45%
and help save the world at the same time.
Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator
Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare.
Buy both and evaluate them for up to seven
days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!
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(212) 924-8600

Description: Solid-state integrated
stereo amplifier.
Preamplifier section: Line-level
inputs: two pairs balanced (XLR),
three pairs single-ended (RCA,
optional). Outputs: one pair record
outputs (RCA), one IEC AC mains
receptacle, one ground terminal.
Controller connections: three 3.5mm
mini-jacks (IR input, DC trigger out/
in), one Mark Levinson Link communications connector, one 6-pin 121-11
RS-232 port, two 8-pin R1-45 control
ports (PHASTLink-compatible). Voltage gain: 0, 6, 12, or 18dB in line
stage (26.9dB in amplifier stage). Volume control range: 72.2dB. Gain resolution: 0.1dB steps above 38.5 in
display (-34.7dB). Input overload: 4V
on XLR, 2V on RCA (gain set to
+12dB); 16V on XLR, 8V on RCA
(gain set to OdB). Frequency response: 10Hz-40kHz, ±1.0dB. Input
impedance: 100k ohms. THD+noise:
<0.3%. Mains voltage: 100V, 120V,
220V, 230V, or 240VAC at 50 or 60Hz
(factory set). Power consumption:
typically 100W at standby, 200W at
idle, 1200W at 4 ohms at rated output
Amplifier section: Rated output
power: 20Hz-20kHz, ≤0.3 0/0 THD
(FTC): 100Wpc into 8ohms (20dBW),
200W minimum continuous into 4
ohms (20dBVV). Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz, ±0.1dB. Output impedance: <0.05 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz.
Damping factor: >800, 20Hz-20kHz
into 8 ohms. Speaker connections:
one pair Madrigal-designed speaker
binding posts.
Dimensions: 17.56" (446mm) W
by 6.55" (166mm) H by 19.5"
(495.3mm) D. Shipping weight: 80
lbs (36.6kg).
Serial # of unit reviewed: 1054.
Price: 55995. Approximate number
of dealers: 75. Warranty: 5years.
Manufacturer: Madrigal Audio
Laboratories, 2081 South Main
Street, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel:
(860) 346-0896. Fax: (860) 346-1540.
Web: vvww.madrigal.com.
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hen Ilearned that Madrigal
Audio Labs was marketing
their first integrated amplifier,
the Mark Levinson No383, Ifelt this
was abig change for the Connecticut
company. Mark Levinson literally stifled
the high-end marketing revolution back
in the early 1970s by manufacturing
cost-no-object separate amplifiers and
preamplifiers. The purist designs had
one overriding rule: employ the simplest
circuit path possible. Each amplifier or
preamplifier used only individual circuitboard components (no integrated circuits)
and had aminimal number of controls,
eschewing elaborate switches and tone
controls. Mark Levinson Audio Systems
and its successor, Madrigal Audio Laboratories, have continued this philosophy
of separate components for the past 25
years.
But the integrated amplifier — preamplifier and two-channel amplifier
built on the same chassis — has recently
become ahot item in the High End.
Just read Sam Tellig, who's been
turning in raves about integrateds: the
Bel Canto SETi40 (Vo122 No.3), the
Bryston B-60 (Vo120 No.5), the Conrad-Johnson CAV-50 (VoI21 No.8), the
Jadis Orchestra (Vol.20 No.1), the
Pathos Acoustics Twin Towers (Vo122
No.!), and the YBA Integre DR (Vol.19
No.12).
Chip Stern, the magazine's eminent
jazz expert and all-around music-lover,
has been doing his own integrated
thing, praising the EAR V20 (Vo122
No.10), the Manley Stingray (Vo122
No.12), the Mesa Tigris (Vo122 No.8),
and the VAC Avatar (Vo123 No.4). As a
result, the "Integrated Amplifiers" section of Stereophile's "Recommended
Components" (RC) listings has swollen
to six Class A and 11 Class Bamplifiers.
Why have two-channel integrated
amplifiers taken the High End by
storm, when the rest of the massmarket
industry is obsessed with 5.1-channel
A/V receivers? Three little words say it
all: price, price, and price. The Class A
integrateds in RC are priced from
$2395 to $5200, just afraction of the
cost of acomparable combo of separate,

top-quality power amplifier, preamplifier, and interconnects.
Why is the integrated more economical? It's less expensive to build, having
just one chassis and shipping carton
compared with up to four of each for
high-end separates, such as the combiStereophile, July 2000
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nation of aMark Levinson No32 preamplifier (control chassis and preamplifier chassis) and two No.33H monoblocks. Each chassis and its carton add
greatly to the cost. Current integrated
designs get rid of internal phono stages
and achieve further savings with a
Stereophile, July 2000

closed design that doesn't interface with
other amplifiers or preamplifiers. This
eliminates the circuits for apreamplifier
output buffer and power-amp input
buffer.
There are other savings. Packing a
stereo preamplifier and two amplifier

channels into one chassis saves space.
Hum is reduced because amplifier and
preamplifier now share exactly the same
ground voltage, so less shielding is
required. And an integrated weighs less
— when did you last own abasic amplifier that fit on ashelf, or, for that matter,
55

could even be lifted by one person? No
more tripping over massive, sharpfinned amplifiers in the dark. Equipment clutter goes down, and the spouse
acceptance factor goes up. This "sweet
spot" of compact size and affordability
keeps the integrated alive.
All this contributed to my surprise
and glee when Ifirst read about the
No.383. Iwasn't alone. Jon Herron,
manager of product development at
Madrigal, was beaming (I could tell,
even over the telephone) about the new
No383's economics, ergonomics, build
quality, and user-friendliness. "Sonically,
it's as close as we could make it to the
performance of aNo.334 driven by a
No.380 preamplifier," he said. "And if
you fail to use the best interconnect, a

No.383 will be better. Its repeatable
gain settings and user-friendliness make
it an excellent reviewer's tool than separate components would." User-friendly
and abetter reviewer's tool? Icouldn't
wait.
Ergonomic Heaven
That user-friendliness begins with the
No383's size and weight. At 65 lbs, this
baby is the lightest and smallest ML
amplifier. The 112-lb No.334 ($5900),
the 155-lb, 250Wpc No.335 ($7900),
and the 165-1b, 350Wpc No.336
($9500) are so massive that they require
two people — both wearing Madrigal's
white-ribbed protective gloves, of
course — to safely unpack them.
Stacking the No.383 atop aMark

Levinson No.334 made this point convincingly. The No.383 shares most of
the No.334's physical dimensions,
including its width and depth. It, too,
has the rounded heatsink edges and
curved silver faceplate trim, as well as the
Mark Levinson massiveness and silveraccented art deco curves. Only the
No.383's height — less than half the
No.334's —suggests that it's the "entrylevel" Levinson amp.
Even so, its front panel is a dead
ringer for the No32 Reference stereo
preamplifier ($14,000), which so impressed Jonathan Scull (Vo122 No.1).
An AC mains switch sits to the right of
the red alphanumeric display, and a
standby switch to the left. When in
standby, all circuits up to the output

alow 50 ohms. With the line-stage gain
set to "6dB,” which was how LG had it
set up, and the volume control to its
maximum "732" setting, the overall
voltage gain into 8ohms was 33.6dB,
suggesting apower-amplifier gain of
2'7.6dB. The power-amplifier output
impedance was very low at approximately 0.055 ohms across most of the
audioband, this rising to astill negligible
0.065 ohms at 20kHz.
Because of this very low source
impedance, there was virtually no

change in frequency response as the load
varied (fig.1). The response was flat from
10Hz to 201cHz, with then aldB drop at
90IcHz and a3dB drop at 180kHz. As a
result, the amplifier's reproduction of a
small-signal 10kHz squarewave was virtually perfect (fig2). Channel separation
(fig3) was superb, at better than 110dB
below 500Hz. There was a smooth
increase in crosstalk at higher frequencies due to capacitive coupling. Nevertheless, channel separation was still
around an excellent 80dB at 201cHz.

Measurements

A

one-hour preconditioning warmup
at one-third flail power exerts maximal thermal stress on an amplifier with
aclass-B output stage, and after that
hour the No.383 was indeed warm to
the touch —but not so hot that Icouldn't keep my hand on its heatsink.
The amplifier didn't invert absolute
polarity. (The XLR inputs appear to be
wired with pin 2 hot.) The input
impedance was 19k ohms balanced and
101c ohms unbalanced at 1kHz, both
lower than the specified 100k ohms.
The tape output source impedance was

2
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Fig.3
Fig.1

Mark Levinson No.383, frequency response
at 1W into 8 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, and
2.83V into dummy loudspeaker load
(5d8/vertical div.).
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Mark Levinson No.383, crosstalk (10dB/
vertical div., L—R dashed).

Fig.5
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Mark Levinson No.383, IkHz waveform at
I2.5W into 8 ohms (top), distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental notched
Out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.4 Mark Levinson No.383, THD+noise ( YO) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at 4kHz):
4W into 2 ohms; 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load; 2W into 4 ohms; and
IW into 8 ohms (right channel dashed).
C
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Mark Levinson No.383, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Fig.6 Mark Levinson No.383, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at I45W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Mark
stage remain powered, decreasing
warrnup time and extending average
component life. Two large rotary controls — for setting the volume and performing input selection — frame the
display. Below that is arow of pushbuttons for Display intensity, Setup, Enter
(for saving setup changes), Balance,
and Mute.
But these switches aren't the main
user interface. The No.383 is best controlled by its classy remote, ergonomically sculpted from aluminum. This
soapbar-shaped device switches the
No.383 in and out of Standby mode and
adjusts balance, volume, display intensity, polarity, source, and mute. For the
first time, from 12' away in my listening
chair, Ihad complete command over

Small-signal THD was very low over
most of the audioband, rising slightly in
the top audio octave and into lower
impedances (fig.4). The actual harmonic
content was buried in noise at reasonable power levels; fig.5 shows that it is
fundamentally third harmonic. At high
powers (fig.6), the third harmonic rose
to astill low 0.05% (-66dB) and was
joined by the fifth at 0.01% (-80dB).
Intermodulation levels were also
respectably low, even just below visible
clipping into a4ohm load (fig.7).
34•4•044...
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Mark Levinson No.383 integrated amplifier

source selection, system volume, channel balance, polarity, and mute.
Installation involves running the
No383's setup routine. Like the top-ofthe-line No32, the integrated amplifier
is built around asoftware-based opera-

ing system that can be upgraded by
loading the update through its RS-232
port. In fact, it's the same operating system as runs the No.32. Stepping
through the menus on the front-panel
display designates each source plugged

Fig.8 shows the continuous output
power with both channels driven into 8
ohms and 4ohms. (When Itried this
test into 2ohms, the No.383 muted and
displayed the message "Amp Fault" on
its front panel.) The Levinson comfortably exceeds its specification, giving
145W into 8 ohms (23.9dBW) and
230W into 4ohms (20.6c1I3W), both at
the standard 1% THD+noise definition
of clipping.
Repeating this test with one channel
driven using a low-duty-cycle 1kHz
toneburst of 10 cycles on, 400 cycles off
— this better approximates amusic signal — revealed the No.383 to be apow-

erhouse (fig.9). No less than 182.6W
were delivered into 8ohms with this
signal (black trace) at clipping (horizonal magenta line). The 4ohm delivery
was 356W (red trace), the 2ohm delivery 665W (blue)! Only into the punishing 1ohm load did the amplifier falter,
its output at clipping dropping to 75W
(green trace), with asignificant rise in
distortion below that power.
But Madrigal doesn't specify the
No.383 into loads lower than 4ohms. If
you want an amplifier to behave as a
voltage source down to 1ohm, you
should consider buying one of their separate power amplifiers.
—John Atkinson
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Mark Levinson No.383, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 120W
into 4 ohms (linear frequency scale).

Mark Levinson No.383, distortion (%) vs
continuous output power into (from bottom
to top at 2kHz) 8 ohms and 4 ohms.
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Fig.9 Mark Levinson No.383, distortion (
0/4) vs lkHz burst output power into 8 ohms (black trace),
4 ohms (red), 2 ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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Mark

The No.383's back panel features Madrigal-designed binding posts.

into aback-panel input, assigns it adisplay name, and sets the gain level. Optimum performance settings for each
source can be adjusted, titled for the display, and saved. Each line-level input
can be customized by name (26 name
options included plus 7-character userdefined names), gain (OdB, +6dB,
+12dB, or +18dB), offset (relative volume
adjustments of ±20dB in 0.1dB increments), and record output. Only active
inputs are included, so that the choices
include only those line sources actually
plugged into the back of the No.383.
Once named on the alphanumeric display, the source can be selected from the
remote, which can then control its gain,
polarity, and mono/stereo settings. And
the Mute mode's drop in volume level
can be set anywhere from -10dB to
-70dB in 0.1dB increments.
From the start, Iliked the No.383's
sophisticated operational features. Besides increasing or decreasing the gain
from OdB to +72dB in 0.1dB steps, the
control adjusts the rate of volume
change, according to the starting gain
level and the rate of change in level.
Turning the control quickly by hand
accelerates the volume change, yet if the
knob is spun too quickly, the rate of
change decreases, to keep from jacking
up the volume too rapidly.
These elements —the operating system's many custom features, individual
0.1dB control over gain, balance, and
input offset, full remote control, the
ability to work with learning remotes,
and the "smart" volume control —
make the No.383's user interface areal
breakthrough in ease of use, flexibility,
and control.
Circuitry and Construction
The No.383's back panel features five
analog input pairs, for use with sources
single-ended (three pairs of Madrigaldesigned RCA inputs) or balanced (two
pairs of Swiss-made XLR inputs). The
No.383's rear handles protect the interconnect cables if the unit is upended
onto its rear panel. All the sockets
Stereophlle, July 2000

mount directly to the printed-circuit
board (PCB), and inputs are independently buffered. Unselected inputs have
their ground connections lifted, eliminating apath by which noise might
enter the chassis. All single-ended signals are converted to balanced at the
input and remain balanced up to the
final current stage. A separately buffered, single-ended record output monitors the selected source. This fixedlevel output can be switched off.

From the start, Iliked the
No.383's sophisticated
operational features.
Four types of control ports give the
No.383 many options. There is one
3.5mm mini-jack for an external
infrared receiver module if the unit is
placed in acabinet. DC trigger voltage
in and out are handled by separate
3.5mm mini-jacks. The 6-pin RJ-11 RS232 port allows the operating system's
software to be updated, and can also be
used for external control by amaster
control system such as an AMX or Crestron. The No.383 supports communications via two 8-pin RJ-45 PHASTcompatible Mark Levinson
Link communications ports
for two-way communication with ahome automation system. This is offered
for future integration with
PHAST-controlled systems
by installing an optional control board.
Three power supplies dominate
the No.383's circuit board. All communication and control circuits are
powered from aseparate, low-voltage
DC supply with its own transformer —
asmall, gray block in the front of the
chassis. DC regulators are used to provide stable power and to prevent noise
generated by the control and communi-

Levinson

No.3 8 3

cations circuits from finding its way into
the audio circuits.
The second and third power supplies
are actually two independent DC supplies devoted to the left- and right-channel audio circuits. This duplication
ensures that demand from one channel
does not modulate the other's power
supply. Two large, custom-designed
toroidal transformers reduce the AC
mains voltage to the ±60 rails. Independent rectification and filtering are followed by active regulation for the voltage-gain and volume-control circuits.
High-frequency AC line noise is filtered
by common mode and differential filtering capacitors. Metal-oxide varistors
are used for surge and spike protection
on the AC line, and prevent excessive
inrush current from damaging expensive power-supply components at
power-on.
The preamplifier section begins with
the gain control. Solid-state stepped
attenuators offer precision control of
balanced analog signal volume. Local
supply regulation and passive bypass
components are fine-tuned during the
design compensation process to optimize the No.383's sonics during listening tests. Overall gain for the preamplifier section can be adjusted to optimize
the volume-control range for loudspeakers of differing voltage sensitivity.
Unity gain occurs when the display
reads 67dB.
The No.383's amplifier section
employs the same output-stage devices
(12 per channel) as are found in the
Mark Levinson 300-series dual-mono
amplifiers. These bipolar power transistors are packaged in small plastic cases
— rather than in the more microphonic-prone metal TO3 cans — and are
clamped to the heatsinks with an alu-
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Fifteen years ago, WBT developed and began producing connectors
for the audio sector. Today, WBT is recognized as a leader in connector
quality and can be found as OEM equipent on many of the finest cables
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Our products feature exclusive, innovative details which allow them
to function and perform like no other connector:
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• Adjustable, locking RCA type plugs are more adaptable to fit any
RCA type socket
• RCA type sockets feature spring loaded internal contacts
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• Bananas with expandable tips for asecure fit
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• Spades have built in damping features to prevent vibration and loosening
• Binding posts that allow secure fastening of spades without tools
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There's even an acronym for it:
GIGO.
Fact: Just because you have a dedicated AC line doesn't mean you
have perfect AC power. You do not.
Fact: Just because you don't live in
the middle of NYC, doesn't mean
you have clean AC power. You do
not.
Fact: The PS Audio Power Plant is
the only low distortion, fully balanced AC power generator in the
world. It takes whatever you feed
it, and produces near perfect AC so
you don't get garbage out.
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So do you think a perfect sinewave is the
best way to power your system?

Think again.

Mülflwíi iii
Our exclusive, patent pending, Multiwave
technology is here. It will revolutionize
the way we power our equipment.
Think of it as a sinewave on steroids.
By producing a multitude of clean AC
sine waves, we can now energize
your system's power supply safely,
and far more effectively.
If you own a Power Plant, we have
an upgrade available. If you
don't own a Power Plant, you're
missing the boat.

INVVVV.PSAUDIO.COM
877-772-8340
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Mark
minum bar. The end result is an output
stage with low noise, low THD and
IMD, and excellent squarewave performance. This stage runs at relatively
low temperatures due to the
wide spacing of output transistors along the currentgain circuit board and
the custom heatsink
extrusions mounted
on the side of the
chassis. Even with its
compact chassis, the
No.383 delivers 100
Wpc at 8 ohms and
200Wpc at 4ohms continuous, both channels driven, 20Hz-20kHz.
Extensive protection from
internal and external component
failures is provided. Fuses and amains
relay, driven by AC line voltage and frequency-sniffing sensing circuitry, protect the unit from under- and over-voltage conditions. Four sensors mounted
on each rail of the left- and right-channel output stages provide thermal protection. Other switches, located inside
each transformer housing, disconnect
power if the transformer overheats.
Soft-clip circuits are used to prevent

The No.383 was perfectly
capable of driving the
Revel Salons, but not
to headbanging levels.
high-energy, high-frequency ringing
artifacts from reaching and damaging
loudspeakers. Overdriving the amplifier
for long periods or shorting its output
switches it off.
Even with these features, Madrigal's
engineers kept the No.383's costs
down. As the preamp and power-amp
sections don't have to deal with
unknown situations, the respective output and input buffers can be eliminated.
This removes the expense of providing
input and output connectors for these
functions on the back panel. There is no
headphone plug on the front panel, as is
sometimes found in other integrated
amplifiers. Rather than using exotic
materials for the PCB, such as the
No334's avocado-colored cyanate-ester
voltage-gain boards, the No.383 uses
grade 10 FR-4 glass epoxy PCBs at one
eighth the cost.
Madrigal designed the '383 to be
Stereophile, July 2000
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benefits than did the use oían expensive
resistor or capacitor.
Listening
Most listening was done in the
nearfield of my current reference
loudspeakers, the Revel Salons.
These sat on acircular area
rug, 63" from the rear wall
and 36" from the sidewalls. Imaging and
soundstaging were optimized when speakers
and
listening
chair
described an 8' equilateral
triangle, measured from the
tweeter centers.
The good news is that the
No.383 played with clarity,
transparency, liquid mids and highs,
and an ability to render dynamic contrasts second only to that of the Mark
Levinson No334. Whether driving the
Dynaudio Contour 3.0s, Quad ESL63s, B&W 805 Nautiluses, Dynaudio
Evidences, or Revel Salons, the No.383
sounded powerful, fast, smooth, articuThe No.383's chassis is full!
late, and dynamic —clear and in complete control. The midbass and
operated only into 8and 4ohm loads,
midrange were smooth and grain-free.
not for costly 2ohm capability. There is
Driving the huge Evidences that I
no separate Record/Monitor path, and
reviewed in May, their sound was fast,
no phono stage. These would have
detailed, and smooth, with extended
added considerable cost in shielding and
highs.
advanced low-level circuitry. There is
The No.383 delivered solid, dynamic
only one pair of propeller-wing speaker
sound without being edgy or analytic,
binding posts per channel, rather than
and with abass response that was both
the dual pairs found on all Mark Levincontrolled and detailed. The bass notes
son power amplifiers. The circuit mainin Massive Attack's Unfinished Symphony
ly uses standard components, not cost(Circa WBRX2) were driving, taut,
no-object Vishay resistors and Wondersolid, and punchy. The soundtrack from
Caps. This isn't necessarily abad thing.
For example, ML found that inserting a My Cousin Vinny (Varèse Sarabande
local bypass in the current-to-voltage- VSD 5364) had slam, punch, and drive.
Deep synthesizer notes, such as the
converter circuit led to bigger sonic

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek
LPI2/Lingo turntable with Ittok tonearm, Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
Digital source: Sony MZ-R90
MiniDisc player, Krell MD-1 CD
transport, Denon DVD-3700 DVD
player, Adcom GDA-700 D/A
processor.
Tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic, Rote! RH-10, Magnum
Dynalab MD-102 with 205 Sleuth
RF amplifier.
Preamplification: Krell KBL,
Mark Levinson ML-7A with L-2
phono section, Duntech MX-10
moving-coil preamplifier.

Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No.334, Bryston 7B-ST monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Dynaudio Contour
3.0, Dynaudio Evidence, Revel
Salon, B&W 805 Nautilus, Quad
ESL-63.
Cables: Interconnects: Bryston,
Krell Cogelco Yellow, PSC Pristine
R30 silver-alloy (all three balanced),
Randall Research and Mark Levinson HFC (with Camac connectors)
single-ended, 75 ohm Silver Starlight
digital coax. Speaker: Mark Levinson
HFC-10, PSC Pristine R-50 biwired
double ribbons.
-Larry Greenhill
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Golden Reference

THREE GOOD REASONS TO VISIT
AMCCORMACK AUDIO DEALER
McCormack components have long been lauded
by critics and music lovers alike for their musical performance
and exceptional value. McCormack Audio is proud to announce
three new components that embody
our commitment to high value,

high

performance products. The

DNA-125 and DNA-225 distributed node amplifiers
reflect Steve McCormack's latest thoughts on
amplifier design. The perfect companion to these
DNA amplifiers, the RLD-1 provides exceptional musicality
'in afully remote controlled preamplifier. A fixed level theater
input allows use in ahome theater system without
compromising music reproduction.
Audition these fine components at your local
McCormack dealer to experience for yourself how they reveal
the most profound and involving moments of
music and cinema.
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AUDIO CORPORATION OF VIRGINIA
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2733 Merrilee Drive. Fairfax. VA 22031 •Phone: 703.573.9665 Fax: 703.573.9667
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The No.383's input sockets are mounted on the pcb.

entrance of the ghosts in the Casper blending with Ruben Blades' baritone
in "Tune is an Ocean" (from Songs Jim;
soundtrack (MCA-11240), were solid
The Capeman, Warner Bros. 46814-2),
and ultra-deep with great pitch definithe blending of Emmylou Harris' and
tion, all set against adeep, wide soundstage. The substantial weight of the dis- Buddy Miller's voices in "The Maker"
(from Spyboy, Eminent EM-25001-2) as
tant bass synthesizer on "Silk Road,"
from IChing's Ofthe Marsh and the Moon
(Chesky W0144), was offset by the
song's soft, rainy acoustic landscape.
Madrigal's gamble
Then there were the deep, defined
of going against their
bass notes Iheard on Patricia Barber's
Conipanion (Premonition/Blue Note 5
traditional product image
22963 2), recorded live at the Green
Mill in Chicago. The stand-up bass on
is likely to pay off.
"Use Me" vibrated all my cabinets.
"Like LJ," the album's instrumental, was
stunning in bass drive and tautness, and
they sing the words "Cold river rise
the pitch definition of Michael Anfrom your sea," the distinctness of each
nopc's string bass, Ruben Alvarez's bonsinger's voice made for ahighly realistic
gos, and Eric Montzka's drums. My
and involving listening experience.
notes: "This bass swept me away... "
The
No.383's
Big-band drumming was as good as it
extended, transpargets. The No383 put me in the catbird
seat when Ilistened to Buddy Rich wail
ent upper register allowed me to hear
on his drum kit during his 1961 recordboth the cymbal
ing of "West Side Story Medley" (on
Swinging New Big Band, Padfic Jazz CDP sheen on Wynton
Marsalis"`The Reso835232 2). Backed by Jim Trimble's
lution of Romance"
hot, brassy trombone solo and the front
(Marsalis Standard
line of Bobby Shaw, Sohn Sottile, and
Time, Vol.3, ColumYoshito Mohrakami, Rich's kick drum
races ahead, propelled at amuch faster
bia CK 46143) and
the
shimmering
tempo than contemporary solos.
sound of the opening
Vocal and jazz recordings were precymbal work from "The
cise, defined, and smooth. Harry ConMooche" (Rendezvous: Jerome
nick, Jr.'s voice on "I Don't Get Around
Much Anymore" (from the When Harry Harris Quintet Plays Jazz, Stereophile
STPH013-2). Piedmont blues guitarist
Met Sall)'... soundtrack, Columbia CK
45319) was smooth and pure without Etta Baker's "I Get the Blues When It
Rains" (Railroad Bill, Cello Music Maker
sounding tubby or nasal. The stunningly
91006-2) transfixed me with the rich harrealistic rimshot that closes this song has
monies of the guitar's metallic strings.
to be heard to be believed. Whether it
was Marc Anthony's clear, pure tenor The No.383 helped the Revel Salons creStereophile, July 2000
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ate arealistic illusion ola waterfall spilling
into apool when playing IChing's "Running Water" (Of the Marsh and the Moon).
The image — so three-dimensional and
real—was typical of the No.383's
detailed soundstaging.
Although Igreatly enjoyed listening
to the No.383, one thing was missing:
more power. The integrated was perfectly capable of driving the Revel
Salons, but not to headbanging levels.
Only powerful separate amplifiers like
the Bryston 7B-ST could re-create fullvolume percussion in my large listening
room without compression. To its credit, the No.383 smoothly limited rather
than clipping audibly when Icranked
up the volume during the opening timbale solo of "Tito," from Arturo Sandoval's Hothouse (N2K 10023). Tito
Puente's explosive rimshots softened
but did not choke or blur.
Conclusions
At $5995, the Mark Levinson No.383 is
expensive. But if you're looking for a
solid-state integrated amplifier that's
well-built, flexible (five inputs, balanced
and single-ended), and engineered to
pay careful attention to the purity of the
incoming line-level signal, the No.383
merits serious consideration, whether
or not its cost is an issue. It's that good.
It's such agood value because it combines the user-friendliness and customizability of the Mark Levinson No.32's
software interface with the ultra-rugged,
over-designed dual-mono power amplifiers of the company's 300 series. Add the
compact size, excellent sound, and afiveyear warranty, and you have one very
desirable product.
Madrigal's gamble of going against
their traditional product image is likely
to pay off. Be sure to get in on this
sea-change: Audition the
No.383 integrated
amplifier. CI

The No.383's output uses
flat-pack bipolar transistors.
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$1500/pr.
<39Hz to 2IkHz ± 3dB

$3000/pc
<33Hz to 20kHz ± 2dB

4665, Bonavista avenue, Montreal (Quebec)
H3W 2C6 CANADA
Tel: (514) 259-1062 Fax: (5)4) 259-4968
www.totemacoustic.com
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Accuphase DP-75V CD player

A

'though the Accuphase DP-75V
looks like aconventional singlebox CD playe it's actually aseparate transport section and digital processor, each of which can be used independently. The transport is a16-bit/44.1kHz
mechanism, the datastream appearing on
RCA coax and TosLink optical output
connectors on the rear panel.
The drive's fully digital high-technology control circuitry uses "adaptive" filters to optimize servo performance for
each disc. The pickup uses avery compact RF amplifier directly integrated in
the photodetector pickup assembly.
Accuphase says that this reduces the
error rate and ensures that the signal
remains free from noise interference.
The motors and actuators for the disc
tray, spindle, sled, and focusing/tracking
assembly are driven by two amplifiers
arranged in abalanced configuration —
there's no current flowing in the ground
line to pollute other circuits in the player.
Synchronizing the operation of the
DIA converter with what Accuphase
calls the Digital Audio Interface (DAI),
aphase-locked loop (PLL) circuit generates amaster clock for system reference. This "Ultra Jitter-Free" PLL consists of a"preamble detector" (K-10 has
one of those!) and avoltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) using aquartz-crystal
element. The master clock produced by
the circuit is free from pulse distortion
and jitter, Accuphase says. The input
auto-detects and locks with any current
digital format at 32, 44.1, 48, 882, 96,
176.4, 192kHz, and SACD's 2.8224MHz
signals. The EIAJ CP-I201-compatible
input is enabled on everything above
48kHz on option boards, and a"standard" pair of RCA coax and TosLink
optical inputs sits on the rear panel,
ready to convey all signals up to 48kHz.
Ah, the option boards. The DP-75V
features computer-like rear-panel slots
that support the Accuphase Digital Bus
2(ADB 2) interface for next-generation
formats like SACD and DVD-A. The
DIO-0C1 board provides two sets of
optical (ST) and coaxial connectors
(RCA) for digital input/output. The
DI-BNC1 board provides acoax input
with a75 ohm BNC connector. The
Stereophile, July 2000

Accuphase DP-75V CD player

DIO-STI is an input/output board with
ST optical connections. The DIOPRO1 input/output board provides aset
of balanced XLR connectors for
AES/EBU operation. The HS (High
Speed) Link option board can be
installed for use with the DP-100 SACD
transport, and the EXT-DSP board services the very impressive DG-28 Digital
Equalizer (reviewed by Steven Stone in
the June 1998 Stereophile).
The heart of the system is the "revolutionary" MDS (Multiple Delta Sigma)
24-bit converter array. MDS employs
six parallel delta-sigma converters per
channel. These combine oversampling
with noiseshaping that Accuphase
describes as "a kind of digital feedback

Description: Single-box upsampling
CD player with remote control. Input
format: 16-24 bits at 32, 44.1, 48,
88.2, 96, 176.4, 192kHz, and 2.8224
MHz (DSD) sampling rates; above
48kHz implemented by input/output option boards. Standard digital
inputs and outputs: S/PDIF RCA,
optical TosLink. D/A converter: 24-bit
multiple delta-sigma type. Standard
analog output: XLR balanced and
RCA single-ended. Frequency response: 0.5Hz -50kHz, +0/-3dB.
THD: 0.0008%, 20Hz-20kHz. S/N
ratio: 116dB. Dynamic range: 112dB
(24-bit input, LPF off). Channel separation: 108dB. Maximum output

to project the amplitude information of
the digital signal onto atime axis for
precise conversion." The block diagram
shows aformat converter feeding identical signals to the converter arrays, their
outputs summed before the low-pass
filter. Thus the "difficult to contain"
noise at very low signal levels of conventional delta-sigma converters can be
"drastically" reduced, Accuphase claims.
Aliasing noise in the extreme upper
frequencies is removed by athree-pole
linear-phase-type analog filter with
what are described as "outstanding"
phase characteristics. The cutoff frequency, they say, is designed to minimize phase shift within the passband.
The audio output section features bal-

voltage: 2.5V into 50 ohms, balanced and unbalanced. Power consumption: 26W.
Dimensions: 18.75" (475mm) W by
5.875" (150mm) H by 15.625"
(397mm) D. Net weight: 19.8kg
(43.7 lbs).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
L94077.
Price: $11,000. Approximate number of dealers: 35.
Manufacturer: Accuphase, Japan.
US distributor: Axiss Marketing,
17800 S. Main St., Suite 109, Gardena, CA 90248. Tel: (310) 3290187. Fax: (310) 329-0189.
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anced circuitry isolated from the ground
line. There's aset of balanced XLR connectors and apair of RCA unbalanced
connectors on the rear panel as well as a
standard IEC mains-in receptacle.
Peering inside the unit is atreat — it's
full of tasty, well-made components.
The DAC boards use asubstrate of glass
fluorocarbon resin, which, it is said, has
astable dielectric constant as well as
"superior" heat-resistance and high-frequency characteristics. Gold-plated copper traces further contribute to sonic
purity. A pair of potted, classy-looking
power transformers sits behind the
transport mechanism. To their left, in an
integrated assembly, are the DA!
encoder/decoder, PLL circuit, and one

MDS DAC board for each channel.
The option boards sit under acover to
the transformer's right, the drive's control circuitry to the right of the drawer
mechanism, the power-supply caps to
the left. Everything is neat, orderly, and
quite obviously lavishly engineered.
Replace the cover, step back, and the
DP-75V looks very suave. Its gold-toned
livery and dark-brown chassis cover are
very upper-crust, the switches and clicking relays precise to the touch and jewellike in operation. The nicely machined
remote covers all bases with ergonomic
thoughtfulness. The comprehensive display indicates all modes of operation,
including switching and control of whatever option boards you may be using.

Setup
The DP-75V sat atop aBright Star Air
Mass and Big Rock combo on top of a
PolyCrystal rack. Iwired its analog outputs,
both balanced and single-ended, to the
preamplifier, and ran the RCA S/PDIF
digital output to the dCS 972 D/D converter for quick-switching comparisons.
In this way, sitting in the Ribbon Chair, I
could switch between both analog outputs on the Accuphase and the dCS
Elgar/972 combo. It was pure luxury
doing so via the Mark Levinson No32's
remote, its customizable display showing
the active input "DP-75V RCA," "dCS
XLR." The BAT VK-50 ptramp (see Fol-

in the tnidband from either set of outputs, this rising inconsequentially to 70
ohms at 20Hz (balanced) and 54 ohms
at 20kHz (unbalanced). The digitaldomain volume control operated in
accurate ldB steps.
The DP-75V's frequency response
(fig.!, upper traces) was identical from
both sets of outputs, while the de-emphasis error (fig.1, lower traces) was negligible. There was avery slight mismatch in
channel balance, however. Any crosstalk
was buried in the noise floor below
11cHz, with aslight rise to astill negligible

-116dB at 10kHz in the L-R direction.
Fig2 shows aspectral analysis of the
balanced output while the Accuphase
decodes data representing a dithered
lIcHz tone at -90dBFS, with both 16- and
24-bit data. The increase in word length
drops the noise floor by up to 13dB,
depending on frequency — one of the
best resolutions we have seen on this test.
No AC power-supply components are
apparent. Repeating this measurement
with "digital black" data and extending
the bandwidth to 200kHz revealed an
absence of any ultrasonic spuriae (fig3).

(None were installed for this review.)

Measurements

G

iven J-10's raving about the sound
of the Accuphase player, you should
expect its measurements to reflect the
current state of the art. They do.
But getting the basics out of the way:
The DP-75V's maximum output level
was 2.5V from both balanced and
unbalanced outputs — almost 2dB
above the CD standard's 2V. The player
was noninverting from its single-ended
RCAs, inverting from the XLRs due to
these being wired with pin 3hot. (The
AES standard is for pin 2to be hot) The
source impedance was low, at 46 ohms
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Fig.1 Accuphase DP-75V, balanced frequency
response with (top) and without (bottom)
de-emphasis at -12dBFS (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Accuphase DP-75V, 1',-octave spectrum of
digital black, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
data (top) and 24-bit data (bottom) (right
channel dashed).
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Fig.5 Accuphase DP-75V, waveform of undithered
IkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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Fig.2 Accuphase DP-75V, 'A-octave spectrum of
dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS, with noise
and spuriae, 16-bit data (top) and 24-bit
data (bottom) (right channel dashed).
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Fig.4 Accuphase DP-75V, departure from linearity,
16-bit data (2dB/vertical div., right channel
dashed)
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Fig.6 Accuphase DP-75V, waveform of undithered
IkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS, 24-bit data.
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Accuphase
technology fused with something more
low-Up) also offers an advanced user
interface that makes quick-switch corn- human and the real music came out.'
Some say Homo sapiens sapiens hears with
paros asnap, but Ispent the majority of
more than the ears; in aprofound way, I
my note-taking time with the ML No32.
think, fast processors like this get the
music into you more easily, perhaps by
24 and 192 to go!
moving further away from the mechanical
The I)P-75V's voice was distinct, and no
artifacts of reproduction that rob music of
chore at all to describe. Rather Forsellian
its life. That's the "more" and "better" that
in its way, the sound was big, round, airy,
audiophiles seek in the seemingly endless
bloomy, and utterly musical. As with the
upgrade spiral. Yeah, audio is hell. But,
dCS 972/Elgar running at asimilar 24man, when you get it right...
bits/192kHz, the Accuphase's playback
Given all that, the dCS 972/Elgar has
possessed an important, utterly engaging
spoiled me rotten — my digital expectasense of liquidity. It was as if the output
of these high-speed upsamplers fully recreated the waveform down to what
IIhaven't vet heard the latest. lower-cost generation of
seemed the molecular level. At some
24/96 upsimplers, hut look for upcoming reviews in
Stereo/4:de for the complete hoopy-scoopy!
point along the speed/bit-depth curve,

The linearity error with 16-bit data
(fig.4) was negligible down to below
-100dBFS, which is among the best we
have measured. As aresult of this superb
linearity and the very low noise floo4 the
DP-75V's reproduction of an undithered
11cHz tone at -9031dBFS (fig.5) was
essentially perfect —the three discrete
voltage steps can be clearly perceived.
Increasing the word length to 24 bits gave
areasonable facsimile of asinewave (fig.6).
The Accuphase's analog output stage
could drive low impedances with ease.
Fig.7 shows the spectrum of its balanced
...01.4 4* OP.
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output while it reproduced afull-scale
50Hz tone into 600 ohms. No harmonics can be seen! Similarly, afull-scale
mix of 19 and 20kHz sinewaves into
600 ohms gave the spectrum shown in
fig.8. The only intermodulation products that can be seen lie at or lower than
-100dB, which is superb performance
into this demanding load.
Despite the claims made for the DP75V's transport section, Ifound its error
correction only fair: the Pierre Verany
Test CD's track 31, which has lmin gaps
in its data spiral, resulted in dropouts.
And the player's jitter rejection was surprisingly average, the Miller Analyzer

DP- 75V

dons are high, to say the least. But so
effective is upsampling's fidelity to the
music, so finely able to re-create the
original waveform (in that way, perhaps
"analog"-like), that Ifind myself relaxing into digital playback as Inever did at
16/44.1 throughput. In fact, I'm listening to alot more digital than analog
these days. (And feeling guilty about it,
too.) A lot of that listening has been
done — with great pleasure, guilty or
otherwise — through the Accuphase.
Two items of note:
First, the DP-75V took afull two
weeks to warm up and pull its act together. If anything, it was too polite, warm,
and over-the-top bloomy when Ifirst lit
it up. The '75 requires along warm-up

measuring 760 picoseconds peak-peak.
The spectrum of that jitter, calculated by
averaging 64 32k-point FFTs, is shown
in fig.9. Almost all the jitter is data-related: The ±229Hz sidebands are indicated with red "3" markers, though some
low-frequency sidebands at ±12Hz
(purple "1") and ±120Hz (blue "2") can
also be seen, the latter powersupply-related. But note the astonishingly low noise floor in this graph, with
noise components only just poking their
heads above the -130dBFS level.
Absolute frequency was aslight 43ppm
high, according to the Miller Analyzer.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Accuphase DP-75V, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at OdBFS into 600
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Accuphase DP-75V, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS
into 600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Accuphase DP-75V, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at
—6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range,
±3.5kHz.
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Accuphase
period. But wait ...just wait for it.
Second, as with most components, its
sound can be adjusted by running single-ended or balanced outputs, even
using the same family of cable. Iwired
up both and enjoyed the ultimate luxury of switching between them with just
atap of the ML No32's remote. I
just as
easily compensated for the '75V's
inverted polarity on XLR. (The '75
adheres to the nonstandard Japanese
standard of pin 3hot, not pin 2.) But
strangely — utterly oddly — this hightechnology upsampler doesn't implement apolarity-inversion switch! All
Accuphase preamps do, but so should
the DP-75V, in my view, for ease of
integration into "foreign" systems.
The difference in tonal balance
between single-ended and balanced
operation was quite noticeable — no one
planted in the Ribbon Chair had trouble
hearing it. As has been my experience,
balanced XLR output was an order of
magnitude quieter than single-ended,
perhaps duc to balanced running's common-mode rejection of noise. The XLR
output more easily generated that big,
floaty-free soundstage that audiophiles
crave. Imaging was also atouch more
round and full, as was the harmonic
palette from top to bottom. The bass
went just as deep as the single-ended
outputs, but was atouch fatter and bigger, and sometimes more impressive
than the tauter, faster bottom end of single-ended output, if with slightly less
slam and speed. The midrange, too, was
more lush and organic, the highs sweeter and perhaps atouch less extended
when running in balanced mode.
Single-ended output retaliated with a
faster, cleaner, more transparent soundstage with notably more color, snap, and

Associated Equipment
Digital source: dCS 972 D/D converter, dCS Elgar (24/192).
Preamplifiers: Mark Levinson
No32 Reference, BAT VK-50SE and
VK-5SE.
Power amplifiers: Linn 'Climax
Solo 500s, Forsell Statement, Lamm
ML1s, Accuphase M2000, Krell
350Mc monoblocks.
L,oudspeakers: JMlab Utopias.
Cables: Digital: XL0 The Limited
RCA and AES/EBU. Interconnects:
Synergistic Designer's Reference
Active Shielding, TARA The One,
Cardas Golden Reference, AudioQuest Amazon, Linn Silver. Speaker:
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de Larrocha, that is, on Mostly Mozart
(London 417 372-2), amid/late-'80s
German recording. (The inside front
cover shows aportrait, from 1777, of a
rather randy-looking Mozart as aKnight
of the Golden Spur.) Iwas instantly
charmed by Ms. de Larrocha's loving
keyboard style, and Mozart's brooding
Fantasy in c, K.475, has always held great
significance for me. My dad would seat
The XLR output more easily himself at the family Steinway "trying to
play it" (his only modesty) before going
generated that big,
out for the evening with my mother. So
in some rote way (humming it?), in
floaty-free soundstage
some spiritual way (the memories, save
me!), Iknow this particular piece oh so
that audiophiles crave.
terribly well. The DP-75V, matched
with suitably reference-quality front-end
components between its analog outputs
overall balance. On some over-EQ'd pop
recordings and afew multi-miked classiand the speakers, just nailed it. Isat
cal horrors, the XLR outputs proved a unmoving, unblinking, transported
welcome and soothing balm. With well- almost physically somewhere else until
movement's end. (Freudians, please
recorded music, Ialmost always preferred
leave your notebooks at the door.)
single-ended's more colorful, driving preThe leading edge of the signal was
sentation. Switching to single-ended from
balanced, the frequency-response hinge, if quick and natural, so defining of space
and time —a big piano in areverberant
you will, tilted up abit, illuminating and
space tight here, right now, with alot of
quickening the pulse in the upper
body, and very ambient. The aural clues,
midrange and treble.
the burst of light and decay of each note,
In either mode, the 24/192 upsamplers brought an enormous amount of were gorgeously rendered. Liquidity,
extension, linearity, and effortless tonal
perceived detail to bear on the music.
color naturally extended from the
For me, that upsampling pays dividends
at the top and bottom, but with the '75, I soundstage. A powerful and balanced
bottom end supported de Larrocha's
latched onto it in the lushly textured
midrange. Ifound aspecial sense of heroic phrasing, the pace and timing in
hand to perfectly render the elegant,
physicality to the sound. Detail was renrestrained tonal elements. Iwas ... awed.
dered so finely that everything sounded
But then Ifelt like indulging in alittle
velvety, attractive, smooth, and human —
Horowitz, and turned to the second
which is perhaps what most audiophiles
movement of Beethoven's "Appassionaare reaching for. That sense of musical
superwntact seemed to lift me right out of ta" Sonata, Op.57 (BMG 60375-2-RG).
On this recording the analog tape hiss is
the Ribbon Chair.
fairly low in level, but there's some kind
It's all her fault — the luminous Alicia
of wild roaring in the background —
air-conditioning, perhaps? The recording sounded "nicely wet and ambient,"
according to my notes, "very bloomy,
with less direct sense of the instrument
Synergistic Designer's Reference,
than on the London de Larrocha."
TARA The One, AudioQuest EverHorowitz keeps his embellishments to a
est, Cardas Golden Cross, XLO The
minimum, thankfully, and renders this
Limited, Linn K20 and K40. AC:
excruciatingly beautiful work with perSynergistic Designer's Reference
fect timing; his pauses, restraint, and
Master Couplers Squared.
expressiveness are captivating. When
Accessories: ASC Studio Traps,
the original theme doubles back on
Argent RoomLenses, API Power
itself about two and ahalf minutes in, I
Wedge Ultra 116 and Ultra Enthought it godlike. Five minutes and 27
hancers, Signal Guard platforms, Black
seconds later, Iremembered to breathe.
Diamond Racing shelves and cones,
Looking for colorful orchestral
Nordost Pulsar Points, Bright Sur Air
sound, Iturned to Mahler's Symphony
Mass and Big Rock combo, PolyCrys3with the ebullient Leonard Bernstein
tal amp stand, equipment racks, cones,
and the New York Philharmonic, bless
and cable towers.
—Jonathan Scull
their hearts (DG 427 328-2). Igot that
standard multi-mike DG bite, enough

vivid leading-edge energy. Imaging was
also atad more sharp and focused than in
balanced mode. While Iwas able to hear
more deeply into the soundstage, the single-ended sonic construct was slightly less
airy —another effect I've come to expect.
The sound could be further refined by
carefully swapping cables forjust the right
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For taming the sound...
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(Steve Davey, TNT Audio)

BENNIE WALLACE

Experience the Difference
Clearer sound
e Broader stereo field

BENNIE WALLACE

e Perceived 20 to 24 bit resolution
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e Warmer highs and tighter bass
Better data recovery
e Sharper pictures and purer color
tones from DVD
e Needs no preparation
e Works on all CD/DVD formats in

2

horizontal tray-type players
e Use with games and computers.

Audiophile CD produced by Joe Harley

30-day money back guaranty
(800) 918-8804 /(614) 457-5714

"SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME is indispensable.
Pass it by and you'll be the poorer for it." -Stereophile
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"The Moon P-5 has transparency, very low noise and flexibility of control..,
and should be considered among the finest line preamps available today...
The Moon W-5 is one of those few amps that can convey areal 'jump' with
no loss of detail or focus." Kalman Rubinson -Stereophile -March 1999.
"Simaudio deserves recognition as asolid state brand of first rank, alongside
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well known luminaries such as Jeff Rowland, Krell and Levinson." Moon P-5 &
W-5 -International Audio Review #80 -1999.
'The Simaudio Moon P-5/ W-5 is truly aworthy wodd-class reference-level 'statement' design package: David Robinson -Positive Feedback -Vol. 8#2, 1999.
can enthusiastically recommend the Moon 1-5 one of high-end audio's
undiscovered gems.' Robert Harley -Fi Magazine -February 1999.
"The 1-5 is a high-quality integrated amplifier that will appeal to anyone
looking for ataste of the best* Doug Schneider -Soundstage! -May 1999.
"TThe key components to its sonic character are openness, rhythmic liveliness,
and freedom from noise." P-5003 -Neil Gader -The Absolute Sound -no. 121
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check out." 1-5080 -Steve Lefkowicz -Listener Magazine -Summer 1999.
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to drive me to the XLR outputs —then I
sat back in the Ribbon Chair and soaked
it up. Notes: "The horns now beautifully illuminated, bursting with explosive
energy. The timpani at the rear of Avery
Fisher Hall set out astunning foundation utterly defining the original recording venue."
We're still talking $11k worth of
upsampled CD playback here. Can the
sound be that much better than 16/44.1
machines? Pascal Rogé's disc of solo
piano music by Poulenc (London 417
438-2) demonstrated — to my satisfaction, at least—that the benefits of
upsampling one's present, and possibly
huge, collection of CDs are well worth
the money. This recording was made in

The Accuphase is the best
one-box digital solution
I've heard to date.
My highest
recommendation.
1987 — not what I'd call the golden age
of digital. Although upsampling has
been shown to not add any information,
the DP-75V somehow reconstituted the
analog waveform in such away as to
belie the mechanical nature of the
process. Ease, grace, dynamics — style,
baby! Suddenly, rather than suffering
from brittle early-digital sound — and
even as Iheard the clanking in the
upper registers that brands it as such — I
totally enjoyed the music; Poulenc's
sophisticated phrasing and attitude were
there for the taking. It was less objectionable through the Accuphase than
through the somewhat more analytical
dCS front-end. If you can afford it, that's
acompelling reason to drop 11 large
ones on such aplayer.
But it's not acure-all, and besides,
you don't want an $11k machine sugaring things up too much. Fear not. Take
Poulenc's Sonata for Violin and Piano...
please! This recording (Ophélia OP
67103) was also made in the late '80s —
the music is sublime, but the dreadful,
hashy, constipated digital sound was
simply too much to bear at high volume
for more than afew seconds.
Easing back into acomfortable swing,
Ispun an old, creamily recorded favorite:
"Since IFell for You," from Ray Bryanes
Blue Moods (Japanese EmArcy EJD-5).
The rich, complex luminosity in the
piano's upper registers was atouch more
colorful via XLR for achange, though it
sounded abit more vital via the RCA
Stereophile, July 2000

outputs. Like agood nose on afine wine,
it was a heady experience. A lovely
soundstage developed; not hugely deep,
but very layered, with atop end that was
just gorgeous — it gave me afeeling I
usually associate with vinyl. Perhaps that's
the salient point of the DP-75V experience: It sounds analog, but not like a
turntable; more like some paragon of
virtue that we know to be music.
Stacked up against the dCS 972/Elgar
The major differences between these
two 24/192 upsamplers is that the dCS
sounds more transparent, more imagedefined and focused, with a slightly
dryer presentation, more extended and
faster highs, and tighter bass. The English gear is more analytical; in some
weird way, Ifind it appeals to the head
rather than the heart. The Accuphase
goes right for your sex and sticks its
tongue in your ear. It's altogether more
round, voluptuous, and seductive than
the English gear. It's also slightly less
precise. A taste thing. But because its
slots for option cards make the '75 as
future-proof as they come, I'd have to
say that, to this point, it's become my
preferred way to listen to digital.
Stacked up
We listen to music to be transported out
of everyday life. The same desire no
doubt has fueled the rapid growth of the
more family-oriented home-theater
business, and the popularity of those
huge-screened "active" theaters offering
surround and motion to take you somewhere other than where you are. Perhaps that accounts for the recent trend
back toward music listening. Build a
home theater for the family; then, as
Bruce Willis saves the planet from
hurtling hemorrhoids from outer space,
tiptoe to the library, kick back, and listen to some real music. Where do you
wanna go today?
A well-set-up, contemporary twochannel system can, indeed, lift you out
of your seat. The DP-75V lifted me
outra the Ribbon Chair almost every
time Iplayed it.
In the frightening fracas of the current Format Wars, the DP-75V rides
very easy in the saddle, thank you, and
in a very high-tech Japanese way
indeed. "Future-proof' can mean alot
of things, some of it utter BS. The
Accuphase is, however, atrue one-box
digital solution. And from its own
24/192 analog outputs, its sound is fine
and sexy. It's the best one-box digital
solution I've heard to date. My highest
recommendation.

Top Five
Best Sound
At Hifi '97, our RM22si
became the only $2299
speakers to ever crack the
"Top Ten" Best Sound List.
Now the Hifi '98 votes are in,
and we've broken yet another
price/performance barrier.
Our RM25si is the first $3299
speaker to crack the Top Five!
(That's less than the sales tax on the
average cost of the other top five!)

At last, aTop Five Best Sound
winner you can actually
afford to call your own'

The new R.1125si -Thefirst $3299 speakers
to ever crack the Top Fije!

JosephAudio
Effortless .11usicality •Exclusive Technology

(800) 474-HIFI (4434)
www.josephaudio.com
FAX (212) 724 2509
Associate Member -PARA
Produced under license from Modafferi Acoustical Labs
US Patent 44771466
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Sharp SM-SX100 digital integrated amplifier

IN

hy would asharp mind offer a
$15,000 integrated digital amplifier to areviewer who has
been characterized in the audio press as
the "self-proclaimed Analog Messiah"
and a"hyper-Luddite"? That's the first
question aself-centered reviewer asks
himself. Yours might be: "A $15,000
integrated amplifier from... Sharp?"
Yes. The company that failed to crack
the upscale video-monitor market afew
years ago with its Optonica line (but
now is very successful with expensive
SharpVision LCD home-theater projectors) has hopped on the last train to
ICrellsville with this gorgeous, revolutionary, but unlikely product aimed at...
um, aimed at... well, at whom is Sharp
aiming the SM-SX100? And what kind
of gold does amass-market company
think it can mine from the specialtyaudio killing fields?
New technology is always fun to
cover. What really got me going here
was the 1-bit/2.82MHz sampling rate
of the SM-SX100's A/D converter and
the 2.82MHz Direct Stream Digital
input for SACD playback. The A/D
converter is, in effect, aDSD encoder,
and Ithought it would be interesting to
hear how vinyl sounded sampled —as
an analog master tape would be for an
SACD reissue. Sharp offered to lend me
aprototype of their DX-SX 1SACD
player equipped with an SACD bitstream output jack, so I'd get to hear
DSD about as direct and pure as possible: off the disc and amplified as a
2.82MHz digital-domain bitstream.
It's unlikely that Sharp embarked on
the high-tech, high-cost SM-SX100
project because it coveted apower seat
at the high-end audio table. After all, to
make aprofit, acompany the size of
Sharp must feed at the mass-market
trough. So what's behind this sexy-looking, beautifully built, upscale product?
Clearly, the 100Wpc SM-SX100 is a
promotional tool. It makes an "image
statement" about what Sharp is capable
of producing, and showcases an exciting
new amplifier technology. You can bet
that Sharp plans to use this technology
in less expensive future products — and,
more important, license it to others.
Stereophile, July 2000

Sharp SM-SX100 integrated amplifier

Still, the vibe Ipicked up from the
Sharpies indicates that the SM-SX100 is
areal-world product, and that Sharp
would be happy to sell aboatload of'em
to well-heeled early adopters.
Maybe I got to review the SMSX100 because Ilive just down the road
from Sharp. Whatever the reason, Iwas
thrilled to get it, though the 12' cable
run between the amplifier and preamp/sources in my setup makes
reviewing an integrated amp awkward.
The Skin
The amp's dramatically Deco-ish looks
are self-evident, but aphoto can't convey
the cool, sleek, solid feel of this compact
40-lb product. The rear panel tells you
Sharp is serious: there are two pairs of
ultra-high-quality WBT speaker bind-

Description: Stereo integrated
amplifier with digital (PCM and
DSD) and analog inputs, delta-sigma
A/D conversion of analog sources,
and PWM (class-D) output stage.
Preamplifier section: Sensitivity (analog input): 350mV RMS/50k ohms
(1kHz, 100W). Power amplifier section:
64Fs
1-bit
switching
(Fs=44.1kHz) output stage. A/D
noiseshaping: seventh-order deltasigma modulation. Sampling frequency: 2.8224MHz (64Fs) (Fs=
44.1kHz). Master clock frequency:
5.6448MHz (128Fs) (Fs=44.1kHz).
Low-pass filter: fourth-order Butterworth type. Output power: 100Wpc
into 4 or 8 ohms (17dBW, 20dBW,

ing posts, five digital inputs including ST
link glass-optical and TosLink optical,
BNC (true 75 ohm) and Neutrik RCA
coax connectors, and an SACD bitstream input jack. Analog ins include
two pairs of Neutrik RCA jacks (Neutrik female jacks have the same neat,
spring-loaded "safety" ground rings as
the male plugs) and apair of XLR analog ins. There's aTosLink digital out and
apair of Neutrik analog outs —and, of
course, an IEC AC jack.
The front panel is 7e-thick aluminum,
with aV-shaped, green-tinted acrylic window wedged in the center above the
amplifier's one and only knob: alarge volume control. There's a pushbutton
On/Off switch and an array of seven blue
LED input buttons. Switch the amp on
and it defaults to the SACD DSD bit-

respectively). Frequency response:
5Hz-100kHz, +1/-3dB. THD: 0.02%
1kHz, 1W. Dynamic range: 105dB
(5Hz-20kHz). Gain: N/A. Power consumption: 76W.
Dimensions: 18.625" W by 3.5" H
by 18.2" D. Weight: 40.7 lbs.
Price: $15,000. Approximate number of dealers: not known. Warranty: 2years, parts &service.
Manufacturer: Sharp Electronics
Corporation, Japan. Web: www.
sharp.co.jp. US: Sharp Electronics
Corp., Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, NJ
07430-2135. Tel: (800) 237-4277.
Fax: (630) 378-9983. Web: www.
sharp-usa.com.
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stream input. Blue LEDs indicate the
selected source, and ablue numeric display in the plastic window indicates volume settings from "0" to "128."
The angled side panels, finished in an
ebony composite, form integral pointed
feet. (The SM-SX100 is also made in
Cocktail Blue and Peacock Green, but
Sharp America imports only the black.)
Near the center rear of the chassis bottom is amore familiar-looking conical
point. Sharp provides spacer cups on
which to set the amplifier.
The Guts
The SM-SX100's internal construction
includes separate power-supply and 1bit sections to minimize noise interference, hand-picked parts including goldplated connectors and metal-film resis-

tors, agold-plated wire-brush volume
pot, acopper-plated chassis, and goldplated, oxygen-free-copper PCB traces.
Iwas honored to have Mr. Kiyoshi
Masuda, the SM-SX100's chief of design,
pay avisit to explain how it all works.
Unfortunately, Mr. Masuda's technical
brilliance far outweighed his command
of English, and my maffileida kept me
from understanding and digesting the
voluminous technical and conceptual
information he threw at me, most of
which dealt with the principles of deltasigma modulation (1-bit digital encoding) and the SM-SX100's operation.
Fortunately, through aseries of emails that included diagrams, Ilater
(much later) came to understand how
delta-sigma modulation works and how
it is used in digital-domain amplification

in the SM-SX100.
The heart of the Sharp amplifier is a
delta-sigma analog/digital converter
running at a very high frequency,
2.8224MHz or 64Fs, where Fs is
44.1kHz. It is not coincidence that this
sample rate is the same as that used in
the DSD encoding used in Sony and
Philips' Super Audio CD system. John
Atkinson covered the theory behind
delta-sigma conversion in his sidebar on
DSD in the November 1999 issue
(pp.96-97). 1In very simple terms, rather
than use aconventional multibit PCM
quantizer to describe the level of the
analog signal at each clock instant, a1-bit
quantizer merely outputs a"1" if the sig1Available in our online archives: www.stereophile.
com/showarchives.cgi3180:7.

Measurements
I
though the Sharp SM-SX100 is
Areally
apower DIA converter, Ifirst

When Imeasured the impedance, it
was the same —02 ohms at lkHz and
examined its performance as aconvenbelow — from both the "4" and "8
tional integrated amplifier. With analog ohm" settings, suggesting that all this
sources and the volume control set to
switch does is reduce the output-stage
"128," the '100's maximum voltage gain
rail voltage for the lower impedance set(into 8ohms) was 36.7dB with the rearting. However, the impedance did
panel switch set to "8 ohms," 34.75dB set increase dramatically in the top octave,
to "4 ohms." A volume-control setting of reaching approximately 1.3 ohms at
"81" resulted in clipping with adigital
201cHz. Isay "approximately" because
OdBFS input signal, while the unity-gain
the amplifier could not sustain its outsetting for analog sources was an indicat- put voltage at 201cHz. Iestimate source
ed "33" ("8 ohms") or "34" ("4 ohms").
impedance by measuring the amplifier's
The amplifier didn't invert signal polarity output voltage with no load, then meavia the digital or single-ended analog suring the voltage drop when an 8ohm
inputs, but did so through the balanced load is connected. With the Sharp, coninput. (The XLRs are wired with pin 3 necting the load not only caused the
hot.) The single-ended input impedance
voltage to drop immediately, but it then
was ausefully high 130k ohms.
gradually declined with time. This lack
Fig.1 shows the amplifier's small-sigof output-voltage regulation can be seen
nal frequency response in 8and 4ohm
in an oscilloscope trace taken with the
resistive loads and into our standard amplifier reproducing alIcHz toneburst
simulated speaker load, taken with the
(fig2). The first cycle of the burst is
unit set to "4 ohms." Into 8ohms, the
noticeably higher in level than the subresponse is flat in the auclioband, with a sequent cycles.
very slight rise above 151cHz and apeak
(somewhat down in level) just above
100kHz, before arolloff to -10dB at
2001cHz. These features are due to the
passive low-pass filter on the SMSX100's output. While the shape of the
curve is the same into 4ohms, an early
rolloff of 2dB down appears at 201cHz.
Into the dummy load (top trace at
31cHz) the HF response is maintained
out to 20kHz, but the voltage-divider
action between the speaker impedance
Fig.1 Sharp SNI-SX100, 4ohm output, frequency
response at (from bottom to top at 3kHz)
and the source impedance of the ampli2W into 4ohms, 1W into 8ohms, and
fier results in the usual modification of
2.838V into simulated loudspeaker load
that response, in this case by ±0.5dB.
(1dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
Swoop. snvp
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The Sharp's reproduction of alIcHz
squarewave (not shown) was textbook,
other than the flat tops of the waveform
being overlaid with quite ahigh level of
ultrasonic noise. This noise can also be
seen overlaying the 10IcHz squarewave
(fig3). (The shape of this squarewave's
leading edges correlates with the passive filter's dip-and-peak ultrasonic
response seen in fig.1.) Channel separation (not shown) was hard to measure,
due to the presence of the ultrasonic
noise, but appeared to be better than
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Fig.2 Sharp SM-SX100, 4 ohm output, waveform
of 10-cycle lkHz toneburst at 7.65W into
2ohms.
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nal is positive-going, a"0" if negativegoing. The raw output of this quantizer
is an ultra-high-frequency stream of
codes corresponding to the amplitude of
the signal, but with very high quantizing
noise and very low resolution. A highorder noiseshaping feedback loop
around the quantizer —Sharp uses seventh-order noiseshaping — is therefore
used to increase the audioband resolution and push the vast majority of the
quantizing noise above the audioband
and up to the RF region. All of this circuitry is built into asingle chip in the
SM-SX100.
The DSD input goes directly to the
seventh-order delta-sigma modulator
chip, as do the analog signals. Multibit
PCM signals from CD, DAT, or DSS
satellite dishes (44.1, 48, or 32kHz) are

sample-rate-converted into 1-bit datastreams by aPhilips chip. According to
the service manual, before being routed
to the chip, analog and digital signals
pass through separate sections of adouble-ganged high-quality volume-control potentiometer that adjusts the levels
of both stereo analog and digital bitstream voltages.
The bitstream output of the deltasigma chip directly drives the SMSX100's output stage, called by Sharp a
"1-Bit Amplifier." Apparently apulse
width modulation (PWM) stage, this
consists of four power-MOSFET
switches controlled by acrystal-controlled driver. These MOSFETs switch
between the ±32V power-supply rails,
with the timing controlled by the input
data. The more 1
sin the input data, the

longer the switches stay open at the positive voltage; the more Os, the longer
they stay open at the negative voltage.
The service manual is coy about the
actual switching frequency used by the
output stage; according to the specification, it appears to be the same as the
delta-sigma chip's 2.822MHz.
In such acircuit, the voltage rails
apparently tend to droop below ±32V if
there is an accumulation of either is or
Os. So the Sharp design uses afeedback
loop between the power-switching circuit's output and the input of the deltasigma chip. This adjusts the value of the
data to compensate for any voltage drop
in the output signal.
The output of the amplifier at this
point is still a±32V pulse train, which, if
fed directly to the loudspeakers, will

60dB below 10kHz.
Even though the Sharp follows its
output stage with passive low-pass filtering, the aggressive noiseshapliig used in
the Sharp's digital encoder results in this
residual HF noise. There will also be a
contribution from its switching output
stage. The noise made it difficult to measure the SX-100's harmonic distortion.
The bottom trace in fig.4, for example,
shows the distortion residual on alkHz
tone (top trace): it is random HF noise.
Using an additional 6th-order passive filter (supplied by Sharp) on the amplifier's
output, however, gave the trace shown
in fig.5. What distortion the amplifier
produces in the midrange and at low levels is almost pure third harmonic —
around 0.05-0.2%, depending on frequency, load, and output setting—
which will be subjectively innocuous.
At low frequencies and very high levels
(fig.6), the second and fourth harmonics
make an appearance, but still at low levels.
And even just below clipping with the
punishing combination of equal 19kHz

and 20kHz tones, intermodulation distortion was well below -70dB (fig.7).
Because its output stage is switching
between the full ±32V voltage rails all
the time, even when there isn't an output signal present, the Sharp doesn't clip
like aconventional amplifier. Looking at
the output waveform on a'scope while I
drove it into overload —don't try this at
home, gentle readers — revealed the
sinewave to become triangular in shape,
with bursts of ultrasonic noise increasingly becoming apparent on the positive
and negative peaks.
Iinvestigated the Sharp's peak power
delivery with the Miller Audio Research Amplifier Profiler, a"virtual instrument" (realized on aNational Instruments DSP PC card) that drives the
amplifier under test with alow-dutycycle lkHz toneburst (10 cycles on, 400
cycles off). The results for the 8ohm
output setting are shown in fig.8, and
illustrate the importance of matching
this amplifier to the speaker load.
The Sharp more than meets its sped-

fication under these conditions, with
116.4W available into 8 ohms at the
standard 1% THD+noise level (black
trace). This increases to 155W into 4
ohms, with awhopping 242W available
at arelaxed 3% THD+N (red trace). But
this extra power is obtained at the cost of
abig increase in distortion. And into 2
ohms (blue) and 1ohms (green), just
65.5W and 30.7W are available, with
even higher levels of distortion apparent.
With the 4 ohm setting, 58.5W and
89.6W were available into 8 and 4
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Fig.6 Sharp SM-SX100, 8 ohm output, spectrum
of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 105W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Sharp SM-SX100, lkHz waveform at 2W
into 4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
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Fig.5 Sharp SM-SX100 with accessory passive
low-pass filter, IkHz waveform at 2W into
4 ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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result in high levels of RFI. The MOSFET stage is therefore followed by an
initially gradual-sloped passive low-pass
filter. While this filter's passband can
theoretically be half the sampling frequency, or 1.41MHz (as 44.1kHz-sampled PCM's is 22.05kHz), in actuality a
100IcHz passband is chosen as sufficient
to reproduce any sound, musical or otherwise, while minimizing the switching
noise. The filter's output then drives the
loudspeakers directly. And that's it!

20kHz at full output and abandwidth
of 5H z-100kHz, +1dB/-3dB.
Hookup was straightforward. Iconnected the Sonus Faber Amati Homage
loudspeakers and Audio Physic Rhea
subwoofer, the SACD player Sharp provided, the analog output of the Audio
Research Reference phono section, set
the SM-SX100's impedance switch to 4
ohms, switched the unit on ... and began
listening.
So how did it sound?
In aword, amazing. Even digitizing
The Glory!
analog? Yes. There was nothing digitalSo you have acompact, cool-running sounding about the SM-SX100. If this
(Sharp claims one fifth the heat productechnology sounded any different from
tion of aconventional analog amplifier),
agood analog amplifier, tube or solidenergy-efficient (half the power constate, it was in its transient and dynamic
sumption), 100Wpc amplifier with a performance. Both were stunning,
rated frequency response of 10Hzespecially in the rendering of bass

microdynamics.
The SM-SX100 sounded fast, but not
zippy or thin. High-frequency transients
— cymbals, vocal sibilants — were just
where you'd want them: naturally
smooth, yet exceptionally detailed and
convincingly non-mechanical. Shakers,
gourds, bells, plucked strings — all had
breathtaking clarity and detail, and no
etch.
If "digital" conjures up "ringy,"
"glazed," "airless," "flat," "suffocating,"
"confused and confusing," and the rest,
forget them. They had nothing to do
with this amplifier. The SM-SX100
sounded open, airy (when the source
material was), and, for the most part,
transparent. Playing very familiar tracks
like Nat Cole's "When IFall in Love,"
from DCC Compact Classics' LP reis-

Measurements
ohms, respectively, for 1% THD+N.
Maximum output current appeared to
be limited to around 5.5A into any load
for the same 1% THD+N.
As Isaid earlier, the Sharp SM-SX100
is not really an amplifieç but aD/A converter with ahigh-power output stage. It
therefore made sense to examine its performance in the digital domain. Other
than the jitter test, for the following
measurements the amplifier was driven
with aTosLink connection and its volume control set to "71" to give an output
of 20V RMS into 8ohms in order to
maximize measurement dynamic range.
The SM-SX100's linearity error plot-

ted against absolute level is shown in
fig.9. This error is very low down to
-90dBFS, but then increasingly becomes
positive due to the presence of noise.
Fig.10 shows a 1
/
3-octave spectral
analysis of the amplifier's output while
it decoded data representing adithered
tone at -90dBFS. The licHz tone kisses
the -90dB line, confirming the excellent linearity, but there are spectral components also present at 550Hz and
2kHz. The latter may well be aspurious
tone from the Audio Precision System
One, but the former might be an idle
tone of some kind, the bane of aggressive noiseshaping topologies. Note also

the rise in the noise floor in the top two
audio octaves, the beginning of the
noiseshaping curve, and the overall high
level of the noise floor — significantly
higher than with the best 16-bit D/A
sections. (See the measurements accompanying Jonathan Scull's review of the
Accuphase DP-75V CD player, elsewhere in this issue.)
Increasing the measurement bandwidth to 200kHz and changing the
input data to 16-bit "digital black" gave
the traces shown in fig.11. Again, the
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Fig.10Sharp SM-SX100, '6-octave spectrum of
dithered 1kHz tone at —90dBFS, with noise
and spuriae, 16-bit data (right channel
dashed).
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sue of Love is the Thing, Iwas struck by
the exceptional fluidity and coherence
of Cole's voice. I've heard it darker and
warmer in the chest and simultaneously
more etched in the vocal cords, but the
Sharp's presentation was about as "apolitical" and neutral as I've heard. And his
voice, while oversized duc to the mix,
was presented in as solidly three-dimensional apicture as I've heard it. There
are afew extremely deep microphone
pops on the track; the Sharp's portrayal
of them was about as convincing as I've
heard that familiar studio glitch.
Massed strings? Solo violin? Female
vocals? With these, the SM-SX100 was
fast and delicate, rhythmically lithe, and
harmonically proper and convincing —
but don't expect the bloom and delicacy
of atop-shelf tube unit. The effortless

extension will sound too bright for some
ears, though Idoubt anyone will come
up with "hard" as an adjective to describe
the amp's high-frequency performance.
But, as Ifound out when Iplayed
Classic Records' LP reissue and an original of Jascha Heifetz's RCA Living
Stereo recording of Bruch's Scottish Fantasy, the SM-SX100 did an outstanding
job of reproducing the grit of bow on
strings, and rendered the silky upper
register with impressive subtlety. It
never sounded harsh, grainy, or brittle,
though the effortless top-end extension
let me know what was happening with
the recording and associated equipment.
Two of the Sharp's most impressive
qualities were its image solidity and
three-dimensionality, probably due to
its pitch-black backgrounds and sure-

handed portrayal of low-level bass
dynamics, and its remarkable overall
bass performance. And, of course, with
the quiet and bass extension, you can be
sure the amp's soundstage delivery is as
big and deep as the recording allows.
Live recordings, like Premonition/Blue
Note's new 180gm vinyl edition of
Patricia Barber's Companion, were presented with all of the air and space you'd
want, and the image focus and solidity
that give that sense of "thereness" in
your listening room.
The SM-SX100 didn't need to be
turned up to sound "alive." Yet when I
did crank it, it never hardened or glazed
over. Still, Ifound myself using my SPL
meter — Ifrequently turned the volume
up way too high because the amp sounded so good, and behaved so well when

high noise floor in the audioband and
the 500kHz spectral component can be
seen, but so can the full extent of the
noiseshaping. The noise peaks at -35dB
around 1201cHz, even after its processing
by the amplifier's internal passive filter!
Finally, Iassessed the Sharp's rejection of wordclock jitter using the Miller
Audio Research Jitter Analyzer, another
"virtual" instrument. The device under
test is fed data representing ahigh-level
11.025kHz tone with the LSB toggled
at 229Hz. Its analog output, set to a
level of around 1.75V RMS, is connected to the DSP card, and Paul Miller's
software package averages 64 32k-point
FF1's and searches the resultant spectrum for symmetrical sidebands.
The results are shown in fig.12. The
measured jitter level was an enormous 25
nanoseconds, about 200 times higher
than the best PCM converters. None of
this jitter was due to the data themselves,
but instead consisted primarily of low-frequency sidebands —at ±10.7Hz (purple
"1" numeric markers), ±15.6Hz (purple
"2"), and ±273Hz (purple "3") — and

their harmonics. There is also arelatively
strong pair of sidebands present at the AC
supply frequency of ±60Hz (brown "8").
And as with the earlier spectral analyses, fig.12 shows the Sharp's noise floor to
be around 24dB higher than the best
conventional players, which implies a
noise-restricted dynamic range for the
SM-SX100's CD playback of 12 bits.
(For comparison, the grayed-out trace in
this graph is aspectral analysis performed
on the Sony SCD-1's analog output.)
On the face of it, an amplifier accepting digital input data and operating
entirely within the digital domain is a

very attractive idea. But as Sharp's SMSX100 reveals, it takes heroic engineering
to make it work, and there are still some
compromises involved, particularly in
achieving sufficient dynamic range. But it
is important not to read too much into
the Sharp's measured performance. MF
thought the amplifier's sound generally
superb, which strongly implies that much
of its idiosyncratic behavior is subjectively
benign. But Ido wonder if his dislike for
the sound of the amplifier's PCM digital
inputs was connected with the high jitter
—John Atkinson
seen in fig.12.
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Fig.12 Sharp SM-SX100, high-resolution litter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at —6dBFS
with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
Grayed-out trace is Sony SCD-1.
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Mark Levinson's* new company is
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RED ROSE M USIC
come and record. Our visitors compare
the event with the reproduction. Despite
its modest size and price, the Red Rose
R3 ribbon speakers sound more like the
event than anything we've heard, except
our R1 Reference ribbon speakers ($45k
per pair; Model 1Reference mono amps,
$20k per pair). Most people simply don't
need anything more than the R3's.
The R3's ideal companions are the Red
Rose Model 2Amplifier, Model 3
Preamplifier, Silver 1interconnects and
336 speaker cable, with aSony SCD1
CD/SACD player.

Red Rose brings you quality and
simplicity.
High fidelity means "highly faithful."
This old fashioned phrase means alot
to us. It is the basis of our work. If a
product is highly faithful to music
then it doesn't have to be modified,
upgraded or discontinued. The way
to protect our customers is to make
sure our products truly reproduce
music faithfully. This is why we have
a9' concert grand piano in our retail
store in New York. Great musicians

"One afternoon, aconcert pianist walks into Red Rose Music
on Madison Ave., plays the store's 9' concert grand piano, is
recorded and played back on the spot. No eq, no mixing, nothing.
The sound coming out of the speakers is exactly like the event itself.
Ibought the system."
The Red Rose R3 ribbon speaker
Size: 16 x7.5 x9.5
Price: $3000 per pair.
Speaker cables: Red Rose 336
Price: $5 per foot
Model 3Preamplifier, $3000
Model 2Power Amplifier, $3500

Red Rose means putting love in the world.

943 Madison Ave. NY NY
WWVV. re d
ro s
e
mus ic.com

Quality and simplicity.
Get the point?

10021 (212) 628-5777
*the man

Sharp
asked to deliver high SPLs. At high levels, the top end did get to be abit much,
but that will happen with any amplifier.
What didn't happen with the Sharp was
dynamic compression, image smearing,
or flattening — though, of course, the
Amati Homage's sensitivity is about
93dB. The SM-SX100's volume control
goes to 128.1 never took it above 45.
So much for LP. What about SACD?
The Sharp takes the SACD bitstream
directly in and amplifies it in the digital
domain, so you'd expect the sound to be
amazingly pure and transparent.
It was. Iauditioned all the SACDs I
could get my hands on, including
Mobile Fidelity's hybrid of Duke Ellington's Blues In Orbit, and Sony's discs of
Miles Davis' Sketches ofSpain and Kind of
Blue. The results were transcendent. I've
heard SACD criticized for being too airy
and open —as if that was an artifact of
the process and not part of the recording. Idon't know if Ican agree with that
after this audition, in which IA/B'cl the
Classic LP and Sony SACD of Sketches of
Spain. Yes, both were digitized — one
before being etched in polycarbonate,
one in the SM-SX100 — but even taking that into account, they sounded
remarkably similar.
In the end, Ipreferred the SACD to
the LP—it was slightly quieter, purer,
more three-dimensional. In fact, it was
the best playback of Sketches I've heard. I
turned the lights out and listened all the
way through without growing bored.
The amp's rendering of the castanets
was absolutely riveting.
The necessity of the extra step of converting PCM sources to 1-bit was somewhat troubling, but of course that can
be avoided by using your CD player's

analog output, which would then be
DSD-encoded by the Sharp's deltasigma modulator. I ran the analog,
PCM, and SACD outputs of the prototype DX-SX 1SACD player Sharp lent
me into the SM-SX100. The amp's
input switching is configured to route
both the SACD digital and analog outputs to the SACD selector button on
the front panel so you can listen to
SACD or CD without switching inputs.

The 5M-5X100 drew
the best performance
out of the Sonus Faber
Amati Homages
that I've heard yet.
While playing regular CDs, IA/B'd
the player's PCM output (which first had
to be converted to 1-bit before amplification) with its analog output, which was
then DSD-converted directly, and found
the PCM version slightly softened and
muted compared to the DSD-converted
analog. If Iowned the SM-SX100, I'd
avoid converting PCM to 1-bit.
Conclusion
Iapproached the $15,000 SM-SX100
with anticipation, excitement, and deep
skepticism. Iwas eager to hear anew
technology, but how much fun would it
be listening to vinyl through adigital
lens, no matter how good? How long
would it be before Isensed Iwas missing
out on all that my turntable, cartridge,
and phono section were capable of delivering? Iwondered whether Sharp was
capable of delivering high-end sound

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke,
Michell GyroDec SE turntables;
Rockport Sirius III turntable/tonearm; Graham 2.0, Immedia RPM2
tonearnis; Lyra Parnassus D.C.t, Lyra
Helikon, Transfiguration Temper
Supreme cartridges.
Digital sources: Sharp DX-SX 1
prototype SACD player, Musical
Fidelity X-Ray CD player, Maranta
DR17 CD recorder.
Phono stage: Audio Research Reference.
Cables: Interconnects: Yamamura
Millennium 6000, Electra Glide, Silver Audio, Wireworld Gold Eclipse.
Phono: 1Cimber TAK silver, Hovland
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DIN/RCA, XL0 Signature 3.1.
Speaker: Yamamura Millennium
6000, QED Silver Spiral. AC: Yamamura Quantum, Electra Glide, JPS
Labs.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation platform,
Finite Elemente Pagode and Z,oethecus equipment stands, Symposium
Rollerblocks, Vibrapods, A.R.T. Q
dampers, D.J. Kasser Black Diamond
Racing cones, Walker Valid Points,
Harmonix feet, Shakti Stones, Shakti
On-Lines, ASC Tube Traps, RPG
BAD and Abffusor panels.
—Michael Fremer

5M- 5X 10 0

through this —or any
technology.
To the best of my knowledge, Sharp,
unlike Sony, had never even tried.
Ikept the amp in my system for over
amonth and never felt like taking it out.
The SM-SX100 drew the best performance out of the Sonus Faber Amati
Homages that I've heard yet —especially in terms of bass extension, dynamics,
and control — though the Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 is clearly in the
same league. But while I love the
Amati, it's not the most neutral or analytical speaker out there; how the Sharp
will fare with a"flatter" speaker—or
with your speaker, whatever it is — I
can't say.
For the first time ever, if you can
believe it, Iactually liked the idea that
the analog signal from the Audio
Research Reference phono section was
being digitized. Ifelt that it was being
"archived" in real time, as DSD technology was originally intended to accomplish. There would be no further degradation as the signal moved through the
reproduction chain. At least, that's how I
felt while listening to music.
If you're atube guy or gal, you might
find the SM-SX100 abit dry and lacking in harmonic complexity and bloom
in the upper midrange, abit dry in the
mids, and maybe even somewhat
aggressive on top, especially on brightsounding recordings. But Idon't think
you'll be less than impressed by its
micro- and macrodynamic performance, by its rhythmic swagger and
ease, by its exceptionally solid imaging,
accomplished transient delivery, or
overall coherent sonic performance.
This is an exciting product to listen to
over the short or long hauls. And if you
take the time to listen at very low levels,
you'll be amazed at how the amp hangs
together rhythmically where many just
sort of ooze.
Too bad it doesn't have afew more
analog inputs. Anyone with aturntable, a
tune4 or other analog sources who uses
the amp with aSharp SACD player —or
any other future brand that might include
an SACD out jack —and who wishes to
get the best CD performance, will be
continually fumbling with interconnects.
But the look, feel, and build quality
of the Sharp SM-SX100 are up there
with anything I've experienced in the
High End. It was apleasure to use as
well as to listen to. If you're the kind of
auciiofool who needs to have an impressive nameplate on your gear and the
Sharp logo doesn't quite do it for you,
go away. If Sharp keeps building products like this, you'll be back.
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The people with the
best sound systems
in the world listen
to Steve Davis.
Why? Because he listens to them. Gets to
know them. Learns their musical tastes, their
priorities, their budgets. So when Steve makes
recommendations, his customers trust his advice.
They know they're getting the best equipment for
their needs. Sound good? You bet it does. And
your system will, too. Just I
isten to Steve.

New 8( Used Audio Since 1978
800-752-4018 or 540-721-4434 ewww.hifiform.com
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California Audio Labs Sigma II D/A converter

C

HistoriCAL Introduction

aliforma Audio Labs is achild of
the digital age. Originally, they
made anoise by offering modified CD players with tube output stages,
apractice for which Ifound no intellectual justification. On the other hand, the
results were successful, even if (probably) due to the CAL units' softening of
the harshness of early digital sound.
As digital reproduction has matured,
CAL (no relation to me) has consistently offered awide array of well-received
digital products, culminating in the CL10 (Stereophile, Vol.19 No.11) and CL-15
(Vo121 No.11) CD players, as well as
the CL-20 (Vo122 No.1) DVD player,
an admirable performer on which Irely.
As we move into the world of home
theater and multichannel sound, CAL
has replaced the CL-20 with the more
glamorous and advanced CL-2500, part
of its new line of sophisticated controllers and multichannel amplifiers.
However, the two-channel audio
products remain to carry on CAUs original style, and one of the more venerable of these is the Sigma —a solid, compact, shoebox-sized D/A processor with
asingle direct-coupled 12AX7A tube
serving as the analog signal output driver for both channels. The steel chassis
has only an illuminated input switch
and an LED on the front, while the rear
bears S/PDIF RCA-electrical and
TosLink-optical inputs, apair of analog
output RCAs, an IEC power connector,
and apower switch. Recently, the Sigma
II was upgraded to full 24/96 input and
decoding ability; while its external
appearance is the same (apart from a
removable "24/96" sticker), the real
changes arc under the lid.'
First, the new version is 10% heavier,
and draws abit more power from the
line. Second, all performance specs are
improved, with the exception that it still
requires aminimum 10k ohms input
impedance for the succeeding component (these days, not amajor demand).
Third, the rarely used de-emphasis facility
is now accomplished in the digital
1 Ilw original Sigma was reviewed for Siereopiide by
Robert Harley in October 1992, Vol.15 No.10.
—JA
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California Audio Labs Sigma II

domain. Inside, the main board bristles
with voltage regulators and filters, and
sports an impressively large shielded
power transformer in addition to the
lonely 12AX7 Iwas surprised to find that
the tidy daughterboard with the new digital chip set —Crystml CS8414 low-jitter
receiver and Burr-Brown PCM 1728E
multilevel delta-sigma DAC —bears the
label, "Alpha 96kHz/24-bit D/A
Upgrader That tells me that the Sigma II
shares quite alot, under the skin, with its
senior partner. Upgrades to this spec for
extant Sigma Ils are available from CAL.
AnalytiCAL Description

Setup is apiece of cake: Plug in your
source, connect the outputs, and power
up. (The output is muted for one minute
at power-up, but the Sigma II is clearly
intended to be left on; its power switch is
on the rear panel.) The green LED goes

Description: Digital/analog convert-

er with 24-bit/96kHz DACs, 8x-oversampling digital filter, and directcoupled tube output. Digital inputs:
S/PDIF on TosLink and RCA. Frequency response: 5Hz-22kHz, ±0.5
dB. Signal/noise ratio: 105dB (Aweighted). Total harmonic distortion: <0.005%. Maximum output
voltage: 2.0V RMS. Output impedance: 2k ohms. Minimum load
requirement: 10k ohms. Power consumption: 18W.

on, and, after the recommended initial
30-minute warmup, it's ready to go. A
front-panel switch selects coax or
TosLink input, and is illuminated if the
selected input has asignal. There is no
way that the push-on/push-off selector
can tell you which input is selected, as
CAL seems to assume that you will have
only one active. Nor is there (other than
the switch illumination showing the
presence of adigital carrier signal) any
indication of sampling frequency, word
length, or pre-emphasis. CAL% attitude:
Turn it on and forget it. Kal did.
The Sigma II is self-effacing enough
that Ifound it hard to pay attention to,
and therefore hard to describe. So let me
conclude at the beginning by saying that
there was nothing out ofjoint about the
way music passed through the Sigma II.
Whether the source was CD or 24/96
DVD, whether the link was coax or

Dimensions: 8.5" 1/1/ by 4" H by

12.5" D. Weight: 10 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
22020.
Price: 5750. Approximate number of
dealers: 140.
Manufacturer: California Audio Labs
(a division of Sensory Science Corporation), P.O. Box 1218, 113 Taylor
Way, Blue Lake, CA 95525. Tel: (707)
668-1736. Fax: (707) 668-1923. Email: info@calaudio.com. Web:
www.calaudio.com.
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TosLink, whether the signal was preemphasized (rare these days) or not, the
Sigma II performed at levels that sounded near the state of the art. It injected
very little personality into the reproduction chain, and there was never — repeat,
never — any need to switch over to a
fancy, expensive processor for the sake of
musical enjoyment. That happened only
when Ineeded to describe the Sigma ll's
sound by comparison with other DACs.
CritiCAL Comparisons
The available competition in the main

system were the Mark Levinson No360
DIA converter, the Meridian 508-24 CD
player, and the Meridian 800 DVD player
— all class-A (or better!) components.
While the Sigma II was the equal of none
of these, it was not embarrassed by the
comparisons. At the bottom end, all the
big-buck DACs had greater extension
and tautness, but above about 50Hz, the
Sigma II was slightly fuller than absolutely natural. Above the bass, contention was
close. In overall balance, the Sigma II was
more like the slightly cool Meridians than
like the abstemious Levinson.

Rickie Lee Jones' characteristically nasal
sound (Pop Pop, Geffen GEFD-24426)
was somewhat less so through the Sigma
II than through the other DACs. Above
the voice fundamentals, the Sigma Il's
highs were not as etched as the Meridian's, and less pellucid than the Levinson's.
Where the Sigma II revealed aweakness
was in its resolving of extremely fine
detail in these higher frequencies. Still, it
was damn good, and capable of consistently revealing the subtle delicacies that
distinguish 24/96 recordings from their
standard CD counterparts.

aggressive DC servo circuit?
Feeding the processor with aCD
source at -12dBFS gave the frequency
response shown in fig.1 (top traces): flat
as expected in the auciioband, the top
octave rolls off to -0.5dB at 20kHz. The
response was almost identical with a
pre-emphasized signal (bottom traces,
offset by -1dB for clarity), suggesting
accurate de-emphasis. Fig2 shows the
Sigma's frequency response when fed
with either 481cHz- or 96kHz-sampled
data (derived from the Apogee PSX1000 A/D converter, reviewed by
Michael Fremer elsewhere in this issue).
The higher sample rate shows the
expected doubling of the reproduced

signal bandwidth, but what was not
expected was the peculiar notch at
22kHz in the 961cHz trace. It is probably benign, however. Channel separation (not shown) was excellent, at better
than 90dB below 101cHz, despite both
channel outputs sharing the 12AX7A
twin-triode output tube.
Fig3 shows the spectrum of the Sigma
II reproducing adithered lIcHz tone at
-90dBFS with input-data word lengths
of 16 bits (top) and 24 bits (bottom). An
inconsequentially slight 60Hz AC supply
component can be seen in the rightchannel traces, this probably due to magnetic coupling from the chunky AC
transformer. More important, note that
extending the word length to 24 bits
gives only about a6dB lowering of the
noise floor, and then only above 2kHz. It
may accept 24-bit data, but this processor's dynamic range is limited by noise to
about the equivalent of 17 bits. Extending the measurement bandwidth to
200kHz and driving the Sigma with digital black gave the curves shown in fig.4.
The ultrasonic peak is due to the noiseshaping used to derive high resolution
from aDAC chip with asigma-delta
architecture. Again, the difference between 16- and 24-bit data can be seen to
be only about one bit's worth of improvement in dynamic range.

Measurements

T he

maximum output level of the
California Audio Labs Sigma II was
1.92V, ahair under the CD standard's
2V, and it didn't invert polarity. The
source impedance was much lower than
specified, at alow 24 ohms across the
band, but the processor still wasn't
happy driving low impedances. The
bottoms of the sinewave clipped at
-17dBFS into the admittedly punishing
600-ohm load. Iwouldn't recommend
using the Sigma with apreamp offering
less than a10k ohm load. In addition,
when I played the low-frequency
raised-cosine signal that Iuse to diagnose signal polarity, the unit's output
relays chattered — asign of an over-

CAL
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California
But in A/B comparisons with the
Levinson No360 the Sigma II was not
as completely revealing. Through the
Levinson, choruses (et, the children's
voices on "Another Brick in the Wall II,"
Pink Floyd, The Wall, Burmester CDII)
can, with achange in one's mental state,
be heard either as asingle "voice" or as a
group of individuals singing. With the
Sigma II, it was difficult for me to hear
individual voices. Mind you, this was
revealed only with A/B switching: the
degree of confusion of detail was as
small as it was unaggressive. In matters

of dynamics, micro- or macro-, the little
Sigma II was up to the stiff competition.

Nevertheless, the Sigma offered
excellent linearity, as shown in fig.5.
Any amplitude error in the recovered
analog signal is less than ldB down to
-110dBFS or so. The presence of the
ultrasonic noise obscured the shape of
an undithered 16-bitIlkHz sinewave at
-9031dBFS (fig.6), and this shape was
hardly affected by extending the word
length to 24 bits (not shown).
Provided the load impedance was kept
suitably high, the California Audio Labs
DAC was very linear. The highest harmonic on afull-scale 50Hz sinewave
output into 100k ohms lay at just -94dB
(0.002%). Even at the maximum level
into 600 ohms before clipping (fig.7), the
second harmonic rose to only ashade
over -80dB (0.01%), though now some
third harmonic can also be seen. And the
processor handled the punishing highfrequency intermodulation test (fig.8)
with aplomb, even the lkHz difference
tone remaining below -90dB (0.003%).
Again, however, this is with the proviso
that the load impedance be kept high.
The word-clock jitter level, assessed
with the Miller Audio Research analyzer and the Julian Dunn analytical signal
(11.025kHz with the LSB toggled at
229Hz), was very low: just 181 picoseconds. The spectrum of the jitter in the
recovered analog signal is shown in

fig.9. The noise floor can be seen to lie
around 6dB higher than with the best
16-bit components. The highest-level
sidebands are marked with ared "3"
(±229Hz, 25.5ps, data-related), and a
purple "5" (±377.5Hz, 74.5ps, no idea).
There are some other higher-order
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LogiCAL Competition

As well as CAL:s Sigma II fit into my
main system, it was even more at home
in the weekend system, where the
obvious competition was the $399
MSB LinkDAC. In this contest, the differences were consistent: the Sigma II
always played to my taste. The
LinkDAC's major advantage in this
face-off was in the sheer slam and
weight of its deep bass. The Sigma II
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was satisfying at these depths, but
lacked the LinkDACs ability to move
large objects. Elsewhere in the spectrum, including the rest of the bass, the
Sigma II scored over the LinkDAC
with its warmer, more rounded sound.
Carmen Lundy's lush, soft voice
("When Your Lover Has Gone," from
JVC's JVC XRCD2 Sampler) and k.d.
lang's riper, warmer voice (Drag, Warner Bros. 46623-2) were slightly fuller
on the Sigma II, with the better integration of voice and ambience creating
a more focused presence. With the

data-related pairs of sidebands present,
but overall this demonstrates good jitter
rejection.
Overall, this is good measured performance, let down by only the higherthan-usual noise floor.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.7 California Audio Labs Sigma II, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-I kHz, at -18dI3FS into
600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at Odl3FS into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 California Audio Labs Sigma II, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal
(11.025kHz at -6dBFS with LS13 toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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The Easiest Way To Get High-End Audio!
You do enough running around already. The last thing
you need is to turn your search for high-end audio and
video gear into yet another chore. Take aseat instead
and browse the Audio Advisor website at www.audioadvisoncom/sf for the kind of selection and information you
won't find in any walk-in store. We feature over 1,500 of
the most in-demand, must-have audiophile components,
racks, accessories, and more.

aselection of music reviews and audio news
you won't find anywhere else.
For 20 years, Audio Advisor has been
serving over 200,000 satisfied customers in more than 100 countries.
We're the largest direct mail and
online retailer of high-end audio
gear. Visit our website or call

Order online via our secure server.
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product info, then call
(800) 942-0220 to talk to
one of our resident experts.
Besides our vast product invento-
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ry, the Audio Advisor website also
features daily updates of terrific
deals on demos, "B" stock items,
and discontinued products. Read
about our newest products, then cruise

4717A Broadmoor SE
Kentwood,M1 49512
Phone (616) 656-9585
(800) 942-0220
FAX (616) 656-9592
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The 96k upgrade is contained on asmall daughterboard.

LinkDAC, those voices sounded somewhat disembodied.
Full orchestra (Shostakovich, Waltzes,

MusiCAL Companions
Main System
Digital sources: Meridian 508-24
CD transport, Meridian 800 DVD/
CD transport; Mark Levinson No.
360 D/A processor.
Preamplifier: Sonic Frontiers
Line-3.
Power amplifiers: McCormack
DNA-1 (with Rev.A modifications),
Sonic Frontiers Power-2, Power-3.
Loudspeakers: PSB Gold-i, Revel
Ultima Studio, OLS Kharma
Ceratnique 2.
Cables: Speaker: Straight Wire
Maestro II (with PSBs), Harmonic
Technology Pro-9 biwire (with Revels), AudioQuest Granite (with OLS
Kharmas). S/PDIF digital: Apogee
Wyde-Eye, Illuminations D-60.
Interconnects, DAC-Preamp: Cardas Golden Cross, Straight Wire
Maestro H. Interconnects, Preamp—Power Amp: Cardas Cross,
JPS Balanced Super-Conductor 2.
Weekend System
Digital source: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD/CD transport,
MSB LinkDAC D/A processor.
Preamplifier: Meridian 201.
Power amplifier: Adcom GFA555 (modified).
Loudspeakers: Paradigm Reference Esprit.
Cables: Speaker: Straight Wire
Teflon 12. S/PDIF digital: Apogee
Wyde-Eye, Illuminations DV-75.
—Kalman Rubinson
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Orbelian/Moscow CO, Delos DE 3257)
was glorious on the Sigma II, whose
soundstage was deeper but no wider
than the LinkDAC's. The step up to
24/96 sources was beneficial with both
DACs, but their personalities were consistently expressed. Like the voices
described above, Chuck Mangione's
horn on The Feeling's Back (24/96, Chesky
CHDVD 194) had more body and focus
with the Sigma II, and the spacing of the
ensemble voices was more apparent.
By the way, the transport in these
comparisons was the California Audio
Labs CL-20; its analog output, although
solid-state and PowerBoss and all that
jazz, sounded quite similar to the Sigma
II's. The CL-20 plumbed the depths
below 50Hz with more authority, but
even there, the difference was pretty
inconsequential. Thus, Isaw no good
reason to add the Sigma Hto the CL-20,
and certainly none to add the MSB.
PractiCAL Conclusions
This short review could have been shorter: California Audio Labs' Sigma II
DAC is an honest and superbly consistent component. It offers limited opportunity for control and display interaction,
but that is concomitant with its talent for
getting out of the music's way. At its asking price of $750, the Sigma II falls close
to the point of inflection on the price/
performance curve, where more money
brings increasingly smaller benefits. I
acknowledge the superb return on
investment with the overachieving $399
MSB LinkDAC, but still: spend less and
you get less. But to get much more, you
have to spend alot more: $4495 for the
Mark Levinson No.360. Indeed, aside
from cantankerous critics playing A/I3
games with kilobuck DACs, most
would find little to criticize, and much to
enjoy, in the Sigma II.
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Arcam FMJ CD23
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player

I

tis so tempting.
With just acouple of snips of the
scissors and swipes of the paste brush,
Icould insert the introduction from my
April 2000 review of Arcam's FMJ A22
integrated amplifier here, change adetail
or two, and be done with it. After all, it's
the same story: British manufacturer
gives highly praised product aslick new
case to entice those who find their Alpha
line too downscalc in appearance, adds a
few internal tweaks to make it abit
more interesting, and kicks the price up
by $400.
But Iwon't.
Arcam FrAl CD23 CD player

Description
The Arcam FMJ CD23 is the Full Metal
Jacket version of the Alpha 9CD player,
much adored by Kalman Rubinson in
the January 1999 Stereophile. The FMJ
treatment, also applied to the aforementioned integrated amplifier (based on the
Alpha 10) and its companion two- or
three-channel amplifier, the FMJ P25
(based on the Alpha 10P), is most obviously defined by the new cosmetics.
Instead of the Alpha 9's molded-plastic
front panel, the FMJ CD23 features an
elegant, precision-machined, satin-finished, 8mm-thick slab of aluminum.
But the new features are more than
skin-deep. The new chassis is made
from a tri-laminate material from
Swedish vibration-damping specialists
Sontech. It consists of two outer layers
of steel and amiddle layer of special
rubber polymer, and is said to lower the
transmission of vibrations, both from
outside and those borne internally —
always agood idea. Also, as with all the
FMJ models, the sturdier front panel
adds to the unit's overall structural
integrity. In other words, the metal jacket is not just for looks.
The CD23 also one-ups the Alpha 9
in the power-supply transformer department — yes, it has two toroidals
instead of one. Using two allowed a
redesign of the analog output stage of
Arcam's dCS-designed Ring DAC.
About the Ring DAC: This is the
same 24-bit-capable DAC (except for
the output-stage rework mentioned
above) used in the Alpha 9. AlgorithrniStereophile, July 2000

cally, it's virtually identical to what you
get in dCS's own Elgar, which earned an
A+ rating in Stereophiles "Recommended Components" and would set you
back acool $12,000 — without atransport. What makes the Ring DAC
unique is that it provides something of a
middle ground between multi-bit and
single-bit converters. It uses afive-bit
DAC (thereby having fewer steps in the
resistor ladder, and better precision getting the smallest values right), and 64x
oversampling (a lower rate than that of
1-bit DACs, which makes it less prone
to timing errors and jitter).
The "Ring" in Ring DAC isn't from
Wagner — it comes from aprocess that

Description: Single-box HDCD-compatible CD player with remote control. Outputs: two pairs RCA linelevel outputs, coax and optical digital
outputs. Laser pickup: 3-beam,
780nm wavelength, 0.45 numerical
aperture. Dynamic range: 106dB.
Signal/noise ratio (CCIR): >100dB.
Harmonic distortion (OdB, 1kHz):
<0.005%. Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz, ±0.5dB. Output level:
2.3V RMS. Output impedance: 50
ohms. Minimum recommended
load: 5k ohms. Power consumption:
25VA max.
Dimensions: 16 3
/"(430mm) W by
4
3l/3"(85mm) H by 11V3"(290mm)
D. Weight: 14.3 lbs (6.5kg). Shipping

continually varies the number and positions of the current sources for the
DAC for each sample, sort of like acar's
rotary distributor — thus "Ring." This
randomizes the small variations in the
current sources throughout the quantizing range. As aresult, these variations
arc transformed into random white
noise, which is then moved out of the
audio frequency range (above 100kHz,
actually) by fourth-order noise shaping.
This high-frequency detritus is then filtered out in the analog domain.
The front-panel controls and display
are those you'd expect from aCD player —and, needless to say, are quite tastefully presented. Not so obvious is ared

weight: 18.5 lbs (8.4kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
F23CU1037.
Price: 81999. Approximate number
of dealers: 90. Warranty: 2 years
parts &labor.
Manufacturer: Arcam, Pembroke
Avenue, Denny Industrial Centre,
Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS 9PB,
England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)1223203203. Fax: (44) (0)1223-863384.
Web: www.arcam.co.uk. US distributor: Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709
Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN
46256. Tel: (888) 272-2658. Fax:
(317) 841-4107. Web: www.asIgroup.
WM.
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LED above the Arcam badge that lights
up when an HDCD disc is played—
the CD23 has the Pacific Microsonics
HDCD PDM100 filter/decoder chipset. Other than that, all displays and controls are self-explanatory.
One thing the CD23's remote has in
common with the one that comes with
the FMJ A22 is that it's plastic, which
makes it feel as if the cosmetic upgrade
wasn't quite completed. However,
unlike the other remote, the only extraneous controls here are for mute and
volume — which, oddly enough, control the A22, not the CD23. Even so,
they're down low and out of the way,
and if you have an A22 (as Idid), they're
quite handy. Most of the time, this was
the only remote Ineeded.
There are coax and optical digital
outputs, but Ihave to wonder why.
After all, the CD23 features one of the
most advanced DACs available today —
protection against obsolescence, Isup-

pose. Ihave to admit that Ididn't use
them during my testing, as Ican't imagine anyone buying aCD23 to use merely as atransport. It would be unusual,
but very cool, if it had digital input jacks,
to allow the use of the Ring DAC for
other digital sources. Maybe astandalone FMJ DAC will appear some day.
One somewhat unusual feature that
will be much appreciated by reviewers
but is of limited utility to the general user
are the CD23's two sets of analog outputs.
This is avery handy item if you're trying
to compare apair of preamplifiers—no
cable switching required!

turned up too high. What you're seeing
is actually distortion, but, still, things
look edgier — sharper, but not accurate.
A similar effect can be had in audio by
jacking up the Treble control, in the
mistaken belief that more tizz means
more "detail."
But if you get the low-level details truly
right —that is, not by
rating them,
but by extracting them from the signal
without distortion or obfuscation —then
magic occurs. Instead ola fatiguing "hi-fi"
effect, you actually achieve asound of
greater organic wholeness. That's what I
heard with the FMJ CD23.
When Ilistened to Shostakovich's
Get the small things right,
Cello Concerto 1, featuring soloist
and the big ones will take care
William De Rosa with Sarah Caldwell
of themselves
conducting the Ekaterinburg PhilharSometimes, when Ithink of the "D"
monic (Audiofon CD 72060), the
word —detail —I think of too much of a music flowed with asense of ease, withgood thing. Imean false detail. In the
out any electronic or digital coloration.
video realm, asimilar situation occurs At the same time, there was agreat deal
when a TV's Sharpness control is
of spaciousness, in the small sense of

Measurements

T

he smart-looking FMJ's output level
was 2.34V, almost 1.4dB above the
standard 2V RMS —something to be
aware of in A/B comparisons. Its output
was absolute-polarity-correct and its
source impedance was alow 47 ohms
across the audioband. Its error correction
was superb, the player not mistracicing
until the Pierre Verany test CD's track
34, which has 2min gaps in its data spiral.
Fig.1 shows the CD23's frequency
response without (top traces) and with
pre-/de-emphasis (bottom), which is
flat and almost perfectly balanced
between channels. There is a slight
response rise in the top octave, but the
de-emphasis is otherwise nonexistent.
Crosstalk between the channels (not
shown) was buried beneath the noise
floor below 2IcHz, but rose to amaximum of just -94dB (R-L) and -82dB
(L-R) at 20kHz, which is excellent.
10003

The spectrum of adithered 1kHz
tone at -90dBFS (fig2) was free from
spuriae other than the powersupply-related tones at 60Hz and
180Hz, presumably due to magnetic
coupling from the transformers into the
audio circuitry. These are still very low
in level, however. Fig.3 extends the
analysis bandwidth to 200IcHz and the
.1•111010.2 Nam 8.1

OM* 0148 • •••••4111481114

test signal to digital "black." Any rise in
ultrasonic noise is negligible.
Linearity error (fig.4) was very low
down to below -100dBFS, with noise
then dominating the measurement.
This noise can also be seen overlaying
the three discrete voltage steps in the
waveform of an undithered lkHz tone
at -9031dBFS (fig.5).
110000.48 .14011119131 CO22 1,04•313 1/3133.3•11400.331.
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Fig.2 Aram FMJ CD23, '/3-octave spectrum of
dithered IkHz tone at —90dBFS, with noise
and spuriae, 16-bit data (right channel
dashed).
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Fig.4 Arcam FMI CD23, left channel departure
from linearity, 16-bit data (2dB/vertical div.).
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Arcam FM1 CD23, CD frequency response
with (top) and without (bottom) deemphasis at —12dBFS (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

W.

Fig.3 Arcam FMJ CD23,
spectrum of
digital black, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
data (right channel dashed).
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Fig.5 Arcam FM1 CD23, waveform of undithered
IkHz sinewave at —90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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more room between individual instruments, and in the large sense of the feel
of the acoustic environment. This was
enabled, I'm convinced, by the resolution of low-level detail.
Next up was Mussorgsky/RimskyKorsakov's Night on Bald Mountain, as
performed by Alexander Gibson and the
New Symphony Orchestra of London,
from Witches' Brew (RCA/Classic
LSCD-2225-2, CD). Iwas goggle-eared
over the fullness of the blasts of brass, the
furiously sawing violins, the rumbling
basses and shrieking woodwinds — all
perfectly delineated without losing the
sense of ensemble. When the orchestra
paused en masse, the dying away of the
reverberant sound extended in away
that made it just alittle more real —and
at this level of performance, alittle more
is alot. Listened to on my two other CD
playback systems, the Audio Alchemy
rig and the EAD CD-1000, the fade
crumbled to nothingness alittle more

swiftly, alittle less convincingly.
The perspective offered by the CD23
was somewhat forward, while the
EAD's was more toward the rear of the
hall. Using the EAD player, Night on
Bald Mountain was presented with a
more distant view, with less air, leading
to asense that the highest highs were
somewhat rolled-off. The delineation of
the instruments wasn't as strong via the
EAD (as befits its back-row point of
view), but it preserved the organic
wholeness of the performance. Although
forward —perhaps "unobscured" would
be a better description — the CD23
offered as good asense of depth and lateral definition as I've heard from CD
playback.
When the CD23 was compared with
the Audio Alchemy setup, the differences in terms of perspective and tonality were less immediately obvious. Both
offered front-of-the-hall perspectives
with considerable "sparkle"; however,

the Audio Alchemy gear was at times
overly sparkly (that false detail again), as
sibilants were alittle harsh and asubtle
haze of glare rode atop female vocals
and cymbals, none of which happened
with the CD23.
The CD23's ability to sort out complex passages was simply much better
than that of the Audio Alchemy equipment, which tended to flatten the sonic
picture. A case in point was the stereo
mix of "Wouldn't It Be Nice," from the
Beach Boys' The Pet Sounds Sessions
(Capitol C2 837662 2). Brian Wilson
wove alot of little sonic tidbits into this
landmark recording, and the stereo
remix from this comprehensive boxed
set (the first such mix supervised by
Brian himself—the original, as Fm sure
you all know, was in mono) allows
greater visibility into that sonic thicket
than ever before. The CD23 (and, to a
somewhat lesser extent, the EAD) gave
me a3-D Vu-Master peek, while play-

The CD23's analog output stage
seems to be bombproof. Loading it
down with 600 ohms and feeding it
with data representing afull-scale 50Hz
tone resulted in anegligible amount of
third-harmonic distortion and no highorder spuriae (fig.6). Similarly, driving
the punishing combination of 19 and
20kHz tones, each at -6dBFS —which

results in awaveform peaking at full
scale into the same 600 ohm load —
revealed negligible intermodulation
products (fig.7).
Finally, the spectrum of jitter products in the Arcam's analog output
(fig.8), produced with the Miller Audio
Research Jitter Analyzer, revealed low
jitter, at 214 picoseconds p-p. The sidebands marked with purple numeric
markers in this graph are due to amodulating tone at 18.6Hz and its harmon-

ics. The pair of sidebands marked with a
brown "3" lie at ±60Hz, and are due to
the power supply. These are very low in
level, however, as are the data-related
sidebands, marked with red numerals.
Other than the very slightly high level
of the noise floor, this is state-of-the-art
measured performance for aCD playet
Like LB, Iwonder why Arcam didn't
incorporate adigital data input to allow
the CD23's superb DAC to be used to
decode other data SOUICeS. —John Atkinson
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Fig.6 Arcam FM1 CD23, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at OdBF5 into 600
ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.7 Arcam FMI CD23, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS
into 600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Arcam FMI CD23, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at -6dBFS
with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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SUMMER 2000 SUPER ANALOG SALE!!!
Awesome pricing on complete Basis & VPI turntable, AQ & Rega tonearrn
BEST

PRODUCTS'

BEST

SERVICE!

ee,

BEST

and Benz-Micro cartridge packages! Call M-F 9-6pm or Sat 11-4pm CST
PRICE'

or visit our webstore at www.elusivedisc.com for complete derails!

GUARANTEED!!

Other brands we carry: Grado,

K.A.B., Orbitrac, Shakti,

Vibrapods!

Give Life to the Music with

1,:,---.A.»..„,,:,,,,;,,,,
,,,...-....;.,..

At !)6.00 each and a30
hack guarantee...You can't go wrong! 5in(xlels offered!

\nione

Harmonic Recovery System
Restores
Harmonics!

Record Research Labs, etc. If you don't see it...Call!

Improves
Dynamics!

$499.991

RUBY II 0.3 or 0.7mV SCALL W/ Trade$CALL,
THE GLIDER
REFERENCE 04mV.. &CALL W/ Trade$CALL
MC H2O; M09: LO4. &CALL W/ Trade$CAJJ.
Factory
MC GOLD 04mV
6350 WI Trade «ALL
Authorized
MC SILVER 2.0mV
$350 Wi Trade5CALL
1.2 &
MC-20EII 2OrnV
$150
.Trade-in Sale!
2.5nev
PHONOMENA PHONO STAGE NEW! SCALE
$750 Or
Output
Benz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
SCALL -With Trade
Available
sur)'""
,"1
"..›
The Ghder Ned, Suunizea Su Good For.So Little!
sure
to want
one ol .th e cu t
e
hatter)-powcrgti canridgc
SCull
"[his sa killer canndge....more lifelike.
leinagnetirers from Aesthelis."- For
more holographic, more ins ols Mg.... more musical.
...the Glider is way recommended." Price
bangle Ibeggnell. Slereopint.• .40g. Ten. Poi /9 05

30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
Restores harmonics & improves dynamics of any stereo home theater system.
HRS makes your CD's sound better than ever by providing ahigher level of
focus, timbre, texture & dimension. Installs easily bem een your CD player 01 BASIS Turntables & Accessories
Preamp & your system. Experience what the reviewers are raving about.
Models 1400, 2000 thru 2800 and Debut.
"The sound was richer, fuller, more dynamic. The soundstage was wider &
Available with Rega RB250, 300, 900 and
deeper -more dimesional. I'm keeping the HRS & have asecond unit on order."
Graham 2.0 Tonearms. Package prices are
Sam Tellig, Steremphile. Aug. '98. In!. 21 #1?
available for all models!
$Call
"It adds alevel of vibrancy & substance to the music that is completely intoxicating"
Sound Stage Magazine...
'98
"It unlocks the music! Favorite recordings sound like new-found treasures!"
HW-19.1P Turntable w/ Audioquest
.Varhaniel Rawn...world famous Cellist

•

AudioPrisin
Foundation III

*Mier The %thole Auld.
-. 1
he «pane:neat in &tar

-Clarity. dynamics. imaging. and
apparent power all unprosed
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Stoplight Pens, Blacklight Mats,±ese Ilkeerieqp and Ouietline Filters, t

KALI

'«lus»,:

NITTY GRITTY
eECORD CARE PRODUCTS

"V t.: tried better tables. arias, .. .turnip, ineamps. cables, and isolation
schemes. ...none hat ees er ern me the kinds of Myna ements in noise
roluction. riants, and elimination of mid-la-treble rattan that these recordel flint_ n •hin ha e .thou listen to records. sou need arecord-cleaning machine. Period." -Corer Greenberg!. Srereggnhile. %lay '94. id.
05

MODEL 1.0 -- .1/dam,/ ‘qpp/ic ¡moil gel Iluni
hrushin & rotating while vactrunting.
NOD( t15
In 1111
Vinyl
oodgrain Cabinet-ITEM e-ANIT1.0....15CALL

„.....--...
1
01
0"
-:.
..;

1

All models ore also
available m
Solid Oak CnC., ,,..
or 220,
.ve.:.

'marin,,. slide-nut waste fluid tray.
early GRITTY CD MASTER
Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet-ITEM W-ANIT1.5....BCALL
(CD Cleaner)
$39.99
MODEL LIM - .4tage fluid application. scrubbing. & noution. Vinyl Woodgroin Cabin,.
ewe
ITEM al-AN111.5F1
SCALL
MOD L MINI-PRO 1 - Irer scrubs & vacuums both sides sintultaneoutly.
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5F1
SCALL
Record Brush,Vac or Capstan el.. $14.99 Purifier 2Cleaning Fluid 16-oz,
$15.99
Dust Covers:
$19.99, $22.99 & $38.99 1/2 gal. Pure 2-S36.99 l1gal.Pure 2 $59.99

THE LIFTru

Priftct sour sis
.inistrnrcxit,r,rrcu:tcalks ''
Gold
S99.99
(Termer
$89.99
err: The ti ter $49.99

ier:
Ultra Clarifier II

Ultra Clan

99.99
149.99

Imane, wen.' otter 5» & pal)iable.

CD

34.99

oudiotruth 61 auclioquest cables!
Interconnects available Jade.Turguoise.TopazCoral.ViperPythorsAnaconda
NEW CABLE
Speaker Cables available Type 4.CV4.Slate.Bedrock.Granite.GibraltatCaldera.Volcano
LINES!
All Digital & Video Cable also available!
PT-6 & PT-8 Tonearrns
$CALL Binding Post Wrench
$7.99
UltraConnect 2: (wicleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Arib-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of 4).Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
S-4 Silver Tonearm Cable NEW Tremendous upgrade for the PT-6 toneanni
SCALL
SorboGel Little Feet (set of 4) $39.99 New!
SorboGel Big Feet(set of 4) $49.99 Newt

Creek Phono Stages: OBH-8/9 Headphone Amps: 081-1-11 SCedi
NOW

ONLY $109.99

The ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Disc!

Gruv-Glide Il -

Redus

Inneroves sound. removes static. inproves tracking

RECORD SLEEVES INNER -Smiler,OUTER

mud<

yURNTABLES:

records and styli last longer

$21.99

-$20/100 JPN Resealable -$30/100

ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDiscOaol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com

Package Prices For Njà VPI Turntable Models!

SCALL
SCALL

SOUL
ARIES and NEW! ARIES BASI( -Near TNT performance! Requires only a 22' x 16
space. Aries Features TNT 3 plotter, bearing & motor. Aries Basic features HW19JR plane ,
bearing, 2 piece clomp & TNT 3 motor! Both with block acrylic finish & upgrodabliltyl .SCALL
JNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by o solidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. Stainless steel motor assembly.

SCAM.
IMALL

TNT SERIES 3.5 & 5 -The ultimate in turntable technology.

7QHEARMS:
THE JMW MEMORIAL 10 & NEW 10.5 -VPI has designed on
all-out affordable tonearm reference that is extraordinary n its
ability to extract information from on LP's grooves. Soundstage is
wide & deep with air & separation between instruments. Feeling of
image solidity & top to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also
ovoilable in 12 & 12.5 version for TNT. 5-star rated in TAS issue 1061
O and 1? versions fully upgradeoble to new 10.5/12.5.

LMW

MEMORIAL,
TON FARM

CLEANING MACHINES: ,
ila t' ¡mind the /III -15.5 iv it an uumunding
acrlormer The ircord surface, air miconsropi.
„., ,,, pristine ff'. :Inok new!" -

Features: Self-contained liquid pump: Applies
and
reg•orgi tri suint' lime: Bi-

HW-17F

HW-16.5 -SCall!!!

con the market!"
SCall!!!

HW-17F 220v -SCall
Fully automatic, Bidirectional cleaning!!

110 or 220volt

Semi-Automatic
Ltd. Time Offer!!!
ACCESSORIES:

ILtd.

Cooling fan

Time Offer!!!

THE RETURN OF THE MAGIC BRICK
GEL»
SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM -New flagship sped controller and power filter.
!Moll
HW-19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SOVI. STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed .517.99
NEW DELRIN/SS RECORD CLAMPS.
SCALL CROSS CHECK LEVEL(Newl) 119.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS, UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES!!

TuRNTABLE SALE!!!

S U NI IK 0

CARTRIDGE &
CARTRIDGES:
TURNTABLES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
SCALL NEW' Pespective, Wood Classic, Model 2 ..SCALL
Blue Point Cartridge
SCALL Pro-Ject 12 Turntable
SCALL
/

VISA

150+ pagel

110

FOR INFO (765) 778-2715
"ALL

Please ask about our

expert
installcd

tRN-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clomp and dustcover.
Fully Upgrodeable to HW-19 Mark III 1S599) /HW-19 Mark IV (S1199)
14W-19 MARK
-Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & armboard, block acryli c
10113 platter and spring suspension
)11W-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb block acrylic plotter.

ORDER TOLL FREE: 41.•
1-800-782-3472 w
1022 ROLLING BARREL Ro.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

PT-6 Arry0: SCall

•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': SCall
FREE
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': Scan
cartridge
Add The LIFT 8. get it installed for FREE'

NEW LOWER PRICE! ASK ABOUT OUR AMESAIMW COMBO!

high, minded more refined 6. toce,, Ihe
hm, del-murk imp,. ed
ii xi., deeper
fighter finh better pfich-dinerentialion..."

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

ANALOG 2000 SALE!!!

In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

CATALOG

Ç

U.S.A. /55" INTL.I

FREE WITH ORDER!!

pOMESTIC SHIPPING:
Methods available: U.S. Priority Mail, UPS Ground, 3-Day Select,
2nd Day Air, Next Day Air. Cost is based on number of items and
total weight. Call, E-Moil or Fax for quotes.
FOR SHIPPING OUTSIDE THE U.S. CALL, E-MAIL OR
FAX FOR YOUR OPTIONS AND COSTS!

New Location!

Associated Equipment
Digital source: EAD CD-1000 CD
player, Audio Alchemy DDS III CD
transport, Audio Alchemy DTI v2.0
jitter filter, and Audio Alchemy DDE
v3.0 D/A converter.
Line Preamplifier: Anthem PRE 1L.
Power amplifier: SimAudio Celeste
4070se.
Loudspeakers: Thiel CS.5.
Cables: Digital: Audio Alchemy I
2S,
Kim ber/Illuminati DV-75. Interconnects: Synergistic Research Alpha,
Looking Glass; TARA Labs RSC

Genii. Speaker: Cardas Crosslink 1.
AC: Audio Power Industries Power
Enhancer, Power Link.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries
Power Wedge 110, 116 AC line conditioners; Audience Auric Illuminator
CD treatmenr, Bright Star Audio Big
Rocks; Michael Green and DH Cones
footers; Salamander audio racks;
RoomTunes CornerTunes; homebrewed sound-absorption panels.
—Lonnie Brownell

Music Systems & lionne Theatre.

/MERIDIAN
New!
Meridian 568 Surround Processor
508.24 CD Player in stock special purchase!
On display!
Meridian Digital Theatre System
featuring New 861 Reference Processor,
New 800 Reference DVD/CD Player & the
New 24/96 DAC DSP-6000's,
DSP-5500's and DSP-5000c
New!
Meridian DSP-8000 Speaker Sysytem
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back via the Audio Alchemy combo
was akin to looking at apostcard.
The one area in which the Arcam
gave up alittle ground —and Ido mean
alittle — was in the midbass, where the
Audio Alchemy gang seemed to have a
slight edge: alittle more weight and
warmth. Listening to "Mellow Saxophone," from A La Carte Brass & Percussion's Bogeyine (Wildchild/Mapleshade CD 02452), this slight edge made
itself known ... barely. Similar results
were found on Ali Farka Toure's
"Instrumental" (so-called; Toure chants
through it) from Niafirrike (Hannibal
HNCD 1443), in which the percussion
seemed to sound alittle fuller with the
Alchemy gear. However, on other tracks
that Ithought would show asimilar difference, Icould detect none. Such a
slight difference is mostly amatter of
taste; Ipreferred the Audio Alchemy
setup in this regard, but wouldn't have
missed it if Ihadn't heard it.

and then, one by one, hi-hats, drums,
bass, accordion, and harmonica, building to afevered pitch. As each instrument was added, the CD23 kept those
already present firmly anchored and
unobscured, especially the voice — a
tribute to good recording engineering
and exemplary playback.

Conclusion
The Arcam Alpha 9 CD player, on
which the FMJ CD23 is based, earned a
Class B rating in Sterniphi/e's "Recommended Components." Arcam's attempt
at morphing it into asnazzier-looking
unit seems to have done no harm — the
FMJ CD23 offers outstanding performance. Ididn't get to spend any time
with an Alpha 9, but it would seem that
the more-than-cosmetic changes made
could give the CD23 an edge.
Is it worth the $400 price hike above
its progenitor, the Alpha 9? Probably. It
does look quite elegant, and the changes
are substantive — the front panel itself
adds structural integrity, and the douGlare Happens
bled power supply and damped chassis
So what happens when Arcam's FMJ
CD23 meets arecording that's not a add considerable value. Either player
would be an excellent choice as your
sonic masterpiece? Take Red Simpson's
"The Highway Patrol" from The Best of last CD player.
Your last CD player? You betcha.
Red Simpson: Country Western Truck Drivin'
Some day, the new high-resolution forSinger (Razor & Tie 82208-2). Actually,
mats (DVD-Audio, SACD) will reach
this recording isn't all that bad. It's aKen
such astate of maturity that you'll be
Nelson production, and it's alittle "hot"
able to buy asingle player that plays
— that was the style then, in order to
them all, along with your library of
make asong car (or truck) radio-friendCDs, with stunning sonic clarity (or
ly, and the CD23 didn't hide the fact.
should Isay, "perfect sound forever"?).
Even so, Red's voice was acommanding
And someday after that, there'll be
presence, alone in the center of the
enough compelling software in these
soundstage (guitar and bass left, drums
new formats —and at popular prices —
right), studio reverb adding areasonably
to make owning such aplayer areasonconvincing sense of ambience.
able investment. But until that day,
A better, or at least cleaner (and more
you're still going to be playing your old
modern), pop recording is Richard
CDs and buying new ones.
Thompson's "Cooksferry Queen," from
Me too —which is why I'm buying
his latest, Mock Tudor (Capitol CDP 4
the review sample. Ineed akiller CD
98860 35). It starts with just Thompson's voice, then adds guitar (of course),
player now.
Stereophile, July 2000
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BAT: VK SSE Upgrade for VK 5i
The well-regarded Balanced Audio
Technology VK-5i, first reviewed by
Robert Deutsch back in December
1995 (Vol.18 No.12), is no longer a
"shipping product," as BAT partner
Steve Bednarski put it. But there are a
lot of units still out there, some floating
around for sale on rec.audio.market
place — usually, I've heard, because
their owners are upgrading to the
impressive VK-50SE, which Ireviewed
in the December 1999 Stereophile. I'm
sure many 5i owners are still scratching
their chins, wondering if the long coin is
worth it.
So what to do if you're addicted to
the engagingly sweet and musical sound
of the Si but want that bit more performance to match your evolving and,
hopefully, more transparent system?
Well, BAT' has adeal for you.
VK-5i owners can get much of the
leading-edge technology of the VK50SE preamplifier by having BAT
upgrade their Sis to 5SEs. You just have
to provide the rolling chassis, as it were.
The updates include a set of BATs
6H30 Super Tubes, aSix Pack of output
capacitors, custom toroidal power transformers, and "numerous other modifications to the power supply and gain
stage sections." The transformation to
SE status will slim your wallet by $1950
for aVK-5i with aRev.0 board or later.
Earlier versions run an additional $400.
Not exactly chump change. What do
you get for it? Quite alot, I'm happy to
tell you.
As noted in my VK-50SE review,
"The Si was more easily likeable, like a
scruffy towheaded kid digging his toe
into the grass as you pat him on the
head.... [It] sounded altogether warmer
and sweeter, its sound more warm in the
upper ranges, its bass alittle softer. But
what agreat 'floaty-free' soundstage, as
Peter Forsell likes to say.... After luxuriating in its dulcet tones during asunny
Sunday-morning listening session, I
remember thinking it sure was alot easier on the ears than its bigger brother."

1 Balanced Audio Teclmology, 800 First State Blvd,
Wilmington, DE 19804. Tel: (802) 255-4228, (302) 9998855. Fax: (302) 999-8818. Web: www.balancecLcom.
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Iliken the transformation from i
to SE
status to a dropdown menu in Wmdows: Load the bloomy, good-natured,
big-soundstage-with-lots-of-ambience
Si file, click Sonics, then OK. Place your
cursor on the button and drag the slider
toward the 50SE setting —perhaps a
third of the way more toward SE than Si.
Click Apply, then Close, then sit back
and enjoy the sound. You don't even
have to reboot! (Or, more likely, crash.)
The SSE delivered more information
than the Si and, like the '50, popped up
adeeper, more transparent soundstage.
The presentation sounded more linear,
less overtly bloomy, more precise and
coherent, and spoke with greater apparent authority. The highs were tidier, less
warm and inviting than the 5i's, but
more detailed and textured. Same for
the bass: deeper, tighter, quicker, more
transparent, with greater impact and
slam. Listen to the right recordings and
the midrange of the SSE can still produce wood, but it's less obviously warm
and lush. With the SSE Icould hear
more deeply into the performance; it
was more revealing of fine recordings
and, alas, of poor ones as well.
As with the VK-50SE, I'd recommend that care be taken in matching the
SSE to apower amplifier. In general,
you'll want an amp with an input
impedance of greater than 10k ohms to
avoid any possible bass rolloff. Look for
amore typical 100k ohm load or greater
in asolid-state amp and you'll be fine.
Most tube amps should mate to the SSE
with no trouble at all.
In my VK-50SE review, Imused, "If
[the SSE] builds on the charms of the
original and moves more in the direction of the VIC-50SE, you'll have yourself quite ahigh-end bargain." Now that
I've auditioned it, I'm in aposition to
tell you that's entirely true. The 5i was
more forgiving and anxious to please,
while the SSE more resembled its highcurrent, well-muscled brother, the VK50SE. Be aware that the upgraded preamp runs alot hotter than the 6DJ8equipped Si—you'll need plenty of
room to dissipate the therms.
Iloved the SSE; if the 50SE weren't
around to put things in perspective, I
could easily live with the SSE and never

Atkinson

look back. Highly recommended for Si
owners of every musical stripe.
—Jonathan Scull

Sonic Frontiers Line 3 preamplifier
& Power 3 monoblock power
amplifier

I'm going to cheat alittle here. My comments on the Sonic Frontiers Power 3
monoblock power amplifier2 are a
Follow-Up to Brian Damkroger's
review in the April 2000 issue, but the
$4999 SF Line 3 preamplifier has not
been given afull review in these pages.
Ioffer my observations of amp and preamp, separately and as ateam, because
my feelings about the two differ significantly from Brian's.
When Ireviewed the $3299 Line 2
(December 1997, Vo120 No.12), Iwas
completely won over by it and was
somewhat disappointed when, in
response to my pleading for its return, I
got aspanking new Line 3 instead! I
wasn't asking for more, and, at the time,
didn't think Iwanted more.
Cosmetically and operationally, all of
Sonic Frontiers' Line-series preamps are
identical, including that great remote
control, and my review of the Line 2
and MK's review of the Line 1(Vo120
No.11) cover that story. The SF Line
preamps differ in the sophistication with
which the fully balanced design is executed and, more obvious to the eye, the
size and complexity of their power supplies. The Line 1has an onboard power
supply with 15 stages of regulation, the
Line 2has asmall (but heavy) external
power supply with 19 stages of regulation, and the Line 3has afull-sized and
very heavy external supply with 26 regulators, no fewer than eight of them of
the high-voltage shunt type.
The Line 3 has three power cansformers/raw supplies for the two audio
channels and for the non-audio functions (display, control logic, etc.) so that
all the audio circuits are isolated from
the housekeeping functions. Each phase
of each supply is provided with aC-L-C

2The Power 3costs $9999/pair. Sonic Frontiers International, 2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario L61-I
5T4, Canada. Tel: (905) 829-3838. Fax: (905) 8293033. Web: www.sonicfronners.com.
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Follow-Up
pi filter consisting of a201).F Solen cap, a
potted 2H inductor, and a561.1.F Solen
cap for excellent CMRR and separation,
as well as ripple rejection and fast
response to transient demands. Powerup is sequenced so that filaments are
turned on first, followed by high voltage,
and all high-voltage supplies arc shut
down in the Standby mode. These measures reduce stress and prolong tube life.
Inside the main chassis, the 6-tube (all
6DJ8/6922) Line 1and 2appear somewhat similar, but the Line 2is endowed
with a more generous layout and
upgraded components because there is
no internal power supply. The 10-tube,
65-lb Line 3is much more complex and
elaborate, with component selections
that go beyond compulsiveness and border on paranoia. Even the printed circuit
boards are damped and isolated!
Balanced and single-ended sources are
fed via input resistors and input selection
relays to the Line 3's dual CS3310 volume controllers with differential amps
(one 6922 per channel) on their outputs.
SF says that this circuit arrangement
offers better sound than earlier designs
based on passive four-gang attenuators.
The cathode-follower output stage
consists of two dual triodes per signal
phase per channel, for atotal of eight
6922s! One triode half of each 6922 is
paralleled with that of another 6922 for
low output impedance, while the second
half of both serves as aparalleled constant current source. In addition, apair
of 6U8As regulates AC bias of the input
stage and serves as an error amp to sense
and correct phase balance in the output
stage. DC servos are used around the
output stage and no output coupling
capacitor is used. This results in avery
low output impedance, especially for a
tube preamp: 45 ohms single-ended, 90
ohms balanced.
But given that Isaid — in print, no
less —"I couldn't find any shortcomings
in the Line 2!," why even bother with
the Line 3? Because the Line 3corrects
shortcomings of the Line 2that are so
minor that they are apparent only when
removed. The two preamps share an
overall balance and presentation that I
continue to characterize as confoundingly
neutral. That accounts for my inability to
provide alengthy subjective description,
and for Brian's wondering (about the
Line 2, April 2000, p.101) that "It's odd
that it doesn't evoke astronger emotional response. Is it because it's so neutral... or is it that it ... is missing something that we don't necessarily notice?"
Like the Line 2, the Line 3is not an
exciting preamp, it's merely exact. The
Stereophile, July 2000

Sonic Frontiers Power 3

and the scaled-up monoblocks just
might correct the 2's lapses. The Power
3s were still on their circuitous trip from
BD to TJN (for testing) to Sonic
Frontiers (for acheckup and retubing) to
me, when Isaw BD's review in print and
read, with horror, that "These amps
don't rock." Had I
just blown it?
Ineed not go through all the details
Idon't share Brian's
of the Power 3, because Ican find nothexpressed tolerance for
ing to dispute in Brian's observations: I
heard the same things. Moreover, I
small "errors to the warm,
think he and Iwould agree that we
don't want a component that sounds
liquid side" ...I like things
"good" or "great," but one that doesn't
"sound" at all. Still, one needs only to
tight and clean.
glance at the comments that Brian and I
have made over the years about Sonic
Frontiers components (encapsulated in
The Power 2power amplifier sat in
the "Recommended Components" listmy listening room for more than ayear
ings for the Line 2and Power 2in the
and presented me with aconundrum
April Stereophile) to predict that we
similar to Brian's with the Line 2. Over
would not have the same emotional
that time, and however much Iresisted
response to the Power 3. In addition to
the prospect, Iended up choosing it —
over every other amp and with almost our having different heads and hearts,
our system contexts (sources, speakers,
every speaker — for enjoying music.
rooms) are quite different, and our
Sure, the Bryston 7B-STs had more
musical interests only partly overlap.
slam and punch, the SimAuclio Moon
Finally, Idon't share Brian's expressed
W-5 was more powerful and just as
tolerance for small "errors to the warm,
smooth, and the McCormack DNA-1
liquid side," and Iam more likely to forhad more sparkle and life. But Ihooked
give small subtractive ones that do not
up the Power 2whenever I
just wanted
exacerbate the resonances that can pop
to listen to music. By common practice,
up throughout the audio chain and
it became my reference. It's not perfect,
pique me. Ilike things tight and clean.
but the softness of the bass and its tenThe system into which Iinserted the
dency to seem a bit mellow were
Power 3 included the already resident
acceptable in the context of its overall
Line 3and the Revel Ultima Studio loudintegrity of sound.
speakers. The most immediate improveSo even before Ihad achance to read
ment of the Power 3over the 2was in the
BD's review of the Sonic Frontiers
Power 3 monoblock amplifiers, I extension and solidity of the bass, where
the Studios offer ample opportunity for
arranged to buy the review pair. Surely,
demonstration. Although the 2 was
the Power 3would retain all of the characteristics of the Power 2that Iso prized,
warm and ever so slightly soft at the bot-

Line 3 firms up the Line 2's mid and
extreme bass and removes the residual
traces of grain throughout the spectrum.
The Line 3gains authority the longer one
listens, and has become my reference tool
for assessing other components.
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voices in aJanácek string quartet (Bayer
tom, the monoblock 3s had steel fists in
10051) to the inexorable impact of
their velvet gloves, and dealt handily with
Mahler's Symphony 6 (Bernstein, DG
the demands of Mahler, Widor, and Pink
427 967-2), the Line 3/Power 3 kept
Floyd. No warmth? No, but satisfyingly
blowing my audiophile hat right offl My
full and dramatic.
impression —directly opposed to Brian's
At the other end of the spectrum, in
— was of a very extended dynamic
John Culshaw's pellucid and powerful
range. Ithought the sound quite accuproduction of Strauss's Salome with
rate in terms of dynamics, neither comNilsson, Sold, and the Vienna Philharmonic (London OSA 1218), not only pressing nor emphasizing gradations,
and that some contrasts were, appropriwere Salome's veils dropped; so, too,
was any ambiguity of detail in the upper ately, just not as big as others.
In matters of the audiophile heart,
strings and percussion. The tonal quality of the midrange through the Power 2 everything's subjective. If Brian were to
visit, he'd probably think that my sysand Power 3may be quite similar, but
tem sounds damn good; I'm sure I'd
the Line 3s' clarity and image depth
have the same response to his. More
were distinct advances on the Line 2's.
In other words, the combination of than likely, we'd both be much happier
in our own homes with our own music.
Power 3and Line 3was even more neuIt's not necessarily bad or surprising
tral than that of the Power 2and Line 2:
the former emulated the grinning news that no single component can
please everyone. The good news is that,
Cheshire Cat even more exactly as they
for me, Sonic Frontiers' Power 3 and
continued to disappear.
Line 3were completely satisfying. They
Ido acknowledge Brian's observations on the Power 3: There was some just got out of the way and let me at my
music. In fact, Ihave bought both of
dryness throughout the midrange with
SFs top-of-the-line offerings for my
the OLS Kharma Ceramique 2speakers
reference system.
—Kalman Rubinson
and compared to the McCormack RevA DNA-1. With the Revel Ultima
Dunlavy 5C-IV/A loudspeaker
Studios (and helped by some recently
When Robert Deutsch reviewed Dunadded acoustic room treatment), there
lavy's floorstanding, three-way SC-IV/A
seemed to be nothing missing. The
loudspeaker3 in November 1998 (resound was neither rich nor dry, but balanced. Idid not feel that the Power printed in the www.stereophile.com
"Archives"), he found nothing to criti3/Line 3 combo sapped the life from
cize: "The SC-IV/A has reached the
the music, but rather that it offered the
point where — with the best source
music stripped of added embellishment.
materials and associated equipment — it
Soundstage depth and width were
sounds less like aspeaker and more like
beyond cavil, as was instrument localizathe music that's being reproduced," he
tion, but these parameters are more
summed up. And when Iconsulted him
greatly influenced by the speaker/room
for his thoughts on where in Stereophile's
setup than by the electronics.
"Recommended Components" the
Dynamics: Iknew I'd have to deal
Dunlavy belonged, Bob was unequivowith this. Like most of us, Ihave two liscal: "Class A."
tening modes, and what Ihear is often
Yet, as regular readers will know, the
determined by which mode I'm in.
SC-IV/A appeared in "Class A, ReWith my audiophile (and reviewer) hat
stricted LF." This was because, despite
on, Ilisten for the sounds in the music.
With my music-lover hat on, Ilisten to the speaker being specified as having a
full-range anechoic response 3dB down
the sounds of the music. In audiophile
at 20Hz, compared to the original SCmode, Iheard everything that Brian,
IV's 33Hz, the 'IV/A's woofers apalmost apologetically, describes as limitations in the Power 3's presentation of peared to be tuned to 37Hz, according
to both the impedance and to a
micro- and macrodynamics and how
nearfield measurement.
this affects other issues. Yet Ihave to
This decision of mine produced heatforce myself to listen for them, and
ed discussion on the Internet newswould perhaps not have noted them
groups. John Dunlavy was adamant that
without his suggestion.
But even when Ido, Iam impressed
the specification was correct. He
explained4 that the difference was due
by how often the Line 3/Power 3combination simply ravishes me. From the
revelation of Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau's
3 The SC-IV/A ants from $7995 to $8495/pair,
depending on finish. Dunlavy Audio Labs, Inc., P.O.
subtly modulated vocal inflections
Box 49399, Colorado Springs, CO 80949-9399. Tel:
(Cerha's Baal Gesiinge, Berlin Classics
(719) 592-1159. Fax: (719) 592-0859. Web: www.
dunlavyaudio.com.
BC 20722) and the interplay of intimate
Stereophile, July 2000

Dunlavy SC-IV/A loudspeaker

both to the SC-IV/Ns overdamped LF
alignment giving ashallower-than-usual
rollout for the first octave below the
nominal tuning point, and to the fact
that the spaced array of the speaker's
twin woofers will boost the low bass at
the listening position. A loudspeaker
featuring "a symmetrical array of drivers, with woofers spaced apart by asignificant fraction of awavelength at or
near the crossover frequency," he
offered, will have "a directivity gain...
typically 3-4c1B at frequencies above
where the woofers are spaced more
than about one-third wavelength."
Now, JD has forgotten more about
speaker design than Iever knew, so Iwas
certainly not going to argue with him on
this point. Instead, Ischeduled aFollowUp review so Icould audition the speakers and hear for myself how the SC-IV/A
performed in areal room. In addition, as
Ihave been reviewing minimonitors over
the past few issues of the magazine, audi4"Manufaaurers' Conunents,"Sterophile,January 1999,
Vol22 No.1, pp207-208.
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Follow-Up
tioning afull-range speaker design would
come as awelcome change.
Optimizing the placement of the SCIV/As proved harder than Ihad anticipated. It's those spaced woofers —one
has its center 18" from the floor, the
other 58". It's important, therefore, to
keep the distances between the woofers
and the sidewalls, and between the
woofers and the wall behind the speakers, as different as possible from 18" or
58". This is so that the notches and peaks
due to destructive and constructive interference between the direct sound from
the woofers and the reflections of that
sound from the walls do not coincide in
frequency. Yet these speakers are physically large, which restricted the placement options in my 16' by 19' room.
The best Icould do is illustrated in
fig.1, which shows the SC-IV/A's spatially averaged response, centered on the
listening position in my room. Yes, the
low frequencies are well-extended, the
20Hz and 25Hz t'a-octave bands being
down just 2dB from the lkHz reference
level. It looks as though John Dunlavy is
correct. Even though the anechoic tuning of each of the two woofers lies
almost an octave higher, at 37Hz, the
SC-IVIA's in-mom bass extension does
reach almost to 20Hz. Ibelieve that this
entitles the Dunlavy speaker for fullrange membership in Class A.
But look at the broad depression in
the lower midrange in this graph. What
you can see is the result of the complex
interactions among the four widely
spaced woofers and the room boundaries. Now, this lack of lower-midrange
energy doesn't completely define how
the speaker sounded in my room. The
graph primarily shows the power
response; the perceived balance will also
be affected by the speakers' direct
sound. But it does go some way toward
explaining my main reaction to the SCIV/A's perceived balance.
Although fig.1 reveals alack of topoctave in-room energy, due, as my
November 1998 measurements showed,
to the tweeter's restricted dispersion in
this region, there was simply too much
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treble energy apparent. It wasn't that the
SC-IVA was bright as such, or that the
highs were colored (though there was a
narrow band of presence-region brightness that gradually disappeared as I
racked up the hours). But the upper inids
and high frequencies consistently sounded somewhat shelved-up. This was not
enough to make the speaker lack inte-

Optimizing the placement
of the SC-IV/As
proved harder
than Ihad anticipated.
gration between its upper and lower
ranges, but it did give the Dunlavy's presentation an upfront, front-row character.
As a result, Paul Wertico's frantically
brushed hi-hat cymbals on the Pat
Metheny Group's "Last Train Home"
(from Still Life (Talking), Geffen 24145-2)
perceptibly protruded in front of
Metheny's electric sitar and Steve
Rodby's 16th-note bass ostinato —not by
much, admittedly, but by enough to be
noticeable. (But the cymbals did otherwise have asuperbly natural tonal quality —this is agood tweeter.)
When he designed the SC-IV/A,
John Dunlavy intended the speaker's
drive-unit array to focus at adistance of
10' or greater, and the speaker's reference on-axis will not be achieved at distances closer than 8'. In my room, Iwas
listening at adistance of almost exactly
8'. As shown by my measurements in
the November 1998 review, the 'N/A's
highs do become better balanced the
farther away you can sit from the speak-

er. So if you have aroom about the size
of mine or smaller, you might not be
able to sit far enough away from the
SC-IV/A to get the performance you've
paid for. This is not anearfield monitor.
Lower in frequency, solo piano
revealed a very slight midrange hoot
that made recordings sound more reverberant than they should. This is adifficult call, as it is very hard to know what
the "correct" amount of perceived
reverberation on aparticular recording
should be. But listening to my own
piano recordings, which Ihave auditioned on literally scores of speakers, I
became convinced that the SC-IV/A's
presentation was slightly too "live."
In the "Measurements" sidebar that
accompanied RD's original review, Ihad
noted astrong resonance at 390Hz present on the speaker cabinet's sidewall.
Because of its relatively high frequency
and the SC-IVIA's high sensitivity (my
estimate was 91dB(B)/2.83V/m), Ihad
conjectured that this resonance might
well not have any subjective consequences. But even though the resonance seems localized to the cabinet's
center section, Isuspect that the large
radiating areas of the 'IVIA's enclosure
panels make this resonance the cause of
the slightly excessive reverberation that
Iperceived. Iam quick to admit that this
is conjecture on my part. But there was
no other measured aspect of the
Dunlavy that would correlate with my
perception — unless the speaker was
simply revealing the recorded reverberation to an extent that Ihad not experienced before, which is always possible.
But these were the only criticisms I
had of the SC-IV/As. As RD described,
their imaging was simply holographic.
On "At Last," from Joni Mitchell's new
Both Sides Now (Reprise 47620-2,

Associated Equipment
Digital source: Mark Levinson
No3L5 CD transport and No30.6
D/A processor connected with
Illuminations Orchid AES/EBU datalink, California Audio Labs CL-20
DVD player, Pentium MMX 166
MHz running Windows 98, Wm
Amp 2.5, and CoolEdit 2000, with
Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe
soundcard connected to dCS 972
upsampler via Canare 75 ohm S/
PDIF link.
Preamplification: Mark Levinson
No.380S, Z-Systems rdp-1 digital

control center (updated to handle
961cHz sources).
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No33H monoblocks.
Cables: Madrigal CZ Gel-1 balanced
interconnects, Goertz AG3 Divinity
loudspeaker cables.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
300 at 90Hz (preamps only), Audio
Power Industries 116 MLII and PE-1
AC line conditioners (not power
amps), ASC Tube Traps, RPG Abffilsors.
—John Atkinson

Dunlavy SC-IV/A, spatially averaged, 'iroctave,
free-field response in JA's listening room.
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HDCD-encoded and Stereophile's "Recording of the Month" in April), the
Canadian queen's cigarette-scarred voice
hung before me, surrounded by the luscious orchestral sounds that had been
captured by Geoff Foster in London's
AIR-Lyndhurst studio. (Dig the subtle
right-hand ostinato piano.)
And Igrew to love the SC-IV/A's
low frequencies. I've mentioned before
Walter Becker's definitive bass-guitar
tone on the new Steely Dan CD, Two
Against Nature (Giant/Reprise 24719-2).
Reproduced over the SC-N/A, the
instrument's low register was deep yet
dexterous, taut yet weighty, meaty without being boomy. If you need persuading that a big speaker doesn't need
reflex-loaded woofers to achieve mighty
bass, take alisten to this Dunlavy. A
slightly overdamped sealed-box alignment tuned below 40Hz, along with
some appropriate cone area, are all you
need for truly righteous lows.
As has happened with some other
speakers Ihave reviewed recently, Ihad
problems when Itried to examine the
limits of the SC-IV/Ms dynamic range. I
was playing, from aPC hard drive, 24bit/882kHz masters of the "Appassionata" from Robert Silvemian's recently
completed recording of all of Beethoven's piano sonatas. Levels were cruising in the high 80s, but when Bob thundered down on the keyboard in the
work's crashing, ascending arpeggio'd
chords, there was asharp crack, apparently from one of the left-hand speaker's
midrange units. The voltage level was
around 10V RMS, meaning that the
Levinson amp was clearly not clipping.
Giving the SC-IV/A the benefit of the
doubt, I'll have to refer you to RD's comments on the Dunlavy's dynamics: "roomshaking power that was almost scary."
So where does that leave the Dunlavy
SC-IV/A when it comes to reassessing its
ranking in this magazine's "Recommended Components"? Ihave to admit
that Ijust don't know. Yes, Iwas wrong
about the speaker's LF extension —it does
reach low enough in frequency in medium-sized rooms to merit a"full-range"
recommendation. But its tonal balance
does have an imbalance in favor of the
upper alias and treble, in my opinion, and
Iwas also somewhat bothered by the cabinet's resonant character. All Ican say is
that you should give alisten to apair of
well-broken-in Dunlavy SC-IV/As for
yoursel£ and make sure you sit at least 10'
away in areasonably large room. If you're
bowled over by what appears to be Class
A sound, then Class A the verdict must
surely be.
—John Atkinson
Stereophile, July 2000
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ee, dreaming about the untold
wonders of digital commerce via
the almighty Internet is so keen.
Soon, instead of skulking around chain
record stores or dealing with the geeky
realm of tape traders and DAT bootleggers, we can stay home, boot up the laptop, and download the recorded legacies,
studio and live, of everyone from Puffy
Combs to the Sun City Girls — that is,
excepting Metallica, of course.
Yep, the music business as we knew it
is changing fast —so fast that lost in all
the wired, inspired °oohing and ahhhing is the fact that several key parts of
this digitized one'n'zero Xanadu are not
quite there yet.
For instance, there's that vast, swampy,
unlit stretch between the record labels
who have the content and the consumers
who want it. Sure, I've had the I'm-hip
tingle that comes from speaking this new
world's exclusive lexicon, full of
"encrypted envelopes," "deployment
manager functions," and "persistent
copyright protection." But when in the
name of microchips are the details going
to be sketched in? Who manages the
money? How are copyrights protected?
Most important, how do the "official"
websites — those who want users to pay
for music — lure away those who've
already grown used to downloading
music for free via sites like poor
Metallica's big, bad boogieman, Napster?
It was with this skeptical spirit that I
spoke with Peter Beverly, CEO of
Magex, the digital commerce subsidiary
of the UK's National Westminster Bank
(NatWest). Earlier this year Magex was
chosen by Universal Music Group
(UMG), which controls nearly aquarter
of the world's record business, as the
preferred provider to manage payments
and copyright issues for UMG's soonto-be-launched digital download site.
"We are the plumbing," Beverly says
from Magex's New York office. "The
consumer wants to enjoy the music, and
the labels and artists want to do what
they do — make music, identify artists,
market music, generate revenue. In
between is abig, black hole, which is the
space we play in. We provide the software and the services. And at the end of
the day, if we are pretty transparent —
Stereophile, July 2000

invisible — then we've succeeded."
The Magex system is fairly simple.
The content provider (in this case UMG)
decides what to package and the payment model it wants to use. There are a
number of different ways labels can
charge for their downloads: aonetime
fee for one play; alarger fee for, say, 10
hours; and an even heftier charge for
unlimited use. Another scheme charges a
monthly fee for afixed number of hours
of unlimited downloading.
Content is sealed inside encrypted
envelopes, known in Magexspeak by
their trademarked term, Digiboxes. To
open these cyberjewelboxes, you dial up
the site, punch in your credit-card info —
this creates adigital "wailer — and both
the content and accompanying software
you need to open the Digibox are yours.
Payment and usage info are then transferred back to the content provider.
Unlike most of its competitors, Magex's
software emanates from abank — abig,
experienced bank that, by Beverly's reckoning, processes 200 credit-card charges
aminute. What the record labels are
most worried about — the money end of
these transactions—will presumably be
in good hands. Unlike credit-card conversions that average around L5% per
transaction, NatWest will, according to
Beverly, charge "somewhere south of
10%" to process the money and usage
info for UMG.
Several problems loom, however.
Magex is trying to transform the specter
of unregulated copying — or, for those
given to hyperbole, piracy — from a
dollar-siphoning negative into aprofitable marketing tool that they cheerfully term "Superdistribution."
Magex has partnered with Intertrust
Technologies Inc. to use their acclaimed
Digital Rights Management software to
protect intellectual property. What that
means for consumers is that copies of
downloaded content from the UMG
website can't be opened on another computer without first dialing up the UMG
website, forking over anew credit-card
number, and receiving Magex's software.
In effect, this also makes Magex UMG's
keymaster.
"Many people think that music should
be for free, and there's no reason why not.

Baird

We're not policing that. We're not against
that. But if someone wants to get paid for
what they do, then that's adifferent issue
altogether. What really distinguishes
Magex is the persistent protection. Most
delivery systems guarantee security during the download process; once you open
the file, it's free and dear. That's just hopeless. There's no other word for it. It totally turns off the whole notion of protecting content and intellectual property."
The largest obstacle to Magex's unbridled potential success is that it might be
too much too late. The genie of free
music is already out of the box, and
growing. Capitalism's sense ofjustice dictates that once you've gotten something
for free, you ain't never gonna pay for it.
Which means the MP3/Napster generation is probably gone for good. Digital
downloads are free, take up virtually no
space, don't bake or scratch, and if you
simply must have adisc, you can burn
one. Not buying CDs has become an
inalienable right for the college crowd. As
proof, record stores in college towns —
even cool mom-and-pop operations —
are struggling to keep their heads above
the MP3 tide. Napstetcom didn't acquire
millions of users in its first six months of
business for no reason. Not surprisingly,
Beverly feels that Magex has potent
weapons with which to fight the free
Internet audio fever.
"There's a great cultural resistance
out there. There's awhole generation of
15-to-24-year-olds who think music
should be for free. And then someone's
going to come along and say, Uh-oh,
now you gotta pay for it'? What
Universal plans to do is wrap together
content you can only get in this way. If
a consumer wants to buy an Alanis
Morissette album, they can choose to
also have lyrics, guitar transcriptions, a
bit of video, be linked to a ticket
[phone] line, and any number of other
things. For the record labels, it opens up
whole new revenue streams. For the
consumer, it opens up whole new
worlds of products.
"Overall, it changes [the label's website
activities] from amusic business to an
entertainment business. Ourjob is to help
music labels think through the implications of this."
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Warren Zevon

H

e's alittle young for it, perhaps,
and by all recent press reports
still ahale and
hearty fellow, but the
title song of Warren
Zevon's first record in
five years is emblematic of the material
he's given the world
over the past three
decades. "Life'll Kill
Ya" is witheringly pessimistic yet darkly
humorous, and just
defiant enough to make it clear that he's
not acquiescing to the dying of the light,
but still raging against it:
Life'll kill ya
That's what Isaid
Lfe'll kill ya
Then you'll be dead
Wellfind you
Wherever you go
Requiescat in pace
That's all she wrote
Although the context was quite different, English philosopher Thomas Hobbes
wrote that life is "nasty, brutish, and
short," and you have to believe that for
different reasons Zevon is on the same
wavelength. After all, he's the writer and
singer of such memorable songs as
"Roland the Headless Thompson Gunner," in which the ghost of amurdered
mercenary tracks down his killer and
blows him away; "Excitable Boy," in
which apsychopath rubs pot roast on his
chest, then rapes and kills his prom date;
and "Werewolves of London," which
contains one of the most spectacularly
violent and alliterative lines in rock:
"Little old lady got mutilated late last
night."
Yet it's an unbalanced assessment of
Zevon's oeuvre that claims he writes
only about violence and madness. He
has atender streak, too, and has written
more than his share of love songs. It's
just that, by the end of aZevon record,
or perhaps somewhere on the next one,
the relationship has ended badly and the
protagonist suddenly finds himself on
the lain, in detox, or dead. Life'll kill ya,
Stereophile, July 2000
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Building
it seems — or maybe sometimes you
just wish it would.
Warren William Zevon was born
January 24, 1947, in Chicago; his father
was aRussian-Jewish immigrant, his
mother aScots-Welsh Mormon. The
family moved to California, where
Zevon spent his youth in various locales,
including San Francisco, San Pedro, and
Los Angeles. His
father, William, was a
professional gambler,
and subjected his
family to the capricious highs and lows
that go with that
career path.
Zevon received formal music training
and, while in junior
high, became acquainted with famed
Russian composer Igor Stravinsky, who
was then living in the Hollywood Hills.
Zevon's ambition was to become aclassical pianist and composer, but in the
early '60s he picked up the guitar and
became interested in folk music as well.
During his junior year in high school,
Zevon dropped out and drove crosscountry to New York in aCorvette his
father had won in acard game. His
ambition was to become aGreenwich
Village folksinger, but the plan ended
abruptly one night when he was onstage and dropped his pick down the
sound hole of his guitar. Too embarrassed to continue, he fled.
Returning eventually to California,
Zevon moved to L.A., then to San Francisco, where he met and moved in with
Tule Livingston, who became his wife
in 1968. Their son, Jordan, was born the
next year, but the marriage dissolved in
ahaze of drink and drugs.
Throughout the late '60s Zevon supported himself by writing commercial jingles, including one for the Chevy Camaro
and another for Boone's Farm Apple
Wine. He also did session work, for which
he was often woefully unprepared, and
formed the lower-cased folk duo of lyme
and cybelle with high school friend Violet
Santangelo (Zevon was lyme). The pair's
recorded legacy consists of three singles.
The first, "Follow Me," was avery minor
hit, but the Turtles recorded another of
their tunes, "Like the Seasons," as the Bside of "Happy Togethee
In 1969, producer Kim Fowley contacted Zevon with the idea of making a
record, albeit asomewhat exploitative
one. As Zevon told Rolling Stone in 1981,
'Kim Fowley called me up one day and
asked me, `Are you prepared to wear
Stereophile, July 2000
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These days, Wanted — Dead or Alive
sounds sonically primitive (as do many
records of that era), but it does contain
the kernel of themes Zevon would
explore later in his career, including violence (the title track, "A Bullet for
Ramona"), simian surrogates ("Gorilla,"
musically identical to the later "Jungle
Work"), and lost love ("She Quit Me,"
which somehow wound
up on the soundtrack of
the Oscar-winning film
Midnight Cowboy). Elsewhere, the album features hard, blues-based
rock with some pretty
sorry vocal posturing but
some decent guitar work
("Hitchhilcin* Woman,"
"Calcutta"), the countryfolk 'Tule's Blues," and a
very strange rundirough
of— no joke —"Iko Iko." Overall,
Wanted —Dead or Alive probably deserves
its ignominious reputation, and exists
today as acurio for only the most hardcore of Zevon's followers.
In the early '70s Zevon served as the
pianist and musical director for the
Everly Brothers, who at the time were
trying to revitalize their sound. Zevon
et's fhe yeici4tese
brought fresh musicians into the Everlys'
band, including guitarist Waddy Wachtel, who would become alongtime assoelea tet4ecieed
ciate and friend. Zevon's drinking escalated while on tour with the Everlys, but in
other ways his career was beginning to
dà-ececei,
aye
blossom. Thanks to Jackson Browne,
whom Zevon had befriended in 1968, he
came under contract to David Geffen as
ve-2-4
asongwriter, and began putting together
the material that would appear on his
black leather and chains, fuck alot of self-titled album afew years later. He also
married again, in 1974; after some time
teenage girls and get rich?' "Zevon told
spent in Berkeley and L.A., Zevon and
him he was, and the pair began work on
his wife, Crystal, headed for an extended
Wanted —Dead or Alive.
stay in Spain.
Partway through the album Zevon
Once there, Zevon found work
had what he called "an attack of taste"
and asked Fowley if he could finish the
singing for tips in an Irish bar on the
Costa Brava, where he met David
record by himself The producer agreed,
Lindell, aformer soldier of fortune who
and the album was released on Imperial
in 1970. The reaction to it, Zevon would provide source material for and
actually co-write "Roland the Headless
recalled, was "the sound of one hand
Thompson Gunner." Back in L.A.,
clapping."
Over the years, Wanted (which was Browne was angling to up the ante and
score Zevon an actual recording contract,
credited simply to "Zevon," presumably
to make his solo act seem as if it was a at which he finally succeeded. Zevon
signed with Geffen's Asylum Records,
band) has resurfaced from time to time.
It was reissued on vinyl after Excitable and Browne came aboard to produce.
Warren Zevon (Asylum 6E-118) is a
Boy became ahit, but that version deletstaggeringly good album, and, aquartered "Fiery Emblems," aneoclassical/jazz
century later, still stands as Zevon's masinstrumental that closes the album and is
perhaps its most interesting track. Most terpiece. In the liner notes to his 1996
recently, Wanted was reissued fully intact best-of set, /1/ Sleep When I'm Dead (An
Anthology), he says of "The French
on CD as One Way 19048-2.
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Inhaler," the somber song that concluded
side one of the LP: "It helped forge my
richly deserved if long-forgotten reputation as the foremost chronicler of Hollywood life in the '70s."
You can hear Zevon's sardonic wit in
that remark, but, of course, that's exactly
what the song did. "Howie you going
to get around /In this sleazy bedroom
town /If you don't put yourself up for
sale?" he sings at one point. In some
ways, Warren Zevon was an even more
intense version of the Eagles' similarly
themed Hotel California, which came out
the same year.
The album includes other snapshots of
Left Coast lowlife: Zevon name-checks
West Hollywood, the Rainbow Bar, and
the Hyatt House as the sites of his illicit
assignations in "Poor Poor Pitiful Me,"
while the junkie protagonist of "Carmelite waits for his connection "down
on Alvarado Street /By the Pioneer
Chicken stand" (where, his fans have told
him, it isn't actually located). He views a
full moon over Topanga Canyon in the
alluring "Join Me in L.A.," while
"Desperadoes Under the Eaves," which
takes place at the Hollywood Hawaiian
Hotel, contains
Karren Irn an
this dire prediction:
"And
if
California slides
into the ocean /
Like the mystics
and statistics say it
will /Ipredict this
hotel will be
standing /Until I
pay my bill."
But WZ is
much more than
amere Baedeker's guide to La-La Land.
More than almost any other album —
again, with the notable exception of
Hotel California—Warren Zevon captures
the peculiar feel of that place and time,
or at least of its popular myth: the dissolute behavior ("I'll Sleep When I'm
Dead"), the shattered illusions ("The
French Inhaler"), the hopeless relationships ("Hasten Down the Wind"). The
mood is leavened somewhat by Zevon's
gallows humor on "Desperadoes" and
"Poor Poor Pitiful Me," as well as by the
glow of the vacuum tubes on the
prayer-like "Mohammed's Radio."
Otherwise, it's apretty dark ride.
Less applicable to the album's loose
theme, though, is "Mama Couldn't Be
Persuaded," perhaps Zevon's most autobiographical song ever, about his parents' travails and how he came to be.
Equally beside the point is "Frank and
Jesse James," written as atribute to the
Stereophiie, July 2000

Everlys. If nothing else, the latter tune
provides Zevon with the chance to
write afew Coplandesque piano flourishes and contribute another chapter to
the era's somewhat naïve view of rock
'n'rollers as latter-day outlaws.
The denizens of the California rock
scene must have considered Zevon something of acause célèbre, for they turned
out in force— WZ's cast of guest musicians is stellar. In addition to Browne,
players and singers include David
Lindley, Phil Everly, Waddy Wachtel, J.D.
Souther, Lindsey Buckingham, Stevie
Nicks, Bobby Keyes, Glen Frey, Don
Henley, Bonnie Raitt, and Carl Wilson.
The album was acritical favorite, but sold
only moderately well. Most listeners
probably came to it thanks to Browne's
involvement, but even if they did, there's
no way that Zevon's songs didn't leave a
mark on them.
About the same time, Linda Ronstadt
was also helping to raise Zevon's profile
by recording "Hasten Down the Wind"

a Library

as the title track of her 1976 album.
Ronstadt, of course, was the reigning
queen of rock at the time, and had
already championed the work of songwriters like Kate and Anna McGarrigle,
J.D. Souther, and Lowell George, among
others. Eventually, she would record two
more songs from Zevon's debut: Her
1977 effort, Simple Dreams, featured
"Carmelita" and "Poor Poor Pitiful Me."
She also sang alive version of the latter
in the 1978 movie FM.
By the time Zevon returned in '78 with
Excitable Boy (Asylum 118-2), the pump
was primed for him to score acommercial
hit, and that's what happened. "Werewolves of London" was hardly an acrossthe-board smash (this was the disco era),
but it did rise to No21 and helped earn
the album aGold Record. The song was a
boon to Zevon's career but has since
become something of aburden —even
today, he can't play aconcert without
induding it. He's said he doesn't mind, but
it can't be fun for Zevon —as intellectually rigorous asongwriter as you'll find—
that his only hit is asong perceived by
many as amere novelty.
Excitable Boy contains three other
songs that have
{S‘?1 rt'll ¡PI all
proved equally enduring: the darkly
comic title track,
with its protagonist,
a coddled child
turned into acertifiable (yet equally
coddled) monster;
"Lawyers, Guns and
Money," which prowrestler-curnMinnesota-governor
Jesse Ventura declares to be his favorite
song, and which was performed by
Zevon at his inauguration; and "Roland
the Headless Thompson Gunner;" asavage tall tale that still often serves as the
dramatic centerpiece of Zevon's concerts.
Those songs alone would make most
other albums pale in comparison. Good
thing, too—they had no help from the
rest of the album. Beyond those four
tracks, Excitable Boy is painfully thin. Its
nine songs clock in at just over 30 minutes, short even by '70s standards, and
include such largely unfinished ideas as
"Nighttime in the Switching Yard" and
"Johnny Strikes Up the Band" (which
does have agreat guitar solo by Wachtel).
The problem was Zevon's alcoholism, which by 1977 was nearly out
of control. He and Crystal separated for
atime (by then they had adaughter,
Ariel), but eventually reconciled. The
album was released and Zevon hit the
-
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Building
road, but he was acomplete wreck.
With the notion that drinking himself
to death was aromantic and vaguely
literary way to go,
Zevon occasionally
referred to his Stolichnaya-stoked self
as "F. Scott Fitzzevon." In Chicago,
he fell off the stage.
He dubbed his
show the "Jett Rink
Tour" after James
Dean's character in
Giant, who passes out in the middle of a
drunken speech.
The next two years went by in ablur,
with Zevon attempting to dry out, failing, and finally being confronted by
friends and family in an intervention
that seemed to scare him straight. The
strain cost him his second marriage,
though, and he and Crystal split up for
good. Zevon seldom writes autobiographically, but his struggles are in evidence on 1980's Bad Luck Streak in
Dancing School (Elektra 60561-2).
Opening with a pair of blasts from
Zevon's .44 Magnum, which had been
pictured lovingly on the sleeve of
Excitable Boy, the new album finds
Zevon also firing shots, if metaphorical
ones and mostly at himself:
The title track is full of the kind of
empty promises he had probably been
delivering for the better part of a
decade: "Swear to God I'll Change," he
sings over and over again. On "EmptyHanded Heart," he takes the measure of
what his behavior has cost him and
wonders if he'll ever find love again.
(Ronstadt sings alovely descant on the
song, one of Zevon's most effective ballads.) "Gorilla You're a Desperado"
attempts to make light of the situation,
as Zevon switches places with agorilla
from the zoo, only to see it, too, fall victim to life's vicissitudes — the ape gets
divorced, gets depressed, tries to keep
himself busy. "Still he's shackled to a
platinum chain," Zevon sings, and by
then we know who the real caged animal is. He can't laugh off "Bed of
Coals," though, agrim ballad full of
genuine pain and remorse that raises the
specter of an early death. "I pray for the
power /To turn it around," he sings in
the third verse. "I'm too old to die
young /And too young to die now."
Even as Zevon's personal life grew
more chaotic, another sign that he had
arrived professionally was "Jeannie
Needs aShooter," apre-existing Springsteen original about love and violent
Stereophile, July 2000
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We Didn't Like" (a line cribbed from
Thomas McGuane's novel Panama) and
was Zevon's first undertaken while sober.
His sense of renewed
energy (more than
likely mixed with a
hint of fear) is palpable, and the kinetic set
has to be regarded as
one of the great live
albums in rock history. Make that one of
the great lost live
albums —for whatever reason, Elektra has never released it
on CD. These days, if you can't find it in
aused-LP store, you'll have to settle for
acassette version, which is an absolute
travesty.
On the one hand, Stand in the Fire
serves as anifty summation of Zevon's
first three Asylum discs. It contains versions of some of his best songs, including "Jeannie," "Mohammed's Radio,"
"Lawyers, Guns and Money," "Poor
Poor Pitiful Me," and "Werewolves of
London." Significantly, on this album,
the werewolf is sipping aPerrier, not a
piña colada, at Trader Vic's.
There are also three new songs on the
disc — the title track and "The Sin," a
4.ekve
pair of slashing rockers, and acompletely unhinged take of the rock chestnut
"Bo Diddley's aGunslinger." For those
ect,soeeee vet.sic-et,
who have only seen Zevon play solo, as
he has for the greater part of his career,
Stand in the Fire is apotent reminder of
e*hecit.
eelhow infinitely more exciting Zevon's
shows can be when he has afull band to
play off of.
es4scr4de etewesee".
In 1982, Zevon released The Envoy
(Asylum 60159-A), which also has yet
to see the light of day on CD. The title
betrayal that Zevon tweaked and made
song is atribute to President Carter's
his own. The album's best song, though,
"shuttle diplomat" Philip Habib, and
is "Play It All Night Long," agrotesque
tale of aFaulkneresque family that is perhaps the most solid evidence available that Zevon didn't mind playing to
twisted in almost every way imaginable
an increasingly small and esoterically
—aim,Springer episode two decades too
inclined audience. There is also "The
early. What's most memorable is the
Overdraft," which he wrote with novelsong's chorus, which casually mentions
ist McGuane, whose own work is the
Lynyrd Skynyrd's fatal plane crash:
literary equivalent of Zevon's more
"'Sweet Home Alabama,' "Zevon sings,
testosterone-fueled songs. (Zevon also
"Play that dead band's song." It's an overcounted among his bookish friends Ken
the-top classic of which David Letterman
once quipped, "I'm no linguist, but I Millar, aka detective novelist Ross
MacDonald.)
believe Warren Zevon may be the only
The album has its share of grim
man in the history of human communication to use the word `brucellosis' in a moments, most notably the drug-dealgone-bad vignette "Charlie's Medicine"
song."
Later the same year, Zevon released a and "Ain't That Pretty At All," in which
white-hot live album, Stand in the Fire Zevon plans to hurl himself against a
(Asylum 5E-519-A SP), recorded during wall because "I'd rather feel bad than not
feel anything at all." But there's also
afive-night stand at L.A.'s Roxy. The
tour was dubbed "The Dog Ate the Part "Jesus Mentioned," an absurdist take on

ece edece,
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Elvis (a topic to which Zevon would
return), and atrio of attitudinally upbeat
love songs: "Let Nothing Come
Between You," "Looking for the Next
Best Thing," and "Never Too Late for
Love." The last is aslow ballad that
sounds like atrial balloon Zevon is floating to convince himself that, indeed, it's
not too late. Still, "The Envoy" marks a
decided, if only temporary, change in the
singer's romantic disposition.
And then — silence. Zevon was
dropped by Elektra, went through another
round of personal traumas, and didn't
make another new record for five years. In
1986, Martin Scorsese's film The Color of
Money featured Tom Cruise strutting
around apoolroom to "Werewolves of
London," and perhaps for that reason
Elektra released A Quiet Normal Life: The
Best of Warren Zevon (Asylum 60503-2).
The 14-song set is apoor assessment of
Zevon's early career, though. It contains no
songs from the live album, and, in an even
greater faux pas, excises the final verse of
"Lawyers, Guns and Money" —the one
with Zevon's memorable cry, "The shit
has hit the fan!" If for only that reason, the
set is to be avoided in favor of the later
anthology, Fll Sleep When Fm Dead.
In 1987, Zevon was back, and with a
vengeance. He recorded Sentimental
Hygiene
(Virgin
90603-2)
with
R.E.M. instrumentalists Peter Buck,
Mike Mills, and Bill
Berry, plus such
guests
as
Neil
Young, David Lindley, Bob Dylan,
Don Henley, Brian
Setzer, and George
Clinton. Whether it
was the excitement
of getting afresh start on anew label,
being able to use acore group of musicians completely familiar with one another, or just that he was tanned, rested, and
ready, and had written aterrific batch of
new songs, the resulting album was
Zevon's best since his Asylum debut of
more than adecade before.
The title is aphrase of the sort that confirms Zevon's status as one of rock's great
wordsmiths, however he comes by the
talent. "'This is an example of one of those
titles that just come to me unbidden," he
wrote in the notes to Fll Sleep When I'm
Dead. "I emerge from amomentary daze
to congratulating myself."
With good reason, as it turned out.
The song itself is ablazing rocker made
more intense by Neil Young's soaring
guitar solo. At the same time, it addressStereophile, July 2000

es the personal unrest that had plagued
Zevon for almost his entire career:
"Everybody's had to hurt about it /No
one wants to go without it / Ineed
some /sentimental hygiene."
Along those same lines, "Detox
Mansion" — about the ratified air of
Betty Ford-type clinics—takes on a
topic with which Zevon has more than a
passing familiarity, but in ways both hilarious and smart: "I've been raking leaves
with Liza /Me and Liz clean up the
yard," Zevon smirks. But it's also about
leading atabloid life, and how you can
miss it even when you've used up all
your fun tickets. "Growin' fond of Detox
Mansion /And this quiet life Ilead," he
continues, "But I'm dying to tell my story
/For all my friends to read."
Sentimental Hygiene also sports the two-
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fisted rocker "Boom Boom Mancini,"
which deals with the mixed repulsion
and fascination that boxing inspires;
"Reconsider Me," atender mid-tempo
tune that tries to coax a lover back
home; and "Even a Dog Can Shake
Hands," apiss-take on showbiz phonies.
The last tune served as the theme song
to last year's short-lived Fox series Action,
which, not coincidentally, was about
showbiz phonies. "Here's my dinner
joke," Zevon told Wall of Sound earlier
this year. "Action got canceled so fast that
Iwas younger when Igot the news."
The Sentimental Hygiene sessions finished aday early; in the extra time, Zevon
and the R.E.M. gang blasted through a
batch of covers: old blues tunes like
"Travelin' Riverside Blues," "Wang Dang
Doodle," "Crosscut Saw," "Junko
Pardnee and "Mannish Boy," plus country and folk classics "Vigilante Man" and
"I'm aOne Woman Man," and more current rock songs like Prince's "Raspberry
Beret" and the Georgia Satellites'
"Battleship Chains." The recordings went
unreleased for several years, but eventually, at the insistence of Zevon's then-managen Andrew Slater, they were issued in
1990 as Hindu Love Gods (Giant 24406-2).
The name was one that R.E.M. had used
in days past when they played club gigs
under apseudonym.
The band was reportedly not amused
y
)
the
album's
release, and, in retrospect, neither was
Zevon. "It sold for
like a dollar," he
complained to Goldmine in 1995.
Still, for all the
upset caused by
Hindu Love Gods, it's
apretty cool little record. True, the song
choices are fairly obvious, but that's part
of the record's charm. It's the sort of session the public seldom gets to hear: a
group of musicians coming together
from different places to speak acommon language of classic blues, country,
and folk. Offhand, backing asingersongwriter — even one, like Zevon,
with the ability to rock with authority
— with jangle-pop alt-rockers such as
R.E.M. might have seemed astretch,
but it worked on Sentimental Hygiene and
it worked on Hindu Love Gods. If Zevon
is right and you can buy it for adollar, it's
adeal you should readily accept.
Before Love Gods, though, Zevon did
one more for Virgin: 1989's Transverse
City (91068-2). It's been said of certain
songwriters that they're too smart for
113
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Building
their own good. Zevon probably didn't
set out to prove that about himself, but
that's what happened. Drunk — this
time not on Stoli, but on the twisted
metafiction of Thomas Pynchon
Gravity's Rainbow, Vineland) —Zevon set
out to create aloose concept album
about adystopian city of the not-toodistant future.
But for all the puzzled looks and
shrugs it inspired, Transverse City was
hardly aRush album.
True, "Run Straight
Down" leads off with
alist of carcinogens
that are hard to pronounce, much less
sing tunefully ("4Aminobiphenyl,
hexachlorobenzene /
Dimethyl
sulfate,
chloromethyl
methylether 1/41,
while the title track
throws off lines like "Here's the harvest
of contusions /Here's the narcoleptic
dream." But give credit where it's due:
The album holds together thematically,
even with side trips into Soviet politics
("Turmoil"), Michael Jackson'? wacky
world ("Splendid Isolation"), and the culture of shopping ("Down in the Mall").
If nothing else, Transverse showcases
the playing of some of rock's best guitarists. Jerry Garcia guests on the title
track and "They Moved the Moon,"
while Neil Young sits in on "Gridlock,"
and David Gilmour plays on "Run
Straight Down." Also present are
Waddy Wachtel, David Lindley, and
Heartbreaker Mike Campbell. Too bad
for Zevon that he was out ahead of the
curve on the cyberpunk thing — the rest
of the world didn't catch on until
Transverse City was already forgotten,
and Zevon's deal with Virgin expired.
In 1990, Zevon signed with Irving
Azon Giant Records — an interesting
move, considering Azoff had been his
manager in the early '80s. The label's
first inclination was to release Hindu Love
Gods. A bad sign —obviously, they were
more interested in peddling R.E.M:s hip
cachet than in reestablishing their own
artist's foundering reputation.
Zevon's first actual record for Giant
was 1991's Mr. Bad Example (24431-2),
one of his lesser efforts. Songs like
"Finishing Touches," "Quite Ugly One
Morning," and "Angel Dressed in
Black" rock hard but lack lyrical edge.
Even more disappointing is "Renegade,"
with its chorus of "I am arenegade /
I've been arebel all my life." What
could be more useless than arebel who
Stereophik, July 2000
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has to so loudly announce his intentions? The title track also tries alittle too
hard to play off of Zevon's penchant for
wackiness and cruelty.
On the other hand, Mr. Bad Example
does contain "Model Citizen," adroning but darkly comic rocker. "Down in
the basement / I've got aCraftsman
lathe /Show it to the children /When
they misbehave," Zevon sings. "Things
to Do in Denver When You're Dead"
— its title was lifted for an unmemorable 1995 film — is also funny and
worthwhile, but best of all is the serious
"Searching for a Heart." Originally
penned for the 1989 Alan Rudolph
film, Love at Large (for which Zevon and
Mark Isham supplied the soundtrack,
Virgin 91359-2, now deleted), the lyric
delivers abasic truth about love: "You
can't start it like acar /You can't stop it
with agun."
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Learning to Flinch (Giant 24493-2),
released in 1993, is alive album recorded
on a DAT machine at various shows
around the globe. It's generous-17 songs
in an hour and aquarter—but the sound
is about what you'd expect of aboard tape:
not great. Zevon plays solo here; Flinch
offered him achance to recontextualize
the most important songs from his entire
career, but the album is an opportunity
partially blown. All of Zevon's material
holds up extremely
well under the harsh
scrutiny of a solo
"unplugged" performance, but the sound
is aconstant distraction.
Still, completists
will want to take note
of several songs making their first appearance on a Zevon
album: the paranoid
rant "Worrier King," the autobiographical "Piano Fighter," and the best of the
lot, "The Indifference of Heaven," aparticularly melancholy song about yet
another romantic disaster that takes a
long, hard look into ableak future while
ripping on two fellow songwriters and
their spouses: "They say 'Everything's all
right' /They say Better days are near' /
they tell us, 'These are the good times' /
but they don't live around here /Billy
and Christie don't /Bruce and Patti don't
/They don't live around here." Ouch.
Following that solo live album,
Zevon made much of his 1995 studio
album, Mutineer (Giant 24618-2), on his
own. And while you'd think the guy
who'd written the ironic "Splendid
Isolation" would have taken his own
words to heart, chances are that the constraints on Zevon's project were more
financial than creative. At times the
album sounds more like ademo than
finished work — rhythms plod, and
Zevon seldom pushes himself as he
would in amore conventional recording
situation. Still, some of the material
stands out, including "Seminole Bingo,"
which he wrote with Miami journalist
and novelist Carl Hiassen. The pair also
co-wrote "Rottweiler Blues," a song
about millennial paranoia that warns
"Don't knock on my door /If you don't
know my rottweiler's name." "Piano
Fighter" and "The Indifference of
Heaven," both introduced on Learning to
Flinch, appear here in studio versions,
and both are better for their new, more
elaborate arrangements. On the whole,
though, the record is more or less
emblematic of Zevon's stint at Giant:
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Everything was seemingly done on the
cheap, and Z,evon's career suffered for it.
After Mutineer, Zevon once again
found himself without acontract. The
news wasn't all bad, however. In 1996,
Rhino Records put together abest-of
collection that, unlike the Elektra set
from years before, was truly worthy of
Zevon's artistry: I'll Slap When I'm Dead
(An Anthology) (Rhino R2 73510). With
44 songs spread over two and ahalf
hours, it covers all of Z,evon's essentials
and includes afew rarities, among them
"Frozen Notes," an unreleased track
from the Evritabk Boy era, and anumber
of songs from his various stints as amusical gun-for-hire on movies and television
shows: "Roll With the Punches," from
HBO's Tales from the Crypr, "You Don't
Know What Love Is," from the film Love
at Large, "If You Won't Leave Me I'll Find
Someone Who Will," one of his best
titles ever, intended for Route 66 (for
which Zevon served as musical director);
and "Real or Not," from the William
Shatner vehicle TekWar. The set also
marks the only appearance on CD of
songs from Stand in the Fire and The Envoy.
With no new record on the horizon,
Zevon pent the next five years looking
into different areas —he did his film and

TV gigs (including playing himself on
shows such as Larry Sanders, Dram On, and
Suddenly Susan), and occasionally sat in
behind the keyboards for Late Show with
David Letterman bandleader Paul Shafer.
He finished along-in-the-works symphony, though nothing much has come of it
yet. He also took on more esoteric interests: As he told Rollietonecom,"I decided
Iwanted to play the flute like Hubert
Laws. Idecided Ishould be able to read
Pater Nosier in Russian. Both of those are
pretty difficult goals, but even alaughable
attempt at either one can keep you busy as
amotherfucker for years and years."
Eventually, he came back to writing
and recording songs again, with no definite idea of what to do with them. He
played atape of the songs for afew people, including Jackson Browne, who
sent it to his friend Danny Goldberg, a
record executive who just happened to
be starting his own label, Artemis
Records. As Zevon told Salon earlier this
year, "Jackson Browne comes along
every 15 years and helps me get ajob as
Warren Zevon." The result this time
was Lfe'll Kill Ya (Artemis 751003-2).
Maybe these five-year sabbaticals are
good for Zevon. Just as he came back
strong with Sentimental Hygiene, the new
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album is his best effort since then. It's
wickedly funny, thanks to songs like
"For My Next Trick I'll Need a
Volunteer," which leads with the priceless verse, "I can saw awoman in two /
But you won't wanna look in the box
when I'm through /Ican make love
disappear /For my next trick I'll need a
volunteer." There's also "Porcelain
Monkey," ascathing tune about how
Elvis threw away his life and career — a
subject of special interest to Zevon.
Most notable on Life'll Kill Ya, however,
are the songs that deal with aging and
declining health: "Don't Let Us Get
Sick," the title track, and "My Shit's
Fucked Up." You could even extend the
metaphor of the lead track, "I Was in the
House When the House Burned Down,"
to be about ahuman body that's falling
apart. At 53, Zevon isn't exactly looking
for the Grim Reaper to come knocking
anytime soon, but you can tell that the
thought has crossed his mind. All of these
songs hit their marks, yet you can tell that
his tongue is in his cheek as he delivers
them. Zevon has been counted out in life
and in music as much as or more than the
next guy, and he's still here, scarred but
standing tall. His "shit" may be "fucked
up," but life hasn't killed him yet.
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Recording of the Vonth
and realistic dynamics in Shelly
Marine's drumming — minus the
I
Sonny Roll
brutal digital sibilance and glare
,the freelance years
that has marred past transfers. And
the enhanced sense of timbral
smoothness and soundstage depth
to these original masters allows
you to delve even deeper into the
heart of this pianoless trio's special
brand of interplay, and the giddy
joy of Rollins' mix of SaturdayCO 1IMPOCAIWICOMOIIGS
COMflilt 101£111
afternoon C&W and after-midnight modern jazz. Particular pleaould that we could reclaim the glory days of sures are Rollins' masterful rhythmic displacements in
hard bop, when giants walked the Earth, with- working his way back into the head of "Way Out West" and
out returning to the nadir of legalized apartheid. his protean effusions on "Come, Gone," the latter inspiring
Would that we were all young again in that blink of an eye Brown and Manne to swing so hard you could plotz already.
Rollins displays still greater mastery of the trio form ayear
before the coming of Omette Coleman and the ascension
ofJohn Coltrane, when Sonny Rollins first hit frill stride as later with Max Roach and Oscar Pettiford on The Freedom
aleader and improviser. People still yearn for those bygone Suite, where his collaborators display an even more advanced
days in pre-Beatles America when the second wave of feel for spontaneous orchestrations. Rollins makes one of his
boppers — aremarkable assortment of innovative African- most profound conceptual statements in the title suite, a
American instrumentalists and composers—sang their heady mix of blues moods and protest. Again, the transparency of these masters allows one to hear more dearly
freedom song at the tail end of the Jim Crow era.
Still, the wonders of the recording age are such that we can where edits of transitional themes were plugged into the
return anew to these early peaks in Sonny Rollins' illustrious spontaneously conceived sections. Takes in the context of
career without requiring him to remain frozen in time like a these seminal sessions —Sonny's underrated quartet with
human jukebox. That was apainful time of transition for Sonny Clarke, Percy Heath, and Roy Haynes, and his west
Rollins and Max Roach, whose telepathic brand of sponta- coast super-session with Manne, Leroy Vinnegar, Hampton
neous creation endured and deepened in the wake of Hawes, and Barney Kessel —shine all the more brightly,
Clifford Brown and Richie Powell's fatal auto accident in the particularly on Rollins' cheeky, bravura readings of chestnuts
from the Al Jolson canon, "Toot, Toot Tootsie" and "Rocksummer of 1956. But for that fateful night on the
Pennsylvania Turnpike, Brown & Roach, Inc. (with Rollins A-Bye Your Baby With aDixie Melody."
Elsewhere, Rollins' final appearances as asideman —
taking over the tenor chair from Harold Land) were poised
to step forward as the New York Yankees of modern jazz with lhelonious Monk, Kenny Dorham, and vocalist
combos. Suddenly, it was all taken away, and, at the comple- Abbey Lincoln — are further indications of his growing
tion of his Prestige contact, Sonny found himself thrust into mastery. It's wonderful to hear how the saxophonist's terse
the role of aleader, and so began freelancing around New melodic ideas and intervallic leaps echo and extend
York, recording for Blue Note, Verve, Orrin Keepnews' Monk's conception on their hilarious romp through the
Riverside Records, and Lester Koenig's Contemporary label. tide track, or how he sustains the magisterial elegance of
The Freelance Yeats commemorates Rollins' arrival as a the theme to "Pannonica" through acomplex weave of
mature improvise4 and complementing the glory of the music phrases. On the equestrian tempos of "I'll Remember
is the pristine quality of these new remasterings of the original April," he and Roach re-create the galloping dynamism of
tapes. For instance, they've reclaimed the lost Monk intro Brown & Roach, Inc. at their best with erstwhile sub
edited on to the front end of "Ba-Lue Bolivar Ba-Lues-Are" on Kenny Dorham. And Rollins' restraint, àla Lester Young,
the earlier Monk box (Complete Riverside Recordings, Riverside on the Lincoln session adds theatrical drama and melodic
22), but minus the noise and cradling. (Perhaps they found a tenderness to the singer's tough-love readings of dark ballads, particularly those from the Billie Holiday songbook.
piece of the master tape to replace ascratchy old LP transfer.)
In short, The Freelance Yeats is acoherent, definitive snapAnd several remasterings down the road, sweet Jesus, we
finally have adefinitive rendering of the 1957 Way Out West shot of the artist as ayoung man, just before he left for his
trio session: newly revealed low-level information and reverb sabbatical on the Williamsburg Bridge, where the tenor saxtrails surround Rollins' horn, there arc greater extension and ophonist re-invented himself in the first of several creative
—Chip Stern
focus to Ray Brown's bass, and awealth of newfound details reassessments that continue apace to this day.

SONNY ROLLINS: The Freelance Years
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax; Clark Terry, Kenny
Dorham, trumpet; Jimmy Cleveland, trombone; Ernie Henry, alto sax; Thelonious
Monk, Hank Jones, Sonny Clark, Wynton
Kelly, Gil Cog,gins, Hampton Hawes, piano;
Victor Feldman, vibes; Barney Kessel, Oscar
Pettiford, Ray Brown, Paul Chambers,
Wendell Marshall, Leroy Vinegar, bass; Max
Roach, Shelly Manne, Roy Haynes, Kenny
Dennis, drums; Abbey Lincoln, vocals
Riverside 5RCD-4427-2 (5 CDs). 2000. Orrin
Keepnews, Lester Koenig, Leonard Feather,
original prods.; Eric Miller, compilation prod.;
Dave Luke, tape transfers; Kirk Felton, remastering. AAD. Ti: 5:58:42
Performance *****
Sonics *****
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Adcom GFA 545
$249
GFA 555 II
$549
Arcam Alpha 8
$249
Audio Source Amp One $149
MK M-200 Sonata
$995
BAT VK-60
$2995
Cambridge Al MK3SE $195
Carver AV405
$395
Cary 300 SEI LX20
$3295
300 SE Mono's
$2095
C-J MF-2300 A
$1895
Motif MS 100
$1149
Counterpoint NPS100A $895
Graaf 5050
$2195
Harmon Kardon PM-665 $325
Jadis DA-5
$2995
Krell KSA 150
$2395
MDA 300's
$4995
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$5895
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$8 95
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Cables-n-things
AQ Diamond 1m XLR
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Bybee Pro w/pure pwr $1249
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Magnan Vi 4' RCA
$295
MIT MH 750 Flus ESP« $395
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CLAUDIO ARRAU
Early Years, Early Recordings
The Early Years
Schumann: Carnival. Short works by Chopin, Liszt,
Schubert, others.
Claudio Arrau, piano
Marston 52023-2 (2 CDs). 2000. Ward Marston,
prod. AAD. TT: 2:24:38
Performance
Sonics **
The Early Recordings
Schumann: Carnival. Weber: Sonata 1. Short works
by Chopin, Liszt.
Claudio Arrau, piano
Pearl GEMS 0070 (2 CDs). 2000. Roger Beardsley,
prod. AAD. Tr: 2:29:05
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

T

he photo on the back cover of
Claudio An-au: The Early Years tells
much about what the set's two
discs contain. While we're used to seeing the Chilean pianist as adebonair,
mustachioed adult, this younger, probably teenaged Arrau exudes confidence,
and ahint that he's up to something
nefarious.
That wouldn't mean much if the
disc's second cut — arare 1921 recording
of Schubert's Moment Musical, Op.94
No3 — didn't show an Arrau light-years
away from the bearer of the weighty
profundities of his final years. Besides
being lighter on his fingers, his playing is
characterized — highly characterized —
by ahalting grotesqueness in the spirit of
German tale-spinner E.T.A. Hoffmann.
Maybe such asensibility isn't appropriate
to this work — it's Schubert, not Schumann — but it captures aside of Arrau's
personality that informs much of what
follows, and is arevelation that might be
particularly important to American
pianophiles.
Arrau's American career didn't begin
until the 1940s, and even then he was regularly eclipsed by sexier keyboard personalities like Arthur Rubinstein and any
number of Russians — Arrau was never
the giant here that he was in Europe. But
Americans missed the entire first third of
his artistic journey. Witty, conversational
playing is hardly what one associates with
Arrau from middle age on, but once
experienced in these early recordings, you
can hear it in his oft-reissued 1939
Carnival in away that was never apparent
before, and that even lurks within the
more considered, less spontaneous
recordings that came much later.
Taken completely on their own merits, these recordings are among the most
remarkable pre-war piano recordings to
be heard. The Chopin Etudes offer not
Stereophile, July 2000
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only asense of interplay
between the phrases
that make them seem
like coded diary entries,
but a comprehensiveness of interpretation
as well. Everything—
even the most humble,
left-handed accompaniment figure — has been
taken into consideration
in order to achieve a
total impact. Even passages that other pianists
play simply as exercises
in technical problems
have emotional weight.
Elsewhere in the set
is some remarkable
Liszt, such as Au bord
d'une source and Les jeux
d'eaux a la Villa clEste,
that corresponds with
written accounts of
Liszt's own playing: Although he can often be too reserved, Joshua Bell's emotional control
brings needed focus to Nicholas Maw's difficult Violin Concerto.
Stentorian attacks are
absent, in their place
subtle moldings of color. And when alongside the great post-romantic conArrau does show off his technique, in certos of Sibelius and Barber. Memories
Liszes recastings of Paganini, it's some of of the 1993 premiere of this grandly conceived 40-minute work — which was
the best "sport" playing you'll ever hear.
The buyer's problem here is that two initially received with baffling indifferrival labels have brought out nearly iden- ence — are confirmed and increasingly
tical sets, both transferred beautifully magnified in successive listenings to this
from the original 78s, both capturing recording, made by its original intertheir elusive bass response. Marston's has preters, Joshua Bell and conductor Roger
the slightly leaner sound, while Pearl's Norrington.
The harmonic language has the
emphasizes room ambience to the point
of sonic tubbiness. The decision mainly expressive astringency of William
involves repertoire: Marston draws the Walton (winds and brass are key parts of
line at pre-war recordings, so The Early the sonority) and the ominous amorYears doesn't include Arrau's 1940 phousness of Peter Maxwell Davies'
recording of Weber's Sonata 1. If you're more pastoral pieces, fused into ahybrid
of the belief that this work is awoefully personality of its own. And Ido mean its
underappreciated landmark of the early own, having attempted to come to
romantic period, The Early Recordings is terms with Maw's gargantuan Odyssey
the one to get. However, the Marston symphony and having failed as surely as
has the 1921 Schubert performance that Iseem to have succeeded in understanding this concerto. The main differchanged my whole view of Arrau's art.
ence between the earlier and more
—David Petrick Stearns
recent work is form: In the Concerto,
Maw's considerable fantasy is contained
NICHOLAS MAW
by some reasonably traditional outlines.
Violin Concerto
The first movement is the least conJoshua Bell, violin; Roger Norrington, London
ventional, announcing itself with chords
Philharmonic Orchestra
suggesting all manner of expressive and
Sony Classical SK 62856 (CD). 2000. Grace Row,
prod.; Charles Harbutt, eng. DDD. TT: 41:50
harmonic ambivalence, then proceeding
Performanc
with asuccession of motives that manSonics
age to not call agreat deal of attention to
hile new concertos come and themselves but support an entrancing
go more quickly than you can harmonic construction, allowing the
say "Yo-Yo Ma," Nicholas music to take you on an inward musical
Maw's 1993 Violin Concerto, now mak- journey without being aware of what
ing astrangely belated appearance on means you're taking to get there. The
CD, may be akeeper — something to set second movement is apersonalized ver-
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AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS
Utilizing the Latest Technology

FREE catalog!\

SACD'

•DVD

24/96

AUDIO

Acoustic Sounds stocks the highest quality recordings available today.
SACD. DVD 24/96. XRCD. 45 RPM vinyl. plus all audiophile labels.
Audioquest SACDs (Dual-layered, also plays on CD player)
BluesOuest (Sampler)
Mighty Sam McClain /Soul Survivor
Terry Evans /Putting It Down
Doug MacLeod /Unmarked Road
Joe Beard /For Real

SACD =CADOS
SACD -CAMS
SACD -CADO SA
SACD -CADO SA
SACD =CAN) SA

1052
1053
1038
1046
1049

$24.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

SACD =COMP 02
SACD =COMP 03
SACD =COMP 04
SACD =COMP 07

$30.00
$30 00
$30.00
$30.00

DMP SACDs (Dual-layered, also plays on CD player)
DMP does DSD (Sampler)
Stockholm Jazz Orchestra /Tango
Steve Davis /Quality of Silence
Jay Leonhart /Salamander Pie
Sony SACOs

XRCD

wwwatolislicsounds:coin
•

45RF
'4"1"1.1
114
V

Ps

Classic Records (24/96 Audio DVD) DADs
Rachmaninoff /Symphonic Dances
John Lee Hooker /Mr. Lucky
Glory/Original Soundtrack
John Lee Hooker/ Boom Boom
Zoot Sims and Al Cohn /Either Way
Terry Evans /Blues for thought
Hank Mobley /Roll Call
Freddie Hubbard /Open Sesame
Muddy Waters /Folk Singer
Cannonball Adderley /Miles Davis /Somethin' Else
Kenny Drew /Undercurrent
Lou Donaldson /Lou Takes Off
John Coltrane /Blue Train
Duke Ellington &Louis Armstrong /Great Reunion

DVD =CDAD 1004
DVD =CDAD 1007
DVD =CDAD 1008
DVD =CDAD 1011
DVD =CDAD 1012
DVD =CDAD 1014
DVD -CDAD 1016
DVD =CDAD 1019
IND =CDAD 1020
DVD =CDAD 1022
DVD -CDAD 1024
DVD =CDAD 1026
DVD =CDAD 1028
CND =CDAD 1031

$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00

CO -CJVC 60139
CD -CJVC 60140
CO -CJVC 60141
CO =CJVC 60172
CO =CJVC 60214
CO =CJVC 60372
CD =CJVC 60373
CD =CJVC 60159
CO =CJVC 60088
CO =CJVC 60158
CD =CJVC 60244

$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99
$26.99

JVC's Latest XRCDs

All Sony SACDs are single layered and can only be played on aSACD
player. This is not acomplete listing. More recordings are available.
Classical
Beethoven /Sym. #6 /Bruno Walter/ CSO
SACD =CSON 06012
Brahms /Sym. #4/Bruno Walter/ CSO
SACD =CSON 06113
Mozart /Sym. #38 &40 /Bruno Walter /CSO
SACD =CSON 06494
Mozart: Piano Conc. 20 827 /Perahia /ECO
SACD =CSON 42241
Bernstein /Rhapsody in Blue /NYP/CSO
SACD =CSON 89033 SA
Antonio Vivaldi /The Four Seasons
SACD =CSON 80939 SA
Jazz
Thelonious Monk /Strait No Chaser
SACD =CSON 64886
Louis Armstrong Plays W. C. Handy
SACD =CSON 64925
Miles Davis /Kind of Blue
SACD =CSON 64935
Billie Holiday /Lady In Satin
SACD =CSON 65144
Weather Report /Heavy Weather
SACD =CSON 65108
The Dave Brubeck Quartet /Time Out
SACD =CSON 65122
Miles Davis /Sketches of Spain
SACD CSON 65142
Charles Mingus /Mingus Ah Urn
SACD =CSON 65512
Pop
Celine Dion /All The Way /ADecade Of Song
SACD =CSON 63760 SA
Journey /Escape
SACD CSON 67722 SA
Di Meola, McLaughlin /Friday Night in San Fran
SACD =CSON 65168
Michael Jackson /Thriller
SACD =CSON 38112
Billy Joel /52nd Street
SACD =CSON 69385
Mariah Carey /#1's
SACD -CSON 6%70
Aerosmith /Rocks
SACD =CSON 57363
Meat Loaf /Bat Out of Hell
SACD =CSON 24974
Stevie Ray Vaughan /Couldn't Stand the Weather
SACD =CSON 65871

$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95

Telarc SACDs (Dual-layered, also plays on CO player)
Monty Alexander /Stir It Up /Music Bob Marley
On Broadway /Kunzel /Cincinnati Pops Orch
Dave Brubeck /40th Anniv. Tour of the U.K
Tango /Elegy for Those Who Are No Longer
McCoy Tyner w/Stanley Clarke /Al Foster
Dukas /Sorcerers Apprentice Sym. La Peri
John Pizzarelli /Kisses in the Rain
Stravinsky: Firebird /Shaw /Atlanta
Handel/Bach /Hoist /Fennell /Cleveland

SACO =CIEL 83469 SA
SACD =CIEL 80498 SA
SACD =urn_ 83440 SA
SACD =CIEL 80526 SA
SACO =CIEL 83488 SA
SACD =CIEL 80515 SA
SACD =CIEL 83491 SA
SACD =CIEL 80039 SA
SACD =CIEL 80036 SA

$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00

APO (24/96 Audio, with Video) DVD
Honey Boy Edwards - Shake 'Em On Down (wAlideo)
DVD =CAPOD 2010

$30 00

Chesiry Records (2036 Audio) DVDs

Bill Evans /Portrait in Jazz
Bill Evans /Explorations
Bill Evans /Waltz For Debbie
Bill Evans /Interplay
Bill Evans /Moonbeams
Bill Evans /Green Dolphin
Bill Evans /How My Heart Sings
John Coltrane /Soultrane
Sonny Rollins /Way Out West
Sonny Rollins /Saxophone Colossus
Sonny Rollins And The Contemporary Leaders

Columbia (Classic Records) 45 RPM LPS -180 Gram
Brahms 4th Symphony /Walter /CSO (4LP)
Miles Davis /Kind of Blue (4LP)
Charles Mingus /Ah Um (4LP)
Dave Brubeck Quartet /Time Out (4LP)

LP
LP
LP
LP

-ACCS
-ACCS
=ACCS
=ACCS

6113-45
8163-45
8171-45
8192-45

$43.00
$43.00
$43.00
$43.00

RCA Living Stereo (Classic Records) 45 RPM LPS -180 Gram
Offenbach /Galle Parisienne /Fiedler /BSO (2LP)
ALSC 1817-45
Brahms /Conc. No. 1/Rubinstein /Reiner /CSO (4LP)
.ALSC 1831-45
Ravel /Daphnis &Chloe/Charles Munch /BSO (4LP)
.ALSC 1893-45
Bartok /Concerto For Orchestra /Reiner /CSO (4LP)
.ALSC 1934-45
Strauss /Tul Eulenspiegel /Reiner (4LP)
ALSC 2077-45
Shostakovich /Age Of Gold Ballet (4LP)
.ALSC 2322-45
Sibelius /Finlandla /MacKerras /LSO (4LP)
ALSC 2336-45
Bartok /Music For Strings, Percussion and Celesta /Reiner /CSO (4LP)
ALSC 2374-45
Respighi /Pines of Rome /Reiner /CSO (4LP)
ALSC 2436-45
Liszt /Todtentanz /Rachmaninoff /Piano Concerto /Janis /Reiner (5LP)
ALSC 2541-45
Gershwin Piano Concerto /Wild /Fiedler /BP° (4LP)
ALSC 2586-45
Milhaud /Le Creation Du Monde (4LP)
ALSC 2625-45
Sonny Rollins /Our Man In Jar (4LP)
ALSP 2612-45
Belafonte Sings The Blues (4LP)
ALSP 1972-45

$23.00
$43.00
$43.00
$43.00
$43.00
$43.00
$43.00
$43.00
$43.00
$53.00
$43.00
$43.00
$43.00
$43.00

Mercury Living Presence (Classic Records) 45 RPM LPS - 180 Gram
Prokofiev /Love for 3Oranges /Scythian /Dorati (4LP)..LP =AMER 90006-45
Hi Fi ALa Espanola (1LP)
LP =AMER 90144-45
Chabrier /Espana /Paray (4LP)
LP =AMER 90212-45
Stravinsky /The Firebird /Dorati /LSO (3LP)
LP =AMER 90226-45
Balalaika Favorites /OSRFO (4LP)
LP =AMER 90310-45
Ravel: Rapsodie Espagnole /!bed /Paray /DSO (2LP).LP =AMER 90313-45

$43.00
$18.00
$43.00
$33.00
$43.00
$23.00

Classic Records 45 RPM Singles - 180 Gram

The Super Audio Collection &Professional Test Disc
Rebecca Pigeon /Four Marys
Jon F-addis /Remembrances
Livingston Taylor /Ink
Chuck Mangione /The Feeling's Back (wNideo)
Sam K. /No Cover (wNideo)

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

•

For acomplete listing
visit our Web SIM at:

DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD

-CCRD
-CCRD
=CCRD
=CCRD
=CCRD
=CCRD

171
175
176
179
194
195

$2750
$27.50
$27.50
$27.50
$27.50
$27.50

Miles Davis, Cannonball Adderely /Somethin Else
Bill Henderson /Send In The Clowns

LP =ABNC 81595-45
LP =AJPL 0779

$10.00
$10.00

LP =TAPO 2007-45
LP =TAPO 2008-45

$30.00
$30.00

APO 45 RPM Test Pressings - 180 Gram
Little Hatch (4 Songs /Goin Back)
Eomot RaSun (4 Songs /Three Days Walkin')

To Order Or For AFREE CATALOG Call 1-800-716-3553 www.acouslicsounds.com
Acoustic Sounds. Inc • moo W Elm • P.O Bon 1905 Salina KS 67402 •Pb 1785) 825-8609 • Fa 1785) 825-0156 '
ups
" United
$13.95 SAFI and you could listen to your music tomorrow! $9.95 2nd Day Air. $5.95 UPS Ground (Continental U.S.)
•
Shipping charges for 45s determined by actual weight.
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Record
sion of the traditional scherzo, spirited and virtuosic.
The heart of the piece, as
one might predict, is the
slow movement: Marvelously expressive violin lines
are heard against amuted
orchestra that shows Maw
at his harmonically ambiguous best. As with Delius,
you can never guess what
chord will come next;
unlike Delius, you never
feel as though you're traveling with alost tour guide.
The finale, like the scherzo,
is revised traditionalism,
packed with musical incidents that take advantage of
Bell's sturdy technique and
expressive range.
Though I've often felt
confounded by Bell's emotional reserve,
it's put to good use here, maintaining a
sure musical focus amid the piece's most
hectic thickets. And the clarity, purpose,
and color Norrington has brought to
Beethoven, Berlioz, and Vaughan
Williams is welcome in arecording that
ought to introduce this work to new
admirers, and may be the standard-setting performance for years to come.

MANON LESCAUT

— David Patrick Stearns

PUCCINI
Manon Lescaut
Maria Guleghina, Manon; José Cura, Des Grieux;
Lucio Galla, Lescaut; Luigi Roni, Geronte; others;
Chorus 8 Orchestra of the Teatro alla Scala,
Riccardo Muti
Deutsche Grammophon 289-463 186-2 (2 CDs).
2000. David Mottley, prod.; Carlo Assalini, eng.
DDD. TT: 119:59
Performance ****
Sonics ****

M

anon I-esraut was Puccini's first
success, and it was araging
one. After trying his hand at
grand opera twice —with Edgar and Le
Villi —and being slapped down, he
decided to adapt the Abbé Prévoses
18th-century novel about an innocent
girl who goes bad and the fine young
man she drags down with her. This was
brave; years before, Jules Massenet had
set the same novel for his successful
opera, Manon, and Puccini knew he
would have to live with comparisons.
But Puccini had an ace up his sleeve —
Massenees neo-classical style was out,
and Puccini was in the forefront of anew
musical vocabulary: His take on the story
would be far more realistic.
And it was. Not only was Puccini's
approach more fierce; he tried to make
certain that his libretto would be juicier
Stereophile, July 2000
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there are times when he
seems to be on automatic
pilot — but they're few and
far between.
Maria Guleghina would
probably not be many people's first choice for Manon;
her Slavic edge and speedy
vibrato are not Italianate,
and her voice is huge. She
reins it in when she must,
though, and she convinces.
Lucio Gallo is a faceless
Lescaut, but Luigi Roni,
sounding frayed, is afine,
lascivious, vengeful Geronte.
The rest of the cast is good
if undistinguished. (Levine
has the young, terrific
Cecilia Bartoli, and Sinopoli
used Brigitte Fassbaender in
asmall role taken here by
the okay Gloria Banditelli.) Muti is at his
most singer-friendly, and shapes the
opera with great suavity when needed,
brute force elsewhere. luis is aset to
return to often.
-Robert Levine

,e‘

Riccardo Muti

•

as well, and used at least five different
librettists. In fact, the libretto still has
problems —Manon's great last-act aria
runs out of words before it runs out of
music — but there's no doubting the
quality of the music. Its arch lyricism
and handsome melodies are coupled to
astrength in orchestration and declaration that leave Massenet in the 19th
century even as Puccini zooms straight
into the 20th.
It has been along time since anew
recording of this opera came down the
pike; I believe the last was James
Levine's 1992 take on the work, with a
slightly-too-old Pavarotti and Freni. The
present set can stand high with the old
Callas/di Stefano, and, taped live at La
Scala in June 1998, it's in glorious sound
to boot. DG's engineers have eliminated
almost all extraneous stage noise, artfully balanced orchestra and stage, and
even, if my ears serve me right, may have
added abit of "ping" to José Cura's top
notes. In other words, with Sony's David
Mottley inexplicably at the helm, this is
as clean as agood DG studio recording.
The recording's raison d'être is probably the fame of new super-dude tenor
Cura, and he does not disappoint. The
voice is ahefty spinto, dark in color but
very bright at the very top —brighter, in
fact, than Irecall him ever sounding
before on disc (he's recorded for Erato),
or when Iheard him live last year. He
attacks the high notes the way Caruso
attacked — a bite and a catch in the
voice comes through as he aims
upward. It's very attractive; not quite a
sob àla Corelli or Gigli, but filled with
passion. And Cura sings off the text
well, shading his phrases from time to
time with real concern. Then, of course,

rock
ROBERT BRADLEY'S
BLACKUVATER SURPRISE
Time To Discover
RCA 67861 2 (CO). 2030. Robert Nehra, prod.;

Michael Nehra, prod., eng, Pro Tools; Jim Kissling,
Pro Tools, mix; Peter Robinson, Dave Piechura,
mix; Tom eilber, Geoff Michael, asst engs. MD?
Ti': 48:22
Performance ****
Sonics ****

F

our years ago, singer and Wurlitzer
organ player Robert Bradley was a
music-biz tale du jour. A blind
black busker from Alabama who sang on
the streets of Detroit for spare change,
Bradley improbably joined forces with
the brothers Nehra, apair of white rock
musicians who immediately saw
Bradley's talent and convinced him to
form aband with them that became
Robert Bradley's Blackwater Surprise.
The resultant self-titled album —surprising for its authentic nods to old-school
R&B and classic rock —spawned asingle, "Once Upon ATime," whose video
steadily elbowed its way into heavy
MTV rotation — exposure that helped
make the band an irresistible "story." But
even as acclaim piled up, more than afew
informed listeners wondered how the
band would evade the sophomore curse
to which creative oddities like RBBS
usually fall prey when faced with the
challenge of equaling or topping their
123
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SUMMER 2000 SUPER MUSIC SALE!!!
Save on all the latest LP's, CD's, SACD's, and DVD's. Shop our secure
point & click webstore at www.elusivedisc.com anytime! Call us

•

BEST PRODUCTS! BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE! GUARANTEED!!

M-F 9-6pm or Sat 11-4pm CST. We will match all advertised prices!

Other brands we carry: Alto, Decca, EMI, Verve, Reference, King Super Analogue, Tacet, etc. Don't see it...Call!

GROOVE NOTE RECORDS
< Jacintha/Autumn Leaves:
The Songs of Johnny Mercer
Featuring: "Here's To Life"
GRV-1006

luth isao exed_Ore

PRESENTS:

dire toyer Mel

"Legendary K.C. Bluesmanr >
Jay McShann/What A
Wonderful World
GRV-1005

Blues classic is born!"
Roy Goines/I Got The
T-Bone Blues GRV-1002

"A

1st time on CD!
Illinois Jacquet/Birthday
Party GRV-1003

These all-analogue, direct to 2-track albums, recorded on vintage
Neumann tube microphones are available as 180g 2 LP Sets
(1 LP cut at 45rpm) for $29.99 or as 24K/24Bit Gold CD's for $24.99
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.

Vivant* Productions 1809 Import LP's
vpi, POO I %1 Di NI cola /ndur Night ui .San ramiscii

$29.99

VPI.P002 J.J. Cale /Naturally
VPLP003 The Police /Outlandos D'Amour
VPLP003A Muddy Waters /Folk Singer

*NEW* VPI.P005-Suzanne Vega /Suzanne ;éga The female
pop singersongwriler's debut album! Outstanding!
NEW VPLP006 John Mavall & Eric Clapton
featuring John "Fleetwood Mac" McVie on bass!
*NEW* VPLP007 Astrud Gilberto

tRlisesbreakers

Look To The Rainbow

L

The voice that brought you the "Girl From Impanema!" Sonically Spectacular!

EMI U.K MILLENNIUM 180g LP's
EUROM4631
EUROM4691
EUROM4641
EUROM4621
EUROM4651

David Bowie: Alladin Sane
Deep Purple: Book of Taliesyn
John Lennon: Walls and Bridges
Queen: A Day At the Roces
The Bond: Music From Big Pink

EMIM47863
EMIM21185
EMIM47864
EMIM21184

Rolling Stones: Sticky Fingers
Steve Miller: Fly Like An Eagle
Rolling Stones: Exile On Main St.•
Heart: Dreamboot Annie

$29.99

EUROM4661R.E.M.: Document
EUROM4671 Frank Sinatro: Come Dance With Me
EUROM4701 The Specials: The Specials
EUROM4711 Talking Heads: Stop Making Sense
EUROM4681 Jethro Tull. This Was

KPH U.S. MILLENNIUM 180g LPs $2247*
EMIM212 7iorr
EMIM99176
EMIM21692
EMIM47867

SIMPLY VINYL 180g LP's

SVLP* The Who: Who's Next, Tommy
SVLP Bob Dylan: Blonde, Nashville, Times, more!
SVLP12/50 Eagles: Hotel, Hell Freezes Over
SVLP184 Supedromp: Breakfast In Americo

0201
0202
0203
0204
0206
0207
0046
0051
0043
0038
0039

xrcdS.xrcd2

Japanese Imports now available!

XRCD2: Sampler
John Coltrane: Settin' The Pace
Modern Jazz Quartet: Concord
Sarah Vaughan: Crazy & Mixed Up
Basic & Peterson: The Time Keepers
Tiger Okoshi: Color Of Soil
Moles Davis: Bogs Groove
Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village...
Steve Moller: The Joker
Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
Johnny Griffin: Little Giant

CD's Now Only
$25.99/$36.99

0045
0036
0047
0048
0049
0031
0050
0044
0052
0054
0055

Ernie Watts: The Long Road Home
The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
Miles Davis Allstors: Walkin'
Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
Kenny Dorhom: Quiet Kenny
Ella Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
Tone Turner: Private Doncer
Hiroko Kokubu: Bridge
Ernie Watts: Classic Moods
Sonny Rollins Quintet: Ploys For Bird
Miles Davis now available! Over 20

New titles from Bill Evans, Sonny Rollins and
Three Blind Mice titles available on )02CD/2! Limited stock of Japanese imports!
1800 LP's & Gold CD's $22.99 ire UP!

4.

"Best Album of HIH 98 "
Jacintha/Here's To Ben
GRV-1001

JVC

REM: Document
Wings: Band On The Run*
Grand Funk: American Bond
Rolling Stones: Some Girls

i„Á.e. scedi

SVLP• Nirvana: Unplugged, Utero, Nevermind
SVLP30/46 Steely Don: Aja, The Royal Scam
SVLP' Free: Free, Fire & Water
SV1P92 Dire Straits: Love Over Gold & More!

SONY MASTERSOUND GOLD CD'S $23.99 & u.!

LP / Geld CD
2066/1129 Von Halen: Von Halen
2065/1128 Linda Rondstot: Greatest Hits Vol. 2
2060/N.A. Paul Simon: There Goes Rhymin' Simon
2059/1126 Jethro Tull: Original Masters'
2058/1125 Al Green: Greatest Hits
2069/1132 Joni Mitchel: Blue
N.A. /1138 Queensryche: Empire
N.A. /1136 Metallic°, Ride the Lightning
N.A. /1133 Metolloca: Master of Puppets

Sinatra Family CO Releases!

ARZ-101-2 Frank Sinatra: '57 In Concert
ARZ-102-2 Fronk Sinatra: The Summit
ARZ-103-2 Fronk Sinatra: Family X-Mas

The following DCC Gold_ CD lities_are_now OULOE-PRINT111_525.00

Many other
GZS-1031
GZS-1056
GZS•1070

titles now out of print! Coll for complete list befor ethey're gone!
CCR: Cosmos Factory
Pat Benator: In The Heat Of The...
CCR: Willie & The Poor Boys

GZS-1062
GZS-1046
GZS-1063

Blondie, Parallel LonesS35
Coltrane: Soultrone $35
Miles Davis: Workin'

MOBILE FIDELITY is out of business!!!, this is your
absolute last chance to complete your collection!!!
Gold CD's/SACD's: $14.99 & up! CALL for complete list!
553
578
572
598
607
684
663
614
624
608
616
642

625
666
758
755
750
735
729
727
705
748
726
752

Eric Clapton: Slowhand
Manhattan Transfer: Extension,
Traffic: Mr. Fantasy
Emerson, Lake, Palmer: Tarkus
Getz/Gilberto: Getz/Gilberto
Robin Tramer: Bridge of Sighs
Ned Young: Old Ways
Rush: Signals
U2: Unforgettable Fire
Eric Clopton: Just One Night
John Mayoll: Bluesbreokers
REM: Murmur

Ancidisq 200g LP's: Most ti ties
202
216
240
249
241

Pink Floyd: Morn Heort Mottle,
Dove Brubeck: All Together for the first.. .
Fantasy Film World of Bernard Herrmann
Boston: Boston
G. Mulligan P Desmond Quartet

DAD1035
DAD1033
DA01032
DAD1031
DAD1030
DAD1029
DAD1028
DAD1027
DAD1026

Alan Parsons: IRol,ot
Casino Royale Soundtrack
Starker Ploys Baker
Ellington/Armstrong: Great Reunion
Music By Ernest Bloch
Antill: Corrobree
John Coltrane: Blue Train
Mussorgsky: Picutures at an Exhibition
Lou Donaldson: Lou Takes Off

Classic Records- LP/CD

Cream: Live Vol. 1611
Nirvana: Nevermind
Duke Ellington: Blues In Orbit (SACO)
The Who: Live At Leeds
Counting Crowes: Recovering the...
Tom Petty: Full Moon Fever
IOCC: Original Soundtrack
Jeff Beck: Blow By Blow
Don Henley: Building the Perfect Beast
Guns 'N Roses: G 'N RLies
James Taylor: Dad Loves His Work
Rob Wasserman: Trios

available! $22.99 & Up

204
236
262
244
Low

Alan Parson: Tales of Mystery 8.
Bob Marley: Catch A Fire
Peter Frampton: Frampton Comes Alive
Cot Stevens: Teaser & The Firer&
serial numbers available most titles!

46.99
DAD1025 Ravel: Works For rc stro( OVO)
DAD1024 Kenny Drew: Undercurrent
DAD1023 Dr. John: Ploys Mac Rebenack
DAD1022 C. Adderly: Somethin' Else
DAD1021 Prokofiev: Alexander Nevinski
DAD1020 Muddy Waters, Folk Singer
DAD1019 Freddie Hubbard: Open Sesame
DAD1018 Slatkin/St. Louis: Gershwin (2 OVO)
DAD1017 Dr. John: Bri htest Smile...

Sale! $12.99 and Up!

LSC2134 Reiner. Overture! Overture!
CSCD6 09 trovins y, Petrus a
LSC2285 Walton: Facade Suite
CSCD6012 Rimsky-Korsokov: Tole of Tsar.
LSC2298 Borodin: Symphony #9
CSCD6013 Debussy: Iberia
LSC2400 Ballet Music From The Opera
CSCD6023 Ravel-Debussy: Mo Mere Laye
LSC2405 Sibelius: Sym.#5/Karelia Suite
CSCD6038 Tchikovsky: 1812 Overture
LSC2419 Dvorak: Slavonic Donces
,.._ UST!!!
CSCD6079 Debussy: La Boite A Joujoux
LSC2450 Schuman:
CSCD6191 Mendelssohn: Symphony #3
PREMONITION RECORDS - CD's: $14.99 / LP's:$29.99
LSC2465 Prokofieff: Piano Concerto #2
LSCD2225 Witches Brew
LSC2398 Kabolevsk: The Comedians $17.99
LSCD2313 Venice: Solt,
WW1 Patricia Barber: Companion
PREM-1919 Patricio Barber: Split (CD only)
LSC2449 Gounod: Faust Ballet $17.99
LSCD2322 Shostkovich: Age of Gold...
PREM -737 Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue PREM-741 Patricia Barber: Modern Cool
LSC2456 Lalo: Symphonie Espanole $17.99
LSOCD6007 Harry Belefonte: Returns..Hall
20I/NA Christy Barron: Stepp", 24/96 DVD's: $26.99 al[ KV I LSC2500 Strauss: Waltzes $77.99
LSPCD1445 Alex North: North of Hollywood
192/NA Lorry Coryell: The Coryel/s
CD's: $13.99
7 4 LSC2541 Rochmoninoff Piano Con No 7$T7.99LSPCD2438 Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
196/NA David Johansen and the Harry Smiths
I
. flew LP, In sleet Carole ?Ong/Tapestry,
LSPCD2527 Sonny Rollins: The Bridge
193/NA The Congo Kings: The Congo Kings
Led Zeppelin, Willie Nelson Stardust
LSPCO2612 Sonny Rollins: Our Man
189/NA Dove's True Story: Unauthorized
Simon&Gartunkel Bridge Over Troubled Water, LSPCD2712 Sonny Rollins: Meets Hawk
155/177 Sara K: Hobo
156/178 John Basile The Desmond Proiect
CSN, Mallets LSCs. Many new 45-rpm's sets in
VSCD4053 Ella Fitzgerald: Clap Hands...
185/195 Sara K: No Cover
184/194 Chuck Mongione- The Feelings Bock
steel,! (new LP's not port of the $12.99 seleff
VSCD8358 Johnny Hodges: Blues A Plenty
64405
64426
64421
53814
57184
64406

Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here $50
Roger Waters: Amused To Deoth $40
Simon & Garfunkel: Bridge Over &40
Billie Holiday: Lady in Satin $30
ELO, Face the Music &30
Bruce Springsteen: Born to Run $30

64368
64423
64404
64420
57207
64212

Frank Sinatra: The Voice
Toto: Toto w
Meatloof: Bat Out of Hell
Boz Skaggs: Silk Degrees
Journey, Infinity
Santana: Santana
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Record
initial breakthrough.
Confidence works in mysterious
ways. Instead of being intimidated by
the attention the first album received,
Bradley & Co. sound here as if they've
grown afoot taller. The touchstones of
the band's sound are the same as on the
debut: astrange hybrid of Stax/Volt and
Muscle Shoals fused to its kissin' cousin,
the guitar-driven, soul-rock crunch pioneered by the Black Crowes. Along the
way the musics of Eddie Hinton, Tony
Joe White, Otis Redding, and Marvin
Gaye all get their dues. If by this time
you're panting and shifting from foot to
foot, be aware that Otis is still dead, and
the past is still past. But, my friends,
Time To Discover truly is, at times, sweet
soul music as it was once practiced.
RBBS's ambitious blend of blackinfluenced white rock and white-influenced black soul explodes in the opener, "Higher" (no debt to Sly), in which
funky, Shaft-like guitar scratching gives
way to fan (and fellow Detroiter) Kid
Rock rapping an opening before
Bradley, sounding in certain phrases and
words like Marvin Gaye, launches into a
chorus as another guitar churns out a
rock-derived power chord. A quiet,
spare organ break completes the scene.
While this may read like astylistic mess,
hearing it is something different: it
works, and for the most part beautifully.
Another tune that will have you nodding and wondering why no one sounds
like this anymore is "'The Gambler," a
southern-soul workout on Wurlitzer
and guitar, complete with an uncredited
trio of female backup singers who, by
tune's end, have taken over entirely. The
midtempo "Time To Discover," more
Black Crowes than Otis Redding, is a
single-in-waiting. In "Mr. Tony,"
Bradley uses his falsetto much as
Marvin Gaye once did. And Kid Rock
returns as singer and producer in the
Creedence-esque
autobiographical
number, "Tramp."
Despite the phalanx of engineers
involved — the Pro Tools credits are particularly ominous — and the natural
assumption that there's some audio
Frankensteining going on here, the
overall sonics are clean but warm-blooded. Having seen this act in concert more
than once, Ican attest to the fact that
Bradley and the rest are no studio-only
creation: onstage, they work up asweat.
While the Stax/Volt sound is gone
forever, there's enough of an aroma of
the old days on Time To Discover to send
you scurrying for the CD booklet to see
who or what you are listening to.
— Robert Baird

Stereophile, July 2000
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follcsingers do, Case can sound as if he's
distancing himself from the pain someFlying Saucer Blues
times evident in his lyrics, as in the
Vanguard 79559-2 (CD). 2000. Andrew Wlliams,
plaintive "Cold Trail Blues." But this
prod., eng. MD? TT: 46:08
coolness lends an urban balance to the
Performance ***
song that, without it, might have been
Sonics ****
ut the word "blues" in an album an Appalachian wail. The same happens
title and people expect to hear on the loping love-twang, "This Could
the blues. (The logic is astound- Be the One."
Most of the time the balancing act
ing, Iknow.) But if you're Peter Case,
you can put the word where you like — works: the unabashed adoration of
even drop Muddy Waters' name in a "Something Happens" and the sentisong — and not worry that fans will mentality of childhood memories in
expect the tunes to sound like sad "Black Dirt & Clay" are in equilibrium
descendants of Robert Johnson. Case with Case's suburban growl. Unforhas taught us to anticipate unplugged tunately, when he goes way pop on
power pop turned inward: introspective "Coulda Shoulda Woulda," the scales
folk songs written and sung with rock tip and he comes off sounding abit like
phrasings and prancings. While Flying Huey Lewis.
Symmetry prevails throughout the
Saucer Blues occasionally beams the spirit ofJohnson aboard, Case is mostly fly- rest of Flying Saucer Blues. Though the
blues aren't directly explored here, the
ing familiar skies.
His ode to Memphis, "Walking album serves as anice extension of the
Home Late," describes the city at night urban folk-pop Case crafts so well.
—Michael Metzger
with sharply detailed observations. It
sticks in the brain with apop melody,
FAT POSSUM BLUES
exquisite mandolin fills by Greg Leisz,
Case's flat-picked acoustic guitar, and
Robert Be/four & T-Model Ford
soulful horn blasts by Joe Sublette and
BELFOUR: What's Wrong With You
Darrel Leonard. The track is typical of ROBERT
Fat Possum 80336-2 (CD). 2000. Matthew Johnson,
Flying Saucer Blues —tight playing that
prod.; Bruce Watson, prod., eng. MD? TT: 41:24
sounds deceptively loose, and lyrics Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2
focusing on fragments of scenes that
T-MODEL FORD: She Ain't None of Your'n
most other songwriters would probably Fat Possum 80335-2 (CD). 2000. Matthew Johnson,
prod.; Bruce Watson, prod., eng. MD? TT: 37:08
have overlooked.
Performance ***1/2
While Case isn't blessed with a Sonics
***l/2
remarkable voice, once you learn its
nuances, you can find an appreciation
lthough authentic blues records
are adying breed, anumber of
for inflections sometimes misinterpretindie labels continue to fight the
ed as too cool or cavalier. Because he
doesn't hold notes as long as most good fight — digging out classic reisPETER CASE
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sues, coming up with unexpected pairings of artists, and, in the case of Oxford,
Mississippi's Fat Possum label, mining
what's left of the Delta and central
Mississippi blues scenes.
On these two new releases, each
short but sweet, Fat Possum scores what
sound like trips back in time. Both discs
contain raw, primitive music: Robert
Belfour's from the era of acoustic blues,
T-Model Ford's from that bittersweet
time when electric instruments came
into fashion and the blues left the Delta,
mostly for Chicago's famed Southside.
Eerily reminiscent of early juke-joint
legends like Charlie Patton is Robert
Belfour. A native of Holly Springs,
Mississippi, Belfour was a friend and
playing colleague of the late Junior
ICimbrough. The nine-song What's
Wrong With You
Kimbrough
tunes and seven originals — features
only Belfour's guitar and voice. Several
fast tunes — like the opener, "My Baby's
Gone" — are built around chugging,

low-down, repetitive guitar lines
and idiosyncratic, insistent,
almost chanted vocals. The overall effect is unmistakably reminiscent of players like Patton and
Son House.
Like many of the original
blues greats, Belfour is amumbly,
eccentric singer, and his guitar
playing is simple and vaguely in
tune. Yet in songs like the slow,
heartbroken title track, or the
simple repeated guitar figure and
archetypal Delta lyrics of "Treat
Me Right," his playing and
singing are so tightly integrated
that, like many of the great early
blues players, he has surprising
force when he gets it rolling.
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Force of brute persuasiveness is what
James "T-Model" Ford aims for. If
Belfour's quieter aesthetic is the opening
act, then Ford, who plays here in duo,
trio, and quartet settings, is most definitely the headliner. He likes sawtoothed guitar tones, pounding rhythms,
and enough rock'n'roll volume to make
tunes like "Sail On" qualify as full-bore,
Saturday-night-and-then-some party
music: blues as provocation, not evocation. Nor is this the Delta of 1935 —
more like 1955, when the electric guitar
had become the instrument of choice.
One time through the buzzy, repetitive
"Chicken Head Man" ("When you kill a
chicken babe, save me the chicken
head") and it's apparent that Ford, while
he doesn't possess booming pipes, is the
spiritual inheritor of Howlin' Wolfs
brand of stomp blues. In fact, one tune
here, "When Are You Coming Back
Home" (like a thousand other blues
before it), has achord progression remarkably similar to that of the Wolf's
"Smokestack Lightning."
Ford's approach is occasionally too loose for his
own good —as in "Junk,"
which has one line of lyrics,
a noodly guitar part, and
comes to atoo-abrupt halt.
And too much repetition is
often his Achilles' heel. Still,
when he lets loose on an
actual song —like "Leave
My Heart Alone," his reworking of John Lee
Hooker's "Boom, Boom,
Boom" guitar lick — he's a
powerful performer.
Special guests on this
disc include two of the
now-defunct Jelly Roll
Kings: Frank Frost on key-

TM odel Ford
She Ain't None of Your'n
•
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boards, and drummer Sam Carr. Ford
even gets in aspoken plug for his other
Fat Possum records; it appears as ahidden track at the end of the disc.
What may be most surprising about
this direct, deliberately earthy music is
that it's fairly well recorded at Fat
Possum's own Money Shot Studio outside Oxford, Mississippi. Enough lo-fi
grittiness is left in to keep it real, but the
separation between instruments is
acceptable, and, unlike alot of low-budget blues discs, nothing is close-rniked
to the point of distortion. -Robert Baird
OTHA TURNER &
THE AFROSSIPPI ALLSTARS
From Senegal to Senatobia
Birdman BMR025 (CD). 2000. Luther Dickinson,
prod.; Kevin Houston, eng. AAD? TT: 5003
Performance ****1/2
Sonia ***

T

he world is smaller than it used
to be. Not in aphysical sense, of
course, but certainly in ametaphorical one. All modes of transportation and communication — everything
from the invention of the wheel to the
explosion of the Internet — have
served to bring cultures, countries, and
continents closer together. Unless
you're a conspiracy theorist scanning
the skies for black UN helicopters and
fortifying acompound against the minions of the Trilateral Commission, this
is agood thing.
In the world of music, cross-cultural
collaborations are suddenly all the rage:
ambient remixes of Sufi sacred music,
Tuvan throat singers jamming in
Nashville, and Ry Cooder playing everywhere with everybody. Some of these
experiments throw into sharp relief the
vast differences between styles of music
and the musicians who play them, while
others celebrate factors held
in common.
Of the latter sort, there
have been some interesting
links made between American blues music and its
African counterparts. Cooder and Malian guitarist
Ali Farka Toure scored one
such triumph with Talking
Timbuktu, which found the
duo playing hypnotic, repetitive chord structures
with blistering solos on
songs that come from two
different places and meet in
the middle. Tqj Mahal and
Toumani Diabate made a
similar impact with last
year's
Kulanjan,
which
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Introducing the Spectral DMC-30 Reference Preamplifier...
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"The DMC-30's technical
specifications are mind-boggling.
Listener involvement and musicality
are almost mystical. It's hard to
describe. You must be prepared to be
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Terry Menacker
President of Overture

Overture is pleased to introduce the long awaited DMC-30 Reference preamplifier. Serious music enthusiasts no longer
need to compromise performance for convenience. The DMC-30 gives us what we have been looking for in an "ultimate"
remote control preamplifier: unparalleled clarity, dimension and musical realism, possible only through an
uncompromising instrumentation design, unique in the industry to Spectral.
Remote designs have had noisy processor control systems, attenuators and displays that pollute audio signal pathways
and degrade sonic performance, as well as problematic distortions and "sweet spot" tendencies where one loudness setting
sounds better than others. Spectral's three-year design effort headed by Keith Johnson has eliminated these problems.
Spectral's unique high-speed discrete circuit topology is combined with full remote convenience for the first time in an
instrumentation design, assuring pristine contamination-free amplification and control of audio signals. The result is an
unprecedented level of listener involvement and insight into the musical experience.
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To audition the DMC-30, or to receive an in-depth essay by Keith Johnson on the
development of this breakthrough design, please drop by, or call us at 800-838-1812.
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Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •800-838-1812 •wwwovertureaudio.com
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the polyrhytlunic Afiican drums and the
dancing melodic lines
of the hora add new
dimensions to them
here.
For the most part,
the fife-and-drum band
is front and center —
this was recorded,
after all, on American
turf—but the excitement begins when the
rhythms of the djembe,
¿fun djurt, sangban, and
kenkeni kick in and
assert themselves, or
the hora suddenly starts
playing off a razoredged slide guitar
line. Occasionally the
Africans are given
matched Taj's sometimes raw blues style center stage while the Americans play a
against the sophisticated filigree of support role, but in the end, Turner's
band and the Senegalese players meld
Diabate's hora.
Now comes another intriguing inter- into one group. This remarkable recordcontinental matchup, this one between ing is yet one more that makes the
Mississippi's Otha Turner and the world seem as if it's getting smaller
Rising Star Fife and Drum Band, and a every day. But our hearts are bigger
-Daniel Durchholz
group of Senegalese musicians currently because of it.
residing in Chicago. The brainchild of
THE WHO
executive producer Matt Rappaport,
whose head was spun around by
BBC Sessions
Turner's brilliant 1998 debut, Everybody
MCA 088 Ill 960-2 (CD). 2000. Bill Curbishley,
Hollerin' Goat, and who hatched the idea
Robert Rosenberg, exec. prods.; Jon Astley, masat one of Turner's locally famous barbetering. AAD. TT: 71:07
Performance ****
cues, From Senegal to Senatobia seeks and
Sonics **1/2
finds the elemental connection between
blues and African music.
hose stray, hearty rock'n'roll idealists who blanch when Who songs
Fife-and-drum band music—played
turn up as soundtracks to TV
on parade drums and awind instrument
made from hollowed-out sugar cane —is commercials might well reassess their
perhaps the form of the blues that is most perspective on hearing the opening
reminiscent of African music. The lead track of this archival collection of Who
instrument —in this case, played by 90- radio recordings. Here is the foursome
year-old shaman Turner —darts sportive- in all their young, loud, snotty glory,
ly around the melody as trance-inducing transforming their notorious Mod
anthem "My Generation" into agleeful
rhythms rumble on and on behind him.
Turner's first recordings were made by radio jingle. "The BBC was d-d-d-dead
folklorist Alan Lomax on atrip through and c-c-c-cold," Roger Daltry stutters
Mississippi in 1959, and From Senegal to over John Entwistle's rumbling bass
Senatobia is just as much a"field" record- line. "But our new approach is f-f-fresh
ing, having been made on Turner's farm. and bold /My favorite station /It's my
On some tracks you can hear the ambient favorite station, baby /Radio One!"
Released 27 years after the last of these
sounds of revelers in the background —
who can blame them for being inspired 25 recordings were made, BBC Sessions
by this music? After one song breaks up captures Daltry, Entwistle, Keith Moon,
amid joyous laughter, avoice, possibly and Pete Townshend in what was asigOtha's, says, "Get in the mood, and just nificant yet tertiary role for aband of the
let it go," which is pretty much the order '60s. Out of the recording studio and far
from the maddened crowd, the members
of the day for the whole album.
Some of the songs —"Shimmy She of the group prove to be adept at playing
Wobble," "Station Blues," "Glory, Glory the promotional game.
BBC Sessions captures the group in
Hallelujah," and "Bounce Ball" —also
appeared on Everybody Hollerin' Goat, but the mid-'60s, when they struggled for
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what little airtime the staid Beeb set
aside for pop artists. Later, in four postTommy 1970 recordings and acouple of
'73 offerings, they're in control of the
situation, which pays off with more
concentrated performances. Unflappable Saturday Club host Brian Matthew
provides scattered voice-overs throughout. ("I see," he responds primly when
some impromptu crashing about by
Moon cuts off his monologue between
1966 performances of "Disguises" and
"I'm aBoy.") While some may find
Matthews' interjections distracting, and
Townshend's interview segments aren't
particularly enlightening, they help to
capture the spirit of pop music in the
era when the almighty single was
beginning to be superseded by ambitious albums.
Musically, the lads handle themselves
with aplomb, despite what this CD
reveals as aless-than-optimum recording situation. Still, they're able to muster
considerable force, demonstrating from
the start that they were arehearsed and
instinctive unit. Townshend's variation
on the original studio-enhanced feedback solo in "Anyway, Anyhow, Anywhere" provides fresh evidence of his
musical daring and creativity.
Laced with afew of the R&B covers
the group favored early on ("Dancing in
the Street," "Leaving Here," "Good
Lovin' "), and some early singles ("My
Generation" in non-promo form,
"Happy Jack," versions of "Substitute"
from '66 and 70), BBC Sessions offers little in the way of obscurities. But the two
most recent offerings — 1973 takes of
"Relay" and "Long Live Rock," with live
vocals layered over pre-recorded instrumental tracks — exist as baubles offered
from superstars to the multitudes.
Flaws aside, BBC Sessions is an entertaining document of musicians of enormous might working to turn the constraints of live radio toward their own
ends. Consider it areal-life Sell Out and
call it abargain.
-Steven Stolder
TRISHA YEARWOOD
Real Live Woman
MCA Nashville 088 170 102 2 (CD). 2000. Garth
Fundis, Trisha Yearwood, prods.; Jeff Balding, eng.
DDD.
48:06
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

Tr:
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he landscape of country music has
changed in the two years since
Trisha Yearwood's last album, and
not for the better. Country hits are
beginning to cross over to pop radio
with increasing regularity, and the lure
of scoring big twice — with country
129
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audiences, and again with the even bigger mainstream — has affected the way
music is written and produced in
Nashville.
This alarming state of the art, which
has long been ahot-button topic among
industry watchers and insiders, recently
boiled over when apopular bluegrass
track, "Murder on Music Row," was
covered by country superstars George
Strait and Alan Jackson and met with an
odd combination of grateful reverence
and benign neglect. The song maintains
that traditional (read: real) country,
spelled "Hank," "Hag," and "Possum,"
has been killed by greed and asoulless
middle-of-the-road industry hell-bent
on airplay and album scans.
Back to Trisha Yearwood, one of contemporary country's best singers and
most consistent stars. No one can accuse
Yearwood of killing country music —
she's long been one of its most authentic voices — and though not a songwriter, she's always prided herself on
her ability to sift through stacks of songs
and pick out those that perfectly suit her
style: acombination of traditional and
romantic, with atouch of good-time
rabble-rouser. She's sometimes flitted
more closely to Linda Ronstadt than to
Patsy Cline, but unlike, say, Shania
Twain, Yearwood has never sounded like
anything but acountry singer.
Real Live Woman reunites Yearwood
with her longtime producer, Garth

Fundis, and together they've assembled
acollection that will have some country
insiders scratching their heads. She's
chosen songs by some of country's most
reliable and literate writers, among
them Mary Chapin Carpenter, Kim
Richey, Al Anderson, Gary Nicholson,
and Matraca Berg. Heck, one of them,
the gorgeous "Come Back When It
Ain't Rainin'," co-written by Berg and
the prodigious Harlan Howard
("Busted," "I've Got aTiger By the
Tail"), drips with traditional honky-tonk
charm. But there's a twist: a harpsichord, not afiddle, fills in behind the
guitars and rhythm section. Another,
the catchy yet understated "I'm Still
Alive," sounds like a country-radio
smash with its reflective everywoman
saga of survival.
But the album's most enduring tracks,
"Sad Eyes" and "Try Me Again," come
from decidedly un-country pens: those
of Bruce Springsteen and Linda Ronstadt, respectively. The former, aselection buried deep in the Boss's Tracks
boxed set (he recorded it in 1990), marries the confusion and ambiguity of a
rocky relationship to asad but indelible
melody. That Yearwood nails not only
this song but also the pleading "Try Me
Again," originally from Ronstades 1976
album, Hasten Down the fend, is atribute
to her versatility, as well as to her ability
to stretch her vision of country music
without cheapening it or selling out.

Trisha Yearwood: part of the plot to kill country music? Not exactly. This Real Live Woman would
definition than sell it out
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Country music is changing. The
trick is to stay real and still be relevant
in the dot.com era. More power to
Yearwood for walking the tightrope
and pulling it off.
-David Sokol

jazz
DONALD BYRD/
PEPPER ADAMS
The Complete Blue Note
Studio Sessions
Donald Byrd, trumpet; Pepper Adates, baritone sax;
Jackie McLean, Sonny Red, alto sax; Charlie Rouse,
tenor sax; Chick Corea, Walter Davis, Herbie
Hancock, Wynton Kelly, Duke Pearson, piano;
Layman Jackson, Sam Jones, Miroslav Vitous,
Butch Warren, Doug Watkins, bass; Billy Higgins,
Philly Joe Jones, Teddy Robinson, Mickey Roker, Art
Taylor, drums
Mosaic MD4-194 (4 CDs). 1958-67/2000. Alfred
Lion, Duke Pearson, orig. prods.; Rudy Van Gelder,
orig. eng.; Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Ron
McMaster, remaster eng. AAD. TT: 4:14:26
Performance ****1/2 to
Sonics ***
Available by mail-order only from Mosaic Records,
35 Melrose Place, Stamford, CT 06902. Tel: (203)
327-7111. Web: www.mosaicrecords.com.

F

ollowing Donald Byrd's arrival in
New York in 1955, the Detroit
native's appealing style — built on
Dizzy Gillespie's brazenness and Miles
Davis' subtlety—led him to work with
Horace Silver, Art Blakey, Sonny
Rollins, and others before Byrd himself
emerged as asuccessful leader. That he
has long remained one of the unheralded masters of the hard
bop trumpet is partly due
to the fact that Byrd is
perhaps better known
for his lackluster funkjazz BlackByrds albums
of the mid-'70s than his
outstandingly
lyrical,
rhythmically biting efforts of the mid-'50s to
late '60s.
This boxed set contains some of Byrd's best,
taken from ahalf-dozen
first-rate studio albums
made between 1958 and
1967 with various topdrawer personnel and
baritone saxophonist Pepper Adams. (Byrd and
Adams also recorded live
for Blue Note, and in the
studio for Warwick and
Riverside.) The six original albums — three each
with sextets (Off to the
Races, Byrd in Hand, The
Creeper) and quintets
rather stretch the music's
(Chant, The Cat Walk,
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"This link wall-wart squelches AC-borne noise right at the outlet, audibly lowering your system's
noise floor. One of the most dramatic and cost effective audio improvements money can buy"
Barry %Willis
Bound For Sound 2a94.
(excerpt from the review) "At first, Iwasn't
sure Iheard anything. So.
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after a few months of
use, Iwent around and
pulled them all out. That
was dramatic. Icouldn't
put them back in fast
enough."
Slartin De Wulf

WideScreen Review Volume 8, Number 5, Issue 34 (Excerpt from the review)
"Four Quiet-line produced the best noise suppression and the most improvement in sound for the
lowest cost of any of the PLC products that were
tested. The easy-to-use Quiet-Lines are simple and
effective. Going to eight Quiet-Line filters is definitely worth the additional $95 cosine noise floor
seems to be roughly twice as quiet as with four
Quiet-Lines with another step up in detail."
Doug Blackburn

Audio Ideas Guide (Canada) Winter 97 Issue, (excerpt from the review) "Even if you already use
another noisc-Nupression system, you'll hear an improvement when you install Quiet-Line."
Andrew Marshall
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Isn't it about time that you experienced Quiet-Lines?
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THE COMPLETE BLUE NOTE
NALD BYRD/PEPPER ADAMS
STUDIO SESSIONS

Royal Flush) — are presented in that
order on the CDs, rather than chronologically. The sessions arc replete with
rewarding programs and delightful performances —jazz that swings with
intelligence, sometimes bluesy, sometimes simply melodic, but always with
deep feeling. Here's a kicker: at $64
($16/CD), the set is ascreaming bargain, as all six albums are currently out
of print (except for exorbitantly priced
imports) and Blue Note has no current
plans to reissue them.
Each of the original albums sports
plenty of memorable music, and Off to
the Races (12/21/58, with Jackie McLean,
Wynton Kelly, Sam Jones, and Art
Taylor) sets the tone for what follows.
Adams lays into the speedy "Lover
Come Back to Me" with his Charlie
Parker—rooted improvisational approach:
strings of well-crafted phrases played
with crisp articulation and bold tone.
Byrd's glorious sound —a bell that rings,
then sizzles —and upper-class imagination are equally aces. The trumpeter is
powerfully emotive on the ballad "When
Your Love Has Gone." Sonny Rollins'
comely "Paul Pal" and asnazzy blues,
"Sudwest Funk," are other winners.
Byrd's interpretation of "Witchcraft,"
from Byrd in Hand (5/3/59, with
Charlie Rouse, Walter Davis, Jones, and
Taylor), is winsome. He slips in and out
of the ear-friendly theme, playing
sweet-noted lines that are rhythmically
Stereophile, July 2000

on the money. "Here IAm" is minorkeyed yet uplifting, Byrd again regaling
us with just-so statements. On "Here"
and elsewhere, Rouse, Monk's tenor
player until the pianist's retirement in
1972, employs his light-filled sound and
melodic acumen in offering telling
ideas. Davis' buoyant "Bronze Dance"
and the rippling "The Injuns" (based on
"Cherokee") also do the trick.
The Creeper (10/5/67) wasn't released
until 1981, despite the presence of
Chick Corea in the rhythm section.
(The other players are altoist Sonny
Red, bassist Miroslav Vitous, and drummer Mickey Roker.) That delay could
have been because Creeper is the least
realized of the six albums, and Red's
sometimes uneven work doesn't help.
But Byrd's slow, tasteful reading of "I
Will Wait for You" bears numerous
plays, as does the undulating "Blues
Medium Rare," in which Corea's statements are bright and briskly articulate.
Chant was also held back; recorded
4/17/61, it wasn't released until 1979.
One wonders why — the leaders,
pianist Herbie Hancock, bassist Doug
Watkins, and drummer Teddy Robinson all play with élan. "I'm an Old
Cowhand" and "That's All" are taken
uptempo, and the rhythm section is full
of life. Byrd's fiery turn through
"Cowhand," where he twists, turns, and
darts, never fumbling, is one benefit of
such support. Hancock, who had turned
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21 five days earlier, is stellar, deftly handling the speed of "That's All" and
evincing amaturity far beyond his years.
A contrast is the moody title track,
replete with quietly heated solos.
The Cat Walk, recorded less than a
month later (5/2/61) with Duke
Pearson, Laymon Jackson, and Philly
Joe Jones, boasts all originals save Neal
Hefti's "Cute." The opener, "Say You're
Mine," is a typical Pearson line in a
minor key with arepeating piano figure, releasing to walking time. Byrd's
cup mute gives him adusky, glowing
sound, and his ideas are by turns pithy
and verbose. The leader's title track has
aBlue Note feel: abluesy theme, stoptime and back-beat drumming, and
involved yet tuneful solos from Byrd,
Adams, and Pearson. "Bright Little
Sunflower" reflects its name and features brush master Jones trading phrases with Byrd.
Royal Flush (9/21/61) brings back
Hancock and adds bassist Butch Warren
and drum whiz Billy Higgins. This
album is different from the rest: all the
tempos are medium or slower. Byrd's
"Hush" sashays relaxedly from vamp to
straight time and back, with charged and
laid-back blowing from the leaders and
Hancock. "Jorgie's Theme" sounds like
acousin of "Witchcraft" but is darker
harmonically, and decidedly a vehicle
for jazz soloing —as is the slow blues in
triple meter, "6 M's." Hancock's
"Requiem" sports abluesy theme, but is
sunnier in feel for the improvisations.
The sound is less than stunning,
though Ron McMaster has done yeoman's service in making Rudy Van
Gelder's original tapes reasonably presentable. Van Gelder didn't hear bands
with balance in mind; often in these sessions, the solo instrument has much
more presence than the accompanying
trio. The drums really get it rough —it's
almost as if there's ablanket over the set
except for the cymbals — though the
slower, quieter tunes are better.
Soundstages are somewhat squeezed,
and there's not aton of presence —more
like you're athird of the way back in the
hall instead of somewhere in the first
five rows. The timbral accuracy is precise, however, Byrd's splendid sound is
heard quite magnificently. Despite these
caveats, the sound is basically good, if not
up to strict audiophile standards.
But hey — sometimes you have to
give up abit (pun intended) when you
have documents of such superb vintage
sessions as these, which showcase
Donald Byrd at, arguably, his very best.
—Zan Stewart
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Record

Ayoung lion equal to his roar, saxophonist Jimmy Greene speaks in amusical language that's accessible
but inventive.

JIMMY GREENE
Brand New World
Jimmy Greene, tenor & soprano sax; Darren Barrett,
trumpet, flugelhorn; Steve Davis, trombone; Aaron
Goldberg, piano, Rhodes Synthesizer; Dwayne
Burno, acoustic & electric bass; Eric McPherson,
drums; Kahlil Bell, percussion
RCA Victor 63564-2 (CD). 2000. Bob Belden, prod.;
James Farber, eng. ADD. TT: 62:16
Performance ****
Sonics ****

T

here is now agroup of young jazz
players on the New York scene
who, in contrast to the outcats at
the Knitting Factory, work mostly
inside the tradition, and arc loosely affiliated with a tiny Greenwich Village
basement club called Smalls. They happen to understand and speak the
acoustic mainstream language, but they
allow it to place absolutely no constraints on their daring and creativity, or
on their freedom to call on diverse cultural sources.
The group includes people like
Avishai Cohen, Jason Lindner, Joel
Frahm, Omer Avital, and all seven of the
players who appear on Jimmy Greene's
Brand New World. Greene's band smokes.
It is tight and quick and cocky.
Greene studied with Jackie McLean at
the University of Hartford and was first
noticed in Horace Silver's latest quintet.
In his recording debut as aleader, he
snaps off solo after solo in which the
excitement comes not only from the
headlong progression of ideas, but from
Stereophile, July 2000

the way they're shaped into form.
Greene has Sonny Rollins in his musical
family tree. You hear it in his clean, classic, clear-throated tenor-sax tone, and in
the dry amusement he derives from his
own most telling turns of phrase.
The piece that is most revealing, both
of Greene's talent and of his room to
grow, is the Evans-Livingstone ballad
"Never Let Me Go." Greene dances
with the song, never breaking asweat,
reconfiguring and digressing and suavely returning, having his way with it.
What's missing is the emotional exposure implicit in this great song's plea.
But then, Greene is only 24; perhaps no
one he cares about has yet let him go.
Give him time.
Engineer James Farber makes a
major contribution to the impact of
Brand New World. His vivid, in-your-face
sound perfectly suits this band's bristling
vitality.
—Thomas Conrad
JOSHUA REDMAN
Beyond
Joshua Redman, soprano, alto, 8, tenor sax; Aaron
Goldberg, piano; Reuben Rogers, bass; Gregory
Hutchinson, drums; Mark Turner, tenor sax (one
track)
Warner Bros. 47465-2 (CD). 2000. Joshua Redman,
prod.; James Farber, eng. ODD? TT: 73:40
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2

oshua Redman is that rarest of creatures: apure jazz musician with star
quality. In public performance, he
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owns the stage with charisma to burn.
His music is complex, uncompromised,
and fiercely creative, yet its ecstasies of
lyricism hook even the squares.
Redman has sold records in the hundreds of thousands, which has led the
most perverse faction of the jazz community — the faction whose instinct is
to eat its young — to conclude that he
must be awhore. In fact, Redman is one
of ahandful of players who foster the
hope that jazz can be both fine art and
self-supporting.
Therefore, Icome to every new
Joshua Redman album with apredisposition to like it. Beyond, abeautifully sustained program of 10 Redman originals,
more than justifies such faith. It is both a
stunning recital of sheer saxophone mastery (he plays alto and soprano here, in
addition to his primary tenor), and avalidation of his commitment to interactive
group form. Redman's current ensemble
features an enormously promising new
pianist, Aaron Goldberg, and two of the
most accomplished young rhythm players in jazz, bassist Reuben Rogers and
drummer Gregory Hutchinson.
One of the appealing qualities of
Redman's playing has always been its
generosity, the obvious joy he takes in
communicating as his ideas fountain
forth and spill over themselves. He is
now 31, and his extravagance contains
more patience. The 10 pieces here are
remarkable for their variety, and for
their success in living on the improvisational knife-edge of invention without
falling back into coasting or licks.
Redman creates excitement through
pacing — like his ascent to the exhilarating release on "Courage," and the very
gradual accumulation of soprano-sax
treble energy on "Balance." There is a
deeply felt, delicately detailed ballad for
his wife, "Neverend," and asearching
conversation with guest tenor Mark
Turner on "Leap of Faith."
Throughout, Goldberg plays with
eloquent sensitivity, surrounding and
enhancing Redman's lines. And Rogers
and Hutchinson are quick enough to
participate in every Redman inspiration
as it surges and recedes.
My only reservation about this
recording, and it is asmall one, is the
sound. There is not quite the spatial discrimination among instruments that
you hear, for example, on Charles
Lloyd's Voice in the Night. Engineer James
Farber recorded both the Redman and
Lloyd albums in Avatar Studios in New
York exactly one year apart, but for
Charles Lloyd, he let in more air and
light.
—Thomas Conrad
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Manufacturers'
Audio Electronics Super Amp
Editor:
Sam Tellig, you have captivated me again
with your review of the new little Audio
Electronics Super Amp. Isure hope Ihave
not shot myself in the foot with this guy.
Some people close to me asked on many
occasions why Iwas spending so much
time with this product. Imean, at $1200
factory-built, you can't expect the best. I
simply wanted to upgrade the original
AE-25 amplifier. The original AE-25 utilized apair of EL34s in abasic push-pull
configuration. At $800 in factory-built
form, Iguess it was okay, but not even
close to single-ended triode sound. In fact,
Iwould have to put it in the category of
just a plain boring-sounding amplifier.
This description may sound harsh, but
once again, Iam accustomed to CAD-805
sound. Please keep in mind that these are
my opinions. EL34s, push-pull, feedback,
and good specs... how boring. Itook it
upon myself to turn boring into exciting.
Do KT88 tubes have any merit? They
sure do! Simply take alook at the curves
when connected in the triode mode.
They look similar to the good ol' 300B, or
2A3 for that matter. Even a6L6 looks like
agreat tube when run in triode configuration. So off Iwent, spending enormous
amounts of time to create some realistic
musical excitement. As Ideveloped the
Super Amp, Isoon discovered that Iwas
enjoying it much too much. Imean, it
was push-pull in design. Iwas able to
develop some nice second-order products, and, utilizing an extremely sophisticated output-transformer design, came
up with the fun factor.
Please keep in mind, as you read my
ramblings, that these are my opinions in
regards to what sounds exciting or boring.
One can become very opinionated about
his own design perimeters.
I am now working on a set of
monoblock Super Amps. Great fun
indeed! If Imay, Iwould like to quote
from Sam Tellig: "This kind of stuff is
what high-end audio is all about."
Once again, Iwould like to take this
opportunity to thank Stereophile for the
opportunity to speak about one of my
designs.
Dennis J. Had
President, Cary Audio Design
Michell GyroDec SE
Editor:
Many thanks for the fine review of the
Stereophile, July 2000

Comments

GyroDec SE. Michael Fremer's passion
for vinyl never fails to please.
Iwould like to address a couple of
points, the first of which is Michael's mention of the record clamp being easy to use,
but that it comes apart if you unscrew it
too many turns. The instructions supplied
with the clamp state: "To remove the
clamp it is only necessary to turn the knob
1
/
8 turn clockwise." They go on to say,
"The knob does not have to be unscrewed
completely." It seems to me that people
(Michael?) who arc used to unscrewing
other manufacturers' clamps from threaded spindles tend to unscrew, instead ofjust
loosen, the Michell Reflex clamp. Iwitness this at trade shows all the time. The
beauty of this clamp (which is retrofittable
to most turntables) is that it's so quick and
effortless to get on or off the deck.
The second point concerns the slight
motor vibration that Michael mentioned
he could feel but not hear, as evidenced by
the "dead silence" reported by the stethoscope test. There should be no concern
here, as the end result of dead silence
speaks for itself. As amatter of fact, the
Gyro's suspension is so well-designed that
a sharp knuckle-rap on the turntable's
supporting structure will yield zero noise
in the speakers even while playing aquiet
musical passage!
Ishould also mention that any motor
vibration present will be reduced by upgrading the power supply to the Quartz
Control (QC) unit at $895. This generates
a50Hz sinewave from apure-crystal oscillator that is then amplified to feed the
motor. As the Papst motor will then spin
at only 150Orpm (20% slower than the
160Orpm at 60Hz), alarger pulley is supplied to keep the platter spinning at the
correct speed. Among the many benefits
of adding the QC are even greater speed
stability and better imaging, bass extension, tightness, and dynamics.
For the sake of Stereophile readers who
are not familiar with the GyroDec, it has
been in production since 1980 and has
been incrementally improved over a20year period. All older GyroDecs can be
upgraded in stages and need never
become obsolete.
In closing, Iwould like your readers to
ic2:1 up on what Michael hinted at in his
paragraph. At $1595, the GyroDec
SE gives you more than it should at this
price point. It uses expensive materials
that are hand-assembled in an intelligent
fashion in which form truly follows &Inc-
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tion. In so doing, John Michell has produced an even more affordable version of
the famous GyroDec. Hopefully, this will
get more Stereophile readers to experience
how good analog can sound. Dave Lang
President, Artech Electronics Ltd.
Accuphase DP-75V
Editor:
Kudos to Mr. Scull! Our Accuphase DP75V design with the latest 24/192 technology is our way of saying to the audiophile that, yes, you can have even better
sound with your current CDs, and yet be
ready for the new digital formats, SACD
and DVD-A. Stay tuned.
Arturo A. Manzano
AX1SS Distribution
Balanced Audio Technology VK-5SE
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Jonathan Scull for
his fine review of our available upgrade to
the VK-SSE (for VK-5i customers). We
are proud to offer this special-edition
upgrade to the well-received VK-5 preamplifier platform, which helped launch
our company in 1995. Although the VK5SE is not ashipping product and is available only as an upgrade, our customers
should note that the VK-30SE is now
available from the factory as alower-cost
version of our reference VK-50SE.
Iagree with Jonathan's conclusion that,
"if the 50SE wasn't around to put things in
perspective, Icould easily live with the
VK-SSE." Once again, ajob well done!
Steve Bednarski
Balanced Audio Technole
Duniavy SC-IV/A
Editor:
DArs staff and the undersigned would
like to express our sincere appreciation
and gratitude to Stereophile and John
Atkinson for the "Equipment Report
Follow-Up" that provides new information regarding the low-frequency performance and other properties of our popular SC-N/A loudspeaker.
Overall, JA's Follow-Up yields new
insight as to why some aspects of his original published measurements did not
agree with our own very accurate measurements (made within one of DArs
two large anechoic chambers: 24' long by
20' wide by 16' high). However, the
Follow-Up contains afew comments and
nearfield measurements that we believe
justify some comments and explanations.
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First, because Stereophile does not possess an anechoic chamber of appropriate
size for obtaining accurate low-frequency
measurements, JA was constrained to
take them within arelatively small, nonanechoic room. He did so using the
MLSSA system with a relatively short
time window to exclude reflections from
room surfaces. Such ashort time window,
however, places alimit on the lowest frequency at which an accurate measurement can be made.
Thus, JA chose the alternative of taking
a nearfield measurement of a single
woofer and splicing it to the MLSSA measurement at a higher frequency. While
this is an acceptable procedure if it is properly implemented, we believe that JA may
have neglected to take into account the
way the farfield radiations of two woofers
combine and add at distances greater than
the spacing between them.
Here is where agrasp of array theory,
radiation patterns, and vector analysis
comes in handy. To begin, the farfield
energy radiated by each of two woofers
(fed by asingle low-impedance source/
amp) combines "vectorially." This means
that the radiation from each of the
woofers (87.5dB ref. 1m) adds to create a
6dB increase in SPL (93.5dB) —plus
whatever "directivity gain" exists due to
the "directivity pattern" created by the
spacing between the drivers. This typically amounts to about another 2dB (or
more) at frequencies above which the
spacing exceeds one-half the wavelength;
cg, about 130Hz for the SC-IV/A, yielding
an on-axis SPL of about 95.5dB.
Thus, our use of two woofers spaced
vertically apart by about 50" yields a
"raw" on-axis "SPL" of about 4.5dB
above the target 91dB specification, permitting the designer an opportunity to
"smooth out" peaks and valleys in the
response curve, as well as effectively raising the output at 20Hz to an SPL of
about 88dB, or only about 3dB below
that at higher frequencies.
Ihope the above information suffices to
explain our specification for the low-frequency response of the SC-IV/A.
With respect to JA's comments concerning "too much treble energy," Iam at
a loss to explain what was perceived.
Certainly, this perceived treble energy
does not show up on plots of on- or offaxis response curves, waterfall plots, etc.
Perhaps the very flat frequency response
of the SC-N in the treble range, combined with the loudspeaker's near-perfect
impulse response, caused recordings with
asomewhat elevated treble to sound abit
bright. (This often sells better to users
with less-than-accurate loudspeakers.)
JA's perception that the reproduction of
a solo piano "revealed a very slight
midrange hoot that made recordings
sound more reverberant than they should"
comes as asurprise. We frequently comStereophile, July 2000

pare, in real time, apair of SC-IV/As to a
ve Samic Grand piano in the same room.
Most visitors wimessing the comparison
are unable to even tell when we have
switched from live to recorded sound.
The 390Hz resonance measured along
asidewall of the SC-IV/A by JA comes as
asurprise because it does not show up in
either on- or off-axis measurements of
amplitude vs frequency plots. Perhaps, as
JA commented, "the speaker was simply
revealing the recorded reverberation to an
extent that Ihad not experienced before."
Again, we appreciate the excellent
comments provided in JA's updated
review of our SC-N/A and its elevation
to afull Class A rating in Srereophi/e.
John Dunlavy
CEO, Dutdavy Audio Labs
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Speakers -free standing
Speakers -in wall
Line conditioners
Component stands
8, MORE

ACCESSORIES
Send for a free complete catalog of all
our Audio/video products that also
includes wire and cable demystifying
literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day Fax 856 428 1832
AUDIO VIDEO CABLES AND MORE
IS A SUBSIDIARY OF

LATINTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC
SI / PROVIN( I IOWN ((OAR (III

({iV 11111

NP OW) 1.1

www.latinternational.com
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Where

to

US dealers interested in selling Stereophile
should call (800) 446-3563; outside the US,
call (802) 388-1280, or fax (802) 388-1290.
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Decatur
Southern Sound
(256) 350-1582
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Hi -Fi
(480) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
(520) 745-0441
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio and Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 558-1000
Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 559-3797
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(323) 937-7674
Audio Video City 02
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd.
(626) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(831) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Napa
Napa Valley Home Theater
(707) 258-9900
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
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Pasadena
GNP Audio
(626) 577-7767
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Bernardino
Videomart
(909) 885-3191
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(310) 373-6796

Tustin

Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903

Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 781-4700
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser D Entertainment
(714) 693-2882

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Moondance Audio
(303) 777-4449

Buy

Stereophile

Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts Audio Video
(860) 442-5314
Ridgefield
Lights Camera Action
(203) 438-7000
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Margate
Good-Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Miami
Audio Artisan
(305) 253-4433
Saint Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(727) 521-3011
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD 8DVD
Exchange
(941) 363-0599
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilburn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
AVI Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Chicago Heights
Music In Motion
(708) 754-3770
Crestwood
Music In Motion
(708) 396-2000
Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Hoffman Estates
Simply Stereo of Hoffman
Estates
(847) 882-2885
Morton Grove
ABT Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Synergistic Sounds
(317) 726-0243
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(765) 449-4211
IOWA
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS
Shawnee Mission
Audioporl Ltd.
(913) 341-2222
KENTUCKY
Lexington
Dish Outlet (The)
(
606) 335-1644
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(225) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
Wilson Audio
(504) 888-8851

ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134

Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Soundstage Audio LLC
(877) 777-4434
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Sound Environment (The)
(402) 423-0363
Omaha
4Tech Electronics
(402) 334-9119

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Stereo 8Video
(781) 648-8111

Las Vegas
Image Sound 8Control
(702) 876-8944

Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144

Chicopee

Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H8S Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
East Lansing
Quantum Leap
(517) 881-4115
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
West Bloomfield
Ensemble
(248) 668-1400
Superior Sight 8Sound
(248) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSOURI
St Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600

MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800

NEVADA

Premier Home Entertainment
(702) 743-7762
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
NEW JERSEY
Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(973) 575-8264
Dunellen
Horne Theater Shop (The)
(732) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(973) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799
Westfield
Soundstage
(908) 233-6155
Woodbridge
Woodbridge -Stereo Center
(732) 636-7750
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
1SG Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Audio House LLC
(718) 745-2834
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
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New York

Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 734-84344
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop

(212) 598-0618
Rochester

Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410

Syracuse

Salem

Hear No Evil Home &Car
(503) 363-3633

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby's Sound 8Vision
(610) 649-7002
Erie
Custom Audio
(8)4) 833-8383
Hatfield
World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500

Clark Music
(315) 446-7020

Listening Post
(412) 681-8433

Vestal
Audio Classics
(607) 766-3501
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains

Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055

Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880

Charlotte

Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300

Greenville
Home Systems
(252) 353-8091
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
OHIO
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Cleveland
Bank News
(216) 281-8777
Hi-Tech Hi-fi and Video
(440) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565

Selinsgrove

Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Hoffman's Audio Video
(440) 461-3707

Toledo
Jamieson's Stereo
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336 2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Beaverton

Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754

Eugene

Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

Portland

Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Uptown Audio Video
(503) 643-9904
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Bell Tek Integrated Systems
(425) 882-3200
Definitive Audio

(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia

Desco Audio &Video
(360) 943-1393

Seattle

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Jackson
New Wave Electronics
(901) 668-6711
Johnson City
Soundroom (ne)
(423) 928-9233

Nashville

Nicholson's Stereo

(615) 327-4312

TEXAS
Austin
Audio By Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833

Bedford

Classic Home Audio
(31T) 267-6502

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(920) 733-6464
Glendale
Sound Investments
(4)4) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421 5910
PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745 7805
Rio Piedras Heights

Conroe

Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927

Dallas

Nova Electronics

Images
(972) 980-2560

Mayfield Heights

WASHINGTON
Bellevue

Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Willow Grove
Sounder
(2151 659-8815

Gahanna

Lakewood

(757) 424 5850

Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

lobe's Systems
(409) 441-1112

Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802

Digital Sound

Village TV it Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220

Dublin

Audio Encounters
(6)4) 766-4434

Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139

Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

San Juan

(787) 781-3870

CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
MW Audio

(403) 244-8111

Houston

Edmonton
Audio Si
(780) 412-3232

NH Audio Video

Audio Plus
(780) 439-0011

UTAH
Salt Lake City

ONTARIO

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

Concord

Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
(713) 523-3388

Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

Springville
A8D Cellular 8Electronics
(801) 491-7698

Brampton

(905) 453-0444
Audio One

(416) 665-0749
London

London Audio

(519) 673-1780
Ottawa

VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

Distinctive Audio
(613) 722-6902

VIRGINIA
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio

Toronto

(703) 818-8000

Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Richmond
Audio Visions
(804) 346-0876

Rexdale

Audio Empire
(416) 745-6866
Brack Electronics
(416) 364-5002

Windsor
Live Wire Audio Ltd.
(519) 979-7740
ARGENTINA
National Distributor

Buenos Aires 1416
R1Martinez
54 1145851413

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor

Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
617 3368 3566
BULGARIA
Sofia
Audio Consult

lookiutb lc
improve

359 255 4069

*le

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat
Parlatek
506 225 8231
FINLAND
Turku
Hifi Mesta Oy
3582 2504 888
GERMANY
National Distributor

Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
49 6722 8060

Rol uebtoallno,-;

HONG KONG
Central
YK Audio Ltd
852 2849 2339

Krix Equinox -$599/pair

IRELAND

YOU

County Dublin

Cloney Audio
353 12888477

NETHERLANDS

RE

THERE

ri z

LOUDSPEAKERS

National Distributor

Benelux
De Hifistudio
31 0591611111
De Hitiwinkel
31 0402113388
De Hifiwinkel
31 0246842091
Durob Audio BV
31 0735112555

2849 E. Thousand Oaks Blvd.
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362

805.374.2771
www.knx.com.au

Hifishop (The)
31 0135443444

NORWAY
National Distributor

Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
47 55 25 6214
PORTUGAL
Amadora
Alasom
351 214748709

SINGAPORE
Singapore
Music By Design
65-334-3981
SOUTH AFRICA
Kempton Park
lowen Freight Ltd
27 11396 1113
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Surte Audio Elite
34 96 3510798
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hifi Portier
41 22 7840050
TRINIDAD
Curepe

Sanch Electrono
868 633 1384

TURKEY
Nisantasi Istanbul
Rkd Munk
90 2122413411
UNITED KINGDOM
Kent
Stereophile -United Kingdom
44 1812 891 571
Nottingham
Wollaton Audio - UK
44 0115 928 4147

Smerd awe Çíemi
Revel
Audible Illusions
Aerial
Audio Research
ProAc
Mark Levinson
Avalon
Theta Digital
Paradigm
Pass Labs
Proceed
Paradigm Reference

Peréezmetetee
Seezea ce Vieculte 7deettle
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Atlanta,Georgia 30338

(770)804- 8977
http://www.soundandcinema.net
VP'
Grado
Sumiko
Graham
Tara Labs
Zoethecus
Benz-Micro
Salamander
Kimber Kable
Kimber Select
Magnum Dynalab

Pioneer Elite
Sony Video
Faroudja
Vidikron
Marantz
Lexicon
Stewart
Aragon
Acurus
Denon
ATI

Audio

Mart

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Nairn, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rega, Epos, ReVox,
JPW, L)ynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
www.gemvirbinaudio.com.

HIGH-END COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices: Aerial, Li&W, Bryston, Cary, Classé, Dynaudio,
EgglestonWorks, Hales, MartinLogan, Meridian,
Proceed, Revel, Theta, Thiel, Totem, Krell, and other
exclusive stereo and home-theater products. All merchandise new, perfect, with full manufacturers' warranties. Helm Music Company, (888) 519-9800.

"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Denon, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
McCormack, Mirage, MIT, Oracle, PowerWedge,
ProAc, Theta, van den Hul, Vandersteen, Zoethecus.
Audio Excellencs; Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/
MC/A mEx/Discover.

AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphasc, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Avalon
Acoustics, Audio Artistry, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Basis, Benz-Micro, Cabasse, Cary, Chang,
Conrad-Johnson,
Electrocompaniet,
Ensemble,
Fanfare, Gemian Physics, Graaf, Graham, Koetsu,
Kuzma, LAT, Lehman, Magnum 1)ynalab, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Musc, Odeon, Onix, Pathos,
Rega, Samadhi Acoustics, Spendor, Tannoy, Totem,
Transfiguration, Wheaton Triplancr, XL0, YBA,
Zoethecus, and more. Call John Barnes at (303) 6913407, fax (303) 922-0522, 2341 W Yak Ave., Englewood,
CO 80110.

ATTENTION QUAD, SPENDOR, ROKSAN,
KORA OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or
service for Quad, Kora, Roksan, Spendor, and
Gradient. New ESL panels, new and rebuilt ESL-63
panels, updates, stands, and subwoofers available!
Contact Randy or Mike, QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540)
372-3713. E-mail: qsartdd@aolcom. Web: www.qsandlcom.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT.
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Supere-. Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-4356, Sentrie.
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, audition at your leisure!
Showcasing Millennium series. Travel reimbursement
with purchase. Also Anna-Sphere, Thor, Wolcott,
Inner Sound amps, JoLida, Walker Audio, Magnan,
Furutech. Private auditions. (504) 866-1730, Lowly.
audiokinesis.com.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA —Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Srereophdr-recommended (April 2000) vertical
dipole antenna. Built to outperform and outlast all others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-863Z other locales
inquire (716) 683-5451, fax (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at wierlimJnrciono.
The Fanfare FM tuner is state-of-the-art.., soon to
include AM.
WWW.AUDIOWEB.COM —The largest high-end
audio site on the Web. Best, safest, free, classified ads
and auctions. Internet's only audio shopping mall.
Access equipment reviews from the entire Web. Great
discussion groups. Most comprehensive company and
product directory.
WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI. Noise-fighting accessories, saso up;
power-line conditioners, $85 up. Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Free catalog! Virtual Mock 1Old
Coram Road, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876,
wren' vintiodecom, virtualmode@worldnetattmet.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Ultra-high-fidelity active and
passive line stages. Our volume controls use only
Vishay S-102 resistors in a unique 125-step design.
Remote-controlled. The most distortion-free and
transparent components available today at any price.
We guarantee it! Spectacular with SACL). From $1000.
No-risk 30-day in-system trial. Toll-free, (888) 7653330, more details at www.placetwaudiecom.
McCORMACK EQUIPMENT upgrades available
from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve McCormack
(the original designer), these outstanding upgrades arc
available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and ALI) preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call (760) 7320352 or e-mail SMcAridio@aolcorn.
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PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Excellent selection of
audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! InfiniCaps,
Hovland, Rel-Cap, SCR, Black Gate, Elisa, Nichicon,
Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills, Kiwame, etc. capacitors,
resistors. All types of connectors, wires, Alps, Noble,
MU), Hexfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets, isolators, 1)eflex panels, hospital-grade connectors, tools, accessories. Free catalog
online or by post. Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA
9493Z (415) 669-7181, fax (415) 669-7558, mpercy@
sonnet, www.bainbridgenet/perryaudio.
ii!1111111111111111111r111111111111i11111111
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irifirrirro WWWUSEDCABLECOM ruirritrite
wiprirrirtirmrrillwalittrittr11111111
iteurrittrirlimerrilittrrIr ttttt rrir111111
We buy used cable. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
AURIC ILLUMINATOR provides enhanced resolution of CDs and DVDs. Optical media arc experienced
through aveil of jitter that no re-clocking buffer can
fully eliminate. Make digital sound analog! Try Auric
Illuminator, money-back guarantee. Treats 300 discs!
$39.95. (800) 565-4390, www.audience-av£om.
CARY: USED 3005E-LX20, $3600; 805C, latest,
$6400; 2A3SE; Volksamp Aleph 30, Aleph 60M; custom
vertical-array 98dB speakers, 55800. (801) 226-1018.

RATES: Private, 51.50 per word; Commercial,
$4.75 per word, $190 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters
with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with
order, either by check or credit card: MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified
Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529. FAX: (505) 983-6327. ONLINE:
classifieds@stereophile.com. DEADLINE: Ms
are duc on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear For example, if you want
your ad to tun in the September 2000 Stenophile,
you must submit it by July 1, 2000. Please Note:
Phone-in ads are not accepted. Please plan on
faxing or mailing in your ads on the form provided at the end of the section. No refunds.

OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL, Audio Physic, EAD, Immedia, Audio
Refinement, Vibrapods, Lyra, Wireworld, PSE, Castle,
ASC, VansEvers, Benz-Micro, !Clyne, Sound Anchors,
RPM, Sumiko, ART, Power Snakes, Acoustic Energy,
Richard Gray's Power Co., Audio-Technici, REL,
Harmonic Technology, YBA, Sanus, LAST, Bybee
Technologies, VPI. Needle Nectar, Herron Audio,
Niny Gritty, and more. Used and demos available.
Trade-ins welcome. Corner Audio, (503)643-7512, e-mail
jweber@comeraudio.com, www.comeraudiecom.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS, trusted and respected for
quality modifications. We've been making the best better since 1979. Products modified this year include
Audio Research, Boulder, Levinson, Krell, vintage
McIntosh and Marantz tubes. Spectral, Rowland,
Counterpoint, Wadia, Creek, Magnum Dynalab, and
many more. Of course, we have specialized mods for
Dyna, Adcom, B&K, Pioneer Cl), and others.
New, great-sounding DVD players! Get our newsletter!
Musical Comes, 49 Jason COUR, St. Charles, MO 63304,
(314) 447-0040, e-mailjhillig@primary.net.
ARAGON 8008BB dual-monoblock design amps,
two, immaculate condition, usual retail, $2500 each;
sell, $1650 each. Bill, (516) 826-3791,fax (516) 826-5870.
INCREIMBLE DEAL: VMPS FFISRE Special
Ribbon Edition world-class speakers with external bass
crossovers and power supply, 20-400Wpc. They have
the upgraded extra-heavy-duty woofers (4), with 5-lb
magnets! (A $500 value.) They also have an upgraded
leaf ribbon between the two spiral ribbons for
smoother highs (a $125 value). Usual retail with
upgrades, S10,625/pair, sell, $6500/pair (38% off
retail). Bill, (516) 826-3791, fax (516) 826-5870.
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fax (804) 358-5300.
WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Nakamichi,
KEF, Parasound, Salamander, more. Read Brothers, 591
King St., Charleston, SC 29403. (843) 723-7276,
rbs@charbstonmet.
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St, Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Alón. Art
Audio, ASL, Atlantis, Audion, Audio Note, Audio
Refinement, Basis, BI)R, Benz Micro, Cary, Chang,
Citation, Clcaraudio, Goertz, Graham, Harmonic
Technology, Kochel, Loth X. Magnum 1)ynalab,
Marchand, Oracle, QS&I), Reference 3A, Silverline,
Soliloquy, Stax, Thor, Transfiguration, Wavac, YBA,
and more! (510) 732-1204, wwwscsoundgalleryxorn.
BLUE CIRCLE PREAMP, ($3300) $1750; Claim Da
Capo cartridge, used 120 hours, ($1895) $950;
RoomTune bass traps, $65. (606) 581-3763.
PARTICULAR CONTEMPORARY DESIGN 24"
Duetta speaker stands, ($970) $290; Synergistic
Research, various digital Alpha/Alpha Sterling, 65%
below retail; Polyfusion 805 DAC, $575; Camelot
Technology v3.0 DAC, $575; Muse 296 DAC, $575;
Wadia 27ix DAC, $1725; Mark Levinson No39,
$1725. (734) 332-9165.
TIMBRE TT1 DAC, balanced, ($4000 with $1500
upgrade) 12000. (505) 983-8830.
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SOTA TURNTABLE availability includes new and
refurbished turntables, trade-in options, upgrades,
modifications, parts, and accessories. Toncarm and cartridge setups. Call SOTA Sales &Service, (708) 246-9815,
fix (708) 246-9778, e-mail sotatunuahles@kuvrn.com or visit
tinvivsotaturntahles.com.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. Now offering
upgrades for Solid-1 and Solid-2 amps, outperfomi
Aragon 8008813 for less than $700!! 24-bit upgrade for
1)A-10! Convert SA12/100/20/220 into completely
new amps! Counterpoint's designer Michael Elliott services, upgrades, rebuilds Counterpoint. (760) 9450356. Details at uninv.altavistaaudio.com.
OVER 70% OF BESTOFDEAL CUSTOMERS
come back for more demo new: Accuphase, Air Tight.
Krell, dCS, Oracle, YBA, Pass, Classé, Meridian,
Legend, CAL, Metronome, Bryston, Cardas,
Harmonic Technology, Nordost, Siltech, JMIab, Alón,
Gershrnan, Totem, Dunlavy, ProAc, B&W, Dynaudio...
dozens
more!
Call
(888) 427-8124,
e-mail
besto(deal@aotcom.
WE OFFER PERFECT CON1)MON with warranty: Audio Physic. B&W, Canary. CAT, Clearaudio,
EgglestonWorks, Gershtnan, Krell, Levinson, mbl,
MIT, NBS, Sonic Frontiers. Transparent, Wadia,
Wilson. and many more high-end audio and video
components. Call for inventory list or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 Street, Flushing NY 11358. (718) 9618842, fax (718) 886-9530, e-mail fflound@aolcom, High
End Audio.
McINTOSH MC275 stereo amplifier, Commemorative
Edition, $3000. (310) 396-3351, tvamfichereernaiLcont.
CUSTOM-BUILT LOUDSPEAKERS, -absolute
highest-quality components. Will custom-build around
your ideas! (906) 789-0516.
MBLI011), ($38,000) $16,000; 101C. $9800; Sonus Faber
Extrema with stand, 55800; BAT V1C-60, 52650; VK-40
with phono, $2800; Cary 805C, $3900. (909) 627-4529.

Ailm›
twerence

GUARANTEED CONDITION amplifiers: Audio
Research VTM120, Goldentube SE40, Mclos
MAT1000. Preamplifiers: BAT VK3i, Krell KBL,
McCormack TLC I, McIntosh C31V. Processors: Audio
Research DACZ Genesis Lens, McCormack DACI.
Transports, analog, theater: Fosgatc 3A, Lexicon CD2,
Marantz AV500, 1)P870. Speakers: Aerial 5, McIntosh
HT4, Mirage M3si, Platinum Solo, ProAc Response 2s.
And cables. Ask Trevor for complete inventory. Toll-fire:
(877) 274-9983, oalcs@voireneuom.
HIGH-END COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
PRICES: Aerial, B&W, Bryston, Cary, Classé,
Dynaudio, EgglestonWorks, Hales, MartinLogan,
Meridian, Proceed, Revel, Theta, 'Mel, Totem, Krell,
and other exclusive stereo and home-theater products.
All merchandise new, perfect, with full manufacturers'
warranties. Helm Music C:ompany, (888) 519-9800.
TURNTABLES, TURNTABLES: Amazon, EuroKit
(DIY), Verdier. Lots of tonearms, cartridges (DL103!),
phono stages. EarMax headphone amps. HRS.
Audiophile CI)s/LPs closeouts: all under $10. Audio
Advancements LLC, flex 2090, Branchvilk ng 07826,
(973) 875-8705, e-mail audadv@earthlink.net, www.audio
advaneements.com.
MARK LEVINSON No332 amplifier, only 20 hours'
use, perfect condition, ($6995) $4600; Transparent
Super speaker cable, ($1100) $500; Tice Power Block
III, ($1350) $600; XL0 2 balanced interconnect, 1m,
($210) $75. Cal1
John, (717) 530-1224, M-F, 6-9 EST

WARNING!!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on ash or personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure-pay by credit card.
_J

VIBRAPOIr
I
SOLATORS

Mart

WILSON X-1/GRAND SLAMM Mk2, ($75,900)
$32,500/pair, Dunlavy SC-V, mint, demo with 5-year
warranty, ($15,000) S9999/pair. Call for prices on other
Dunlavy models, demos or new. Pass X-350 mint
demo, full warranty, call; VI'l Aries with JMW-10 arm
and vdH Frog, used only 20 hours, ($7320) $4999/set;
MIT Oracle 2networked speaker cable, 30', used only
20 hours, ($10,000) S5999/pair. Audio Video Logic, (515)
727-2279.
WAI)IA 27ut, new, full warranty, ($8950) $5995. (806)
756-4425.
METAPHOR 2 with AudioPoints, cherry, Class B.
mint, ($6000) $2500 OBO. Call Mark, (716) 884-0991.
6SN7 VINTAGE TUBES: Mint, unused 1945
Sylvania VT-231, military boxes, tested, matched,
$99/pair shipped. Also: Ken Rad and RCA VT-231,
GE GTAs, various Sylvania, Raytheon, others. Save this
ad. Buying 6SN7s also. (630) 975-3038, triode6sn7@hot
maitcom.
GENESIS 1, ($125,000) 575,000; 200, (545,000)
$23,000; 300, ($30,000) 516,000; 350, ($26,500)
$13,000; 900, rosewood, ($2800) $1450. Latest drivers,
factory warranty. Call (707) 280-3824, e-mail digital
am@yahoomm.
BRENTWORTH TYPE 4s, sell or trade. John, (323)
461-3577, jchbom@aol.com.
NAKED, BOUNTIFUL GIRLS are great, hut check
out these assets: Alón, AMC, Anthem, Audion, Audio
Refinement, Audio Research, CAL Cary, J.A. Michell,
JMIab, Nordost, ProAc, QuickSilver, Wavac, Wilson
Benesch, Wireworld, more! Arizona Hi-H, (480) 9219961, unotentbeauclio.unti.
STAX IS BACK!!! SALES AND SERVICE, System II
series Omega, Signature, Classic, Basic, and battery.
operated portable In-The-Earspealters. Authorized US
distribution by: Yamar Enterprises Inc., 206 Ea« Star of
India Lane, Carson, CA 90746, (310) 327-3913. Visit us at
unow.yamasinecom.

'ffl111111111.11111Mb.-

(800) 947-4434
Components
that define
the present
Systems that
anticipate

GIVE LIFE To THE MUSIC

the future
Courteous Service and Expert Advice
Authorized dealer for the finest audio & video brands:
ADA

Grado

All

Haller

Niles

Atlantic Technology

Hales Design

Nitty Gritty

Audible Illusions

Group

Nordost Nadine

MSB

Audio Control

Harman (ardon

Audio Power

Harmonic

ProAc

Audioduest

Technology

Rega

Pioneer Elite

Bag End

Infinity

Sharp

Balanced Audio

Jamo

Sonance

Bright Star

JBL Synthesis

Sony

Bryslon

Jolida

Spectron

Cal Audio Labs

KU

Straightwire

Celestion

timber table

Target

Cinepro

Magnum Dynalab

Thorens

Citation

M&K

Tice

Creek

Meridian

Toshiba

M IT

Townshend

Epos

Mission

VPI

Fanfare

Mitsubishi

XL0

and more

18214 Dalton Ave ,Dept SP
Gardena, CA 90248
e-mail. rav@reference-ay.com
www reference-av com
so cal 310 517 1700 •fax 310 517 1732
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STEREOPHILE RECOMMENDED COMPONENT
Ocr. '99, Voi.. 22, No. 10

lea
Herron Audio

Denon

41

Immediately You Know

ULTIMATE STEREO
623 Hanley Industrial Court
St. Louis, MO 63144
(314) 644-0900
http://www.ultimatestereo.com
Email: sam@ultimatestereo.com

germar•

The RACKIT - System
Modular, stackable oak furniture
for your home, office and studio
holds all a/v formats, equipment
and more
Free mail order brochure
t
please mention 'tit:R.0111111cl

Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 •PO Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
www.rackittm.com
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Mart

WILSON X-VGRAND SLAMM Series II, titanium
color, $42,000; Mark Levinson No.33, $22,000/pair.
Reasonable offers considered. Call Ben, (770) 422-3207,
7am-9pm EST
DELVE AUDIO OF NEW JERSEY. Legend Audio
(local), Viva, Analysis Plus, Coincident, Ortho Spectrum,
pARTicular, MSB Technology, TG Audio Lab, Walker
Audio, Luminous Audio, Magnum Dynalab MD-10,
JA Michell, etc. Tri-state arca? Call Oliver, (973) 8126717Jor appointment or consultation.
SPECTRAL SDR2000 DAC, ($8900) $2100; Sonic
Frontiers Processor-3 DAC, ($7000) $1575; Polyfusion
Audio 805 DAC, ($2850) $590. (517) 881-4115, five
(517) 351-3508.
McCORMACK DNA ONE, mint, $1400. (860) 5261012.
LINN/NA1M triamplified system, Rogers LS3/5A
speakers, Naim NATTY/ tuner. Gilbert, (303) 971-7229,
(303) 471-0759.
KRELL KAV-300i INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER, 1
year old, used sparingly, mint condition, 4years left on
transferable warranty, $1650. (518) 286-4179.
VISIT wwsv.audiophile-lp-cd.de collection.
STEREO (I)EALER) LIQUIDATION duc to Air
Base closure and weak Canadian dollar Many of the
better brands. Many collectors' items. Call The Sound
Room (lOnnerly in Plattsburgh, NI), (518) 425-6132,
Monday-Friday, 9arn-rwon ESTfor details.
MART1NLOGAN CLSes, Entec SW-1 woofers.
Excellent condition. (201) 848-9416.

ACCUPHASE C202 line preamplifier, separate CD
volume, balanced in/out, gold, like new, ($4100) $1299
OBO. (570) 655-3930.
VELODYNE HGS 15, (52495) $1785. Tom, (248) 6346619 home, (248) 391-4400 work, EST
NEC 6P GRAPHICS VIDEO PROJECTOR, ideal
for DVD. HDTV, or home theater, 300", 1000-lumen
display, excellent condition, low hours, ($19,995) $2495
plus s/h. (916) 354-1990.
SONY VPH-1272Q H1)TV VIDEO PROJECTOR,
low hours, excellent image, capable of projecting any
video or HDTV source up to a300" screen size, ceiling- or floor-mountable, includes remote commander
and accessories, ($22,000) $4500. Call Eric, (715) 8453009, Visa/MC
LEGACY FOCUS speakers, antique walnut, excellent, ($4850) $3299 OBO. Delivery 150 miles. (570)
655-3930.
PARADIGM REFERENCE LCR-450 center speaker,
($450) $315; ADP-150 surround speakers, ($430)
$299/pair OBO. Excellent. (570) 655-3930.
Z-SYSTEMS RDQ-1 EQUALIZER, ($2500) $1700;
EAD T-1000 transport, ($1000) $500; EAD DSP-7000
Mk.III, HDCD, ($2200) $1000; Presence Audio preamp, ($2800) $1700. All mint and all with original
boxes and manuals. David, (713) 940-2835 work, (281)
326-3932 home
McINTOSH MC2000 Commemorative tube amp.
Reliability with seductive audiophile sound, $12,000
OBO. Gary, (415) 389-1114, www.mcintoshlabs.com.

NEW RATES: Private, $1.50 per word; Commercial, $4.75 per word; $190 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophi/e, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327 or SUBMIT
ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the April 2000 Sterrophik you must submit it with payment by February 1. 2000. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue.
No refimds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-2366.
words.

My card 41 is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
U General

J CDs/LPs/Tapes

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Lawrence
OToole PO. Box 138, Bearsville, NY 12409. Tel./firc: (914)
688-7163.
IMPRESSIVE VINYL COLLECTION for sale.
Opera and classical from 1948 through early 1980s.
4831 count, impeccable condition. Collection in
Northeast New Jersey, $25k. Serious inquiries only.
(570) 223-7230 evenings, Warrenosse@hormailxom.

COLLECTING VINTAGE HI-FI SINCE 1975. Still
paying more for wanted items than any collector dealer. Irepair, restore, and buy, working or not. Also
hoarding tubes and prewar radios. Want: Fisher,
Fairchild, Regency, Futterman, Jensen, Beveridge,
Brociner, Marantz, Zenith, Scott, Tannoy, WE, RE!,
Plasmatronics, lonovac, Quad, Leak, Hadley, McIntosh,
Thorens, Garrard, Acto, Eico, Alter, H/K, JBL,
Scqucrra, Stromberg, Cotter, FR66, RCA, Galen,
Transcriptor, Wm, Ohma, Radiocraftsman, Castagna,
Dynavector, Lux, Lecchair, Bell, AR Lst, Heath
W1-3, and others. Higher offers—lower stress! FA
Schneck, (718) 377-7282, 3-6pm weekdays, or leave spmfic
message
for quick response.
TUBE HI-FI, commercial tube and horn speakers,

0 Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard

Category heading:

MARK LEVINSON NO31 transport, ($8500) $3100;
Proceed PAV/DSD, ($9200) $4200; Spectral DMA 90
amplifier, ($3500) $1600. Shipping cost not included.
Boxed and ready to ship. Call (949) 249-8739 evenings,
Southern Calrfomia.

Wanted

Audio Mart Order Form

0 Enclosed is payment in the amount of $
for
O Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

MARK LEVINSON No380S, $3600; No39 CD,
$3600; No36S, $3200; No333 amp, $4900; Wilson
WATT/Puppy 5.0, gloss black, $9000; Transparent
Audio Reference XL balanced interconnects, 1m,
$3500; 2m, $3900; XL speaker cable, 8', $5900;
Reference Balanced D/A, $500; Threshold T3 preamp,
$1800. Original owner, with boxes. (702) 385-5252,fax
(702) 383-8535.

71 Wanted

:I Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

some current -high-end" Alter, JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher
Eico, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (405) 7373312, fax (405) 737-3355, e-mail SonnySourul@aoLcorn.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Harman/lCardon, Maranta, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stereo
Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fix (215)
886-2171.
iNebsite catalog: www.tsto.com. E-mail:
tsto@tsto.com.
OLD TUBE MARANTZ, Western Electric, and
speakers; old hi-fi and radio tubes, mono/stereo tube
theater amps, parts, inventory, Altec, Tannoy, Quad,
Eico, McIntosh, Scquerra FM-1, Levinson, Rowland,
Krell, ARC, Duntcch Sovereign, Luxman 3045,
Tandbcrg 3001A, Nakamichi Dragon. Will travel long
distance to pick up. (718) 3n7316, (718) 384-4667
McINTOSH MC2255 amplifier mint condition only.
Call Mc Radebaugh, (202) 452-2052.

Name
Street
State
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DUNLAVY ATHENAS/CABLES, CAV50, brute
Adconi, good D/A converter. AudioPhil8@hormailcom.

Company
City
Zip

TeL

Fax

ADDRESS TO ORDER *SERIOUS LISTENER,"
device for putting on cars to focus sound. Harriman,
(727) 581-0926.
CLASSÉ CA-301 amplifier new/used. (949) 4553303, merniang@eanhlink.net.
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Advertiser
Advertising published ut Sterrophile
is accepted on the premise that the
merchandise and services as offered
arc accurately described, and are
available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising dut does not
conform to these standards, of &It is
&Cal/OW or misleading. IS never
knowingly accepted. If you encounter noncomphowe with these
standards, please write to John B.
Gourlay, Petersen Publishing
Company, 110 Fifth Ave, New
York, NY 10011.

Acoustic Sounds
122
Adcom/KEF
34
Alpha-Core
130
Ambrosia Audio
145
Analysis Plus
86
Artech
128
Atlantis Reference
136
Audio Advisor
84, 99, 106, 110
Audio Connection
134
Audio Nexus
138
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Systems
Audio Plus (JMLab)
Audio Prism
AudioQuest
Audio-Video Logic
Audio Video Salon
AudioWaves
Aurex
Avantgarde
Boltz USA

134
44
24
132
148
117
138
51
70
42-43
72

NAD
48
NBS Cables
18a
Needle Doctor
100-101
New Age Audio
145
Nordost
64
Overture
127
Paradigm
6
Parts Connection
117
Pass Laboratories
68
Per Madsen
143
Perpetual Technologies
58
PS Audio
60
PSB
26
Red Rose Music
78
Reference 3A
99
Reference Audio Video .... 143
Revel
10
Rotel
15
Sim Audio
70
Sound and Cinema
141
Sound by Singer
52-53
Sound City
94
Sound Exchange
86
Soundex
118
Sound Images
139
Sound Station
92
Star Sound Technologies... 136
Stereo Exchange
84, 102
Synergistic Research
51
Tact Audio
130
Thiel
28
Totem Acoustics
64
Toys From the Attic
120
Ultimate Stereo
143
Upscale Audio
132
Wadia
147
WBT-USA
60

Bryston
Cable Company
Cambridge

30
104
136
Cardas
62
Cary Audio
12
Conrad-Johnson
20
CSA Audio
145
Davidson-Whitehall
86
Dunlavy Audio Labs
85
Elusive Disc
90, 124
Gallo
84, 86
Goldmund
38
Goodwins High End
112
Harmonic Technology
68
HCM
116
HeadRoom
114
Hi-Fi Farm
80
Infinity
22
James Loudspeaker
21
JA. Michell
128
Joseph Audio
71
JPS Labs
37
JS Audio
91
Kid's Audio Video
145
Kimber Kable
50
Koch Entertainment
70
Krell
2
LAT International
139
Linn
17
Mark Levinson (Madrigal)
.9
McCormack
62
Mirage
40, 46
Moondance Imports
141
Mordaunt-Short
36
Motorola
32
Music Direct
108
Musical Suroundings
96
Myryad
128

Straight Talk... for 41 Years

New Age Audio Brings You

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

LPs Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist
• AERIAL ACOUSTICS •AfOrS •ARCAM •ARCICI •ATLANTIS
•BASIS •EH •BENZ MICRO •BILLY BAGS •BOW •CLASSE •
CLEARAUCH

• CRESTON

• DUNLAV1

• REVEL

•

FANFARE

TM

• ESP
TUBE

•PHILIPS •PIONEER ELITE •POLY CRYSTAL •PROCEED •PSB •RE L
THETA

DIGITAL

•TRANSPARENT

CABLE

• VIBRAPLANE

•VIOIKRON •MiATON TRIPLANAR •Z-SYSTEMS •ANO MORE

310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Mo-Fri 10-7 Sat 10 5:30

2337 Remits Rd. Ste. 6. Bel An CA 90077
VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

www.ambrosia.com

information &large selection

of pro-owned electronlcs

New Yodes Best High-End
Dealer... in New Jersey!
DUNLAVY AUDIO
LABS -SC1-SCVI
Loudspeakers.
KRELL FPB Series
Amplifiers.

The Montana KAS
uu 12 . wurrter,
so rmid woofer,
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Todays cutting edge
for the high end
.
vothusiost.

SC -IVA

Visit our 16 Showrooms
Featuring
106 Quality Manufacturers

1\INA/ A.G
1JDID
SPEAKERS

KIEF'S Audio/Video
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GOLDEN

Featuring...

We stock 106 Brands of
Audio. Video and Car
Stereo. Only afew
stores in America can
make this statement and
virtually all of us are
located in college towns
adjacent to hi-tech
Universities.

785-842-1811

•

•RSA •SONANCE •SONIC FRONTIERS •STEVVART •SUMIKO •

Competitive Prices!

AUDIO/VIDEO

• DRAPER

• EOURTECH

•KIMBER SELECT. LEVINSON •MARANTA •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD

for amajor selection of
award-so inning
brands...

http://www.kiefsav.com
e:kiefsav @sunflower.com

• DISCOVERY

• ELAN
FAROUDJA

• GOLDEN TREATER • GRADO • GRAHAM • JEFF ROWLAND

Authorized Dealer

24th &loss aSt., Laurence, KS
:Sion Sat 10,un-hpm. Fhur Marn-Kprn

•

11011E TIIEtTE

•
•

•
ELECTRONICS

•

.

•

•SOLID STATE

•.

•

•
CABLES

ACCESSORIES
COMPONENTS •• •

•

•

NOME THEATRE

•-•

IrMe M... •O
N Ter 1.• moo hi., •lb« 11•14«. aeadable q.t.% Mt...,
it., I Os. Ia

l'ut Bud

HONE tITMIITIO\

CUMIN,' •DYNAMO •BESAR. ENERGY •BAO •FAROUDJA •GRAMM, •GRAD()
NET • QED • MARANTZ • MARTIN LCGAN •McCORTAM •McINTOSig • MAD
NEW. PROCEED •PROTCN •REL •%TECH •STRAGHTWIRE •SUMKO •VPPRAGE
VTI. •WELL TEMPERED •WIREWORLD• XLV LIMITED •X10

VACUUM TUBE ELECTRONICS
DIGITAL

MITI•110011

AGMS • ADA • ALCHEMIST • KLorr • Auc • AMPOO • ARAGON • SECAM
AUDIO RESEARCH •PINGED AUX) •B
•BAUS •Due mum•c A •Int

:5121i9

770.487.0103

CSI ADO
193 BELLE VUE AVE., UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

973-744-0600

WWW CSAAUDIODESIGN COM
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Fine

Tune

Jonathan

I

Scull

heard the other day from Steve
Creamer of Nirvana Audio Cable
(www.NirvanaAudio.com). Steve had
just finished reading May's "Fine Tunes,"
in which I'd mused further about grounding your audio system.
"Jonathan, grounding to acold-water
pipe is fine as long as that's the way the
ground path does, in fact, terminate. If
your building does not use acold-water
pipe for ground — that is, without a
jumper at the meter — then ground floats
around the building, so to speak. And that
can be dangerous if you find away, however unlikely, to touch both ground lines,
as there may be adifference in potential
just waiting to zap you!"
Good point. As it happens, in our old
loft building there is ajumper from the
service box to the ol' cold-water pipe.
Steve also pointed out that if you install a
"dedicated" ground rod for your audio
system and you live in ahouse with a
"main" grounding rod, there may exist the
same difference in potential, thus creating
the potential for an unwelcome shock.
"Yup," he continued, "that's because
the grounded service conductor (neutral)
will be connected to agrounding service
conductor (ground), which will in turn
connect to agrounded electrode (ground
rod). It's true that, to reduce electrical
noise, an isolated ground line can be run
with the AC conductors through panel
boards without being terminated. But
according to code, it must be grounded at
the main service entrance with the circuit
ground conductors. And that would be via
the same grounding electrode (or other
means) as the rest of the building."
Steve freely admits to using the same
"code violation" (250-74 Exception 4) in his
own system. He's wired up separate
"grounded electrodes" for digital components to avoid contaminating the neutral/
ground of what he describes as "sensitive"
preamps and power amps. As I've warned
many times before in "Fine Tunes," and as
Steve confirmed: Ifyou don't know what you're
doing, consult apmfessional eltrffitiatt.
As long as, once again, I'm nattering on
about electrical matters: A while back I
received afax from reader Glen Bartholomew, who thought my recommendation
of Hubbell and Bryant duplex outlets was
on the money, but might cost too much for
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budget-conscience audiophiles.
"Leviton devices seem to be often overlooked by the high-end community," he
averred. "I have used Leviton hospitalgrade outlets and plugs for afew years
now and find them to be equal, if not
superior, to Hubbell, Bryant, Eagle, etc., as
well as being easier to find (at least in the

Iran across afascinating Italian site presented by Lucio Cadeddu (www.trit-audio.
com/clinica/flexye.html). Hop on over
and peruse the nicely illustrated construction plans for the TNT FleXy Table,® a
DIY audiophile rack. Very enjoyably
done, as only the Italians can manage, and
quite informative. Mimmo Cacciapaglia,
who wrote the rack article, suggests MDF
shelving of at least 20mm thickness, but in
Leviton devices
my view you'd be better off with the
seem to be often
multi-layer home-brew shelves Isuggested in June.
overlooked by the
However, Sr. Cacciapaglia also recommends a cradeing good tweak that's well
high-end community.
worth considering as afinish coat for your
audiophile-approved shelving: Noise Killer,
New York area). Their outlets feature
a damping compound distributed by
triple-wipe contacts and choice of side or
Rockford Fosgate (www.rockfordfosgate.
back wire. The back-wire option is ahascom/home/index.html), who make in-car
sle-free yet superior system that clamps
amplifiers, speakers, and accessories. Noise
the entire surface of the stripped end of Killer is aspray-on material that, as its name
the conductor like avise when the side
implies, controls vibrations; it works wry
screws are tightened.
well on audio shelves, according to the good
"I presently have Leviton hospitalMimmo. You can even squirt the stuff on
grade receptacles installed on my 20A
audio components! Does that CD player of
dedicated line and AC line conditioner. I yours have aresonant case that yammers
have also terminated acouple of my comand rattles when tapped? Fw000sh, and it's
ponent power cords with Leviton hospiAll Quiet on the Western Front. (Just don't
tal-grade plug No.8215-C — the same
spray the drawer shut.) The material is nondevice Synergistic Research uses on their
toxic and, after drying, fire-, water-, and
AC Master Coupler power cord. With
rustproof. Additionally, for all-thumbs
these excellent receptacles and plugs used
DIYers like me, Noise Killer is water-solutogether as asystem, the mechanical conble until dry. All you'll need is adamp cloth
nection is as solid as it gets. In Manhattan,
to remove any excess spray on the treated
you can get the full line of Leviton hospisurface. Naturally, its effectiveness is depental-grade devices at Tudor Electric Supply,
dent on the thickness applied; Mimmo sugon East 48th Street between Second and
gests that afew millimeters' worth are all
Third Avenues."
that's needed.
Thank you, Glen, and sorry to have
Icouldn't find the retail price of the
taken so long to acknowledge your infor24oz can of Noise Killer on Rockford
mative fax!
Fosgate's website. (In an interesting analog
Having presented these Final Thoughts
to audio, they don't sell over the Net.)
on grounding, I'm going to change the
Their Dealer Locator for New York
channel and continue last month's discuspicked up The Wiz (a yank-yer-chain I
sion of do-it-yourself racks and shelves.
personally find abhorrent) and Canal
While surfing Ye Olde Web the other day,
Audio: (212) 941-7301. Icalled Canal, and
they now carry adifferent product, called
e 2000 by cnup nu, inc. —1e23 NaZJuly 2000, hare
Dyilashield by Dynamat. It's essentially
N be 246 Stereophile (ISSN #0585-2544) is pubthe same stuff, and a20oz can goes out the
lished monthly, $19.94 per year br US residents (Canada add
$13; sil others add 815) by Pease; Publishire Gmtpany,
door for $16.95. Ialso found Dynashield
LLC. 6420 Wibliire Filed. Les Aeries, CA 90048.
at www.audio-etcetera.com/audio-etc!
Periodical, postage paid at Los Angeles, CA and addinenal
mailing ellica Ornada and GSTng. no. It 12468-3855dynas, "sale-priced" at $13.95 for a10.5oz
1337920. POS-17WASTIA: Send addnus changes to Stereocan; and at www.discountautosound.com/
phile, P.O. Box 53//Z Boulder, CO 80322-3117
dynamat.htm, for $10.
Printed in the USA
Now get out there and start spray n'!
Stereophtle, July 2000

PowerDAC (pou/ar dak), n.

1. A Wadia Decoding Computer

that drives loudspeakers directly.

2. A direct connection between

the music and your speakers.

3. A breakthrough digital amplifier

covered by three US patents. 4. Simply the best sound you've ever heard.

EXPERIENCE POWERDAC AT...
LA Audio

Los Angeles, CA

Audiocom

Old Greenwich, CT

Sounds Like Music

WADIA DIGITAL CORPORATION

624 Troy Street, River Falls, WI 54022
2000 Wadia Digital Corporation

715 /426-59oo

Phoenix, AZ

www.wadia.com

FM

THE NOT SO NAKED TRUTH
Gorgeous "clothing" and wonderful specs don't prove anything. You will have to listen for yourself
to really appreciate the ability of these cables to present you with the musical truth.

Model

Construction

MO

Flat

Metal

Features

Gauge/Sq. mm

Long Grain Copper

SST, SSCP

16 /122

Long Grain Copper

SST, Hyperlitz

16 /123

Long Grain Copper

SST, UUCL3

17 /1.06

Long Grain Copper

SST, UUCL3

15/ 1.56

CV-4

Perfect Surface Copper

SST, UUCL3

15 /1.56

KE-4

Perfect Surface Silver

SST, UUCL3

15 /1.56

Long Grain Copper

SST, SBW

12 /3.19

PSC & LGC

SST, SBW

12 /3.19

Granite

Perfect Surface Copper

SST, SBW

12 /3.19

Gibraltar

PSC+ & PSC

SST, SBW

12 /3.19

PSC+ & PSC

SST, SBW

9/5.94

Volcano

Perfect Surface Copper+

SST, SBW

9/5.94

Kilimanjaro

Perfect Surface Silver

SST, SBW

12 /3.49

Everest

Perfect Surface Silver

SST, SBW

9/5.94

F-14
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SPEAKER CABLE

Type 4

Quad Helix Hyperlitz

Jacket

Circular Helix Hyperlitz
Slate

Bedrock

Double Quad Helix Hyperlitz

Counter Spiraling
Circular Helix Hyperlitz

Caldera

SST: Multiple Conductor sizes improve neutrality

Model

SBW: Also ideal for Single Cable Biwire

UL/CL3: Rated for in-wail use

SSCP: Semi-Solid Concentric Packing

Construction

Metal

Insulation

Connector

Symmetrical Coax

Long Grain Copper

Polyvinyl Chloride

Gold RCA

Perfect Surface Copper

Polyvinyl Chloride

Gold RCA

Perfect Surface Copper

Foam Polyethylene

Welded Gold RCA

Perfect Surface Copper

Foam Polyethylene

Welded Silver RCA/XLR

ert

Perfect Surface Copper+

Foam Polyethylene

Welded Silver RCA/XLR

rn
•• •

Perfect Surface Copper+

Polyethylene Tubes

Welded Silver RCA/XLR

Anaconda

Perfect Surface Copper+

Teflon & PE Tubes

Welded Silver RCA/XLR

Amazon

Perfect Surface Silver

Teflon & PE Tubes

Welded Silver RCA/XLR

Sidewinder

que

Copperhead

Jacket

Double Balanced
Diamondback

Coral
Viper
Python

Triple Balanced

•
;:f:
Triple Balanced

'HOLE TRUTh.
aqeeaudioguest.com •www.audioquest.com
Tel: 949.585.0111 •Fax: 949.585.0333
8710 Research Drive •Irvine, CA 92618
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